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In eiding
In deze tweedelige bundel zijn aile artikelen van Herman Bouma
als enige auteur, of als co-auteur bijeengebracht die vanaf 1962
tot begin 1994 extern zijn gepubliceerd. Hieronder vallen in
eerste instantie tijdschriftpublikaties, artikelen in boeken maar ook
het IPO Annual Progress Report. Voorts zijn opgenomen bijdragen
in congres- en symposiumverslagen, brochures, jaarboeken en
commissierapporten. Van de meest recente manuscripten waren de
publikatiedetails op het moment van verschijnen van deze bundel
nog niet beschikbaar.
Hoewel er gestreefd is ncar volledigheid, zijn exacte doublures
niet opgenomen; wei vertalingen. Het copyright van de hier
opgenomen artikelen berust bij de uitgever of de auteur(s). Niet
zijn opgenomen interne IPO rapporten, memoranda, adviezen en
wetenschappelijke reisverslagen.
Terwille van de samenhang zijn de artikelen onderverdeeld in elf
hoofdstukken die elk over een bepaald theme handelen. De
volgorde van de hoofdstukken weerspiegelt in het algemeen de
tijdvolgorde waarin aan het betreffende onderwerp door Bouma is
gewerkt. Binnen de hoofdstukken zijn de artikelen
chronologisch geordend.

Samenstell i ng:
P.G.F.F. Barten en D.G.Bouwhuis
Grafische vormgevinig:
M.E. de Vette
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Deel1

1.

De pupi

1Reprinteci frOm Natul'e, Vul. 193, No 4816, pp.
February 17. 1962)

6~91.

Size of the Static Pupil as a Function
of Wave-length and Luminosity of the
Light Incident on the Human Eye
IN the past many investigations have been carried
out on the static and dynamic reactions of the human
pupil to illumination of the eye usinf! white light. In
this respect it seems surprising that little attention
shonid have been directed to the rlepandence on the
wM·e-lengtb of the incident light. Probably the
pupil was generally supposed to react in accordance
with the (subjective) bri~htness of the light entering
through.
For scotopic intensities thi~-< hypol.liesis wa...;; con.
firmed by the investigations of G 11llberg and Wagman 1
(static pupil size) anci Schwcit~r.er~ (d~·na.mic pupillary
threshoJds).
With respect to the plJOtopic range. however,
Gullberg and Wagman casually remark: "t.here is no
indication that the pupillary visibiJity curve as determined here for a dark adapted eye ever shows a cone
response with a maximum visibility at about 580 m!L".
I have investigated the static pupillary response as a
function of wa\Te-length in the photopic range.
Like Schout.en 3 • I measured t.he diameter of subject's (left) e;ve with an entoptic pupilometet·. The
right eye was exposed constantJ;v to monochromatic
light of fixed int-ensity. In this way the pnpillar~' const.riction turned ont to increa!'!f' with shortt"r wave-

-9

-~

-,

-6

-··

-4

-~

-::!

-1

0

log 10 F (lumen;
l:'ig. 1. 5ca,i.: pup.il :~i.%11 rela,ed to log luminous lfu.-.: F (lumenl
incident on the human eye for different wave·lenl!th~. Vlsu~l
angle 26• centrt>d on f<Wt':l. :-\uhject RB

'3

'4

-too

500
600
;oo
W:n•e-length (nm.}
~'i:;. 2. u, Stati(' pupillary sensitivity curve ( 0 .I two subjects);
&. scotopic Juminosit.~· cur,·e; c, Commission Interna.tionale de
I''Jilclalrngt' photopic luminosity enrve

.leugth. the light amount (lumen l being the sa.me (Fig.
1). From this curve can be seen the difference between
luminance and pupi11ary valence of the extreme wavelengths used (42,3 nm. and 670 nm.), constituting a
factor 1,000.
This was also checked more directly by measuring
static pupillary diameter on (successive) ilJumination with t.wo :fields of different wave-lengths judged
t.o be equal in brightness by the obser,•ers.
From the resnlts. I con8trncted the static pupillary
sensitive curve (Fig. 2). This curve relates log reciprocal energy flux, required for a certain amount of
contraction (4-5 nun.), t.o wave-length (max. 490 nm.).
For comparison the Commission Internationale de
l'Ecla.irage photopic human luminosity curve (max.
550 nm.) and the scotopic luminosity curve (max.
510 nm.) have also been given. I ha,-e tried to relate
this pupillary curve to other sensitivity curves of the
human eye. Thus I was able t.o construct it by
linearly adding the scotopic sensitivity curve (rna.".
510 nm.) and the blue colour-detection curve (max.
4~0

nm.).

The dependence on wave-length of static pupillary
process also comes near to that of the b component of
the human electro-retinogram as determined by
Riggs, Berry and Wayner'.
The functional significance of the outcome of our
experiments is still uncertain. It may turn out to be
related to other adaptive processes in the human eye.
H. BOUMA
Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek,
Eindhoven.
' C'TUllberg, J. E., and Wagman, I. E., .dmer. J. Physiol., 137, i69
(1942).
2
Schweitzer, X. )!. J., thesis, Utrecht (1955).
• Schouten, J. F., thesis, Utrecht (1937). Schouten. J. F., 8Jid Ornstein, L. S., J. Opt. Soc• .A mer., 29, 1 i1 (1939).
• Riggs, J•. A., Berry. R.N .. and Wayner, 1£., J. Opt. Soc • .dmer.. 39.
427 (1949).

i'rimeu in Grea!

Br~a~n

b,- Fisher. Knight & Co., Ltd •• St. Alba1111.
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RECEPTIVE SYSTEMS
MEDIATING CERTAIN LIGHT REACTIONS
OF THE PUPIL OF THE HUMAN EYE*)

7
BY
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PromotOr: Prof. Dr J.F. Schouten.
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Abstract
Subject of thi.s investigation is the influence of some illumination parameters on pupillary contraction, viz. intensity, wavelength, direction of
incidence on the receptors, and field configuration. Continuous illumination as well as light flashes have been applied. Inspection of the pupil
during the measurements turns out to be essential if the disturbing influence of asymmetrical fluctuations is to be avoided. For thi.s purpose the
entoptical method for measuring pupil size was used. For steady-state
reactions. the pupillary spectrum shows a maximum at a wavelength of
490 nm. No influence of the direction of incidence has been found. Since
the data have been collected at photopic illumination levels. it is concluded that retinal rods are responsible for steady-state contractions of the
pupil at illumination levels where cones govern brightness impression. The
intluence of configuration has been described by a formula in which two
retinal parameters occur. it yields for one subject pupillary contraction
for any field configuration. In addition co the focused light. the scattered
illummacion has co be taken into account. The contnbutions of different
areas add linearly (tJ:te central area orfering the greatest concribucion1,
whereas illumination enters logarithmically. By this organisation the influence ot" indirect Illumination is favoured. ·or the contractions of the
puoil co tlashes. only the amplitudes have been measured. Spectral and
directional sensitivnies show that both rods and cones do contribute. in
the same way as in vtsion. The question how-·rod and cone signals interfere rematns w be settled. The intluence of field conriguracion shows resemblance co chat on steady-state contraction. but only a preliminary
descnotton has been obtained. For rtashes. contributions of different
areas do not add linearly. Also. study of the ume function or the comractton seems co be required before an adequate description of the configuration parameter can be g1ven. On the basis ot the collected ~vtdence.
maintenance of the distmc:tion between steady-state :J.nd transient pupillary reacuons seems indicated.

-1-

1. INTRODUCTION
In the retina, the neural network at the back of the eye, incident light quanta
are absorbed by receptor cells. These signal the absorptions to other parts of
the network where the signals are transformed in several ways by the neuron
circuitry involved. The resulting signals (impulses) are led to the brain by the
optic nerve. In the brain they give rise to processes that correspond to a sensation called vision or visual perception.
Apart from conscious vision, several other processes are initiated by absorption of quanta in the retinal receptors and by subsequent transformation of
signals in the retinal network. The resulting signals are also passed on to the
brain by the optic nerve. These processes include refiexlike activities in several
muscles causing balancing reactions of the body, eye movements, lens accommodation, and also changes in pupil size.
Retinal receptors may be divided into two categories: rods and cones. This
may be done on anatomical, photochemical, electrophysiological and psychophysical grounds. Anatomically, the differences between rods and cones that
become apparent under the microscope are considerable. Photochemically,
their absorbing pigments show different absorption and bleaching spectra and
different rates of regeneration. Differences between rods and cones can also be
traced in the various potentials that can be picked up from the eye and they
manifest themselves also in vision.
With respect to vision, rods are especially involved in conditions of low
intensities, large and peripheral fields of view, and slow changes of illumination.
Under these rod-prevailing conditions, vision is called scotopic. High illumination, central and detailed vision, and rapid changes of illumination are conditions
for photopic vision, initiated by cones. In conditions intermediate between purely
scotopic and purely photopic, vision is called mesopic. Since this distinction
finds its origin not only in the receptors but also in functional properties of the
neural network, the concepts scotopic and photopic vision are more appropriate
than the terms rod and cone vision. This, in fact, is the present basis of the
duplicity theory of vision that was proposed some 70 years ago by Parinaud
and by Von Kries 66).
Generally, it is not known to what extent the unconscious refiexlike reactions
to light and conscious vision are mediated by functionally the same neural
circuitry in the retina. Accordingly, there are no a priori reasons for classifying
the unconscious reactions in scotopic and photopic muscle activities. It must
be admitted that, in the general sense, it is an attractive hypothesis to assume
that optic-nerve signals might be labelled either scotopic or photopic.
Pupillary reactions belong to muscle activities that can be initiated by light
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absorption. Apart from this, pupil size is influenced by a large number of other
stimuli, most of which are connected with psychological conditions. The
structure of all components by which pupil size can be influenced may be defined
as the pupillary system. The components have in common that they can exert
influence upon the effector of the pupillary system, which is the iris membrane
in the front part of the eye. Usually, the components or subsystems are themselves complicated and may be called systems as well.
With regard to the light reactions, it is convenient to distinguish between a
receptive system and a motor system, which are subsystems of the pupillary
system. The receptive system comprises all activities by which light absorption
in the receptors leads to stimulation of the pupillary motor centres. It will
constitute the main object of the investigation. The motor system includes the
transformations from stimulation of the motor centres to movements of the
pupil.
The question that gave rise to the present investigation concerned the
pupillary reaction to illumination from sodium and mercury lamps. Any
difference in pupillary reaction may add information to the solution of the
problem why most people prefer sodium illumination on roads. We started by
measuring pupil size as a function of wavelength and intensity of a steady retinal
field, since these are the two variables involved. When we compared the influence
on pupil size with the influence on visual brightness, we found great differences,
the pupil reacting relatively stronger to the shorter wavelengths. These effects
must originate from differences between the absorbing pigments in the receptors
involved: Further experiments revealed that not only the absorbing pigments but
also the receptors themselves are different: pupil size is mediated by rods whereas, simultaneously, brightness impression is mediated by cones. This finding
cannot be fitted into the scotopic-photopic scheme of the duplicity theory.
The difference between pupil size and brightness was at first described as a
discrepancy, which term holds only if a direct correspondence between pupillary
behaviour and vision is assumed. This correspondence need not always be
denied but may adversely affect the fruitfulness of the investigation if stated at
the outset. Thus, parallels between visual and pupillary data have not been
allowed to play more than an operational part. As a consequence we have to
distinguish between visual receptors and pupillary receptors and to assume no
a priori identity either with regard to functional behaviour or to retinal distribution.
Since pupillary contraction is an overall response, it is quite possible that the
light scattered in the eye contributes to it, as has long been recognised. Evidence
collected by Campbell and Alpern 24) suggested that this scattered light even
constituted the main source of pupillary contractions in response to steady
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illumination. This raised the interesting question as to how pupillary receptors
are distributed over the retina and to what extent retinal illumination by entop- ·
tical scatter plays a part.
The manner of convergence of the signals from the many pupillary receptors
to one motor signal may appropriately be called the organisation of the pupillary
receptive field. According to Adrian 3) a receptive field is the surface innervated
by a single afferent fibre. We shall use it in a slightly extended meaning as the
area from which signals may pass to a particular unit. Though the problem of
the organisation of this receptive field has been attacked in the past, no consistent
interpretation of the experimental data has been reported. Generalisation from
pupillary results obtained with very large fields of view where stray light plays
no part, led us to a possible answer to this question.
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Since the reactions to steady illumination constitute only one of the several
reactions of the pupil to light and in principle even the simplest one, it was felt
that a dynamic type of reaction, in this case the reaction to a light flash, should
also be studied. These dynamic reactions differed from the steady-state reactions
and showed complications in all the aspects investigated. For these reactions,
a classification into scotopic and photopic responses turned out to be possible.
In the following chapters we shall first give a description of the pupillary
system in general (chapter 2) and of the light reactions in particular (chapter 3).
This survey of the literature will enable us to focus the problems to be investigated somewhat more sharply. Turning to our own experiments, we shall start
with a brief discussion of the various methods by which pupil size can be
measured. The subjective entoptical method that we made use of will receive
some extra attention. Next, the optical arrangements will be described (chapter 4). Experimental procedures (chapter 5) have been designed to minimise the
influence of pupillary movements affecting the results.
For the reactions of the pupil to steady illumination, some properties of the
receptors involved (chapter 6) as well as the organisation of the pupillary
receptive field (chapter 7) will be discussed. Next, reactions of the pupil to flashes
will receive attention, again with regard to the properties of the pupillary
receptors (chapter 8) and to the organisation of the scotopic and photopic
receptive fields (chapter 9). It is hoped that the main findings summarised in
chapter 10 indicate some of the avenues open to further research.

-42. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE PUPILLARY SYSTEM
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In the first chapter we defined the pupillary system as the structure of all
components that may influence pupil size. The present chapter contains a survey
of this pupillary system. We start with a description of the anatomical
basis and the physiological processes involved (sec. 2.1). As appears from the
wide range of stimuli that cause pupillary reactions, the system is rather complicated. Does the pupil serve a purpose in vision as various authors have tried
to establish? We shall consider the meaning of the concept "function" before
outlining the consequences of pupil size on perceptual faculties (sec. 2.2).
Since the iris (rather than the pupil) occupies the central position in the
pupillary system, we shall examine two aspects of the iris in greater detail. First,
les us consider to what extent passive mechanical properties of iris tissue exert
a critical influence on pupillary movements (sec. 2.3). Next, we shall deal with
the muscles in which the double, antagonistic innervation exerts influence
(sec. 2.4).
Much information in this and in the next chapter has been taken from the
handbooks of Davson 3 4) (Lowenstein and Loewenfeld on the pupil78)), Gellhorn 46), Kuntz 6 7), and Maximow and Bloom 84 ).
2.1. Anatomical and physiological data

The pupil of the human eye is a circular hole in the iris membrane. This
membrane is located just in front of the lens and is attached laterally to the
ciliary body (fig. 2.1). The iris membrane divides the space in front of the lens
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Fig. 2.1. Part of a meridional section of a human eyebalL
PE - pupil edge, S - sphincter pupillae, D - dilatator pupillae, SC- canal of Schlemm
by which the chamber water is drained off~ after Schaffer, in Maximo\V and Bloom 84 ).
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and the vitreous body into the anterior and posterior eye chambers which are
filled with 99% water. The iris membrane itself consists of two muscle-like
structures and of very loose connective tissue containing blood vessels and
nerves. One of the muscles, the sphincter pupillae, consists of normal smooth
muscle tissue and is located just around the slightly dentated pupil edge. Its
fibres run in a tangential direction, causing reduction of pupil size when
contracting. The dilatator pupillae is an elastic, and possibly also muscular, thin
membrane (some 10 fL) located on the posterior side of the iris. Its fibres show
a radial direction and must be held responsible for enlargements of the pupil.
The epithelial cell layer just behind the dilatator contains the main mass of
pigment so that the iris membrane is an iris diaphragm.
In physiological conditions the pupillary diameter can vary between 7 ·5 and 1· 5
mm on the average at the age of 20, the range gradually shrinking with age to
3 to 1 mm at the age of 80 (Trendelenburg 122)). However, the differences
between individuals are great. Normally both pupils are of the same size in
steady state as well as during movements. Also, pupillary fluctuations are equal
for the right and the left pupils (LowensteinandLoewenfeld 77), Stark, Campbell,
and Atwood 11 3)). This behaviour is based on the coupling of the controlling
centres. Deviations between left and right pupils up to 0·5 mm are considered
to be within the physiological range.
The innervation of pupillary muscle is effected by parts of the autonomic
nervous system, governing all kinds of autonomic functions in the body. It
may be divided into a parasympathetic (ps) and a sympathetic (s) part on
anatomical and, to a large extent, also on functional grounds.
The parasympathetic system is active particularly when the body is relaxed.
Its fibres run from the brain stem directly to the various parts of the body.
The pupillary parasympathetic fibres (fig. 2.2) arise from pupillomotor centres in
the brain stem and reach the iris membrane by way of the oculomotor nerve
and the ciliary ganglion, located at the back of the eye cavity. Parasympathetic
activity causes pupillary constriction by activation of the sphincter muscle.
The sympathetic system is active especially during the working phase of the
body. Its fibres originate in nerve centres in the spinal cord (spinal ganglia)
which in turn may be influenced by higher centres in the hypothalamus. The
various parts of the body are reached by way of the sympathetic tracts in front
of the spinal column. The pupillary sympathetic fibres (fig. 2.2) come from
centres in the cervical part of the spinal cord. They run to the upper cervical
ganglion, which is part of the sympathetic tracts. From here they accompany
the blood vessels to the eye. Sympathetic activity causes pupillary dilation. As
yet, it is not quite certain which iris muscle is innervated by sympathetic fibres,
but probably the sympathetic fibres act on the sphincter as well, causing a
relaxation. This will be discussed in sec. 2.4. According to this view the
sphincter muscle would be controlled by a double, antagonistic innervation.
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Fig. 2.2. Diagram of parasympathetic (ps) and sympathetic (s) neural pathways, along which
the motor innervation of iris muscle is effected.

2.2. Pupillary reactions and their consequences
There are a great many causes for pupillary movements. The majority give
rise to a dilation. This is the case with pain, noise, arousal, attention, fright,
anoxia, etc. Stimuli that cause pupillary constriction are sleep, increased blood
pressure *), accommodation and/or convergence, and light. In fact, accommodation and convergence do not cause pupillary reactions. They are only accompanied by pupillary movements (synergic movements or synkinesis). Except for
the reactions to illumination, all these reactions are part of more general changes
of the activity of the autonomic nervous system. Thus, the pupil is to some
extent an indicator of this activity.
The stimuli exert influence on the pupil because their pathways converge
on to the pupillary motor system. This occurs mainly in two centres: the
parasympathetic pupillomotor centre in the brain stem and the sympathetic
pupillomotor centre in the spinal cord. In man, most influence is exerted by
either activation or inhibition of the parasympathetic centre.
*) The reaction to increased blood pressure is caused by a nervous component rather than

by the purely mechanical component arising from the greater filling of the iridical
vessels 4H).

-7The thorough connections with the autonomic nervous system make it
plausible that conditioning of pupillary reflexes is possible. Though this has
sometimes been reported in the literature, it has never been proved satisfactorily
(Young 136)). Some voluntary influence on pupil size is possible by way of
reflexes such as emotion, pain, accommodation, and frowning. None of the
authors who have worked on the subject have found evidence that the light
reflex was subject to conditioning. In fact, light exerts a very direct influence
on the pupil. In view of this it may readily be accepted that the phylogenetic
origin of the light reflex is a direct sensitivity of the iris membrane itself to light,
something which is still found in many lower vertebrates (Weale 133), Von
Campenhausen 25)).
Since vision also exerts some general influence on the autonomic system as
a whole, it seems logical to suppose that, apart from the direct light reaction
mentioned above, there is also some indirect light reaction. This may be taken
to resemble closely the reaction to noise. Its occurrence is possibly masked by
the direct light reaction.

Influences of pupil size on perceptual faculties
Pupillary movements affect various perceptual phenomena. These influences
are usually summarised under the heading "pupillary functions". If the concept
"function" is used as activity proper to something, we can agree with it. Often,
however, it is used in the less neutral sense as "being of positive value". In the
teleological view it is thought improbable that 'Nature' might perform activities
which had better be left undone, as judged from a designer's point of view.
It must be admitted that many properties of biological objects fit into the
teleological framework. Thus, the position of the iris diaphragm is precisely at
the most favourable position for image quality. Moreover, the eye can operate
under a wider range of illuminations than would be possible with fixed pupil
size. One can also be grateful that the pupillary light reflex is of considerable help
as an indicator of the degree of narcosis.
Several properties, however, are neutral or ambiguous, or even negative, with
respect to their influences. Thus, it is not clear whether pupillary fluctuations
or the slow dilations are very helpful to vision. To this category also belong the
many pupillary reactions of psychical origin, by which other people can obtain
some impression as to one's psychical state. The optimal pupil size for visual
acuity or retinal illumination is lost by these psychical reactions, which may
be considered to be of negative value. The decrease in the range of adjustment
with age is certainly of negative value and if desired, the various iris diseases
that menace vision can also be placed in the negative category.
This list seems somewhat too heterogeneous to support a scientific hypothesis that the pupil is designed to make the best of the possibilities open to it.
Since the teleological framework unilaterally stresses properties whose positive
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-8influence can be understood, it may be a misleading concept. Also, it may blur
the fact that we do not yet understand the phylogenetic and embryologic
origins of the various pupillary reactions. It is for these reasons that we prefer
the neutral meaning of the word "function" and in order to avoid confusion,
we shall substitute a description in general terms.
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The main influences of pupil size concern:
(a) retinal illumination,
(b) visual acuity,
(c) prevention of fading,
(d) discomfort glare,
(e) human communication,
(f) flow of aqueous humour.

(a) Retinal illumination
Taking the maximum diameter as 7 ·5 mm and the minimum diameter as 1· 5
mm, the pupil can adjust the retinal illumination by a factor 25 at best. The
total range of light intensities under which the eye can operate exceeds twelve
log units, the limits being set on the low side by a few quanta falling within the
integration interval on the retinal integration area, and on the high side by the
injury level (Weale 1 3 4 )). Thus, the influence of the pupil governing 1·4log units
at most seems not very impressive. In actual fact, however, the pupil enlarges
the number of log units the eye can handle by these 1·4 log units since this is
effective especially at the extremes of the intensity scale. Thus, on the one hand,
the pupil may prevent retinal burning lesions due to occasional blinks at the
sun while, on the other hand, it makes vision in dim light essentially better,
compared with a pupil of fixed average size.
In general a large pupil affects the rods more than the cones, since the latter
show a strong directional sensitivity (Stiles-Crawford effect). Consequently, the
maximum influence of the pupil on the amount of light absorbed by cones is
reduced to a factor of 12. Since at high intensities, the visual scotopic system
mediated by rods is saturated, the effect of a small pupil size with respect to
adaptation is greatest for the cones (diameters 1·5 to 5 mm) whereas at low
intensities rod vision is affected selectively. Transient light reactions of the pupil
seem to be of restricted impact on perceived brightness.
(b) Visual acuity

As the refractive media of the eye show spherical and chromatic aberration,
the sharpness of the retinal image gains with pupillary constriction. This is one
of the reasons why visual acuity improves at higher illuminations. Since the
percentage of the amount of light entering the eye and diffracted at the pupil
edge increases with decreasing pupil size, too large a contraction of the pupil

-9deteriorates the quality of the retinal image (Leibowitz 69). There is some
evidence that steady-state pupil size corresponds to the flat optimum of visual
acuity (Campbell and Gregory 23)). As yet, the mechanism by which such
feedback would be achieved is unknown.
Due to the accommodation-convergence synergic movements, the focal depth
increases automatically when looking at near objects.
Though the importance of pupillary movements for visual acuity is generally
understood, there is a lack of quantitative data on this subject.
(c) Prevention of fading
It is known that a fully stabilised retinal image causes visual impressions to
disappear rapidly. Since pupillary movements influence retinal illumination,
small pupillary fluctuations might contribute to the prevention of this fading.
As, however, intensity fluctuations due to pupillary unrest do not exceed 20 ~/6,
this influence is much smaller than the influence of involuntary eye movements
and can, in fact, hardly be detected at all (Stark et al. 113,114)).
(d) Discomfort glare

There are indications that tensions in the intra-ocular muscles, including the
iris, are among the constituent factors of discomfort glare (Fugate and Fry 44 ).
(e) Human communication

Since pupil size and pupillary movements constitute a factor in facial expression,
they play some part in human communication. Physiologically, the momentary
state of activity of the autonomic nervous system is somehow indicated. From
a psychological point of view, it has to be described in terms of arousal, attention, etc. Such indications, which occur unwittingly, are used in psychotherapy
and misused in testing consumers' unconscious reactions to new industrial
products.
(f) Flow of aqueous humour

The aqueous humour in the eye chambers is produced by the ciliary body and
next passes from the posterior chamber via the narrow slit between the eye lens
and the iris to the anterior chamber, from where it is drained off by the canal
of Schlemm located in the cornea-scleral junction (fig. 2.1 ). This stream of fluid
results in a renewal of aqueous humour in the anterior eye chamber every
1j- hours.
Schouten 105) pointed out that it is quite conceivable that the iris influences
this stream by acting as a hydrodynamic valve.
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2.3. Passive mechanical properties of iris tissue
The iris muscles evince a simple counteracting behaviour: the contractive
action of the sphincter is counteracted by the dilative forces of the dilatator.
If the two forces balance each other for some time, the pupil is in a steady state.
2rr

The total inward-directed radial force Fi can be expressed as: Fi = (Fs d' =
0

= 27TF8 , in which Fs is the sphincter force in the direction of the muscle fibres
and d~ is the angle subtended by the sphincter part as viewed from the centre
of the pupil (fig. 2.3). In the equilibrium state the total inward-directed force Fi
equals the total dilatator force Fd. Thus the equation Fa = 27TFs holds.
The time functions of pupillary movements will depend on the time functions
of the forces F<; and Fa and on the passive mechanical properties of the iris
tissue on which these forces act. The forces depend in their turn on the characteristics of the innervation, the neuro-muscular transmitters and the muscular
contraction process. The main passive properties are mass, friction, and stiffness
(elasticity).
In actual fact, the relationships are more complicated, since the system cannot
be considered to be a passive one set in motion by a force from outside. Stiffness
and friction parameters change under the influence of nervous stimulation and
the changes of stiffness may even constitute the main cause of the contraction
(parametric driving).

Fig. 2. 3. Relationship between the sphincter force Fs in the direction of the muscle fibres
2rr

and the inner-directed force Pi
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We shall confine this discussion to the passive movements that are to be
expected if no active muscular forces are present. The problem to be discussed
is whether observed pupillary movements can be identified with these passive
mechanical movements or not. Where the observed movements cannot be
explained on the basis of passive movements only, it must be supposed that
active muscular forces are continuously present. In this case pupillary movements are governed at least partly by the characteristics of the innervation
process.
Normally a light flash gives rise to a pupillary reaction with a time function
as shown in fig. 2.4. We note a latent period ( s:::: 0·2 s), a contraction ( R:::: 0·5 s)
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Fig. 2.4. Time function of a pupillary contraction in response to a flash of light.
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and a slower dilation ( s:::: 3 s) *). According to Drischel 38), the total reflex
curve may be readily compared with the aperiodic oscillation known from
mechanics. This suggests that the movement may be described in terms of a
linear differential equation of the second order, in which the mass m, the
friction r and the dilatator stiffness s of the iris membrane are the parameters:
F =

m,;;;

+ r.Y + sx,

j
j
j

(2.1)

j

where F represents the active radial force working on the system, x the amplitude of displacement, .X the velocity and x the acceleration of the pupil edge.
The solutions of this equation are well known. Without any active force
present (F = 0), the movement will show:
if r2-/4sm < 1, damped oscillations with a frequency f = (1/27T) VS,1m;
if r 2/4srn = 1, critically damped, aperiodic movements with a time constant

j
j
j
j

rj2s;

j

if r2j4sm > 1, overdamped movements with a time constant approaching rjs
for large values of r2j4sm.
An example of each of these situations, when F is a step function, is shown
diagrammatically in fig. 2.5.
Let us now try to calculate the values of m, r and s (in c.g.s. units).
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The exact values show considerable individual differences (Drischel3 8), Petersen 87)).
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Fig. 2.5. Responses to a step function in an external force F of a passive system obeying
a linear differential equation of the second order.

The mass m can be found from the volume and density of the moving part
of the iris membrane. The approximate dimensions are sketched in fig. 2.6,
from which results m = Trh (c 2 - b 2) ~ 2.10- 2 g. Since on the average all parts
of the iris move about half as much as the pupil edge, the equivalent mass is
about I0- 2 g.
The stiffness s depends on the effective cross-section and on the specific
stiffness of the dilatator membrane, assuming that a constant specific stiffness
exists. Unfortunately, I have not been able to find any data for the stiffness
of the dilatator. However, for different elastic tissues as the aorta wall and
normal rubber, the elasticity modulus E is of the order of 107 dyne cm- 2.
From measurements of sound velocity in the biceps muscle a value E =
2.106 dyne cm-2 results (Schouten, Vredenbregt, and Westhoff 106)). Taking
E = 5.106 we find for a membrane thickness of 0·01 mm: s = 2TTb h' Eja ~
3.10 4 dyne cm-1.
From these values of nz and sit follows that the resonance frequency fwould
be(lj27T) Vsfm ~300Hz. Another way to find the order of magnitude of the
resonance frequency is to use the velocity of sound waves, which is v = }/ Ej p,
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Fig. 2.6. Schematic cross-section of the iris membrane. Values indicate the approximate
dimensions (in mm) of some iris components.
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when pis the density of the material. The elasticity modulus of the iris membrane
will be mainly accounted for by the elasticity of the dilatator membrane. The
density of the material is unity, but since the iris membrane is about 20 times
as thick as the dilatator membrane, the effective density of the latter is 20 times
as high. As a result v = J/5.10 6 /20 = 500 cm/s. Combined with a wavelength
A. = 4a = 1·2 em (fig. 2.6) we find a resonance frequency f = vjA. R:::: 400 Hz.
The pupillary oscillations that have actually been observed are all below 10 Hz.
The fact that oscillations with frequencies around the resonance frequency do
not occur, must be attributed to frictional damping.
The friction r is composed of two components: an internal friction ri within
the iris membrane, which is to be localised mainly in the muscles, and an external
friction re between the moving pupil and its water environment. Accordingly,
r = ri + re. Probably, the internal friction will make the larger contribution
to total friction. Unfortunately, no reliable data are available about the internal
friction in muscle tissue. For the biceps muscle, there is some evidence that the
quotient r/s is of the order of 50 ms (Schouten, Vredenbregt, and Westhoff 106)).
If we suppose that this relation may also be applied to the dilatator membrane
(which is, in fact, quite uncertain), we calculate for the dilatator ri ~ 2.103
dyne.s.cm- 1 and supposing a similar value for the sphincter, we arrive at
n ~ 4.10 3 dyne.s.cm- 1 . For the external friction Stokes' law may be applied,
which gives the result re = 4.10- 2 dyne.s.cm-1. The external friction is clearly
negligible.
The values m = I0- 2 g, s = 3.104 dyne cm-1 and r = 4.103 dyne.s.cm-1
give r2j4sm ~ 104 • If this value is approximately correct, the iris membrane
must show overdamped behaviour. The time constant then amounts to
rjs = 0·1 s. The mass is too small to exert any influence on the movements.
The value of 100 ms has to be compared with the observed time constants of
pupillary movements, which amount to about 0· 3 s (contraction) and 1·0 s
(dilation). The difference is too small to permit a definite conclusion, since the
estimation notably of the internal friction has been very rough. If we have
underestimated the quotient between friction and stiffness, the pupillary
movements may be critically limited by these passive mechanical properties.
If the quotient is either correct or overestimated, pupillary movements are
governed by the rate of rise and descent of muscle tensions. In this case it is
almost certain that the sphincter plays the main part during contraction as well
as during dilation, since muscle activity of the dilatator, unlike passive behaviour,
is presumably incapable of slowing down the dilation.
According to this view, the sphincter muscle can relax only towards a certain
diameter which is a function of momentary transmitter concentration. The
dilatator, whether innervated or not, pulls the sphincter to this diameter and
the high stiffness of the innervated sphincter then permits only negligible further
dilation. Hence, the time function of actual pupillary dilation reflects the time
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The most likely conclusion is that passive mechanical properties of the iris
tissues do not critically influence the time function of pupillary movements. This
conclusion is in no way new. Several investigators never doubted that pupillary
movements are due to innervation functions only (Poos 89,90), Lowenstein and
Loewenfeld 72,?4), Drischel 38)). In fact, some known phenomena do not fit the
description of pupillary movements as aperiodic movements. First, several
pathological conditions in the innervation pathways influence the time functions
of pupillary movements, some of them in the direction of higher contraction
speed (Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 74)). Secondly, some investigators observed
that the pupil was stationary for some 0·1 s in its most contracted state when
reacting to a flash of light (Haltezeit, see Petersen 87 )). These phenomena
cannot be explained on the basis of passive mechanical properties alone. Van
der Tweel 1 2 4) stated explicitly that dilatator properties are not of critical importance during the contraction phase of pupillary movements. He held the
opinion that the dilation phase, on the contrary, is governed by the passive
properties of the mechanical system. According to the arguments presented, it
seems more likely that the rate of relaxation of the sphincter is reflected in
pupillary dilation. Further evidence on the values of stiffness and friction parameters is needed before the role of the passive mechanical properties of the iris
tissues can be settled.
2.4. Innervation of iris muscle
It has been mentioned that the innervation of iris muscle is performed by
both parts of the autonomic nervous system. A simple hypothesis would be
that the sphincter muscle is innervated by the parasympathetic system whereas
sympathetic activity stirs the dilatator. However, the available evidence does
not correspond to this hypothesis. There is ample evidence that parasympathetic
activity acts on the sphincter but sympathetic influence is probably not operative
in an excitatory sense on the dilatator, but rather in an inhibitory (relaxing)
sense on the sphincter. This view is favoured by the uncertainty as to the muscle
properties of the dilatator *). Further, a double, antagonistic innervation of
smooth muscle has been shown to exist. If the sphincter has a double, antagonistic innervation, the actual dilation must still be brought about by (elastic or
muscular) properties of the dilatator.
When viewed under the microscope, the human dilatator membrane has no
muscle appearance 8 4 ). The fibrillated parts of the cells are arranged as a
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Loewcnfeld 72 ), in a survey of the extensive literature on this point, arrives at the conclusion that the dilatator has muscular properties.
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separate membrane at the border of the cell bodies. Apter 9), in experiments
on cats, reported no radial forces in the dilatator after sympathetic stimulation.
These data indicate that sympathetic stimulation probably does not act on the
dilatator. Then, dilation must be caused by way of active relaxation of the
sphincter, as suggested long ago by Poos 89). Apart from a number of pharmacological arguments he thought the sphincter so much more powerful than the
dilatator, that it needed a double, antagonistic innervation to keep its force
within dilatator limits. Direct physiological evidence was presented by Hess,
Koella and Szabo 58,59). They showed that the contracted sphincter relaxes
under the influence of the sympathetic agent adrenalin. Bi.ilbring 21 ) carried
out an electrophysiological study on this effect.
In addition to innervated muscle properties, a purely mechanical stimulation
can also cause a contraction in the rather undifferentiated smooth muscle cells
(Hess and Koella 59)).
2.5. Conclusions

A general survey of the pupillary system shows that the pupil is sensitive to
a great many stimuli, which may roughly be divided into light stimuli and
psychical stimuli. When studying one of the reactions of the pupil, the disturbing influence of the other reactions must be kept in view. The existence of these
many reactions may be understood from the fact that the controlling centres of
the pupil belong to the autonomic nervous system. Contrary to many autonomic
reflexes, pupillary reflexes seem not to be subject to conditioning. To some extent,
changes in pupil size can be induced voluntarily. Due to the close connections
between the pupillary nervous centres, the pupils of both eyes show equal size
and equal movements.
Pupil size is of influence on various perceptual phenomena. Both the reaction
to light and the synergic movements with accommodation and convergence are
generally of positive value in vision in a sense that more details or contrasts can
be perceived. Several other reactions of the pupil cannot profitably be fitted
into a teleological framework, which is believed to be unsuitable for a general
analysis of biological phenomena.
Concerning passive mechanical properties of iris tissue it has been established
that its mass is too small to exert any influence on pupillary movements. Of
friction, only the internal component need be considered. It is so large that
the passive pupillary movements are definitely of the aperiodic overdamped
type, the time constant being given by the quotient of friction and stiffness.
This time constant is estimated to be some 100 ms, but the accuracy of this
value is too low to permit a definitive conclusion that the passive properties
are of no influence on pupillary movements, which show time constants 3-10
times as high.
It seems likely that contractions and dilations of the pupil are caused by
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contraction and relaxation of the sphincter muscle only, the dilatator keeping
it under tension when it relaxes. Hence, the sphincter is controlled by a double,
antagonistic innervation: it contracts by parasympathetic stimulation and it
relaxes by sympathetic stimulation. According to this view, there is no need
to suppose the dilatator membrane to be muscular.
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3. LIGHT REACTIONS OF THE PUPIL
3.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter we mentioned a large number of pupillary reactions.
In this chapter we shall confine our attention to the light reactions. The neural
pathways along which the signals for these light reactions are conducted may
be divided into receptive and motor parts. The receptive part (fig. 3.1) begins
at the retinal light receptors. The nerve signals triggered by light absorption
then pass the complicated nervous circuit of the retina. This results in pulses
(spikes) conducted by the optic nerve. Half of the fibres of the optic nerve
decussate in the chiasma opticum. Just before the lateral geniculate nuclei
(LGN) are reached, the pupillary fibres branch off to a neighbouring ganglion
(pregeniculate nucleus PGN) in the pretectal area. From each side, the signals
are then conducted to both parasympathetic pupillomotor centres in the brain
stem, where begins the common motor part of the loop described in sec. 2.1.
The light reactions of both pupils turn out equal, irrespective of the distribution of illumination among the two eyes. This can be gathered from the two
decussations between the left and the right parts of the loop. The sympathetic
pupillomotor centres are also influenced by the optic nerve signals, though less
directly.
In this chapter attention will be directed mainly to the literature on the
receptive part of the pupillary system, since this is the subject of the present
study. We are especially interested in the properties of the receptors and in the
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Fig. 3.1. Light reactions of the pupil. Diagram showing neural pathways of the receptive
system.
PGN - pregeniculate nucleus (pupillary receptive centre);
LGN --lateral geniculate nucleus (in the visual pathv.•ays).
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organisation of the receptive field as established in the retina and in the receptive
centres of the brain stem.
All data collected from the pupil in principle provide information about the
total pupillary system or, in so far as the light reaction is independent, about the
pathways serving the light reactions. The overall aspect of pupillary behaviour
can be studied by a servo-analytical approach, in which the relations between
the time functions of light input and pupillary output are studied systematically.
In trying to collect information about a particular component part, certain
precautions in the experimental techniques and the evaluation of the results are
necessary to isolate the properties of the component under consideration as far
as possible from the interfering influences of other components. Since the
magnitude of these influences is usually unknown, one can hope to control
them only by keeping them constant. For example, when it is desired to isolate
the absorption spectrum of the retinal receptors, pupillary responses to monochromatic illuminations of equal energy should not be measured, since the
pupillary responses may be different and the linearities and alinearities of the
motor components come into play. One had better measure the energy of such
stimuli as produce equal pupillary responses. The influence of several component
parts is ruled out once the pupil is used as a zero-indicator only. From mea,sure. ments of this type, using a constant-response criterion, one can never be sure at
what stage in the loop the various input effects that cause equal outputs are
themselves equal. In the example mentioned above, the simplest interpretation
is one in terms of the absorption spectrum of one type of receptors. The possibility cannot be ruled out, however, that several kinds of receptor act together
to produce a result that cannot be distinguished from the activity of one kind
of receptor when viewed from outside.
The advantages of using equal-response criteria when investigating biological
systems are well known. For this purpose the physical stimuli have to be adapted
to the demands of the system under consideration.
In the next section of this chapter we shall give a short description of the
servo-analysis of the total loop (sec. 3.2). We shall then direct attention to the
various light reactions of the pupil. Three categories will be distinguished:
- steady-state or static reactions: sec. 3.3;
- transient or dynamic reactions: sec. 3.4;
- less direct reactions, such as fluctuations and after-effects: sec. 3.5.
In the past, the value of distinguishing static from dynamic reactions has
often not been recognised. It must be admitted that no a priori evidence is
available that this distinction is of wider importance than that of distinguishing
experimental criteria. As will be discussed in the final chapter, the differences
in experimental results gained with both kinds of criteria justify the conclusion
that this distinction is reflected in the organisation of the system.
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3.2. The feedback character of the light reflex
In recent years much attention has been paid to an analysis of the pupillary
system from the general viewpoint of servomechanisms (Stark and Sherman 112),
Stegemann 118), Wagner and Bleichert 131)). The feedback character ofthe pupillary light reflex has long been known (Heddaeus 5 6) wrote in 1904: "The pupil
moves because it moves") but exact analysis along these lines has only recently
been undertaken. This approach may offer a prediction of the time function
of pupillary diameter in response to any time function of illumination. The
importance of such an overall description of a feedback system has for long
been acknowledged in electronic and mechanical engineering.
Usually, the analysis is based upon amplitude and phase relations between
light input and pupillary output for different frequencies of sinusoidal light
stimuli in open-loop conditions~ in which pupillary movements have no influence
on retinal illumination. These data may profitably be visualised in Bode
(fig. 3.2) or Nyquist (fig. 3.3) diagrams, the shape of which depend on
the experimental conditions (subject, intensity, adaptation, etc.). It turns out
that the pupil cannot follow changes in retinal illumination with frequencies
above 4 cjs. If the system is linear, pupillary behaviour in response to a light
stimulus of any time function can be predicted from the diagrams. However,
the system is in a high degree non-linear. Still, this linear approach offers a
satisfactory description of the conditions under which instabilities occur
(Stark 114-116) and Baker 115)).
A small increase LlE in pupillary illumination E increases the light flux ~ entering the
eye by an amount of Ll11/> = A.LlE (A stands for pupillary area). The feedback loop
causes a decrease LlA in pupillary area, by which action the light flux decreases again
by an amount of Llzt/> = E.LlA. The gain G = Llztl>/Ll11/> = E.LlA/A.LlE represents the
fraction of the increase of light flux that is fed back by the characteristics of the loop.
A feedback system is stable if the absolute value of the gain is less than unity at a
phase difference between input and output of 180°. The pupillary loop amply fulfils
this condition (G1so• = 0·18), as is best shown in the Nyquist diagram, and is therefore
a very stable one. By increasing the gain artificially by illuminating the retina with a
narrow pencil of light just inside the pupillary edge Stark 114) was able to induce
instability. The resulting oscillations showed the predicted frequency of about 1·5 cfs.
In translating the outcome of an analysis of the pupillary loop in terms of electronic
circuits (introducing filters, delay lines, logarithmic elements, etc.) one hopes to find
that these elements can be fitted into anatomical and physiological data. In this way,
the operation of some of the components might be elucidated. The first attempt to
draw conclusions in this direction was made by Van der Tweel 124 ). He found that
I. f. cut-off in the visual and the pupillary systems coincided, while h. f. cut-off differed
considerably, the visual system showing the highest fusion frequency. On this basis
it is likely that pupillary h. f. cut-off is not localised in the retina. Since neuro-muscular
transmission in smooth muscle is known to be slow, it seems quite possible that
pupillary h.f. cut-off takes place here.
In trying to find a mathematical description of the relation between light input and
pupillary output one has to take into account several non-linear terms, representing
the process of logarithmisation of the light signal, the asymmetry between contraction
and dilation, etc. Stark's formulae describing this relation are therefore of a complicated
nature and it has not been quite possible as yet to simulate pupillary behaviour quite
satisfactorily, though a good approximation has been achieved (Sandberg, Sobel, and
Stark 10 :?· 1 09 •110 ), Hornung and Stegemann (lJ )).
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(Stark and Baker 115)).
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The overall gain of the system provides the main information necessary for
calculating the influence of the pupil on retinal illumination and visual functions.
Measurements of the gain under steady-state conditions have been carried out
long before the servo-analytical approach came into use.
· Though information about the role of the component parts is restricted so far,
the servo-analytical approach has improved insight into general aspects of the
loop. It would also be useful to analyse the influence of pupil size on visual
acuity in terms of a feedback coupling. Connections between the light reflex
and the accommodation and convergence synergic movements might then be
revealed. This approach seems not to have been undertaken so far, which is
probably due to the difficulties met with when trying to measure rapid changes
of visual acuity.
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3.3. Steady-state reactions
The equilibrium state of the pupil that is reached after some time as a reaction
to constant retinal illumination may be defined as the steady-state or static
reaction. The static diameter decreases when light intensity increases. Curves
showing the overall relation between pupillary diameter and luminance of a
large field were first given by Weiler 135) in 1910. The results obtained by eight
different authors concerning 34 subjects in all have been summarised by De
Groot and Gebhard 35). Figure 3.4 shows average diameters as well as maxi-
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Fig. 3.4. Pupillary diameter D in response to a steady retinal illumination T.
Data provided by young observers, taken from the literature (DeGroot and Gebhard 3 5),
Spring and Stiles 111)). White light. The hatched region indicates the area in which the average
values obtained by the various authors are located.
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mum and minimum diameters summarised by them, to which have been added
data supplied by Spring and Stiles 111). The steep parts of the curves show a
gradient of 0·8-1·9 mm per log unit of retinal illumination, corresponding to
about 0·7-1·2 mm per log unit of luminance of the outer field. De Groot and
Gebhard also present a precise mathematical description of the results. Owing
to the great individual differences and the dependence of the results on various
unanalysed factors such as age and field configuration, this description is of
limited value.
Pupillary receptors
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Regarding the receptors mediating steady-state reactions of the pupil it is
generally assumed that both rods and cones are involved as is the case in visual
processes. Evidence in favour of this view was presented by Laurens 68). In
measuring pupillary diameters 20 seconds after the onset of illumination he
found a spectrum of the pupillary sensitivity somewhere between the well-known
absorption spectrum of rods (max. 510 nm) and that of cones (max. 555 nm).
At decreasing intensities this pupillary spectrum shifted to shorter wavelengths,
thus imitating the Purkinje-shift of visual brightness, which is due to the relative
prominence of rods in dim illumination and that of cones at high illumination
levels. However, his work leaves much to be desired, since for reasons of speed
he measured equal-energy spectra instead of equal-response spectra. Furthermore, he used a very small field of view: the subject looked at a slit the length
of which subtended only one degree. Such a small field may easily introduce
interaction with transient reactions due to invo~untary eye movements. And,
as he explicitly mentions, he did not wait until a steady-state was reached.
The first evidence against the view that pupillary and visual processes depend
on the same receptors comes in 1934 from Luckiesh and Moss 79). They found
pupil size greater in sodium than in tungsten light, the difference being of the
order of0·5 mm at a luminance level of 500 cdjm 2 . On this basis Van Liempt 70)
advocated the use of sodium light in portrait photography because large pupils
add to a person's attractiveness. In 1940, Van Liempt and De Vriend 71)
published data on the subject from which they drew the conclusion that
pupillary efficiency is different from brightness efficiency, the pupil reacting
relatively better to shorter wavelengths.
After it had been discovered that some properties of the steady-state reaction
of the pupil (illumination level and time function of dark adaptation) resemble
those of photopic vision mediated by cones, Wagman and Gullberg 12 9) undertook experiments to demonstrate the influence of rods. For a criterion of0·5-mm
contraction they found good correspondence between the pupillary spectrum and
the scotopic-visibility spectrum, from which they concluded that at low illuminations rods mediate the static reflex of the pupil. Concerning the spectrum at
higher intensities they make the casual remark: "there is no indication that the
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pupillary visibility curve as determined here for a dark-adapted eye ever shows
a cone response with a maximum visibility at about 580 mf.L"· We confirmed
this finding when we found the pupillary spectrum at high intensities showing
a maximum at 490 nm close to the maximum of the scotopic-visibility spectrum
(510 nm) l4a). Recently, Alpern and Campbell 6) reported spectra of the static
pupil in which both a rod and a cone component were present (8 o field).
In 1948, Spring and Stiles 1 11 ) found a small directional sensitivity for the
static pupillary light receptors (52° field, 1000 td). Since cones show a large
directional sensitivity and rods do not, this leads to the conclusion that in static
contraction cones play a restricted role only. However, for a 1o foveal field,
Alpern and Benson 5) reported a directional sensitivity of the same magnitude
as that of cones. The conclusion is that rods play an important part in steadystate contraction whereas the amount of influence by cones is uncertain.
The question now arises at what level of illumination these effects were found.
For white ligll.t or for monochromatic light of intermediate wavelengths the
retinal illuminations necessary for 0·5 mm contraction are reported between
0·01 and 100 td. For static contractions of 3·5 mm the illumination must be of
the order of 500 td (fig. 3.4). We conclude that at scotopic intensities no substantial pupillary contraction has been found. The illuminations at which the
static pupil reacts to light are either in the mesopic or in the purely photopic
range.
Until recently no attention was paid to the effect that rods would mediate
steady-state reactions of the pupil at intensities at which they play only a
restricted part in vision. We shall turn to this problem in chapter 6.
The organisation of the steady-state receptive field

According to chapter 1, the organisation of the steady-state receptive field
concerns the manner of convergence of the signals from the many receptors
in the retina towards one motor signal for the steady-state pupil. Two aspects
may be distinguished. First, one can ask what the contributions of small retinal
areas are if they alone are illuminated. Secondly, the manner of convergence
of the signals from various simultaneously illuminated areas is of importance.
Concerning the first question, Crawford 2 9) measured static pupil size in
reaction to illumination from a glare source projected on various parts of the
retina. The efficiency of the illumination with respect to the pupil turned out
highest in the fovea, while decreasing rather sharply towards the periphery.
Ring-shaped fields gave essentially the same results. These results corresponded
well with earlier experiments of Hess 57), which were of a dynamic nature.
When foveally centred fields of various sizes are used the results turn out
different. In 1896, Vervoort 1 2 6) compared squares of 4 o and 8 o and found that
pupillary constriction did not change if the product of area and illumination
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was kept constant. Over a greater range of field diameters up to 65 o Crawford 29) found the same integration: pupillary contraction is governed by the
total light flux that enters the eye irrespective of the size of the illuminated area.
For fields smaller than 6 o a small deviation from this rule was found in the sense
that the efficiencies were slightly lower. The handy integration law, which has
become well known, was found by Crawford to apply also to fields of irregular
shape. Considered on its own merits, these experiments point to a linear integration of the incoming light, or in retinal terms, to an almost homogeneous
population of receptors reacting in proportion to illumination. This view is in
contradiction with the former conclusion that sensitivity shows a sharp decrease
from the fovea towards the periphery.
The lack in agreement between the two kinds of experiment has long been
recognised. Hess 5 7) chose an easy way out by rejecting Vervoort's results
without repeating his experiment. Crawford 2 9) concludes that "the pupillomotor efficiency is a function of pattern quite as much as it is a function of
intensity. The underlying mechanism may be localized in the retina or it may
be of a psychological nature". Vander Tweel 124) considers Crawford's data
not entirely free from contradictions.
The problems touched upon here will be considered further in chapter 7.
3.4. Transient reactions
General information

The pupil reacts to variations of light intensity with dynamic or transient
reactions. In general, contractions occur rapidly with rather short latency times
whilst dilations are much slower. The introduction of the time parameter offers
extra possibilities for obtaining information on the component parts of the loop.
On the other hand, the experiments are relatively difficult to perform, not only
because measurements of movements are more elaborate than static measurements, but essentially because it is more difficult to get equal responses which
are of help in deciding which components the observed phenomena originate
from.
The reaction to a flash of light, after a short latency interval of about 0·2 s,
is a contraction ( R::1 0· 5 s) followed by a slower dilation (some seconds). A positive step function in light intensity gives rise to a similar movement, the pupil
often showing a large overshoot. This indicates a higher sensitivity of the
dynamic system as compared to the static one. In fact, this difference may
amount to more than 6 log units of light intensity.
A negative step function causes only a slow dilation (latency time R::::J 0-4 s)
while a negative light pulse ("dark flash") gives a contraction followed by a
dilation. This paradoxical effect is due to a reaction to the increase of illumina-

-25tion at the end of the negative pulse, the negative step itself having no influence,
as Redhead, Stark and Payne 91) have pointed out.
Figure 3.5 shows schematically the above-mentioned reactions.
With a limited number of subjects, Van der Tweel 124) confirmed the simple
exponential time course of contraction and dilation first described by Reeves 92),

Illumination
a

b

c~-r~

-==

d

Fig. 3.5. Pupillary reactions to:
(a) a flash of light,
(b) a sudden increase in illumination (positive step),
(c) a sudden decrease in illumination (negative step),
(d) a short interruption of the illumination (dark flash).
A notable asymmetry occurs between the responses to an increase and to a decrease in
illumination.

the time constants being about 0·3 and 1·5 s, respectively. This relation also
holds for most of the curves published by Petersen 87 ). Van der Tweel interpreted the exponential time function in terms of transmitter concentrations.
Concerning the influence of light intensity of a flash on the resulting contraction, the results of Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 76), Fugate 4 3) and Baker 12)
indicate an overall gradient between 0·2 and 0·6 mm increase of contraction
for each log unit increase of light intensity. This value is about four times lower
than reported for steady-state contractions.

-26When illumination ceases, the pupil gradually dilates until it reaches its final
value.
The actual amplitude and time function of these pupillary movements again show
strong individual differences, on which topic Petersen 87 ) and Drischel 3 8) have given
quantitative information. In line with Lowenstein and Loewenfeld ' 4 ), Drischel concludes from his findings that different types of reaction may be distinguished: the
"hyperkinetic type" shows short latency times, slow contractions and relatively rapid
dilations, whereas the ''hypokinetic type" combines long latency times, rapid contractions and slow dilations. As these results concern only one type of illumination it is
difficult to compare the results of different authors or to condense the results in a small
number of basic parameters.
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The speed of the dilation seems to depend not only on pupillary diameter but also
on the recent history of pupillary contraction and of illumination. Thus, Reeves 9 2 )
found a time constant of about 7 s after full adaptation to bright light which is much
higher than he found with dilation after a flash of light (1·2 s). Contrary to this,
Wagman 130), in a short note, reports the time function of pupillary dilation after
illumination within a restricted intensity range to be dependent solely on initial pupillary diameter.
Alpern and Campbell 1 ), after extinguishing a very bright illumination, found pupillary dilation to occur in three distinct phases. During the first 10 s there is a dilation,
immediately followed by 20 s of contraction. Then, the final dilation begins showing
a time constant of about 5 min. The actual time course of dilation seems therefore to
depend very much on the illumination prior to dilation, especially when this illumination
is high. Our own experiments, as far as they go, are in agreement with this conclusion.
The problem would seem to need more thorough investigation.
According to Brown and Page 20), the dark-adapting cones would exert a direct
influence on the dilating pupil. Van der Tweell 24 ) pointed out that their experiments
do not permit such far-reaching conclusions. Still, the hypothesis as such has received
support from a recent finding by Alpern and Campbell 7 ). Pressure on the eyeball
during adaptation, which interrupts the blood supply and thereby neural activity,
increases the speed of the dilating pupil. Pressure exerted in the same circumstances
on the other eye, which has not been illuminated, causes no such dilation, thus
eliminating possible direct influence of pressure itself.
In comparing pupillary dilation with retinal processes we must bear in mind that
pupillary contractions of say 3 mm require high light intensities. It seems likely that
adaptive changes below the level of steady-state reactions do not exert influence on
pupil size. Even if adaptive state and pupillary diameter were coupled directly, it is
nevertheless unlikely that their time constants would show equal values. We may
expect that closer examination of dilative speed of the pupil after various durations
and intensities of the stimulating light will throw more light upon a possible coupling
between retinal adaptation and pupillary behaviour during dark adaptation.

Pupillary receptors

The expectation, based upon a supposed analogy between the visual and the
pupillary receptive systems, that dynamic pupillary reactions at low intensities
are mediated by rods whereas cones prevail at higher intensities is supported
by the spectral data available. As early as 1892 Sachs 101 ) found that replacement of an illuminated piece of paper by another one of different colour caused
no pupillary reaction provided the subjective brightness of the two objects was
equal. This also applied for the intensity range where the visual Purkinje shift
occurs. Abelsdorff 1 ) repeated the experiments more quantitatively with essentially equal results. Thus, brightness impression and pupillary functions depend
upon the same receptors. The spectrum of pupillary thresholds in dark-adapted
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conditions was shown by Schweitzer 10 7) to be identical with that of the scotopic
system. Under photopic circumstances the spectrum of the cones was found by
Alpern and Campbell 6) to be fully reflected in dynamic pupillary behaviour.
Our own experiments, which will be described in chapter 8 agree with data from
the literature in that they also point to a close connection between dynamic
pupillary reactions and brightness impressions.

The organisation of the receptive field for transient reactions

How does dynamic pupillomotor sensitivity vary over the retina? The answer
resembles that given for static sensitivity: the efficiency is high in the central area
and diminishes towards the periphery (Abelsdorff and Feilchenfeld 2), Hess 57),
Hesse 60)). Hess derived the conclusion that only a slightly eccentric area (diameter about 30°) around the fovea contributed substantially to pupillary contraction. For larger eccentricities the contraction was not absent but, in line
with earlier ideas of Heddaeus 54 , 55), Hess attributed these activities mainly to
stray light reaching the central area. Most authors who have worked on the
subject since are of the opinion that the intra-ocular stray light contributes
substantially to pupillary contraction. More recently the above results have
been checked by Harms 5 3 ), who arrived at a roughly similar conclusion. In
addition, he found that visual and pupillomotor thresholds varied in the same
way when he moved the stimulating field over the retina, with one exception:
the foveal dip of visual thresholds in the dark-adapted state was not reflected
in the pupillomotor threshold. Repeating his experiments, Schweitzer 107)
found the dip expressed both in visual and pupillary thresholds. A possible
explanation of this discrepancy will be put forward in chapter 9.
With respect to the cooperation of signals from various retinal areas for the
pupillary threshold Schweitzer 1 07) found neither integration (as was the case
for the static pupil) nor an agreement with visual measurements. In some
subjects he even found a well-expressed over-integration, the total light flux
necessary for a pupillary treshold reaction decreasing with increasing field size.
According to Schweitzer the origin of this as yet unexplained over-integration
must probably be located in the receptive centres of the brain stem.
Cones as well as rods are involved in dynamic pupillary reactions and the
organisation of the receptive field for cone-mediated reactions may be expected
to be different from that for rods. Both will be considered in chapter 9.
Apart from the organisation of the receptive field for reactions mediated by
either rods or cones, one may inquire into the cooperation between rod and cone
signals in circumstances in which both may be supposed to be active. Experiments on this problem have been performed by Alpern and Campbell 6). Using
sinusoidal variations of light intensity and a threshold criterion for the pupil,
they concluded that a summation of the logarithms of rod and cone signals
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occurred. Our own experiments, performed with flashes, gave different results
(chapter 8).
3.5. Fluctuations and after-effects
Fluctuations
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Under normal circumstances the pupil always shows fluctuations, the phenomenon being known as the pupil's unrest. These fluctuations are superimposed
on other reactions. If the pupil is near one of its extreme values, the amplitude
of the fluctuations is generally less than 0·10 mm. At intermediate diameters and
light intensities amplitudes of about 0·5 mm may be reached. This effect is only
partly due to the feedback characteristics as initiated by transient reactions due
to movements of the eyes and of the eyelids. The·effect occurs also with a very
large retinal field, when lid closures are suppressed, and is therefore brought
about by other causes too. Obviously, pupillary fluctuations that are too small
to cause a change of retinal signals escape from retinal control (Stark 114)).
Pupillary fluctuations generally increase with the state of fatigue.
Since the fluctuations of both pupils are coupled (Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 7i),
Stark, Campbell, and Atwood 113 )), their origin must be found in the nervous control
centres. According to Stark et al., the effect is due to inherent variations of the number
of steering impulses. It is assumed that fatigue deteriorates the steering capacities of
the centres, possibly due to a state of instability of the autonomic nervous system as
a whole. However, the influence of other causes such as blood pressure can certainly
not be ruled out.

In certain experiments on static pupil size we noted that the pupil suddenly
started to oscillate (amplitude ~ 0·5 mm, frequency ~ 0·3 c/s), the maximum
diameter during the oscillations being less than the diameter before the oscillations started, see fig. 5.2. The decrease in the average diameter can be readily
explained by assuming that the phenomenon is caused by rhythmic contractions
due to pulse trains, the interval between the trains leaving no time for full dilation. Usually, the phenomenon disappears after some minutes. The frequency
of occurrence depends on the state of fatigue. The literature mentions this
phenomenon as "hippus", a common symptom of certain diseases of the
nervous system.
The influence of fluctuations on pupillary measurements will be considered
in chapter 5.
After-effects

The rather slow dilation after prolonged illumination belongs to the transient
reactions. During this dilation a peculiar phenomenon may sometimes be
noticed, which, at best, is only indirectly related to the preceding illumination.
The phenomenon consists of an interruption of the slow dilation by a contraction of son1e minutes' duration, whose start may vary between two and ten

-29minutes after the light has been switched off (Crawford 29)). Normally, pupil
size diminishes with about 0·5 mm. Sometimes, especially when this contraction
is rather large, oscillations of the hippus type occur (fig. 3.6). They are usually
accompanied by the occurrence of increased amounts of "eigengrau" which
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Fig. 3.6. Measurement of pupillary diameter D after extinguishing a bright illumination.
The irregular dilation is interrupted by a period of oscillations. Observer H.B.

manifest themselves as vague dim clouds, drifting slowly in the visual field.
3.6. Conclusions
Reactions of the pupil in response to retinal illumination may be divided into
three categories: steady-state reactions, transient reactions, and fluctuations.
A servo-analytical approach yields overall time relationships between illumination and pupil size. If properties of component parts of the pupillary system are
investigated, more classic methods are convenient. In this respect one can avoid
the influence of non-linearities in the motor system by using the pupil as a zeroindicator only.
Although the literature on retinal receptors that mediate steady-state reactions
shows that rods play an important part, there are nevertheless indications that
cones too are involved. The intensity range in which the pupil has been found to
react to steady illumination is not scotopic, but either mesopic or photopic. As
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regards the organisation of the receptive field for steady-state reactions the data
seem contradictory: some experiments point to a homogeneous sensitivity over
the retina whereas others indicate a well-expressed foveal maximum.
The literature on transient reactions of the pupil shows that they are mediated
by the same receptors as those involved in vision. Thus, rods prevail when vision
is scotopic, whereas cones have been shown to play a part under photopic
circumstances. The few investigations into the organisation of the receptive
field reveal some differences between the pupillary and the visual systems. Here,
the overall character of pupillary reactions seems to be of decisive importance.
Pupillary fluctuations increase with illumination. However, the influence of
illumination is not always as straightforward as one would wish with respect
to the reproducibility of the measurements. In fact, the fluctuations also depend
on parameters other than illumination. The oscillations known as hippus seem
to be only indirectly related to illumination.

-314. APPARATUS
In this chapter we shall first give a short description of the various methods
by which pupil size can be measured, followed by a more detailed discussion on
the entoptical method used in this study (sec. 4.1). We shall then consider the
optical arrangements by means of which we obtained the various light stimuli
(sec. 4.2). Efficiency in collecting the required data was increased by the use of
an autonomic registering device which will be described in sec. 4.3.

4.1. Pupillometry
Several methods have been used during the last century to obtain reliable
measurements of pupil size. Since interest in pupillary reactions was never lacking, the various methods have followed close on the heels of technological
advances. Thus the accuracy as well as the speed of the measurements have
increased, while the originally good accessibility of the results, after a temporary
deterioration due to the use of film techniques, has been re-established. In
addition, the illumination which may interfere with the measurements can now
be avoided by the use of infrared radiation. A negative aspect of these developments is that the complexity of the apparatus has gradually increased.
The available methods may be classified into four groups:

(1) A direct comparison with some sort of scale. In order to avoid parallax the
scale may be imaged in the plane of the pupil. The method is simple and rapid,
the accuracy is about 0·2 mm. These properties meet normal clinical demands.
(2) Photographic methods. Two different ways are known for measuring pupil
size photographically. The first method was used as far back as 1885 when
Bellarminov 14) moved a film closely behind a slit. The slit was placed immediately before the centre of the pupil so that the pupillary movements were recorded
(fig. 4.1 ). The method has recently been used in a modernised form by Fugate 43),
by Van der Tweel 124), and by Baker 12 ), who combined it with photo-electric
registration. The imaging of the pupillary diameter on the slit, which is of
critical influence and the possible inconstancy of the velocity of the film are

-

Fig. 4.1. Photographic registration according to Bellarminov
is imaged on a slit with a moving film behind.

11 ).

The diameter of the pupil
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Fig. 4.2. Cinematographic registration of pupil size.
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some of the inaccuracies. The other way is to use cinematographic techniques
(fig. 4.2). Lowenstein 73) has long been a pioneer in this field, at first using
ultra-violet radiation so as not to interfere with the stimulating light. Since u.v.
radiation is not harmless to the eye, the development of infrared-sensitive
emulsions caused a rapid change in favour of the use of infrared radiation for
registering pupil size.
The main advantage of the photographic method is that an accurate registration of all sorts of pupillary movements is achieved. It is a disadvantage that the
results are not available until some hours after the actual experiments. In
addition, time-consuming measurements of the films are necessary. Nevertheless, in 1956 Petersen 87) arrived at the conclusion that the photographic method
was still superior to any other method. The scanning techniques (see below)
since developed have proved to be better still.
(3) Photo-electric methods. When illuminating the iris membrane the total
amount of reflected light depends on pupil size. This amount of light can be
measured photo-electrically by means of a photocell or photomultiplier, the
signals of which then contain information about pupil size. These signals can
be measured and registered directly. In 1941 Matthes 83) first used this method
which was later further developed by Clippers 3 1), who used infrared radiation.
The relationship between the portion of reflected light and pupil size is dependent on the reflectance characteristics of those parts of the eye that are illuminated, of which mainly the reflectance of the iris membrane shows considerable
individual differences. Since the reflected amount of light turns out to be approximately proportional to the illuminated area of the iris membrane, relative
changes of pupillary area can be measured by using this method. It must be
considered a disadvantage that no absolute measurement of pupil size can be
obtained, unless some separate calibration is made for each eye.
In modern scanning techniques this difficulty is avoided. The eye is scanned
with a narrow pencil of infrared radiation. The duration Ti of the diminution
of the reflected intensity as caused by the lesser reflectance of the pupil contains
the information on absolute pupillary diameter or area (fig. 4.3). Three techniques are available to date:
(a) The time interval Tmax that the scanning pencil needs to pass pupillary
diameter is proportional to this diameter. The scanning can be restricted
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Reflection

Fig. 4.3. Measurement of pupil size by way of scanning. The time 'i during which the pupil
is scanned, is characterised by the occurrence of less reflection. The horizontal diameter of
the pupil is proportional to •max, the vertical diameter is represented by the number N
(, > 0) of lines by which the pupil is scanned. Pupillary area is proportional to :S 'i·

to a narrow zone passing over the pupillary centre. The position of the
pupil relative to this zone is of direct importance.
(b) Schouten l05) suggested a method in which the number of lines N that
passes over the pupil when the total pupil is scanned is used as a direct
digital indication of pupillary diameter.
(c) The total time 2: Ti during which the pupil is scanned is proportional to
pupillary area.
The scanning method was first described by Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 75)
in 1958. Recently, Asano et al. 11) described a pupillometer based on the electronic scanning techniques as used in television. Since television techniques have
been fully evolved this method seems preferable. Thy general applicability, the
immediate accessibility of the results, and the high accuracy which can be
obtained with the scanning method make it almost ideal for pupillary measurements. The complexity of the apparatus must be mentioned as a still serious
dis ad vantage.
(4) Entoptical method. The entoptical method is based on the principle that one
is able to observe one's own pupil very much enlarged. This is achieved by
projecting the pupil edge on one's retina from a point source located just in
front of the eye (fig. 4.4). Then one observes an illuminated disc, the edge of
which corresponds to the pupil edge. All movements of the pupil are accompanied by variations in the size of the disc. Starting from this observation, a method
was developed for accurately measuring the pupillary diameter, which method
has been superseded in the last 25 years by objective methods. It will be argued
that in a restricted range of application this subjective method, which we used
in our investigation, has some definite advantages over other methods.
If one projects the pupil on the retina twice by using two point sources, the
observer sees two light discs. By adjusting the distance between the points the
observer makes the two projection discs touch one another. In case of an
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Fig. 4.4. Entoptical observation of pupillary movements. The pupil edge is projected onto
the retina from a point source just in front of the eye.
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Fig. 4.5. Entoptical measurement of pupillary diameter. When the two projection discs touch
one another; the distance between the point sources equals the effective pupillary diameter.

emmetrope, non-accommodated eye, the distance between the point sources
then equals the effective diameter *) of the pupil (fig. 4.5). The value obtained
is independent of the distance of the points to the eye. According to Broca 19 )
the principle of this method is attributed to Fick, but I have tried in vain to find
Fick's original paper. In 1864 Fick 42 ) only mentions the entoptical projection
with one point source**).
.
The main advantages of this method arise from the high level of accuracy that
may be attained (about 0·05 mm), the simplicity of the apparatus, and the rapid
completion of the results. Besides, the observer is able to perceive all movements
himself, including any deviating ones.
The possible influence on the pupil of the illumination necessary for seeing
the projection discs must be considered a disadvantage. In addition, the observer must learn to avoid accommodation. A fundamental restriction is that
quantitative measurements are possible only when pupillary velocity is low. Observation of rapid movements is, however, quite possible. For certain applications the subjective character of the measurements may be considered disadvantageous, e.g. when accurate data are needed from untrained observers.
Crawford 2 9) even rejected the method because the observer had to concentrate
on the disc positions. According to our experience, this extra attention does
not disturb the measurements.
*) Due to refraction by the cornea, the effective diameter of the pupil exceeds the anatomical

diameter by some 10 ~--;;. In the available methods this effective diameter is measured.
**) Note added in proof The missing reference is: V. Graefes Arch. Ophtal. 2, 70-76,

1856, as was kindly suggested by Dr frene Loewenfeld.

-35Interesting applications arise from the fact that under any circumstances a rapid,
accurate indication of pupillary behaviour is possible. Thus, it is used in clinical
practice to obtain an optimal dosage of drugs acting on the pupil, without necessitating
frequent clinical inspection, or to measure the influence of road illumination on pupil
size. In situations of this kind a pocket-size pupillometer (fig. 4.6) is very handy.

The entoptical method has been used, among others, by Sachs 1 0 1), Hess 57),
Luckiesh, and Moss 80), and Van Liempt and De Vriend 71 ). Pupillometers of
the entoptical type have been constructed by Houdin 62) (1870), Broca 1 9)
(1924), and Moss 85) (1932). The point sources were usually obtained by illuminating a small hole, which was sometimes realised by using two perpendicular
slits. Moss constructed a very stylish pupillometer of such small dimensions
that it could be mounted on a pair of spectacles.
LJ.

Fig. 4.6. Photographic negative, used as an entoptical pupillometer.

The accuracy obtained with this method is at most of the order of the
dimensions of the point sources, generally about 0·1 mm. In 1937 Schouten 10S,104) obtained very small point sources by reflecting a small filament on
the surface of two tiny silver grains. As may be deduced from fig. 4.7, the diameter q of the virtual image is of the order of Qr/21, where r stands for the
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Fig. 4. 7. A filament (size Q) is imaged by the surface of a small grain (radius r) located at a
distance /. The size q of the virtual image is approximately rQ/21.

radius of the grains and Q for the diameter of the filament, located at a distance l
from the grains. Taking r = 1 mm, l = 30 mm and Q = 2 mm, it follows that
q R::) 0·03 mm. Thus a very high degree of accuracy can be reached. Schouten
attached the grains to a pair of compasses in order to facilitate the reading.
In the first part of our experiments this type of pupillometer was used along
with a potentiometer to get automatic readings (fig. 4.8). Later on a modified
version was used in which we employed a micrometer construction, and a helical
potentiometer of exactly ten turns (fig. 4.9) *). This provided the opportunity
of a direct digital reading and registration in 0·0 1 mm units, without a calibration table being necessary. In this type, the point sources move symmetrically. With a value of r = 0·4 mm, Q and I being unchanged, the accuracy is
about 0·01 mm. Normally the fluctuations of the pupil are much greater than
0·01 mm. However, in the dark the pupil is sometimes very stable which enabled
us occasionally to measure pupillary changes down to 0·02 mm. The reflecting
surface of the grains is projected on the retina several hundred times enlarged;
for this reason it is desirable to have them polished optically smooth.
In case the eye is not emmetrope or in some state of accommodation, the distance a
from the point sources to the eye is of some consequence. The implications can readily
be seen from simple geometrical drawings. An example is shown in fig. 4.1 0, in which
the eye receives a sharp image from a point, b em in front of the eye (100/b diopters

*)

Both types or pupillometer were constructed by Mr H. S. Fuchs and Mr H. E. M. Melotte
of the Institute for Perception Research.
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Fig. 4.8. Entoptical pupillometer on which,
according to Schouten 10 3, 10 4), two grains
are mounted on a pair of compasses. A
potentiometer permits automatic reading
and registration.

Fig. 4.9. Entoptical pupillometer, based on
a micrometer construction. It is provided
with a helical potentiometer.

accommodation or myopic). As in the case of the emmetrope eye we construct those
rays that come together in the fovea. Thus we get:
Dpupn/Dgrains =

b/(b- a)

~ 1

+ afb.

Taking a = 2 em and b = 50 em we get a correction factor of some 4%. For the
general case in which the dioptric situation of the eye deviates d diopters from the
normal situation, the correction factor is ad per cent. This also applies to the spherical
aberration of the refractive surfaces of the eye, which also cause such a deviation. The
spherical aberration, however, is only of the order of one diopter (Iwanoff 63), so that
the resulting deviation may be neglected.
Since the correction factors do not affect the results in any essential way, we have
neglected them.

-----·-·g·
-------

b

I...

a

Fig-4.1 0. The geometry of the light rays when an eye is focused at a distance h;
Dpupn/Dgrains = b/(b-a) ~' 1 + afb, by which the correction factor for the
measured pupillary diameter amounts to 1OOa!h per cent.
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4.2. Optical arrangements

The aim of the optical arrangement as it has normally been used is t} offer the
subject monocularly a test field and a conditioning field that can be varied
independently in intensity, wavelength, time of onset. duration, field configuration, and place of incidence within the pupil.
In order to prevent actual pupil size from influencing the amount of light
entering the eye (open loop) it is desirable to concentrate the light on a small
spot within the pupil. Moreover, this method of Maxwellian view enables one
to combine high light intensities with a rather large field. In this respect other
ways of escaping from the influence of the pupil, such as paralysing its muscles
or using a diaphragm as an artificial pupil are far less promising.

48

The basic arrangement of the apparatus that meets the requirements is shown
in fig. 4.11. The small diaphragm 01, illuminated by a projection lamp. is
imaged twice, viz. in 02, where a pair of shutters SS controls the timings, and
in 0 3 where the centre of the subject's pupil must be located. For this purpose
a head rest, a biting board, and a nose rest were used. The second light path has
been arranged similarly. Its characteristic points are indicated by corresponding
symbols with primes. Both pathways are combined by a beam splitter Mf.

I
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~

Fig. 4.11. Optical arrangement. Two independent pathways are combined by a beam splitter.
The illuminated fields are seen in Maxwellian view.
0 - diaphragms, L - lenses, C - colour filters, N- neutral filters, SS- pairs of shutters,
MJ - beam splitter, Ph - photocell, F and F' indicate the focal planes from which the
retina receives a shar 1) image.

-39The photocell Ph receives light from both pathways and is used for calibrating
light intensities. Intensity and wavelength can be chosen by means of neutral
filters Nand colour filters C, respectively, located in the parallel beams. Several
filters are fitted in one disc, which can be rotated so as to facilitate changes.
The non-accommodated eye of the observer receives a sharp image of the focal
planes F and F'. Dimensions, form, and location of the field can be chosen by
putting suitable diaphragms in these planes. By shifting the lens L3 perpendicular
to the optical axis of the arrangement the position of the point of incidence on
the pupil can be changed without size and position of the field of view being
affected. This method has been used in order to perform measurements on the
directional sensitivity of the retinal receptors (Stiles-Crawford effect).
Peripheral fields were realised by using an optical arrangement which could
be rotated around a vertical axis. As the pupil of the observer (fig. 4.11, 0 3 )
could be positioned into the prolongation of this axis, the light amount striking
the retina was independent of the perimetric position of the light stimulus. The
centre of the retinal field could be varied from 70 o at the nasal side to 40 o at
the temporal side.
Very large homogeneous fields have been realised by means of an Ulbricht125)
sphere. Spheres of two different sizes were used, 230 and 110 mm in diameter,
respectively, of which the latter turned out to be the most convenient. Two
openings in the sphere with diameters of 10 mm and 23 mm were used for
illumination and for looking inside, respectively. The illumination was realised
from outside the sphere, by illuminating a spot just beside the opening for the
eye. By diffuse reflection from there the sphere was illuminated homogeneously
(fig. 4.12). In this way a homogeneous illumination of the full visual field is
obtained. This situation will be referred to as "180°" field. The marks are used
to indicate that the retinal receptors cover only some 120° of this field.
In most experiments with the Ulbricht sphere the natural pupil was used.
In some experiments the pupil of the illuminated right eye was widened artificially by means of homatropin. The quantum flux incident upon the eye was
calculated from the illumination on the surface of the sphere and the diameter
of the pupil.

L
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L

Fig. 4.11. Homogeneous illumination of the full visual field by means of an integrating Ulbricht
sphere.
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Details of the arrangement
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The light source consisted of a projection lamp with internal mirror, giving
a high light output in a restricted solid angle (Philips No. 13113C/04 8V, 50 W,
colour temperature 2700 °K). It was fed by a stabilised current*). In combination with a fan a very constant light output was reached, short-term fluctuations
being less than 1 % and the total decrease of intensity less than 30% in a hundred
hours.
In general, uncorrected spectacle lenses were used, which turned out to be
satisfactory. The light beams in particular have been found to be sufficiently
parallel for the interference filters. Spherical aberrations cause non-uniform
illuminations, which were avoided in the field of view by way of imaging the
homogeneously illuminated lens L1 in the focal plane F, which in turn is imaged
on the retina. For the measurements in which the point of entry in the plane
of the pupil was varied, we used an anastigmatic lens.
Metal-coated glass sheets were used as neutral filters**). Especially those of
higher densities showed some wavelength dependence, which was accounted
for in the intensity calculations. The light successively passed three discs containing 6, 6 and 3 filters, respectively. The differences in optical density between
two adjacent filters in the discs amounted to 2, 0·4, and 0·15 log units, respectively. In this way a range of 12log units was covered in steps of 0·15 log units.
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Fig. 4.13. Transmission characteristics of the eight interference filters used. The numbers
indicate the average wavelengths of stimulation of the visual brightness functions, which
deviate from the wavelengths of maximum transmission for extreme wavelengths in particular.
*) The current stabiliser was developed by Mr D. J. H. Admiraal of the Institute for Per-

ception Research.
**) These neutral filters were made by Mr J. van der Wal of Philips Research Laboratories.

-41Eight Balzer interference filters were used as colour filters. The half-width of
their transmissions was of the order of 50 nm. The transmission characteristics*)
are shown in fig. 4.13. In the wavelength range from 500-600 nm, the calibrations
were performed with an absolute accuracy of 0·1 per cent transmission. Due to
the high absorption by the visual pigments that occurs for these wavelengths, a
low transmission in this range may nevertheless lead to a substantial contribution to total stimulation. During each session, the amount of light was measured
in photopic lumens. The colour temperature of the lamp and the transmission
characteristics of the colour filters must be known to enable the equivalent
quantum flux to be calculated at the wavelength of maximum stimulation of the
photopic system.
A check on the accuracy of these evaluated transmissions can be obtained by
measuring scotopic and photopic brightness spectra for some observers, which
must be expected to approximate the spectra of th~ CIE standard observer. In
doing so, the deviations were of the order of 0·1 log unit, except for the extreme
wavelengths. In particular the filters 630 and 640 nm gave a systematic deviation
of0·4log units from the scotopic standard observer (see fig. 6.3). Probably, this
deviation must be attributed to the fact that the scotopic spectrum shows a
sharp cut-off towards longer wavelengths in this region, which may easily lead
to inaccuracies with these filters of 50 nm width. We have not corrected for
these systematic deviations.
A Weston photocell, connected to a current-compensating circuit, has been
used for calibrating light intensities. It was adapted for the photopic sensitivity
curve. The measurements were made with white light, the outcome being expressed in photopic lumens. This outcome was evaluated in terms of quantumflux by taking into account the colour temperature of the lamp and the transmission characteristics of the filters used. The sensitivity of the photocell was
dependent on the angle of incidence in case this angle differed more than 40°
from perpendicular incidence. If necessary, this directional sensitivity was
accounted for. In combining all kinds of error sources in calibration, the
accuracy of light intensities was within 10%, corresponding to 0·04 log units,
which is smaller than the systematic deviations introduced by the colour filters.
Each element of the pair of shutters consisted of an interceptor of the light
beam, mounted on the armature of a relay. Two shutters were used together
in order to utilise only the release of the relays, as its duration (2 ms) and
reproducibility are far better than of the attraction. The controlling signal was
obtained from a condenser-resistance circuit (flash duration variable between
20 and 500 ms, accuracy better than 5 %). Later on this circuit was replaced

*) Dr A. Bril of Philips Research Laboratories was so kind as to perform these calibra-

tions.
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by an electronic cascade counter *), which gave a far greater range and better
reproducibility (duration ?;: 3 ms, accuracy ~ 1 ms).
An adjustable head rest supported the observer's head. It consisted essentially
of a chin rest, two temple steadiers and a forehead support. When a properly
chosen fixation object was used, the observer could maintain his eye position
with an accuracy of about 1 mm, as was found from an external check. In cases
where the position of the eye was of decisive importance (as in the case of
measurements of the Stiles-Crawford effect), an extra nose rest was used, which
fixed the bony part of the nose to the optical arrangement. In a later stage of the
experiments we used a biting board, which ensures a better stability of the eye
position at the cost of some extra inconvenience to the observer.
Ajixation mark could be provided for either by putting a suitable filter and
diaphragm in the sec'Jnd light path, or by putting the point of a glass rod, drawn
out to a glass fibre, in the focal plane F or F 1 . The glass rod was illuminated by
a small lamp with a red filter. The glass fibre serves as a light conductor and
gives a very small light spot of adjustable intensity.
4.3. Automatic registration
In order to save the experimenter many hours of dull work, the filters were
fitted to discs which the observer c'Juld handle himself, whereas registration
was automatic. For this purpose, electrical contacts were mounted around the
spindle of each disc which permitted automatic registration of their position.
The settings of continuous variables such as pupillometer, neutral wedges, etc.,
could also be registered. By merely pressing one button, the observer could
register all variables automatically.
The use of this equipment enables the observer to perform the experiments all
by himself. Since he is not aware of the actual outcome of his measurements,
he is not tempted to influence his settings by what he expects to find. With the
help of this registering device, a trained observer achieves an average of 25
measurements of static pupil size or of contraction amplitudes to light flashes,
during an experimental session of It hours (2-4 settings for each measurement).
Consolidation of the results in the form of tables and graphs takes about one
extra hour.
Details
Automatic registration of the continuous variables has been realised by
coupling a potentiometer to the revolving spindle controlling the variables.
The resulting potentiometer setting was measured and digitalised by an analogue-digital converter (Philips No. P.R. 7800). At its output the signal is coded
as a series of contacts, which could be handled by an electrically operated adding
*) The cascade counter was developed by Mr G. J. Moonen of the Institute for Perception

Research.
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Fig. 4.14. Automatic registration equipment: input selector, analogue-digital converter and
adding machine.

machine (Addo-X). Discontinuous variables such as the position of the filter
discs and the shiftable lens were made manifest by an internal contact and fed
directly into the adding machine. An input selector *) governed the sequence
in which the various settings were offered to the adding machine and provided
for the reset. An additional input socket offered the observer the possibility
of having extra numbers registered. This was of importance when reporting
numbers of perceived flashes and under certain circumstances also for the
identification of the resulting set of numbers.
Figure 4.14 shows a photograph of the equipment.
*) The input selector was developed by Mr G. J. Moonen of the Institute for Perception

Research.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In this chapter we shall describe the procedures used in our experiments.
Measurements of steady-state diameters (sec. 5.1) and of contractions in response
to flashes (sec. 5.2) will be discussed separately. Problems arising from measurements of steady-state diameters will be specified. The entoptical method permits
a somewhat better inspection of the steady-state character of the pupillary
response than the photographic method which has often been used by others.
It will be shown that the divergencies in the results obtained by various investigators may have been due to different measuring procedures. Measurement
accuracy will also be considered.

54

5.1. Measurement of steady-state diameters
In chapter 3 we defined the steady-state reaction of the pupil as the equilibrium
diameter reached after some time in reaction to continuous illumination. In fact,
the pupil is always fluctuating. If small fluctuations occur around an average
diameter, only the accuracy will be affected. Large fluctuations, however, depress
the average diameter because fluctuations are asymmetrical in the sense that
they tend to start with a contraction. Therefore it is essential to avoid fluctuations as much as possible. We aimed at this by using the following procedure.
Experimental procedure

After the observer had been adapted to darkness for at least 15 minutes, a
steady light stimulus was presented to his right eye. Since the effect of this light
on the pupil of the left eye was to be examined, the pupillometer was placed in
front of this eye at a distance of about two em. The illumination from the
pupillometer was adjusted so as to reach the minimum intensity at which visual
acuity still sufficed to make accurate adjustments; this corresponded to about
one photopic troland.
The observer waited until the projection discs had reached constant size,
which took about one minute, but sometimes much longer periods were required.
Then he made the discs touch by adjusting the distance between the two point
sources, after which he pressed a button in order to register the setting of the
pupillometer. At each light intensity three to five adjustments of the pupillometer were made, the average of which was taken for further use. The same
procedure was then applied for other illuminations which were presented in
increasing order. Before each successive series began, the eye was again adapted
to darkness.
No measurements were made during periods in which large fluctuations
occurred. In general a period of some minutes' rest sufficed to stabilise the pupil
again. Since we had the impression that these large fluctuations are correlated
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with the state of fatigue, we tried to avoid them by carrying out most experiments during morning sessions.
The adaptation time of 15 minutes is not long enough to reach the fully darkadapted state. In the first series of measurement adaptation times of 30 minutes
were used. Since, however, the intensities at which the pupil reacts to continuous
light are rather high (several log units above the visual threshold), an adaptation
time of only 15 minutes was chosen and turned out not to affect the results.
The two observers who carried out most experiments were slightly myopic (some
two diopters); in other respects their vision was normal.
Fluctuations during continuous illumination

What kind of unwanted pupillary fluctuations or irregular movements can
be observed during steady illumination? Small oscillations can always be
observed, except under very low illuminations. Eye movements and blinks give
rise to well-expressed transient reactions, which will have disappeared after some
five seconds. Transients at the onset of illumination are sometimes rather
persistent, the dilation after the initial contraction requiring time intervals from
several seconds to several minutes. These dilations are not smooth but occur in
steps interrupted by contractions. During these transients the fluctuations are
markedly increased and the first indication that a steady diameter is being
reached is a diminishment of the amplitude of the fluctuations, the pupil then
dilating smoothly (10-30 s) to a constant value.
The occurrence of these prolonged transients is rather irregular: sometimes
they are absent and sometimes they are of such pers!stence that the session has
515nm

630nm

Fig. 5. I. Registration of pupillary diameter D in reaction to steady illumination. When
t = 0, the steady illumination was increased by a factor of I 0. The black lines mark the
periods during which the observer judged the pupil to be sufficiently stable for measurements
to be carried out. Field 20°, two wavelengths, observer H.B. The pupils are quiet.
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Fig. 5.2. Similar to fig. 5.1. This measurement was characterised by persistent oscillations.
Enlarged pupillary fluctuations are asymmetrical in a sense that they depress the average
diameter.

to be stopped. According to our experience they increase with the brightness of
the field, especially when the final steady-state diameter is high. Next, they are
more marked at foveal than at peripheral fields. Finally, as these transients have
been found to increase with the state of fatigue, the probability of their occurrence will be greater as the day proceeds. Apparently we have to do with a state
of instability in the neural control centres which is encouraged by illumination
and by the general state of fatigue of the autonomic nervous system.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 give illustrations of the phenomena described. The
recorded parameter is the voltage of the potentiometer that is controlled by
movements of the pupillometer (see fig. 4.9). The observer followed the pupillary
movements by trying to keep the projection discs just touching one another.
For rapid movements this is not possible. Figure 5.1 shows registrations for two
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wavelengths taken from a session during which the pupils were rather quiet.
The eye was illuminated by a 20 o field, which was presented immediately after
steady adaptation to an illumination of llog unit lower in intensity. Thus, what
is being recorded is the transient reaction due to a tenfold increase of the illumination. Figure 5.2 shows a similar registration now taken during a session
that had to be stopped due to persistent oscillations. The black lines indicate
the few periods in which the observer considered the pupil as sufficiently stable
to take readings. It will be seen that the enlarged fluctuations cause a considerable decrease in the average diameter, which is in accordance with our general
experience. The persistent oscillations have been recorded in detail by Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 77).
Comparison 1-t1ith other procedures

When measuring steady-state diameters, one has to wait until the transient
reactions have disappeared. In the literature this has usually been achieved by
waiting for fixed time intervals after the onset of illumination 5,29, 129). These
intervals ranged from ten seconds to three minutes, the constancy of the diameter after that time being judged either by its reproducibility or by separate
experiments in which the influence of this time interval was explored. In order
to avoid other transients, the observers were instructed to fixate as steadily as
possible and to avoid blinks. This procedure is especially suitable when photographic techniques are used.
When applying the entoptical method, no fixed time intervals need be chosen
since the observer sees the movements of his pupil and waits until the diameter
has become constant before making adjustments. Blinks, etc., cannot be suppressed for long, but they can be avoided in the last few seconds before an
adjustment is made. Nevertheless, if they do occur, the effect on pupillary diameter is clearly visible, so that the setting can be delayed. Thus, the main
difference with the photographic technique is that the conditions required for
steady-state measurements, viz. the absence of illumination transients and the
absence of large fluctuations are under continuous inspection. This inspection
can be achieved by other techniques as well.
The measurements reported in the literature show, in general, smaller diameters than were obtained by us (fig. 5.3). This might be attributed to individual
differences, which are known to be considerable. However, since these differences
were found at all of our seven observers, it is more likely that the experimental
procedure exerts some influence. For this reason we have imitated some of the
procedures reported in the lit~rature. We compared the following procedures.
(a) Closed-loop with open-loop situations. It may be that oscillations that tend
to depress the pupillary diameter differ in the two conditions.
(b) Adjustments after fixed time intervals with adjustments according to 1he
inspection procedure.
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Fig. 5.3. Comparison of entoptical measurements (five observers) with the average of the
data reported in the literature. The dissimilarities seem too large to be accidental and are
probably influenced by methodological differences.

(a) In fig. 5.4 steady-state diameters, measured according to the inspection
procedure described, at illumination through the natural pupil*) (closed loop)
are compared with those at illumination through the pupil centre only (open
loop). It is clear that the results are very similar, the conclusion being that this
difference in illumination conditions has no important influence on the results.
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Fig. 5.4. Comparison between closed-loop situation (natural pupil) and open-loop situation
(artificial pupil) with regard to their influence on steady-state diameter D. No significant
differences occur. Field 18 °, two wavelengths, observer H. B.
*)

This has been achieved by putting frosted glass in the focal plane F of fig. 4.11. In the
calculations of light intensities in the case of a natural pupil we made use of the fact that
both pupil are or equal size.

-49(b) Investigating the influence of the time interval, we subjected the observer to
a steady illumination, which was increased by one log unit at time t = 0. The
observer followed the movements of his left pupil with the pupillometer as
closely as possible. At times t = IOn seconds (1 ~ n ~ 9) he heard a weak
click as a sign to press the registration button. Figure 5.5 shows the results
obtained for two wavelengths in various intensities, which may be compared
with the diameter according to the inspection method. Similar results in which
those for n = 1-3 and 7-9 have been averaged for comparison with the diameters=according to the inspection method are shown In fig. 5.6 as a function
9.0 mm
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(re/./og units)
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Fig. 5.5. Pupillary diameter D, measured at fixed time intervals (t = 10 11 seconds; 0 < 11 < 9)
after a sudden tenfold increase in illumination, for several values of the initial illumination.
The lines serve only as connections between the points. The black horizontal lines at the right
show the diameters that were judged to be steady by the observer (inspection procedure); they
are generally somewhat larger than the diameters measured at fixed moments. Transients for
a short wavelength (515 nm, left curves) require shorter time intervals than are needed for
a long wavelength (630 nm, right curves). Field 18°, observer H.B.

of intensity. It must be emphasised that during none of these measurements
did abnormal fluctuations of the described type occur, whereas movements of
the eyes and of the eyelids were restricted to the moments immediately after
the clicks.
At a wavelength of 515 nm, the diameters in the fixed-time procedure are
0·0- 0·2 mm smaller than in the inspection procedure. At a wavelength of
630 nm, however, the differences are more pronounced, especially at illumination values at which high brightnesses are accompanied by a large pupillary
diameter. The differences of 0·0- 0·5 mm diameter correspond to differences in
illumination of 0·0 -1·5 log units, which is considerable. For very low as well as
for very high contractions the differences vanish.
We conclude that the inspection method produces larger diameters than the
fixed-time-interval method. The amount of difference depends on the intensity
increase, the stability of the observer's pupil, and also on the movements of the
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Fig. 5.6. Average results obtained in a way similarly to those in fig. 5.5. Full curves show
steady-state diameters measured, using the inspection procedure. Broken curves show average
diameters D10-3o (n = I, 2, 3) and D7o-9o (n = 7, 8, 9). The inspection procedure yields
higher diameters than the fixed-time-interval method. Even after an adaptation interval of
more than one minute, differences are clearly expressed. They are smaller for a short wavelength (515 nm, upper curves: L1D ~ 0·2 mm, L1 log if> ~ 0·2 log units) than for a long wavelength (630 nm, lower curves: LID ~ 0·4 mm, Lllog if> ~ 0·7 log units). For very small and
very large contractions, the differences tend to vanish.

eyes and of the eyelids. Due to these movements, untrained observers or observers who do not know beforehand at what moment a measurement will be made,
will on an average show still smaller diameters. Accordingly, the outcome of
these experiments is only qualitatively applicable to the results gathered from
the literature. It is remarkable that the differences should depend on illumination parameters (intensity, wavelength). Since usually it is illuminations necessary for a constant response that are compared, the results will be affected by
the procedure selected. Clearly, the transients and the occurrence of fluctuations
are governed by other illumination parameters than is the final stable diameter
\vhich we defined as steady-state response.
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Thus, at normal continuous illumination, the pupillary diameter is governed
by a combination of separate pupillary reactions: a reaction causing a stable
diameter, a set of transient reactions, and an instability reaction. We have tried
with our inspection method to isolate the stable diameter defined in chapter 3
as steady-state diameter.
Reproducibility of steady-state results
In order to obtain information about the reproducibility of the steady-state
measurements we performed some experiments in which we took 7-9 successive
independent settings for each intensity. The standard deviation LJD (per setting)
ranged from 0·04 to 0·22 mm with an average of0·12 mm. There was an obvious
systematic trend in the successive settings for all LJD-values larger than average,
which showed the changes in pupillary diameter during the one minute or so
during which the settings were taken. The measurements were repeated on
3 days. The spread of the average diameters of each day was of the order of
0·2 mm, but in other sessions larger values (up to 1 mm difference between
minimum and maximum) occurred. The diameter Do in the dark showed
fluctuations which were of the same order of magnitude. This diameter usually
decreased somewhat during the day and also during a session, which effect
is possibly connected with fatigue.
A low diameter in the dark, however, does not necessarily imply that the
diameters in response to illumination will also be low during that session.
Figure 5. 7 shows an example of this phenomenon. It may be concluded that the
daily variations of pupil size in the dark are not directly correlated with the
daily variations in the presence of illumination. Due to this effect, it is of no
advantage in steady-state contractions to use the contraction C = Do - D
instead of D as a measure for the influence of the illumination.
8
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Fig. 5.7. Measurements carried out on two days. A low diameter in the dark does not
necessarily imply a low static diameter in response to steady illumination. "180°" field,
observer H.B.
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However, if the pupillary diameter in reaction to illumination shows a certain
deviation from the average, this trend usually persists during the session.
Pupillary diameters in reaction to illumination (two wavelengths) are compared
in fig. 5.8, in illustration of two sessions. Though the diameters in the two sessions show considerable deviations, the differences between the two wavelengths
are almost equal. This means that if different illuminations are to be compared,
it is advisable to offer them in one session, as was generally done in our experiments. This should be kept in mind when in subsequent chapters it is desired
to compare results represented in different graphs, since they have usually been
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Fig. 5.8. Measurements for two wavelengths, carried out on two days. A low diameter in
response to illumination persists during a session. Field 18°, observer H.B.

collected in different sessions. We shall present the experimental data in such a
way that the graphs of the actual experiments show direct measurements
(averages of 3-5 adjustments). For further interpretation, data of each separate
session were compared before averaging.
5.2. Measurement of contractions in response to flashes

As has been mentioned in chapter 2 the pupil responds to a light flash with
a contraction, followed by a slower dilation to its original diameter (fig. 5.9).
The outline of experiments concerning this flash reaction would be greatly
facilitated if such contraction could be characterised by a very small number of
parameters only. Within certain limits it is possible to use a single parameter for
which the initial velocity or the amplitude of the contraction may be taken
(Vander Tweel 124 )). When high-intensity flashes are used, this simple description breaks down (Stark, Vander TweeL and Redhead 11 7)). Since the initial
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Fig. 5.9. Pupillary reaction to a flash of light. The initial diameter D, and the final diameter De
are equal. The amplitude of contraction Cmax is defined as the difference between initial diameter Dr- and minimum diameter Dmin·

diameter Di of the pupil in the dark may vary a good deal from day to day as
well as during experimental sessions, it is of importance to know how these
variations affect the reactions to a light flash. We have compared their influence
on the minimum diameter Dmin and on the amplitude of the contraction Cmax,
measured according to the procedure which will be described below.
Figure 5.10 shows Di and Dmin as well as Cmax for the same series of measurements carried out on three different days, on which very different values for
the initial diameters were found. This initial diameter turned out to decrease
during the sessions. The reproducibility of Cmax turns out six times better than
that of Dmin, indicating that the former is much more independent of the
variations. Usually the differences in reproducibility were somewhat less
spectacular, the standard deviation of Cmax (R::i 0·10 mm) being about half as
large as that of Dmin· One might ask whether some sort of relative contraction
such as Cmax/Di might not show still less spread than Cmax itself, thus providing an even better characteristic of the pupillary reaction. This turned out not
to be the case.
We therefore chose Cmax as characteristic of the pupillary response to a light
flash, as is usually done in the literature. This choice presupposes a one-to-one
relationship between amplitude and time function of the pupillary reaction,
which condition will almost certainly not always be fulfilled. As long as responses
of the same receptors are studied, this factor is of little influence. However,
the interpretation of the data originating from different components of the
pupillary system must necessarily be made with a great deal of reserve.
Experimental procedure

The consensual light reflex was studied as in steady-state experiments. The
flashes were presented to the observer's right eye while the entoptical pupillometer was placed in front of his left eye. As a fixation mark a dim red cross or
annulus was continuously present. At some moment when the observer focused
on the fixation pattern he released a button, by which action his eye received
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Fig. 5.10. Measurements of Di, Dmin and Cmax carried out on three successive days. The
reproducibilities of Di and Dm!n (upper graph) are inferior to those of Cmax (lower graph).
Field 18°, 515 nm, flashes 100 ms, dark-adapted eye. Observer H.J.v.B.

a flash. In answer to this flash both his pupils reacted in the same way by
showing a contraction. The moment he saw the pupillometer discs at minimum
size he took notice of the distance between the edges. If the discs still overlapped
he increased the distance of the point sources; if they became detached he
decreased their distance. Then he delivered a second flash and repeated the
process. Thus, by trial and error he found the distance between the point sources
at which the discs just touched at their minimum size. An experienced observer
needs some four flashes to reach a satisfactory setting. He then pressed a button
to get an automatic registration of the pupillometer setting and the flash parameters.
The flashes usually cause the perception of the pupillometer discs to disappear
for a short moment. This may sometimes have caused small contractions
(smaller than 0·1 mm) to pass unnoticed.
In order to retain the original adaptational state of the retina and of the pupil,
successive flashes were separated by an interval of 5-40 s. dependent on flash

-55intensity. This time interval is long enough to prevent pupillary flash reactions
from being influenced by earlier flashes. In order to obtain experimental corroboration we measured pupillary contractions in response to weak flashes, first
after full dark adaptation and then after a "conditioning flash" of higher intensity (3log units). In both situations equal contractions were produced. Using the
trial-and-error procedure, it is difficult to measure the initial pupil size Di before
the flash is produced that afterwards turns out to give a minimum diameter
exactly in accordance with the pupillometer presetting. Instead we therefore
measured pupil size De after recovery from the flash. Verification experiments
proved that Di and De did not show any significant difference.
Direct registration methods are in principle more suitable for measuring
dynamic reactions than the entoptical method. Still, the simplicity of the
apparatus, the high degree of accuracy, and the reasonable speed of the measurements seemed to justify the application of the latter method.
In order to provide a direct comparison between the influences of the various
parameters on pupillary contractions and visual thresholds we measured visual
thresholds with the same apparatus and usually during the same session. This
was achieved by presenting to the observer several series of 5-20 flashes, the
intensity of the flashes of successive series being decreased for about 0·1 log unit.
The observer counted the number of flashes perceived and set this number down
in the registering apparatus. From the psychometric function (frequency-ofseeing curve), which may be found from the observations, we derived the
intensity at which 50% of the flashes were perceived. The procedure followed
here may only be applied when the threshold criterion used by the observer is
fairly well established and somewhat independent of psychological factors. This
turns out to be the case for the visual threshold.
5.3. Conclusions

In the pupillary reactions to steady illuminations three processes may be
distinguished. First, the pupil contracts to a stable diameter around which small
oscillations occur. This may be considered to be the steady-state reaction proper.
Secondly, transient reactions occur in response to changes in retinal illumination
(due to eye movements and movements of the eyelids). The transient reaction
at the onset of steady illumination which may last for some minutes, may also
be fitted into this category. Finally, fluctuations of an oscillatory type occur,
which may be connected to a promoting influence of illumination to instabilities
of the autonomic nervous centres of the pupil. The disturbing reactions cause a
decrease in pupillary diameter and an increase in amplitude of the fluctuations.
The degree to which disturbing reactions are avoided has a direct impact on
the experimental steady-state results. Since the three types of reaction are
influenced differently by the illumination parameters, not only the absolute level
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but also the ratio of illuminations that produce an equal response are affected.
It is also likely that some of the individual differences reported in the literature
are due to differences in the amount of disturbing reactions rather than to
differences in the steady-state reactions proper. For these reasons a continuous
inspection of pupil size is of importance in steady-state measurements. In this
respect the photographic method is less suited for measuring steady-state diameters. Fatigue on the part of the observers should be avoided. Whether the
retina is illuminated through the natural pupil (closed loop) or in Maxwellian
view through an artificial pupil (open loop) has no significant influence on
steady-state diameters.
The accuracy of the settings in our steady-state measurements is between
0·05 and 0·10 mm but, dependent on pupillary stability, the short-term reproducibility of the results is about twice this value. Day-to-day diameters may vary
up to one millimeter, the variations of the diameter in the dark and of the
diameter in reaction to illumination being of different origin.
Concerning the pupillary contraction in response to light flashes, the amplitude
of the contraction Cmax is a much better criterion than the minimum diameter
Dmin· For the accuracy as well as for the reproducibility of the reactions a value
of about 0·1 0 mm has been obtained. The day-to-day variations are of the same
order of magnitude. ~The amplitude of the contraction cannot always be
regarded as an unambiguous criterion of the pupillary reaction to flashes of light.
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6. PROPERTIES OF PUPILLARY RECEPTORS FOR STEADY-STATE
REACTIONS
In order to collect evidence on the properties of the pupillary receptors that
mediate steady-state reactions, we have carried out measurements of pupil size
when varying several parameters of the retinal illumination. As the influence of
these parameters will be considered mainly for some constant effect on static
pupil size, the activity in the motor system may be expected to be constant. If
this expectation holds, the experiments will provide information on the receptive
part of the loop that serves the static reaction of the pupil to light.
When varying the wavelength of the incident light (sec. 6.1) one obtains
knowledge of the absorption spectrum of the absorbing pigment involved.
Measurements in which the direction of incidence on the receptors is varied
(sec. 6.2) discriminate between rod and cone receptors. The intensity levels at
which these reactions occur (sec. 6.3) provide interesting data for a comparison
between visual and pupillary receptors. For each of the parameters mentioned
merely the influence on the pupil will be considered to begin with. Next, we will
examine the extent to which pupillary results are in agreement or disagreement
with scotopic and photopic brightness functions. In this way we shall build up
an overall picture of the pupillary receptors for steady-state reactions.
In all experiments described in this chapter, the consensual reaction of the
observer's left pupil has been examined as a function of the illumination of his
right eye. Usually, retinal illuminations will be expressed as logarithmic units;
lOa scotopic trolands will be abbreviated to a log .scot.td, 10~ photopic trolands to f3log phot.td. In this chapter and in the next one the adjective "static"
will often be omitted for reasons of simplicity.

6.1. Spectral sensitivity
Theoretical considerations

When Ni incident quanta of monochromatic light (wavelength A) strike some
simple receptor containing m molecules of an active absorbing pigment, the
number of absorbed quanta Na will be proportional to Ni and m, provided the
quotient Na/Ni is low:
Na = a (A) m Ni.

(6.1)

The proportionality constant a(.\), the absorption spectrum, is a characteristic
of the pigment concerned.
The Na absorbed quanta will give rise to a signal R, which is assumed to be
only a function of the total number of absorbed quanta Na, irrespective of their
wavelengths:
(6.2)
R = R (Na).
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-58The full curve in fig. 6.1 shows some assumed relationship between Rand log Na.
The relationship between the signal R and the incident number of quanta Ni
may be derived from this figure for each wavelength since, according to (6.1):

+

log Na = log Ni

68

log [a(,\) m].

(6.3)

Thus, when substituting on the abscissa of fig. 6.1 log Ni for log Na, the
full curve shifts over a distance log [a(,\) m] in a horizontal direction, which
means that a set of parallel curves will result, the mutual distance of which is
log a(~i)- log a(,\k) (broken curves).
This makes it possible in practice to construct the curve relating log a to
wavelength. For this purpose R must be measured for several wavelengths as
a function of Ni. Then, some value of R is chosen and the value of log J.Vi
necessary to attain this R is plotted as a function of the wavelength concerned
(fig. 6. I).
The resulting absorption spectrum of the receptor is a relative one as the
number of absorbed quanta is unknown. It may also be interpreted as an
overall spectrum of effectiveness*) of the system, since it relates to wavelength
the total number of incident quanta necessary to obtain a certain value for the
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In the literature the term "action spectrum" is often used instead. Some authors reserve
this term for the true absorption spectrum, i.e. the spectrum of effectiveness corrected for
all kinds of passive interaction. This is why we prefer a neutral term.

-59output R. Depending on the reaction R we shall speak of pupillary spectrum,
brightness spectrum, etc. The degree of effectiveness P will more generally be
defined as the reciprocal of the intensity of incident light necessary to obtain
a certain response. This light intensity will be expressed either as a quantum
flux <!> (quanta/second) or as a retinal illumination T (trolands ).
For several reasons the picture given above is not universally applicable. If the
density of the pigment is high, eq. (6.1) must be replaced by ln [Nil (Ni - N a)] = a ( A.)m.
This means that only at low optical densities, defined log (Ni/ Nt) =log [Nd(Ni- Na)],
in which Nt is the number of transmitted quanta, the influence of density on the shape
of the absorption spectrum may be neglected. The influence of high densities makes
itself felt in an absolute flattening or relative widening of the top of the absorption
spectrum since the number of quanta available for absorption diminishes most for the
wavelengths with high absorptions when the light gradually passes through the receptor.
When studying photochemical reactions in vitro one can avoid this undesirable effect
by measuring the optical density directly. From these measurements density spectra
may be derived that do not depend on the density one is working with (see Dartnall 32)).
In psychophysical experiments it is as yet not possible to measure the number of transmitted quanta. Fortunately, the density of the pigments in the retina is of the order of
only 0· 30 (Rushton 95 •100 ) ), so that the shape of the absorption spectrum is but slightly
influenced by pigment density.
A second deviation occurs if the absorption spectrum changes under the influence
of light by physical or chemical reactions. If the pigment is converted into some photoproduct that does not absorb any light, only the concentration of the pigment will
be affected. However, if the resulting substance shows passive selective absorption, it
will act as a colour filter and influence the relative absorption spectrum as measured.
This screening action of photoproducts is of practical importance only when the optical
density is high, which is not the case in the retina.
Thirdly, the photoproducts may regenerate into the initial photopigment under the
influence of light. Then, the spectrum of effectiveness will differ from the absorption
spectrum of the active pigment proper.
Finally, the photoproducts may show active absorption, which means that they themselves trigger nerve signals.
Reactions of this nature have been found in vitro (fig. 6. 7) and it is quite possible
that they also occur in the living retina.

The pupillary spectrum

For a centrally fixated disc subtending 18 o we measured pupillary diameter D
as a function of the total quantum flux ct> incident in the eye, for eight wavelengths. Figure 6.2 shows the results. On a logarithmic scale the curves are of
a sigmoid shape, but the steep portions can readily be fitted by straight lines,
which are found to be parallel. The satisfactory degree of parallelism indicates
that the shape of the pupillary spectrum does not depend much on the pupillary
criterion chosen. For a criterion of D = 4·5 mm these spectra have been constructed for two observers in the way indicated in the introduction (fig. 6.3, full
curves). They show their maxima at 490 nm. Less accurate measurements performed earlier on five observers with a 26 o field gave essentially the same results
(fig. 6.4).
As has been argued on page 58, these pupillary spectra reflect the absorption
spectra of the pigments in the light receptors. In the human eye, only one of
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Fig. 6.2. Steady-state diameters of the pupil as functions of quanta flux lP incident upon the
eye, for eight wavelengths. For diameters below 5·5 mm, the results can be represented by
straight parallel lines. For the wavelengths 430, 490 and 545 nm only the lines are shown.

these pigments, rhodopsin, has been isolated as yet. Its absorption spectrum,
showing its maximum at about 500 nm, has been proved to coincide with the
spectrum of the visual threshold in dim light (scotopic) conditions (max. 510 nm)
after correction for selective absorption of the eye media (Crescitelli and Dartna1130)). This scotopic visual threshold spectrum will be referred to as the
"510" spectrum. Measurements of visual thresholds, critical flicker fusion and
most other visual functions in daylight (photopic) conditions reveal a spectrum
with a maximum at 555 nm *). By analogy with rhodopsin one might think of
a pigment with an analogous absorption spectrum in the retinal cones which
mediate photopic vision. This hypothetical pigment, however, has not been
extracted yet. There are indications that the "555" spectrum is in fact a combination of three underlying pigments, which are supposed to mediate colour
perception.
Apart from the pupillary spectra, fig. 6.3 also shows the "510" and "555"
spectra, measured as scotopic and photopic visual thresholds for the same
observers with the same apparatus. The pupillary spectrum does not show
correspondence to the "555" spectrum. Better resemblance between pupillary
*) In the figures the scotopic and photopic spectra of the CIE standard observer will be used,

the latter of which has been corrected in the short wavelengths as proposed by Judd
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Fig. 6.3. Pupillary spectra (full lines) for a field of 18°. They are compared to visual threshold
spectra for a scotopic field (1 oat 9 o nasal) and a photopic field (1 o at the fovea). Two observers.
The dotted and broken curves are the CIE scotopic and photopic spectra, the latter with the
correction for short wavelengths as proposed by Judd 64). Since the construction of the
spectra has been performed for each separate session before averaging, these spectra deviate
somewhat from the spectra that would be derived from the averaged curves of fig. 6.2.

spectra and the "510" spectrum may be noted, though the pupillary spectra
are higher at extreme wavelengths. Since, as has been argued, many factors
may influence the shape of spectra, we would like to stress the correspondence
between the pupillary spectrum and the "510" spectrum rather than propose
the existence of a new retinal pigment with a maximum absorption at 490 nm.
Accepting the differences between both curves as an effect of second order,
we shall discuss the implications of the first effect, viz. that pupillary activity
would seem to be mediated by the pigment rhodopsin which also governs
scotopic vision.
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Fig. 6.4. Pupillary spectra for a central 26" field. Five observers.
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In chapter 3 it is mentioned that the intensities at which a similar pupillary
spectrum was found by Wagman and Gullberg 129) were above the range of
scotopic vision. In fact, the illumination at which we obtained static contractions
are 3-7 log units above cone threshold and accordingly in the range of photopic,
cone-mediated vision. This implies that pupil size is controlled by the rod
pigment rhodopsin whereas at the same time visual functions (brightness, colour)
are governed by cone pigments.
In our experiments we used a central field of 18°. For pupillary reactions of
the dynamic type, it has generally been recognised that the illuminated retinal
area is not restricted to the portion corresponding with the outer field of view.
For steady-state reactions, Campbell and Alpern 24 •6) suggested a similar effect:
due to scattering processes within the eye, the parts of the retina outside the
directly illuminated area would receive indirect illumination at a much lower
intensity level than the direct illumination. Since in vision rods exert their
activity at low levels of illumination, indirect illumination may be held responsible for the rod-dominated pupillary response, by supposing that the cone signals
from the directly illuminated area are crowded out by the rod signals from the
much larger, indirectly illuminated areas. In that case, the rhodopsin spectrum
of the pupil can be accounted for and the attractive basic assumption of a close
parallelism between vision and pupillary reactions can be maintained.
In order to obtain direct experimental evidence on this point, we again
measured the pupillary spectrum, now illuminating the total retina homogeneously by way of an Ulbricht sphere. Some results are shown in fig. 6.5. For the
long wavelengths, the maximum illumination available (about 4 log phot. td)
turned out not to be sufficiently high to cause a substantial contraction of the
pupil. For the other wavelengths steep parallel curves were obtained, from which
the spectrum of effectiveness was found (fig. 6.6). The pupillary spectra are
8 mm
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Fig. 6.5. Pupillary diameter D versus quanta flux if> for a "180°" field. The intensities for the
wavelengths 630 and 640 nm were not sufficiently high to produce significant contractions.
Experimental points are only shown for the wavelengths 515 nm (6), 630 nm ~) and 640 nm
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Fig. 6.6. Pupillary spectra for illumination of a "180°" field (full curves). The extension of the
field does not influence the position of the maximum which remains at 490 nm. The results
are compared to brightness spectra, obtained from performing successive heterochromatic
brightness matchings with a wavelength of 515 nm of the indicated intensity. Broken curves:
CIE photopic spectrum.

compared to brightness spectra, constructed from the fluxes necessary to reach
a (rough) successive heterochromatic brightness match with a 515 nm illumination at about equal intensity level as is required by the pupil to contract to a
value of 6 mm. The pupillary spectra (full curves) still resemble the "510" spectrum whereas the brightness spectrum resembles the "555" spectrum of photopic vision (broken curves).
Our conclusion is that if the retina is illuminated homogeneously, pupil size
and brightness impression are controlled by different pigments, which are the
rod pigment rhodopsin for the pupil and the cone pigments for vision. This
throws doubt on the hypothesis that stray light gives an explanation of the
occurrence of similar differences that were found with an 18 o field. Postponing
a discussion of the quantitative role of stray light to the next chapter, we shall
now consider the possible origin of the relatively small differences between the
pupillary spectrum and the "51 0" spectrum.
Pupillary spectrum and scotopic brightness spectrum; detailed discussion

Guided by the photopic intensity level at which the pupillary spectra were
obtained, we originally supposed the pupillary spectrum to be composed of two
spectra, for which purpose the "51 0" spectrum and the detection spectrum for
blue (max. 460 nm) could be linearly added to get a reasonable approximation
of the pupillary spectrum l4a). Since then, we have obtained evidence contrary
to this hypothesis. As the "blue cones" show a directional sensitivity, the hypoth-
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pupillary responses to short-wavelength illumination. This was not found
experimentally, as will be shown in sec. 6.2.
A different explanation of the enhancement for the shorter wavelengths of
the pupillary spectrum as compared to the "510" spectrum was proposed by
Campbell and Alpern 24). They are of the opinion that these differences arise
from the dominating role of the indirect illumination which, in the case they
considered, arose from direct illumination of the central 26 o of the retina. As
has been said, the spectrum of effectiveness is a characteristic of the receptive
pigment. Why then should the shape of the resulting spectrum be influenced
by the direct or indirect way the light passes before being absorbed by the
pigment? The answer given by Campbell and Alpern is that the magnitude of
the fundus component (the light scattered and reflected from structures in and
behind the retina) is in itself dependent on wavelength, due to selective light
absorption by pigments and blood layers. Thus, the indirect light coming from
the fundus has passed a colour filter and when this light is absorbed by rhodopsin, the spectrum of effectiveness for the pupil will show deviations from the
absorption spectrum of rhodopsin. A similar explanation has been put forward
by Dodt and Walther 37 ) to account for analogous deviations in the spectrum
of the electro-retinogram (ERG) in rabbits. Campbell and Alpern, assuming the
fundus to reflect the light diffusely, calculated the wavelength dependence of
fundus reflection from measurements of the portion that leaves the eye through
the pupil. By subtracting this filter characteristic from the pupillary spectrum,
a corrected curve resulted which coincided with the "510" spectrum.
A recent analysis of the fundus component of the indirect light by Vos 127)
has raised some doubt about the hypothesis on which this explanation is based.
According to Vos the fundus component is very complex in origin, so that a
uniform wavelength dependency for all angles is by no means certain. Thus, the
measurements of fundus reflection as performed by Campbell and Alpern would
not be representative of the fundus reflection in other directions. If the indirect
light scattered by cornea and lens is also taken into account (these components
show hardly any dependence on wavelength according to DeMott and Boynton 36 )), it seems reasonable to suppose that the influence of the coloured component of the indirect light is small as compared to the components that do not
show spectral selectivity. In that case the correspondence of the corrected
pupillary spectrum to the "51 0" spectrum would be accidental.
The explanation of the differences between the spectra in terms of indirect
illumination, reflected from the fundus, also requires that the indirectly illuminated peripheral retina contributes more to pupillary contraction than does
the directly illuminated central area of 26°. In the literature about distribution
over the retina of static pupillary contribution one finds either a central maxi-
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mum with a considerable decrease towards the periphery or an almost homogeneous sensitivity in the central 60° (see sec. 3.3). The last hypothesis alone
does not contradict the supposed influence of indirect illumination. So far,
however, ideas about the influence of direct and indirect illumination are far
from clear. In the next chapter we will discuss this problem in greater detail.
On page 59 we have indicated other processes which may effect the spectrum
of effectiveness. According to reviews by Dartnall 32 ,3 3) the rhodopsin is converted rapidly by light absorption into metarhodopsin (transient orange
Amax = 486 nm), which in vitro may be converted into a mixture of rhodopsin
(502 nm) and iso-rhodopsin (492 nm) by light absorption or by thermal isomerisation. It may also be converted thermally into retinylidene-opsin (indicator
yellow, Amax = 365 or 440 nm dependent on the pH). Part of Dartnall's diagram is shown in fig. 6.7. One or more of the substances mentioned might act
as an active pigment, though such a behaviour has not been found as yet. It may
be noticed that all these substances show an absorption spectrum that is shifted
to the short wavelengths as compared with rhodopsin, similarly to the pupillary
spectrum. If iso-rhodopsin could act as an active pigment, the pupillary spectrum
might be easily explained. It is, however, not certain that iso-rhodopsin exists
in the living retina.
A shift would also be accounted for if rhodopsin were regenerated by light
absorption from its photoproducts such as transient orange which shows its
maximum absorption at 486 nm. If so, the short wavelengths would then favour
the regeneration of rhodopsin and thus might lead indirectly to the rhodopsin
mechanism giving a higher response to the illumination. This explanation was
already proposed in 1938 by Granit, Therman and Wrede 5 2) in order to explain
the spectrum of the electro-retinogram (ERG) of the frog, which also shows an
enhancement in the short wavelengths, in agreement with the human spectrum
(Riggs, Berry and Wayner 93)).
The relative importance of the processes that accompany the bleaching of
rhodopsin will increase with larger concentrations of decomposition products,
which in turn are dependent on the level of illumination of the rhodopsin. As
will be shown in sec. 6.3 the illumination levels at which the pupil reacts to static
light are rather high, so that a substantial portion of rhodopsin will be bleached.
As only steady-state reactions are considered, the concentration of the various
photo products may be expected to have reached a state of equilibrium, provided
the reaction kinetics are not too slow.
In conclusion we may state that an explanation of the differences between the
pupillary spectrum and the "51 0 "spectrum, based upon cooperation between
rods and ''blue cones'', must be rejected. The explanation by Campbell and
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Fig. 6. 7. Rhodopsin reactions in vitro (after Dartnall 3 2 ,3 3)); Th. = thermal reaction, hv =
light-induced reaction.

Alpern 24), in terms of selective fundus reflection, meets some strong counter
arguments if it refers to indirect illumination. If the light reflected by the fundus
and absorbed in the directly illuminated area itself would be held responsible,
it is difficult to explain why the "51 0" spectrum would not also be modified,
unless illumination caused an increase of the local blood flow. A third hypothesis remains open, viz. that the photoproducts of rhodopsin, most of which
show an increased absorption for short wavelengths, take part in pupillary contraction either by light-induced regeneration or by active absorption. Lastly,
the existence of some other active pigment with maximum absorption at
490 nm cannot be ruled out.
The reported influence of cones

In the foregoing part we assumed the pupillary spectrum to originate from the
rod pigment rhodopsin. In the literature, however, there are spectral data
indicating that the cones also participate in steady-state reactions of the pupil.
This cone effect presents itself as an increased effectiveness for long wavelengths
as compared to the "510" spectrum. Alpern and Campbell 6) report, for an
8 o field, a pupillary spectrum which can be explained on the basis of an addition
of the logarithm of the rod and cone signals. The data of Wagman and Gullberg 129), though spreading considerably, show a similar long-wavelength
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increase of about 1·5log unit for a 16·6° field. Our experiments with an 18°
field (fig. 6.3) reveal an increase of about 0·4 log unit.
In order to decide whether the size of the field is of critical importance we
carried out measurements with a 5° field for two wavelengths (515 nm and
640 nm); since the spectral data were the same as for the 18 o field no such
importance could be established.
Can methodological differences possibly account for the deviating results?
Campbell and Alpern took photographs of the pupil after 30 and 60 seconds
adaptation to the illumination. Wagman and Gullberg did the same after 10,
20, 30, 45, 60 seconds. In our experiments, we waited until the pupil looked steady
and quiet for some 10 seconds, which required variable time intervals. In
chapter 5 it has been shown that transient contractions are slower for long wavelengths than for short ones. This may have caused the increased effectiveness of
the static pupil for the long wavelengths that was found with the photographic
method, though the successive intensity steps in Campbell and Alpern's experiments amounted only to 0·5 log unit. As a second methodological difference it
will be remembered that increased oscillations and blinks all cause a systematic
decrease in pupil size. If these decreases are somehow fed by cone activity, they
may account for the increased degrees of effectiveness for the long wavelengths
found with the photographic method. Though we have no definite proof that
this is the correct explanation of the different findings, it seems at present the
most probable one.
In saying this, we are aware of the fact that we have offered no explanation
for the 0-4 log unit difference between the pupillary spectrum and the "510"
spectrum in the long wavelengths which persists in our experiments. Possibly,
slow transients have also played a part in our experiments. A decision on this
point may be expected by measurements of pupillary spectra when the retinal
image is stabilised, in which case pupillary contraction persists (Gerrits and De
Haan 47)), though visual impressions disappear completely.
6.2. Directional sensitivity

In 1933 Stiles and Crawford 1 20) found a considerable decrease in brightness
sensation when the point of entry of a pencil of light at the pupil was shifted
from the centre to the pupil edge. Since then it has become accepted that this
effect is due to a directional sensitivity of the retinal cones. This directional
sensitivity may be understood from the geometrical properties of the cones.
The retinal rods do not show such a directional sensitivity, though for angles
of incidence larger than occurring in normal vision such an effect may also be
present (see the recent survey by Vos and Walraven 1 28 )). Usually, the effect
is expressed in terms of TJ(d), defined as the quotient of the illumination at the
direction of incidence that shows a maximum efficiency, and the illumination
at a distance d mm (in the plane of the pupil) from this point, required for an
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equal effect. For rods YJ = 1·0, irrespective of d; for cones log YJ = -0·05 d 2
(Stiles 111 )), giving YJ = 0·17 for d = 4 mm.
Within the framework of a division of retinal receptors into rods and cones,
this effect offers a possibility of classifying pupillary receptors in either or both
of these categories. Accordingly, we can see whether these results agree with the
conclusion most readily drawn from spectral measurements, viz., that the rod
pigment rhodopsin mediates the steady-state response of the pupil.
When measuring any directional sensitivity present, the direction of incidence
on the receptors must be controlled accurately. This can only be achieved if the
effects on the pupil are caused by direct illumination as opposed to indirect light
that is scattered entoptically, though any directional sensitivity present shields
the receptors against light from unfavourable directions. We chose a rather
large field of view (22 °) which was centered on the fovea. We measured the
pupillary reactions for various points of entry of the light in the plane of the
pupil. The results at three wavelengths are shown in fig. 6.8. Though the brightness of the field changes considerably when the point of entry in the plane of the
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of the pupil. Three wavelengths, two observers. No significant differences occur.

-69pupil is moved, pupil size does not show any significant change. The relative
light fluxes necessary for eliciting a pupil size of 4·5 mm are shown in fig. 6.9.
For the purpose of comparison the visual thresholds of the photopic and the
scotopic systems have been measured with the same apparatus. It may be
concluded that pupillary contraction does not depend on the direction of
incidence on the receptors, up to about 10° difference from perpendicular
incidence, 7J being 1·0 --i-- 0·2 for d = 4 mm.
As additional evidence, a comparison has been made between an open-loop
situation (widened pupil) and a closed-loop situation (natural pupil) for
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Fig. 6.9. Directional sensitivities for the static pupillary contraction, as compared to those of
the scotopic and photopic visual thresholds. Two observers.

illumination of a "180°" field. Since the effects of the peripheral parts of the
pupil contribute most to a possible directional-sensitivity effect, any directional
sensitivity present must be expected to show itself most clearly in the case of
a small natural pupil. In fig. 6.10 the two kinds of measurement are compared.
The result is that there is no significant difference between the two types of
experimental conditions. The broken line indicates the results that would have
been expected for the widened pupil if the directional sensitivity of the pupillary
receptors had been analogous to that of the retinal cones. Thus, these measurements agree with the previous ones in that no directional sensitivity is present.
In the literature, only two papers on the directional sensitivity of static
pupillary receptors seem to exist. Spring and Stiles 111 ) measured the effect for
a 52 o field, using white light of about 3 log phot.td. They found as an average
value 17 = 0·5, which they consider not significantly different from unity. For
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widened pupil ( >-:) for a ·• 180c" field (515 nm). If there were directional sensitivity in accordance with that of the cones, the crosses would be expected to coincide with the broken line.
In fact, no such effect occurs.

a foveal field of 1°, Alpern and Benson 5) found a directional sensitivity in
accordance with that of the cones.
In order to see whether the size of the field is of any influence, we tried to
measure the effect for a 1o field. However, up to illuminations of 6 log scot.td
we found no substantial static contraction. Therefore we turned to a 5° field
(515 and 630 nm), for which the differences between pupillary diameters at
central incidence and at 4-mm nasal incidence were less than 0·10 mm, corresponding to a value of YJ = 1·0 ± 0·2. Since Alpern and Benson restrict the
significance of their results because of possible blinkings, lid closures, etc., it
seems possible that transients have contributed to their results (see discussion
in sec. 5.1).
6.3. Illumination level
It may be open to doubt whether the level of retinal illumination at which
pupillary contractions occur must receive explicit attention in a chapter devoted
to the properties of pupillary receptors. It is by no means sure that the lower
threshold and the upper (saturation) threshold of pupillary contractions are
governed by processes in the receptors. Yet the range of retinal illuminations
in which pupillary reactions occur provides information about a property of
the pupillary receptors.
The retinal illuminations that cause steady-state contractions are lowest when
the whole retina is illuminated homogeneously. For such a "180°" field the
illumination needed for a certain diameter can be derived from fig. 6.5. Figure
6.11 shows again the spectra of effectiveness. They may now be compared with
the effectiveness spectra for the criteria of a visual threshold in fully dark-
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adapted conditions, a colour threshold (as roughly measured), and a successive
heterochromatic brightness match with a 515-nm field. All data have been
collected with a "180°'' field. Since the pupillary spectrum resembles the scotopic
one, it is convenient to express the level of retinal illumination in scotopic
trolands. We then obtain a value of -4·0 log scot.td for the visual threshold and
a range for pupillary contractions from +2·5 to at least +4·5 log scot.td.
Are the illumination levels at which the pupillary system is active, above the
saturation level of the rods (which may be defined as the illumination level
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above which a further increase of illumination does not effect the output)?
Aguilar and Stiles 4) and Rushton 9 7) have measured the saturation level of the
scotopic system. For this purpose it is necessary to isolate it from the photopic
system, because in normal vision the photopic system takes over at illuminations
far below the saturation level of the scotopic system. Aguilar and Stiles achieved
this end by a careful choice of wavelength, size and position of the field, and
point of incidence at the pupil, while Rushton was able to work with a rod
monochromat as a subject. Their results (fig. 6.12) are well in agreement: up
to a steady illumination of 2 log scot.td, the retinal illumination needed for an
4----~~~--~--~--~--~--~--~

log10 scot. td

I

82

Tiner. thr.

Fig. 6.12. Visual increment thresholds in relation to the illumination of a conditioning field,
for the scotopic visual system. Saturation occurs at a steady illumination of some 1000 scotopic
trolands.

increment threshold increases about in proportion to the steady illumination,
while for higher steady illuminations it rises much more rapidly, indicating total
saturation at a conditioning illumination of about 3 log scot. td. From these
results we may see that the static pupillary processes start at an illumination
level where the visual scotopic system becomes saturated (fig. 6.13).
The saturation level of the scotopic visual system should be distinguished from
the illumination level at which rhodopsin is bleached. Campbell and Rushton 22 )
investigated the concentration of rhodopsin in the living eye by measuring the
amount of light reflected from the fundus of the eye and leaving the eye again
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through the pupil. This light passes the retina twice and contains information
about the pigment densities. According to Rushton 97,99), the concentration p •
of unbleached rhodopsin is related to the retinal illumination T (scot. td) of a
steady conditioning field according to the formula p/(1 - p) = 40 000/T,
Figure 6.14 shows this relationship. It may be seen that rhodopsin is not
bleached substantially at the level of the extrapolated pupillary threshold (2· 7log
scot. td), whereas for illuminations of about 4 log scot. td, at which level the
18° pupillary spectra were measured, 20% of the rhodopsin is bleached away.
This makes clear that a rhodopsin origin of static pupillary contraction is
quite possible.
Therefore, rather than explaining why rods serve pupillary reactions at illumination levels as high as 4log scot. td, an explanation is called for to account
for the fact that the visual scotopic system is saturated at illuminations as low
as 3 log scot. td, at which 97% of the rhodopsin is still unbleached. This has
actually been attempted by Fuortes, Gunkel, and Rushton 45 ), who suggest that
the saturation of the scotopic system is due to saturation of the rods (as opposed
to rhodopsin), rather than to cone-rod suppression, or even rod-rod suppression. Up to the present, however, the evidence available on this point is scanty.
At any rate, the signals for the steady-state pupil bypass the scotopic bottleneck,
/og10 scot. td
10
81----,

Steady state

pupil system

T

j-2
-4
Fig. 6.13. The illumination range where steady-state contractions of the pupil occur, as compared to the ranges for the scotopic and photopic visual systems. The steady-state contraction
starts at an illumination where the scotopic visual system becomes saturated. The photopic
range cannot appropriately be expressed in scotopic units; the indicated range holds only
for the wavelength of 515 nm.
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Fig. 6.14. Fraction p of unbleached rhodopsin as a function of the illumination of a steady
conditioning field according to Rushton's relationship pj( 1 - p) = 40 000/T.
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which implies that at least some of the rods do not saturate at 3 log scot. td.
This is in agreement with the measurements of Elenius and Lehtonen 39), who
reported the spectrum of the standing potential of the eye to correspond with
the rhodopsin spectrum at an intensity level of about 3 log scot. td.
Since pupillary contraction diminishes brigthness impression, it is conceivable
that it is part of a more general adaptation mechanism. If so, the correspondence
between the saturation level of scotopic vision and the level at which the static
pupil starts contracting then suggests the hypothesis that scotopic vision might
be inhibited by the same rod signals that account for pupillary contraction.
6.4. Conclusions

The spectrum of effectiveness for steady-state reactions of the pupil shows a
maximum at about 490 nm. In principle, this spectrum is a characteristic of the
absorbing pigment involved. When comparing it to visual-brightness spectra
for the scotopic (max. 510 nm) and photopic (max. 555 nm) systems, the degree
of correspondence between the pupillary spectrum and the scotopic spectrum
points to a common rhodopsin origin. The differences between these two spectra
may be explained by assuming some influence of light absorption by photoproducts rather than by an appreciable influence of selective fundus reflection.
Contrary to some findings reported in the literature, our spectral data do not
reveal any significant influence of cones.
The direction of incidence of the light on to the receptors was found not to
influence pupillary contraction. Rod-mediated scotopic vision does not show
any such influence either, whereas cone-mediated vision shows a considerable
dependence.
The retinal illuminations on which the pupil showed substantial contractions
were found between 2·5 and 4·5logscot.td or higher. At these illumination levels
vision is purely photopic. Under isolated conditions, the scotopic visual system
is saturated at about 3 log scot. td. In the literature much lower illumination
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levels are reported for obtaining steady-state contractions. This can be explained
partly at least, from methodological differences.
All the experimental evidence collected by us is in agreement with the hypothesis that retinal receptors which mediate the steady-state light reaction of the
pupil are almost exclusively rods. The illumination levels at which these rods
are active are above the range of scotopic or mesopic vision and in the range
of purely photopic vision.
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7. ORGANISATION OF THE RECEPTIVE FIELD FOR STEADY-STATE
REACTIONS
7.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter it has been established that the receptors for steadystate reactions of the pupil are rods. In this chapter we shall consider the
processes by which the signals from many rods converge to one steady-state
response of the pupil. This problem was introduced in chapter 1 as the organisation of the pupillary receptive field.
A logical way to investigate this is first to measure pupil size as a function
of light intensity for a small illuminated field in various retinal positions~ and
then to try to find out how different parts of a larger field interact in causing
the one contraction. From these experiments it is hoped to learn the nature of
the processes that lead from light absorption to pupillary contraction and the
basic parameters by which
certain retinal position can be characterised.
Experiments of this type have been reported in the literature (see sec. 3.3) and
our results (sec. 7.2) are in agreement with them.
Unfortunately, the results do not permit a straightforward analysis such as is
suggested above. In trying to overcome this difficulty one may inquire into the
influence of intra-ocular stray light, which hampers the interpretation of the
experimental data. For it is not quite correct to attribute the pupillary response
to the directly illuminated field alone, since indirect illumination may have
.contributed to a particular pupillary response to. an unknown extent. We shall
devote a separate section to this indirect illumination (sec. 7.3). In the light of
recent data from the literature we shall seek to establish the circumstances under
which indirect illumination would contribute substantially to the response.
In experiments with central fields of various sizes it has been found that steadystate contraCtions depend in first approximation on total light flux. This effect
can be explained on the assumption of a linear integration of the signals. However,
this assumption cannot explain the dependence on illumination, which is of a
logarithmic nature. Moreover, it cannot be combined with the gradients in
retinal contribution found when the retina is explored with a small spot, as has
long been recognised. Accordingly, we have to assume that the receptive system
is a non-linear one. This non-linearity can be accounted for by one logarithmic
operation in a chain of otherwise linear processes. On the basis of experimental
results in which the influence of indirect illumination can be neglected, we shall
put forward a theoretical description in which such a logarithmic intensity
dependence and a retinal weight function are assumed (sec. 7.4). We hope to
show that the main findings can be reasonably explained (sec. 7.5), on the understanding that the indirect illumination is taken into account. Special attention
will be paid to the central retinal area where rod density falls to zero.

a

-77It would be attractive, of course, to translate the descriptive formula into
anatomical and physiological terms. Since this may be done in more ways than
one, we shall consider the limitations of the isomorphies explicitly (sec. 7.6).
In this connection, we hope to show how the adequacy of the description may
be further tested.
In order to compare the influences on pupil size of various field configurations,
we have to adopt a certain measure. As such we shall again use the degree of
effectiveness P which has been defined in sec. 6.1 as the reciprocal of the light
intensity that causes the pupil to contract to a certain diameter D. Light
intensity will now be expressed as retinal illumination T (scotopic trolands
abbreviated to scot. td) as this is the stimulus to which the receptors react. The
simplest outcome that one can think of is that the differences between values of
P, occurring at various configurations of the field, are independent of the
criterion of D. If so, the curves relating diameter to illumination can then be
represented by a standard curve and only one parameter. As a matter of fact,
the results do not fulfil this condition. Thus, each of the curves to be compared
has to be characterised by two or more parameters. However, for the outline
of the problems involved, one criterion (D = 6 mm) suffices. We shall give
more detailed information about the experimental results later. For reasons of
clarity, the experimental points will be shown in part of the graphs only.
In all experiments reported in this chapter, monochromatic light has been
used with a wavelength of 515 nm. Usually, configurations to be compared were
offered to the observers in one session. Most experiments have been carried out
by two observers. Their results were in reasonable agreement. As a rule, the
outcome of only one of them (H.B.) will be shown.
7 .2. Influence of position and size of the retinal field
The influence of retinal position has been studied by measuring degrees of
effectiveness for a 2 o field offered to the observer in various retinal positions.
Preliminary experiments showed this effectiveness to be roughly symmetrical
around the fovea. We therefore carried out a larger series of experiments for
the nasal side of the retina alone. The results are shown in fig. 7 .1. The effectiveness shows its maximum at a foveal position and decreases smoothly towards
the retinal periphery to a total amount of one log unit. The half-width of the
curve is about 23 o. These results conform to similar measurements performed
by Crawford (seep. 23), though in our experiments we needed higher illuminations.
One would like to regard each of the measured values of the effectiveness as
an inherent property of the retinal area on which the light spot in the visual field
is imaged. If so, fig. 7.1 would then represent an intrinsically retinal weight
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Fig. 7.1. Degrees of effectiveness P (relative to maximum) for several retinal positions of a
2 o field. The effectiveness decreases towards the periphery. Criterion D = 6·0 mm, observer
H.B.
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function. As further experiments showed, this interpretation encounters some
difficulties.
In chapter 6 we reached the conclusion that the pupillary receptors are rods.
Rod density is low in the foveal area and even zero in the central fovea. Accordingly, one might expect a low value of the pupillary effectiveness. On the
contrary, we found a maximum when the field was presented foveally. Although
there is no a priori need to expect a direct proportionality between pupillary
effectiveness and rod density, there do not seem to be any grounds either for
expecting a maximum effectiveness in places without rods. A solution may partly
be found if we consider the influence of indirect illumination, since this may
have interfered with the detection of a possible foveal minimum of the retinal
contribution to pupillary contraction. This will be further discussed on p. 101.
One expects the resolving power of an exploring field to be of the order of the
size of the field, which was 2 o in the above experiments. When larger fields are
used as a test field, the curve of fig. 7.1 is supposed to flatten due to the smoothing effect of the increase of field size. Figure 7.2 shows measurements for both
a 2o and a 20° test field which, for purposes of comparison, have been presented
relative to their maximum values. Contrary to expectation, the curve for the
larger field shows a steeper decline towards the periphery. This anomalous
increase of resolving power suggests that the curves of fig. 7.2 are not representative of the directly illuminated areas. In the next section we shall consider the
bearing of indirect illumination on this problem.
The unexpected differences between fields of 2° and 20° with respect to
pupillary contraction raise interest in a further exploration of the influence
of field size. What would be the pupillary contractions when fields of various
sizes were presented to the eye, all centered on the fovea? If all parts of the
retina contributed linearly and to the same extent, one would expect the contraction to depend on total light flux only (integration). If so, the degree of
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Fig. 7 .2. Degrees of effectiveness P (relative to maximum) for several retinal positions of 2 o
and 20° fields. The decrease in effectiveness for the 20° field is much steeper than for the
2~ field. Criterion D = 6·0 mm, observer H.B.

effectiveness (expressed as reciprocal trolands) would then increase linearly with
the area of the field. In the case of a decrease of retinal contribution from the
fovea towards the periphery, as is suggested in fig. 7.2, one might suppose that
redistribution of a given light flux from a small central spot with a high
effectiveness to a larger area where average effectiveness is much lower,
will cause a decrease in pupillary contraction. If so, the light flux required for
a constant-response criterion must then increase for larger fields (under-integration). Finally, situations may occur in which the required light flux decreases
with the size of the field (over-integration). In a double logarithmic representation of degree of effectiveness versus field area (fig. 7.3) *), integration is indicated by a line of unity slope. Under-integration makes itself manifest by a
slope flatter than 45° and over-integration by a slope steeper than 45°.
The experimental results obtained by illumination of fields ranging from a
diameter of 2 o to a "180 °" field, are shown in fig. 7.4. Starting with the smallest

Fig. 7.3. Representation of the effects of over-integration, integration and under-integration
in a double logarithmic plot of effectiveness P versus field area A.
*)

From a physical point of view it is not attractive to use a logarithmic area scale. It has been
chosen here because it enables one to visualise area functions over a large range of areas.
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-80field, the curve of effectiveness shows integration between 2 o and 5o diameter,
over-integration between 5o and 22 o, and under-integration for still larger fields.
In this way, the effectiveness for a full visual field in which the large ineffective
retinal periphery is involved, lies on one integration line \:vith a 2 o field, imaged
on the very effective fovea.
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Fig. 7.4. Degree of effectiveness Pas a function of field area of central fields, represented by
the solid angle Q. The effects of integration, over-integration, and under-integration occur
consecutively from small towards large fields. Observer H.B.

The results reported in the literature (see p. 23) deviate only slightly from the
data presented here. Usually, the data almost coincide with an integration line,
though Luckiesh and Moss 80) found that the effectiveness showed a maximum
for an 18° field. Apart from these data, all results were obtained at intensities
lower than those needed in our experiments.
The expectation, based on fig. 7.2, that only under-integration can occur, has
turned out to be incorrect. It rested on the view that the influence of an increase
in illuminated area cannot be balanced by a proportional decrease in illumination level, due to the lower average effectiveness of the larger area. However,
this expectation in turn implies a presumption, viz. that area and illumination
are interchangeable, which is the case if the pupillary system is a linear one. If
the system contains non-linear elements (due to adaptation, saturation, etc.) an
increase in illuminated area may influence pupillary contraction much more
than would a proportional decrease in illumination level. Therefore, the assumption of non-linearities may provide a key to the solution of the problem how the

-81results with fields of one size in different positions can be combined with the
results obtained with fields of various sizes.
In illustration of this we shall compare the change in output of some linear system with
that of some non-linear system when a given light flux is redistributed over a tenfold
area, of which the added areas contribute only one third of the area first illuminated.
If we illuminate an homogeneous area A of a linear system with an illumination T,
the response will be Rr = a.A . lOT. Spreading the same light flux over the area lOA
will result in an illumination T, in which case the response diminishes to R 2 =
= a.A.T +
a.A.T = 4 a.A.T (under-integration).
Now we repeat this procedure with elements that respond in proportion to the
logarithm of illumination and, as before, linearly to area: R = {3. area. log illumination.
In this case R1 = f3.A.1og IOT/T* (T* is a constant) and R2 = 4 f3.A.log T/T*. The
change in response now amounts to R2- R1 = f3.A [3 log T/T* - 1]. Depending
on the value of T/T*, this difference will be either positive (over-integration), zero
(integration), or negative (under-integration).

t

Although it has long been recognised that the pupillary system is a non-linear
one~ the implications on the organisation of the receptive system do not seem to
have met much consideration. What kind of non-linearities are to be expected?
With regard to the receptive system, it is generally admitted that a linear
dependence on illumination does occur at low illuminations only. For higher
illuminations the amplitude of the responses is usually proportional to the
logarithm of the illumination. For example, fig. 7.5 shows experimental data
of static pupil size, which can be satisfied by the equation
C =Do-D= Blog (I+ T/T*).

(7.1)

This expression combines a linear relationship if T << T*, viz. C = 0·43 BT/T, *
with a logarithmic one if T >> T*, viz. C = B log TfT*. It will constitute the
basic equation of the theoretical description in sec. 7 .4. The parameter T*
8 mm
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Fig. 7.5. Description of experimental results by the equation D = Do- B log (1 + T/T*).
Both asymptotic equations D = Do- 0·43 BT/T* and D = Do- B log T/T* have been
indicated; Do = 7·4 mm, B = 1·6 mmjlog unit, T* = 3·0 log scot. tel. Field 48°, observer
H.B.
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represents the illumination level of the transition from a linear to a logarithmic
relationship in the situation of full adaptation to the illumination. We will refer
to T* as the point of transition. At high illuminations, saturation effects must be
expected from bleaching of pigments, etc. These are not included in the equation.
The occurrence of non-linearities are not restricted to the receptive system.
In the motor system, the pupillary muscles show, at least partly, a non-linear
characteristic. The minimum diameter of the pupil is about 1 mm but for
pupillary diameters below some 4 mm a decrease of pupil size must involve an
increasing mechanical compression of the surrounding sphincter muscle, which ·
restricts any linear behaviour to diameters exceeding these 4 mm. This nonlinearity has no impact on the conclusions reached in the preceding section,
thanks to the use of a constant criterion of pupillary response. Though we have
no evidence about other non-linearities concerning steady-state reactions, their
presence should not be ruled out.
In order to collect evidence as to the degree of linearity of the centres that
combine signals from different retinal areas, we have checked whether the
contraction CA+B in response to simultaneous illumination of two different
fields A and B, equals the sum of C A and CB obtained in response to separate
illumination of the fields. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show for two cases the diameters D
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Fig. 7.7

Pupillary diameter D as a function of retinal illumination T. Comparison of the contractions
occurring when two fields are presented simultaneously (broken curves, marked (A + B)) to
the sum of the contractions occurring when the two fields are presented separately (dashed
curves, marked (A) + (B)). The contractions have been taken relative to the diameter in the
dark which amounted to 7·6 mm. For low illuminations C A+B = C A+ C n whereas for
higher illuminations C.Hn < C-1 + Cn. This is indicative of some non-linear behaviour.
These results are representative of many situations that have been tested.
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as measured separately for a certain field A and another field B, as well as for
field A + B. For easy comparison, the dotted lines give the sum of the contractions CA and CB taken relative to the pupil diameter in the dark (7·6 mm).
It will be seen that the additivity law C.-HE= CA + CB applies reasonably
well for small contractions or low illuminations, whereas for higher contractions
or high illuminations CA+B < CA + CB, which implies a definite deviation
from linearity. This result is representative of all fields of view tested. We have
summarised various data in an appendix.
However, when both fields are offered to one eye, our experiments do not
give conclusive evidence, since the indirect illuminations of the fields A and B
may overlap. If so, the true illumination then differs from the one desired, in
which different retinal areas should be illuminated simultaneously. Since the
influence of indirect illumination, which limits the value of these experiments,
increases with the level of direct illumination, the experimental results do not
oppose the assumption about a possible addition of the contributions from
different retinal areas. In the theoretical description of the receptive system
that we hope to put forward in sec. 7.4, we shall adhere to this assumption and
deal linearly with the factor area. Illumination will be considered to be a nonlinear, logarithmic parameter.

7.3. Indirect illumination
One of the factors, the influence of which could only qualitatively be accounted
for in the past, is the indirect light that is scattered or reflected within the eye. A
pupillary contraction does not reveal whether it arose from directly illuminated
areas, from indirectly illuminated areas, or from both. Usually, the indirect light
illuminates large areas at low levels. This indirect illumination may exert
considerable influence on the pupil. In general, the influence of indirect illumination may be expected to be relatively large when the direct illumination reaches
ineffective retinal areas. Following this line of thought, Heddaeus 54 ) and
Hess 5 7) attributed the contractions, occurring when peripheral retinal areas
were illuminated, to stray light reaching the sensitive central area *) (see also
sec. 3.3). Since we want to know when and to what extent indirect light plays
a part in pupillary contraction, we shall briefly discuss some quantitative data
on the retinal distribution of indirect illumination which have become available in the past ten years.
Retinal distribution of indirect illumination

The indirect light in the eye stems mainly from three sources (fig. 7.8). The
*) These ideas were developed for the interpretation of experiments on dynamic pupillary

thresholds. They are of basic importance for all kinds of overall reaction of the retina.
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Fig. 7.8. Intra-ocular sources of indirect illumination.

cornea ( 1) and the lens (2) show a good deal of scattering. The origin of this
scattering may be attributed to minor irregularities of the surfaces that separate
the various media and also to small inhomogeneities of the refractive index
within the lens. The fundus (3) reflects and scatters some light. According to
Vos 1 2 7), the fundus component may in its turn be analysed as consisting of
three processes: (a) the retina scatters some light, (b) the pigment epithelium
behind the receptor layer reflects some light more or less diffusely, and (c) the
sclera shows diffuse reflection, this light, however, being absorbed for the greater
part by the pigment epithelium.
The retinal distribution of the light for any directly illuminated configuration
can be calculated from the intensity distribution around the retinal image of
a point source. On excised eyes of steer, sheep, cat, and pig, DeMott and Boynton 36) measured directly for a point source the amount of stray light coming
from cornea and lens as a function of the angular distance from a point image.
Their results are shown in fig. 7.9 (full line), which indicates the logarithm of
the fraction of total light flux scattered within a solid angle of one square degree
at an angle (} from the direction of incidence. According to a calculation on
the basis of these data, 31 %of the total light flux would be scattered over angles
larger than 2 °, for which angles the measurements yielded reliable data. Much
care was taken to account for possible post-mortem changes which were
shown to be only slight. Within 0·1 log unit the intensity level of the stray
light turned out to be uniform over the visible spectrum. Within reasonable
limits these results agree with similar measurements carried out earlier by
Boynton, Enoch, and Bush 17 ) on one excised human eye, but they are some
0·7log units above the level of total indirect illumination that had been assumed
from indirect experiments on the increase of visual thresholds due to a glare
source.
The magnitude of the fundus component for a point source has been studied
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Fig. 7.9. The distribution of indirect retinal illumination around a point image, according
to data from DeMott and Boynton 36 ) (cornea and lens components) and Vos 127) (fundus
component). The ordinate values represent the fraction of total incident flux per square degree
retinal area. The absolute level of Vos' data has been increased by 1·1 log unit in order to
show the correspondence between the two distributions.

by Vos 127). The dotted line in fig. 7.9 shows his results, the absolute level of
which has been increased by 1·1 log unit for easy comparison. The data are
valid for a non-foveal point source as the fovea is a singular point, due to the
smaller depth of the retina there. Vos arrives at the conclusion that the fundus
component is slightly higher than the cornea + lens component. Despite the
differences in physical origin, the shape of the distribution of illumination from
the fundus component turns out to resemble very nearly that of cornea and lens.
It is certain that there are widespread individual variations in the amount of

indirect illumination. The main source of this variation stems from ageing
effects. It is well known that the amount of scattering from the lens increases
with age and it is possible that this holds for other processes as well. Since of
the three components contributing to indirect retinal illumination the angular
distribution is more or less similar, it seems likely that the relative retinal distribution of indirect light around a point source does not show any impoJtant dependence on age. Yet, the absolute level may show considerable individual
variations.
In order to obtain information about this absolute level for the eyes of our
observers, we performed two kinds of experiment. First, we tried to compare
subjectively the intra-ocular indirect illumination with a series of stray illuminations added from outside the eye. Secondly, we compared intra-ocular stray light
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with extra-ocular homogeneous veils on the criterion of producing equal increases in visual threshold.
When looking at a bright monochromatic point source, one observes indirect
light as a regular pattern of tiny points around the bright point source. When
adding extra-ocular stray light one is able to compare the brightness of intraocular indirect illumination to brightness increases of the extra-ocular amounts
that are invisible, just visible, comparable to, or much more intense than, intraocular scatter. By comparing these observations with the physical scatter distributions of the added stray light, an estimation of the magnitude of the intraocular stray light can be obtained. According to a suggestion by Schouten l05),
extra-ocular stray light has been produced by means of scatter filters. These
filters consist of two sheets of slightly frosted glass between which a thin layer
of oil is present. By taking different proportions of machine oil and linseed oil,
various refractive indices and accordingly various amounts of scattering were
effected. The scatter filters were mounted in a disc to ensure a rapid change.
The disc was placed about 2-! em in front of the eye. Depending on pupil size,
the retinal area of this extra scattered light subtended about 20° of the visual
field. The physical distributions obtained with two of the discs are shown in
fig. 7.10. The extra amounts of stray light from these discs were "just visible"
and "comparable to intra-ocular scatter", respectively. When comparing these
distributions with the curve of DeMott and Boynton (fig. 7.9) it can be con-

o~~~~~~~~----

tog10 fraction of total flux

per square degree)

Fig. 7.1 0. Physical distributions of stray illumination that have been measured for two scatter
filters (full curves). The dashed curve represents the intra-ocular distribution of indirect
illumination, as proposed for the right eye of observer H. B. Ordinate values in fraction of
incident flux per square degree.
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eluded that for this observer the level of indirect illumination must be expected
to be somewhat below that curve.
Next, we measured the extent to which a visual threshold (test field) is increased by a conditioning glare source at certain distances from the test field.
Assuming that no direct inhibition effects of the glare source on to the test field
occur *), the increase of threshold is effected via the stray-light veil. If so, one
can then express the influence of the glare source in terms of "equivalent veil",
i.e. the illumination of a large field overlapping the test field, necessary to obtain
the same increase in visual threshold. As a test field we used a 100 ms flash of
1 o diameter. projected on the retina 9o nasally to the fovea. The conditioning
fields were steady 2° fields of various intensities, at distances of 5° and 10° from
the test field (fig. 7.11), and a large field overlapping the test field. In the
\
I

fixation spot

5i'IJ1° test field (flash)

>t'
\

. 'I

/ i,

/ /

\\
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I

I

cond. fields (steady)

20
Fig. 7.11. Field configuration that has been used for measuring equivalent veils of a 2 o conditioning field at distances of 5o and 10° from a 1 o test field.

scotopic intensity range (0 to 3 log units increase of threshold as compared
to the dark-adapted eye) we found as a result that the equivalent veil, expressed
as a fraction of total light flux per square degree retinal area, amounted to
-3·5 ± 0·2 log units (5° distance) and -4·5 ± 0·2 log units (10° distance),
respectively (observer H.B., fig. 7.12). For observer H.J.v.B. the results were
0·3 log units lower. These values are 0·5 and 0·8 log units below the data of
DeMott and Boynton and correspond reasonably well to the subjective estimate
according to the first method (see fig. 7.10).
For the light distribution around a point image for observer H.B. we shall
*) The main argument in favour of this assumption is the linearity of the processes involved,

which is easily accounted for by physical scattering. From a theoretical point of view direct
neural effects are not excluded from playing a part provided they are linear over a large
range of intensities. For retinal distances below a few degrees, nervous inhibition effects
are known to play an important part.
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Fig. 7.12. Proposed retinal distribution of indirect illumination around a point image for the
right eye of observer H. B. The curve has been obtained by adjusting the absolute level of the
curve of DeMott and Boynton (fig. 7.9), by a decrease of 0·5 log unit. The two points indicate
the results of the experiment on equivalent veils.

use the data of DeMott and Boynton, decreased by 0·5 log units in order to
adapt the absolute level to the eye under consideration. An evaluation shows
this distribution(fig. 7.12)to correspond to a total amount of10%light scattered
and reflected at distances greater than 2° from the direct point image. Once the
distribution around a point image is known, the distribution for any field may
be calculated. Assuming one value for the total light flux, the dotted lines of
fig. 7.13 indicate, for example, the retinal light distribution for discs of 2 o and
20° and for a ring with inner and outer diameters of22° and 35°, respectively*).
The coincidence of the curves for large eccentricities stems from the gradual
flattening with distance of the point-image-distribution curve.
Application to the pupil

Referring to figs 7.2 and 7.4, the black horizontal lines in fig. 7.14 show the
pirect retinal illuminations that turned out to make the pupil contract to
6·0 mm. This illumination refers to discs of the indicated size in different retinal
positions as well as to concentric discs of various sizes, centred on the fovea.
The curved lines indicate the distribution over the retina of the indirect illumination**) for some of these cases according to fig. 7.13.
*) We have disregarded the detailed gradients at the edges of the direct fields since these

have no impact on the pupillary problem involved.
**) The troland has been defined only for objects in the outer world which are imaged on the

retina. We shall extend the use to illuminations stemming from intra-ocular sources. For
this indirect illumination, the troland will be defined as the product of extra-ocular
luminance (cd/m 2 ) and pupillary area (mm 2) that would produce a retinal illumination
equivalent to the indirect illumination under consideration.
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Fig. 7.13. Distribution of retinal illumination for discs of 2 o and 20° and for a ring with
diameters 22 ox 35 o, as have been calculated from the distribution around a point image
according to fig. 7.12. No attention has been paid to the detailed gradients at the edges of
the fields.
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Fig. 7.14. Steady retinal illuminations, required for a pupillary diameter of 6·0 mm for
various field configurations, as indicated in the figure. For fields of 2 o and 20° in positions
rp = oo and rp = 40°, the distributions of retinal illumination have been drawn (according
to fig. 7.13).

It is interesting to note that 2o and 20° peripheral fields (qJ = 40°) illuminated
at such a level that they produce equal pupillary contractions, produce equal
indirect illuminations in the central area. This indirect illumination of the centre

/

-90-

100

is (}5-1 log unit below the direct, homogeneous illumination of a large central
field (35° or more), necessary to obtain this contraction. The quantitative
evaluation, therefore, supports the idea that the central area may contribute
substantially to contractions on peripheral illumination, which approximates
the views of Heddaeus 54 ) and Hess 57). In the case of centrally fixated fields
of 2° and 20°, the indirect illumination is also spread over the retina. The area
where this indirect illumination contributes to pupillary contraction will be
more restricted than in the case of peripheral fields, since for central fields the
direct illumination is lower whereas the effectiveness of the areas struck by
indirect illumination decreases with increasing distance from the focused image.
In particular for fields larger than 20° and occupying the central area, the spread
of the illumination may probably be neglected with respect to pupillary contraction.
To obtain also direct experimental evidence as to the role of the indirect
illumination for a central 2 o field, we carried out some experiments in which,
from outside the eye, we increased the amount of stray light in two steps (fig.
7.15). The extra amounts of scatter were "just noticeable" (1) and "comparable
to intra-ocular scatter" (10), respectively, when looking at a point source. The
physically measured distributions of illumination as well as the proposed intraocular scattering function were already shown in fig. 7.1 0. In fig. 7.15 the
contractions resulting from a 2 o foveal field are shown to have definitely increased
by the small amounts of scatter. This supports the idea that for small retinal
fields the direct illumination contributes considerably to pupillary contraction.
It may be noted that the direct illuminations required for these contractions are
9
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Fig. 7.15. Pupillary diameter D as a function of quantum flux for a foveal field of 2°. Small
increclses in indirect illumination from outside the eye cause significant increases in contraction.
The physical distributions of the extra scatter are shown in fig. 7.10.

-91of the order of 7 log scot.td, indeed very high values (fig. 6.13). In such circumstances it is but logical to suppose an overall response to originate not only from
the directly illuminated area. This may provide an explanation of the fact that
no dip in effectiveness is found when only the fovea (without rods) is illuminated.
If this foveal dip exists, its existence may well be masked by indirect light
reaching the surrounding rods.
In sec. 7.2 we found an anomalous increase in resolving power when substituting an exploring field of20° for afield of2°. There we suggested that indirect
illumination might be partly responsible for this effect. We may now conclude
that no justification can be found for attributing the measured degree of
effectiveness to only directly illuminated areas. Especially for peripheral positions of the fields, the results seem to provide information on the retinal distribution of indirect illumination rather than on the degree of effectiveness of the
directly illuminated areas. Accordingly, the idea that resolving power increases
with decreasing size of the field may be fallacious since the retinal area that
produces the pupillary response may have a much larger size than the direct
field and even a different position. This may cause distortion of the experimental
results on any supposed retinal sensitivity function, which may well affect the
curves for the smaller fields more than for the larger ones.
The problem of "over-integration" cannot be understood by considering
merely the influence of indirect light. On the contrary, if we suspect the indirect
light of playing an important role for small fields especially, the true local degree
of effectiveness in the small central fields is still lower than indicated in fig. 7.4
and the over-integration is accordingly higher. For a proper understanding of
this over-integration, the essential influence of non-linearities must be taken into
account.
In conclusion we may say that the spread of excitation by indirect illumination causes a general tendency towards integration effects, in which the pupillary
response is governed only by total light flux. Experimentally, this tendency has
been found for many field configurations as will be clear from the data provided
in the appendix. Since these effects may have originated from the blurring
influence of indirect illumination, they need not necessarily be attributed to
linear effects within the receptive sy~tem itself.
7 .4. Proposed theoretic;!.l description
From the foregoing discussion it has become clear that non-linear processes
may play an essential role in the pupillary receptive system. Unfortunately the
spread of excitation by indirect illumination interferes with the information
about the retinal localisation of the activity that causes the pupil to contract.
If it is desired to collect basic data as to the variations of intrinsic parameters
over the retina, situations should be compared in which the influence of indirect
illumination is either very small or constant.
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F jg, 7 .16. Pupillary diameter D versus retinal illumination T for central discs of various sizes.
The lines have been drawn freehand through the experimental points, which will be partly
shOwn in fig. 7.20.

Figure 7.16 shows pupillary diameter as a function of retinal illumination for
a large range of field sizes, which in all cases were centred on the fovea. We shall
assume that for the five fields larger than 20° the influence of indirect illumination is negligibly small. The experimental data of these five fields can be fitted
by the formula *)
(7.1)
C = Do-D = B log (1
T/T*) .

+

Assuming Do = 7 ·4 mm, the values of the two parameters B and T* are shown
in table 7.1. It may be noted that, within experimental error, the transition
TABLE 7.1
Values of B and T* when describing the experimental data for five large central fields
(diameter 2 a) by the equation D =Do- B log (l + T/T*) (eq. (7.1))

2a
(degrees)

B
(mm/log unit)

T*
(log scot.td)

22·4
35·0
48·4
90·0
"180"

1·6
2·2
2·6
3·2
4·2

2·9
3·0
3·0
3·0
2·8

*) To account for the non-linear behaviour, we chose a logarithmic function, which may be

applied to many physiological processes. The main reason for this choice was the mathematical simplicity of the description. Of course, the conclusions to be reached will apply
equally to curves of similar shape, though of different mathematical formulation.

-93point T* is independent of the size of the field (2·9 log scot.td). The only
variable is B, representing the gradients of the curves ifT>> T*. It is found to
increase with field size. We shall now work towards a generalisation of eq. (7.1).
For this purpose we assume that the gradient in response to a homogeneously
illuminated field is built up from several independent contributions w . .dA
of areas L1A (1v is a weight function). Then B = l:w ..JA and accordingly
C =[log (1

+ T/T*)] l:H·.L1A.

(7.2)

We now omit the conditions of uniform illumination and of a large field. We
then arrive at the hypothesis that, for any retinal distribution of illumination
the resulting pupillary contraction C can be described by the equation
C = 2: [log (1

+ T/T*)]. w . .dA.

(7.3)
Since the retina shows a great deal of centro-symmetry around the fovea we
shall turn to polar coordinates (q;, ¢;). We shall adhere to the general practice
of representing them by the coordinates of an incident ray in the outer field
of view that projects to a particular point of the retina. Thus, cp is the angle
between this ray and the visual axis (0 ::( t:p ::( 90°) and 1ft is the angle between
this ray and the horizontal plane through the visual axis (0° ::( ¢; < 360°).
Retinal areas .JA are then expressed by the solid angle L1 Q that they occupy
when seen from the nodal point (fig. 7.17):
.JQ =(sin cp) . .dt:p . .dif; square degrees (q; and 1ft in degrees).

(7.4)

The retinal area .dA, corresponding to one solid angle .J.Q increases somewhat
with cp.

1

sinrp}ATf/} A
~cp

.

.2.=(smrp)L1~A«p

Fig. 7.17. Description of a retinal position by means of polar coordinates (rp, rf;). A small
retinal area .dA is represented by its solid angle .d Q "'·"' (sin rr) . Llrp. Jrf;.
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-94Before evaluating this equation numerically, we shall adopt a physical model
whose behaviour is described by eq. (7.3). This will be done to specify what
the essential assumptions are. We assume this model to consist of photoreceptors of one type, located on the inner surface of a hemisphere (fig. 7.18).
For low illuminations, each receptor reacts linearly to its illumination whereas

c

...,.~

I

0) -.4

It\
hJI
Fig. 7 .18. Physical model that obeys the proposed theoretical description of pupillary contractions, see eq.(7.3). The light is absorbed by logarithmic photoreceptors, whose response Ci
is assumed to be proportional to log (l + T/T*). The density distribution of these logarithmic
elements equals the weight function w. The integrator :E adds all incoming signals Ci. Its
output C represents pupillary contraction.

for high illuminations its output is proportional to the logarithm of the illumination. The density of the logarithmic receptors is assumed centro-symmetrical
around the main axis. The light enters through a small hole in the centre of the
hemisphere. Behind the receptive surface we assume an integrator ~, which
adds all the outputs of the photoreceptors. The output of this integrator represents the contraction C.
Thus we assume:
(1) A logarithmic receptor i has an output

Ci

= log ( 1 + T/T*).

(7.5)

(2) The output C of the integrator consists of the sum of outputs of the individual photoreceptors:
(7.6)
This means that the contribution .c1 C from a small uniformly illuminated area

-95represented by its solid angle Ll Q will be
LlC

= w. Ll.Q. ci,

(7.7)

if w represents the density of the logarithmic receptors. The equation of this
model becomes
C = 2: [log (1

+ T/T*)]. w. LlQ,

(7.8)

which is equivalent to eq. (7.3).
In order to carry out numerical calculations of D as a function of T on the
basis ofeq. (7.3), the retinal illumination T(cp, ij;) has been evaluated from the
light distribution in the outer field of view and the intra-ocular light distribution
around a point image as proposed in fig. 7.12. We chose the following numerical
values of Do, T* and w.
Do. We chose a constant value Do= 7·4 mm. In actual experiments the diameter in the dark varies between 7·0 and 7·9 mm (observer H.B.).
T*. On the strength of the experiments for the five large fields (fig. 7.16) we
chose a constant value of the point of transition T* (2·9log scot.td). This
facilitates the evaluation of the description in several respects, e.g. the
retinal distribution of only one parameter (1v) need be derived from the
experiments. Some implications of this choice will be considered on p. 107.
In fact, we have some indications that T* shows a higher value in the central
area.
w. We took a centro-symmetrical weight function 1v = w( cp) (fig. 7.19) that
passed smoothly through the average values 1v = BjQ that must be
5·10-,~J----r-----r-------:-----,
4 t-------+-

3

. ----1··--··----

---.;--·~.

i

,.______ J_ -~··· ...... w
!

L

o~~~~~~~._~i~~~~~==~
80°

1,0°

0°

Fig. 7.19. Proposed retinal weight function, drawn smoothly through the average weight
factors w that permit an adequate description of the experimental curves for central fields
of 22°, 35°, 48°, 90°, and "180"" (table 7.ll). For these Luge fields the spread of excitation
by indirect illumination is assumed to be negligible.
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-96assumed to fit the experimental data for the five central discs with diameters 22°, 35°, 48°, 90°, and "180°". This was done by subtracting these
slopes, thus obtaining theoretical values for the rings between the discs
(table 7 .II). Of course, it would be more attractive to use direct experimental
values for the rings instead. However, when applyingthe rings, any influence
of indirect illumination causes systematic deviations, which seem worse
than some increase in accidental deviations.
Thus, the only pupillary data used for adapting the theoretical description
to the experiments are the values of Do and T* and the values of B obtained
with five large central discs.

TABLE 7.II

'1 Cl 6

Theoretical contributions of retinal rings derived by subtraction from the experimental
values obtained for discs (see table 7.1)

2a
(degrees)

Q
(sq. degr.)

B
(mm/log unit)

discs

22·4
35·0
48·4
90
"180"

390
950
I 820
5 990
13 000

1·6
2·2
2·6
3·2
4·2

nngs

0 -22·4
22·4-35·0
35·0-48·4
48·4-90
90 -"180"

~

~

390
560
870
4 170
7 000

~

1·6
0·6
0·4
0·6
1·0

I

-

~

BjQ= w
(mmjlog unit
sq. degr.)

4·1 .10-a
1·1 .10-3
0·46.10-3
0·15.10-3
0·14.10-3

7 .5. Comparison of theoretical description with experimental results
The theoretical evaluation enables us to calculate numerically the contractions
in response to any retinal light distribution, the indirect illumination from
scattering processes included. In this section we shall compare the outcome of
these calculations to actual experimental data.
The calculations have been done by numerically summing the values
L1 C = [log (1 + J":IT*)] . li'. L1 Q, in which the summation areas L1 Q were
chosen such that within these areas the illumination parameter log (1 + T/T*),
either from direct or from indirect illumination, as well as the weight factor w

-97could be represented reasonably well by one value each. The number of separately considered areas varied from 1-10, in the case of central fields, to 10-30
for peripheral fields, where the centres of illumination and of weight function
do not coincide. An example of the calculations will be given on p. 100.
The outcome for central fields of various sizes is shown in fig. 7.20. The lines
represent theoretical predictions whereas actual experiments, for each field size
obtained in 2-7 sessions, are shown by the points. The agreement for the fields
of 22° and above arises from the fact that these experiments have been used to
shape the weight function of the theory. For the smaller fields, the theoretical
curves approximate experimental data, deviations being within some 0·5 mm
contraction or 0·5 log units illumination. In the calculations, the relative contributions from the directly illuminated fields themselves decrease sharply from
the 22 o field towards smaller fields. For fields smaller than some 7 o a substantial
contraction is predicted only if the indirect illumination, which occupies much
8
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sizes. Criteria D = 6·0 and D = 4·0 mm, observer H.B. The effects of integration, overintegration, and under-integration are adequately described by the theoretical equation (7.3).

larger areas, is of sufficient intensity. For fields smaller than so (20 square
degrees) the contribution of the directly illuminated areas is even negligibly
small. This implies that the only important variable is total light flux, since for
small fields the distribution of indirect illumination over the retina is dependent
on total light flux only, except in the very neighbourhood of the direct fields,
which occupy areas too small to contribute substantially to the resulting contraction. These phenomena are shown more clearly in fig. 7.21 where, similar
to fig. 7.4, the degree of effectiveness P(= T-1) is presented as a function of the
area occupied by the direct field. The 4S slope predicted for small fields represents adequately the effect of integration found in the experiments which,
according to the theory, is due to the prevailing influence of indirect illumination. The effect of over-integration for fields between so and 22° results from an
increase of the contribution of the directly illuminated area, which causes an
increase of pupillary contraction to such an extent that the illumination level
can be permitted to decrease more than proportionally for an equal-response
criterion. For fields larger than 22°, the considerable decrease of weight function
towards the retinal periphery makes itself felt as under-integration.
For fields of constant size, imaged at various distances from the fovea,
theoretical description and actual experimental outcome are shown in figs 7.22
and 7.23 for two field sizes. Deviations from the experiments are within 0·7 log
units (1·3 mm), the description generally giving lower values for the contractions, especially for peripheral illumination. The integration effect implies
0
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that, independent of field size, the only relevant variable is total light flux. For
peripheral positions of the fields this is indicated in fig. 7.22 by the difference of
2log units between the illuminations required for the 20° and the 2° fields since
the areas involved differ by a factor of 100. In the theoretical description this
effect is due to the low values of peripheral weight factors, which set a low limit
to the contributions of direct illumination even for a field of 20° (300 square
degrees). Again, if the contribution of direct illumination is low, the contractions
obtained are a result of indirect illumination of much larger areas, which mainly
depends on total light flux. For positions of the fields closer to the fovea, the
local weight factor gradually increases and the direct illumination accounts for
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-100the effect of over-integration, which for central fields has already been discussed.
The calculations have been carried out also for some ring-shaped fields. The
deviations between the experiments and the description were comparable to
those of the configurations presented.
As an example of the calculations we shall compute semi-quantitatively contractions
from eq. (7.3) (p. 93) for four different situations. For central fixation we shall compare
a 2 o retinal field, illuminated directly with 6·0 log scot.td to a 20° field, illuminated
with 4·0 log scot.td. The total light fluxes are equal in both cases. For a peripheral
position (cp = 40°) the same fields will be compared for retinal illuminations of 8·0 log
scot.td (2° field) and 6·0 log scot.td (20° field).
The summation of eq. (7.3) will be carried out roughly by dividing the retina into
three parts only:
(I) The directly and uniformly illuminated area, contributing C1 = [log (1 + T/T*)J .
. w1. Ql·

'11 0

(2) The indirectly illuminated area within e = 20 o from the centre of the direct field;
C2 = [log (I + T/T*)]. wz. Q2.
(3) The indirectly illuminated area at distances greater than 20° from this centre. For
the 2 o and the 20° field to be compared these illuminations are equal as we use
equal light fluxes (see fig. 7.13); C3 = [log (I -r- T/T*)]. w3 . Q3.
Equation (7.3) then becomes C = C1 + Cz + C3.
The numerical calculations are shown in table 7.III. The values of log (1 + T/T*)
can be taken from fig. 7.13, those of w from fig. 7.19. It may be of help to remember
that 2:: w. LI.Q summated over the total retina is a constant representing the value B
obtained for a uniformly illuminated retina. The values of C3 for.2o and 20° fields
are essentially equal, since the same retinal areas are illuminated with equal illuminations.
It is shown in the table that for central fields, the larger theoretical contractions result
from the 20° field. This is due to direct illumination. Though direct illumination for the
2 o field is higher by two log units, its solid angle Q is too small to produce any significant
contraction. This indicates that, if equal contractions are required, the light flux for
the 2 o field must be chosen higher (over-integration). For the peripheral position
(cp = 40°), the computed contractions are found equal. The reason is that in the directly
illuminated areas the weight function is very low, whereas the indirect illumination now
accounts for a substantial contraction. Since C3 is larger than Cz, equal contractions are now produced by equal light fluxes, irrespective of the direct field (integration).
When combining these rough results for central and peripheral fields, it becomes clear
that the 20° field shows a steeper decline of effectiveness towards the periphery than
does the 2 o field, the main reason being that only for the smaller field is the direct
illumination of no importance for the resulting contraction.

In conclusion we find that the theoretical description deals adequately with
the effect of over-integration, which can be fully understood from the non-linear
characteristics in the receptive system. In combination with these non-linearities,
the blurring influence of indirect illumination can account for the anomaly that
resolving power increases when larger fields are applied. The integration effects
that have been found for fields smaller than 20 square degrees in the retinal
centre towards 300 square degrees in the retinal periphery can also be explained
by the influence of the indirect illumination, which operates on a system in
which contributions from large areas are favoured.
Quantitatively, the deviations between the proposed theoretical description
and the actual experiments are of the order of 0·7 mm contraction or 0·5 log
units of illumination, which must be considered too large to be accidental. This
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TABLE 7.III
Rough calculations of the contractions for zo and 20° fields in central (rp = 0°) and
peripheral (cp = 40°) positions, according to eq. (7.3): C = 2: [log {1 + T/T*)]. w. JQ.
For the two fields, the light fluxes have been chosen equal so as to show the effects of
over-integration ( rp = 0°) and integration (rp = 40°). T* = 2·9 log scot.td.
central fields rp =
diameter

c1

(} < I o
log scot.td
log units
mm/log unit
w
sq. degree
Q
sq. degrees
-IV. -~
0
mm/log unit
mm
log [l -7- T/T*]. w . .Q
T

log [I

~

T/T*]

c

c2

10 < f)
< 20°

zo

diameter 20°
C3

c1

(} > zoo (} < 100

6·0

2·5

0·7

4·0

2·2

0·7

0·15

0·0

1·1

0·1

0·0

3·1

1·3.10 3

11.103

0·01
0·03

2·3
0·35

4·8.10- 3 1·8.10- 3 0·17.10-3 4·2.10- 3 1·0.10-3 0·17.10- 3

I

1·9
0·0

L.1~
diameter 2°

T

+ T/T*J
w
Q

w.Q

log [1

+ TJT*J. w.
c

c3
zoo

c2

100 < (} e;;;;.
< 20°

3·1

0·31.10 3 1·0.10 3

1·3
1·4

I

11·103

1·0
0·1

1·9
0·0

LJmm_j

peripheral fields rp

log [I

oo

-

=

40°

diameter 20°

8·0
4·5
2·7
6·0
4·2
2·7
log scot.td
3·1
1·3
0·2
log units
5·1
1·6
0·2
mm/log unit 0·13.10- 30·17.10- 30·36.10- 3 0·15.10- 3 0·17.10- 3 0·36.10- 3
sq. degree
3·1
1·3.103 11.10 3 0·31.10 3 1·0.103 11·103
sq. degrees
0·22
4·0
0·00
4·0
0·05
0·17
mm/log unit
0·22
0·8
mm
0·00
0·35
0·8
0·15
Q

Ll·2L_j

Ll·2Lm_j

order of magnitude of these deviations is small enough to be attributed to a
somewhat different weight function, a somewhat different distribution of
indirect illumination, and a non-linear behaviour somewhat different from a
log ( 1 + T/T*) function. In fact, the differences seem too small to justify a
detailed investigation of their origin.
The central area

The evidence collected in chapter 6 suggested that the pupillary receptors are
rods. The measurements reported in the present chapter, however, revealed a
maximum of the effectiveness in the fovea, where rod density is very low. On
p. 90 it has been suggested that this discrepancy may be understood if the indirect illumination is taken into account: the foveal position of a direct image
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may favour contraction because the indirect illumination and the rod distribution are centrosymmetrical around the same point. Hitherto, we have paid
no further attention to this problem because a detailed discussion seemed more
appropriate.
Les us consider theoretically the contraction in response to illumination of a
small :field, as a function of the distance cp from the fovea, assuming a foveal
maximum of the weight function. We are interested in the function C =
2: [log (1 + T/T*)]. H'. L1Q (eq. (7.3)) especially with regard to variations of cp.
Figure 7.24 shows schematically the relative distributions of log (1 + T/T*),
which is symmetrical around the illuminated spot, and of lV, which is symmetrical around the fovea. Since we are interested in the influence of variations of cp,
we shall simplify the problem by omitting the variable '!fJ for a moment, thus
obtaining the one-dimensional function C' = 2: [log (1 + T/T*)]. lF. L1cp. If
rp

we shift the illumination centre towards the fovea, C' will increase due to the
greater amount of overlap of both functions (see fig. 7.24) until a maximum
value is reached for a foveal position of the field. It can easily be shown that
the same conclusion holds for C in the two-dimensional situation. Now we
introduce a foveal dip in the weight function occupying an area of 2 square
degrees, other factors remaining equal. This foveal area contributed to the
response to an amount of C = [log(l + T/T*)]x5.I0- 3 x2 =IQ-2 log (1 +
+ T/T*) mm. Clearly a contribution of some 0·0 1 mm is far beyond experimental
detcctability. Consequently the omission of this small contribution can have
no practical influence on the conclusion thatthemaximum value of the effectiveness will be reached for a foveal position of the direct field. We conclude that,
according to the theory, the maximum value of the effectiveness that has been
found for a foveal position of the field does not imply that the retinal weight
rei. units

Fig. 7.24. Relative distributions of log( 1 + T/T*) for a 2° field and weight function w. The
summated product C = I: [log (1 -1- T/T*)]. w. Llrp will show its maximum for rp = 0,
also when the contribution of the central fovea is zero.
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function shows a foveal maximum. If the area of the assumed central dip is
gradually enlarged, a situation will be reached in which the maximum value
of the effectiveness shifts detectably towards the parafovea.
The difficulty in obtaining information on the magnitude of local weight
functions of small retinal areas may also be illustrated by considering illuminations that are symmetrical around the fovea. For each ring of width Llcp, the
solid angle LJQ amounts to (sin cp) Llcp ~ ihp = 360 (sin cp) Llq; square degrees.
Accordingly, we can write C = L: [log (1 + T/T*)] . w . 360 (sin cp) Llcp. Figure
7.25 shows w. 360 sin <p as a function of cp. Even if the weight function is as~2~--------------------------~
mmftC!J unit· degree
l
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Fig. 7.25. The function Ctp = 360 . w. sin cp, which represents the contributions to pupillary
contraction of rings (width I
centred on the fovea. Despite a foveal maximum of w, the
contribution of the fovea will be negligible.
0

),

sumed to show its maximum value at cp = 0, the contribution of the central
area is very small as compared to that of rings with more peripheral locations,
which effect is due to the increase with <p of the areas involved.
Despite these theoretical difficulties, we shall try to find out whether the
weight function shows a maximum or a minimum at the fovea. To reach the
most favourable circumstances we must escape as far as possible from the
disturbing influence of the indirect illumination. This can be achieved by such
choice of the direct fields that the indirect illuminations show a high degree of
balance for the situations to be compared. For this reason we chose sets of
concentric discs and rings occupying equal retinal areas, and illuminated them
equally.
Two sets of concentric fields have been used. The radii of the larger set
amounted to 0°-4·9°, 4·9°-7·0°, 7·0°-8·5°, and 8·5°-9·8°. The dimensions of
the smaller set were twice as small (fig. 7.26). For two of the cases the
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Fig. 7.26. Set of concentric disc and adjacent rings, occupying equal retinal areas. The retinal
light distributions (according to fig. 7.12) for two of these fields are shown by the lower curves.
The dotted and hatched areas indicate the differences between these illuminations, which, for
the indirect illumination, are restricted to relatively small retinal areas.
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Fig. 7.27. Degrees of effectiveness P, measured for sets of concentric disc and adjacent rings
of equal areas. For the smaller set, the results of observer H.B. do not show any significant
difference, whereas those of observer H.J.v.B. show a small but significant foveal dip. The
comparison within each set is more accurate than the comparison between the two sets.
Averages of three experimental series.

-105retinal light distribution derived from fig. 7.12 is also shown. The differences
are now restricted to a small area and any differences in experimental
outcome may therefore be attributed to the hatched areas we are· interested
in. The various fields of each set have been presented successively to three
observers in six intensities. The relative accuracies within one set are higher
than the absolute accuracy of each set. For two observers, the degrees of
effectiveness are shown in fig. 7.27 *). Both of them show a central maximum
for the larger set. For the smaller set, observer H.B. shows no differences
between the four situations. This means that either the contributions of the
differently illuminated areas are equal or that they are very small. Observer
H.J.v.B. shows a significant dip of eff~~tiveness in the centre. This supports
the idea that for him a central dip may exist in the true retinal contribution to
pupillary contraction.
As a second experiment on the contribution of the central area we measured
the effect on the pupil of the omission of a small central area from a large
homogeneously illuminated field. The retinal illumination remains practically
the same everywhere except for the omitted central area. Wechoseanilluminated
field of 25° and omitted consecutively the central 4, 8 and 12 degrees. The outcome is shown in fig. 7.28. Omission of the central 4 o produced a small, not
significant decrease of the contraction. The ring of 25 ox 8 o gave a clear decrease
of contraction of the order of 0·4 mm, whereas for the 25° x 12° ring this decrease was about 1 mm. The theoretical description requires that the omitted
central area must be of the order of 30 square degrees (diameter 6°) before a
8 mm

SD

5
Fig. 7.28. The influence on pupil size when the central 00, 4°, 8°, and 12° are omitted from a
25° field. Curves drawn through the averages of three experimental series. Observer H.B.

*) The method rests on the principle of equal illuminations which may produce different

contractions. For reasons of uniformity with other presented data, the curves of fig. 7.27
show the differences of illumination that cause equal contractions instead. Such presentation does not influence the position of maxima and minima. The transformation between
L1 log T and L1 C can be obtained by application of the experimental value L1 Cj Lllog T = 0·9
mmjlog unit.
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detectable 0·2 mm difference in pupillary contraction occurs. The results are in
agreement with this expectation. The influence of indirect illumination can also
be controlled to some extent by applying large homogeneously illuminated
conditioning fields on which the test field is superimposed. We have not
explored this third method.
7.6. Theoretical description and physiological processes

·1 1 6

The chief aim of the description was to find out whether, given a certain
decrease of weight function from the fovea towards the periphery, the cooperation of direct and indirect illumination, operating on a system that behaves
linearly except for one non-linear, logarithmic transformation, might account
for the observed effects for different configurations of the field. The general
correspondence between the actual experiments and the theoretical description
which has been adjusted in one parameter (w) and two constants (Do and T*)
justifies this assumption. The correspondence does not prove that the pupil
reacts in the way suggested by the describing equation. However, if we assume
for a moment that the d~scription represents static pupillary processes correctly,
we must make some additional observations concerning the degree of isomorphy between the elements of the describing equation on the one hand and
anatomical and physiological data on the other.
(a) The logarithmic relationship C a:. log (l + T/T*) has been introduced in
a purely descriptive way. It corresponds with the input-output relation of a
logarithmic element in the situation of full adaptation to the illumination. This
relationship resembles closely that proposed by Rushton 96)) to express the contribution of receptors to excitation poJls in the frog's retina. The available
evidence suggests that the signals generated in retinal receptors are proportional
to the illumination 41 ). In other layers of the retina, electro-physiological
potentials show a logarithmic dependence on illumination (Rushton 98, Fatehchand, Svaetichin et al. 4 0· 121 )). For this reason, the elements which perform
the logarithmic transformation are most readily localised close to the receptor
layer.
We did not assume any saturation effects of the receptive system at high
illuminations, though from the considerable extent of bleaching that occurs
above retinal illuminations of 5 log scot. td (fig. 6.14) deviations from the assumed logarithmic relationship are to be expected. In the experiments such effects
would be expected to present themselves as a decrease of the slopes iJ.DjiJ. log T,
which effect can be distinguished from muscular saturation effects only if it
occurs at pupillary diameters larger than some 4 mm. Our experiments gave no
clear indications of such an effect.
What fields would be most favourable to experimental detection of possible
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saturation effects of the receptive system? It seems that central fields of medium
size offer the best prospects. For either small or peripheral fields, the small
contribution of the directly illuminated area to pupillary contraction may easily
escape from experimental detection because of the larger contribution byindirect
illumination. For very large central fields, pupillary diameters are already very
small at relatively low retinal illuminations, which causes muscular saturation
effects to come into play below the saturation level of the receptive system. A
close inspection of fig. 7.20 reveals that for a field of 11 o some decrease of slope
occurs at D = 4·8 mm, T = 5·5 log scot.td. Though the effect is but slightly
expressed, it may represent an indication of the expected saturation of the
receptive system.
In the descriptive formula a saturation effect may be introduced by substituting log [(1 -L T/T*)/(1 + T/Ts)] for log (I + T/T*), where Ts is presumably
of the order of 5 log scot.td. The theoretical upper limit of the contribution of
a retinal area LJ.Q then amounts to [log (Ts/T*)]. w. Ll.Q.
(b) The weight function is analogous to the density of the logarithmic receptors of the physical model of p. 94. More generally, it represents the density
of logarithmic elements involved, each of which may receive inputs from several
linear receptors. The relative density distribution of the logarithmic elements
belonging to the receptive field of the static pupil, is represented by the weight
function w( cp). If we therefore compare the density distribution of retinal rods
to the proposed weight function (fig. 7.29), it is not surprising that the two
functions are different (in fact, the weight function can be approximated by the
quotient of rod density and cp, as may be derived from fig. 7.25). As an analogy,
one would not expect the retinal distribution of scotopic visual functions to
agree with the distribution of rods, which represents only the most distal layer.
For example, Mandelbaum and Sloan 8 1) showed scotopic visual acuity to have
a retinal distribution different from rod distribution.
It is conceivable that in some higher centre of the pupillary receptive system signals
from different logarithmic elements are multiplied by different factors. By such a
selective multiplication the observed weight functions would be influenced in essentially
the same way as by a density function of logarithmic elements. If so, the relative weight
function is then isomorphous with the product of density function and selective multiplication. The absolute values depend on non-selective transformations, such as muscle
sensitivity, as well.
Could it possibly be that there are only a few logarithmic elements present? Within
the receptive field of each logarithmic element, integration is assumed and this hypothesis affords a simple explanation for the integration that actually occurs for disc-like
fields smaller than 20 square degrees in the retinal centre, and smaller than at least
300 square degrees in the retinal periphery. We have not developed this idea in detail.
To do so, it will be necessary to assume T* as varying over the retina, since the number
of possible values of the slope B would be very much limited which, in itself, would
leave no room for the differences of effectiveness as they actually occur.

(c) In the description we assumed a constant value of the point of transition T*
for the whole retina. The point of transition reflects an essential property of the
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Fig. 7.29. Comparison of the weight function, corresponding with the density distribution of
logarithmic elements, to the density distribution of retinal rods, according to Oesterberg 86).

logarithmic elements, viz. the value of their input at which the output-input
relation changes from a linear one to a logarithmic one. If we assume all
logarithmic elements to be equal, the retinal illumination at which this input
value is reached will depend on the number of connected rods or on the amount
of absorbing pigment from which a logarithmic element receives signals. This
leads to an isomorphy between the value of 1/T* and the amount of pigment
that feeds a logarithmic element (provided other operative coefficients are
equal). According to this view, the constant value ofT* that has been assumed
supposes logarithmic elements to be fed by equal amounts of rhodopsin.
A different assumption would be that each of the retinal rods feeds one logarithmic element. If so, 1/T* would then show a retinal distribution given by the
quotient of rhodopsin density r and density w of logarithmic elements. Since
in first approximation, lV oc r/cp, as a result 1/T* oc cp. We have not evaluated
this assumption, but the indication of a relatively small contribution to pupillary
contraction of the central area that was found for observer H.J.v.B. (fig. 7.27)
may be explained by an increased value ofT* due to the low density of rhodopsin rather than by a decreased density of logarithmic elements.
We draw the conclusion that the experiments permit a certain degree of freedom of choice with regard to the retinal distribution ofT*. The simplest interpretation of the calculations is that it indicates the reciprocal of the amount
of rhodopsin by which a logarithmic element is fed. According to this interpretation, our assumption that T* is a constant corresponds with a constant
amount of rhodopsin for each logarithmic element.
(d) In the theoretical description we took into account a spread of excitation
around the illuminated area due to indirect illumination. An essential property

-109of this indirect illumination is that it depends linearly on the illumination of the
direct image. It is quite conceivable that, in addition to this effect, the excitation
in the retinal layers is spread out to a certain extent. If such a retinal effect
were proportional to the illumination, its effect on the pupil would simply be
added to the effect of indirect illumination. Any similar inhibition effect would
act in the opposite direction. It is an open question yet whether these kinds of
process play a part in the retina.
Further outlook
If the proposed description reflects some essential features of steady-state
pupillary processes, it is to be expected that it is of somewhat wider importance
than for merely summarising certain approximate reactions of the pupil to steady
illuminations, for one or two observers. We may briefly indicate some further
possibilities, which we have not explored, for checking whether this expectation
is borne out.

(a) In our experiments only one eye was illuminated. The description suggests
that all processes in the pupillary loop are linear, except for one of the first steps
which is a logarithmic one. If this is correct, the contractions (Do- D) in
reaction to illumination of both eyes may be expected to be twice those of only
one eye. The experiments of Reeves 92 ) seem to be in rather good agreement
with this expectation.
(b) Several pathological effects can possibly be interpreted in the essential
terms of the description. This may also apply to the influence of various drugs
on the pupil, which would be expected to influence only Do and the absolute
value of the weight function.
(c) Individual differences in pupillary reactions are known to be considerable.
For example, fig. 7.30 shows pupillary diameters of five observers in reaction to
illumination of a central 26° field (515 nm *)).
In terms of the description their origin might be found in:
( l) the initial diameter in the dark Do, which is known to show large individual
differences, depending on age, psychological factors, etc.;
(2) differences in the point of transition T*. For the eight observers for whom
we have data available, the values ofT* were in the range of 2·3 to 3·0 log
scot.td;
(3) the absolute level of indirect illumination, which shows considerable
dependence on age;
( 4) the weight function w. It seems reasonable to suppose that the absolute
values of w( cp) show greater individual differences than do the relative ones.
*)

For shorter wavelengths the deviations from the straight lines are less pronounced and for
longer wavelengths more pronounced than for the indicated 515-nm curves.
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Fig. 7.30. Pupillary diameter as a function of retinal illumination for five observers, whose
ages are given. The initial diameter Do and the slope B seem to decrease with age.

These differences are reflected in the slopes B of fig. 7 .30, the extremes of
which differ by a factor two. There is an indication of a correlation between
Do and B, both showing a decrease with increasing age.

7.7. Conclusions
When the position on the retina of some illuminated field is varied, a maximum contribution to pupillary steady-state contractions is found for a central
position of the field and a gradual decrease towards the retinal periphery. This
decrease is more pronounced for a larger field than for a smaller one. When
the size of centrally fixated discs is varied, keeping constant the total light flux
entering the eye, a maximum contraction is found for a field of some 22°.
Towards both smaller and larger sizes, the total light flux necessary for reaching
an equal contraction slightly increases (maximum 1 log unit difference).
Even when taking into account the indirect illumination from intra-ocular
scatter, these combined results cannot be understood from a linear system.
However, if one logarithmic transformation is introduced -from retinal illumination T to log (1 + T/T*)- the various findings can be explained. A formula,
worked out on this basis, describes the experimental results quantitatively
within an average deviation of 0·5 mm diameter or 0·5 log unit of illumination.
According to this theoretical description, there are two parameters that
depend intrinsically on retinal position: the weight function w and the point
of transition T*. The weight function is assumed to be centro-symmetrical
around the fovea and shows a maximum in the fovea or parafovea, amounting
to 5.10-3 mm contraction for each log unit of illumination and square degree
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of retinal area. In the far periphery, about two per cent of this value is reached.
The point of transition has been assumed as constant (2·9log scot.td), but there
are indications of a higher value in the central area. The minimum of retina
contribution to pupillary contraction that probably exists in the fovea is masked
by the co-occurrence of a maximum influence of indirect illumination. The
integration effects that have been found for fields smaller than 20 square degrees
in the retinal centre and 300 square degrees in the retinal periphery, can
be fully explained by the influence of the indirect illumination, which operates
on a system in which contributions from large areas are favoured.
A translation of the parameters of the description in terms of physiological
properties of anatomical units can be performed in more ways than one. In the
most simple translation, the weight function w is interpreted as the density of
logarithmic elements, located close to the retinal receptors, whereas the point
of transition T*, which has been assumed to be constant, is isomorphous
to the reciprocal of the amount of rhodopsin that feeds such a logarithmic
element.
The organisation of the receptive field for pupillary steady-state reactions
may be described as follows: the light absorbed by retinal rods causes a linear
signal in the receptors. These signals are conducted to logarithmic elements, the
input of which is the sum of the receptor signals concerned. The density
distribution of the logarithmic elements shows a general decrease from the
retinal centre towards the periphery. After the logarithmic transformation, the
signals from the various logarithmic elements are added. The resulting signal
constitutes the motor signal for the pupillary muscles which govern pupillary
diameter in linear dependence on their motor signal.
It may be expected that the study of individual variations especially may add
new evidence concerning the problems to which this chapter has been devoted.
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8. PROPERTIES OF PUPILLARY RECEPTORS FOR FLASH
REACTIONS
8.1. Introduction

122

In this chapter we shall consider some properties of the retinal receptors that
mediate pupillary reactions to flashes. The transients to which these reactions
belong may be considered as constituting the light reflex proper. The main
differences from the static experiments discussed in the preceding chapters are:
(a) The introduction of the time parameter offers more opportunities for
experimentation. Short light flashes, step functions and sinusoidal variations
in illumination are the stimuli most widely used. Our own experiments have
been done with flashes only. With respect to interpretation, however, it is even
more difficult than in the steady-state case to know the part of the loop from
which the observed essentials of the pupillary response originate. The condition
that the motor part of the loop should be in the same state of activity under
the various illuminations to be compared, is more difficult to fulfil, since it
requires the time functions of the responses to be similar.
(b) Much greater use can be made of conditioning fields. In this way some
properties of the receptive system may be investigated with the help of t~st
stimuli which themselves do not change the condition of the receptive system.
The static pupillary response to the conditioning field can easily be distinguished
from the dynamic response to the test stimulus. It is of great help to the experimenter in these investigations that the transient responses require several log
units less illumination than the steady-state responses.
Since rather unexpected results were obtained for the steady-state reactions,
it als:> seemed useful to investigate one type of dynamic reaction. In the literature
we find that the receptors for the dynamic pupillary reactions show a general
correspondence with the receptors for the visual-brightness function, which are
rods and cones. On the basis of the arguments put forward in chapter 6, these
receptors may be characterised by spectral sensitivity due to their absorbing
pigments, and directional sensitivity arising out of their geometrical properties.
Besides, the influence of adaptation is characteristic of the system involved.
With respect to this factor it is likely that neuro-organisational rather than
photochemical processes play a part, since bleaching effects occur only at high
levels of illumination.
Since the interpretation of the spectral data is not so straightforward as it is
for the steady-state reactions, the subdivision of this chapter must needs be
different from that chosen in chapter 6. In this chapter we shall consider
separately the flash reactions of the pupil for a central 18 o field, in which rods
dominate (sec. 8.2), and a foveal 1o field where only cones are present (sec. 8.3).
For the interpretation of the results it is essential to consider how the cooperation betw·een rod and cone signals takes place. With respect to this, we shall
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discuss the applicability of some simple hypotheses (sec. 8.4). The pupillary
reactions mentioned in this chapter are concerned with flash reactions only.
Flash duration was 100 ms in all experiments. Prior to the experiments, the eye
was 30 minutes dark-adapted.
8.2. Central field of 18°
The spectrum

Flashes of eight wavelengths were offered to the observer's 30 minutes darkadapted, right eye. The field was a central disc, the diameter of which subtended
18°. For some wavelengths the amplitudes of the resulting contractions as a
function of quantum flux are shown in fig. 8.1 ; Cmax turns out to be proportional to the logarithm of the incoming flux over a large range of intensities
3·0

mm

,

I

held of vievv n9°
obs, HB.

2·0 mm
field of vievv 78°

obs. HJv.B.

1·0

8

10

Fig. 8.1. Amplitudes of contraction Cmax in response to 100-ms flashes of a large variety of
intensities. Two observers. For observer H.B., the lines for short wavelength are not parallel
to those for long wavelength which points to the participation of more than one absorbing
pigment.
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(3-5 log units). For the greater part the lines are parallel. As was argued on
page 58 this means that the pupillary spectrum may be attributed to one
absorbing pigment only. Contrary to this~ the gradients for the longer wavelengths (630, 640 nm) of observer H.B. were found to be significantly higher
than those for the other wavelengths (see fig. 8.1). Consequently, the spectrum
here is dependent on the pupillary criterion chosen. This result shows that more
absorbing pigments are involved than just one.
Pupillary spectra of two observers are shown in fig. 8.2 for the criteria Cmax
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Fig. 8.2. Spectra for the indicated criteria. The curves are composed of scotopic and photopic
spectra of the CIE standard observer, the latter with the short-wavelength correction proposed
by Judd 64 ). The absolute level of the scotopic spectrum has been adapted to the short wavelengths whereas the photopic spectrum has been adapted to the long wavelengths. This implies
the hypothesis that a certain response is either scotopic or photopic. Field 18°.

to be 0·0 mm (extrapolated pupillary threshold), 1·0 mm and 2·0 mm. For
purposes of comparison the visual-threshold spectrum under the same experimental conditions has also been given (broken curve*). The visual spectrum
*)

The differences between visual and pupillary thresholds diminish for longer flash
durations.
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is of normal scotopic nature with its maximum around 510 nm. As the pupillary
spectra show a close resemblance to the visual-threshold spectrum, the latter
has been shifted so as to make clear the extent of correspondence with the
pupillary data. Except for the long wavelengths the agreement is quite satisfactory, which confirms Schweitzer's 1 0 7) results.
Since the long wavelengths of visual scotopic spectra are known to be easily
influenced by cone processes, it seems logical to find out whether for these
wavelengths the photopic spectrum may be applied to the pupillary results.
This is found to be the case (fig. 8.2). It is, however, not surprising that
the spectrum fits the two experimental points since many curves may fit two
points. We therefore need additional evidence. As a hypothesis we shall put
forward that the pupillary spectra reflect the absorption spectra of those pigments that also mediate the scotopic and photopic brightness functions, which
spectra will be referred to again as "51 0" and "555" spectra, respectively.
Though the experimental points are reasonably well represented by the proposed
combination of "510" and "555" spectra, it may be doubted whether this is the only
possibility of combining these spectra to make a satisfactory fit. The analysis chosen
assumes that for each wavelength only the highest effectiveness of the two spectra
survives. Other simple possibilities are either linear addition: "51 0'' + "555", or
logarithmic addition: log "510" +log "555". Each of these possibilities has its own
characteristic properties. Postponing a discussion on this point to sec. 8.4, let us
provisionally accept the proposed analysis. Its relevance seems relatively safe with
respect to visual and pupillary thresholds as normally thresholds are assumed to be
determined by the most sensitive of the components only.

Selective suppressions

The hypothesis about the two spectra is open to experimental verification.
The sensitivities of scotopic and photopic functions are known to be suppressed
selectively by conditioning fields of properly chosen wavelength and intensity.
One may also take advantage of the directional sensitivity of the receptors of
the photopic system only. According to the hypothesis, pupillary contractions
are supposed to be influenced in about the same manner as the visual functions
are. To verify the hypothesis, we have superimposed 430-nm (blue) and 640-nm
(red) flashes on a steady 450-nm conditioning field of the same dimensions as
the test flashes (17°). This conditioning field will greatly affect the visual scotopic
sensitivity whilst leaving the photopic sensitivity unaffected as long as the intensities applied are not too high. According to our hypothesis we must expect the
pupillary contractions at the 430-nm flashes to diminish whereas the contractions
at the 640-nm flashes will be almost unaffected, determined as they are by the
"555" spectrum, except for very small contractions (fig. 8.2).
Figure 8.3 shows the resulting contractions for five intensities (including zero)
of the conditioning field which most influences the smaller contractions in
response to 430-nm flashes. When the flash illumination exceeds the steady
illumination of the conditioning field by about 1·2log unit, the latter is found
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Fig. 8.5. Directional sensitivities of pupillary receptors. The 515-nm responses do not change
when the point of entry in the plane of the pupil is changed from a central to a 4·0 ± 0· 5 mm
nasal position, whereas the 630-nm responses change for 0·4 ± 0· 3 log units at contractions
of about 1 mm. Though the accuracy is low, the data are in accordance with the analysis
of fig. 8.2, suggesting that both rods and cones are involved in these pupillary contractions.

to have no influence on the contractions. Thus, the slopes of the curves increase
with increasing conditioning intensity. The contractions to the 640-nm flashes
are only slightly affected, as expected. Figure 8.4 has been constructed from
these data. It compares, for both wavelengths used, the flash intensities necessary to reach the visual and the pupillary thresholds, as a function of the
quantum flux of the conditioning field. The visual and the pupillary thresholds
are found to be affected in the same way and almost to the same extent.
Since the cones, which supply the photopic system, show a directional sensitivity, our hypothesis predicts that varying the point of entry in the plane of
the pupil will influence the long-wavelength responses, while leaving the shortwavelength responses unaffected. For the wavelengths 515 nm and 630 nm,
flashes of central entry and of 4·0 ± 0·5 mm peripheral entry (temporal) have
been compared (fig. 8.5). The pupillary response to a 515-nm flash turns out
to be independent of the point of entry, whereas the 630-nm response is affected
for contractions between 1 and 2 mm, to the amount of some 0·4 log units.
In the case of a pure-cone response this difference would be 0·8 log units
(fig. 6.9). Due to the uncertainty of 0·5 mm in the point of entry, the value of
0·4log units offers qualitative rather than quantitative evidence of a directional
sensitivity.
We may conclude that for an 18° field both the influence of the conditioning
field and that of the point of entry are in accordance with the hypothesis that
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the "51 0" as well as the "555" spectra play a part in the flash responses of the
pupil.
8.3. Foveal field of 1o
It may be expected that the activity of cones will come out more clearly when
only the central fovea is illuminated, since this area does not include rods. To
this end, we performed similar experiments with a 1·1 o foveal field, the centre
of which coincided with a small, weakly illuminated fixation mark.
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Figure 8.6 shows spectra of two observers. The kind of analysis applied is
the same as in the 18 o case. It is remarkable that the main factor is still the
"510" spectrum, though observer H.B. also shows a "555" component, the
influence of which gradually diminishes with higher flash intensities, contrary
to expectations. The most probable explanation is that the "510" spectrum
arises from indirect illumination, absorbed by rods in the foveal surroundings.
Is this indirect illumination of sufficient intensity to do so?
On the basis of the intensity distribution of the indirect light as proposed in
fig. 7.12 and of measurements of absolute scotopic visual thresholds, we constructed fig. 8.7. It shows the flash intensity (flux) of a foveal 1o field (515 nm)
at which the visual scotopic threshold at a distance rp to the fovea is exceeded.
It may be concluded that the values of the fluxes necessary to obtain a pupillary
response to such a foveal flash (larger than 6 log qu/s) cause parafoveal illuminations that are well above the visual threshold. Thus, the increase of the
role of the "510" spectrum with increasing flash intensities may be explained
as due to the increasing size of the retinal areas involved.
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Fig. 8. 7. The flux if> of a foveal field (515 nm) at which the indirect illumination at a distance rp
exceeds the absolute visual threshold. The distribution of indirect retinal illumination has been
taken from fig. 7.12.

Selective suppressions

In order to see whether our analysis of the pupillary reactions in terms of
direct, foveal cone illumination and indirect parafoveal rod illumination holds,
we have selectively suppressed one or other of the two influences. The influence
of the indirect illumination may be expected to be diminished selectively by a
large conditioning field of short wavelength which reduces the sensitivity of the
"510" component. Figure 8.8 shows the outcome of such an experiment. A 1·1 o
foveal flash was presented at two wavelengths: 430 and 640 nm. The visual and
pupillary thresholds have been measured at several intensities of an 18 °, 450-nm
conditioning field. It will be seen from the figure that the two visual thresholds
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and alsa the 640-nm pupillary threshold are affected to the same extent, whereas
the 430-nm pupillary threshold is affected much more*). When the conditioning
field is of sufficiently high intensity, the indirect light acting on the rods becomes
sub-threshold. In that case a pure pupillary "555" spectrum may be expected.
This expectation was tested experimentally by measuring the pupillary-threshold
spectrum at an intensity level of 2· 3 log scot. td of the conditioning field (in
fig. 8.8 indicated by the black arrow), which, according to fig. 8.4, raises the
visual scotopic threshold by some 4 log units. The resulting spectrum is shown
in fig. 8.9. For purposes of comparison the pupillary-threshold spectrum in the
dark-adapted eye (fig. 8.6) has been given again. The pupillary thresholds are
now found to be reasonably covered by the "555" spectrum drawn. A similar,
more accurate experiment with similar outcome was published earlier by Alpern
and Campbell 6).
We have also tried to suppress the "555" component selectively. For this
purpose we used a 630-nm foveal conditioning field of the same dimensions as
12
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between the curves suggest a similar origin of the pupillary thresholds. The rod component
of the pupillary 430-nm responses is readily suppressed by the conditioning field. Observer
H.B.
*) It seems likely that the indirect flash illumination also exerts some influence outside the

18° conditioning field. For this reason it would have been better if we had chosen a larger
conditioning field.
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the flash field. It is to be expected that the scotopic sensitivity in the parafovea
is hardly influenced by this field. When applying flashes of 515 nm superimposed on such a conditioning field, the indirect light is visible at lower flash
intensities than is the direct, focused light. Figure 8.10 shows the influence of
such a conditioning field on the contraction amplitudes obtained with flashes
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of 515 nm and 640 nm. The 640-nm pupillary threshold is found to be affected
much more than is the 515-nm threshold. Moreover, the 515-nm and 640-nm
curves, which were not parallel in the dark-adapted state, are made parallel by
the conditioning field. This may be taken as evidence that one of the component spectra has been ruled out.
As a second experiment with a view to suppressing the "555" spectrum selectively we have compared central and 4-mm peripheral entries in the plane of the
pupil, to make use of the directional sensitivity of the cones. Figure 8.11 shows
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Fig. 8. II. Directional sensitivities of pupillary receptors for a I c foveal field. The upper curve
is for central incidence in the plane of the pupil, the lower one for entry at 4·0 ± 0·5 mm
nasal incidence. For contractions smaller than 0· 3 mm, the difference of 1·1 ± 0-4 log units
points to a purely cone origin.

the results. Though the gradient of the curves is only slight, it is clear that the
630-nm curve has been shifted by about one log unit, thus revealing clearly its
cone ongm.
The experimental results with foveal flashes are, therefore, in general agreement with the assumptions that the pupillary "510" component is due to indirect
illumination reaching neighbouring rods, whereas the "555" component is due
to cone activity.

-1238.4. Interaction between rod and cone signals

Since we have now ascertained that both rods and cones play a part in
reactions of the pupil to flashes, the question arises how the signals of the two
kinds of receptor combine or interfere in producing one pupillary response.
Before discussing this question, it may be of help to mention briefly some data
concerning this interaction in vision.
Vision

If a visual response is neither purely scotopic nor purely photopic, it is called
mesopic, which means that both scotopic and photopic systems are somehow
involved. The existence of mesopic vision is in fact a correction to the duplicity
theory, since essentially this theory distinguishes only two kinds of vision,
requiring inhibition effects to account for their separation. It is not yet possible
to obtain a clear impression of mesopic vision from the literature. The intensity
range is limited downwards by the photopic threshold (-1·5 log phot.td) and
upwards by the scotopic saturation level (3 log scot.td). Generally, inhibition
effects will restrict this range of mesopic vision much further.
Most studies concerning mesopic vision have been carried out on the basis
of visual-threshold determinations. The visual threshold is found to be governed
by the system which in itself shows the lowest threshold under the experimental
conditions. Deviations from this rule only occur under conditions where the
two systems happen to show roughly equal threshold values. Under these
conditions the mesopic interval is very small indeed.
For illuminations above threshold it has been established that vision is
mesopic over a much larger intensity range. It is uncertain, however, how the
cooperation between the two systems takes place. We know something about
the illumination levels at which the photopic system overrules the scotopic
system (several photopic trolands), though it is uncertain whether the process can
be adequately accounted for by units of cone illumination. There is evidence
in favour of a much larger mesopic range in the retinal periphery (Weale 1 3 2 ),
Smith Kinney 108), Clarke 26,2 7), Mandelbaum and Nelson 82)). Apart from
complete inhibition as is assumed by the duplicity theory in its pure form, there
are indications of various kinds of interaction, such as limited inhibition
(Clarke 26)) and logarithmic addition (Rushton 96)).
The pupil

With respect to vision it is not necessary to use only threshold criteria, though
it is the usual procedure. The pupil lends itself directly as an indicator in abovethreshold conditions. It may be remarked here that any application of pupillary
results to visual impressions must rest on a firm basis of direct experimental
evidence.
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-124In the preceding parts of this chapter we have readily made use of the hypothesis that the maximum contraction of the pupil in response to flashes is
brought about by either rod or cone activity. This hypothesis received preliminary support from the experimental results to the effect that contractions,
which on the basis of spectral information must be attributed to one system,
did not change when the sensitivity of the other system was affected. In this
part we shall pay special attention to this phenomenon and try to make a
differential diagnosis from two other simple possibilities. Though the hypothesis
applied in the previous section comes out as the most satisfactory one, the
available evidence does not permit a definitive conclusion.
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When illuminating some field of constant size with a monochromatic flash,
the flux being <P quanta/second, the signal from the rod part will depend on
the value s'<P if s' = s'(t\) is the relative spectral sensitivity on quantum basis
of the rod pigment. Similarly, the cone system will contribute some function
of s<P. The interaction between rod and cone signals may be very complicated.
This short discussion will be restricted to three simple processes by which the
interaction may be assumed to occur:
(1) Linear addition of rod and cone signals ("linear addition"):
R

=

R (s'fP

+ a s<P).

(8.1)

Linear addition does not imply that no non-linear transformations are permitted.
They can, however, occur only after linear combination of rod and cone signals.
(2) Addition of the logarithms of rod and cone signals, shortened to "logarithmic addition":
R

=

R (log s'fP

+ f3 log sfP).

(8.2)

(3) Complete suppression of the smaller of the two signals ("either-or" hypothesis):
R = R (s'fP) if s' > y s,
(8.3)
R = R (sfP) if s' < y s.

This is the kind of analysis used in the preceding sections.
These 3 hypothetical interactions between rod and cone signals will now be
compared regarding their implications on:
(A) the spectrum,
(B) the relations between Cmax-log cp curves for various wavelengths,
(C) the influence of conditioning fields,
(D) the influence of direction of incidence on the receptors.
(A) The spectrum
(1) For "linear addition", the constant-response spectrum P(t\) (log units) will
take the form of log [(s' + as)/(1 -+- a)l. When negative values of a are ex-

-125eluded, the Amax of such spectra will be found somewhere between 510 nm and
555 nm, dependent on a. Figure 8.12 shows these spectra for a = 0, t, 2 and oo.
The black points have been taken from typically mixed pupillary spectra in
figs 8.2 and 8.6. They agree with spectra characterised by a= 1/20 and a = 1/2,
res pectively.
(2) "Logarithmic addition" will give rise to a spectrumP>.. =(logs'+ f3 log s)j
(I + (3). In this case too, Amax will be somewhere between 510 nm and 555 nm.
Figure 8.13 shows these spectra for j3 = 0, -!, 2 and oo. The black points are
similar to those in fig. 8.12. For no values of j3 the agreement is quite satisfactory for short as well as for long wavelengths.
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(3) In the "either-or" case the spectrum will be P;.. = logs' when the scotopic
responses' exceeds the photopic response ys; at wavelengths for which s' < ys,
the spectrum will take the form P>.. = logs. Figure 8.14 shows these spectra
for y = 0, !, 2 and oo. The black points agree with spectra characterised by
y = 1/20 and y = 1/2, respectively. Thus, differential diagnosis from linear
addition will be difficult. In this respect, the situations in which j3 ~ 1, resp.
y ~ I offer the best possibilities.
Though the number of wavelengths used and the accuracy of the measurements are too low to permit a definite choice of one out of the three hypothesis,
it seems that hypothesis (2) of "logarithmic addition" is somewhat less suitable
than the two other ones.

-126(B) The relationships between Cmax-log <!> curves for various wavelengths
(1) and (2) In a Cmax-log <!> plot the curves for the various wavelengths will
be parallel if a or f3 are constants (see sec. 6.1). If a or f3 itself varies with
intensity, this prediction no longer holds. If so, a or f3 has then to be some
function of (s'<P, s<P). These more complicated cases lie outside the limited scope
of this discussion.
(3) In the "either-or" case, the curves for various wavelengths take one out
of two possible shapes depending on the sign of the difference between s' <P
and ys<P.

The experiments (figs 8.1, 8.6 and 8.10) show that two different slopes may
occur, which finding is in accordance with the "either-or" hypothesis only.
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(C) The influence of conditioning fields
In general a conditioning field will affect both systems differently.
(1) and (3) If the rod system is affected unilaterally, the wavelength responses
for which the cone contribution exceeds the rod contribution will change slightly
("linear addition") or not at all ("either-or" hypothesis). Effects on only-coneprevailing responses will occur when the cone system is affected unilaterally.
In general, a conditioning field will only affect responses that belong to one
side of the spectrum.
(2) If "logarithmic addition" occurs, this corresponds to a change in f3. At all
wavelengths this will cause a substantial difference in the responses. The
spectrum will change according to the change of f3.
From the results (figs 8.3 and 8.10) it may be seen that quite often only one
side of the spectrum is affected. This cannot be explained by "logarithmic
addition". Both "linear addition" and the "either-or" hypothesis may account
for the results.
(D) The influence of the direction of incidence on the receptors

A change in direction of incidence will decrease the cone absorption, the
contribution of the cones s<P now becoming YJS<P (1 .::;:; YJ .::;:; 0); YJ decreases
with increasing obliqueness of incidence. To counteract this decrease in response,
log <!> must be increased by Ll log <!>.
(1) In "linear addition", Lllog <Pwillamountto-log(s' + as)j(s' + YJas), the
long wavelengths being affected more than the short ones.
(2) For "logarithmic addition", independent of wavelength, L1 log <P =
= -[f3/( 1 + f3)] log YJ·
(3) In the "either-or" case, the responses for which the scotopic contribution
exceeds the photopic one will be unaffected, whereas the responses for which
the photopic contribution exceeds the scotopic one, will be affected to the full
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extent ( L1 log cJ> = -log YJ). The responses can change from cones to rods when
the obliqueness of incidence is increased.
The few experiments in which the direction of incidence has been varied
(figs 8.5 and 8.11) do not firmly support any of these hypotheses. In fig. 8.5,
Lflog 1> seems to depend on A, which would count against logarithmic addition. Since one can be sure that only the cone absorption is changed by variations in the direction of incidence, this is an important method for further
analysis, provided the position of the point of entry of the incident light in the
plane of the pupil is maintained very precisely. In our experiments this precision
was of the order of 0·5 mm which is not good enough to permit of an accurate
analysis.

1 3?
In conclusion as to the three hypotheses, we find that the "either-or" hypothesis (3) fits the experimental results best, whereas some predictions on the
basis of "logarithmic addition" differ from the experimental results. It may be
remembered here that Alpern and Campbell 6 ) showed that the predictions (A)
and (D) of the "logarithmic addition" hypothesis hold good for a pupillarythreshold criterion, when the eye is stimulated with sinusoidal variations in
light intensity superimposed on a steady conditioning field. Some of the visual
spectra of Clarke 2 6, 2 7) also have the appearance of "logarithmic addition",
whereas some of his other spectra are rather of the "linear addition" type.
It may be noted that a combination of the hypotheses (1) and (3), or (2) and
(3), by introduction of separate thresholds for the rod and cone systems, removes
some of the counter-arguments. Still, hypothesis (3) itself is capable of dealing
adequately with our results. The difficulty in assuming some kind of combination is that the number of extra assumptions, or parameters, is increased which
in turn decreases the value of a possible correspondence between the set of
hypotheses and the experimental results. For this reason we preferred the simple
"either-or" hypothesis, in spite of the obvious simplifications involved.
We shall illustrate the adequacy of the "either-or" hypothesis by means of an
example of a response, which on reasonable grounds would be judged to be a
mixed rod-cone response, that does not change when the contribution of the rod
component is decreased by a conditioning field. Figure 8.15, derived from
fig. 8.3 is such a case. It shows the influence of a conditioning field (450 nm) on
the 640-nm responses of the pupil for 17° fields of view. The contributions of
the rods (dotted lines) may be evaluated from the 430-nm responses (full lines)
by a 2·4 log units shift reflecting the diff.:rcnces in scotopic sensitivity. If no
conditioning field is present (lines marked I), the responses smaller than 1 mm
can be attributed to rod activity. Application of a conditioning field changes the
rod contribution (full lines marked 3 and 5). If no CJnes were present, the ex peri-
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responses for a 17 o field (broken lines drawn parallel to the full430-nm lines), the experimental
contractions (black symbols) are hardly affected.

mental 640-nm responses would show the same shift (dotted lines marked 3
and 5). The drastic decrease in rod contribution, however, has hardly any
influence on the 640-nm responses. The conclusion is that either the cone
response prevents the rod response from being influenced by the conditioning
field, or that in the absence of a conditioning field the 640-nm responses
(> 0·5 mm) are due to cone activity only. The latter conclusion is the simpler
one and illustrates the applicability of the "either-or" hypothesis.
It must be emphasised that the above discussion only dealt with the contraction amplitude Cmax of the responses and not with total time functions. Therefore, the conclusion that rods and cones may be considered mutually exclusive
in feeding the contraction amplitude of the pupil to a flash, cannot be extended
to the total time function of the flash responses. Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 76 )
have presented evidence of a large increase in contraction time when the
illumination level increases from scotopic to photopic levels.
Since arguments have been put forward in favour of an addition of the
logarithms of scotopic and photopic signals in other reports about pupillary
responses, measured in different experimental conditions, the problem as to how
rod and cone systems interact with respect to the pupil is still rather complicated.
A careful analysis of directional sensitivities of the total time functions of the
responses (latency times included) under the various circumstances may possibly
lead to a better understanding.
8.5. Conclusions
Pupillary reactions to light flashes are mediated by two kinds of receptor,
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viz. rods and cones. This conclusion is based upon the pupillary spectra that
reflect the absorption spectra of rod and cone pigments and on some data
concerning the directional sensitivities of the receptors themselves. Since the two
kinds of receptor are active under almost the same circumstances as in vision
(apart from the influence of indirect illumination) it is very likely that they issue
from the same retinal networks as are involved in vision. For this reason it seems
permissible to extend the terms "scotopic" and "photopic" of vision to the
receptive systems for pupillary flash reactions.
The evidence collected about the interactions between the scotopic and the
photopic receptive systems of the pupil (mesopic reactions) is most simply
explained by the hypothesis that either the scotopic or the photopic system is
active, which implies that they are mutually inhibitive. For other pupillary
reactions it is known that logarithmic addition of rod and cone signals occurs.
In these respects too, the transient reactions of the pupil correspond to the
visual ones, where various kinds of interaction have been shown to exist.
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9. ORGANISATION OF THE RECEPTIVE FIELD FOR FLASH
REACTIONS
9.1. Introduction

'1 4 0

In the preceding chapter it has been shown that a light flash incident upon the
dark-adapted eye makes the pupil contract in accordance with the spectra and
the directional sensitivities of rods and cones. Both kinds of receptor could be
isolated by a proper choice of wavelength and conditioning field. In this chapter
we shall study the organisation of the receptive field under these circumstances,
i.e. the processes intermediate between the absorption of light by a great many
receptors and the subsequent pupillary contraction. Again, we shall distinguish
between scotopic responses mediated by rods (sec. 9.2) and photopic responses
mediated by cones (sec. 9.3).
As before, the outcome of the experiments will be presented in terms of
pupillary effectiveness P, i.e. the reciprocal of the retinal illumination T (scotopic
or photopic trolands), necessary for reaching a certain contraction amplitude
Cmax, for which we have chosen the values 0·0 mm (threshold), 0·5 mm and
occasionally 1·0 mm.
In chapter 8, the available evidence pointed to a common receptor origin of
visual reactions and pupillary contractions, though in the latter the photopic
contribution was easily masked by the scotopic one, initiated by indirect
illumination. The common receptor origin makes it of interest to compare the
pupillary effectiveness to the analogously defined effectiveness for the criterion
of a visual threshold. Those visual-threshold data in the scotopic section (sec.
9.2) that are supposed to be caused mainly by cones cannot appropriately be
expressed in units of scotopic trolands; they will be shown in brackets.
The degrees of effectiveness for pupillary flash reactions may also be compared
to those for steady-state reactions which have been amply discussed in chapter 7.
Despite obvious analogies between steady-state and flash reactions with regard
to the influence of position and size of the illuminated field, no satisfactory
description of the flash reactions have been obtained. On the basis of chapter 7,
we shall indicate what kind of additional factors may be assumed to exert
influence. In sec. 9.4 we shall touch upon possible origins of the large individual
differences.
9.2. The scotopic receptive field

In order to isolate the scotopic responses from the influence of the photopic
system we used flashes of 515 nm in the dark-adapted eye, in which situation
even small foveal fields reveal a rod spectrum (fig. 8.6), due to indirect illumination of the parafovea. By analogy with the study of the steady-state receptive
field \Ve will use various fields:
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(a) discs of a certain size in various positions of the horizontal meridian;
(b) concentric sets of disc and adjacent three rings, occupying equal retinal
areas (fig. 7. 26) ;
(c) concentric discs of various sizes, centred on the fovea.
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Figure 9.1 shows the measured degrees of effectiveness for retinal discs with
a diameter of 18°, projected on the retina in various positions of the horizontal
meridian (nasal side). The visual threshold comes out almost independent of
this position, but the pupillary threshold increases from the centre towards the
periphery by about one log unit as appears from the corresponding decline in
effectiveness. This gradient is even more marked for a criterion Cmax = 0· 5 mm
(2·5 log units) which indicates that in the central area the intensity gradient
.d Cmax/ .d log Tis larger than in the periphery. It is remarkable that the shape
of the 0·5-mm curve very much resembles that found for the steady-state
criterion D = 6·0 mm (lower graph), the main difference being a shift of retinal
illumination as high as 6 log units.
When repeating the experiments for a smaller field (2·6 °), a different result
is obtained (fig. 9.2). The visual-threshold curve shows a central dip due to the
well-known dip in rod density (the dip of the blind spot at about 18 o nasally
to the fovea has not been explored). The pupillary-threshold curve also shows
such a dip, though its depth is less than for the visual threshold. Thus, the
pupillary-threshold behaviour for the 2·6° field is more or less analogous to the
visual threshold, where the indirect illumination does not interfere and the
resolving power is accordingly higher than for the 18 o field. Surprisingly, the
curve for Cmax = 0·5 mm does not show a central dip. This curve adheres to
the steady-state results where, especially for smaller fields, the indirect illumination masked the contribution of the directly illuminated fields.
The transition with increasing illumination from a foveal minimum towards
a foveal maximum may at first sight be connected to the transition from scotopic
to photopic intensities. If so, the increasing influence of the foveal cones would
then be responsible for the foveal maximum of the 0·5-mm curve. This cone
component, however, should express itself clearly in the spectrum, which,
according to fig. 8.6, is not the case. Therefore, it seems out of question that
the foveal maximum is due to the influence of cones. It seems more appropriate
to seek an explanation in indirect illumination. Though the fovea itself may be
least effective with regard to the direct illumination, its central position may be
very favourable to the effect of indirect illumination, as has been explained in
sec. 7.5 (fig. 7.24). Therefore, the transition from a central minimum towards
a central maximum in fig. 9.2 can be most readily attributed to the influence of
indirect illumination which spreads over progressively increasing areas with
increasing light intensity. This explanation is analogous to that proposed for
the steady-state experiments.
On this basis a possible explanation can be offered for the discrepancy between the
results of Harms 53 ) and Schweitzer 107) (seep. 27). In moving a flashed point source
over the dark-adapted retina, Harms found a minimum contraction when the light was
focused on the blind spot, and a maximum for a foveal position. Schweitzer confirmed

-133the minimum for the blind spot, but found another minimum for the fovea. The
experimental data indicate that Harms' observers required higher illuminations than
Schweitzer's. The indirect illumination for Harms' observers was accordingly higher
and could give rise to the foveal maximum as in the 0·5-mm curve of fig. 9.2. One of
our observers who showed a high pupillary threshold, showed no foveal minimum
for a pupillary-threshold criterion either. The clearly expressed minimum contraction
for light focused on the blind spot, gave confidence to Harms that indirect illumination
did not contribute substantially to the contractions. However, due to the symmetry
of the retina around the fovea, a foveal position of the direct illumination may be much
more favourable to the contribution of indirect illumination than may any other retinal
spot. This is, in fact, the two-dimensional extension of the explanation which has been
proposed for the one-dimensional case on p. 102 (fig. 7 .24).

(b) Concentric sets of disc and adjacent rings; the central area
If the above explanation applies, we must expect that the central dip in
pupillary effectiveness may be better explored by using concentric sets of disc
and adjacent rings occupying equal retinal areas. According to the discussion
on p. 103 this method is a balancing method with respect to the indirect illumination since the indirect illuminations are equal except in the immediate neighbourhood of the directly illuminated fields. Four of these sets have been used in
which the areas of the fields ranged from 1·2 to 75 square degrees.
The outcome of the experiments is laid down in fig. 9.3 *). Except for the
smallest set, the visual and pupillary thresholds now show the same effects
though their intensity differences become larger when the area decreases. Unlike
fig. 9.2, fig. 9.3 shows a pronounced foveal dip for Cmax = 0·5 mm also,
though in both cases the retinal areas involved amount to 5 square degrees.
We take this as evidence in favour of the hypothesis that the indirect illumination
may obscure an existing central dip in retinal contribution.
The results for the smallest set (1·2 square degrees) are different. This set
explores the differences on the very edge of the fovea. The visual threshold
shows a large gradient, but the differences in pupillary threshold are but slight.
This is not surprising, since rod densities in this region are very low, due to
which factor the contraction of the pupil depends almost exclusively on the
indirect illumination, which is very much the same for these fields.
The shapes of the Cmax = 0·5 mm curve and the curve for the steady-state
reaction D = 6·0 mm show clear differences. The dynamic dip is clearly expressed whereas in the steady-state experiments no such dip appears.

(c) Concentric discs centred on the fovea

Application of discs of various sizes, all centred on the fovea, gives the results
shown in fig. 9.4 (double logarithmic plot). As has been explained on p. 79
*)

The concentric discs provide a balancing method for the indirect illumination only if the
direct illuminations are equal. For purposes of easy comparison with the other figures,
fig. 9.3 shows illumination values for an equal pupillary response instead. An approximate
transformation to equal illuminations is obtained by applying Ll Crnaxl Ll log T =
OA mmllog unit.
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(fig. 7.3), a slope of 1 in these graphs indicates that the response is dependent
on total light flux only (integration). A slope greater than unity indicates that
the total light flux necessary for a certain response decreases when the size of
the field increases (over-integration). Slopes less than unity indicate an increase
in total light flux with increasing field size (under-integration). A horizontal line
indicates a situation in which the effect depends only on the illumination,
independent of the area exposed.
The large degrees of over-integration for the visual as well as for the pupillary
curves should be noted. For the visual threshold this effect is known to be
connected with the gradients of rod density in the parafovea. With increasing
area more densely rod-packed edges are exposed. Combined with a certain
amount of extra summation due to the area itself becoming larger, this explains
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the over-integration for the visual threshold. The pupillary threshold shows a
similar curve (though, in agreement with Schweitzer's results 107), the distances
between the pupillary and the visual curves become larger for smaller fields).
This may indicate that the basic processes for the pupillary and the visual thresholds are similar. On the other hand, the steady-state curve (D = 6 mm) and
the flash-response curves are also similar, which would point to a common
origin in the contribution of indirect illumination. In order to decide which of
the two similarities is the essential one, we have compared visual and pupillary
thresholds in a retinal area where rod density does not show such large gradients.
The triangles in fig 9.5 show the visual thresholds for a 9° nasal position of
the centre of the discs. The open circles show the pupillary degrees of effectiveness
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for this parafoveallocalisation. The latter turn out to be similarly dependent
on the size of the field as in the case of a foveal centre (full lines). Since the visual
and the pupillary curves have lost their similarity, it may be concluded that the
pupillary over-integration depends primarily on the effect of area itself. Possible
local differences in rod density are outweighed by the contribution of indirect
illumination.
Tentative theoretical description

In the preceding part we have ascertained that the flash responses and the
steady-state responses of the pupil show a great deal of correspondence, apart
from the large intensity shift. In particular, we have confirmed that in both cases
the indirect illumination influences the results similarly. It is attractive to see
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whether this qualitative analogy can be extended to a quantitative description,
which for steady-state reactions has been proposed in chapter 7.
Apart from the quantitative introduction of the distribution of indirect
illumination, the essentials of the steady-state description were:
(a) only one non-linear transformation performed by logarithmic elements, viz.
from the retinal illumination T to log (1 + T/T*);
(b) two position parameters w and T*; the weight function 1r( rp) could be
interpreted as the density distribution of logarithmic elements in the retina,

-137whereas 1/T* was isomorphous to the total amount of rhodopsin that feeds
one such element (p. 108).
Unfortunately, we have not been able to find a satisfactory description of the
flash responses of the pupil. Notwithstanding, we shall work out an equation
similar to the steady-state equation, since it may offer insight into the system
under consideration. Analogous to the equation (7.3) for steady-state
reactions, we shall try to describe the contraction amplitude of the pupil in
reaction to flashes as
Cmax =

I: [log (1

~

T/T*)]. w. LJQ.

(9.1)

(a) The logarithmic transformation is essential. First, it explains easily that
for a great many situations the contraction amplitude Cmax is proportional to
the logarithm of the illumination. Secondly, the effect of over-integration
requires some non-linear transformation, for which the common logarithmic
one is convenient. Contrary to the steady-state contractions, the flash reactions
of the pupil are proportional to the logarithm of the illumination for very small
contractions also. For this reason it seems indicated to substitute log T/T* for
log (1 + T/T*). If so, T* then indicates the pupillary threshold. However, from
a more general point of view, log (1 + T/T*) seems more appropriate. We shall
adhere to this latter expression.
It may be noticed that for illuminations T>> T*, log (1 + T/T*) may be
taken as log T/T*. If the condition T >> T* is assumed to apply in all situations
in which pupillary contractions occur, it is implied that T* has a value lower
than the illumination level of the pupillary threshold. If so, T* can then be
found by backward extrapolation to a hypothetical contraction value Co which
must be exceeded before any contraction of the pupil can be observed. Accordingly, formula (9.1) is changed into
Cmax

=

Co+ I: [log (1 + T/T*)]. w. LJQ,

(9.2)

where Co may be interpreted as a threshold somewhere in the pupillary motor
system, which must be exceeded by the signal from the receptive system before
any contraction of the pupil occurs.
The introduction of a threshold in the motor system may account for the fact
that at constant flash illumination, a mere increase in the illuminated area
suffices to make the pupil react. Thus, the signal produced by illuminating only
parts of the larger field are either extinguished or so small that the resulting
pupillary contraction escapes from experimental detection. In the latter case,
the pupillary threshold as determined is no threshold in the strict sense. As an
example one may compare central fields of 7° and 3·5°, both illuminated by a
100-ms flash of 0·1 scot.td. The 7° field produces a pupillary contraction of
0·5 111111 (fig. 9.4). For fields smaller than 3·5°, irrespective of their position,
no detectable contraction occurs.
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-138When carrying out the proposed backward extrapolation for some fields
(fig. 9.6), a value Co = -0·4 mm, T* = -3·8 log scot.td is found to be convenient for a variety of fields, provided they are not too small. For central discs
smaller than 10 2 , a proper choice ofT* will be discussed below.
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(b) The theoretical lveiglzt function w is expressed in the gradient
B = LlCmax/Lllog T, which for homogeneously illuminated fields equals
2: w. L1Q. In the steady-state experiments, the influence of indirect illumination was supposedly so large that the fields offered at various distances from
the fovea could not be considered to provide information about the local contributions of the directly illuminated areas. For the flash reactions of the pupil,
the well-defined thresholds for the 18 o field in various positions are found to be
so low (fig. 9.1) that for illuminations slightly above these threshold values
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(l + T/T*) is applied, it follows that Co ~ -0·4 mm and T* ~ -3·8 log scot.td. Observer
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the indirect illumination will have little influence. Figure 9. 7 shows experimental results for some positions of this 18 o field. From this figure it may be
concluded that the initial slopes B decrease with increasing distance from the
fovea (table 9.T). Accordingly, the weight function w must be supposed to show
its maximum in the fovea or parafovea, whilst decreasing towards the periphery
(fig. 9.8, table 9.1), in a manner similar to the steady-state weight function.
It is of importance to consider the initial slopes only, since for higher illuminations the indirect illumination may have contributed to the contractions
(which applies to small fields as well).
From fig. 9.6 it appeared that the point of transition T* may be considered
as approximately constant when applying large fields. These large fields do not
provide information about the distribution ofT* within these fields. It may be
expected that T* shows different values in the central area, where large gradients
of rod density occur. In this central area, we found a clear dip in the retinal
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TABLE 9.I

1 /1.9

Values of initial slope B, weight factor w = B/ Q and point of transition T* as derived
from measurements with a scotopic 18·5° field ( 170 square degrees) in various retinal
positions rp. The describing equation is C = Co 7 B log (1 + T/T*) with Co = -0-4 mm

B
(mmjlog unit)

cp

(degrees)

0·41 ± 0·05
0·27 ± 0·05
0·20 ± 0·05
0·15 ± 0·05
0·12 + 0·05
0·30 ± 0·05
0·15 ± 0·05

0
10
20
nas.
40
I\ 60
~ -10
temp.
( -20
f

\

-'-

~0
nasal

\1! = BjQ
(mm/log unit
.sq. degr.)

1·6
1·0
0·7
0·55
0·4
1·1
0·55

T*
(log scot. td)

. 10-3
. 10-3
. I0-3
. I0- 3
. I0-3
. 10-3
. 10-3

40'"

-3·9 j_ 0·1
-4·1 ± 0·2
-4·0 ± 0·3
-4·3 + 0·6
-4·8 + 1·0
-3·9 ± 0·3
-4·3 ± 0·6

eo'"
temporal

Fig. 9.8. Tentative weight function w for scotopic pupillary contractions. The function has
been worked out from the experimental values of the initial gradients B = L1Cmax/L1 log T
for a 18 o field in various retinal positions. The horizontal lines show the values w = B/ Q of
table 9.I.
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contribution to pupillary contraction (fig. 9.3). In formula (9.2) this can be
expressed either by a dip in the weight function or by an increase in T* value.
According to p. 108 T* is isomorphous to the amount of rhodopsin that feeds
one logarithmic element (the density of these elements being w). The density
of rhodopsin in the retinal centre is very low and its distribution function runs
parallel to the visual thresholds measured in this area (Campbell and Rushton 2 2)). Now it appeared from fig. 9.3 that the visual thresholds and the pupillary contractions showed a clear correspondence provided the indirect illumination was balanced. For these reasons it seems logical to attribute the low contributions to pupillary contractions of the central area to increased values ofT*.
If so, in first approximation, the retinal distribution of T* in the central area
will be inversely related to the density distribution of rhodopsin.
Now that we have evaluated the retinal distributions of wandT*, one important aspect of eq. (9.2) still remains to be discussed. This concerns the supposed
summation of signals from different retinal areas. For the steady-state reactions
we tested the relationship CA + CB = CA+B for various field configurations.
For low illuminations it was found to hold, but for high illuminations
we found a lack of summation: CA
Cs > CA+B· Since this effect could be
explained from the influence of indirect illumination, it did not plead against
the assumed linear summation. As regards the reactions to flashes, we found
generally that the sum of CA and Cs did not even approximate to CA+B for
illuminations that were much too low to cause a substantial spread of indirect
illumination. Thus, the hypothesis that signals from different retinal areas are
added is incorrect.
For example, we shall show one of the experiments which was designed as a
test for the assumed summation. In order to escape from the influence of time
factors, we chose the fields A and B at equal distances from the fovea, ensuring
minimum disturbing influence of overlapping indirect illumination by choosing
them in opposite directions from the fovea. As a matter of fact, we used two
discs of 6·3° diameter at go nasally (A) and temporally (B) to the fovea. The
indirect illuminations around these fields do not overlap substantially at
illuminations below 0 log scot.td. Figure 9.9 shows the results which may be
represented by straight lines. For the combined situation (A + B), the contractions are larger and the threshold lower than for A orB separately. However,
the summation is far from complete. Since only small contractions are involved,
it seems unlikely that this effect is due to scale compression on the side of the
iris muscle. We conclude that the signals are combined non-linearly in the sense
that an effect of inhibitive interaction occurs.
The lack of summation may also be illustrated by a calculation of the slope B
that must be expected for a "180°" field if equation (9.2) applies. From fig. 9.8
it may be evaluated that B = 2:: 1v • Ll.Q ::=:::::; 5 mmjlog unit. The experimental
value is 0·7 mm/log unit.
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Fig. 9.9. Experimental evidence against the summation principle. The experimental results
for a field (A + B) do not correspond with the sum of the fields (A) and (B) separately (broken
lines). The fields A and B were of equal size (6· 3 °) and at equal distances to the fovea (rp = 9 °)
in opposite directions.

What factors may limit the summation? First, one can think of the restriction
of the experiments to the amplitude of the contraction. There is much evidence
for a decrease in latency times with increasing illumination and with decreasing
distance from the fovea (Lowenstein and Loewenfeld 76), Alpern, McCready,
and Barr B)). Even if the time functions of the flash responses were to show
differences of latency times only, large fields would cause flatter time functions
of the contractions than would small fields, this implying that large fields suffer
from too low Cmax values as compared to the sum of their component areas,
as has been indicated schematically in fig. 9.10.
Next, there are clear indications that for flash reactions the signals from
different retinal areas are combined non-linearly, e.g. by inhibition effects of

D

t·--..t

Fig. 9.10. Decrease LlCmax of the amplitude of contraction that may result from possible
differences in latency intervals of the responses. Complete summation has been assumed.
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signals from intensely illuminated areas on signals from weakly illuminated
areas. Another possibility is a non-linear relationship between innervation and
amplitude of contraction, though the large intensity range in which Cmax is
proportional to the logarithm of the illumination does not suggest such a scale
compression. Using Cmax values of 1·5 mm, Baker 1 2) found a non-linear
summation effect for the combination of signals from both eyes. This shows
that the non-linear processes are not restricted to the retina.
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When summarising the value of the proposed description, we may say that
the great differences in pupillary contraction that occur for a wide variety of
illuminated fields can be accounted for qualitatively. Apart from the factors
that have been used for the description of steady-state reactions, there is an
indication that a negative value of Co may exisL which would correspond to
a threshold in the motor system. The formula falls short in describing the results
quantitatively, because the assumed linear summation of signals from different
retinal areas does not apply. This may tentatively be attributed to the influence
of two factors: (1) The dependence of latency interval on retinal position and
illumination- this may be indicated by a factor X 1 = X1(q;, T)- and (2)
inhibitive interaction between various illuminated areas to be indicated by
X2 = X2(cp, if;, T)i-i·
Though in principle this lack of summation invalidates the theoretical considerations that have been given, the qualitative explanation of several observed
effects makes one confident that some essential features may have been detected.
Since we have not carried out any further research with respect to these
factors, we cannot evaluate our views in more detail. We shall therefore leave
the problem at this point and turn our attention to the applicability of this
discussion to the organisation of the receptive field for photopic reactions.
9.3. The photopic receptive field
Now that the difficulties for the description of the scotopic receptive field
have been outlined we may confine the discussion of the analogous situation
for the photopic receptive field. For some fields of view the results will be
presented and the applicability of the discussion for the scotopic receptive field
to the photopic one will be considered.
The cone processes were isolated by applying a large conditioning field of
short wavelength, which raised the scotopic visual threshold by about 2 log
units without affecting the photopic visual thresholds. A wavelength of 640 nm
was chosen for the flashes. The classification of the pupillary responses into the
photopic category was judged from spectral information and from the influence
of the intensity of the conditioning field on the responses, on the hypothesis
that either the scotopic or the photopic system is active (see sec. 8.4).
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Figure 9.11 shows the degrees of effectiveness that have been found for a
2·5° field in various positions on the horizontal meridian. The effectiveness is
at its maximum in the fovea and decreases gradually towards the periphery.
This descent is steeper for the pupillary threshold (2 log units) than for the
visual threshold (1 log unit). The half-width of the curve for Cmax = 0·5 mm
is only about 1o.
We have tried to explore the steep foveal maximum somewhat further. In the
corresponding scotopic experiments it was favourable to use sets of concentric
discs and rings of equal areas, since the indirect illuminations at already short
distances outside the discs or rings were equal, with the result that their
influences balanced in first approximation. In the photopic experiments, how-
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Fig. 9 .12. Similar to fig. 9. 11, now for a
field of 1°.

ever, the influence of indirect illumination will probably come mainly from the
fovea itself, where both cone density and pupillary contribution show a sharp
peak. Hence, the balance of indirect illuminations at some distance from the
fovea is of little concern and the application of these discs and rings offers no
advantage. We therefore repeated the experiments with a somewhat smaller
field (1 °). Figure 9.12 shows for this case the half-width to be about 1°, so that
no steeper descent was obtained than in the case of the 2·5c' field. For the smaller
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field, the illuminations required to obtain a certain pupillary contraction must
be chosen progressively higher. This will promote the contribution of indirect
illumination and thus blur existing differences between the directly illuminated
areas, more than in the case of the 2·5o field.
Discs, centred on the fovea

·j

54

For a small number of foveally centred fields the degrees of effectiveness are
shown in fig. 9.13. The visual thresholds turn out to be almost independent of
field size, which is due to the fact that the highly sensitive fovea, where only
cones are present, is included in all fields. For the pupil a somewhat larger area
(diameter 5 c) dominates the response, any further increase of the illuminated
field being almost without influence. This suggests that the areas outside this
central 5°, however large, offer no contribution to the contraction amplitude
Cmax·

However, peripheral areas contribute substantially to the response when
illuminated directly as was illustrated by fig. 9.11. Since the direct illuminations
are too low to permit a disturbing influence of indirect illumination, we are
forced to conclude that in central illumination the peripheral contribution to
Cmax is either masked or suppressed. Masking will result when pupillary
responses from peripheral illumination are much slower than the responses from
central areas. Suppression of peripheral signals by signals from the centre is
also possible.
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Fig. 9.13. Photopic receptive system. Degrees of effectiveness for central fields of various sizes.
Any increase of field size beyond 5' has little influence on the results. Observer H.B.
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Our photopic results are analogous to the scotopic ones in that time functions
as well as inhibition effects need further study. Nevertheless, we shall discuss
some aspects of the application of eq. (9.2), now for the photopic case. In order
to see whether the photopic results may be approximately described by the
equation
Cmax

= Co -+- 2: [log (1

+ T/T*)] . W. Ll.Q,

(9.2)

fig. 9.14 shows the measured contraction amplitudes as a function of illumina-
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Fig. 9.14. Contraction amplitudes Cmax as a function of retinal illumination T for an arbitrary
selection of photopic fields.

tion (now expressed in log photopic trolands) for a number of fields. Backward
extrapolation gives a point of intersection around T = T* = -1·0 log phot.td,
Cmax = Co = -0·4 mm. The fact that Co shows the same value as in the scotopic case may be taken as an additional indication that in the motor system such
an internal threshold may exist.
In order to construct an appropriate weight function w we used the equation
2: w. Ll.Q = B. Figure 9.15 shows amplitudes of contraction for fields of 2·5°
1·51"""'"----------~--.....,

mm

0·5

c--max

r·-TI.
3

Fig. 9.15. Experimental curves obtained for a field of 2·5 oat various distances rp to the fovea.
Photopic circumstances, observer H.B.

-146in some retinal positions. The initial slopes are shown in table 9.II. This gives
rise to a weight function with a sharp foveal peak (fig. 9.16), which very much
resembles the cone-density distribution according to Oesterberg 86). As regards
the distribution ofT'i<, fig. 9.15leads to the conclusion that T* shows a constant
value within a distance of 10° from the fovea and a gradual increase towards
larger eccentricities.

TABLE 9.II
Values of initial slope B, weight factor 1-v = B/ Q, and point of transition T* as derived
from measurements with photopic fields of 2·6° and 1·1 o, in various retinal positions cp.
The describing equation is C = Co --;- B log (1 --;- T/ T*) with Co = -0·4 mm
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w = BjQ

rp

B

(degrees)

(mm/log unit)

(mm/log unit
.sq. degr.)

0·48 ± 0·05
0·25 j_ 0·05
0·25 : 0·05
0·22 ± 0·05
0·25 ± 0·05
0·25 ± 0·05
0·28 ± 0·05

0·090
0·047
0·047
0·041
0·047
0·047
0·30

0
2·6
5
field 2·6°
l 9
20
40
I
field 1·1 o
0

~

I

T*

(log phot.td)

-0·9
-1·1
-1·0
-1·0
0·0
+0·6
-0·6

± 0·3
± 0·3
+ 0·3
± 0·3

± 0·3
± 0·3
± 0·3

04~~-T-----.----.----.

mm/rog10 unif· sq degree
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Fig. 9.16. Tentative weight function w for photopic pupillary contractions, constructed from
the experimental values of the initial gradients B = LlCmax/Lllog T (see table 9.11). The
horizontal dashes show the values of w = B/ Q. The dotted line indicates the distribution of
cone density, according to Oesterberg 86).
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Comparison betrveen scotopic and photopic interpretations

Setting aside the uncertainties that arose from the lack of summation for a
moment, we shall compare the interpretations of the scotopic and photopic
receptive field, especially with respect to the absolute values of w and T*. In
the scotopic situation the maximum value of w was some 2.10-3 mm/log unit
.square degree (fig. 9.8), whereas in the photopic situation w amounted to a
maximum of about 0· 3 mm/log unit.square degree (fig. 9 .16) which is a hundred
times higher than the scotopic value. The scotopic value of T* was about
-3·8 log scot.td; the photopic value amounted to -1·0 log phot.td. In terms
of quantum flux at the wavelength of the respective maximum sensitivities,
the photopic value ofT* is some 3000 times higher than the scotopic one.
According to the discussion in sec. 7.6, 1/T* is isomorphous to the total amount
of pigment that feeds one logarithmic element, whereas the absolute level of the
weight function H' is related to the density of logarithmic elements. In these
terms, the differences between the scotopic and photopic values ofT* indicate
that the amount of pigment that feeds one photopic logarithmic element is
3000 times less than the amount that feeds a scotopic logarithmic element. The
differences between the absolute values of the weight functions w indicate that
the density of logarithmic elements in the photopic system exceeds that of the
scotopic system by a factor 100. The difference between the values 3000 and
100 may tentatively be interpreted in terms of overlapping receptive fields of
scotopic logarithmic elements.
Thus, the photopic situation is characterised by a high density of logarithmic
elements, each of which is fed by a small amount of pigment. In the scotopic
situation a low density oflogarithmic elements is combined with a large amount
of pigment for each. It is satisfactory to note that these tentative evaluations
agree with anatomical and physiological data on nervous connections within
the retina. The similarity of the shapes of the photopic weight function and the
cone-density function may be connected with the one-to-one relationship of the
central cones to the optic-nerve fibres by way of the bipolar cells (Polyak 88 ).
More information about time functions and inhibitive interactions must be
available before it can be decided to what extent this line of approach enables
one to collect essential or merely circumstantial knowledge of the organisation
of the scotopic and photopic receptive fields.
9.4. Individual differences

The light reactions of the pupil show large individual differences. Drischel 3 8)
devoted a special study to them, reaching the conclusion that these differences
were connected with a relative prominence of either the parasympathetic
(contracting) system or the sympathetic (dilating) system, which he supposes
to be mutually inhibitive. It would be a step forward if such relative prominence
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-148could be characterised by a small number of variables only. We have not carried
out any special research into this question. In order to get an impression as to
the general value of the results, some experiments were carried out by some
more observers. We shall briefly discuss the relevancy of these data to the
problem of individual differences.
Figure 9.17 shows the scotopic pupillary reactions for an 18° field in

1-5 mm
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Fig. 9.17. Pupillary-contraction amplitudes Cm ax as a function of retinal illumination for
four observers of the indicated ages. Scotopic field of 18", A= 515 nm, flashes 100 ms.

the case of four observers. In order to decide whether the kind of analysis
proposed earlier in this chapter may be applied, the lines for the four observers
have been extrapolated backward. Though the results do not suggest a point
of intersection, the various 18 o lines are rather close together around the point
which we suggested as a kind of threshold (-3·& log scot.td, -0·4 mm). The
differences between the observers concern mainly the slopes of the curves, and
are most easily attributed to differences in the pupillary motor system. Comparisons in fig .8.2 and in fig. 8.6 also show thatthevariousspectra with two
observers are dependent on the illumination level more than on the actual
pupillary criterion involved.
Hence, our evidence, collected for young observers, points to the motor system
of the pupillary loop as the main source of the individual differences for pupillary flash reactions. This would be in agreement with the view that differences
in the autonomic nervous system are involved. These might express themselves
in the contractions mainly as a kind of multiplication factor. Here too, our
evidence is indicative only. The influence of drugs, the influence of age, and the
influences of various diseases are also related to the problem of individual
variations, these problems having undergone but little quantitative investigation as yet.
9.5. Conclusions
Though a satisfactory description of the organisation of the receptive field for
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pupillary flash responses has not been achieved, some factors seem rather well
established. The receptive system may be divided into a scotopic portion, the
receptors of which are rods, and a photopic portion fed by cones. The central
dip in rod density and the central maximum in cone density are reflected in the
reactions of the pupil. Apart from this central area, the scotopic and photopic
contributions to pupillary flash reactions decrease towards the retinal periphery.
With respect to the differences between the scotopic and photopic systems,
the scotopic values of the transition point T* (a measure of absolute sensitivity)
are much lower than the corresponding photopic values. The contribution to
pupillary contraction per unit retinal area and log unit illumination (a measure
of differential sensitivity) for the scotopic responses is substantially lower than
for the photopic responses. These two findings may be combined when the
differential sensitivity is assumed to depend on the derisity w of logarithmic
elements whereas the absolute sensitivity depends on the total amount of
pigment available for each of such elements. Then, the scotopic system combines
a low density of logarithmic elements with a large receptive field of each, whereas the photopic system shows a high density of logarithmic elements each of
which is supplied from a small receptive field.
It seems fairly certain that processes of this sort also account for the differences
between scotopic and photopic visual thresholds. If large areas are illuminated,
the intensities needed for a threshold response of the pupil are only slightly
higher than for visual thresholds. With respect to these factors, the organisation
of the pupillary system shows correspondence to the organisation of the
visual system. When considering the influence of retinal area there is no
correspondence between visual and pupillary data. A visual impression is a
lo:::alised response, which is little influenced by the actual size of the illuminated
field. The pupillary contraction is an overall response. When the illuminated
area is increased, one finds a general increase in contraction-intensity gradient
and, up to a field size of 20° for the scotopic system and 5° for the photopic
system, progressively lower thresholds.
Despite differences of several log units in illumination, there is much correspondence between scotopic flash responses and steady-state responses of the
pupil, as far as the influence of area is concerned. The flash response is, however,
more complicated. First, it is characterised by two parameters (contraction and
time), whereas the steady-state response has only one parameter (contraction)
On reasonable grounds it is to be expected that intense or central illumination
sets aside the influence of simultaneous dim or peripheral illumination on the
amplitudes of the contraction. Secondly, the contributions from different retinal
areas suppress one another in the case of flash responses. For steady-state
responses it was not necessary to assume such inhibiting effects. We have not
carried out any special investigation with respect to these two factors. For the
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-150two reasons mentioned, the indirect illumination may be expected to be of
somewhat less influence on the flash responses than on the steady-state
responses, though it also dominates the flash responses in the case of a highly
illuminated small or peripheral field.
There are some indications for a threshold somewhere in the motor system
regarding pupillary flash responses. Individual differences in this motor system
probably constitute the main factor in the large individual differences that occur
in flash responses.
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-15110. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In the foregoing chapters we have made an analysis of the receptive systems
for both the steady-state and the flash reactions of the pupil with regard to the
properties of the receptors and the organisation of the receptive field. In this last
chapter we shall try to fit our main findings into a somewhat wider framework
by a comparison with the receptive systems of the retina for visual brightness
impression. For this purpose we have condensed most results in table 10.1, to
which we have added some relevant data from the literature on the visual system.
With regard to the restrictions of validity of our own conclusions we refer to
previous chapters in which more detailed information is also to be found.
The main parameters that play a part will now be discussed briefly. This may
serve as a comment on the rows in table IO.I. as well.
(a) The spectrum provides information on the pigments in the receptors that
absorb incident light quanta. The absorption spectrum is a characteristic of the
pigment involved and can be traced in all reactions caused by these light absorptions. The receptors that contain the pigments provide for a linear transformation from the absorbed number of quanta into a nervous signal.
(b) In cones, the absorption rate is largely dependent on the direction ofincidence
of the light. Since rods do not show this effect, the directional sensitivity is a
characteristic of the receptor type involved. From both spectral data and
directional sensitivities the conclusion has been reached that in conditions of
adaptation to dim illumination, rods are the receptors for vision as well as for
pupillary flash reactions. In conditions of adaptation to bright illumination,
steady-state reactions of the pupil and the steady component of the ERG too
are mediated by rods whereas vision and pupillary flash reactions are mediated
by cones. There are indications that usually only one kind of receptors is
involved in a pupillary flash reaction.
(c) The intensity range for the various phenomena, expressed in units appropriate to the receptors involved, show interesting differences. The minimum
amount of light needed by a rod to produce a signal is only one quantum. At
visual-threshold level, the average rate of quanta absorption is about one quantum per rod per 15 minutes. At the saturation level of the scotopic visual system
(3 log scot.td) the rod pigment rhodopsin is still almost completely unbleached.
This indicates that the saturation of the scotopic visual system is not caused by
bleaching of rhodopsin, but by processes in a further stage of the transmission,
either in the rods or in the neural circuitry involved in scotopic vision. The
steady-state reaction of the pupil is still governed by rods at intensity levels
definitely above the level of scotopic saturation. This shows that at least part of
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-152TABLE 10.1. Comparison of certain properties of the visual system to corresponding properties of the pupillary system. For explanation see text.
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the rods are not saturated at 3 log scot. td, suggesting that the origin of
scotopic saturation lies in the neural circuitry involved. Signals for pupillary
steady-state reactions bypass this saturation effect, which shows that they pass a
functionally separate network.
The conditions in which rods or cones prevail in pupillary flash reactions are
roughly the same as those for scotopic and photopic vision, respectively. This
is true only if the influence of indirect illumination by entoptical scatter is left
out of account. If we restrict the terms scotopic and photopic to retinal illumination (as opposed to the light distribution in the outer field of view) they may be
applied to pupillary flash reactions as well.

. .I 6 4,

(d) The tentative descriptive formulae for the dependence of the vanous
phenomena on position, area, and illumination of the retinal field, show some
differences as well as a notable correspondence. One of the differences is that
brightness impression is a localised response whereas the reactions of the pupil
are overall responses. The pupillary formulae combine a linear dependence on
illumination for illuminations below the point of transition T* with a logarithmic
dependence for illuminations above T*. Primarily, the weight function w is
isomorphous not to a certain portion of contributing receptors, but to the density oflogarithmic elements which are different from, but probably located close
to the light receptors. Such a logarithmic operation may be held responsible for
the fact that a great many phenomena, such as pupillary contractions of static
and dynamic types, the amplitudes oftheelectro-retinogramERG(Armington 10),
Troelstra and Schweitzer 123)), local potentials in the retina of various type
(Fatehchand, Svaetichin et al. 40,121 ), Rushton 98)), and latency times (Roufs 94))
are proportional to the logarithm of the illumination. Only for the potentials
of the receptors themselves does a linear dependence on illumination seem to
exist (Fatehchand, Laufer and Svaetichin 41 )).
Concerning the pupillary reactions, the formulae provide an explanation of
the fact that whereas the retinal contributions show a gradual decrease from
the fovea towards the periphery, yet centrally fixated fields show an integrative
effect over a wide range of areas, that is, the contraction is largely dependent
on total light flux, irrespective of the size of the field. This explanation is based
on two hypotheses: ( 1) a logarithmic operation by which the effect of an increase in
area predominates over that of an increase in illumination, and (2)acontribution
per unit retinal area that decreases from the centre towards the periphery. For
small fields, the spread of illumination over large areas (indirect illumination)
is supposed to be the main cause of the response. For larger fields, the direct
illumination takes over, but the decrease in contribution per unit area towards
the periphery counteracts the influence of the increase in area. In this way the
integration effect derives from the combination of two independent processes
in a non-linear system, viz. the spread of excitation by indirect illumination
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When considered separately, the integration effect might misleadingly suggest
a linear system. The approximate integration also occurs for other overall
responses of the retina, such as the ERG (Boynton and Riggs 1 6), Crampton
and Armington 28)), where the influence of indirect illumination is generally
accepted.
(e) The weight function w(cp) is directly connected with the density distribution
of the assumed logarithmic elements. The weight functions are high in the
central area and decrease towards the periphery, which is likewise true for
responses fed by rods. This indicates a dominance of logarithmic elements in
the central area, which may tentatively be connected with the dominance of
this central area in the visual system. The large degree of correspondence
between the weight function for photopic pupillary flash responses and the
density distribution of cones points to a direct proportionality (one to one?)
between the densities of receptors and of logarithmic elements. Possibly,
Polyak's 88) finding that retinal fibres leading to pupillomotor centres arise
mainly from the central area, has a bearing on this effect.
In table 10.1 the weight functions (contribution per unit area per log unit
illumination) have been presented as being relative to their maxima. In fact,
the photopic maximum of the weight function is about a hundred times higher
than the scotopic maximum. This indicates a far higher density maximum of
photopic logarithmic elements than of scotopic logarithmic elements. The
analogous weight functions for the brightness impression B have not been filled
in. For reasons of analogy, the exponents n of Stevens' power law 119) come
into consideration. Whether and to what extent n varies over the retina is
however not known. It must be emphasised that the value of n depends on a
supposed exponential transformation from log B to B as well.
(f) The point of transition T* is inversely related to the amount of pigment
that feeds one logarithmic element. In the formulae, the value ofT* has been
assumed to be constant except for rod responses in the central area. Since the
influence of threshold values that vary with the distance to the fovea has
not been explored, the proposed formulae may be regarded only as an indication
that there could well be such an organisation. The threshold for scotopic reactions is about three log units lower than for photopic reactions, and since
pigment densities in rods and cones are of the same order of magnitude (Rushton 95,100)), the number of receptors converging on to one logarithmic element
is far higher for the scotopic than for the photopic system.
(g) Conditioning fields generally exert the same influence on brightness
impression as on pupillary flash reactions. Thresholds as well as gradations
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mcrease, the latter only in case the flash illumination does not exceed the
illumination of the conditioning field too much. Theoretically, an increase in
the gradation .J Cmax/Ll log T corresponds with an increase in the density of
logarithmic elements. This may tentatively be connected with the decrease in
the integration area for visual thresholds and with the increase in visual acuity,
that occur under the influence of a conditioning field (Van den Brink and
Bouman 18), Bouman and Ten Doesschate 15), Barlow 13), Glezer et al. 48,49)).
(h) Individual variations of visual functions are generally smaller than variations of pupillary reactions, which are considerable. With regard to this factor
the evidence collected in this study is only of a preliminary nature. The origin
of these variations may most readily be localised in the motor system. Concerning the reactions of the pupil to steady illumination, part of the individual
variations reported in the literature must be attributed to different degrees of
transients and fluctuations.
It seems appropriate to add a few lines on the value of the distinction "steadystate" versus "flash" reactions of the pupil, which latter can probably be generalised to a wider area of dynamic pupillary reactions. For fundamental reasons
it seems indicated to maintain operationally the distinction between modes of
behaviour of an unknown system under different circumstances until sufficient
evidence has been collected to the effect that basically the same kind of processes
occur. With respect to steady-state versus flash reactions, the evidence as yet
available justifies a strict distinction. According to spectral and directional
sensitivities, different kinds of receptor are involved. Further, they operate at
intensity levels differing up to 6 log units, the pupil being very unsensitive to
steady illumination though showing a high sensitivity to flashes. The retinal
distribution of activity shows differences too. Finally, the individual variations
of the contractions in the two circumstances may vary even in opposite directions.

We end this chapter by summarising very briefly the main results. The identity
of the receptors that mediate pupillary light reactions has been established as
being rods for steady-state reactions, and rods and cones for flash reactions.
Pupillary reactions to flashes show such a correspondence with visual brightness
impression that it is permissible to extend the concepts scotopic and photopic
of the duplicity theory of vision to pupillary flash reactions. In the organisation
of the receptive field of the pupil, one can distinguish between:
(a) the influence of retinal illumination, which appears to be of logarithmic
nature;
(b) the influence of retinal position, by means of two parameters: ( 1) a weight
factor (H') that corresponds to the density of logarithmic elements and

-157(2) a point of transition T* from linear to logarithmic behaviour of these
elements, the reciprocal of which is isomorphous to the amount of pigment
that feeds one such element;
(c) the influence of illuminated area which for steady-state responses can be
taken as linear.
For flash reactions we must add some unknown time-interval function as a
third position parameter and further an inhibitive interaction between various
illuminated areas. These two factors have not been investigated.
Pupillary steady-state responses have to be distinguished from flash reactions
because of clear differences between the receptive systems involved.
This study has indicated some avenues of further research, which might lead
to a better understanding of the pupillary system. Apart from the two factors
indicated above, this mainly concerns the individual differences, the influence
of age and the influence of various drugs. It is suggested that some of the proposed relationships may find a wider application to visual processes.
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'1 6 8

Electromagnetic radiation may be expressed physically in terms of its
quantum flux <P (qu/s). In the case of light, we are dealing with radiation that
can be absorbed in the retinal receptors. Then this quantum flux must be
weighed according to the absorption spectrum concerned. It has been agreed
to use the photopic spectrum (A max = 556 nm) and the scotopic spectrum
(.\max= 507 nm) of the CIE standard observer. For each wavelength, these
CIE data are expressed as proportions of absorbed energy flux, taken relative
to its maximum. A small correction factor (Amax/A.) provides for a conversion
to proportions of quantum flux. Having carried out this weighing procedure,
we arrive at the light flux F which is expressed as photopic and scotopic lumens,
respectively. Fro:n this light flux all other light units are derived, such as luminous intensity I in candela (emitted lumens per steradian), luminance Bin cd/m 2
(emitted lumens per steradian per square metre emitting area) and illumination E in lux (incident lumens per square metre). .
Given the luminance of an object in the visual field, the illumination of the
retina depends on the product of luminance Land pupillary area A. It is conveniently expressed in trolands T, where T _ L.A (Lin cd/m 2 , A in square mm).
The dimension of the troland is not illumination, which reflects the difficulties
one may run into when applying light units to imaging systems.
In this study we have used two units mainly, viz. the flux cJ> entering the eye
(in qu/s) and the retinal illumination T in photopic or scotopic trolands. In
order to facilitate transformations, we give some formulae and conversion
factors below.
Formulae

Units: F is expressed in scotopic or photopic lumens, <P in quanta per second,
Tin scotopic or photopic trolands, Q in square degrees.
F +--~~ <P
F = <P/b with b = b(A.). Hence log F = log <P- log b.
T ---~~ F
T = F.cjQ with c = 3·3.109. Hence log T =log F + 9·52 -log Q.
T -<-~~ (]>
T = <P(c/b)jQ. Hence log T =log <P -log b.fc -log Q.
a+---~ Q
A circuhr field of diameter 2 a o occupies a solid angle Q = 27T
(l -cos a) sterad. = 2rr (1 - cos a). 3280 square degrees.

-159Conversion factors
log T = log<!> -log bjc
-logQ

log F = log<!>- log b

;\ (nm)

II

I
I

phot.

II
log 556/;\

log b

507
556

0·04
0·00

15·64

430
450
490
515
545
570
630
640

0·11
0·09
0·05
0·03
0·01
-0·01
-0·06
-0·06

17·47
16·97
16·27
15·83
15·64
15·68
16·28
16-46

scot.

phot.

log b'

log bjc

15·18

I

scot.
log b' jc
5·66

6·12
15·81
15·47
15·21
15·20
15·46
15·92
17·76
18·11

Q

2a
(degr.)

(sq.degr.)

1
2
5
10
20
45
90
180

0·78
3·14
19·6
78
310
I 580
6 000
20 500

7·95
7·45
6·75
6·31
6·12
6·16
6·76
6·94

log

Q

-0·11
0·50
1·29
1·89
2·50
3·20
3·78
4·31

6·29
5·95
5·69
5·68
5·94
6·40
8·24
8·59
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In chapter 7 we developed a theoretical description that dealt reasonably with
the steady-state contractions obtained experimentally. Only part of the available
data is shown in that chapter. Since the data may be of interest to other investigators, they have been condensed in the table below.
For each test field we fitted the experimental points by a curve of the form
D = Do- B log (1 + F/F*), which describes the steady-state diameter D (mm)
as a function of the light flux F (scot. lumens) incident on the eye; Do is an
individual variable and B and F* are the parameters characteristic of each
particular curve. The values of B and F* are not quite independent since the
effect of an increase in F* may be compensated to some extent by an increase
in B. Attention may be drawn to the fact that the almost similar formula (7.3)
(p. 93), viz. D =Do- 2: [log (1 + T/T*)]. w. LJQ gives a theoretical description, in which T* and w are supposed to be intrinsically retinal parameters.
The formula applied here gives a purely experimental description.
A conversion from luminous flux F to retinal illumination T is obtained
by applying the formula log T (trolands) = log F (lumens)+ 9·52 -log Q
(square degrees). For this reason the values of log Q have also been listed below.

observer H.B.
Do= 7·4mm
distance
Q
field
cp from
diameter 2a (log sq.
fovea
degr.)
(degrees) (degrees)

measF*
ured
B
down to (mm/ (log scot.
log unit) lumen)
D
(mm)

observer H.J.v.B.
Do=6·4mm
measured
down to
D

F*
B
(mm/ (log scot.
log unit) lumen)

(mm)

central discs
2
5
7
8·5
10
11
14
17
18
20
22
25
35
48
90
''180''

0·5
1· 3
1·6
1·8
I ·9
2·0
2·2
2·4
2·4
2·5
2·6
2·7
3·0
3·3
3·8
4·3

4·5
4
4·5
5·5
4·5
4·5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

1·8
1·4
1-4

2·0
2·0
1·0
2·0
2·2
1·6
2·2
1·6
1·8
2·2
2·6
3·"'
4·7

-3·0
-3-4
-3·5
-4·1
-3·7
-4·6
-3·8
-3·8
-3·0
-3·6
-4·0
-4·1
-3·5
-3·2
-2·7
-2-4

3·5
3

1-4
1·2

-4·0
-4·6

3·5
_,"

1·4
1·2

-4·8
-5·2

3
3

1·2
1·6

-4·1
-4·4

3
"

2·0
3·6
4-4
5·6

-3·9
-3·5
--3·2
-- ..,_..,

.)

3

.,

.)

-161observer H.B.
Do= 7-4 mm

II
cp
(degrees)

me asured
B
F*
down to (mm/ (log scot.
D
log unit) lumen)
(mm)

Q
2a
(degrees) (log sq.
de gr.)

observer H.J.v.B.
Do= 6·4 mm

II

me asF~'
ured
B
down to (mm/ (log scot.
log unit) lumen)
D
(mm)

discs in various retinal positions (cp)
0
'. 20
10
1 3o
40
0
10
20
nas.
30
1 4o
60
0
10
~ 20
nas.
( 30
40
. 60
. 10
\ 20
temp.
( 30
40

nas.

'

)

0·5
0·5
0·5
0·5
0·5
1·6
1·6
1·6
1·6
1·6
1·6
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5
2·5

2
2
2
2
7
7
7
7
7
7
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

4·5
6
5·5
5·5
6
4·5
5
5
5·5
5·5
5·5
4
4
4
4·5
4·5
5·5
4
4
4
4

1·8
2·0
2·8
2·6
2·8
1·4
2·0
2·8
3·0
3·2
4·0
2·2
2·0
2·6
2·6
2·4
2·8
2·2
2·4
4·0
3·4

-3·0
-2·5
-2·0
-1·9
-1·7
-3·5
-2·5
-1·8
-1·5
-1·3

1 '7I '1I

-1·1

-3·6
-3·0
-2·4
-2·1
--2·0
-1·6
-4·0
-2·6
-1·6
-1·6

3

1·2

-4·1

3

2·0

-2·9

3

2·8

-2·2

4
3·5
3·5
3·5
3
3
3

1·6
1·8
2·0
2·2
1·8
1·6
2·2

-4·2
-4·3
-4·3
-4·2
-4·2
-4·4
-3·8

3
3
3

2·8
2·0
2·2

-2·7
-2·9
-3·0

annuli around fovea
2 - 5
5 - 7
7 - 8·5
8·5-10
10 -14
14 -17
17 -20
4 -25
8 -25
12 -25
22 -35
35 -48
22 -48

sector"P
(degrees)
0 ~ 30
0 ~ 60
0- 90
0 -180
0-360
0- 30
and
180-210

1·2
1· 3
1· 3
1· 3
1·9
1·9
1·9
2·7
2·7

5·5
5·5
5·5
5·5
4·5
5
5·5
4
4
4
4
4

2·6
2·7
2·9
3·1

1·4
1·0
0·8
1·4
2·2
2·0
2·0
1·8
2·4
2·8
2·2
2·6

-3·6
-3·8
-4·0
-3·3
-3·4
-3·2
-3·1
-4·1
-3·8
-3·2
-2·9
-2·2

ring sectors
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20
10 -20
10 -20

I

0·7
1·0
1·2
1·5
1·8
1·0

I

6
6
5·5
4·5
4
5·5

0·6
I ·0
0·8
1·8
2·0
1·2

-5·1
-4·2
-4-4
-3·6
-3·4
--4·0

I
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On Pupillary HippusK)

Under sta.tic conditions of illumination, the_ pupil of the human eye always
shows fluctuations in size, which are usually referred to as pupil unrest. Stark,
Campbell and Atwood (1958) have provided data on frequencies and amplitudes of
this unrest, concluding that the major component is random noise in the frequency
range of .05 to ,J Hz.
From time to time, however, a different type of fluctuations is encountered.
For periods of a few minutes duration,

the pupil may show fluctuations that are

marked by an often clear-cut periodicity (about .25Hz), a rather large amplitude
(about 1 mm), and invariably an appreciable decrease in average diameter {about
1 mm), which usually builds up slowly {Fig. 1). This phenomenon can probably be
identified with pupillary Hippus, which is known from the literature.

e1o~----~----~-----r----~----~~----~----~-----r----~

E.

.time (min.)

Fig. 1: Typical example of spontaneous Hippus. At constant illumination,
the average diameter decreases as slow oscillations appear. When
oscillations cease after a few minutes, average diameter returns
to its initial value.
K) We expr.ess our gratitude to Dr. J.A.M. Frederiks, neurologist, for a fruitful
discussion on the subject.
In an earlier phase, Mrs. W.H. van Boven-Vlaskamp took part in the

experiments~
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Two different opinions about Hippus seem to be prevalent. In clinical literature,
Hippus is considered a pathological phenomenon (cf. Duke-Elder, 1962). In physiological literature, Hippus is considered an unrest that is more marked (Lowenstein
and Loewenfield, 1962). These authors discuss the phenomenon rather extensively.
In our opinion,

~

case can be made for considering Hippus as a separate phenomenon

altogether (see Bouma, 1965). Here, we shall present some evidence that we collected in
an investigation into the origin of pupillary oscillations that sometimes greatly
disturbed measurements on the light reflex of the pupil. In particular, it was
puzzling that when measurements were taken from an infrared TV pupillometer in
which subjects were passive, Hippus occurred more often than when we used an
entoptic method, in which subjects make the measurements themselves.
We found the Hippus-type of fluctuation in almost every subject, which seems to
exclude a pathological origin. In a few subjects, it occurred so often that it was
a considerable hindrance in experiments on the light reactions of the pupil (Hornung,1
1968). Since we found little help from the literature as to the possible origin of
this phenomenon, there seemed to be sufficient reason to try to find out whether
there are systematic ways of making Hippus appear or, once it is present, disappear.
In all our experiments we measured pupil diameter of the subject's left eye by
means of our infrared TV pupillometer, which has been described earlier (Admiraal
and Alewijnse,

1966).

Initiation of Hippus
Out of many ways in which we tried to initiate pupillary Hippus, the following
two turned out effective:
{a) repeated accommodation. Subjects were required to alternatively fixate on an
object close to the left eye {appr. 15 em) and relaxing their accommodation
at infinity. During a period of 15 minutes they were requested to change their
accommodation distance every full minute.

Owing

to the pupillary accommodation/

convergence reflex, every accommodation is accompanied by a rather transient
contraction (Fig. 2). Apart from this contraction, however, 9 out of 10 subjects
gradually built up Hippus, and after a period of 5 minutes or so, many accommodation contractions were immediately followed by Hippus for periods of 1-2
minutes.
(b) by repeated alternations of light intensity.
Luminance of an illuminated strip of about 10 x 1° vis~l angle was changed
2
every minute, alternatively from 15 to 75 cd/m , and vice versa. Every increase
in intensity is accompanied by a rapid contraction that usually shows some overshoot, and every de~rease by a slow dilatation, both reactions being characteristic of the light reflex of the pupil.
Superposed on the light reflex, Hippus may gradually appear (Fig. J). In this
experiment, accommodation distance has been held constant at 17 em, as this
turned out to be more eff~ctive in producing Hippus than accommodation at
infinity.
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the registrations, we are dealing with one pheno-

menon, induced by two di~~erent types o~ stimulus. In both cases it takes a ~ew
minutes be~ore a Hippus-type o~ oscillation builds up by the cumulative e~~ect o~
successive stimulations. This cumulative e~~ect manifests itsel~ by a gradual
decrease of pupillary diameter, which decrease invariably leads to Hippus. A~ter a
Hippus period, pupillary reactions return to normal.
The above seems to imply that Hippus is strictly bounded neither to the accom~
modation re~lex nor to the light re~lex. As to the light reflex, we have checked
whether Hippus was perhaps connected with some basic instability, by investigating
whether any "resonance" is apparent when the stimulation frequency o~ the light
was in the .1 to .J Hz range. In complete agreement with the literature (Stark and
Baker, 1959) we found no such special pupillary behaviour, the pupil following
light intensity normally.
Thus we arrive at the conclusion that the nervous centres that control the pupil
can gradually be brought into a state

o~

oscillation by the repeated use

o~

stimuli
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that have in common that they cause reflex-like pupillary constrictions. This
would lead one to expect that other stimuli causing pupiliary contractions might
also be capable o£ initiating Hippus.
Experimenting with mainly acoustic stimuli, we have, however, not succeeded in
finding a stimulus that brings about a sufficient pupillary contraction.
Suppression o£ Hippus
Almost invariably, an existing Hippus can be made to disappear by certain forms
of mental activity. In our laboratory, a favourite stimulus is to let the subject
name all prime numbers starting £rom 101. There are indications that Hippus is not
quite absent then,

but only suppressed, since it often reappears as soon as the

subject is told to stop his mental task (Fig. 4), which request he usually followed
gladly and at once.
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Fig. 4: Two different types o£ influence o£ mental activity.
(a) Hippus disappears as menta! activity (arithmetic) starts
and reappears after termination.
(b) Hippus does not reappear after termination o£ mental
activity.
Conclusion
All in all, strength seems to be lent to the hypothesis that pupillary Hippus
should be considered a manifestation o£ some internal state of the controlling
nervous centres, which manifestation can be suppressed while the internal state
remains unaffected. The internal state may be brought about "spontaneously" ( "e causa
ignota") or by the repeated use o£ stimuli that cause a pupillary contraction.
These considerations might make one look £or other phenomena indicative o£ a certain oscillary state o£ the (autonomous) nervous system in the .1 to

.J Hz range.

In this respect one might think o£ certain components o£ the EEG, the galvanic
skin response, or certain perceptual changes such as ambiguous figures.
As to measurements on the light reflex, one should keep in mind that H1ppus
causes substantial systematic deviations o£ average pupillary diameter. Although
Hippus can be roused by certain stimuli, it usually appears spontaneously. It is
particularly prone to appear in situations where subjects are passively left to
themselves. Anecdotically, this seems to be the reason that demonstrations o£ the
effect tend to £ail.
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STEADY-STATE REACTIONS OF THE PUPIL: A NOTE ON THE
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
H. Bouma and. J.J.A.M. van Dun
In the responses of the pupil of the human eye to light, dynamic reactions are
distinguished from steady-state reactions. For example, the dynamic action-spectrum
of the pupil under scotopic and photopic conditions corresponds to that of scotopic
resp. photopic brightness vision, but a similar correspondence does not hold for
steady-state reactions~(at photopic intensities the pupil spectrum is shifted towards the short wavelengths as compared with the spectrum of photopic brightness
vision (van Liempt and de Vriend, 1940; Wagman and Gullberg, 1942; Alpern and
Campbell, 1962; Bouma, 1962, 1965; Alexandridis and Koeppe, 1969).
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If dynamic reactions are different from steady-state reactions, it is of interest
to have a clear notion of when the pupil should be considered in a steady-state. The
most simple definition would read: at constant light input to the eye. However, the
pupil always shows fluctuations of autonomous origin, and, in averaging over a certain time one tacitly assumes .that average diameter is either not affected by the
fluctuations or similarly affected in the situations to be compared. In the case of
fluctuations known as Hippus, we know that average pupil diameter may be decreased
by 1-2 mm (Baghuis and Bouma, 1968). Also, it is of interest to know if we can neglect the influence of eye-blinks, which may induce transient contractions. Lastly,
we need to know how long we should have to wait after a certain change in light intensity, before the transient reaction has ceased.
We consider these questions by no means trivial, and we would suggest that the
disagreement in the literature on the question which photo-receptors mediate steadystate reactions (Alpern and Campbell, 1962; Bouma, 1962, 1965; ten Doesschate and
Alpern, 1965; Alexandridis and Koeppe, 1969) could at least partially rest on the
different criteria of "steady-state" that have been used in the experiments of the
different authors.
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Here follow a few examples of the difficulties involved.
Fig. 1 shows how at constant illumination the pupil diameter fluctuates and
average diameter is affected. During the first 25 s the unrest is of the order of
.3 mm, but after 35 s, fluctuations increase and the average diameter decreases
by about 1 mm. If the fluctuations have a clear periodicity of about .z Hz, we speak
of Hippus, but periodicity is not always clear. After some time, the pupil returns
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to its initial diameter, which we would propose to be the steady-state diameter under
these conditions. As regards Hippus, it may be noticed that it may be induced by repeated light steps, which unfortunately is precisely the condition that has often
been used in steady-state measurements.
Fig. 2 shows many eye-blinks. Most of them do not affect pupil diameter very much
and so it is indicated that as long as they are not too numerous, their influence
can probably be neglected.
Fig. 3 illustrates transients for light of short and long wavelengths. The long
wavelength transients are of much longer duration than those of short wavelength. The
transients may last for periods up to 1.5 minute or so.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of pupil measurements with two methods at two wavelengths.

In conclusion, we would propose that steady-state reactions should be restricted
to those conditions in which the pupil is really in a steady state as reflected by
only minimal fluctuations. For this type of measurement, monitoring is essential,
and, fortunately, this does not present a problem in today's measuring techniques.
To show the reproducibility of results obtained with such monitoring, we compare
measurements obtained several years ago with an entoptic method, in which the observer himself monitored the fluctuations, with similar measurements obtained recently with an infrared pupillometer based on TV techniques {Alewijnse and Admiraal, 1966).
In the case of red light, we did not obtain much of a steady-state reaction at the
highest intensity in our integrating sphere, which amounted to 104 phot td or
10 15
qu/s {fig. 4).
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HIPPUS OF THE PUPIL:
PERIODS OF SLOW OSCILLATIONS OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN
H. BOUMA and L. C. J. BAGHUlS
Institute for Perception Research, IPO, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

(Received 23 March 1971)
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UNDER static conditions of illumination, the pupil of the human eye shows fluctuations in
size, known as pupil unrest. STARK, CAMPBELL and ATWOOD (1958) have analysed this
unrest as random noise between 0·05 and 0· 3 Hz, but BAUERMEISTER, KONKEL and SELBACH
(1967) concluded that there were some periodic components as well. Unrest amplitudes are
highest for medium pupil sizes.
From time to time, however, a different type of fluctuation occurs. For periods of a few
minutes duration, the pupil may show fluctuations with a marked periodicity (period
about Ss), and a fairly large amplitude (about 1 mm), d~ring which the average diameter is
appreciably decreased (by 1-2 mm) (Fig. 1). We intend to use for this phenomenon the
already existing name •'Hippus".
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FJG. I. Typical example of spontaneous Hippus. At constant illumination, the average diameter
of the pupil decreases as slow oscillations appear. When oscillations cease the pupil diameter
returns to its initial value. Note the eye blinks. Subject CG.

In the literature, the term "Hippus" has so far been used in more than one sense,
namely: autonomous regular alternations of contractions and dilations, occurring in many
different pathological situations (WEVE, 1942), a pathological condition of unusually great
unrest (DAVSON, 1949), a series of small oscillations {LE GRAND, 1968), an abnormal
pupillary reaction (DUKE-ELDER, 1962), an unrest that is more marked (LOWENSTEIN and
LoEWENFELD, 1962), pupillary movements under amplified iJiumination (STARK, 1959,
SOLLBERGER, 1965), and a neural disturbance (SOLLBERGER, 1965). Taken together, the term
Hippus is used for a marked unrest of, perhaps, an oscillatory nature, and it has a vague air
of pathology around it which, however, is not substantiated in clinical textbooks.
In our Institute we first encountered Hippus as a disturbing factor in measurements of
the pupil in its reactions to steady light, and we took its occurrence as a warning that the
1345
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steady-state of the pupil is not guaranteed by the steady-state of the light stimulus (BouMA,
1965). When we switched from an entoptic to an infrared TV method for measuring pupil
size, Hippus seemed to occur even more often (HORNUNG, 1968). We then decided on an
investigation into its possible origin (BAGHUIS and BouMA, 1968). We report here on
attempts to influence the appearance and the disappearance of Hippus, and on attempts to
correlate Hippus with heart rate; skin conductance and respiration rate, as being other
factors that are at least partly under autonomous control.
METHODS
The horizontal diameter of the left eye pupil has been measured by an infra-red TV pupillometer
(ADMIRAAL and ALEWUNSE, 1966). What is measured is the number of scanning lines that pass over the image
of the pupil on the camera tube. Both analog and (averaged) digital outputs are available. Accuracy in pupil
diameter is about 0·05 mm.
Light stimulation could be on either eye, independent of pupil measurements. We used homogeneous and
patterned fields with various time functions, at different distances from the eye.
Respiration rate was registered via a switch connected to a flexible bandage around the chest. Heartbeat
intervals were taken via a photo-plethysmograph (VAN DEN BERG and VAGI, 1963). A CdS photocell measures
back-scattered light from the skin, which light is modulated by the blood pulsations. The signal is shaped
into short pulses. the time intervals of which are registered. Skin conductance was measured DC through Au
electrodes forming part of a Wheatstone bridge. Fluctuations are easily distinguished from slower polarization effects. Some 20 subjects participated in the experiments.
RESULTS

Initiation of Hippus
Of the properties of Hippus mentioned in the introduction, we take the period of about
S sec (0·2 Hz) as the criterion of whether or not Hippus occurs. We have tested many
stimuli for their capacity to initiate Hippus. Most stimuli were visual: spatially homogeneous or patterned, with time functions of pulses, steps, sinusoids and other periodic
functions. We a1so.tried some auditory stimuli. Due to the slow nature of the phenomenon
itself, we concentrated on stimuli that either changed slowly or were repeated at fairly long
time intervals.
The majority of stimuli failed to initiate Hippus. In particular, no Hippus occurred
during periodic light stimulation in the frequency range around 0·2 Hz. There were a few
exceptions to this rule, but the Hippus showed no phase lock to the stimulus and we concluded that the exceptions were coincidental. In the literature, no special "resonance" for
frequencies around 0·2 Hz is mentioned either (VANDER TWEEL, 1956; STEGEMANN, 1957;
STARK and BAKER, 1959), though measurements at frequencies as low as these are reported
only by Stark and Baker.
We found two stimulus situations that initiated Hippus in about 50 per cent of the trials.
The first one was a repeated intensity alternation: the luminance of a homogeneously
illuminated strip of 10° x 1o was alternated every minute between 15 and 75 cd/m2 for
periods of 15 min at most. Due to the pupillary light reflex, each intensity increase is followed by a transient contraction. Superimposed on these contractions, Hippus may gradually appear (Fig. 2), which in this situation may last for quite some time.
In the initiation of Hippus, a cumulative effect of a few stimulus alternations seems
present. During Hippus, the light reflex and the normal unrest seem unaffected, although
the redilation may be somewhat delayed. Field and intensity parameters do not seem
critical. With a near stimulus, on which the subject accommodated, Hippus was somewhat
more frequent than with a distant stimulus. The second stimulus which appeared effective
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Fie;. 2. Initiation of Hippus by a repeated alternation of light intensity. Note the cumulative
effect of subsequent positive steps. Subject L.C.J.B. The light reaction appears superimposed
on the Hippus. The black lines indicate periods during which a mental task was carried out.

in sometimes initiating Hippus was a repeated accommodation. The stimulus was a field at
I 5 em from the left eye, and the subject was instructed alternately to fixate (accommodate)
on it and to relax accommodation, with an alternating rate of 1/min. Each accommodation
is of course accompanied by a transient pupillary contraction, and in several cases Hippus
built up gradually through the cumulative effect of several alternations (Fig. 3), rather like
that found with alternating light intensities. We did not succeed in finding auditory stimuli
that caused substantial pupil contractions. It would have been interesting to test whether
the repeated pupil contraction as such served as the initiator of Hippus.
Although we have found a few stimuli which increased the likelihood of Hippus, we
wish to stress that most instances of Hippus appeared to be spontaneous. Hippus seems
most likely to occur when the subject is passive and left to himself. There is no doubt that
Hippus can occur in the absence of any light stimulus, as has already been mentioned by
HORNUNG (1968). In our earlier work we had noticed a few cases of Hippus occurring
during dark adaptation from an intensive light stimulus (BoUMA, 1965), but we could not
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Fro. 3. Initiation of Hippus by a repeated accommodation. The pupil contractions in reaction
to accommodation seem undisturbed by the Hippus oscillations. Here too, a cumulative effect
is present. Subject HJM.

confirm this finding with some of our present subjects. This seems similar to what CRAWFORD
(1936) mentions as an anomalous contraction in only two of his 14 subjects after 5 min of
dark-adaptation, and since his method was unsuitable for noting oscillations, it seems likely
that he also had to do with Hippus. It may be mentioned here that ALPERN and CAMPBELL
(1963) provided evidence that during dark adaptation the pupil is still under the influence of
retinal signals. When questioned, most of our subjects indicated some awareness of the
occurrence of Hippus. In many instances, this can be due simply to the noticing of periodic
brightness fluctuations, but also in the dark Hippus may be accompanied by some vague
feeling in the eye or by clouds of "eigengrau" which slowly appear every 5 sec or so. Finally,
we have checked that Hippus occurs in the pupils of both eyes, simultaneously and in phase.
Suppression of Hippus
Almost invariably, an existing Hippus can be made to disappear by certain forms of
mental activity such as arithmetic. The pupil then returns to the diameter that corresponds
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F1a. 4. An existing Hippus disappears during the time that the subject carries out a mental
task which in this case, was generating prime numbers staning at 101. Subject HB.
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to the light situation. In fact, this effect of 1-2 mm dilation is stronger than any other
psycho-pupillary influence that we know of. Hippus usually reappears as soon as the subject
stops his mental task. (Figs. 2 and 4). In line with this, Hippus seems to occur most readily
if the subject is relaxed.
Correlation with a few other plzysiological r;ariab!es

The fact that the pupil is controlled by parts of the autonomous nervous system made us
wonder if the Hippus type of oscillation would also occur in other physiological variables
that are partly under autonomous influence. Therefore we have measured, simultaneously
with pupil size, heart rate, respiration rate and skin conductance. The results were clear-cut:
Neither spontaneous Hippus nor induced Hippus were reflected in the registrations of the
above variables. Only when Hippus was suppressed by a task of arithmetic did we notice a
change in skin conductance, as expected.
DISCUSSION

During Hippus, the pupil shows oscillations as well as a reduction of average diameter.
Presumably, both phenomena are caused by one factor: the occurrence every 5 sec or so of
a pulse train in the parasympathetic pupil innervation. Each pulse train will cause a transient
contraction, but due to the inherently slow dilation of the pupil, the diameter will not yet
be back to its initial value when the next pulse train appears. From the record of Fig. I, it
may be observed that the dilation is slower than the contraction, as is normally the case for
pupillary movements.
Since we saw Hippus in almost every subject, the type of Hippus under discussion is
clearly physiological. That it has been noted in patients in particular (cf. WEVE, 1942) is
perhaps due to the fact that the pupils of patients have been scrutinized closer than the
pupils of healthy subjects.
Conceptually, we take the origin of Hippus as being in a Hippus centre whose functional
connections should be discussed. The output is clearly to the nuclei that govern pupil
contraction, i.e. the parasympathetic pupillomotor nuclei. As to the input of the Hippus
centre, the two types of stimuli that were sometimes effective in eliciting Hippus were
similar in that both caused repeated pupil contractions, either through the light reflex or
through the accommodation reflex. Thus, repeated pupil contractions seem to incre:lSe the
likelihood of Hippus and, accordingly, the Hippus centre can be taken to receive signals
from the pupillomotor nucleus.
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Hippus is suppressed by mental activity and by alertness of the subject. In the present
scheme, the "alertness" input could be directly to the Hippus centre. Since, however,
Hippus usually reappears when the mental task is interrupted, it seems more attractive to
assume that alertness inhibits the connection between Hippus centre and pupil nuclei, which
would leave the activity of the Hippus center itself uninfluenced.
Since accommodation is accompanied by pupil contraction, one may wonder if accommodation would also exhibit Hippus-like oscillations. In the literature on fluctuations of
accommodation (WESTHEIMER, 1957; CAMPBELL, RoBSON and WESTHEIMER, 1959) we have
found no evidence on this. An occasional observation did not give us the impression that
during Hippus substantial fluctuations of accommodation occur. Even if accommodation
showed such oscillations, the activity of the Hippus centre would remain just as puzzling.
If accommodation were to show very large oscillations of the Hippus-type, it would be
conceivable that the Hippus oscillations of the pupil would be secondary to Hippus oscillations of the lens. In this context, one could also speculate on a possible functional significance of Hippus, i.e.. a scanning in depth of the visual field during periods of low mental
alertness.
The finding that Hippus may occur in almost every subject, has a negative bearing on
many pupillary studies undertaken in the past without the precaution of adequate monitoring. In particular, pupil reactions to steady light have been studied for decades by taking
photographs at fairly long time intervals, and the persisting oscillations that LoWENsmN
and LOEWENFELD (1962) have reported, have not been associated with a systematic influence
on average pupil diameter. Moreover, the subjects were usually passive and left to themselves and as we know now, this will have increased the likelihood of Hippus. Results of the
above type should therefore now be considered with some reservation, since the diameters
obtained may have been too low by a maximum amount of 1-2 mm. Fortunately, in present
day pupillographic t~chniques, there need not be any monitoring problem.
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Abstract-Hippus is described here as a sustained oscillation of the pupil, with a period of
about 5 sec. The amplitude is about 1 mm, and the average diameter is decreased by 1-2 mm.
We found Hippus in almost every subject that we tested, Leiden, Stenfert Kroese.
Usually, Hippus seems to occur spontaneously, but it is more prone to appear when
subjects are relaxed and passive. A repeated light step and a repeated accommodation may
induce the occurrence of Hippus. Mental activity causes an immediate disappearance of
Hippus.
To prevent Hippus from contaminating pupillary measurements, a continuous monitoring
of the pupil seems desirable.
Resume-on dCcrit le Hippus comme une oscillation entretenue de Ia pupille avec une
periode de 5 sec environ et une amplitude voisine de 1 mm, le diametre pupillaire moyen diminuant de 1 a 2 mm. Nous avons trouve le Hippus sur presque tous les sujets essayes.
Le Hippus semble d'habitude se produire spontanement, mais il apparait de preference sur
des sujets en relaxation passive. Un arret repete de Ia lumicre et une accommodation repetee
peuvent declancher le Hippus. L'activite mentale cause sa disparition immediate.
Pour eviter que le Hippus ne contamine les mesures pupillaires, un "monitoring" continue)
de Ia pupille semble souhaitable.
Zusammenfassung-Hippus bedeutet bier die Oszillation der Pupille mit einer Periode von
rund S sec. Die Amplitude betrigt etwa 1 mm, der durchschnittliche Durchmesser nimmt um
etwa 1-2 mm ab. Wir fanden den Hippus bei fast allen untersuchten Personen.
Gewohnlich erscheint der Hippus spontan, tritt aber bevorzugt auf, wenn die Versuchspersonen ermiidet oder passiv sind. Wiederholte Lichtdarbietung und Akkommodation
konnen das Auftreten des Hippus beeinfiuBen. Geistige Aktivitat laBt den Hippus unmittelbar
verschwinden.
Urn einen unkontroiJierten EinfiuB des Hippus auf pupillometrische Untersuchungen zu
venneiden, scheint cine kontinuierliche Beobachtung der Pupille wiinschenswert.
PeJIOMe-rHIIIIYc OIDfCI>IBaCTCJt 3.!1ecp UK yCTOiAHBaJI peaiCllHJI (OCUHJIJIJIUHJI) 3pa'IU, C
DCPHO.!IOM OKOnO 5 ceJCYHJI. EE 8MDJIHTY.II8 OKOnO 1 MM, a Cpe.aHHli .!IHaMCTp 3pa'IK8 YMellltmaCTCll npH 390M Ha 1-2 MM. M&l MOrnH OOHap)"KHTb mmtYC UO'ITH YIWICHOrO HCDJ.rrycMOrO.
06bi'IHO, nmnyc B03HHICaCT, DD-BH.!IHMOMY, CDOHTaKHO, HO OH 6onee CltJIOHCH DOliBJiliTJoCJI,
KOC.!Ia HCDI>ITYCMI>IA paCCJia6nJICTCJt H naccHBCH. noBTOpHitiC DO.!IloCMbl OCBeWeHBOCTH H
DOBTOpHall aKKOMO.!IaUHH MOCYT HHllYUHpo&aTb UOliBnCHHC nmnyca. YMCTBCHHIUI u:rHBHOCT& BJ.OJ.IBaCT HeMe.!IJieHHOe HC'IC3H08CHHC rmmyca .
.lJ.mr TOCO, 'IT06&J nmnyc HC MeWan TO'IHOMY H3MepcHHfO 3pa'IKa lRJiaTeJJJoHO DOCTOJIBHO
cne.!IHTb Ja 3pa'IKOM.

Der EinRuB zweier Mydriatica auf die statischen J,ichtreaktionen
der me11scblichen Pupille
II. IJoumo
Zrunntm•nfn.. J<n,:: UnlerRurht w11nln dio Art und Wei•n, in der Mplrinlir.n din 11111i•rlrc
l.iclrtreaktion der Pupille bceinRusoen. Der EinRuO dno l'nrnoympatlrnlytieum• ll•mrnlropin
iuOtr:rt !'ida primiir in einr.r Vcrmind~rung dcr Kontrnktioncn unt einen ltr~tinuntrn f"alctor.
Daa Syn•patbornimctieurn Pbnnylr.plrrin lrr.wirkt vnr 111lr.m rine zu•iit1.lirbr. Jo:r ... rilrrun~t um
eino he•tirmnle llf•nll•· Uer zoitlir.lr11 Vcrlaur dir•nr llnr.inRn••ungcn liiBt •irlt hirrnu• ahlnitr.n;
dic•e r.ei~tnn oowobl qunlitnlivn alo nuch qunntilnlive tlntr.rseltirdn. l>ir. J~rgrlmi••r. ra••r.n
gut in dns Dild r.iner tcilwoi..,n Dlnckierunl!l der neuro·muokuliiren Ohcrtrn~:ung am SJ•Irinktcr
durdr llnmatropin und eincr Extra-Aktivicrung dnreh l'henylnplrrin deo Uilatalora.

EinlcitrrrrR
Die Innervation der PuJrillenmu~keln erfnlgt durda Nr.n·en, rli(' :r.urn anln·
nnmen Ncrveneystem geh6ren. l'nraaympnthisdre Fnorrn au~ 1len l'"l'illnmotori·
11chen Zentren im Geltirnstnmm erreichen die lriamemhrnn Ulu•r drn Nrn•na
ocnlomotorins und das G.cilinrc und innen•ieren den S1rhinktr.r. Syml•nthiachc
Fasern aus dem Cervikah .. il des Hllr.krnmarktl errr.ieben die lri~nremltran Uhrr
das G.er.rvikale BUJ>crior unci inncrvieren l'rimar den Dilatator, in dr.m vidlcicht
elnstiRche Fnsr.rn nchen kontraktilen beRLchen. J>icAeH IJil<l mag '·iellrirht ctwna
zu sehr.maliedt Rein, cinch ist ouch cine doppr.lte antagunioliRehc lnnen•ntion dro
Spbinktcr angr.nommen worden.
l'barmaka, die cine symJ>Rthischc odr.r J>Dra•yrnJ•nthi•chr. lnnervntirrn nnr.h·
ahmcn odcr dic•c verltindcrn, ltabl!n J>rimiir cine lokale Wirkung. Dn• h<'i0t, dnO
die ncrvuse Innervation zwar intnkt blciht, dnU aber die ncnrornnskularc llt'iZ·
Ubertragung vcriindert iot. Die Stllrung iot irn ollgr.mr.inr.n parli<·ll, d. b., daB die
nervllae lnnl'rvotion einr.n vr.rminderten EinlluB nu£ die I'UJ>ille ou•iiht. IJie
Fragc, die wir bier Lr.lrandcln, lnntct, oh wir hci Verahfolgung von Mydriatica ein
unterschicdlicltes V crhaltcn flir l'arRRyrnpnlhnl ytien und fiir Sympnthnrnimr.tica
finclen. Wir unlcrsuclttcn cloher den EinlluB vun IJomntroJ>in urul vun l'hrnyl·
epltrin au£ die etntioclte Liclttrcnktion dr.r l'upillc. Ala Liclrtrriz vr.rwrrulr.lllll wir
ein lrornogence Ganzfeld, dcsscn lntl'IIRiliit wir variierten. Wir hntirnrntrn in vnr·
linligr.11 1\lesAIIIIgr.n den atatisr.hcn l'nJtillcndnrdunr.ooer alo Funktiou drr (,ir.ht·
intr.nAitiit zu versclricdcnen Zcil111111ktcn nnch l~intrlll>fcln dco 1'bnrmnkon• in dna
(linkr) Angr. Die konscnsllcllc Pu1•illr. wurde gr.mesacn mit Jfilfr. cines enlnJlti·
acben Vcrfnlrrens (Do11mn, 1965) oder mit Ililfe einrA Fern•ch-l'u1•illumctr.rs
(Admiraal und Alewijnac, 1966).
Normole Pupillenreaklion

a11/ Lir.ht

Die Pupillcnrenktionen our Licht kilnnen in RlRiiRehc llntl dynnmisclre Henk·
tionen untcrtcilt wcrden. Unter atatiachcn Ucoktinnen verRtelren wir hicr den
Glcic1rgewicbtedurchmeeacr, in dem h6chRtcna klcine Fluktuntionr.n vurkommen

diirfen, dn hei einrr konAlnntrn llrlC"ur.htung t'rrdr.ht wircl. Aile auclrrcn Rrok·
tionrn, z. IJ. auf f.ir.hthlit7.r., Erhiilmng ocler Verminclr.rung clcr Lichtini.,.IAitiil
urul au~h groDc •pontnnc Fluktuntinnr.n (lloumn und DnghuiA, 1971) rr.cJon.,n wir
zu d<!n clynnmiRr.hru llrnktinnrn. IIi!! olnli~r.hr. llrnktinn, auf die wir unA hin l1e•
schriinkr.n, heU<!IJt nuA cinrr Kontrnktion, die in un•eren Alr.sRungr.n erAt l"'i vrr·
hiiltniAmiiOig hohrn J.ic·htinlr.noitiilrn grliBr.rl! \Vrrlr. erreirht. fJc" Uurclunr.Mer
im Dunkeln kann von Tng zu Tng 111n l'inrn l\lillimrtr.r Rchwnnkrn. llr.i Zuunhml'
clrr l.ichtinlrnRiliit verringrrt ~ir.h dr.r l'upilh•nclurdunrA~er el wn l'rnpnrtiunal
zum Lngnrithmuo clrr rr.tinnlo·n l.it·htRiiirkr.. Jlei UurcluneAR<'rn unlr.r etwo 3,5 mm
wircl tier \'r.rlnuf wcohnua wrnigrr Rtr.il, wno mr.chnni•du:r Siilligung zugr.~dtrit•lu•n
wcrclr.n muD (Bnumn, 1965).

l'nrrr~.\'IIIJIRIImiJiir.run:

1/omntropi n

Ahlr. I zrigt r.inrn Fall vnn llnrnalrnl'irwinwirknng. lm IJingram, rJnB clr11
RtnliRcbcn l'nJ>illrn<lnrr.lnnl'••er nls F11nktion drr rrlinnlr.n I.irht•tiirkr. nngiht,
zrigl sicb, dniJ \'nrwirJ;rncl <lie Nrigung drr Kllf\'1'11 hrrinlluOL winl. I m Dunkeln
iRl eli•~ l'ulriJI.,ru•rwrilt·rrrng w.-nig an~grl'riigl. Wenn wir riur unvcriinrlt•rtr. nr.rvil.,• Jnnr.f\'Riioll lllllll'lllnrll, i~t cJirRrR llt•RnJtnt nls dut•. \'.,rmintll'fllll!; <ler J'llltil·
ll'llkonlrnktion 11111 c•iul'n lrrRiimmlrn Fnklnr 7.11 intrrprrli•·rcn: ))ir. llrllrorniiRknliire Olrrrlragnng ist 11ur nudr 7.11 rillr'lll he•liurmtrn l'rn7.Cil1Rntz wirk~nm.
In AhJ.. 1 trilt rlo·r mnximnlr J-:inli11D •·un llnmnlrnpin 11nrlr nngrfiilu 2 Stunclr.n
n11f: dir Olrr.rtrnll'"'J.: i•t tlnnn nnrh 7.11 rlwn 20% wirks11m. Nnrh 24 Stnlldt•n i•l
drr llnmnlrn1•ilu·inlluB nnch tlrutlidr uwrklrar (Wirk•nmkrit rtwa 110%).
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ac:hircle•nr.n ~r.iiJ•unktrn n:U'h Eintrti1•frln ,.,.., llunmtrnpin 1•~;, (t Trop(en) in da!' linkr. Au~n.
llrr Unnkrldurrhmr••rr w:rr 1111 tlirornr Tn11 rrl11th· klrin ···· tlir ~:r•tridcrlrr. Knn·r ~:iht tlr.n
Miterl"·r.rt riniA:rr nmlrrtr l'tr~~uu~rn ulnu,. l·:intriilt£r.lnnp: wir.•lc-r. E" zriJ(l fOic·h, daO \·ur ullr.1n
die Kun·eunf'i~ung ,·r.riimiC"rt win.l. nml dir!l bcdf'nlrt, d:.fl nil~ Kunlr;•kliunrn nuf t'in~lll
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Sympalhomimelicum:

I""

Phenyl~phrin

Abb. 2 zeigt ein JJciRr>iel dr.r l'loenylrr•hrin-Wirkung l1r.i olr.r glri<-hrn \'r.r·
suchRpcraon. Die Nt~igung dcr Kurven liiBt Ric:h jetzt 11irl•t Rn stark vrriinolr.rn,
doch zeigt aich, daB die Kurve parallel zu Aido Rr.lbAt verRcbnhr.n iRt - anrh im
Dunkeln nimmt der Durchmeaser jetzt um 1 mm :r.u. Die ParallrlverRrhiehnng ist
ala Versc:loiebung in vertikaler Riehl ung :r.u intr.rrreticren: Eine lnnrrvnlions·
zunahme veruraoeht weiterhin cine normnlr. Zunnbme clrr atnti•chr.n Knnlraktinn,
doch sorgt cinr. Gegr.nkrnft, die unabhiingig von der lnnr.rvation i~t, dnfiir, daB
der resultierende l'upillcndurclunr.aser grllBrr wird. IJie Wirkanmkeit dieaer
Gegenkraft kann atJagedrilckt werden in 1\tillimr.ler :r.tJsiitlllichcr Erwr.ilr.rung. Dcr
maximale EinH11D tritt loier naclt rtwa I~ Stuoulr.n auf unci hr.triigt donn faot
3 nom. Die konstante Neigung, auch hci hohen Jntensitiitrn, weiAl darnuf bin, daB
ohne Pharmakon die Siittigung nicbt nur nervile, aondllrn rein mreloaniach ist •.
Etwa.6 Stundcn nach dem Eintr6pfeln iat die Pur•illenreaktion wieder normal.

wiaRr. Zr.it lnng hr.ihchiilt nnol donn oun einrn konatnullln llrtrog
Zeitrinhrit
zurllckgcht. J>nR Konatanthlr.il"'" clc·r Wirkung, wrnn die•r. am griiBten i~t, kllnnte
darauf loinwriar.n, daB loier olir. maximnlc \Virknng olr• l'lornylrl'lnin• erreio·ht ist.
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(tClfRKt"D ainrl fiir llotnotrur•in d1•r l•'nktor, urn dt"n die K•u•lrnklinn \'r.rrnind«-rt iet, nnd fiir

l'henylrr•hrin d~r likth·r llurrhm.-•rr I)• im IJunkelll, rlnr die Znnnhmr d~r llilnlnli11n nngiht.
In den f'nrmeln i•t II din ttllrmalo Neicun11 der Kurven olmc Mydriaticnrn
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Abb. 2. PupillrndtJrehmes•cr I) ala Fomktion der r~tinalr.n ll11lourhtun11AAiirkr T "" vcrKhiedcnen Zeitpunkten 11arlo Einlro11fr.ln von l'hr.nylcr•hrin 1% (11'ropfrn) in das linkn A"ll"·
llier trill primir cine l'amllrlverKioiebunrf der Kurvcn atJ(, wu auf cine 7.U!iitz;liche ErweileruJll um einen bestimmten konotanlcn w..rt hindeulet. >. = 510 nm

IJicsr. llrsultatc fUgcn 11ielo gut in clir. Rkizzierlrn r.leen llhrr dir. l'upillen·
Rltmcrung ein: l'nroRymr•atholytir.o l.lorkicren rinrn Teil tlr.r nruro·muskuliiren
Tron•miRsion und liilunr.n 110 clic s,.r,;nkterwirkullg llln einr.n hcstimmlcn Prozcnt•
Ratz.
Uir•c lllorkirrung roimmt cxl'nnrnticll mit dcr Zr.it nh. Sympnthomimctir.a
vr.mronr.hcn rinc zuRiilllliclo., Uilntntorwirkung, wohci die ncural.c parDRymJ•nthi·
sehn Aktivir.rnng ''"" s,.r.inktr.r IIJIVcriindcrt l.lciht. IJir.ae extra•ymr>athiAdoc
Aktivitiit loat mllglido.,rwri•e riror.n lllnximnhvert, dcr etwa 3 mm Erwcitcrurog
r.ntoprirlot, und ninunl linrar mit der Zeit ob.
Ferner loRRen M..R~ungcn im n·omkeln vermulrn, clnB clie normnlcn Dunkrl·
Ouktunl ioroco dcr Purillr von Tog zu Tog, IIOWnhl olurch Sr.hwnnkungr.n dca rara·
aympntloischrn Tonus nl• aur.b durr.lt Scltwankungcn dell sympnlhischcn 'fonu~
ZtJSiandc kommcn kiinntrn.
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Zrilabhiingig1ceil drr Wirlcun&
Ein l'nrnaymr•atlaolytir.uno vrrmindert alsn dir. Nrigung dr.r l'ul'illruknrvr.
um eincn br.~limmtrn Foktor, wiilarentl rin SymJinllantuimctir.um clrn l'ur•iiiNa·
durclamesRer um einrn brRtimntlen lJr.trn~ rrhuhl. Al1b. 3 zl'i~t dru zritlirlar.n Vcr·
lauf die~~er heiden Parameter. Wir selor.n Iori lfnmatropin rinen faAt unmittrlhnr
r.inulzr.nden Ansticg dcr Wirkung und eincn Abfnll llhrr cine trii~r. ExrJOnrntinlkurve. me Ahnalame der lloanotror,inwirkung
Zcitr.inlacit i•t cler Wirku11g
•elbst proportional.
·
Del Phenylet•hrin aehen wir, dnB dir. Wirk~amkrit r.rAt nndo et.wn r.iner hnlbr.n
Stnndc bcginnt, ziemlieh scbncll ihr 1\faximum crrcicbt, dieRrA Jllaximnm cine gc·

Aolmirnal, ll. J. II., Al•wijn•r, M.A.: An in(rarrd l'"l'illmnrlrr ha•rd on thr trl.,·i.•ion
••nnning lr.rlmi•rnr. 11'0 Aow. l'rur:r. 11~1'· I, 121o IH (191>1•). ·· · Jlm11nR, 11.: llrrrpliw•
Sy,lrm•. mroliuting rrrlroiu liglot rr:trlnro n( I he l'"l'il nf lh~ lnnnnn r.~·~. lli.. rrlntinn Eindhoven, 19C•5, ru11·lt rr•rhirnrn rol• l'hilit•• llr•. llrl'· 20, •npr•l. nn. 5 (I ?CIS). ··•· lloumn. II.,
llnglmi•, 1.. C. J.: llit'l"'" .,r thr. l'ut•il: l'rriuds nr Slnw O•dllatinn• .. r t'nkuown Ori~in.
ViJiuu Ilea. II, IHS-1351 (1971).
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ENIGE ONDERZOEK.INGEN AAN HET VISUELE ZINTUIGSYSTEEM
door H. BOUMA*), H. W.

HORE:.VL~~

*) en

J . .A. J. ROUFS *).
159.931

De buitenWI~rcld ~:nerzijds t•n de voorstelling
die we ons met onze zintuigen ervnn vormen ander·
zijds. kan men vergelijken met het ingangs- en bet
uitgangssignnal van een apparaat. Een apparaat
verwerkt hl•t ingnngssignaal op een wijze die knrakteristiek is voor dat apparnat: zo wordt ook de ver·
werking van de buitenwerdd tot het zintuiglijke
beeld hien·an bepaalcl door de eigenschappen ,·an
het desbetreffende zintuigsysteem. We leren dus
de eigenschappen van b.,.. het visuele zintuigsysteem
kennen door het visuele beelcl in zijn relatie tot de
Jmitenwerdd te bestuderen.
Het in het oog vallende Iicht kan niet alleen een
,·isueel bedd doen ontstaan - een gebeuren waarbij
ons bewustzijn betrokken is - , maar bet kan ook
aanleitling geven tot onbewuste lichamelijke
reacties. Hiertoe behoren de pupilreftex, de accom·
motlatie van de ooglens, bepaalde bewegingen van de
oogbol. lichaamsbe"·egingen ter bandhaving van
het e,·enwicht. enz. Ook cleze onbewuste reacties
kunnen worden beschouwd als uitgangssignalen
,·an het ,·i:mele systeem, en zij kunnen derhah-e
inzicht Yerscbatfen in bet visuele systeem.
Bij de hestudering van zowel de onbewuste reacties
als het ,·isuele beeld wordt in belangrijke mate ge·
Heund op gege,·ens die langs andere weg worden
Yerkregcn. met name uit de anatomie, de (elektro·)
fysiologie en de psychologic.
'") lustituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek. Eindhoven.

V oor zo,·er men zich bij bet onderzoek ,·an h•·t
visuele systeem baseert op de onbewuste reactics, die
in tegenstelling met het visuele beeld objectief waar·
neembaarzijn. kunnen zuiver fysische meetmethodes
toegepast worden. In hetgeen volgt. zullen we als
,·oorbceld hien.·an een in bet I. P. 0. Yerricht onderzock aan de genoemde pupilretlex beschrijven.
Bij de bestuclering van bet visuele beeld zelf met
het hoven besehreven cloel moet de proefpersoon het
beeld op de een of andere wijze tot uitdrukking brengen. (Dit is een facet van elk zg. psycbofysisch onder·
zoek. cl.i. onderzoek aan psychiscbe verschijnselen
volgens methodes die aan de fysica ontlcend zijn.)
Als voorbeelden hiervan worden twee andere in ht•t
I.P .0. ,·errichte onderzoekingen beschreven: hct
eerste betreft de latentietijd van de visuele '~:~ar·
neming, het tweede de invlced van de omgevings·
belichting op de helclerheidsindruk.

De pupilreflex
Het is een ieder wd uit t>igen waarneming bt~kentl
clat de pupil zich vemauwt bij toeneming en zich
nrwijdt bij afneming van de lichtiutensiteit. }Iinder
bekend misschien is de reactie van de pupil bij hct
sluiteu van een oog: in dat geval kan men de pupil
van het gt.•opende oog groter zien worden. alhoewcl
voor dit oog de lichtintensiteit dezelfde is gebleven.
Ana tomische en (klinisch-)fysiologische onderzoe·
kingen hebben nu geleicl tot bet volgende sterk ver·
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et>n\"OtHligcle schema Yan dcze pupilreactie (fig. 1).
Hrt Iicht clat op hct netvlics valt, wordt door de
rcccptoren R (de bekendc staafjes en kegeltjes) geabsorbeerd, ten ge,·olge waar\"an een signaal wordt
uitgezonclt>n naar etn in de hersenstam gelegcn

c
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puntvormige lichthron wordt gebracht. maken d<•
lichtstralen die Yanuit dit punt het nc•tdies treffen.
dat hij een cirkeh·ormige Iichte pick te zien krijgt.
waan·an de rand een projectie is van de pupilrand.
Het ,·erscbijnsel kan men zclf waarncmen door
een stuk karton, waarin met een speld t•en klein
gaatje is geprikt, dicht hij het oog tl'gen hN licht
te houden. Indien in het karton twt•e gaatjes
zitten, ziet de proefpersoon uiteraard twee projectiecirkels; deze kunnen afhankelijk Yan de
afstand tussen de gaatjes los Yan elkaar staan of
clkaar gedeeltelijk o,·erlappen. Als de cirkels elkaar
juist raken, is de afstand "\'an de gaatjes gelijk aan
de pupildiameter (zie fig. 2).
\" oor het uitvoeren "\"an de meting kan gebruik
worden gemaakt Yan een pupillometer: een
gezwart fotonegatief waarin een aantal goed door-

2 ...

Fi;:. 1. St ... rk verl."en,·oudigd ~chema ,·an de pupilbe~turing. R
zijn dl' receptorl."n in htt net,·lies. die het door de pupil binnennllll'ndl' Iicht ab~orberen. 0 i~ bet •. onh·angeentrum" in de
hl'r;rn~tarn waarin de si1malen ,·an beide oc:en worden ~amen·
~l',·oe\!d . .\1 i" het motorisch l'entrum. e,·eneens in de hersl"n•t:un. van\\'ll:lr sig:nalen uitg:aan naar de pupilspieren. Dit ~t'
l..l'urt \"ia de parasympathi~che banen P, en mogelijk ook ,.j,.
de •ympathi~cbt banen S.
· Op deze regelkring kunnen hehal\"e in bet oog vallend Iicht
ook nog andere invloeden werkzaam zijn (b.v. treedt bij 11chrik
pupilverwijdin!! op. bij slaap pupih·ernauwing: en bij fixeren
,·an een nahij punt. als ¥e,·olg \'lln de zg .••coan:ergentierefiex"'.
pupih·ernauwing). Derg:elijke invloeden grijpen in betalgemeen
n<~n op het motorisl'h centrum. zie pijl A. De banen die tot hl'·
"·uste indrukken voeren. zijn door· de pijlen C gesymboli11eerd.

ontvangcentrum 0. Hier worden de signalen \'an
beide ogen op de een of andere wijze samengevoegd.
Het signaal gaat dan via het motorisch centrum J/
en lang:~ parasympathische zenuwbanen P (mogelijk
ook langs sympathische banen S) naar de pupillen.
Ycrandering in de lichtintensiteit geeft een ,·erandering van !'ignaal, die de pupilspieren zodanig doet reageren dat de aanvankelijke verandering ten dele kan
worden gecompenseerd. Het pupilsysteem is dus tc
beschouwen als een regelkring. Door de samem·oeging
van de signalen der beide ogen zijn de heide pupillen
steeds even groot. Als een oog wordt gesloten, heeft
dit hetzelfde effect als bet verminderen van de lichtintensiteit en worden dus heide pupillen groter.
In het I. P. 0. is onderzocbt wat de invloed is ,·an
dl~ golflengte nn het Iicht op de pupilreflex. Het
onderzoek is verricht met behulp van de en toptiscbe methode, in een uitvoeringsvorm die naar
ideeen Yan Schouten 1) is ontwikkeld. We zullen
deze methode thans nader toelichtcn.
Indien vlak voor het oog van een proefpersoon eeu
1)

J, F. Sebout en. Yisuele meting van adaptatie en ''an
de wederzijdse beicn·Joeding van net,·lieselementcm. dis$.
Utrecht 193i, biz. li.

Fig. !!. Twee puntvorrnig:e liebtbronnen die vluk voor bl't oog
zijn gehraeht. werpen twee lichtbunriel~ op hct netvlie~. Dl'
bundels zullen eikaar overloppen dan wei geheel ;:e~<"hcidr.n
zijn. afbankr.l\ik van de onderlin!!e uf~tand van de liehtbronnen. de pupildiameter en de aecommodatie ''an bet no!!. Bij hct
niet geaccommodeerde oog komen e,·enwijdig opvnll<"nrie l'tral<"n
op het nen·lies samen. De net,·lie$beelden zullcn elkaar dan
jui!'t raken al~ de afstand \'an de liehtbronnen gtli.ik i~ ann dl'
pupildiameter. De groo ttl' ,·an de net,·liesbt"l'lden doet er.
zoals mt'n ziet. niet!' toe.
Doordat de hrekim~ ,·an de liehtstralcn in hoofdzank aan bet
hoorll\'lie~ ~esehiedt en slecbts voor een klein deel in de lens. j;;
de gemeten pupildiameter ongeveer 10 11 0 groter dan de ''"crkt·
lijke diameter. De gemeten diameter is eehtl'r gelijk ann dl'
tlfeetief werkzame diameter die bepaalt boe\·l"ellicht in bet
oog ,·alt.

latende puntjes zijn aangehracht in paren met Yerschillende onderlinge afstand (jig. 3). Het licht waar,·an men de invloed op de pupilgrootte wil bepalen,
laat men op bet ene oog vallen, bet negatief houdt
men voor het andere oog, en men zoekt het paar
gaatjes waarbij de waargenomen cirkels elkaar ra·
ken. De kleine boeveelheid Iicht die door de gaatjes
in bet oog valt, is te verwaarlozen ten opzichte van
de licbthoeveelheid die op het andere oog ,·alt en
bcinvloedt de meting dus niet 2).
Yoor belnngstclleuden zijn een anntal exemplaren ''nn dcze
pupillometer besehikbnar. !\len kan een exemplaar nan'Tag:en door inzcnding van de bon die zieh aan bl!t inle~t"·el
met kortc samen,·attingen in dit nummer hevindt.
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.Fig. 3. Entoptische pupillometer. volgens bet in &g. 2 geschetste principe. In een gezwart fotonegatief zijn paren stipjes
uitgespaard. die bet licbt goed doorlaten. De onderlinge ofstand is om bet andere paar stipjes erbij vermeld :).
}len houdt de pupillometer zo tegen bet Iicht dat een van de
hierop voorkomende puen zich vlak voor een oog bevindt. Dit
oog dient men ongeaccommodeerd.te bouden (b.v. door met bet
andere oog in de verte te kijken). Men neemt dan twee cirkel·
vormige Iichte plekken waar (zie fig. 2). Zoekt men dat paar
stipjes waarbij de twee cirkels die men ziet elkaar juist raken.
dan is de pupildiameter (nagenoeg) gelijk aan de onderlinge
afstand van dat paar stipje:o.

De pupilgrootte bepaalt mede de verlichtings·
sterkte op bet netvlies; aldus regelt de pupil tot op
zekere hoogte de helderheidsindruk die een hepaald
voorwerp ons geeft. :\'len beschouwt dit doorgaans
als een van de twee belangrijkste werkingen van de
pupil (de andere is de invloed op de gezichtsscherpte ).
In de lijn van deze gedachtegang ligt bet voor de
hand te veronderstellen dat de receptoren die ver·
:mtwoordelijk zijn voor de pupilreactie. dezelfde zijn
als de receptoren die de helderheidsindruk veroor·
zaken. Pupilgrootte en helderheidsindruk zouden
dan een zelfde afhankelijkheid van de golflengte
moeten vertonen.
Fig. 4 geeft het resultaat van een onderzoek waarbij onder dezelfde condities zowel de relatieve ge·
0
voeligheid P van de pupil als de relatieve oogge-L
voeligheid V als functie van de golflengte zijn be·
paald 3 ). Er blijkt uit dat de ver:mderstelde over·
eenstemming niet bestaat. De pupil is bet zneest ge·
voelig voor Iicht van een golflengte van 490 nm,
terwijl voor de helderheidsindruk een golflengte van
550 nm het meest effectief is. Dit onverwachte
Yerschil tussen de ooggevoeligheid en de pupilgevoeligheid als functie van de golflengte heeft reeds in
1937 de aandacht getrokken van Van Liempt ").
wD'r-----------------~P-~~----~--~,~,-,""""J~----~--------------,

r\\,,,

1
10" .._.....+--------i----..lc----+---~.----1

De entoptische projectie kan behalve voor bet meten van
de pupildiameter ook gebruikt worden voor bet waarnemen P,V
van de onregelmatigbeden die in ieder oog voorkomen. zoals
t
deeltje,; op bet hoomvlies. slieren in bet glasacbtige
lichaam. enz. )let hehulp van twee projecties vanuit ver·
schillende punten is bet zelfs mogelijk de onregelmatigheden
ruimtelijk te lokaliseren.

I

I

I

''

I

Als men monochromatisch Iicht in het oog laat
vallen en men varieert de golflengte. dan kan men
met de bovenbeschreven methode constateren dat
de pupil voor de ene monochromatische lichtsoort
gevo'eliger is dan voor de andere. De gevoeligheid
P van de pupil is gedefinieerd als bet omgekeerde
van de energiestroom die een hepaalde diameter van
de pupil (b.v. 5 mm) tot stand brengt. Dat de golflengte hier van invloed is, verklaart men uit bet feit
dat het mede van de golflengte afhangt hoeveellicht
door de receptoren geabsorbeerd worclt. Een zelfde
verklaring geldt voor bet feit dat ook de helder·
heidsindruk afhangt van de golflengte (deze
afhankelijkheid wordt gegeven door de hekende
ooggevoeligheidskromme V(A.)).

.rJ~------~~-----~~---~--=
j(J(J
500
500
700
-"-

nm

Fig. 4. De relatieve gevoeligheid P van de pupil en de relatieve ooggevoeligheid V als functie van de golflengte i.. Er
is steeds in stationaire toestand gemeten. Het !!'ezicht:weltl
was in beide gevallen 18".

3)

~)

H. 8 o u ma. Size of the static pupil as a function of wave·
length and luminosity of the light incident on the human
eye. ~ature 193, 690-691. 1962 (no. 48lfi).
J. A. )1. van Liempt. De betekenis van de .. Philora"
natriumlamp voor de fotogrofie. Philips techn. T. 2,
24-28, 193i.
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Hij berichtte toen dat de pupil bij gelijke verlichtingssterkte op het oog in geel natriumlicht veel
wijder was dan in blauw-wit kwiklicht, en hij baseerde hierop een advies om in de portretfotografie natriumlicht te gebruiken (omdat een grotere pupil om
schoonheidsredenen de voorkeur verdient).
De gevonden golflengte-afhankelijkheid van de
pupilgevoeligheid komt wei min of meer overeen
met de scot o pis c he ooggevoeligheidskromme.
Deze geeft de oogge,·oeligheid in het gebied van de
zg. schemerzin, d.w.z. hij zeer kleine lichtintensiteiten. De intensiteiten waarbij de pupilrefiex is
gemeten, zijn echter veel groter dan de intensiteiten
waarbij de schemerzin werkt, zodat we aileen op
grond van deze overeenkomst nog geen conclusies
kunnen trekken over een gemeenschappelijke oorzaak.

·) 0 l>e
11
latentietijd van de visuele waarneming

"-

Wanneer een lichtstraal het netvlies treft, ervaren
we dit niet onmiddellijk: dit gebeurt ongeveer 100
ms later, wanneer de teweeggebrachte prikkel het
,,be\\-ustwordingscentrum" heeft bereikt. We noemen deze tijd de latentietijd ,·an de visuele waarneming. In het dagelijks Ieven is de beoordelingsachterstand die hierdoor ontstaat, gelukkig zo
kort dat we er geen reke~ing mee hoeven te houden.
Voor het waarnemen ,·an voorwerpen met grote
snelheid komt dit al iets anders te liggen: zo zien we
een op ons toekomende sneltrein die een snelbeid
van 120 km per uur heeft, een meter of drie verder
weg dan hij zich op dat moment werkelijk be,indt.
In het I. P. 0. is onderzocht hoe de latentietijd
afhangt van de intensiteit van het in het oog vallende licht 3). Dat deze afhankelijkheid hestaat, kan op
eenvoudige wijze aannemelijk worden gemaakt met
behulp van het Pulfrich-effect: als men met beide
ogen naar een in een vlak zwaaiende slinger kijkt en
·voor een van de ogen een lichtabsorberend filter
houdt (b.,.. met een doorlating van 20%, zoiets als
een gewone zonnebril), dan ziet men dat de slinger
uit zijn vlak komt en ongeveer een ellipskegel gaat
heschrijven. De richting waarin deze kegel wordt
doorlopen, is hierbij afhankelijk van het feit of het
filter voor het rechter- dan wei het linkeroog gehouden wordt. Fig. 5 verduidelijkt hoe dit verschijnsel
vermoedelijk tot stand komt. Doordat de twee ogen
een verschillende hoeveelheid Iicht ontvangen, is de
latentietijd van de waarneming via ieder oog ook
verschillend, en wel zo dat de zwakste prikkel de
grootste latentietijd geeft. De lichtprikkels die via
5)

J. A. J. Roufs. Perception log as a function of stimulus
luminance. verschijnt binnenkort in Vision Research, jrg 3.
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verschillende ogen gelijktijdig het bewustzijn bereiken, beantwoorden derhalve aan verschillende
standen van de slinger. Dit wordt stereoscopisch
geinterpreteerd, waardoor de slinger een stand
schijnt in te nemen buiten het ,·lak waarin hij zich
in werkelijkheid bevindt.
Is men eenmaal attent op dit Pulfrich-effect,
dat kan men het ook zonder hulp van een filter waarnemen door een oog gedeeltelijk te sluiten, waardoor het eveneens minder Iicht on't,·angt. Uit de
schijnbare uitwijkingvan de slinger bij het Pulfricheffect kan in principe bepaald worden hoe de latentietijd afhangt van de lichtintensiteit. Storende invloeden maken deze methode in de praktijk echter
ongeschikt.
We zouden de meting kunnen uitvoeren door een
lichtfiits voor het oog van een proefpersoon te ontsteken en hem te laten melden wanneer hij deze
Bits ziet. Hierbij moet echter ook de tijd nodig voor
het melden in aanmerking worden genomen: de

Fig. 5. Het Pulfrich-eft'ect. We denken ons een hoven de
tekening opgehangen slinger die zwaait in het loodrechte vlak
door de horizon tale lijn PQ. We zien deze slinger met een zek!=re
achterstand in de tijd. doordat waamemen een zekere tijd eist
- de latentietijd van de visuele waameming. Voor t!t!n van de
ogen. in de tekening is dit het rechteroog. wordt een lichtabsorberend 61ter gehouden. Doordat het rechteroog nu minder Iicht
ontvangt dan het linkeroog. is de latentietijd voor het rechter·
oog groter dan die voor het linkeroog • .Als de slinger tijdens df'
beweging naar rechts in C is. zien wij hem met het linkeroog in
de richting B. en met het rechteroog in de richting A. Dientengevolge lijkt het voor ons of de slinger zich in D bevind t. Als de
slinger in Cis terwijl hij zich naar links beweegt. ziet het linkeroog hem in de richting E en bet rechteroog in de richting F.
zodat hij zich schijnbaar in G bevindt. De slinger beschrijft der·
halve schijnbaar een kegel. waarvan het grondvlak. dat ongeveer een ellips is, in de figuur schematisch is aangegeven.
Plaatsen we het filter voor het andere oog. dan verandert de
schijnbare beweging \"an richting.
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renctietijd van de proefpersoon bevat zowel de In·
20 ms
I
tentietijd als de meldingstijd. Als we de intensitcit
I
I
van de flits varieren, kunnen we dus wei steeds de
10
I
~ ~
totale reactietijd meten, maar we weten niet in
I
I
hoeverre de hierbij waargenomen vcranderingen toe·
0
I
gesehreven moeten worden aan de latentietijd en
!
in hoeverre aan de meldingstijd.
I '!~I
L
Om deze moeilijkheid te vermijden, gaan we als
I!
1 •
volgt te werk. We maken een zodanige opstelling
-20
dat voor een oog van de proefpersoon twee Iicht·
i
0 : t,-~
flitsen Yan verschillende intensitcit kunnen worden
l~T
I
: fr-fo
-30
ontstoken. Behalve deJichtintensiteit maken we nog
een andere grootheid variabel, nl. het ontstekings·
I
i
moment van een van de fiitsen. Aan de proefpersoon
-«J
OJ
100
wordt nu gevraagd de ontsteking zo in te stellen dat
hij de twee fiitsen van verschillencle intensiteit
te gelij kertij d waarneemt. Het verschil in de Iaten· Fig. 6. In een bepauld intensiteitsgebied neemt de latentietijd
van de waarnemins: van een lichtliits lineair nf met de lo!rarit• tietijd als gevolg van de verschillende intensiteit is me
van de intensiteit I van de flits (open cirkels). Iq is de intengelijk aan het ingestelde verschil tussen de ont· siteit van de tweede ftits. die constant wordt gehouden. 10 is
de latentietijd voor I= 10 •
stekingsmomenten van de fiitsen.
Hetzelfde ~·erband met de iutensiteit is ~tevonden voor de
Zodoende hebben we een verandering in een renctietijd tr (gevulde cirkels). Daarhij is- voor I 0 dezelfde
gekozen als bij de metingen van de I:Jteutietijd:
sub j e c tie ,·e grootheid (tijd van waarneming) 1waarde
0 is .de bij deze intensiteit behorende reactietijd. t"it de geweten uit te drukken als een objectief meetbare lijkheid van de gevonden relnties kan worden afgeleid dat de
tijd nodig voor het meld en van eeu Hits niet bein,·loed word t
Yerandcring. We deden dit door aan de proef· door
de intensiteit van de flits .
. pt"rsoon te vragen twee indrukken gelijk te stellen,
In de liguur zijn tevens de 95° 0-bettouwbaarheidsintervallen
nl. de momenten waarop de fiitsen worden ervaren. van de meetresultaten weergegeven.
Een dergelijke, met de nulmethode in de fysica
n•rgelijkhare gelij kstellingsme thode wordt in de lichtflits waarneemt een :;einsleutel in te
de psychofysica veelvuldig ~oegepast 6 ).
drukken. In fig. 6 zijn de op deze wijze verkreFig. 6 geeft de op de beschreven wijze verkregen gen resultaten weergegeven als gevulde cirkels. Er
meetresultaten (open cirkels), waaruit blijkt dat, blijkt uit dat voor de reactietijd tr hetzelfde
in een zeker intensiteitsgebied, tussen de latentietijd verband (1) met de intensiteit I wordt gevonden
fJ en de intensiteit I het volgende verband bestaat:
als voor de latentietijd. We mogen hieruit concluderen dat de meldingstijd niet of nauwelijks ver(1)
ti - tD = - T ln II I 0 •
andert met de intensiteit van de gemelde lichtflits.
Hierin is 10 de willekeurig gekozen intensiteit van Dit is een resultaat dat allerminst bij voorhaat
de flits waarvan we de intensiteit constant houden, vaststond.
I de intensiteit van de andere flits, en t0 een con·
Ten slotte willen we nog de aandacht vestigen op
stante, nl. de latentietijd die behoort bij een intensi· de nauwkeurigheid van de bij dit onderzoek toegeteit I = [D. De factor T is een voor het individuele paste gelijkstellingsmethode. De gemiddelde spreioog kenmerkende constante (4 tot 8 ms), die zeUs ding der meetresultaten voor een intensiteits,·oor het linker· en rechteroog van een zelfde per· instelling bedraagt ongeveer 5 ms, hetgeen een
soon kan verschillen. )lede op grond van dit feit verrassend grote nauwkeurigheid mag heten. vergeheeft men kunnen concluderen dat de intensiteits· lt:ken vooral met de gemiddelde spreiding van de
afhankelijkheid ,·an de latentietijd verhand houtlt reactietijdmeting, die 25 ms bedraagt.
met processen in het netvlies.
We komen nog enn terug op de mogelijkheid om Beinvloeding van de helderheidsindmk door de omeen proefpersoon het waamemen van lichtflitsen gevingsbelichting
Het experiment dat we als laatste in clit :utikel
te Iaten meltlen. De reactietijd die hierbij optreedt, kan al:: functie van de intensiteit worden bespreken, is wederom een voorbeeld van de toe·
bepaald door de proefpersoon te vragen zodra hij passing van cle gelijkstellingsmethode. Het maakt
deel uit van een in het I. P. 0. "·erricht onderzoek
~) Zie bet artikelvan J. F. Schouten in dit nummer. wanriu
waarbij de invloed is nagegaan van bepaalde neteeu overzicht is ~re~~:e~·en van de verschilleude methode$
vliesbeelden op andere. Dergelijke beim·loedingen
die in de psychof')o:sica worden toegepast (biz. 3-~0).
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fungeren voor elke meting die aan het andere oog
plaatsYindt.
Bij onze onderzoekingen kijkt deproefpersoon door
middel Yan een speciale opstelling naar de in fig. 8
getekende Yelden, en hij ziet daarbij met zijn linkeroog het gestippeld aangegeYen ijknld C (in een
donkere omgeving), en met zijn rechteroog het ge·
arceerd aangegeven meetveld 11f. l\:Iet zijn rechteroog ziet hij teYens het eveneens gearceerde ring·
veld R.

J%11

.. ·.... c-.·.....

Fig. 7. De rode (groenel ''ierkantjes in de hoven· en onderhelft
VOln de figuur zijn ide n tie k. Dat zij die indruk niet geven.
komt door de andere omgeving waarin zij zijn geplaatst. Het
effect ,·an de omge,·ing op de kleurindruk is bet sterkst als we
op grote afstand of onder een kleine hoek naar de figuur k~jken.
(Ontleend aan een voordr:acht ,·an'\\. D. '\\ri!!:ht. !!'ehouden
op bet )Iaxwell Colour Centena~· Congress. Lo.;den l96l.)

zijn bij de visuele waarneming zeer algemeen en
vaak van uiterst complexe aard . .Men kent het verschijnsel in een extreme vorm als verblinding: een
sprekend voorbeeld is ook wat men waarneemt bij
het bekijken van fig. i.
De indruk die de bovenste groep rode (of groene)
vierkantjes in de figuur op ons maakt, is niet deze]f.
de als die ,·an de onderste groep vierkantjes van de·
zelfde kleur. In de onderste groep lijken ze donkerder
te zijn en bovendien enigszins Yan kleur te ver·
schillen. Objectief is er geen verschil tussen de twee
groepen vierkantjes, behalve dat de bovenste vier·
kantjes door gele en de onderste door blauwe 'ier·
kantjes omringd zijn. De omgeving blijkt dus een
zeer grote indoed op kleur· en helderheidsindruk uit
te oefenen. Als we de oogafstand tot de figuur ver·
anderen, zien we hoe de diverse kleur· en helderheidsindrukken zich wijzigen. Het effect is bet meest
geprononceerd als we onder een kleine hoek naar de
figuur kijken (d. w .z. van grote afstand of scherend
over het vlak), of als we de figuur onscherp zien.
Het hier te beschrijven experiment betrof een
veel eenvoudiger situatie. Daarbij is nagegaan hoe
de uniforme omgeving van een voorwerp de
helderheidsindruk ervan beinvloedt.
Voor het toepassen van de gelijkstellingsmethode
maken we gebruik ,·an het feit dat de helderheids·
indruk in beide ogen onderling onafhankelijk is. Het
ene oog kan derhalve als ,intern ijkinstrument"

lill,i

Fig. 8. Het beeld dat de proefper~oon ziet bij de proeven over
de invloed ''an de om!feving op de helderheid~indruk ,·an een
bepaald voorwerp. volgens de gelijkstellingsmethode. )let bet
linkeroog ziet hij uitsluitend bet gestippelde ijkveld C. en met
bet rechteroog de gearceerde velden. d.i. het ringveld R en bet
meetveld M. Bij een luminantie L. van het ijkveld en een
luminantie L, ''an de ring. regelt de proefpersoon de luminan·
tie Lm van het meetveld totdnt de helderheidsindruk ''an ijk- en
meetveld gelijk is. De centrale stip. die door beide ogen wordt
waar11enomen. i~ een fixntiebulpmiddel.

De proefpersoon krijg:t nu de opdracht om bij ge·
g:even luminanties Lc van het ijkveld en Lr '·an
het ringveld de luminantie Lm ,·an het meetveld
zo te regelen dat de helderheidsindrukken ,·an ijk- en
meetveld gelijk zijn. Op deze wijze kunnen we nagaan
hoe de luminantie van de ring de helderheidsindruk
van het meetveld beinvloedt. Het blijkt dat bij belichting van de ring in het algemeen een grotere
waarde van Lm wordt gevonden dan als we de ring
niet belichten. Uit deze waarneming kunnen we
het bekende feit concluderen dat de belichting van
de omgeYing -van een bepaald netvliesgedeelte in
het algemeen de gevoeligheid van dat netvliesgedeelte doet afnemen.
In fig. 9 is voor -vier luminantiewaarden
Lc1 ••• Lea (ijkveld) de luminantie Lm (meet-veld)
weergegeven als functie van de luminantie Lr (ring).
De verkregen krommen zijn lijnen van constante
helderheidsindruk. De luminantiewaarden van het
ijkveld zijn gelijk aan de luminanties Lm op de
snijpunten van de krommen met de ordinaatas;
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Fig. 9. De voor het verkrijgen van gelijke helderheidsindruk·
ken in rechter· en linkeroog door de proefpersoon ingestelde
luminantie Lm van het meetveld als functie van de luminantie
Lr van de ring. bij vier luminantiewaarden Lc van het ijkveld.
Het omhoog !open van deze l~jnen wijst erop dat de gevoelig·
heid van bet door het meetveld beschenen netvliesgedeelte in
toenemende mate vermindert onder invloed van toenemende
belichting: van de omgeving van dat netvliesgedeelte.

. hier is de luminantie van de ring nl. nuL zodat
gelijke helderheidsindruk van meet- en ijkveld optreedt voor Lm = Lc· )len ziet dat voor grote
luminantiewaarden van het ijkveld (Lc 1 en Ld er
geeu vermindering van d~ gevoeligheid optreedt
zolang de luminantie van de ring kleiner is dan
de luminantie van het ijkveld. In deze grafiek valt
ook op dat de lijnen van constante helderheidsindruk
dkaar zeer dicht naderen als de luminantie van
Jc ring toeneemt, hetgf!en betekent dat voor een
zelfde verandering van cle helderheidsindruk een
kleinere verandering van de luminantie nodig is
naarmate de omgeving sterker wordt belicht.
Soortgelijke veranderingen van de helderheidsindruk zijn ook door enige andere onderzoekers

gemeten i), evenwel met andere configuraties van
de velden. Het bovenvermelde experiment maaktc
deel uit van een uitgebreid onderzoek waarin de
invloed van de configuratie op de meetresultaten
is nagegaan 8 ). Hierbij hleek dat de verschillen in
configuraties zeer belangrijk zijn. Dit onderzoek zal
hier echter niet nader worden besproken, aangezien
we in dit artikel alleen een indruk hebben willen
geven van enkele methodes die bij metingen aan
het ..,;suele systeem worden toegepast.
7

Zie b.v.: E. G. Heinemann. Simultaneous brie:htness
induction as a function of inducine:·and test-field lumi"itances.
.J. exp. Psycho!. 50, 89-96. 1955.•) H. W. Horeman. Inductive brightness depression as in·
fiuenced by configurational conditions, verscbijnt binnen· _
kort in Vision Research. jrg 3.
)
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Sameavattio«. Beschreven worden drie in bet Instituut voor
Perceptie Onderzoek verrichte onderzoekingen aan bet visuele
systeem. Bij bet eerste onderzoek is de gevoeligheid van de
pupilreiiex bepaald als functie van de golflengte van bet in·
vallende Iicht. Yoor het meten van de pupildiameter is een
eenvoudig hulpmiddel gebruikt. een entoptische pupillometer.
T.iit de metin!_ten bleek dat de j,!Olfleng:te·afhankelijkheid van
de pupil. tegen de ~·erwachting in. niet samenvalt met de nor·
male ooggevoeligheidskromme. Bij bet tweede onderzoek i~
bepauld hoe de latentietijd die optreedt bij bet waarnemen van
een licbtfiits. a£hangt van de intensiteit van de flits. Dit is ge-·
daan ·door een proefpersoon het verschil tussen de ontsteking!-momenten van twee .ftitsen met verschillende intensiteit zodanig
te Iaten instellen dat hij de ft.itsen gelijktijdig waameemt. De
latentietijd bleek (binnen bepaalde grenzen) lineair af te nemen
met de lo~raritme van de intensiteit. Het derde onderzoek betreft
de invloed van de omge~-ingsbelichting op de helderheidsin·
druk die een bepaald voorwerp geeft. Hierbij liet men een proef·
penoon de lu.minantie van een meet~·eld dat zich voor bet ene
oog bevindt. en dat is omge,.·en door een ringveld van een he·
paalde luminantie. zodanig instellen dat de belderheidsindruk
die bet meetveld teweegbrengt. gelijk is aan de helderbeidsindruk
die een ijkveld met een bepaalde luminantie in het andere OO\t te·
weee:bren2:t. Het bleek dat. naarmate de onute~·intZsbelichtiruz:
sterii:er is: relatieve veranderina:en in de luminantie van eeii
voorwerp grotere ,.·eranderingen 1n de belderbeidsindruk geven.
Dit onderzoek behoorde tot een in bet artikel niet nader be·
schreven reeks. waarin de invloed ''an de conlisruratie van de
velden op de meetresultaten werd onderzocbt. -
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Complex Sensory Properties of Certain Amygdala
Units in the Freely Moving Cat
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In the irecly moving cat. sensor}' properties oi amygdala units were studied ior
extended periods. Seven out oi sixtr units responded selecth·ely to complex sensory
>timuli such as simulated bird calls or a ·black mouse. The responses oi these
units did not change during behavioral habituation and only rarely were they
induenc:ed by changes in the alertness or emotional state oi the animal. It is ceoeluded that there are cells in the amygdala that abstract from the sensory array
information which represents "things" in the external world..~ iew units showed
aiter-responses following termination oi the stimulus. These m:ty be invoh·cd in
maintaining behavior aiter sensory stimulation.
Introduction

Behavioral and physiologic:tl e.'Cperiments have implicated the amygdala
in the neural processes underlying a wide variety of complex behaviors.
including feeding. sexual activity. aggressive and defensive behavior. and
learning ( 4, 5·,. :VIost amygdala unit studies, however. have concentrated
on the response oi these neurons to relatively simple stimuli such as clicks.
light flashes. and electrical shocks (I. 8, 17). Both :\Iachne and Segundo
'8) and Creutzieldt. Bell. and ..-\dey t 1), in their studies on lmanesthetized
and paralyzed animals, concluded that the prevalent inputs to the amygdala
\\'ere from the olfactory and somesthetic systems. 'Vendt and .-\lbe-Fessard
': 17) im·estigated the pathways mediating the amygdala unit response to
eiectric shock applied to the paws of cats given chloralose. and traced the
input through the nucleus ventralis posterolateralis of the thalamus and
area SII of the cortex. The only unit study to find an appreciable
1 This work was supported by Contract SD-193 oi the t:. S. Department of
Deiense to Dr. Ronald lfelzack. Dr. O'Keeie. now in the ::\!.R.C. Cerebral Functions
Research Group, Department oi :\natomy, Cniversity Co!lege London, Gower St..
London, W.C.l .. England, was supported by a CS.N.I.l!.H. predoctoral grant and
Dr. Bouma. who was on leave irom the Institute ior Perception Research, Eindhoven.
the Xetheriands. was supported by a grant irom the Xetberlands Organization for the
Advancement oi Pure Research IZ.\V.O.l. The authors thank l!r. Daniel Frank ior
his help in the earlr phases oi this research and Dr. ::\felzack ior his support and
encouragement.
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number of amygdala units responsive to auditory and visual stimuli was
one on the unanesthetized. unrestrained cat by Sawa and Delgado ( 10 _).
There is some suggestion in their results that complex stimuli were
especially effective: "Meows'' were the most potent auditory stimulus. and
two of three units tested were excited by the presence of a white rat in
the eat's cage. From the discrepancies between the behavioral data.and the
electrophysiological data we got the idea that there might exist amygdala
cells that respond mainly to complex stimuli and would therefore easily
escape detection by the usual methods of unit investigation. Such units
would presumably require extended periods of study, preierably in the
unanesthetized animal.
By using a technique which permitted us to hold on to a unit for at
least 6 hours we were able to ascertain not only the modality but also the
specific stimulus to which the unit responded best. Seven units were found
which responded best to complex stimuli and these will be discussed in
detail. In addition. several cells showed an aftereffect aiter cessation of the
appropriate stimulus and one of them will be discussed.
Methods

Recordings were taken from 23 cats. Electrodes were implanted in ten
additional cats but they failed to show any isolable unit potentials.
Electrode Preparation and Implantation Techniques. The technique used
is essentially a modification of that described by Strumwasser (16) and
Olds (9) and involves the permanent implantation of small wires in the
structure to be studied. Two techniques for the stereota."'i:ic placement of
the extremely flexible wires in the amygdala were used.
The most extensively used ( 20 cats) technique employed a modification
of a method for E:\IG electrode implantation (14). An assembly was made
by soldering eight 65-p. formvar-coated nichrome wires to a nine-pin connector and inserting the free ends of the wires up the barrel of an 18- or
22-gauge hypodermic needle until they protruded from the top. The cat.
under X embuta1 anesthesia. was placed in the stereotaxic instrument and
its skull exposed ..-\ small hole was drilled in the skull and the tip of the
needle guide aimed stereotaxically for the basolateral portion of the amygdala (usually.-\ 11.0, L 11.0. H -6.0. atlas of Snider and ).J'iemer: 15'l.
Each of the eight wires was cut free at the sharpened tip of the needle
hy applying an upward tension on the free ends. vVhen all the wires were
cut, the needle was gently removed. IeaYing the wires behind in the brain.
The connector was then cemented to the skull and the wound margins
closed with sutures.
In a later technique. eight 25-Jt wires were cut le,·el with each other and
their tips attached to the encl of n thin probe hy dipping them into melted
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carbowa.x {l:nion Carbide P.E.G. 6.0001. This substance is relatively nontoxic and soluble in water. After the wax had solidified. the assembly was
inserted into the brain. Half a minute later, the wax had dissolved sufficiently for the probe to be withdrawn. lea\·ing the electrodes in place.
General Recording and Data .-l11alysis. In most cases, only one or two
oi the eight implanted electrodes recorded stable unit potentials. The
signals were led from the eat's brain to standard recording equipment
rhrough flexihle low-noise 1Iicrodot cable. An active electrode was always
recorded differentially against an inactive electrode and frequencies below
GOO Hz and abO\·e 5 kHz were cut off. Xormally. unit potentials wen:~
hetween 30 and 50 p.v against a noise background of 10 p.v.
In order to isolate the units. the output of the oscilloscope was fed into
an amplitude discriminator, which produced standard output pulses which
could be fed into one of two averaging devices. The first. assembled from
digital logic modules produced a continuous frequency histogram of the
unit activity. The second involved a Root~:\Iean-Square ::\Teter ..-\.II outputs
were fed into channels of a Grass polygraph.
All units reported on were held for at least 6 hours and most for more
than 1 day.
Stimulus Presentation and Behavioral Testing Procedures. After recovery from the operation. the animal was placed in a general testing
box every few days and the electrodes tested for units. The testing
box measured 75 X 55 X 60 em and was fitted with a one-way mirror. It
was designed to take several different floors. One floor was fitted with a
drinking fountain through which the animal could be fed liquid substances:
another was fitted \Vith two grids of insulated resistance wire separated
by a 7-em high barrier in the middle. Direct current passed through one
of the grids heated it rapidly to a noxious level.
\Vhen an electrode showed an isolable unit, the responses of the cell to
a wide range of sensory stimuli were tested. Since units responsive to
complex stimuli were specifically sought, most testing sessions began with
a rapid presentation of several complex stimuli. This procedure quickly
gave a general impression of the unit's response profile and served as the
basis for the more detailed study which followed. This suhsequent testing
was directed towards the identification of the most effective complex
stimulus. after which an attempt was made to isolate those components of
the stimulus which were responsible for the unit's firing.
Consequently, most of the experimentation took the form of :m open
dialogue between experimenter and unit rather than of an unilateral interrogation of the unit by means of a predetermined set of stimuli. Accordingly. each unit was treated as an indi\'iclual and little attention was paid
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to such questions as what percentage of amygdala units responded to visual
or auditory stimuli. The collection of cell biographies presented here, then,
does not purport to tell the story of the nucleus as a whole.
In general, stimuli were selected which elicited a behavioral response.
Examples of comple.'C auditory stimuli were clapping, scratching outside
and inside the box. calling ''meow," barking and hissing, all of which were
produced by the experimenter. Simple auditory stimuli were delivered
through a speaker mounted near the top of the box. They were generated
by short pulses, sinusoids, random noise and ''rustle noise :· produced by
passing the random noise through a Schmitt trigger set to pick off only the
larger pulses ( 13). This results in a continuous series of pulses at random
intervals and resembles the noise of leaves on a windy day. The loudness of
the stimuli were subjectively judged as low, medium, or high.
Typical complex visual stimuli were a live black mouse in a jar and a
rubber hose snaked in and out through a hole in the box. This latter is a
compelling stimulus for most cats. Simpie visual stimuli were such things
as light flashes, a moving flashlight shone through the split-mirror of the
box, and a mo,·ing hand or striped card.
In some experiments, olfactory stimuli such as the scent of catnip,
formol-saline solution, or various catfoods were presented to the animal.
In addition, the animal was usually fed either solid or liquid food, and
controls for proprioception, licking, etc. were eventually applied.
Proprioceptive influences on the unit were not systematically studied, and
no units showed clear-cut somesthetic responses. Stimuli were confined to
rapid exploration of the body, lifting the animal off the ground, and rhythmically pushing down on his back. In a few instances. the meaning of a
stimulus to which the unit responded was altered by pairing it with food
or with heat to the paws. the latter administered through one of the grid
floors.
Histology. "Cpon termination of testing, the animals were deeply anesthetized and killed by exsanguination. Following perfusion with nom1al saline
and 105-1: formol-saline solutions. the brains were removed and left in
formol-saline solution.
Since accurate localization of the electrode tips was not considered necessary for the purposes of the study, the photographic technique of Guzman,
Alcarez. and Fernandez ( 6) was used. While still wet, thick ( 150 p.)
unstained sections were used as negatives in a photographic enlarger for
projection onto high contrast (F5) photographic paper. In the photographs
obtained from this procedure, the gross structure of the brain was well
defined. and the locadon of the deepest electrode tips could easily be ascertained.
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Sixty units were e.'i:amined closely enough for some conclusions about
their response properties to be drawn. ~'lost of these units either responded
ronsistently to a wide range of stimuli (23 units), or were not reliably
influenced by the stimuli used in this study (30 units). This report will
concentrate on the small group of seven units which appeared to be selec·
tively influenced by a specific complex stimulus or group of stimuli. Four
of the 23 units responding to a wide range of stimuli showed aftereffects
following termination of the stimulus and one of these will be discussed.
Units Responsive to Specific Stimuli. Briefly, the seven units in this
category had the following response properties: Unit 1 responded preferentially to the ingestion of a specific flavor cat food. unit 2 to the ingestion of food. unit 3 to the shape of a black mouse, unit 4 to a low-pitch
human voice. unit 5 to a low clap only during the slow-wave part of sleep,
unit 6 to a scratching noise from a specific direction. and unit 7 to a ''birdlike" sound. This listing follows. in general. the chronological order in
which we studied the units and our certitude about the exclusiveness of
the response properties of any particular unit is greater for the later ones
than for those studied earlier. The electrode placements are shown in
Fig. 1, from which it can be seen that units 2 and 6 were outside the
amygdala.
Unit 1. The first unit which appeared to respond to a complex stimulus
fired at a higher frequency while the cat ate fish-flavored cat food then
while it ate chicken-flayored cat food (7.4 spike/sec for 175 sec of fish
eating vs. 2.9 spike/sec for 240 sec of chicken eating) (Fig. 2C. D and E).
The firing rate during the postprandial grooming (6.2 spike/sec for ·HO
sec) (Fig. 2F) did not differ markedly from the rate when the cat was
resting quietly (5.8 spike/sec for 390 sec) (Fig. 2A) indicating that the
motor activity associated with licking and chewing was not a major factor
in the unit response. Examination of the unit firing pattern during chicken
and fish eating indicates that the changes in firing pattern and the changes
in eating behavior do not coincide closely in time. (e.g.. the increase in
activity toward the end of the chicken session Fig. 2E and the low rate
during the subsequent pause). Two different explanations might account
for the discrepancy. Either the unit was monitoring some aspect of food
ingestion (such as swallowing) different from those aspects which we were
obsen·ing or it was responding to properties of the food other than taste or
texture. properties such as the reward ,·alue. The change in firing rate
when the hungry animal became excited by the sight of food immediately
prior to the feeding session (Fig. 2 .\ and B 1 may perhaps be taken as
support for the latter hypothesis. -.·i=. that the unit was responding to some
derh·ative property of the food. Cniortunately. a systematic examination
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FIG. 1. Approximate locations oi electrode placements shown on photographs made
irom unstained section,; oi the cat brain. The placement ior unit 6 was not determined.

oi this units other sensory response properties was not carried out. Responses to inmh·ertant stimuli such as the noise shown in Fig. 2G indicated
that it responded to auditory stimuli.
Cnit 2..\ unit which seemed to monitor food ingestion itself rather than
some property of the foocl was recorded from the lateral hypothalamus
in the region of the ansa lemicularis. The cat was fed liquified salmon
through a fountain in the floor of the box. Once the cat hegan tn lick at
the fountain bowl. hi! continued to do so e,·en during periods when little or
no salmon was left. Consequently. during most of the period shown in
Fig. 3. the only factor which ,·aried was the amount of food being ingested by the animal. anrl it is clear that the unit rate correlates directly
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Fie. 2. Differential firing of unit 1 during the ingestion of two different foods.
Polygraph records of pulses from amplitude discriminator. The animal was hungry but
quiet during A. Between A and B, the animal was momentarily shown the food and
became excited. Between B and C, two mounds of cat food. one chicken flavored, the
other fish ftavored, were placed in the box and the animal began to eat irom each
alternatively. Subsequent records C. D. and E show that the unit fires more during
fish eating than during chicken eating. Postprandial grooming (F) controls for the
inftuence oi li~king. At the arrow in G an inad,·ertant sound inhibited the unit acth·ity.

with this variable. Since subsequent tests showed the same response to
milk ingestion, it was concluded that the unit was monitoring the intake
of food and was not concerned with other properties of the food such as
taste. Following this feeding session. tests of the unit's responsiveness to
auditory stimuli were begun and it appeared that the slow spontaneous
firing was slightly inhibited by a 2-KHz tone. Before this response could
he systematically tested, however. the unit was lost.
Unit 3. l:'nit 3, from the lateral amygdala was ma:..:imally acti\'ated by
the sight of a live black mouse in a glass jar (Fig. +). The introduction
of the mouse into the testing box elicited both strong behavioral and elec-
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Ftc. 3. Response of unit 2 (in the lateral hypothalamus) during iood ingestion.
At each arrow, liquid salmon was squined into the ieedingr iountain. Solid lines
indicate lapping oi the food: dotted lines indicate continued lapping a iter the iood
was gone. Calibration marks are 10 sec and 20 spikes.
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FIG. 4. Responses oi unit 3 to black mouse shapes and other Yisual stimuli. During
A, a live black mouse in a jar was introduced into the box. Simple stimuli such as a
horizontally mO\·ing spot oi light (B) or behaviorally arousing stimuli such as a
rubber hose (C) were ineffective as was the empty jar (E). A moving black cardboard figure oi the mouse inside the jar (D) or alone (F) was also effective although
not to the same degree as the live mouse. Calibration marks are 30 sec and 20 spikes.

trophysiological responses (A) . .-\ black cardboard model of a mouse
produced a smaller unit discharge and less behavioral activation (D and
F). That the degree oi behavioral arousal produced by the stimulus was
not the only important factor was demonstrated by the absence of a unit
response to the rubber hose-which produced moderate arousal (C)and the relatively small unit activity produced by the introduction of the
empty jar which the cat immediately pounced upon (E). The failure of
simple visual stimuli, such as a moving spot of light shone through the
mirror (B) or the black top of the jar (E). to influence the unit further
suggests that it was sensitive specifically to "mouse shape'' inputs.
unit ..j., The best stimulus for activating the next unit was the sound
a low-pitched human voice, whether talking softly or making "oo" sounds
(as in boom) (Fig. 5:-\). Pure tones produced by sine waves of 1 kHz
(C). 2 kHz (E), and 200 Hz were much less effective. Tones at ..j. kHz
(D) and other sounds such as white noise, clicks, paper rustling, or loud
keys were ineffectiYe. An additional difference between the very effective
human voice sound and the only moderately effective tones was shown by
the unit's responses to these stimuli during repeated presentations. vVhereas
there was no diminution of the response to repeated low human voice
presentations ( .-\ .l , its weak responses to the 200 Hz and 2 kHz sinusoids
attenuated rapidly and became unstable after the first few presentations
(E). Furthermore. "habituation" of the unit to the tone did not affect its
response to the voice sound (E) .
t:nit 5. Sample records of another unit from the same animal (Fig. 6)
show not only its highly specific response to a particular auditory stimulus
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Frc. 5. Responses oi unit + to auditory stimuli. A repeated low human voice sound
("oo'') (A) produced activation without much "habituation.'' B shows the absence of
response to white noise; C. the small response to the onset of a 1 kHz tone; and D.
the absence oi a response to a 4 kHz tone. Repeated 2 kHz tones (solid tines in E)
led to rapid "habituation" of the unit response but the human ,-oice sound (two
dotted lines) was still effective.
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Frc. 6. Responses of unit 5 to sounds produced by pen-on-metal taps and low hand
claps during various states of wakeiulness, as determined by the animal's behavior
and the low-frequency activity irom the same electrodes (lower traces). The cat went
irom a state oi alertness (A), first into slow-wave sleep (B, C) and then, into lowvoltage fast sleep ( D, early part; E, late part) before awaking again (F, immediate!)'
upon waking: G. 1 min later). The arrows in D and E mark the beha,·ioral concomitants oi low-voltage fast sleep such as eye blinks and ear and limb twitches.
Note the strong responses to the low claps only during B, C, and D.
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but also the extent to which this specificity was dependent on the conscious
state of the animal. The state of the animal was assessed by his beha·vior
and by the low frequency electrical activity recorded from the same electrode. During the quiet waking state (A, F, and G) the unit was only
slightly ancl unreliably activated by gentle taps of a pencil on metal and
low-volume claps..-\11 other stimuli were ineffecth·e. _-\s the animal relaxed
into slow-wave sleep the sensitivity of the unit to the low clap increasec.'
while its response to the tap was abolished (B and C). This altered response pattern was maintained even into the early stages of low voltage
fast ( !Yi ) sleep ( D l. Only during the later stages of lvf sleep did the
unit cease to react to low claps (E).
Cnit 6. Another unit which responded to a specific auditory stimulus was
recorded from the fiber plexus in the area of the stria terminalis. It was
acth·ated maximally by the sound oi a finger-nail scratching on wood that
came irom a direction to the leit of the animal"s head, (directions D and E
in Fig. 7 J. :\fo,·ing the stimulus towards the front of the animal or behind

FIG. i. Responses oi unit 6 to a finger-nail scratching on wood presented from
different directions l.see top view of cat"s head). Calibration marks are 30 sec and
20 spikes.

its leit ear produced a sharp decrease in response (C, F, in Fig. 7). A tap
from the same direction produced a much smaller and less reliable response,
and all other auditory stimuli were ineffective. Some understanding of the
mechanism underlying the directional sensitivity was gained by sttldying
the effects on the responses of covering either ear. Figure 8 shows the
results oi thi~ experiment. \Vhen only the right ear (contralateral to the
preferred direction J was open, the responses to sounds from all directions
were aholishecl: le~n·ing only the left ear open produced an enhancement of
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FIG. 8. Same unit (6) as in Fig. 7. Changes in response to nail-scratching on the
cat"s leit ( LJ 1E in Fig. 7) and right (A in Fig. 7) sides with both ears open ( LR),
only the leit ear open IL), and only the right ear open (R). Calibration marks are
30 sec and 20 spikes.

all responses. At least part oi the directional sensiti\"ity of the unit, then.
was due to excitatory imputs from the left ear and inhibitory ones from
the right ear.
Unit i. The final unit to be discussed in this section also responded to
a complex auditory stimulus. It was studied for 2 full days. Unfortunately,
the electrode placement was not located histologically. but the electrodes,
when removed from the brain, were the same length and shape as others
which turned out to be in the amygdala. This unit showed no spontaneous
activity and was activated only by an experimenter-produced sound which
resembled a bird chirp. A representative response together with a sonogram
of the effective stimulus is shown in Fig. 9. Infrequently, the sound made
by opening or closing the metal door to the screened room would fire the
unit once or twice. All other sounds were ineffective. These included :
Squeaks made by live adult rats and rat pups; experimenter-produced
imitations of various cat sounds (meows, cries, hisses) ; all other birdlike

OJ

.2.3.4.5
TIME (SECS.)

4.7

FIG. 9. E:a.mple of the response of unit i to imitation bird chirps. To the right
is a sonogram of the effecth·e sound which does not include the higher frequencies_
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noises made by the experimenters or produced by a mechanical bird caller ;
recorded sounds of birds, frogs, and other wildlife; and all the electronic
sounds listed in the methods section (including numerous attempts to reproduce the predominant features of a sonogram of the effective stimulus) .
The failure of recorded and electronically produced sounds to e."'cite the
unit may have been due to the absence of high frequency components in
these sounds or to the attenuation of these components by our audio amplifiers and speakers. Two observations strengthen this suggestion. First,
when the effective sound was recorded on tape and then played back to
the animal through the amplifier and speaker. it failed to fire the unit. The
second observation was made while various combinations of two tones were
being used as stimuli. The cat drifted into a light sleep, a state during
which some units are more excitable than usual (see for example. unit 5,
Fig. 6). Several isolated presentations of a 4 kHz tone plus a 22 kHz tone
(presumably severely attenuated by the amplifier-speaker system) caused
the unit to fire. Although the vast majority of presentations of this combination of tones were ineffective. no other combinations were ever effective. \Ve tentatively conclude, then, that a necessary feature of the adequate
stimulus \\'aS a frequency component above 20kHz.
Units with After-responses. Four units from the amygdala and surrounding structures showed responses following the termination of the
appropriate stimulus. This part of the response will be called the afterresponse to contrast it \\~ith the direct response which occurs during the
period ·of stimulation. We shall discuss the best unit from this group.
Unit 8. This unit from the posterior part of the lateral amygdala showed
afterdischarging to several auditory stimuli. The best and most consistent
direct response was to experimenter-produced meows (Fig. 10 A, B, C).
~lost auditory stimuli, however. produced some direct response which was
followed by a variable period of increased activity following cessation of
the stimulus (Fig. 10). This afterdischarge was not correlated with any
behavior and its length seemed to be related more to the duration of the
stimulus than to the strength of the direct response. For e.'Cample, the
;;meows." which produced the strongest direct response did not produce
the longest after-response (compare A. B. C. with F. G, Fig. 10). Furthermore, the direct response and the after-response were sometimes separated
by a pause or 1 or 2 sec. This separation is most appa.rent in the unit response to the whistle (F) but can also be seen to a lesser extent in most of
the other responses. The dissociation of these direct and after-responses
is emphasized by the similarity between the after-responses to the whistle
(D and F) in spite of the failure of the direct response in the former instance.
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FIG. 10. After-responses oi unit 8 to Yarious auditory stimuli. Xote that the afterresponses to the fh·e stimulated cat cries (£) and the 60-Hz tone (G) are longer
than the a iter-responses to the simulated meows (A, B, C) in spite oi the pronounced
direct responses to the latter stimuli. Also note that the aiter-response to the whistle
occurs in the absence oi a direct response (D). Calibration marks are 10 sec and
10 spikes.

Discussion

Amygdala units receive strong auditory and visual inputs as was previously shown by Sa wa and Delgado (1 0 1. Other unit studies ( 1, 8. 17 1
have emphasized the olfactory and somatic inputs to the amygdala. A general conclusion from all the studies of amygdala unit activity, then, must
be that this region of the brain receh·es information from most. if not all.
sensory modalities.
In the present study we looked for and found units selectively responsive to certain complex stimuli. In retrospect, the inability to move the
electrodes improved the chances of finding these cells. Had the electrodes
been moveable, units not easily influenced would have been readily abandoned in favor of more tractable ones. :\!ore importantly, some electrodes
were examined that showed no spontaneous activity. _\sit turned out. most
of the units with selective response properties had little or no spontaneous
activity during the waking period.: This may explain the difficulty which
Creutzfeldt et a!. ( 1 J reported in finding amygdala units. An important
aspect ·of units with little or no spontaneous acth·ity is that any responses
are immediately obvious. thereby increasing the probability that a unit
response to simple stimuli would be noticed.
:For seyeral other units which fired only wht."fl the cat $)ept no effectiYe stimuli
could be iound.
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The present findings that there are units in the amygdala.and surrounding areas which respond selectively to complex sensory stimuli such as
bird-calls or mice suggest that certain cells in this part of the brain abstract
from the sensory array information which represent "things'' in the e..'Cternal world. If the hierarchically organized system of feature-analyzers
postulated by Hubel and 'Wiesel (7) for the visual cortex can be generalized, units which functioned in the manner just described could be
the logical culmination. Since the temporal cortex receives extensive acoustic as well as visual input and sends a strong projection to the amygdala
( 12), it would be the most likely candidate for the intermediate stages of
such a system.
Our emphasis on the function being primarily sensory stems from several additional observations. 'With the exception of unit 1 (Fig. 2) (fishchicken) none of the units studied were affected by spontaneous or induced
changes in the emotional state of the animaL Xor were there any significant
changes in unit firing in the handful of instances where the meaning of a
stimulus was manipulated by positive or negative reinforcement. Moreover.
changes in the general alertness of the animal were not usually accompanied
by changes in the effectiveness of the appropriate stimulus. Finally, during
behavioral habituation to the stimulus there was no concomitant habituation
of the units. 3 The overall impression, then, was that the responses of these
units to their effecth·e stimuli did not change during wide variations in the
·
animals' behavior.
A last point to be discussed is the occurrence of aftereffects. Previous
work on the effects of electrical stimulation of the amygdala had already
suggested such a phenomenon. For example. the change in hypothalamic
unit acth·ity produced hy amygdala stimulation outlasts the period of stimulation by as long as 20 sec (2. 11 ). Similarly, the defense reaction in cats
elicited by amygdala stimulation continues after termination of the stimulus
(18). Finally, it has been reported that stimulation of the periamygdaloid
area of conscious human patients produced beha,·ioral automatism and
amnesia lasting as long as 1 min following cessation of the stimulation ( 3).
Our obsen·ations, then, add to the evidence that the amygdala is involved
in the maintenance of behavioral activity in the absence of the stimulus.
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INTRODUCTION

MANY cases have been reported in the literature on colour in which the C.I.E. specifications
do not correlate sufficiently well with the colour appearance of surface colours. Much work
has been done on this problem, since it is a matter of great theoretical and practical interest
to specify a colour in accordance with its appearance. A comprehensive review of the subject
was given by Juoo {1965) in the opening lecture of the Luzern International Colour Meeting.
What is relevant to the subject of this investigation is the method that can be used to
assess the colour appearance of surface colours under any conditions. Three methods are
available:
(1) a binocular matching technique

(2) a memory matching technique
(3) a subjective estimation technique.
A brief account of each of them is given below.
(I) Binocular matching technique

Also called haploscopic or interocular matching (WRIGHT, 1934; WASSEF, 1955; GIBSON
1967 and WYSZECKI and STILES' Handbook, 1967). In this frequently applied method, an
instrument is used in which a testfield is seen by one eye (say the left eye) and an adjacent
matching field is seen by the other eye. If it is required to measure the difference in colour
appearance of an object as seen under two different conditions, two matches are obtained as
judged by the right eye, whose state of adaptation is assumed to be unchanged. The difference between the two matches is taken to correspond to the difference in colour appearance
of the object under the two conditions.
(2) Memory matching technique

For memory matching techniques see PEARSON, RUBINSTEIN and SPIVACK, 1969. In this
method, the observer is trained to recognize the colour appearance in terms of some colour
system, say the Munsell system, and to remember notations for hue, saturation. and lightness. If he is shown an object under any condition, he will give its notation, relying on his
memory. To help memory, one can have the training system under standard conditions
continuously available for comparison, in which case it becomes a method of successive or
even simultaneous matching (NEWHALL, BURNHAM and CLARK, 1957; JAMESON and HURVICH, 1959; WHEELER, 1965).
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If the memory scales on which the observer is trained are close to a natural system of
colour assessment (as in the work of HELSON, JUDD and WARREN, 1952), the method comes
close to the third technique:
(3) Subjective estimation technique
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In this method, the observer simply observes the test sample and assigns numbers or
names to it which correspond to attributes of its subjective appearance. Due to the basic
and comprehensive work of S. S. Stevens et ai., the method has recently gained in general
acceptance. Normally, three colour attributes are assigned: Hue, Saturation and Lightness.
The concept of the method is incorporated in subjective colour systems such as Munsell's.
For Hue, four to six names of basic or unique colours are commonly used, among which
are Red, Yellow, Green, and Blue. For colour appearances between the unique colours.
interpolations are being used either in numerical form (SCHOUTEN, 1935; JAMESON and
HuRVICH, 1959; INDOW and STEVENS, 1966), or as combination names such as Blue-Green
(KRUITHOF and BOUMA, 1942; THOMSON, 1954; BOYNTON, SCHAFER and NEUN, 1964;
BOYNTON and GORDON, 1965; JACOBS and GAYLORD, 1967). The influence of instructions
has been investigated by BEARE and SIEGEL (1967).
For Saturation, quantitative assessments have already been reported in 1929 by MAXWELL
(1929) and RICHARDSON (1929). JAMESON and HURVICH (1959) used percentage estimates and
GALIFRET (1959) and ONLEY eta/. (1963) magnitude estimates. The full power of Stevens'
methodology has been applied to saturation estimates by PANEK and STEVENS (1966),
INDOW and STEVENS (1966), INDOW (1967), WARREN (1967) and JACOBS {1967).
Lightness is among the subjective attributes that have been studied thoroughly by
STEVENS and STEVENS (1960) and by many others. As far as the method was applied to
refiecting surfaces, it was almost exclusively greys that were examined {WARllEN and PoUL·
TON, 1966). We know only ofHURVICHand JAMESON(l959)who applied it to surface colours
as well.
As will be seen from this brief survey, much of the work on subjective estimation stems
from the last few years. It therefore seemed fit in 1966, when this investigation was carried
out, to test the adequacy of subjective estimates of colour attributes as a method for studying
colour appearances of surface colours (ISHAK and VAN BussEt, 1966, for a preliminary
report). Results will be presented that show (a) the standard deviations of single estimates
and (b) some general trends in the assessments as they compare to data taken from the
literature.
METHODS
Sixty mat Munsell samples were used in this investigation. They covered a reasonable pan of the colour
space. as can be seen in Table I from their Munsell notations. Each of the samples covered a visual angle
of 10• x 4·5•, with the long side horizontal. They were presented in a frontal plane against a background
which covered 90° x 90° and which was provided by a booth in a dark room. The samples were illuminated at
45• by a Philips fluorescent lamp No. 55, colour temperature 6,500° and colour rendering index 95, as
provided by the manufacturer. Illumination level was at 500 lx.
Seven backgrounds were used: Black. Grey, White, Red. Yellow, Green, and Blue. Their Munsell
notations as obtained by the two observers by way of direct matching are also given in Table I.
Two observers with normal colour vision gave estimates for the colour attributes-Hue, Saturation and
Lightness of each sample. They were first given an instruction session. in which they were acquainted with
the meaning of the attributes and with the scales to be used in their assessments. They were instructed not to
fixate long on the sample before giving their judgments, but to rove the scene as one usually looks at things.
For estimating any attribute. the samples were presented one after another in random order, and the
observer gave in one session one estimate for the attribute under study for all 60 samples. Each session did
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TABLE I. MUNSELL NOTATIONS OF SAMPLES (1-60) AND BACKGROUNDS (61-67)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
Black
Grey
White
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

2·5

5
7·5
7·5
7·5
10
10
2·5
2·5

5
7'
7'
10
2'
5

s
s

7'
10
2'

21:
22:
23:
24:

R
1/4
R
5!8
R
5/2
R
4/6
R
5/10
R
5/6
R
3/6
YR 8/4
YR - 6/12
YR 6/6

26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

YR
YR
YR
y
y
y
y
y
y
GY

31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

61:
62:
63:

25:

1/4
5/6
4/4
6/4

Si6
3/2
8/12
7/8
8/6
4/4

10

64:

5

65:
66:
67:

2'
4
2'

N
y
N
R
y
G
PB

5
5
7'
7'
10
10
2'
2'

5

7'
10
2'

5

s

7'
7'
10
2'

5
5

GY
GY
GY
GY
GY
GY
G
G
G
G

8/8
5/6
5/6
7/10
6/2
6/10
5/6
3/4
4/6
3/4

G
BG
BG
BG
BG
BG
BG
B
B
B

6/2
5/4
6/2
S/6
8/4
4/6
3/6
3/4
6/2
5/6

41:
42:
43:

44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:

54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:

60:

7'
10
10
2'

5
5
7'
7'
10
2'

5
5
7'
7'
10
2'

5

s

7'
10

B
B
B
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
p

1/6
5/4
4/6
6/8
5/6
2/4
4/6
4/12
7/2
6/6

p
p
p
p
p
RP
RP
RP
RP
RP

7/4
4/6
5/8
6/10
3i2
3/8
6/6
5/10
4/4
7/2

05/
8/0·5
10/
55 /12
8 5 /10
55 /9
6/8

not last longer than half an hour. For the black background five estimates of each of the attributes were
obtained for each observer on five different days. For the other backgrounds three estimates were obtained.
Different random orders were used for measurements on different days.
Hue estimates
For estimates on Hue, each sample was presented singly against the background. Hue judgements were
given with reference to the four unique hues: Red. Yellow. Green, Blue. The space between the unique hues
was assigned the number of 100 on the subjective scale. and the observer judged percentages of unique hues
that he saw present in the sample. Thus, an estimate 20R-80Y would belong to a hue on the red side of pure
yellow, with a ratio between perceived redness and perceived yellowness of 20:80. For unique hues, judgements will be 100 Red, 100 Yellow, etc.
Saturatio11 estimates
For estimates on saturation, the samples were presented singly against the background. Judgements of
saturation were based on a scale where an achromatic sensation (black, grey or white) represented the zero of
the scale, whereas the number 100 was assigned to the maximum saturation, to the purely subjective idea of
the observer. Thus a sample estimated to have a saturation of 20 would be one which is judged to have
20 per cent of the maximum imaginable saturation for that particular hue.
Lightness estimates
For lightness estimates. a Munsell white sample of value 9·5 was used as a reference which was seen
simultaneously with the test sample at a centre to centre distance of 20" from the test sample. From the
study of LEIBOWITZ, Man and THURLOW (1953), it could be safely assumed that effects of simultaneous
contrast are negligible for this separation. Considering the lightness of the white reference sample to have an
estimate of I 00, the observer judged the lightness of the test sample on a ratio scale. For example, a lightness
estimate of 30 would refer to a sample, in which the lightness of the test sample would be 30 per cent of the
lightness of the reference sample.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test the adequacy of our estimation method for assessing colour attributes, as compared to the binocular and memory matching methods, the following points are considered:
(I)

(2)

(3)

226

Both the memory and the estimation method have the advantage over the binocular
method of employing normal viewing conditions.
It has been assumed by those authors who used the binocular method that changing
the state of adaptation of one eye only will have little or no effect on the colour
vision as mediated by the second eye. WRIGHT (1936) and DEVALOIS and WALRAVEN (1967) have shown that this assumption is not completely true. Hence, the
validity of results obtained by the binocular method has to be taken with some
reservation.
Comparisons between the reproducibilities of the results obtained by the three
methods are difficult. because most of the results do not give clear indications of the
standard deviations of single settings or estimates. However, some comparison
could be made between the present results and those of HELSON et a/. ( 1952) who
used a memory method and WASSEF (1955), HUNT (1965) and GIBSON (1967) who
used a binocular matching method. Furthermore, comparison was possible between our results and those of other authors who used an estimation method. The
analysis of the results is given below.

Reproducibility of the results

The standard deviation a of single matches or estimates is taken as a criterion for the
reproducibility of the results.
For the present work, a was calculated for each set of judgements for the same sample
against the same background, which was for each subject five judgments for the black
background and three for the other backgrounds. Since sixty Munsell samples were used on
seven backgrounds, 420 values of a were obtained for each attribute and for each of the two
observers. The average of the 420 values of a is called the mean standard deviation a. It is
considered a measure of the reproducibility of the matches for the corresponding attributes.
The values of a for Hue (au), Saturation (as) and Lightness (ad are given in Table 2.
TABLE 2

(jH

H.v.B.

P.B.

Full scale

8·2

11·0

400

Hue
95% below

as

21
6·2

33
6·5

100

Saturation
95% below
(jL

13
4-9

IS

4·3

100

Lightness
95% below

10

10

Average standard deviations of single settings as obtained by two observers. The limits
below which 95 per cent of the a values were located, give an indication of the spread in the
values of a, each of which was derived from 3 to 5 settings only.
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In order to give an indication of the spread of the values used for averaging, we also
indicate the boundaries below which 95 per cent of the a values fell.
A relevant question as to Table 2, is if the a values are representative for the range of
parameters that we used. To see if this is the case, we plotted aH, a 5, and aL as functions of
Munsell Hue, Munsell Chroma and Munsell Value of the chips used (Fig. I). For Fig. I
a-c, we combined data from the black, grey and white backgrounds only. The influence of
the background on reproducibility can be seen from Fig. ld. For the Munsell Hue scale, we
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Fto. I. Standard deviations of single estimates on Hue (aH), Saturation (a5), and Lightness
as functions of Munsell Hue (a), Chroma (b), and Value (c), and also for different
backgrounds (d). Observers HvB (o) and PB ( +). In Fig. 1 a-c, data from black, grey, and
white backgrounds have been combined. For Munsell Hue, data points have been plotted
only for the four unique colours and for the colours judged just in between two unique colours.
Trend lines indicate minima for aH for the unique colours (zigzag line) and decreases of aH and
perhaps of a5 with increasing chroma.
(a~.).

took for our data-points only the unique colours R, Y, G, and B as judged by the observers,
and the hues judged just in between unique hues. In order to get sufficient data points, we
took for each plotted point the average for a range of 5 Hue Units centered around the
indicated values.
Only data with chroma 4 or higher were considered for Fig. Ia. In this figure the zigzag
line indicates that there is a significant influence of Hue on aH, in a sense that the judgments
near unique colours reproduce better than do the judgments just between two unique
colours. Also, there is the expected increase in a" with decreasing saturation (Fig. I b).
Chroma turns out also to influence as, be it in a less expressed fashion. Lastly, Fig. ld
shows that the red background induces high aH values, which are mainly due to poor reproducibility of the red samples. Otherwise, no large parameter influences seem to obtain.
How do the a values ofTable 2 relate to the values reported in other studies? Considering
estimation studies first, it is not easy to make comparisons, because different authors use
~"JSION

I 0/6-D
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different measures for the spread obtained, such as absolute deviations, relative deviations
and split-half correlations. Moreover, different types of subjective scale have been used. All
authors agree, however, in the reponing of quite good reproducibility. For the reasons
outlined above, we present with some reservation the data of Table 3, in which we converted all data to Munsell scale values. For the present results (Fig. 1), we took u8 = 10,
us = 7 and uL = 5 percentage points which values we assumed .to correspond to u8 = 2,
us = I and uL = 0·5 Munsell units. The main conclusion that seems warranted is that there
is a reasonable agreement between the various studies..
For the binocular matching technique, standard deviations for single settings can be
taken from the data of WASSEF (1955), HUNT (1965) and GIBSON (1967), Wasseffound values
between I :4 and 3·1 Munsell Hue Units, Hunt between 0·008 and 0.07 units on the C.I.E.U.C.S. scale, and Gibson between 0·005 and 0·016 units on the x-y C.I.E. chromaticity
diagram. Also here, we made an effort to transform representative values into Munsell units.
(Table3).
TABLE

3
aH

as

2
1·5
0·5

1·5
0·5

aL

Binocular matching
WASSEF

HUNT
GIBSON
Subjective estimation

(1955)
(1965)
(1967)

(1959)
(1966)
(1966)
PANEK and STEVENS
(1967)
JACOBS
(1967)
WARREN
STEVENS and STEVENS (1960)
W AllREN and PoULTON (1966)
Present study

1·5
O·S
2
3
1

GALIFRET

INDOw and STEVENS

0·8
0·3

o-s

2

J.N.D.
WRIGHT

(1964)

0·2

0·03

0·02

Comparison between the binocular matching method and the
subjective estimation method as to the standard deviation of single settings. a values have been transformed as well as possible into Munsell
units; because of uncertainties in these transformations the data should
be looked at with some reservation.

Under the same reservation as given above, the method of binocular matching seems to
provide data that reproduce slightly better than the data of subjective estimations.
Finally, we can make some comparison with the data of HELSON era/. (1952), obtained
with a memory method which comes close to our estimation method. He gave for the
inter individual au= 22·8. This value can be compared with inter individual au= 17·0,
which we found from further experiments carried out on five observers, in which we used a
limited number of samples and only a black background. The slight difference may be just
pure chance, or it may be that when training the subjects, memory interferes with subjective
assessments. For intra individual a 8 we found here 7·0, which is in accordance with findings
by other authors that inter individual spread is about twice as high as intra individual spread.
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Further support for the adequacy of the subjective method can be derived from a comparison
of the trends in the assessments as they compare to the Munsell and .other scales.
Subjective estimates and Munsell notation
Hue estimates. In Figure 2, Hue estimates are plotted against Munsell Hue notation for
samples. having chroma 6 or more, seen against the black background. The curves show that
the relationships are not quite linear, but that straight lines will be almost within the spread
obtained. The position of the unique hues did not quite correspond with the Munsell unique

HvB

229

!5

YR

10

!5

GY

10

!5

10

BG

Munsell

5

PB

10

!5

10
RP

hue-

FIG. 2. Hue estimates as a function of Munsell Hue. Only samples with chroma 6ormorehave
been considered. Black background. Obs. HvB. For the other subject; the results were quite
similar.

hues, in particular not for the blue for which we found S PB. This is in correspondence with
what is reported in the literature on colour naming, where results are usually given in terms
of dominant wavelengths (SCHOUTEN, 1935; DIMMICK and HUBBARD, 1939; BOYNTON and
GoRDON, 1965; and JACOBS and GAYLORD, 1967). It will be remembered that the Munsell
Hue notation employs a fifth unique hue, purple, and response categories have some influence on colour naming (BEARE and SIEGEL, 1967).
Saturation estimates. Figure 3 shows that the relationship between saturation estimates
and Munsell Chroma is not quite linear. Assuming that the curve starts at the point (0,0),
the function is steeper for lower chroma's than for higher ones. Now Stevens has pointed
out that the results of scaling experiments depend on the type of scale chosen. In particular
partition scales, in which a certain interval is divided into subjectively equal intervals are
different from ratio or magnitude scales, in which proportions are being judged.
The Munsell scale is essentially a partition scale whereas our scale can probably be
described as a ratio scale. GALIFRET (1959) compared for saturation estimates partition and
magnitude scales and could not decide to a deviation from linearity. Others repeated the
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experiments and found such a deviation (PANEK and STEVENS, 1966; INoow and STEVENS,
1966; INDOW, 1967). We may also refer to JUDD (1965):
"Actually, the first small chromaticity difference on a U.C.S. diagram from the achromatic point
counts for much more in perception than the last increment to the object point corresponding to a
high chroma" (p. 20).

')30

Since the U.C.S. diagram correlates with the Munsell scale, this means that the relation
between perceived saturation and chroma should be steeper at low chroma's than at high
chroma's, and Fig. 3 is in agreement with this.
Lightness estimates. Figure 4 gives lightness judgments as a function of Munsell Value ·
from which it can be seen that the relationship is linear. Since the present work was on
coloured samples, we thought it of interest to see whether a power function obtains between
lightness and reflectance. This turned out to be the case, and we found values for the exponent of0·46 (HvB) and 0·38 (PB). These values are significantly different from the value of 1·2
that STEVENS and GALANTER (1957) obtained for lightness judgments of Munsell greys. Two
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FJG. 4. Lightness estimates as a function of Munsell Value. Data combined from black, grey,
and white backgrounds.
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suggestions as to the origin of this difference could be put forward. The first is that lightness
of coloured samples would be judged differently from that of grey samples. The second is
that the presence of our 100 per cent reference has been of influence on the judgments. 1

The effect of the chromatic surround
The estimates obtained for the colour attributes were affected by the surround, in correspondence with the general finding that the colour of an object depends upon the reflecting
properties of the surround. The magnitude of the shifts for Hue and Saturation estimates are
plotted in Fig. 5 for the two observers for a number of representative samples, as seen against
Black (reference), Red, Yellow, Green, and Blue surrounds. The point from which the lines
derive represent estimates for the black background.
The shifts in Hue and Saturation obtained are in qualitative agreement with the rule,
valid for samples larger than l o or so, which says that they shift away from their background
(WASSEF, I955; HURVICH and JAMESON, 1956; JAMESON and HURYICH, 1959; HELSON eta/.,
I 938, I 952). Deviations from this rule were mainly obtained for the blue background.

G

• Black back9round
Red back9round
A Yellow back9round
+ Green baCkCJraund
o Blue back9round

R

c

HvB

Fro. SA.

1 Later, one of the authors (HvB) undertook experiments on grey samples, in which he compared a white
reference assigned "100" with a grey reference assigned "10". His results gave exponents ofO·S for the white
reference and 1·1 for the grey reference, which would be in agreement with the second assumption.
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232

PB

2ifx20'

Fro. 5B.
Fto. 5. Influence of the background on Hue and Saturation estimates. The lines join estimates
for the black background (e) to estimates for red (0), yellow (L).), green (+),and blue (0)
backgrounds. Hue and saturation estimates of the backgrounds are indicated by the letters R,
Y, Gand B.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion it can be stated that the method of subjective estimation is fairly accurate
and gives results which correspond to results given by other methods. Thus it is an adequate
method and since it is an easy and rapid method as well, it is suited to measure colour
appearances under a great variety of circumstances. It is hoped that this study may contribute to the use of this method in the solving of the numerous theoretical and practical
problems that relate to colour appearance.
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Abstract-Subjective estimates of hue, saturation, and lightness are reported for sixty coloured
Munsell samples, shown against seven backgrounds (black, grey, white, red, yellow, green, and
blue) as judged by two observers.
The results show the adequacy of this method for studies on colour appearance. The
standard deviations of single estimates were quite acceptable. It was also found that the estimates
arc not always linearly related to the Munsell notations. The shifts due to chromatic surrounds
arc in accordance with the results obtained by other investigators.
Resume-Deux observateurs font des estimations subjectives de Ia tonalite, de la. saturation et

de Ia luminosite de soixante echaotillons Munsell, vus sur sept fonds dift'erents (noir, gris,
blanc. rouge, jaune, vert et bleu).
Les resultats montrcnt le valeur de cette methode pour les etudes sur les apparenccs de couleurs. L'ecan type d'estimations ne sont pas toujours liees lineairement aux notations Munsell.
Les decalagcs dus a un environnement colore soot en bon accord avec les resultats.d'autrcs
chercheurs.

234

Zusammenfassung-Es wird iiber von zwei Beobachtem ausgeffihrte subjektive Schiitzungen
der Farbe, Sittigung und Helligkeit 60 auf 7 Hintergninden (d.h. schwarz, grau, weiss, rot,
gelb, griln und blau) gesehener farbigcr Munsellscher Muster berichtet. Die Ergebnisse beweisen
die Giiltigkeit diescs Verfahrens, wenn es sich urn Untersuchungen iiber die Farbenerscheinung
handelt. Die Normalabweichungen einzelner Schitzungen waren annehmbar. Es wurde auch
gefunden, dass die Schitzungen und die Munsellsche Noticrung nicht immer linear vcrbunden
waren. Die durch farbige Hintergriinde verursachten Vcrschiebungcn stimmcn mit Beobachtungen anderer Forscher ilberein.
PeJroMe - Coo6waCTCJI o cy6DCJCTHBHWX oueHXaX .llli)'MJI acm.rryeMWMH UBeTosoro TOHa,
HaCWWeHHOCTH H CBCTnon.r, mCCT.IUICC UBCTH&IX 06pa3UOB MCH3e.118, npe.anaraeMioiX Ha CCMH
illoHBX: 'lepHOM, 6cnOM, CCpoM, KpaCHOM, lltCJlTOM, JeJICHOM H CHHeM.
Pe3ynloTaTI>I rosopJIT o6 alleDaTHOCTB 3TOrO MCTO.aa DpH B3)"1eHHB UBCTOBWX cpeHOMeHOB.
CTilH.Il&pTH&Ie OTXJlOHeHHJI OT.IIenloHioiX OUCHOIC 61dJIH BDOJIHe YJIOBnCTBOpBTCJUaru.l. Jiwno
TBIC xtC HaiUieHO, 'ITO OUCHICH He BCCr.aa JJHHelbiO COOTHOCJITCJI C MeH3e.IIOBClCHMH X&paitrepRC•
THtcaMH. Cll8HrH, Ha6mo.aaeMWC 8 38BRCRMOCTH OT XpOMaTH'ICCJCOrO OKp)'ZCIDIJl, HIIXO.IUITCll 8
cornaCHH C pe3YJI&TaTBMH, DOn)"'eHHWMH .apyrHMH HCCJICllOBaTCJUIMH.
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E~~ects

o~

in the Perception

This investigation is concerned with one aspect

o~

S1ant.

o~

the spatia1 e1aboration
o~

retina1 signa1s that occurs in the visua1 system, supposed1y as part

~orm

per-

ception processes. Guided by the recent e1ectrophysio1ogica1 evidence that retina1 orientation is among the

~irst

iso1ated spatia1 cues, we have used a psy-

chophysica1 method to study how perceived orientation and geometrica1 s1ant

o~

a 1ine segment are re1ated. (Bouma, H. & Andriessen, J.J., 1966)
In the experiments a 1ine segment with a de~inite inc1ination or s1ant was
projected on a screen by means

o~

an optica1 system, whi1e a dot, projected

on the screen as we11, had to be adjusted in order to get it in 1ine with the
1ine segment by using a set
has been

de~ined

o~

appropriate push buttons. Perceived orientation

operationa11y as being represented by the position

o~

the dot.

Usua11y the 1ine segment was ~1ashed (~1ash duration 100 ms). The 1ine segment
was presented under 15 di~~erent ang1es
part in the experiments.

o~

s1ant. Three trained subjects took

Resu1ts indicate that perceived orientation of ob1ique 1ine segments is c1oser to the nearest horizonta1 or vertica1 than is geometrica1 s1ant, the di~~e
rence being o~_the order o~ 5°. For horizonta1s and vertica1s, orientation and
s1ant a1most coincide, the adjustments showing minimum standard deviations,
(about 0.5°). Standard deviations approach the va1ues that visua1 acuity can be
assumed to permit.
It does not seem un1ike1y that the existence

o~

"horizonta1" and "vertica1" as

pre~erence orientations (or subjective anchors) is at the root o~ the observed

phenomena. Up ti11 now, e1ectrophysio1ogica1 evidence for the existence of preference orientations seems sti11 1acking.
Further, we have tried to

~ind

evidence

o~

what type

o~ i~ormation

is actua11y

used in the visua1 system to arrive at "orientation". For this purpose we have
varied the 1ength o~ the 1ine segment between 14 and J60 minutes o~ arc and,
a1so, we have rep1aced it by two dots at the extremities

o~

Resu1ts are consistent with the

part

ment

o~

about 60

~inutes o~

hypo~hesis

that a

arc supp1ies the

~ovea1

in~ormation.

the 1ine segment.
o~

the 1ine seg-

However, the hypo-

thesis that the extremities bring about the i~ormation cannot quite be ru1ed
out.
As to the under1ying processes, the hypothesis that there exists a set o~
orientation

~i1ters

1y

to cover present resu1ts.

~1exib1e

each tuned to one particu1ar retina1 s1ant, seems

su~~icient-

Reference
Bouma, H.,
Andriessen, J.J.

1966

De waargenomen richting van gelso1eerde 1ijnstukken.
I.P.O. Report 51.
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Induced Changes in Perceived Orientation

It has long been known that perceived orientation depends not only upon
geometrical slant but on other factors in the configuration as well. Many visual illusions provide clear demonstrations of these effects (Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Jt

y

z

Fig. 1: (a) Poggendorff's illusion. The lines x andy are continuous.

('b) Hering's variation of Zl5llner's illusion. The diagonal lines are
parallel.
(c) Hering's variation of ZBllner's illusion. The
are straight and vertical.

4 intersected lines

The most common explanation is in terms of a counterbalance effect that the
visual system imposes automatically upon geometrical slants in an attempt to
restore in perspective scenes the true geometrical angles. Recently, it has
been proposed to look for an explanation rather in terms of interaction of line detectors that presumably exist in the visual system (see the discussion
between Gregory and Day, 1965).
We aimed at isolating the effect experimentally in a very simpie configuration. In a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, subjects observed a flashed
oblique stimulus line ·that ended just at its intersection with a second vertical induction line (Fig. 2).
As reported in "Anchor Effects etc.", elsewhere in this issue, we asked our
subjects to adjust a dot P until it appeared in the extension of the stimulus
line. As a measure for the change in perceived orientation brought about by
the induction line we used the angular difference

~

fJ

between settings with

and without the induction line being present. Regular values for the various
parameters were:
stimulus line,

0(

induction line,

= 315°,

lS "'

1

90°, m

21 minutes of .arc, t •

100 ms;

360 minutes of arc, continuous presentation.
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Induction line m

239
Fig. 2: Adjustment of' a dot Pin line with the stimulus line l oi' slant01,
The induction line m, having a slant ll = 90°, is placed against
the stimulus line. fj is the angle deviat:iou of' the adjus'ted dot P
from the geometrical position.

.,,

degrees

degrees

+8

• PK

A/3

)

ATdJ

+6

i~:90°

.,

ePK
ATdJ
~

~=00

A~

1

r _,

+2

-2

0

-6~--~~--~~---L----~

-2

270

300

330

360 degrees

270

300

330

360 degrees

----+0(

- - - -...... 0(

4P

Fig. J: The angular differences
between
settings with and without induction
J.iile as f'unc tions of' slant oc. The
induction line is oriented vertically. The perceived orientation of'
oblique stimulus lines tends towards
a perpendicular position with respect
to the induction line.

4P

Fig. 4: The angular differences
between
settings with and without induction
line as functions of slantcc. The
induction line is oriented horizontally. For values of oc between J60°
and JJ0° the perceived orientation
of' oblique stimulus lines tends towards the position of' the induction
line.
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The influence of the slant ex of the stimulus line is depicted in Fig. J.
Values oft.fj are generally positive and go up to some 10°. This indicates that:
the change in perceived orientation is away from the induction line towards a
perpendicular orientation. Assuming that perpendicularity acts as an internal
reference or anchor angle, for which there is some preliminary

evid~nce,

we

may reformulate the effect in terms of an attracting influence exerted by the
anchor angle. This has the advantage of bringing it in line with the effect:s
observed for isolated line segments, for which perceived orientat:ion is attracted by the anchor orientations horizontal and vertical (see Anchor Effects
etc.).
Contrary to the above findings, we observed a rotation towards the induction
line only for the case of an horizontal induction line combined with a stimulus line and at an anglecx

240

= J60°>cx>JJ0°.

(Fig. 4).

A study of variations of the lengths both of the stimulus line and of the
induction line has led us to believe that the greater part of the induction effect arises from an area of about 1° around the point of intersection. The connection between both lines stands out as the most critical parameter. This was
established experimentally by varying the distance p between stimulus line and
induction line. Close connection between both lines shows a maximum influence
of the induction line.

(Fig. 5).

degrees
12~----~----~----~----~----~----~~----~--------~

oJA
+HB
• PK
XCG

+120 min. of arc

-160
- - - -.. p

Fig. 5: The angular difference t..fJ as functions of the distance p between
stimulus line and induction line. The ~nduction line is oriented vertically. Close connection between both line segments appears to show
the greatest influence of the induction effect.
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Visual Form Perception as Approached by a Technique of
Selective Suppression.

In psychophysical investigation of visual processes, threshold determination
has proved to be a useful technique, considering the wide application it has
received. Usually a luminous object is superimposed on a homogeneous field. The
luminance of this object is then lowered until the subject reports no difference from the background. Since the threshold criterion is both sharp and constant,

242

this technique yields quite reliable results.

It is essential tr.at the influence of the background is selective, certain
test objects being more suppressed than others. For example, when increasing
the diameter of a circular object, threshold luminance decreases up to a certain
diameter, beyond which no differences occur. This critical size can be interpreted as the size of the retinal area within which luminance signals interact
(receptive field). These particular receptive fields are of a circular shape,
the diameters increasing from a few minutes of arc in the fovea to about one
degree in the retinal periphery.
Recently, the scope of this technique of selective suppression has been widened by Marsh and Cherry (1966). Rather than using a homogeneous and steady background, they chose a background filled with light and dark dots in continuous
variation. Such a field can most readily be produced by providing the video input of a TV monitor with a random signal of sufficiently high cut-off frequency. In analogy with the noise sound obtained by feeding such a signai into a
loudspeaker, the term visual noise is commonly used for such a field full of
contrasting dots, which perceptually has some resemblance to whirling snow.
Suppression by means of visual noise turns out to have a

differ~nt

effect from

that of a homogeneous background of the same average luminance. The receptive
fields are line shaped rather than disc-shaped with the threshold of lines decreasing until a length of some J 0 has been reached. Taking two parallel lines
as a test object, the threshold is quite similar to that of a single line, down
to distances of some 6 minutes of arc. When the line segment is gradually curved
its threshold is found to increase. We have observed that a slightly curved line
looks quite straight when it is just above threshold level. These results are
independent of the geometrical slants of the test lines.
These results then seem to indicate the existence of receptive fields having
a line structure with lengths up to J

0 •

This property of the visual system to

select certain configurations rather than others is supposedly part of the spatial analysis making for form perception. Many parameters of background and
test fields still have. to be investigated, among which the sizes of the noise
dots.
A next logical step seemed to be to choose a background field full of straight
lines, which might be supposed to produce a general stimulation at the next higher
level of visual analysis. Accordingly, the configuration of the most resistent
test fields might again indicate spatial analyzers of a still higher type of organization.
Technically, such a background field can most readily be produced by lowering
the HF cut-off frequency of the random video signal, in which case a line-structured field is obtained in which all lines run in the scanning direction of the
monitor.
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The test fields that are most resistent against such a background field are
lines running perpendicular to the background lines, whereas parallel lines
have the highest thresholds. These results also hold for more complex configurations, for example the character

A is

perceived as

A.

The selectivity of the

suppressing effect runs over a considerable angular range, differences between
lines running at 45 and at 90 degrees still being clearly express.ed. By rotating the monitor and the test line independently, it has been ascertained that
slant differences rather than absolute slants are the relevant parameters. In
particular, no preference for the horizontal and the vertical has been obtained.
As far as these experiments go, they seem to indicate a chain of analyzing
processes in which successively (a) local luminosity (b) local contrast, and
(c) contrast lines of various retinal orientations are sorted out. Though the
evidence is of psychophysical nature, the line of thought is certainly influenced by the physiological evidence afforded by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) about spatial analyzers in the visual pathways of cats and monkeys.
A next step in this line of approach seems to be to use as a background
lines running in various directions. Also, one might investigate to what extent line length as such can be selectively suppressed. Much supplementary work
remains to be done. Thus, a better physical specification and control of the
various noise signals seems desirable. We attempt this by using randomly appearing signals to trigger a square pulse of specified dimensions, thus obtaining randomly appearing line segments of specified lengths and intensities.
We are also trying to conceptualize line detectors or "orientation filters"
that would behave as the visual data indicate.
In conclusion, the technique of selective suppression seems to allow of
siderable extension towards unravelling analyzing processes

~hat

co~

occur in human

visual form perception.
Experimental work for this survey has mainly been carried out by students
H.A. Dortmans (Onderzoek van vormwaarneming met behulp van ruis. IPO Minor Report 71),Y. Hirai (Detection of Simple Configurations in Visual Noise, IPO Minor Report 79), P.J.M. Savelsburgh, J.G. Pennings.
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PERCEIVED ORIENTATION OF ISOLATED
LINE SEGMENTS
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1. INTRODUCI10N

VISUAL form perception is characterized by the fact that the perception of a particular
object may arise from a great many configurations of the retinal light distribution. Though,
if necessary, differences between them can be observed, our visual system easily neglects
several factors such as retinal position, size, relative dimensions and imprecision of
drawing. Until now it has proved difficult to find in the various configurations common
factors, on which perceptual constancy might be based.
Notwithstanding this difficulty, it seems that the hypothesis cannot be avoided that
some kind of spatial analysis of the retinal configuration does take place, the result of
such an analysis being a number of cues. On the basis of existing memory functions the
cues will be combined, with the result that a percept arises.
However vaiDJely the above may be formulated, it makes one look for experimental
evidence on the kind of analysis and also on the ways in which the various cues are
synthesized. Both analysis and synthesis may be taken to operate at a number of levels.
which differ in structural complexity.
The work reported here was carried out to determine whether ''orientation'' is one of
these cues. This choice did not present itself just by chance. The well-known neurophysiological evidence put forward by RUBEL and WIESEL (1959, 1962) suggests that the
angle of orientation of the stimulus on the retina is among the first isolated form cues in
the visual cortex of cats. Thus. an analysis seems to be carried out in terms of the angles
of orientation of lines and edges on the retina. This suggested to us that "orientation··
might also be properly isolated by psychophysical experiments.
Little work exists in the literature on the perception of the angle of orientation as
such. We mention here papers by SALOMON (1947), RocHLIN (1955), KEENE (1963) and
ANDREWS (1965). One finding is that the perceived angle of orientation may be different
from the geometrical slant. This difference is also shown directly by several induction
phenomena, in which the perceived angle of orientation of a line segment of a certain
fixed slant is influenced by neighbouring lines or curves. Many ''visual illusions .. are
based on this phenomenon.
We define "slant" as the geometrical inclination of a line segment, in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, and as such is open to direct measurement. Perceived angle
of orientation or, as we shall term it, 'perceived orientation', however, is based on the
processing of information in the visual system and is not open to direct measurement.
For quantitative evaluation one has to make the subjects translate perceived orientation
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into terms of other geometrical slants by estimating or matching procedures. As a consequence, perceived orientation has to be defined operationally according to the method
of measurement.
In our experiments we used a matching technique in which the subjects adjusted a dot
until it seemed to be in the perceived extension of a line segment. We took dot position
as the basis of perceived orientation. In order to avoid the more complicated induction
phenomena mentioned above, we restricted the stimuli to straight line segments, perpendicular to the line of sight.
The first part of this investigation was concerned with the relationship between perceived orientation and slant and with the question of how accurately slant can be perceived.
As a next step, we tried to obtain evidence as to the parts of a line segment that contribute
most to its perceived orientation; in other words, what information of the line segment
is actually processed into the visual system to arrive at "orientation··. Discussion is
directed towards the problem of what processes may be assumed to underlie the observed
phenomena. The situation is still far from clear, but the concept of line detectors or
orientation-selecting units seems to be a promising one. We offer a few hypotheses that
may contribute to the establishing of a more rigid theoretical framework in which the
observed phenomena can be arranged.
2. METHODS

Apparatus

In the first, preliminary experiments, the subject's task was simply to mark by pencil a
point which he judged in line with a given line segment, the distance between line and
point being some 40 .mm. For better and more flexible control of the parameters. we
constructed a disc (Fig. I) by which a line segment as well as an adjustable dot could be
made visible on a translucent screen close to the disc. The screen was in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight of the subject. The line segment was projected on the screen
by a beam of parallel light controlled by an electric shutter (100 ms). Figure 2 gives an
outline of the projected line segment I (AB) and the adjustable dot P. We introduce the
angles a. and /3, a. being the geometrical slant of the (extension of the) line segment and 13
the angular deviation of PB in relation to the extension of line segment /. Perceived
orientation is defined operationally as the adjusted slant (a.+/3).
The length BP could be varied between 2 and 54 mm: the line width was I mm. At a
distance BP of 50 mm from the line segment was the dot P (diameter I mm). The Iauer
could be moved stepwise by a motor in either direction (dot velocity 2 mmis, one step
corresponding to 0·1 mm displacement, minimum displacement 1-2 steps). A helipotentiometer served to register automatically the dot position to the nearest 0·05 mm.
On the cisc being rotated (by hand), the line segment and the dot kept their relative positions. The subject observed the screen from a distance of 500 mm. at which distance I mm
on the screen corresponded to a visual angle of 7 min of arc. The screen was circular.
300 mm in dia.. and was uniformly illuminated at a level of about 3 cd/m2. It was surrounded
by a ring of bleck paper at least I SO mm in width, with the result that no straight edge.c:
other than the line segment appeared within a visual angle of 60". Luminance of the line
segment was about 8 cdfm2. The subject's head was steadied by a rest consisting of a
chin support, two temple steadiers and a forehead rest. Subjects had either normal or
corrected vision.
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F1G.

1. Disc with line segment and dot to be adjusted, as used in the experiments.

Procedure
The subject moved the dot, starting from a considerable distance from its veridical
position (alternately above and below this position). until it seemed to him to lie on the
extension of the line segment. Then, by means of a push-button, he got the deviation
from the geometrical (veridical) position to be recorded. Usually, the line segment was

\P

, ' , ,..,,.,

•

yr::-:i.~-<!::--"·
FIG.

2. Adjustment of a dot P in line with a line segment AB of slant a.
deviation of adjusted dot position from geometrical position.

p is the

angle

flashed (100 ms), which required a trial-and-error technique. It was up to the subject to
choose the number of flashes, the number normally ranging from 6 to 30. The subject
chose the moments at which the flashes appeared. For each stimulus situation, four
successive adjustments were carried out, these series being repeated on at least two other
days. Theoretically, it would seem better to change slightly the slant a of the line segment
after each adjustment. This was, in fact, how we started the experiments. However, this
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way of experimenting would have taken too much time, due to the fact that the deviation
fJ shows a systematic change with a.. We have ascertained that our procedure gives results
similar to those obtained with the more elaborate procedure in which the slant of line
segments was varied at random between successive adjustments. For each series of four
adjustments we took the average deviation fJ and the standard deviation S. The latter
can conveniently be calculated from the range W=Prrwr.-fJmin· (S=0·49 W for n=4).
Values of /3 and Shave been averaged over three (or more) series. R,eproducibility
was generally quite acceptable. From time to time, however, systematic differences
revealed a shift in the subject's criterion. To avoid the disturbing influence of this effect,
measurements that had to be compared, were carried out during one session.
To avoid confusion, we express visual angles in minutes of arc, and slants or orientation
angles in degrees of arc. In the figures we have drawn only trend curves, which approximate
to the averages of the three subjects.
Discussion of methods

A few methods are available for investigating quantitatively perceived orientation.
First, subjects can estimate orientation in terms of some convenient subjective scale.
Results may then depend not only on the perceptual process but also on the subjective
scale (KEENE, 1963). Secondly, a line segment can be adjusted until it appears parallel to
the perceived line segment (ANDREWS, 1965). In order to get results based on equality of
orientations, an alternative cue to parallelism, viz. equality of distances, must be ruled
out. We used a third method in which the subject adjusts the position of a small dot
until it appears in line with the line segment (Fig. 2). This method has been used earlier
by SALOMON (1947). ·The second method and ours may be taken to depend on a comparison
of two perceived orientations. However, our subjects' impression of the perceptual process
is somewhat different. Instead of looking for differences between the orientations of AB
and BP, they report that they judge whether the dot position is either above or below the
extension of the visible line segment. They also report that they judge the position of the
dot without moving their eyes, fixating on the expected position of the line segment itself
or, sometimes, somewhat closer to the dot. From time to time they steal a glance at the
dot, which is in danger of being lost from vision because of the effect of image-stabilization.
Theoretically, a different procedure is available as well, viz. observation of the orientation of the line segment, followed by movement of the eyes in the indicated direction
whilst observing whether the dot appears above or below the line of fixation. If this.
procedure were used by the subjects, parafoveal vision would in no way play a part in the
measurements. Since eye movements have not been recorded, the possibility that subjects
made use of the latter procedure cannot quite be excluded.
The use of several presentations, which is characteristic of the method of adjustment,
allows the subject to average his .final adjustment over a number of presentations. The
subjects reported that they actually made use of this procedure, in order to get a more
satisfactory adjustment.
For certain experimental variables we have made a few checks on whether or not they
are of critical infiuence on fJ and S.
(I) Distance. The distance BP between the line segment and the dot to be adjusted was
varied between 140 and 560 minutes of arc. The results showed a negligible increase of
fJ by BP, whereas S showed no influence at all which is in good correspondence with
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Salomon's findings. This would seem to indicate that {J and S are representative
indicators of perceived orientation and its accuracy.
(2) Contrast. Luminous contrast between the line and its surroundings had no appreciable
influence within a factor of 3 above or below the value actUally. used in the measurements.
(3) Fixation dot. In the first series of experiments we made use of a fixation dot, which
was continuously visible. However, we were in doubt whether or not the orientation
between fixation dot and adjustment dot would inftuence. the results. We decided to
omit the fixation dot in subsequent experiments. It turned out that the fixation dot
did not affect the results appreciably. Since the subjects usually reponed that they
fixated the eyes upon the expected end B of the line segment in the centre of the screen,
the results can be taken as representative of foveal vision.
(4) Training. Subjects became well trained in this type of experiment. A comparison has
been made between their first series and the series carried out after a long period of
training. Apan from a slight decrease of standard deviation no differences were
detected. It seems not unlikely that normal, everyday vision provides sufficient training.
Our subjects did not receive information about their particular settings, but they were
aware of their general nature. From Salomon's data, it seems likely that subjects can
be trained to make their settings closer to veridical settings.
(5) Monocular vs. binocular. The experiments were carried out with normal binocular
vision. A few, however, were carried out monocularly. The main trends of the results
were unchanged, but there were some differences between the two eyes of one observer.
The binocular results seemed to correspond to the monocular results in which only
the dominant eye was used.
(6) Flash duration. For purposes of comparison, some measurements were carried out for
other flash durations, viz. 20 ms and 10 s. The results showed a slight increase of
both~ and S as ftash duration decreased from 10 s to 20 ms.
3. PERCEIVED ORIENTATION AND SLANT

3.1. Results

Geometrical slants have been varied in quadrant IV (270° <a< 360°) in steps of 15°,
stimulus con.figuration being a flashed line segment (time 100 ms, length 14 minutes of arc)·
For three subjects, deviations p and standard deviations S are plotted in Fig. 3.
There appears to be a systematic ini!.uence of a on the deviation ~ in the sense that
the perceived orientation comes closer to the nearest horizontal or vertical (Fig. 4).
Mathematically, the effect can be approximated as ~= -B sin 4a. In Fig. 4, B is of the
order of 3°, but measurements with five subjects over several months showed values of
B up to 10°. We have ascenained that the observed effect also holds in other quadrants
by measuring f3 for the eight angles a for which it is expected at its maximum (Fig. 5).
We have confirmed Andrew's finding that during a long experimental period the value of
B may show appreciable variations.
As for the standard deviations S, a value of about 1° was found, but accuracy was
higher for horizontal and vertical orientations than for oblique ones. This latter effect
has also been observed for other values of length and flash duration, greater lengths and
longer durations giving rise to slightly higher accuracies. To show the influence of slant
more clearly, we calculated the quotient of standard deviations a==2S,./(S270.+S360•)
for a humber of combinations of length and flash duration. Figure 6 shows these results,
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F1o. 3. Deviations fJ and standard deviations S as functions of slant a. Line segment
1=14 min of arc, data averaged for flash durations t-=100 ms and t-10 s. Perceived
orientation comes closer to the nearest horizontal or vcnical (as compared with geometrical
slant); the standard deviation is at its minimum for horizontals and verticals and shows a
maximum for a-45". Broken trend curves are the mathematical functions P== -B sin 4a
(B=3") and s-0·5+0·81 sin 2a I .

which are based on more observations than those of Fig. 3. The results can be described
as a= 1+I ·8 sin 2a

I

I

3.2. Discussion

Perceived orienwrion: anchors. The results indicate that horizontal and vertical orientations give minimum standard deviation as well as negligible deviation from geometrical

Fto. 4. Perceived orientation tends towards the nearest horizontal or vertical.
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f3 are expected (a=22, 68. 112.
158, 202, 248, 292, and 338"). The trend towards the nearest horizontal or vertical proves
to be similar over the full range of slants. As a trend curve, f3= -4 sin 4a has been drawn.
Fro. 5. Deviations {3 for the slants for which maxima of
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slant. Both effects are consistent with the generally accepted view that horizontals and
verticals can serve as subjective standards, or anchors, to be relied upon when judging
orientations. Supporting evidence is (a) a relatively high accuracy in judging horizontality
or verticality on a purely subjective basis (KEENE, 1963) and (b) a relatively low sensitivity
to induction-effects, defined as changes in perceived orientation brought about by the
presence of other contours, evidenced by several visual illusions. It would be interesting
to find out to what extent anchor orientations are bound to be coordinate framework of
the retinas.
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Neurophysiologically, no preference of horizontal or vertical orientations to obliqu'e
ones seems to have been established so far, either in the retina or in any other visual station.
For ganglion cells in the retina of the rabbit, which are specifically sensitive to moving
stimuli, a preference for certain orientations has recently been found. (OYSTER and
BARLOW, 1967).
Anatomically, there is some evidence of preference of horizontal or vertical orientations
to oblique ones in the eye of the octopus (YoUNG, 1962).
While perceived orientation for horizontal and venical line segments is close to
geometrical slant, perceived orientation of oblique line segments tends towards the nearest
horizontal or vertical. Andrews' investigation, based upon the sense of parallelism of
lines, seems to have produced similar results, to the effect that short flashed lines are
perceived closer to the nearest horizontal or vertical than long, stationary lines. However,
we met some difficulties in the interpretation of his results since it was not quite clear to
us how the term "apparent slope" that he uses, has been defined.
WINNICK and RoGOFF (1965) have reported a possibly related effect for estimates of
the slant angle of simple geometrical figures. Apparently, they turned their figures around
a vertical axis.
In the general discussion we shall present a hypothesis concerning a possible common
origin of the effects of slant on angle deviation and on standard deviation. The question
to what extent these effects are related to the sense of perspective, will be left entirely to
future research.
Relation to visual acuity

For S we found values of the order of 1°. How does this compare with the values of
visual acuities 0/.A.) for other visual tasks? In our experiments, rotation of a line segment
I over an angle .da (degrees), one end being fixed, causes the other end to shift over a
distance m= .da 1/51. For the smallest value of I that we used (/=14 min of arc), we
arrive at m=0·25 minutes of arc, corresponding to V.A. =_!_ =4. This value has to be

m

compared with foveal V.A. values for standard tasks, such as detection of a gap in a
Landolt C (V .A.=2) and aligning two line segments (vernier acuity V.A. ~ 10)1.
When the line segment is looked at, the adjustable dot is observed in parafoveal vision
(some 340 min of arc out of the fovea). A value .da= 1o corresponds to a displacement
of the dot of 6 min of arc 0/.A.=0·15). This can be compared with V.A.=0·25, as found
for a Landolt C. The conclusion is that the degree of accuracy of observation of orientation ·
comes close to accuracies in other visual tasks, for foveal as well as for parafoveal vision.2
The low values of standard deviation (and thus high accuracies) for horizontals and
verticals, which in our experiments are about 2·5 times lower than for obliques, are in
good correspondence with data from the literature (LEIBOWITZ eta/., 1953, 1955a; ROCHUN,
1955; KEENE, 1963; ANDREWS, 1965). In fact, visual acuity tasks also show such a preference, but here the differences are reponed to be small. (HIGGINS and STULTZ, 1948;
I Since these visual tasks require cooperation between several retinal elements during an appreciable
amount of time, the diameter of foveal cones (0·4 min of arc) does not constitute an upper limit for visual
resolution.
2 Parafoveal vision does not play a part in the measurements when the alternative eye-movement
strategy is used by the subjects. In this unlikely case, however, the comparisons of foveal acuities remain
perfectly valid. In that case eye-movements must be assumed to be very accurate indeed.
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LEIBOWITZ, 1955b; 0GYLVIE and TAYLOR, 1958). For these small effects it is difficult
to exclude with certainty the contribution of any minor optical defects (WEYMOUTH, 1959).
Quite recently, however, CAMPBELL er a/. (1966) have been able to demonstrate that in
acuity tasks a preference for horizontals and verticals exists that cannot be attributed to
optical properties of the eye. That the effect is not due to preference directions of eye
movements has been shown by HIGGINS and STULTZ (1950) and by NACHMIAS (1960).
4. CUES TO ORIENTATION
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A next step is to try to find what information the subject actually uses when looking
for the orientation of a line segment. Theoretically, there are a number of possibilities:
he may use only the small part of the line segment on which he happens to fixate his eyes,
or he may use the full line segment, or again, he may use only both extremities. We shall
consider two hypotheses:
( l) the subject uses only part of the line segment of a critical length 1"' neglecting the rest.
(2) the subject uses only the two extremities of the line segment as information sources.
Critical part I<
An experimental consequence of this hypothesis is that when the length of the line
segment is varied, any increase of the length beyond 1c does not influence the angular
deviation P and the standard deviation S. For lengths smaller than 11:' the subject is
expected to run into greater uncertainty concerning the picking out of the proper information, which will lead to higher values of S; different values of Pmay also occur.
Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results. The influence of length on Pturns out to
be restricted to lengths smaller than roughly 60 min of arc. This is consistent with the
hypothesis (1) that for long line segments the information as regards orientation is derived
mainly from a (foveal) part of this length.
As for S, there appears to be hardly any influence, which, even apart from any specific
hypothesis, seems rather surprising. It is, in fact, even more so, since for small line
segments the subjects report that they see clearly different orientations for successive
presentations having exactly the same slant ("rotation-effect"). This effect has also been
observed by Andrews. The reason why the effect is not reflected in the values of S may
be due to the averaging strategy which is inherent to the method of adjustment. This calls
for a different experimental procedure in which the subjects have to base their observations
on one presentation only. Using such a procedure, we have made a few preliminary
experiments that point to an increase of S as line length decreases.
Extremities of the line segment
An experimental consequence of hypothesis (2) is that a line segment is equivalent to
two dots at the ends of the line segment, as far as orientation is concerned. In Figs. Sa
and 8b, experimental results are given of such an experiment, again for two values of
slant. For a=338°, there are clear differences of perceived orientation between the full
line segment and the two dots, illustrating that the subject does not use the extremities of
the line segment as a cue to orientation. However, for a=292°, differences between line
segment and dots are almost negligible, and accordingly the hypothesis that subjects use
the extremities as sources of information, cannot be rejected. Values of S do not differ
for the two kinds of stimuli.
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FrG. 7. Influence of length I of the line segment on, and S (precise values of I= 14, 21, 42,
80, 120 and 360 min of arc).
For lengths above some 60 min of arc little influence has been found, but towards smaller
lengths deviation f3 increases. Standard deviation S has been averaged for the two slants
a= 292" and a.,. 338°; it proves to be almost uninfluenced by length.

The two-dots situation 1'=360 min of arc merits special notice, since the spatial
stimulus configuration is almost symmetrical. We have not checked whether in this case
deviations stem from differences in presentation time (configuration dots flashed, adjustable
dot continuous) or from an asymmetry in the orientation mechanism itself.
A few words may be added about the effect that perceived orientation tends to be
closer to the nearest horizontal or vertical as compared with geometrical slant. From
Fig. 7 it appears that this effect is most pronounced for small lengths of the line segment.
This may be taken as indicating that the effect as a whole is brought about by the small
part of the line segment that is closest to the adjustable dot. The close correspondence
between f3 values for line segments and those for dots occurring for small lengths at a
slant a= 338° (Fig. Sa), seems to indicate that the dots trigger the same orientation
detecting processes as do the line segments.
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Flu. 8. Adjustment of the dot P in line with two dot~ at a distance/' (dotted lines). Broken
lines have been taken from Fig. 7: they show the results for a full-line segment of length I.
Effects for a=338= (Fig. Sa) seem quite different from the results for a=292" CFig. 8bJ.
Standard deviation S has been averag~d for t~e two values of a..
5. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The exp:rimer.ts have shown that the mer.: pres~nce of either a short line segment or
two dots is sufficient to generate in the subject an internal representation of a full extended
line on which judgments may b: bas~d. just as if this line were really present in the configuration. The high accuracies show that information as to orientation can be picked out
as a powerful cue to form p~rc:ption. which may be relied upon for judgments of either
parallelism or extension. To b:: sure, measurements on deviation fJ and standard deviation
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S do not tell us what part of actual form perception is really played by orientation, nor to
what degree differences in orientation are easily overlooked in ordinary form perception.
For judging orientation on its own merits without reference to other orientations, some
internal references or anchor orientations have to be assumed for which the horizontal
and the vertical seem to have an accurate internal representation. To bridge the gap
between the many orientations that can be distinguished when shown together and the
very few anchor orientations, experiments on the memory of orientations may be of value.
We have carried out a few preliminary experiments on this point, and these indicate that
the accuracy with which two oblique slants may be matched when presented in succession,
decreases substantially when time interval is increased from 3 to 10 seconds.
An interesting attempt towards understanding the processes that underlie perception of
orientation has been made by ANDREWS (1965). Proceeding on Hubel and Wiesel and also
on an earlier suggestion by MacKay he assumes the existence of line detectors, each of
which is sensitive to a rather wide range of (retinal) slants (first stage).
His assumption is that the accurate perception of orientation is based on a two-stage
process, the second stage being a comparison of the outputs of a number of line detectors.
To account for the high accuracy of the horizontal and vertical anchor orientations,
. Andrews assumes the corresponding line detectors to be sensitive to a narrower band of
slants than line detectors that are tuned to obliques (Fig. 9a). The tendency for perceived

2700

31.5"

-«
9a. Andrews· proposal for the arrangement of line detectors: narrow tuning curves for
the horizontal and vertical orientations and wide ones for oblique orientations. While it
shows that there might be a common ground for the effects on standard deviation and on
angle deviation, the direction of the predicted angle deviation is contrary to observation.
FIG.

orientation of oblique lines to divert from geometrical slant, may well be a consequence
of this hypothesis: A slanted line will stimulate a number of line detectors, and the wide
detectors to the oblique side will receive more stimulation than the narrow ones to the side
of the nearest horizontal or vertical. Thus, perceived orientation will show a tendency to
divert away from the nearest horizontal or vertical. Unfortunately, the direction of the
observed effect is just contrary to this theoretical prediction. For this reason, we would
like to propose a slightly different hypothesis, covering qualitatively the observed effects.
while maintaining the idea of a common origin of the effects on standard deviation and
angle deviation. Our hypothesis is that the sensitivity of all line detectors is symmetrical,
and that the sensitivity curves for all slants are quite similar. The anchor orientations are
assumed to be characterized by a greater density of line detectors (Fig. 9b). Stimulation
by a slanted line will now be greater at the side of the greater density and accordingly,
perceived orientation will tend towards the nearest anchor.
Concerning the infiuence of the length of the segment, we might assume that with
decreasing length a wider angular range of line detectors be stimulated, thus accounting
for an increase of angle deviation.
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315°

-oc
F1o. 9b. A hypothetical arrangement of line detectors which might explain the high accuracy
for both horizontals and venicals, and the. tendency for oblique lines towards the nearest
horizontal or vertical. The figure shows identical, symmetrical line detectors, whose density
is highest for horizontals and verticals.
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Speculative as this necessarily has to be at the present state of knowledge, it seems to
hold promise as a way towards understanding the processes that underlie the perception
of orientation as one of the spatial elaborations of the retinal signals that contribute to
form perception.
6. CONCLUSIONS

1. Horizontal and vertical orientations can be observed at higher accuracies than can
oblique orientations. This is one of the reasons why they stand out as preference or anchor
orientations.
2. Perceived orientation {a+.B) of oblique lines is closer to the nearest horizontal or
vertical than is geometrical slant a. The deviation ~may reach values as high as 10°.
3. Variation of the length of a line segment shows the deviation ~ to increase when
line length decreases.. Results are consistent with the hypothesis that the orientation of
the line segment is judged from a (foveal) line segment of some 60 minutes of arc.
4. Information as to orientation can be derived equally well from two dots at some
distance. Both a line segment and two dots give rise to an accurate internal representation
of an extended straight line, on which the subject can rely for his judgments. This is taken
as indicating the flexibility of the visual system in its ability to rely on whatever information
as to orientation is available.
5. A promising theoretical framework that might unravel processes of spatial elaboration of retinal signals as to orientation, is beginning to take shape.
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Abstract-This investigation is concerned with the spatial elaboration of retinal signals
occurring in the visual system. Guided by the recent electrophysiological evidence that retinal
orientation is among the first isolated spatial cues, we have used a psychophysical method to
study the relationship between perceived orientation and geometrical slant.
Results indicate that perceived orientation of oblique lines is closer to the horizontal or
venical (whichever is nearer) than is geometrical slant. the difference being of the order of 5 •.
Accuracies are highest for the horizontal and vertical.
We have also investigated what type of information is actually used in the visual system to
arrive at "orientation". Results are consistent with the hypothesis that a foveal part of the
line segment of about 60 minutes of arc supplies the information.
As to the underlying processes. the hypothesis that there exists a set of orientation filters,
each of which is tuned to one particular retinal slant, seems sufficiently flexible to cover
present results.
Reswml--On etudie !'elaboration spatiale des signaux retiniens dans le systeme visuel. Les
donnees recentes d'electrophysiologie prouvant que !'orientation retinienne est un des
mecanismes isoles essentiels de l'espace, nous avons employe une methode psychophysique
pour etudier Ia relation entre !'orientation per~;Ue et J'inclinaison geometrique.
Les resultats indiquent que !'orientation perr;ue <!e lignes obliques se rappro::he de
l'horizontale ou de Ia venicale Cselon celle qui est le plus pres) plus que J'inclinaison
geometrique, Ia difference etant de l'ordre de 5 =. Les precisions sent les plus elevees pour
l'horizontale et Ia verticale.
Nous avons recherche aussi quel type d'information est utilise en fait dans Je systeme
visuel pour obtenir !'orientation. Les resultats s'accordent avec !'hypothese qu'une partie
fovCale de 60 minutes environ sur un segment de droite fournit !'information.
Quant aux mCcanismes sous-jacents, !'hypothese qu'il existe un ensemble de filtres
d'orientation, chacun accorde sur une inclinaison retinienne particuliere, semble assez souple
pour interpreter les resultats actuels.
Zusammenfassung-Diese Untersuchung befaBt sich mit der ortlichen Festlegun¥ von
Netzhautsignalen wie sie im visuellen System auftreten. Ausgehend von der neueren elektrophysiologisc:hen Erkenntnis, daB die retinale Orientierung zu den ersten isolierten, onlichen
KenngroBen gebort, haben wir eine psychophysikalisc:he Methode zur Untersuchung des
Zusammenhanges zwischen der gesehenen Richtung und der geometrisc:hen Neigung
angewendet.
Die erhaltenen Ergebnisse lassen sc:hlieBen, daB die wahrgenommene Richtung sc:hrager
Linien mehr zur Horizontalen oder Vertilcalen (welche gerade niher ist) tendiert. als die
geometrisc:he Neigung. Die Differenz ist in der GroBenordnung von 5 •. Die Genauigkeit ist
horizontal und vertikal am groBten.
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Wir baben auch untersucht mit welcber Art von Information das visuelle System arbeitet
um eine "Orientierung·• zu erhalten. Die Ergebnisse.stimmen mit der Hypothese iiberein, die
besagt. dal3 ein fovealer Teil der Linie mit einer Ausdehnung von ungehahr 60 Bogenminuten
die Information zur Verfugung stellt.
Was die Prozesse anbelangt, die dem zugrunde liegen, so erscheint die folgende Hrpothese,
die die Existenz einer Reihe von Orientierungsfiltern. von denen jedes einzelne an eine
bestimmte retinale Neigung angepaBt ist. genugend fiexibel zu sein, um die gegenv;irtigen
Ergebnisse zu decken.
Pe3toMe 3To
HccnenosaHHe
KacaeTCll
npocTpaHCTBCHHOR
nepepa6oTKJt
peTHHanbHbiX ClfrHanOB, DOCTYIJ3JOWHX B 3pHTC.'JbHYJO CHCTCMY. J.iCXO.!I.R H3
HOBblX .II3HllbiX 0 TOM. 'ITO peTHHanbHa.R OpHCHT3UH.II .RBn.ReTCll O.!IHHM 113 rtepBbiX
H30J1HpOBaHHblX DPOCTPaHCTBCHHblX CHrHanOB, Mbl HCrtOnb30Banlf DCIIXOQlH31i'ICCKJdl MCTO!I Dn.R H3Y'ICHH.II COOTHOWCHHJI MC:lKliY BOCDpHHHMaCMOit OpHCHT3UHCil
H reoMCTPH'ICCKHM Ha.KnOHOM nHHJiit
Pe3yn&Tan.r IIOKa3blsaJOT, 'ITO socnpHHHMaeMa.ll opHeHTaUH.R KOCbtX nnHnn npH6nHxcaeT HX K rOpH30HTanlf HnH sepTHKa.JJH [B 33BHCJIMOCTH OT TOrO KaKH.II 113 HHX
OnH>KC), rtO cpasHeHHJO C HX reoMCTPit'ICCKHM rtOnOiKCHMCM. TipH JTOM p:l3iUI'IHC
6&rsaeT nop.RnKa 5°. HaH6on&wa.ll TO'!HOCT& Ha6mo.zraeTCSI .zrn.11 ropH30KTamt H
BCpTHKanH.
Mbl HCcne.aOBanH TaJ..iKC THD HHcPOpMaUHH, K3KOA B neACTBHTC.'lbHOCTH YDOTpe·
6nSICTC.II B 3pHTen&HOil CHCTeMe, 'ITOObl .!IOOHTDC.R ycnexa B «OpUeHTaUHJI». Pe3yn&·
T3Tbl CornacyJOTC.R C rHDOTC30A DO KOTOpOit HHcPOpM3UHJO .!IOCTaBn.lleT cerMeHT
nHHHH, KOTOpblA npoHUHpyeTC.R Ha QlOBeanbHYJO o6naCTb CCT'I31101 DO.a yrnOM
npHMepHO B 60 MHHYT.
tfTO :ace K3C3CTC.R .zro npouecCOB ne:~Ka.WHX B OCHOBC JTHX .RBnCHllit, TO KaiKCTC.R, 'ITO
.!lOCTaTO'IHO rHOKOil: H 061o.RCHIIJOWell: rtO.'TY'ICHHbiC pe3yn&TaTbi niDOTe30it IIBn.ReTCR
Ta. KOTOpa.R npe!InOnaraeT, 'ITO CYWCCTBYCT cepHSI QlHnbTpOB OpHCHT:lUHH, K3:lKliblll:
H3_ KOTOpbiX OTBC'I:lCT Ha O.IIHH H3 CrtCUllanbHbiX nonO>KCHWi: Ha CCT'I3TKC.
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Perceived Orientation o£ Line Segments. A
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Contribution.
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perceived at an orientation that di££ers £rom its

~ine

o£ sight,

geometrica~

orient-

ation (Andrews, 1967; Bouma and Andriessen, 1966; 1968): Perceived Orientation
turns out closer to the nearest pre£erence orientation Horizontal H or

Vertica~

V

(£ig. 1). In the quoted re£erences, ideas are provided concerning how such an e££ect
might be brought about. Firstly, orientation-sensitive units (sensors) are
hypothesized, each o£ which gives maximum output £or a certain tuning orientation.
Secondly, the sensors tuned to pre£erence orientations Hand Vare thought more
sensitive (£ig. 2). Lastly, it is assumed that perceived orientation is equal to
the tuning orientation o£ that sensor that shows the highest excitation.
Due to the assumed bias £or H and V, this sensor is closer to the nearest
pre£erence orientation than is the geometrical orientation o£ the presented
which is what had to be explained.
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Fig. 2: Hypothetical arrangement of orientation sensors. Sensitivity is
assumed to be a function of tuning orientation, horizontally H and
vertically V tuned sensors having the highest sensitivities. Selectivity is assumed similar for all sensors.
We now wish to turn this qualitative model more quantitative, with the aim of
finding values for orientation selectivity and sensitivity distribution that would
produce the values that have been obtained experimentally. For the orientation
selectivity of each sensor we choose a normal function: if a is the geometrical
orientation of the line and x is the tuning orientation of a sensor, we assume the
excitation e

X

of the latter to be

(1)

1/a being a measure of the selectivity of each sensor, which we assume here to be
independent of x. We assume the sensitivity Ex of a sensor to be a function of its
tuning orientation x, such that
E

X

E

(2)

1 + a cos 4x )

0

Thus, the horizontal and vertical orientations x = O, x = t~ show the highest
sensitivities. (1) and (2) yield
ex = E 0

(

1 + a cos 4x ) exp [-

2

(a- x) /

2
2a ]

(J)

We are interested to learn at what x maximum excitation will occur if we
present a line with orientation «. The condition is:
d e

~=0

(4)

d X

or

_ 4 a sin 4x + (1 + acos 4x) (a-x)
_,2

- sin 4x

{J :x -a-= 1 +a cos 4x• 4 acr

2

=

0

(5)
(6)

- BJ -
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t
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For the special cases x

s""··

§r·etc. this reduces to

1~1 =

4af1

2

(7)

or, when expressing all angles in degrees rather than in radians:

(8)
Since we assumed perceived orientation to equal x for the sensor with the highest
excitation, expression {6) gives the difference between perceived orientation and
geometrical orientation•>.
.
4 x 4 x and f ( ~.) = 0.07aa 2 are presented in figs.
The funct1ons
f ( x ) = -1 sin
+a cos
J and 4.
Notably, the former function is not symmetrical around x = 22.5° and 67.5°, the
degree of asymmetry being dependent on a. From our earlier experiments we could not
decide to such an asymmetry. The restricted number of observations, however, does
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not allow any conclusion beyond a (0.5 or so. Presently, we are looking more closely
into the shape of the experimental function ~·(x).
The experiments suggest I~I-J

0

for x = 22°,68°. The corresponding values for a and

= 10 ° yield IIJI= J 0 •
u-10-12° is, in fact, the order of magnitude that Campbell and Kulikowski (1966)
concluded to from psychophysical masking experiments.
Our model should be considered as a first approximation only. One of the first
objectives of an extension could be to try to incorporate data on the accuracy of
observation. The relatively high accuracies that are found experimentally for the
preference orientations H and V would seem to suggest that the selectivity of the
sensors tuned to H and V would also be higher.
However, calculati~n soon shows that this assumption leads to rather absurd
values of the parameters.
To overcome this difficulty, one could drop the assumption that the sensors are
symmetrical around their tuning orientation and give them a steep slope on the
side of the nearest H or V and a flat slope on the other side.
This amounts to separating in the model perceived orientation (dependent on the
flat slope) from accuracy of observation (dependent on the steep slope). This
comes close to what Andrews proposed. To what extent such a model will prove
satisfactory, remains to be seen.
a can readily be obtained from fig. 4. For example, a = 0. 4 and

fl
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An~ar

Induction Effect and Perspective

Introduction
Many vi.sua~ i~~usions are known in which perceived orientation of a
f~uenced by a different~y s~anted second ~i.ne {Fig. 1).

~ine

X

Fig. 1. Poggendorff 1 s i~~usion.
X and Y are geometric~~y
in ~ine

is in-

100

In generally accepted terminology, we can speak
orientation

o~

the test line or

o~

o~

an induced change in perceived

an angular induction

e~~ect,

brought about by

an induction line (Bouma and Andriessen, 1966; Andriessen, 1967).
Recently we

o~~ered,

as part

o~

a comprehensive article on this subject, a

qualitative model covering the general trend
model is based on interaction processes

o~

o~

the angular induction

e~~ect.

The

line detectors in the visual system and

is in line with earlier proposals ~or "interaction theories" (Bouma and Andriessen,
~orthcoming).

The best-known alternative theories that have been put

~orward

in the literature

are "perspective theories", which involve visual depth perception in the phenomenon
(Tausch, 1954; Gregory, 1963; 1967).
Brie~ly, two hypotheses are involved in perspective models:
1) Two lines in a ~~ontal plane that intersect at acute or obtuse angles are -consciously or subconsciously interpreted as representing two lines in a

non-~rontal

plane that intersect at a 90° angle. For example, the projection in the retinal
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plane

o~

a corner

o~

a room with three 90° angles may be three obtuse angles

which are perceived again in depth as three right angles. This idea is substantiated by the £act that monocular retinal images can be quite similar in the
£rontal and the non-£rontal situations.
2) The essential hypothesis then is that the angle which is perceived is some
weighted average o£ the geometrical retinal angle and the assumed 90° angle.
Although we £eel inclined to adhere to an interaction theory we do not think
that this necessarily excludes perspective or spatial £aotors £rom playing a part
in the phenomena. In this contribution results are given o£ experiments in which
the

i~luence

o£ perspective on the angular induction

an equalised retinal

co~iguration

o~

e£~ect

was investigated £or

test line and induction line.

Method
The

co~iguration

o£ test line and induction line, as usually projected on a

vertical screen, was presented at various angles f (ranging £rom 29° to 90°) between the subject's line o£ sight and the projection screen (Fig. 2). By varying
f

the

con~iguration

can be seen under various conditions

o~

perspective. The ex-

periments were not carried out in complete darkness. The illumination level was
about 20 lux. Hence, the perspective

o~

the scene was clearly visible.

vertical axis
projection
screen
subject's
line of
sight
---

Fig. 2. Diagram

o~

.A
---f"C.-I
I
I

......._

·lt-~------· --· I .

the experimental set-up

----

- 101 -

As be~ore, perceived orientation has been measured by adjusting a dot in line
with the test line (Fig. 3).

induction line
test I ine

.p
Fig. 3.

o~ test line, induction line and adjustable dot
seen by the subject. Slant ~ o~ the test line is 315°

Con~iguration

The dimensions

o~

the

co~iguration

as well as the slant

o~

P, as

the test line were

adapted to each value o~ ' in order to present each time the same retinal image
o~ the co~iguration o~ test line and induction line. The adjusted dot positions
were calculated, taking into account the
comparable results.

di~~erent

values

o~

'

in order to get

Experimental results and discussion
The angular induction e~~ect is expressed, as be~ore, by the Induction Antle ~~.
being the di~~erence o~ the perceived orientations o~ a test line with and without
induction line.~~ is ~ound by averaging several series o~ measurements.
Xn the ~irst experi~ent the angle ' was varied between 20° and 900 ~or an
equalised retinal co~iguration o~ test line and induction line. The geometrical
retinal slant ~ o~ the test line was 315°. The induction line was vertical. Retinal
lengths o~ test line and induction line were 14 and 350 minutes o~ arc respectively.
The test line was ~lashed (100 ms). The induction line was continuously present.
Fig. 4 gives the experimental results ~or two subjects.
Xt appears that the Induction Angle is approximately independent o~ the value o~ •·
Only individual di~~erences between the subjects• results were noticed.
Xn the second experiment ~or two values o~ '
(4.5° and 90°) the retinal slant ~
the test line was varied between 270° and 360°, other parameters being the same.
Fig • .5 shows the experimental results ~or the same subjects PK and HvH. Xt is seen
that the general trend o~ the i~luence o~ the slant ~ o~ the test line on the
angular induction e~~ect is the same as ~ound be~ore (Bouma and Andriessen, 1966).
Again, individual di~~erences between the subjects• results are noticeable. The
i~luence o~ the angle •
, however, is virtually absent.
From both experiments it can be concluded that no signi~icant i~luence o~ the
o~

perspective parameter • obtains.
Thus, the configuration o~ test line and induction line presented under various
conditions o~ perspective gives rise to the same angular induction e~~ect. This indicates that the angular induction e~~ect is based on the retinal co~iguration o~
test line and induction line, rather than on depth cues, at least in an experimental
set-up like ours.
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JUST NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCES IN SLANT OF TEST LINES AS A
FUNCTION OF RETINAL ECCENTRICITY
J.J. Andriessen and H. Bouma

Introduction

272

Perceived orientation ~ of a line stimulus presented in a frontal plane deviates
systematically from the geometrical slant a of the line stimulus. In fact, ~is
biassed a few degrees towards the horizontal H or vertical V, whichever is nearest
(Bouma and Andriessen, 1968a). If a second line stimulus is present, an extra bias
occurs, usually towards the perpendicular of the second line (Bouma and Andriessen,
1970). In the measurements referred to above, the subjects adjusted a dot in line
with the test line. The accuracy of observation is reflected in the standard devia~ion of the settings (of the order of 1°). It is relatively low for Hand V and
high for obliques (Bouma and Andriessen, 1968a).
In working towards a theory of slant perception (Bouma and Andriessen, 1968b),
we aimed at including systematic bias effects as well as accuracies of observation.
Since in the method of adjustment each setting might have been based on more than
one stimulus presentation, we switched for measuring accuracies to a method in
which each respon~e can be attributed to a single presentation. We chose a sequential up-and-down method (Cardozo, 1966) in which the subject had to report on the
slant difference of two successive test line presentations. Roughly, we found results
similar to those of the method of adjustment.
In the meantime we got interested in eccentric vision, where a starting point has
been found for processes of visual search (Engel, 1969) and of form interaction
(Bouma, 1970; Beerens and Bouma, 1970). This made us wonder how much the accuracy
of slant observation decreases with increasing eccentricity of the line stimulus.
We report here on some exploratory measurements on the latter question.

Method
At a distance of 50 em from the subject's eyes a fixation dot (F) is projected
on to a circular and translucent vertical screen (fig. 1). The subject used his
left eye only and focussed on the fixation dot. The subject's head was steadied by
a rest consisting of a chin support, two temple steadiers and a forehead rest.
The presentation of the test line was at the temporal side of the retina along
a horizontal meridian. On the translucent screen the test line appeared to the
right-hand side of the fixation dot. The location of the test line with respect to
the fovea (the eccentricity) is indicated by the angle ~· The projecting device
was basically the same as in Bouma and Andriessen (1968a): A slit in a rotatable
disc was projected on to the screen. Its length was adjustable. The rotation
of the disc was achieved by a stepmotor device in steps of 0.03° to a maximum of 6°.
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Fig. 1. Perspective diagram of the experimental set-up.
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There was no mechanical clearance in the gear-box. The experiments were carried out
with two lengths of the test line (1 = 21' and 70') and one geometrical slant
(a= 140°), at eccentricities~ between 0° and 16°. The test line width was 3.5'.
Eccentricity ~ was varied in random order.

Procedure
The experimental procedure was as follows:
By depressing a push-button, the subject started the time cycle in which the test
line was presented twice, each time for 100 ms. The first time the test line was
always presented with a slant a • 140°. Then,after a time interval of 1 s ~),the
test line reappeared; now with a slant of either a + Aa or a -Aa. The test line was
rotated around its centre. The rotationmovements were made during the time interval
between the successive presentations. The probability for a test line to occur with
slant a+Aa or slant a-Aa is equal (SO\).
The subject responds bydepressing one of the two push-buttons depending on whether
he saw the second test line rotated to the right or to the left of the first presented
test line (f~~ced choice).
From the recorded scores the just noticeable difference in slant Aatcan be calculated, defined as that value of Aa at which a 72\ correct score was obtained (for
the derivation, see Cardozo and DeJong, 1968).
During one session one value of Aat was determined for each experimental condition.
Three sessions were carried out on different days. Two experienced subjects took part
in the experiments.
Luminance values of the translucent screen and the test line were 3 and 8 cd/m 2 ,
respectively.

Results
The experimental results have been summarised in Fig. 2. In this figure the just
noticeable difference in slant Aat has been plotted as a function of the eccentricity
for two lengths of the test line and two subjects.
->In a pilot experiment this time interval proved to be not critical.

~
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Fig. 2. The just noticeable difference in slant 6at for subjects JA and HB
plotted as a function of the eccentricity~. The test line 1 had two lengths: 21 1 and
70'.
Only at 1 = 21' did a significant increase of 6at appear with increasing eccentricity.

')74
<I

.

At 1 = 21' and ¢ = 16° some experimental difficulties arose. The short test line often
looked like a vague spot without any recognisable orientation. The corresponding
measuring points are shown in brackets. It appears that for 1 = 70' the just noticeable difference in slant is virtually independent of the eccentricity ~. at least in
the measured ¢ - range. Only for 1 = 21' does a significant increase of 6at appear
with increasing eccentricity ¢.

Discussion
In view of the rather extensive ~ - range covered by the experiments, we may say
that contrary to expectation the just noticeable difference in slant only shows a
relatively small increase with eccentricity. This is true despite the diff1culties
of observation experienced by the subjects, which do increase with increasing eccentricity.
The unexpected high accuracies made us wonder how they compare with accuracies involved in uther acuity tasks such as normal visual acuity (Landolt C gap-detection)
or vernier acuity. For this, we have to transform the rotation 6atinto a retinal
shift:
Rotation of test line 1 over a threshold angle 6at causes the end of the test line
to shift over a distance m = 6 ~~· 1 at most (6at in degrees, 1 and min minutes of arc).
The values of 6at have been averaged over the two subjects. In fig. 3 the visual angle
m has been plotted as a function of the eccentricity ~. It is compared, as mentioned,
with two visual acuity functions. As usual, we define visual acuity as the reciprocal
value of the visual angle in minutes of arc.
For the two visual acuity functions, the corresponding visual angles have been
plotted as functions of the eccentricity~ (LeGrand, 1967).
It turns out that the just noticeable difference in slant of eccentrically presented test lines is generally greater than can be understood from normal visual
acuity considerations; also, it is of the same order as vernier acuity.
The conclusion is that the orientation detecting mechanism is so accurate that
ordinary acuity limits are exceeded. Orientation, therefore, stands out as a form
aspect which is handled with particular accuracy by the form detecting system.
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The visual angle m

=

~at

1

57
for the two lengths of the test line and the
reciprocal value of the visual acuity from
two acuity tasks plotted as functions of the
eccentricity'· It is seen that if the just
noticeable difference in slant is transformed
in terms of minimum visual angle, it is of the
same order as in the case of a vernier task,
with a trend towards lower values for higher
eccentricities.

The present results seem to suggest that even though the spatial coarseness of the
form detecting system increases with eccentricity, the orientation detecting system
can cope with foveal accuracy. As a speculation, this might be a component of the
size-invariancy of form perception.
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ORIENTATIONAL SPECIFICITY OF LINE INTERACTIONS IN ECCENTRIC
VISION
E.G.J. Beerens and H. Bouma
In eccentric vision a stimulus letter presented singly is better recognisable than
a stimulus letter which is flanked by other letters (Mackworth, 1965; Bouma 1969,
1970). This adverse interaction between letter stimuli was found to operate over
relatively large visual angles P between testletter and flanking letters, Pm being
about o.s t (where pm is the maximum value of P, and t is the eccentricity of the
testletter). Furthermore, indications were found (Bouma, unpublished) that this interaction might depend on similarities in shape between testletter and flanking
letters.
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These findings gave rise to a further investigation of the nature of interactions
in eccentric form recognition. Here we present evidence for the subjoined conclusions.
Interactions in eccentric vision are not restricted to letter stimuli; they may
also be found with much simpler forms, such as line-segments (figs. 1a and 1b).
One of the factors involved in interactions between line-segments is the difference in orientation between test stimulus and interaction stimulus.
The ratio Pm/' that can be found for equally orientated
same order as that found in letter interaction.

line stimuli is of the

Experi menta I
The test stimulus was a black bar with length/width ratio 5 and with one out of
eight orientations, viz.:
0° (horizontal), +22.5°, -22.5°, +45°, -45°, +67.5°, -67.5°, 90°(vertical).
A great number of test stimuli were drawn with Indian ink on a long sheet of paper
in random order. Interaction stimuli were configurations of eight equally orientated
black bars placed around the test stimulus as shown in fig. 2. These interaction
bars were twice as long, and twice as wide as the testbar. The parameters ' ' p,a and
S are defined in fig. 2. In a two-channel tachistoscope, a blank field (30 x 30 em)
was replaced for 100 ms by an equally bright field containing the test stimulus and
the interaction stimulus. Effective background luminance was about 250 cd/m 2 • The
ratio of the luminances of background and stimuli was 15. Viewing distance was 57 em.
The observer started the presentation himself by operating a micro-switch at a moment when looking at the fixation mark. The stimulus appeared 50 ms after the switching moment. The observer reported the orientation of the test stimulus (one of eight
possibilities). If he could not perceive any (test)orientation,he was allowed to say
so. Monocular vision was used except in experiment no. 3. Natural pupil diameter was
about 5 mm. All presentations (in the same experiment) were on a fixed eccentric
position and in a frontal plane. Pilot measurements showed that if the eccentricity
of an isolated test stimulus was increased beyond a certain eccentricity + , the
1
observers' responses often differed one step (22.5°) from the test orientation actually presented. This means that the orientation perceiving system is sufficiently sensitive to detect roughly the correct orientation, but is lacking in accuracy. A further increase of + yielded an eccentricity t 2 from which an observer occasionally
responded: "no orientation perceived". Since we are interested here in the pure
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for the two lengths of the test line and the
reciprocal value of tbe visual acuity from
two acuity tasks plotted as functions of the
eccentricity •· It rs seen that if the just
noticeable difference in slant is transformed
in terms of minimum visual angle, it is of the
same order as in,'the case of a vernier task,
with a trend towards lower values for higher
eccentricities,..;
Fig. 3.

The visual angle m

=

I

The present results ~eem to suggest that even though the spatial coarseness of the
form detecting system increase~ with eccentricity, the orientation detecting system
can cope with foveal accuracy... As a speculation, this might be a component of the
size-invariancy of form perieption.
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Fig. 1. Interaction in
(a) In looking successively at the dots,
the recognisability of the letter /a/
~urns out to depend on the presence of
the flanking /x/ letters and on the open
spaces between /a/ and /x/.

eccentric form vision.
(b) In looking successively at the dots,
the perceptibility of the smaller horizontal and vertical line-segments turns
out to depend on the orientation of the
surrounding line-segments.

perception of orientation rather than in perceptual or estimational accuracy, we
decided to regard all 22.5° differences as negligible. At an eccentricity +2 the
total number of correct responses contained a roughly constant percentage (= 30\)·.
of 22.5° differences. Of the incorrect +2 responses, about 80\ fell in the category
"no orientation perceived".
Example of interaction stimulus surrounding the test
stimulus;

_____ j _______ _jjx,

•
p

a

s

eccentricity of test stimulus
visual angle from test stimulus to interaction
stimulus
orientation of test stimulus
orientation of interaction stimulus
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Results
Experiment no. 1.
In the first eY.periment the length of the test stimulus subtended a visual angle
of 1 = 7S'(minutes of arc). The test stimulus was presented at an eccentricity~ of
30°. Each of the eight test orientations was presented 20 times in random order at
6 different values of the interaction radius p, By interpolation, the radius Pso
was obtained from the point of 50\ of correct responses. Results are plotted in fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Radius of interaction stimulus (p) at the point of 50% of correct responses to the orientation of the test stimulus (a) at three different orientations of the interaction stimulus (8). Observers TvR (circles), SvD (triangles),
EB (squares). ~
30°. Test stimulus: 75 1 x 15 1 •

=

For all graphs of fig. 3 P50 is largest when the test orientation a equals the interaction orientation 8. This means that the interaction effect is strongest for equal
orientations. The analogy in shape of the several graphs indicates that the slant
difference is an essential parameter of the interaction effect.
Experiment no. 2.
In the experimental set-up the maximum visual angle over
stimulus influences the perception of the test 5timulus can
quately if the percentage of correct responses for isolated
the 100 per cent level. This condition. was not realised in

which an interaction
only be measured adetest stimuli is below
experiment no. 1.

Therefore, in the present experiment a test stimulus with a length of 1
(length/width ratio 5) was presented at ' = 12.5°.

= 18'

Since we are now interested most in the responses for equal orientations, the
number of non-parallel presentations has been somewhat reduced. Only one interaction
orientation was used (horizontal).

t ~ ..at---<Yir------1-----i
i I 201--~1----+-----i
cf!
TvR
8
12oco

EB

A

8

0

12" co

Radius of interaction stimulu.;

Fig. 4. Influence of the interaction radius P on the scores for different test orientations. Averaged scores for a= 0°, +22.5°, -22.5° (circles) and a= 90°, +67.5°,
-67.5° (triangles). Horizontal interaction lines (8
0°). Scores for isolated test
stimuli are plotted at p
m,~
12.5°. Test stimulus: 18' x 3.6 1 •

=

=

=
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As can be seen from fig. 4, scores for test stimuli in the presence of a (Toughly)
parallel interaction stimulus equal those for isolated test stimuli for a radius p
between about 6° and 12°. Calling this radius Pm' we find the ratio pm/~ to vary
between 0.5 and 1 (~ = 12.5°). This value is of the same order as that found in
letter recognition (pm/~ =0.5; Bouma 1969, 1970).
Experiment no. 3.
To make sure that interactions such as described above are caused on a higher
level in the visual pathway than the retina, which is likely for neurophysiological
reasons, we used haploscopic vision (with tachistoscopic presentation) in a third
experiment (fig. 5).
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interaCtion

......

Fis. 5. Topview of haploscope
In this set-up the test stimulus can be presented to one eye and the interaction
stimulus to the other. To compare results, measurements have also been carried out
with both stimuli to one eye and an empty field to the other •

..:

a·
~

~ 0

2

tp: 10'

4

6

2
t
Radius p

4

6

g>

Fig. 6. Haploscopic v~sion (filled symbols) compared to monocular vision
(open symbols). B = 0 •
Averaged scores for a= 0°, +22.5°, -22.5° (circles) are compared with
those for a = 90°, +67.5°, -67.5° (triangles).
Test stimulus: 18 1 x 3.6'.

As shown in fig. 6 in both experimental situations not only interactions are found
but also some orientational specifity. This means that the interaction is caused on
a level where the visual information from the eyes is no longer separated.
Experiment no. 4.
In the previous experiments only interaction stimuli were used composed of bars·.
with a certain orientation. One may ask if an interaction effect will still occur
if the elements of the interaction stimulus (fig. Z) are forms without a pronounced
orientation. To answer this question we carried out a few measurements in which three
types of interaction stimuli were used, each made up of different components, viz.
a) vertical bars, b) horizontal bars, c) circular spots with the same surface area as tl
bars. In condition c) interaction is still found but no longer any orientational
preference. In fig. 7 the average of the scores for the eight test orientations in
condition c) is compared with the averaged scores for test orientations parallel
Cia - Bl= 0° or 22.5°) and perpendicular Cia - Bl= 90° or 67.5°) to the interaction
orientation in the conditions a) and b). Notice that the scores in condition c) lie
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between those for parallel and perpendicular orientations.
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Fig. 7. Non-orientation-specific interaction.
Averages scores for 5wo observers (SvD and EB) in three situations:
(i)
= o d 22.5° represented by ,,, )
(ii)
a
- a = 90 • 67.5° represented by ( ..L)
(iii) interaction stimulus consists of circular spots, and scores are
averages over all eight values of a. These scores ·are represented
by ( ®).
$ = 4°. Test stimulus: 7.5' x 1.5'.
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Discussion
In the experiments described, a "masked" test stimulus is not perceived as "blank"
but rather as a blur or dot without any orientation. Since the observers_ are acquanted with the orientational selectivity of the interaction effect, they have some knowledge about the actual test orientation when they perceive such a blur or dot. The
results were fairly well reproducible but, once the substantiality of the interaction
effect has been established, other methods might be used to eliminate possible bias
effects.
In pilot experiments we not only used interaction-stimuli like the one of fig. Z
but also rectangular grids of equidistant lines, and patterns of randomly scattered
parallel bars both with a circular field (of radius p) left blank in the centre. The
two latter types of interaction stimuli were less effective than the one we eventually
used. It is also of interest that for small decreasing values of the interaction radius the proportion of correct responses increased strongly (instead of decreasing
to zero). We have not yet investigated this matter thoroughly, but an effect like
this has already been found in relation to the foveal visual acuity (Flom, Weymouth
and Kahnemann, 1963).
Our general conclusion is that orientation-specific interaction between line~~eg
ments due to perceptual processes on at least a cortical level, can be found within
large areas of the peripheral visual field. In trying to account for this finding,
the following remark made by Hubel and Wiesel (1965) concerning the eat's visual
cortex may be of interest: "( ••••• ) for reasons not clear, two parallel slits shone
in the same receptive field seldom give a more powerful response than either by itself". This means that (on the level of "complex-cells") the signal of a cell contains no information about the number of features in its receptive field, and so
there is loss of information when two or more features appear in the same perceptive
field. Hubel and Wiesel (1965) have found the area of receptive fields to be 'loosely related' to the eccentricity of their retinal location; the area increases with

•
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increasing eccentricity. For small eccentricities ( = 4°) the maximum ratio
~1eld area/$
that Hubel and Wiesel found is of the same order as our value of om/$'
For larger eccentricities (>> 4°) our interaction areas are larger than their
receptive field areas.
Clearly, an account in terms of interactions between features within the same
receptive field would qualitatively describe the orientational selectivity of the
interaction effect but the problem to be dealt with then is in what way this receptivefield interaction is related to perceptual interaction.
It is tempting, though somewhat premature, to derive from fig. 3 a value for the
angular selectivity of the interaction effect. Using Campbell's (1968) definition
for angular selectivity (i.e., half the width of the curve half-way the maximum and
minimum amplitudes) we find roughly a selectivity of 30° (observer SvD, a = 45°) for
an eccentricity of $= 30°. In psychophysical experiments with gratings in foveal vision in man, Campbell and Kulikowski (1966) find a reduction by one half in a masking
effect when the masking grating is at an angle of 12° to 15° from the test grating.
For single units in the cat, Campbell et al. (1968) find angular selectivities mostly in the range from 14° to 26°, but in monkeys, Hubel and Wiesel (1968) find these
values mostly within 5° to 10°.
The agreement that is found in the Pmf$ values for interactions between letters
and between line-segments can be taken as an indication that "orientation" is a basic
feature in the perception of forms, which would account for Bouma's (unpublished)
finding that letter interactions depend on the likeness of shape between the stimuli.
The interaction that we found with circular spots could either be explained by
the isotropy of orientations in the contour of a circular spot, or by a hypothetical
interference of contrast as such. This is a matter for further study.
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ASYMMETRY AND SYMMETRY IN ECCENTRIC LINE INTERACTION
E.G.J. Beerens and H. Bouma
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In the previous paper (Beerens and Bouma, this issue) we have shown that in
eccentric vision an adverse interaction between line-segments can be found which
operates over the same distance as interaction between eccentrically presented
letter stimuli. It is known that the interaction between letter stimuli in eccentric
vision is asymmetrical around the test letters; the interaction is stronger if the
interaction letter is on the peripheral side of the test letter rather than on the
foveal side (Mackworth, 1965; Bouma, 1970).
In this paper our aim is to show that the interaction between line stimuli is
asymmetrical around the test stimulus with the same bias as found with letter stimuli, and that it seems possible to describe this asymmetry empirically by assuming the
interaction to be symmetrical around the .interaction stimulus.
Furthermore, we have found indications that the form of the asymmetrical interaction area can be derived from the same assumption.
Experimental and notation
The experimental set-up has been described in the previous paper (Beerens and
Bouma, this issue):
The test stimulus ~as a black:bar with orientation a (one out of a series of eight
possibilities with successive differences of 22.5°) which was presented tachisto-·
scopically (100 ms)and in afrontal plane at an eccentricity ~ = 4° from the fixation
mark on the horizontal meridian of the left visual field. The dimensions of the test
stimulus subtended visual angles of 7' x 1.4'. Only the right eye was used. Viewing
distance was 287 em. Simultaneously with the test stimulus an interaction stimulus
composed of one, two or three bars (14' x 2.8' each) with orientation a was presented
on the foveal or on the peripheral side of the test stimulus (cf. fig. 1). The position of the interaction stimulus was known to the observers.
The paramet~r ~ is introduced as the eccentricity of the interaction stimulus (If
an interaction stimulus with three elements is used, then ~ is the eccentricity of
the middle one). The visual angle between the centre of the test stimulus and the
neares.t ~lint of the interaction stimulus is called p. Indices p and f point to·.
the p~siion of the interaction stimulus, namely en the peripheral or on the foveal
side o the test stimulus. Pso is the P value for which 50% of correct responses are
obtai ed. In the following, percentages of correct responses will only be related to
the presentations for which a and S are equal. Therefore we have reduced somewhat
the number of presentations in the non-parallel orientations.
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Fig. 1. Examples of interaction stimuli. In (c) the fixation mark is also shown
and the interaction stimulus (i.s.) is on the foveal side of the test stimulus
(t.s.).

Results
Experiment 1. In the first experiment we examine the peripheral/foveal asymmetry.
Interaction stimuli are configurations of three parallel bars, 14' x 2.8' each, at
distances of 18' from each other (cf. fig. 1c), presented either on the peripheral
or on the foveal side-of the test stimulus.
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In the upper and lower halves of fig. 2 percentages of correct responses are given
for interaction orientations B • 0° and B ~ 45°, respectively. Only scores for test
orientations a = B have been plotted. Each point has been calculated from 20 or 40
presentations. For corresponding values of p, scores in the left half of fig. 2 are
lower than in the right half, which means that the interaction is strongest if the
interaction stimulus ii on the peripheral side.
If we assume the
test stimulus to be
ordinates pp and pf
hold since w equals

influence of an interaction stimulus on the perception of the
determined by the ratio P/,,then for two points of fig. 2 with
at which the scores are equal, the following relation should
(~ + pp) or (~ - pf):
(1)

The lines of dashes in fig. 2 were obtained by transforming the curves of the left
half to the right half with the aid of relation (1). Their fitting in with the
solid lines is a measure of the goodness of fit of our empirical description of the
asymmetry.
Experiment 2. The form of the asymmetrical interaction area has been investigated
with the aid of interaction stimuli of one, two or three horizontal elements (figs.
1a, 1b, 1c). The elements have the same dimensions as in experiment 1. Results are
only given for the presentations in which a • B • In fig. 3 the positions of the elements of the interaction stimuli, for which 50\ (obtained by interpolation) of the
responses is correct, are marked.
If the influence of an interaction stimulus is determined only by the ratio P/W
(apart from differences of orientation), then P1019 must be constant for all interacion stimuli that we used in the experiment. This ·implies that circles with radii
P 50 = cw (where cis a constant) drawn around the 50\-points, intersect at the
position of the test stimulus (fig. 4). Furthermore, it turns out that the locus of
the points satisfying PIW = c is a circle with radius R • c9/(1-c 2 ) and centre C
at coordinates {- 9(1 + c 2/1-c 2),0}. The origin is placed at the fixation mark and
the test stimulus is on the X-axis). As can be seen from fig. 3 the experimental
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results agree more or less with the above. It is quite remarkable that there are only
slight differences between p 50 -values for interaction stimuli of one, two or three
elements.
ri
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Fig. 2. Asymmetric interaction.
For three observers (HB circles, SvD triangles and EB squares)
percentages of correct responses are plotted against the distance P·between the test and interaction stimulus. The interaction stimulus is on the peripheral (p ) or on the foveal (pf)
side of the test stimulus. The solid cu~ves are fitted by eye
to the average of the points. The curves of dashes were obtained by transforming the curves in the left half of this
figure via relation (l) (see text). The dotted curves are mirrored images of the curves in the left half.
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Fig. 3. Form of interaction area at SO% of correct responses for test orientation a = 6=o 0 •
Each symbol represents the point on a horizontal line-segment which is
nearest to the test stimulus. Symbols are shown for the position for which
the interpolated percentage of correct responses is SO%. The interaction
stimulus consists of one element (open symbols), two elements (filled symbols) or three elements (crosses). The meaning of the circles is explained
in the text and in fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical locus (heavy circle
with radius R and centre C) of points at
which an interaction stimulus is assumed
to have a constant influence (say SO% of
correct responses) on the perception of the
test stimulus. The thin circles around four
hypothetical sot-points intersect at the
position of the test stimulus while their
radii satisfy Pso/~ = c (with c = 0.22).
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Discussion
If we interpret the adverse interaction in terms of a location of the test and
interaction stimuli within the same receptive field(s) (see Beerens and Bouma, this
issue) then asymmetries around the test stimulus found in perceptual interaction can
be accounted for by assuming the receptive field-size to increase with increasing
eccentricity.
We have found that the form of the asymmetrical interaction area near an eccentric
test stimulus can be described empirically by the relation P/~ = constant.
Validity of this relgtion implies that the interaction effect is symmetrical around
the interaction stimulus. For a direct verification of this implication an experiment could be done in which the position of the interaction stimulus (~) is kept
constant while the position of the test stimulus is varied. In addition, the results
of further experiments must answer the questions whether the relation p/~ = constant
holds over a wide range of eccentricities, and for other meridians and stimulus
orientations than the ones we used.
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· INDUCED CHANGES IN THE PERCEIVED
ORIENTATION OF LINE SEGMENTS
H. BoUMA and J. J. ANDRIESSEN·
Institute for Perception Research, IPO, Eindhoven, Netherlands

(Recei-ved 2 October 1969; in re-vised form 20 October 1969)
I. INTRODUCTION

IN AN earlier paper we described how the perceived orientation of an isolated line segment
deviates systematically from its geometrical slant (BoUMA and ANDRIFSSEN, 1968a; see
also ANDREWS, 1967). Restricting our experiments to line segments presented to the
subject in a frontal plane (i.e. perpendicular to the line of sight}, we found that perceived
orientation is biased towards the nearest horizontal H or vertical V as compared to
geometrical slant. The effect is usually of the order of 3° but, dependent on line parameters
and subject, values of up to 10° have been obtained.
At an early stage of these experiments, we had already found substantial differences,
up to 10°, in the perceived orientation of a test lirie if in the same frontal plane a second
line segment of different slant was added (see BoUMA and ANDRIEssEN, 1966; ANDRIESSEN,
1967). This interaction effect is usually· such that the test line gets an extra bias, now
towards the perpendicular of the second line. We were interested in learning more about
this interaction, in particular whether Hand V had also a special role to play here. This
led us to experiments in which the slants of both lines were varied. Now, in general •.
interaction effects in the visual system between stimuli that are presented simultaneously
to different parts of the retina are described as induction effects of one stimulus on the
other. Therefore, we shall refer to this effect as 'induced change in perceived orientation',
and to the lines as •test line' and "induction line'.
As to the theoretical background of the phenomenon, we have to refer to the subject of
visual illusions, more precisely to the slant illusions such as those of Poggendorff, Zollner
and Ponzo. Illusions continue to be covered extensively in the literature (ZusNE, 1968)
but no firm theoretical basis for understanding them has so far been advanced (GRAHAM,
1965). For a comprehensive review, see OvER (1968). Most of the theoretical attempts
involve depth perception in the phenomena: perspective theories (TAUSCH, 1954;
GREGORY, 1963; 1967). Briefly, two lines. under acute or obtuse angles in a frontal plane
are assumed tQ be interpreted by the subject as two perpendicular lines in a non-frontal
plane. The essential second hypothesis is then that the perceived angle is some weighted
average of the geome.trical angle on the retina and ~e assumed 90° angle.l No attempt
has been made so far to proceed to a more quantitative treatment. Alternately, these
illusions are describe.d in terms of the geometrical parameters of the retinal image only.
Here, the concept is that illusions are due to 'lateral neural interactions' between 'line
I Compare BEJt.LINER and BEilLINEil (1948): "We might postulate forces that repulse the figure from the
field lines", or WALLACE (1966): "acute angles arc perceptually enlarged". Our suggestion would read: ·•obtuse
angles are perceptually reduced".
·
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detectors' of 'competitive orientations' (MAcKAY, 1965; DAY, 1965; GANZ, 1966;
RoBINSON, 1968). These terms are close to current neurophysiological terms. We feel
inclined to the latter type of theory, of which we shall present a model.
In illusions, there is a tendency towards maximizing the illusionary effects, which
usually leads to rather complex configurations. Since our aim was an experimental
analysis of the underlying phenomena, we have preferred a simple configuration of just
two lines.
Apart from the experiments in which the slants of test line and inductiop line have
been varied, we shall report an experiment concerning the cooperation between the two
eyes, in an attempt to find indications of the hierarchical level at which the induction
effect operates.

..

2. METHODS

2 90

Apparatus

·We have made use, basically, of the same method as in the previous experiments (l968a), which method
·
had been used earlier by SALOMON (1947). The apparatus consists of the following:
A circular translucent screen was placed 500 mm from the subject's eyes. It had a diameter of about 40°
visual angle. It was surrounded by a I oo wide ring of black paper. The screen was in a vertical plane perpendicular to the line of sight of the subject. Projection systems projected on the screen a short line segment I
(test line), a long line segment m (induction line) and an adjustable dot P. The geometrical situation was such
that I ended in the middle of m. No overlap of the two lines occurred at the junction, which implies a small
triangular gap. I and P were on opposite sides of m (Fig. 1). At the viewing distance used, 1 mm on the screen
corresponds to 7' visual angle. Both line segments had adjustable lengths and slants. Values for I were
belween I= 2 mm (14') and I= 4 mm (28'), whereas m was at least 65 mm (450'). Line widths were I mm (7').
The distance between P and the central end of I was 50 mm (j50').
Dot P (diameter I mm, 7') could be moved across the screen in a direction perpendicular to the test line
and had to be adjusted so as to appear in its extension.· This was achieved by a stepwise rotating motor,
controlled by push-buttons. Dot velocity 2 mm/sec, one step corresponding to 0·1 mm displacement on the
screen, minimum displacement 0·2 mm. A helipotentiometer served to register automatically dot position to the
nearest 0·05 mm. The mechanical system that provided I and P was the same as used before (Fig. 2).
Duration of presentation of the lines was controlled by rapid and silent electromechanical shutters.
Duration of the test line was 100 msec per Bash, the induction line and the dot were continuously present. The
screen was uniformly illuminated, its luminance being about 3 cdfm2. Luminances of the lines and the dot were
about 8 cd/m2.
For the haploscopic experiments, we have not made use of a single induction line, but rather of what we
have termed line noise, consisting of many lines of the same slant, which appear irregularly at random
positions of a television screen (ALEWUNSE, 1967). An advantage of this set-up is that no fixation marks are
needed, which brings the conditions in correspondence with the other experiments. Figure 3 is a diagram of
the set-up.
The circular translucent screen was now used as an auxiliary screen, for convenience rather than out of
necessity. It was binocularly viewed. Test line and adjustable dot were now projected on a second screen, which
was viewed by one eye only. The other eye viewed the third screen filled with line noise which acted as a multitude
of induction lines. The three screens were bordered in such a way that their joint perception did not produce
any distracting effects such as rivalry. Viewing distances were 500 mm as before. In order to avoid possible
influence of the induction lines on perceived dot position, we isolated the dot by a homogeneous circular area
of about 4° visual angle in diameter (Fig. 4).
The apparatus of Fig. 3 was rearranged in order to carry out haploscopic experiments with test line and
adjustable dot on the right eye and induction lines on the left eye.
For purposes of comparison, we have carried out corresponding monocular experiments in which both test
line and induction line noise were presented either to the right or to the left eye.
Procedure

The test line I was flashed each time that the subject pressed a push-button. The induction line m was continuously visible, as was the adjustable dot. The subject moved the dot, which started at a considerable distance
from its veridical position (alternately from above and from below) until it seemed to him to lie on the extension
of the test line. The subject was free to choose the number of flashes that he needed to arrive at a satisfactory
dot position. This number was between 5 and 30. Then, by·means of a push-button, he got the deviation from
the geometrically veridical position to be recorded. He was not informed about this setting.
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FIG. I. Configuration of test line /, induction line m and adjustable dot P.
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FIG. 2. Disc with test line and adjustable dot P.
Altalll•yscreen

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the set-up for the haploscopic experiments. H.M.: half-silvered mirror.

FIG. 4. Subject's field of view in the haploscopic experiments.

Before each series of four adjustments in which induction line and test line of a certain slant were both
present. four adjustments without ind·uction line were carried out. The influence of the induction line on the
perceived orientation of the test line can so be determined. These series were repeated on at least two other days.
In total, ten subjects panicipated in the experiments. They were aware of the general outcome of the
experiments.
In the experiments. their head was steadied by a rest consisting of a chin suppon, two temple steadiers and a
forehead rest. They used binocular vision. unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. Subjects had either normal or
adequately corrected vision.
For a discussion of the method, we refer to our earlier paper (1968a).
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Definitions and symbols

As before, we introduce the angles a and ~- We define a as the geometrical slant of the extension of the test
line I. For the isolated test line, if P is the adjusted dot position, we define the slant 'I' = (a + ~) of BP
operationally as the perceived orientation of the test line. Accordingly, ~is the angular deviation of the perceived
orientation 'I' from the geometrical slant a of the test line (Fig. 5). In general we shall say that, if in a range of
slants perceived orientation is biased towards a certain slant, this latter slant constitutes a preference orientation.
Contrary to our earlier paper (1968a), we shall distinguish here preference orientation from anchor orientation.
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FIG. 5. The position of the dot P adjusted subjectively in line with an isolated line segment of
slant a. If 'I' is defined as the perceived orientation of I. then Pis the angular deviation of perceived
orientation from geometrical slant.
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-----~---·FtG. 6. For a configuration of test lin~ I of slant a and induction line m of slant y· it appears that
the subject adjusts the dot to a position P1 which is indicative of a perceived orientation
'I'; = (a + ~;)of the test line. The induction angle is represented by AP = ((31 - ~).
We take anchor as being a reference that a subject uses to arrive at a certain estimate. Though anchor orientations
may well coincide with preference orientations, they refer to a different type of subjective task. We shall deal
almost exclusively with preference orientations here.
If we now add the induction line m of slant y, the subject arrives at a different dot position P; that corresponds to a perceived orientation ljl; of the test line. The angular deviation P1 is the difference between
perceived orientation and geometrical slant of the test line under induction (Fig. 6).
We now define A P = ((31 - (3) as the induced change in perceived orientation, abbreviated to induction
angle. For each series of four adjustments, we took the average of the measured ~ as well as the standard
deviation. AP was found by determining the difference between the corresponding averages of~~ and ~- This
value was averaged over the series and indicated by irjJ. The standard deviations s of A~ have also been
calculated. For some values of E"JJ, 95 per cent confidence levels are indicated in the diagrams by vertical bars.
To avoid confusion, we shall express visual angles in min of arc and slants or induction angles in degrees.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Slants of test line and induction line
Full test line. At a given slant of the induction line, the induction angle ~ has been
determined as a function of slant a of the test line (I = 21'; 270°..;;; a< 360°). Figure 7
gives the results for two subjects for three slants of the induction line (y = 0°, 45° and
90°). At the top, we have indicated the configurations of test line and induction line as
well as the + and - directions of the induction angle Kj3. It appears that there is an
induction effect, mainly so that perceived orientation of the test line is biased towards a
slant perpendicular to the induction line. The maximum induction angle is of the order
of 5°. However, it turns out that for some values of a and y; perceived orientation of the
test line is biased significantly towards the induction line itself. This is shown most clearly
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FIG. 7. The induction angle Ell as a function of slant a of the test line for three slants y of the
inductiop. line. At the top, we have indicated the configurations of test line and induction line as
well as the + and - directions of the induction angle EJJ, represented by vertical bars. Bottom
curves s~ow s 6 11 as a function of 11. Two subjects, I = 21'.

for the horizontal induction line in the a interval 330-360°. In these cases, the induction
angle is of the order of 2°.
For all three values of y, it appears that the induction angle sh:ows a maximum when the
angle between induction line and test line is about 45°.2 When the test line is perpendicular to the induction line, the induction angle tends towards zero. Generally, the
magnitude of the induction angle proves to be dependent on the subject. We have ascertained that the observed effects also hold in other quadrants.
Finally, the induction angle seems slightly larger for a vertical than for a horizontal
induction line, whereas the induction line under 45° produces only a small induction angle.
The measurements of Fig. 7 (bottom curves) show that the standard deviation of K]J is
minimal for horizontal and vertical slants of the test line, and maximal for slants of 45°.
2There is considerable evidence that in illusions with horizontal test lines an angle of 1~20° is the most
effective (see e.g. WALLACE and CRAMPIN, 1969, for the Zollner illusion}. We have no evidence pertinent to the
explanation of this apparent discrepancy.
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This effect is quite similar to what was found earlier for isolated test lines (1968a).
An angle of 45° between test line and induction line turned out to produce the largest
induction angles. We have checked the induction effect when at this angle of intersection
the total configuration was rotated over 90° in 15° steps (Fig. 8). It appears that the
induction angle is maximal when the induction line is vertical, in correspondence with
the other results.
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Fto. 8. The induction angle :ifll as a function of geometrical slant a of the test line. The angle
between test line and induction line has been held constant at 45°, as is indicated at the top.
Three subjects: I= 21'.

For slant-illusions, it has long been known that the illusionary effect becomes very
much weaker if the total configuration is rotated so that the perceptually distorted lines
become either horizontal or vertical (for recent work, see GREEN and HoYLE, 1964;
WALLACE, t964; LEIBOWITZ and TOFFEY, 1966).3
Dotted test line. The experiment that will now be discussed is a logical extension of
experiments described earlier (1968a). We found that for isolated test lines two dots at
the extremities of the test line gave results more or less similar to those of the full test
line, and as such served· as a sufficient cue to perceived orientation. In the present
experiment, the test line, now under induction, was again replaced by two dots at its
extremities. This distance between the dots will be indicated by I' and was 28'.
The slant of I' was varied in quadrant IV (270° < a<; 360°) and was compared with
measurements of the full test line (I = 28') taken during the same session. Figure 9 shows
the results, which are clear-cut. Perceived orientation of the two dots is subject to the
same induction effect as is that of a full line segment. At least for this relatively small
distance of 28 ', the dots seem to trigger the same mechanism for slant perception as does
a full line segment.
J The reason that some illusionary configurations are nevertheleSs presented with the distorted lines
horizontal or vertical, is that accuracies of observation are higher for Hand V than for obliques.

FIG. 9. The induction angle djJ as a function of slant « of the test configuration. Compared are
two dots at a visual distance I' = 28' with a full line of length J = 28'. Configurations as shoWn
at the top. Two subjects.

3.2 Preference orientations
The main point that we shall discuss here concerns the preference orientations defined
under Methods as those slants towards which perceived orientation of test lines is
biased. If we take the results of test lines under induction and those of isolated test lines
to~ether, we. find preference orientations of a twofold nature: 1, coupled to the presence
of an induction line; 2, coupled to the retinal coordinate system.
1. The induced bias of a test line towards the perpendicular of the induction line
makes this perpendicular an induced preference orientation. Under some conditions the
bias is towards the induction line itself, which shows that the slant of the induction line
can also act as a preference orientation, be it less pronounced.
An interesting question is whether these preference orientations also serve as anchor
orientations, in a sense that they are also used as references in absolute judgments of
orientation. For the perpendicular, comnion terminology would suggest that this were
so: the terms 'acute, right, obtuse' are in common use. Experimentally, ONLEY and
·VOLKMANN (1958) have "reported that the perpendicular can be adjusted more precisely
than any other angle. We have made a few checks ourselves to the same effect. A further
observation, which does not fit so neatly in the anchor vs preference scheme is that in
stabilised images right angle parts disappear less often than do acute or obtuse angle
parts, at least if one of the lines is horizontal (McFARLAND, 1968).
The accurate sense of 'parallelism' shows that the slant of an induction line may serve
as a well-developed anchor (see for example ANDREW's method, 1967).
2. In isolated lines, we found the retina14 horizontal Hand vertical V to be preference
4 By 'retinal' we mean that the preference orientations are tied to the retinal coordinate system as opposed
to the gravitational coordinate system. This follows from observations as yet unpublished. We do not intend
to suggest that the phenomenon is physiologically located in the retina.
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orientations. We wish to inquire now what roles are played by these preference
orientations in the induction effect. We can obtain a first answer from Figs. 7 and 8: H
or V induction lines exert greater influences on oblique test lines than do obliq~e induction
lines on H or V test lines (see also GREEN and HoYLE, 1964). Unfortunately, our results
do not make clear whether this effect is brought about via the induction line or via the test·
line or via both. A fair test seems to be to compare for a test line of a certain slant the
induction angles brought about by the following two situations: (a) an H or V induction
line, and (b) an oblique induction line, both induction lines being chosen in such a way"
that the angle between induction line and test line is the same in both situations. Correspondingly, one can compare for one induction line of a certain slant; the induction
angles for two test lines: (c) the one H or V, (d) the other at an oblique slant, again under
the condition of a constant angle of intersection. Figure 10 shows the outcome of such
experiments, in which we chose an angle of intersection of 68°.5
For the induction line, situations (a) tum out to produce larger induction angles than
do situations (b). For the test lines, situations (c) produce generally smaller induction
angles than do situations (d). Thus, the results indicate that H or V induction lines exert
greater inductive influences than do oblique induction lines, whereas H or V test lines are
less susceptible to inductive influences than are oblique test lines. The preference
orientations H and V therefore clearly manifest themselves in the induction effect, both
for the induction line and for the. test line.
3.3 Interaction between both eyes

In order to get information about the hierarchical level at which the induction effect
operates, we have carried out haploscopic (dichoptic) experiments. In these experiments
the test line and the adjustable dot were presented to one eye, whereas the induction lines
were presented to the other. Thus, the adjustment of the dot had to be carried out via
the eye that did not see any induction lines itself. As has been mentioned already under
Methods, we used a multitude of parallel induction lines rather than a single induction
line here.
If the test line was presented to the subject's right eye, we shall use the indication
HRr; when the test line was presented to the left eye; we shall use HLr. As before, we
arrived at a~ values by taking the difference between the situations with and without the
induction lines.
We thought it adequate to compare the haploscopic experiments with monocular
rather than with binocular experiments. In these monocular experiments, test line as well
as induction lines were all presented to either the right eye (termed MR) or to the left
eye (termed ML).
The results fonwo subjects are shown in Fig. I I. It appears that the induction effect
does exist in haploscopic situations. For both subjects, the induction angles are about as
large as in the corresponding monocular situations. It also appears that the HLr and
ML situations give rise to somewhat larger induction angles than the HRr and MR
situations. There were no clear indications of eye dominance in these subjects. The results
are clearly indicative of an almost full cooperation between the two eyes as far as this
· induction effect is concerned.
In the literature, it has been considered since long whether or not geometrical illusions
such as Poggendorff's or Zollner's persist under haploscopic presentation. The point of
5 If making

other comparisons (such asa 1 vs. d1), the different slants involved should oarefully be considered.
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FIG. 10. Induction angles ~in degrees, indicated with their 95 per cent confidence levels. The
angle between test line and induction line has been kept constant at 68°. I= 21', m = 360'.
Two subjects.
From top to bottom: (a) Vertical induction line y = 900. Test line u = 338°.
(b) Oblique induction line y = 45° Test line u = 338°.
(a) Horizontal induction line y = 0". Test line u = 292°.
(b) Oblique induction line y = 45°. Test line u = 292°.
(c) Induction line y = 158°. Vertical test line u = 2700.
(d) Induction line y = 158°. Oblique test line u = 45°.
(c) Induction line y = 112°. Horizontal test line u = o•.
(d) Induction line y = 112°. Qblique test line
u = 225°.
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FIG. II. The induction angle ~ as a function of slant a of the test line. Many vertical induction
lines. Test line I = 14'. Two subjects. The haploscopic experiments HLr and HRr are
compared with monocular experiments ML and MR respectively. In the indications at the top,
the induction lines have been omitted.

interest is, of course, whether or not illusions should be attributed to retinal processes alone.
Early reports indicated that illusions were either absent (SPRINGBETT, 1961) or diminished
(DAY, 1961) under such conditions, but some doubt remained because of the marked
presence of binocular rivalry (DAY, 1961). When in later work rivalry was avoided the
illusions persisted (SCHILLER and WIENER, 1962). In our set-up we could also avoid rivalry,
and our results show unequivocally the presence of induction effects in haploscopic
presentation.
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4. DISCUSSION

A theoretical model
We shall now proceed towards outlining a theoretical framework that may account
for the observed induction phenomena, and that lends itself to further quantitative
elaboration. Two main phenomena call for an explanation: (a) that a general induction
effect exists, mainly such that a test line gets an extra bias towards an orientation, perpendicular to the induction line, called induced preference orientation; (b) the special
roles that are played by the preference orientations horizontal and vertical.
Since perpendicularity seems to play an important role, one may wonder if not some
kind of projection of the test line in two perpendicular directions might be illuminating
(projection hypothesis6). The orientation of the test line is then essentially represented
by its two perpendicular components, for which the horizontal and the vertical readily
suggest themselves. We can then assume that a vertical induction line causes a reduction
in sensitivitY for all vertical line components only. This leads to a simple formula, in
which tan('If + Ll ~)/tan('Jf) equals the reduction factor r. This formula is· in fair
agreement with the data for r - . 85. Satisfactory as the quantitative aspect of this· model
may be, its concepts .cannot account for at least two phenomena: 1. the perceptual bias
for isolated test lines, and 2. the bias produced by an oblique induction lines.
· Therefore, as the projection hypothesis is too restricted, the Lasic idea of changes· of
sensitivity in the direction of the induction line and in the direction perpendicular to it,
seems a fruitful one. This latter idea has explicitly been proposed by MACKAY (1957,
1965) and GILINSKY (1967). We wish to maintain this basic idea without assuming some
kind of projection. We shall start from a model that we proposed earlier for isolated test
lines (1968a). It is based on the presence in the visual system of orientation sensors, each
of which is tuned to a particular retinal slant. We assumed for the sensors equal sensitivities and equal tuning characteristics, but an unequal density along the slant axis
(Fig. 12a). For the present presentation it is easier to start with a slightly different picture
which, however, leads to the same ~onsequences for the present results. The assumptions
are:
Assumption 1. The tuning characteristics of the sensors and their densities .are equal
along the slant axis, but their sensitivities show differences, with a maximum for
horizontal and vertical tuning slants and a minimum for 45°. We introduce the sensitivity
.
envelope of these sensors (Fig. 12b).
If a line segment is presented to such a sys~em, it produces excitation in a number of
sensors (Fig. 12c). Since sensitivities are .biased towards Hand V, the maximum of this
excitation is also biased.
. ·
Assumption 2. The tuning slant of the sensor with the highest excitation equals perceived orientation.
So far the model deals with isolated test tines only. We now proceed towards introducing the induction line:
Assumption 3. An induction line brings about (a) a lowered sensitivity of excited sensors,
and (b) an enhanced sensitivity of sensors perpendicular to these. This amounts to saymg
that the sensitivity envelope is changed (Fig. 12d).
Because of these changes in the sensitivity envelope, the test line now brings about
different excitations in the sensors, to the effect that an extra bias is formed towards the
perpendicular of the induction line (Fig. 12e). In Assumption 3 we need the decrease as
6 We
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well as the increase of sensitivities in order to account for the large extent of slants over
. which the induction effeet operates.
· The fixed maxima in the sensitivity envelope as well as the induced maxima manifest
themselves as preference orientations. We add a. few words about our consistent finding
that perceived orientation may be biased towards the induction line if the angle between
· test line and induction line is small (Fig. 7). Suggestions as to the origin of this effect would
include: (a) an influence of the induction line on the position of the near adjustable dot,
(b) retinal effects of contour repUlsion, as. suggested by GANZ (1966), and (c) some kind
of amalgamation of the overlapping excitations that the two lines produce in the
orientation sensors.
Attractive as the model may seem to us, we have not proved that this is the sort of
way in which the human visual system deals with slant. Apart from the need for
(1) confirmation by means of independent psychophysical experiments, we would like to
know m9re about (2) the promises of a quantitative elaboration and (3) the relationship
to relevant neurophysiological evidence.
(1) Here, we think of experiments of .the type of GILINSKY ( 1967) and HoULIHAN and
SEKULER (1968), in which adaptation to orientation is investigated; also, we shall have to
deal with the consequences of the theory for discrimination capabilities of orientation.
(2) Can a reasonable set of parameters be found which would enable us to proceed
from a qualitati~e to a more revealing quantitative explanation? For isolated test lines,
we have carried out some calculations ( 1968b) and also some of the corresponding experiments. Assuming a Gaussian tuning characteristic, we arrived at a reasonable correspondence between theory and experiment (/ = 14') for a cr of the tuning characteristic
· of the order of 15° and a modulation depth of the unmodified sensitivity envelope of about
0·3. Very preliminary calculations as to the induction parameters seem to suggest induced
sensitivity changes of the order of 30 per cent.
(3) In neurophysiology, the existence of orientation sensors has been firmly established,
both in cat and monkey (HUBEL and .WIESEL, 1962; 1965; 1968; BARLOW, BLAKEMORE
and PETIIGREW, 1967). For the cat, quantitative measurements of angular selectivities
result in half-width values of the order of 20° (CAMPBELL, CLELAND, COOPER and
ENROTH-CUGELL, 1968). For the monkey, sharper tuning curves have been found (HUBEL
and WIESEL, 1968), probably a good deal sharper than required by our model. As to the
existence of preference orientations (H and V), there is some histological evidence on
octopus (YoUNG, 1962) and further the preponderance in the rabbit's retina of units that
respond to H or Vorientations or H or Vmovements (LEVICK, 1967; OYSTER and BARLOW,
1967). For cat and monkey, HUBEL and WIESEL (1968) report that no differences have
been found in the occurrence of H and V fields as opposed to oblique ones (see also
.CAMPBELL eta/., 1968). As to the perpendicular, which is our induced preference orientation,
we can mention Hubel and Wiesel's report on 'hypercomplex' cells in the eat's cortex, which
fire preferentially if two mutually perpendicular lines (of certain slants and lengths) are
present within their receptive fields on the retina (1965). As to the cooperation of the two
eyes, the finding seems relevant that the process of amalgamation of inputs from the two
eyes occurs at higher hierarchial levels in the monkey as compared to the cat (HUBEL and
WIESEL, 1968). Summarising, the neurophysiological evidence indicates that an induction
type of interaction would only be expected at a hierarchical level at least equal to the
'hypercomplex' cells. For these and higher levels, evidence is still scanty.
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There are many more things that one would like to incorporate in any kind of model.
If there is an induction effect, it should have certain transients of onset and offset. If there
is interaction between orientation sensors, it will most probably be restricted to within a
certain visual angle (BoUMA and AND.RlPSSEN, 1966; WALLACE and CRAMPIN, 1969).
Shorter lines can be expeCted to excite sensors in a wider range of tuning slants than do
longer lines. It is perhaps relevant here to point out that limited spatial range has been
proposed by a fervent defender of a 'perspective' theory: GREGORY (1963) introduces
'primary constancy scaling', which he describes as unconscious depth interpretation
arising from strictly loc~ cues. The confluence of the two types of theories may be taken
as an indication that they may not be so contradictory after all. We, for one thing, would
not deny that interaction between orientation sensors could have originated from
experiences in spatial vision.
S. CONCLUSIONS

1. Perceived orientation of a line segment (test line) is influenced by the presence of
an adjacent line of different slant (induction line). The induction line normally brings
about a bias in perceived orientation of the test line towards the perpendicular of the
induction line.
2. A horizontal or vertical induction line exerts greater inductive influences than does
3. A horizontal or vertical test line .is less susceptible to induction effects than is an
oblique test line.
4. If a short full line segment is replaced by two dots at the end positions, the induction.
effect remains unchanged. Thus, the dots seem to trigger the same mechanism for slant
perception as does the full line segment.
5. The induction effect is preserved if the test line is presented to one eye and the
induction lines to the other. This observation indicates that the hierarchical level at which
the effect operates exceeds that at which the ·inputs of both eyes converge.
6. If a preference orientation is defined as a slant towards which perceived orientations
are biased, the slant perpendicular to the induction line is an induced preference orientation, whereas the retinal horizontal and vertical are fixed preference orientations.
7. In a qualitative model, in which preference orientations are assumed to be represented by a maximum sensitivity of orientation sensors along the slant axis, the induction
effect can be incorporated by an additional assumption.
8. Many geometrical visual illusions can be considered as striking demonstrations of
the induction effect.
Acknowledgements-The haploscopic experiments have been carried out by Messrs. A. J. M.
and P. J. JeuKE'N, students at the Technological University of Eindhoven, Netherlands.
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Abstract-Measurements are reported on the perceived orientation of a line segment in a frontal
plane (test line). For an isolated test line, perceived orientation is biased towards the horizontal
H or vertical V. whichever is nearer, H and V are named preference orientations. The presence
of a second line (induction line) brings about an extra bias towards the perpendicular of the
induction line: induced preference orientation. The phenomenon is well known from many
visuaL illusions. H or V induction lin!:! exert ·greater infiuences than do oblique induction lines,
H or V test lines are less SllSCCJitible to induction effects than are oblique test lines.
If a short test.line is replaced by two dots at its ends, the induction effect remains uncbanged.
If the test line is presented to one eye and the induction line to the other, the induction effect
remains almost unchanged, which is indicative of extensive.cooperation between the two eyes.
In a qualitative model, in which preference orientations are represented by a maximum
sensitivity of orientation sensors along the slant axis, the induction effect can be incorporated by
an additional assumption. Physiological evidence as to the origin of the induction effect is scanty.
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Resume-On decnt des mesures de )'orientation pe~e d'un segment de droite dans un plan
frontal (ligne test). Pour une ligne test isolee, !'orientation pe~e est infl.uencee vers l'horizontale
H ou Ia verticale V selon celle qui est le plus voisine, H et V sont nommees les orientations
preferees. La presence d'une seconde ligne (ligne inductrice) provoque une deviation supplementaire vers Ia perpendiculaire a Ia ligiie inductrice: c'est !'orientation preferee d'induction.
Ce phenomene est bien connu dans beaucoup d'illusions visuelles. Des lignes inductrices H ou V
ont plus d'action que des !ignes obliques. Des !ignes tests H ou V sont moins sensibles aux effets
d'induction que des !ignes tests obliques.
Si on remplace une courte ligne test par deux points a ses extremites, l'effet d'induction reste
intact. Si Ia Iigne test est presentee a ~n oeil et Ia ligne inductrice a !'autre, l'effet d'induction
reste presque identique, ce qui indique une cooperation extensive entre les deux yeux.
Dans un modele qualitatif oil les orientations preferees sont representee& par un maximum
de sensibilite d'elements sensoriels d'orientation le long de l'axe incline, l'effet d'induction peut
etre inclus ·grace a une hypothese supplementaire. On a peu de donnees physiologiques sur
l'origine possible de l'effet d'induction.

Zusammeufassung-Es wird fiber Messungen der beobachteten Orientierung eines Liniensegmentes
(der Testlinie) in der Stimenfiliche berichtet Die beobachtete Orientierung einer isolicnen
Testlinie neigt sich zur Waagrechten H oder zur Senkrechten V je nach dem; welche niiher ist.
Man nennt H und V die Vorzugsneigungen. Die Gegenwart eineLzweiten (lnduktions-) Linie ..
ruft eine extra Neigung gegen die Senkrechte der Induktionslinie bervor: dies wird als eine
induzierte Vorzugsneigung bezeichnet. Das Phiinomen ist von vielen optischen Tauschungen
bekannt. H und V lnduktionslinien Uben einen starkeren Einftuss als schriige Induktionslinien
a us. H und V Testlinien sind auf Induktionseinfiiisse weniger als schriige· Testlinien empfindlich.
Wenn eine kurze Testlinie durch zwei Punkte an ihren beiden Enden ersetzt wird, so bleibt
der Induktionseffekt unverindert. Wenn die Testlinie dem einen und die Induktionslinie dem
anderen Auge dargeboten wird, so bleibt der Induktionseffekt beinahe unveriindert, dies weist
auf eine weitgehende Zusammenarbeit der beiden Augen bin.
Es ist moglich, den Induktionseffekt mit einer weiteren Annahme in ein qualitatives Modell,
in welchem Vorzugsneigungen durch Maximalempfindlichkeiten des Neigungssensors lings
einer Neigungsachse gegeben sind, einzuordnen. Es gibt nur wenige Beweise fiir den Ursprung
des Induktionsetfekts.

Induced Changes in the Perceived Orientation of Line Segments

Pe310Me Coo6waeTCH o6 H3MepeHHJIX socnpHHHMaeMo.ii opueHTauHH oTpe3Ka
!!HHHH 80 4>pOHTanbHOit O!IOCKOCTH (TeCTOBaJI nHHHH). ,llnH H30nHpOBaHHO.ii TeCTOBO.ii
!!HHHH BOCOpHHHMaeMaJI OpHCHTaUHJI CMCWaeTCJI DO HanpasneHHIO K ropH30HTanH
(H)H!!H BepTHKanH (V), B3aBHCHMOCTH OT TOfO, KaKaJI H3HHX 6nHXCC, 003TOMY HH
V Ha3BaH.bl npellDO'IHTaeMbiMH opHCHTaUHJIMH. flpHCyYCTBHC BTOpoR !JHHHH
(HHllYUHPYIOWdi .iJHHHH) Bbl3biBaeT, CBepX TOrO, CMCWCHHe no HanpaBneHHIO K
nepneHllHKynspy HHllYUHpyiOWe.ii !IHHHH: HH.!lYUHPOBaHHaJI Dpe.!lOO'IHTaCMaJI OpHeHTaUHH. 3ToT4>eHoMeH xopowo H3BeCTeH H3 MHorux 3pHTenbHbiXHnnJ03Hii. HH V-HH,nyuupyJOwHe DH.fUIH 06HapyxcHBaiOT 60nbWee BnHJIHHC, 'ICM KOCbiC TeCTOBbiC nHHHH.
8 TOM C!ly'!ae~ . ecnH TeCTOBaH !IHHHsi Ha ee KOHUax 3aMCHJieTCJI ,nByMJI TO'!KaMH,
llCRCTBHC HHllYKUHH OCTaCTCJI HCH3MeHeHHbiM. EcnH TCCTOBaJI !IHHHH npennaraeTCH
OllHOMY rna3y, a HHllYUHPYIOWaH nHHHJI npyroMy rna3y, TO 34>cPeKT HHllYKUHH
OCTaeTCH DO'ITH HCH"3MCHCHHbiM, 'ITO yKa3b1BaeT Ha WHPOKYIO KOOOepaUHIO llBYX
rnal.
8 Ka'lecTBCHHOA MOllC!IH, r11e npennO'IHTaCMaJI OpHCHTaUiiH npellCTasneHa MaKCHMYMOM 'IYBCTBKTenbHOCTH opraHOB CCHCOpHOA OpHeHTaUHH BllOnb HaKnOHHOR OCH,
JQJQJeKT HHllYKUHH MO>ICCT 6b1Tb BKniO'ICH, npH llOOO!!HHTenbHbiX llOOYWCHHHX. <l>H"3HO!!OrH'IecKHt!' MeXaHH'lMbl npOHCXO'>IClleHHH 14l4leKTa HHllYKUHH Mano H"3BeCTHbl.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN LINES IN ECCENTRIC VISION: ·
CONTRAST THRESHOLD AND JUST N.OTICEABLE DIFFERENCE IN SLANT
J.J. Andriessen, H. Bouma and E.G.J. Beerens

Introduction
In vision, the perception of a test line is usually influenced by other lines,
adjacent in time (Gil ins ley, 1967) or in space. In space, .the interaction may be manifest as an induced change in perceived orientation, which has recently been investigated for foveai vision in particular (Bouma and Andriessen, 1970; Blakemore et al.,
1970). In parafoveal and in eccentric vision this induction effect appears even
stronger, and a second interaction effect occurs as well in that in eccentric vision
it is more difficult to perceive any orientation of a test line at all, if surrounding lines are present (see Fig. 1; Beerens and Bouma, 1970). The latter interaction
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effect extends ove·r surprisingly large retinal distances between test line and surrounding lines. If all lines are parallel, the ef·fect can be shown to exist when the
distance P between the test line and the surrounding lines is shorter than about half
the retinal eccentricity ~ of the test line. When the test line and the parallel surrounding lines are perpendicular, the effect is less: the interaction is orientationally specific.
~

p

a

s

eccentricity
distance between test line and surrounding lines
slant of the test line -~5°
slant of the surrounding lines, either -450 or
-t45o

Fig. 1. Fixation dot, test line and surrounding lines.

3 0 gin

this contribution we make two further explorations of the influence of surrounding
lines on the perception of the test line. The first question is to what extent the
whole test line, rather than just its orientation, is masked. For this purpose the
contrast threshold of the test line will be measured as a function of the distance
to the surrounding lines. The second question is to what extent accuracy of slant
perception is affected, as will appear from an influence on j .n.d. of slant. In the
absence of surrounding lines,j.n.d. of slant is remarkably small (Andriessen and
Bouma, 1970). It is found that both experiments reveal adverse interaction effects,
and in a third (pilot) experiment we shall investigate whether a causal relationship
between the two effects exists.

Contrast threshold
The experimental techniques have been described before (Andriessen and Bouma,
1970;· Beerens and Bouma, 1970). At a.distance of 57 em from the subject's eyes a
fixation dot (F) and a test line surrounded by parallel lines were projected on to a·
circular and translucent vertical screen (Fig. 1). The subject used only his left
eye with its natural pupil and focussed on the fixation dot. Test line and surrounding· lines were projected as luminous line-segments against a relatively dark background. Luminances were Li = 11 cd/m2 for the surrounding lines and L0 • 3 cd/m 2 for
the background. Test line luminance L was varied between 3.25 and 96 cd/m 2 . Test line
contrast is defined as L-Lo. Dimensions were Sxl mm for the test line and 1ZxZ mm
for each of the surrounding lines (1 mm ~ .1°). Test line eccentricity was constant
at ~ = 12°; the distance between test line and surrounding lines was varied between
p • z0 and p = "=" (no surrounding Unes). The slant a of the test line was constant
at -45°. Slants of the surrounding lines were either S • -45° (condition parallel,
//) or s = +45° (condition perpendicular, 1)· Two experienced observers took part in
the experiments.

Procedure
The observer started the time cycle by pressing a push-button. In each cycle two
100 ms stimuli were presented, one second apart: (a) surrounding lines together with
test line, (b) surrounding lines, randomly either with or without test line. The
observer indicated by pressing push-buttons whether he had noticed, even if only
vaguely, the second test line or not at all (forced choice). From the results, the
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contrast for 72%-correct responses was calculated (Cardozo and DeJong, 1968), and
this will be denoted as threshold contrast ct.

Results
For the two conditions // and 1. contrast threshold Ct of the test line is plotted
in Fig. 2 as a function of the distance (J to the surrounding lines for two observers.
It appears that the surrounding lines increase threshold contrast, and this the more
for parallel lines than for perpendicular ones. The effect is restricted to distances
p ~ 4° for parallel lines and to p ~ 3° for perpendicular ones. Perhaps, there is a
slight facilitation effect near p = 4°.
100·0

100·0

!f1•12°

tpa12°

J.A.

E.B.
10·0

10·0

~1~~--~--------~~-CD
0
2
..
6
8

Fig. 2.
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f (degrees)

2

..

6

8

CD

- - - p (degrees)

Th~

contrast threshold Ct as a function of the distance p between the test
line and the surrounding lines. Subjects J.A. and E.B. Experimental conditions // and l·

J.n.d. of slant
Stimulus configuration and experimental technique were quite similar to the contrast threshold situation, except for the following differences: Test line luminance
was constant at 11 cd/m2 (C = 2.7), equal to that of the surrounding lines. The
second presentation always contained a test lin~, but its slant was randomly either
a or a - ~a%. The criterion was whether the observer noticed a difference (rotation)
between first and second presentations or not. Again, j.n.d. of slant ~at was defined
on a 72%-correct criterion.

•In our earlier experiments on j.n.d. of slant, the second presentation of slant
of the test line was either a - ~a or a + ~a. In the latter procedure, however, the
observers may have reached lower j.n.d. values because they may have used an
absolute rather than a relative criterion. In the procedure mentioned above, this
difficulty is avoided.
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Results
The j.n.d. of slant found for the same two
function of the distance p to the surrounding
ob~ains, in the sense that j.n.d. of slant is
asymptotically towards p = 0°. Parallel lines
lines, particularly for observer J.A.

so degrees

observers is plotted in Fig. 3 as a
lines. Again, a clear-cut influence
increased for p 4 5°. The increase is
have more influence than perpendicular

so degrees

Cf'=12°

'f= 12°

J.A.

40

E.B.

40

*

31 0
....,

30

....

~

30

~

<J

<J

•

i

I
i

see discussi6n

20

20

•

10

10

1.

2

4

6

8

P (degrees)

J_~'. . .: : __ +--[1

2

4

6

8

- - - P (degrees)

Fig. 3. The j.n.d. of slant ~at as a function of the distance p between the test
line and the ~urrounding lines. Subjects J.A. and E.B. Experimental conditions I I and 1·

Discussion
The influences of surrounding lines on the contrast threshold (Fig. 2) and on
j.n.d. of slant (Fig. 3) look quite similar. This raises the question whether the
two phenomena are related in the sense that the increase of j.n.d. of slant at small
values of p would be caused by an increased contrast threshold of the test line.
This was studied in a pilot experiment with one observer for p = 2°. Taking the
situation p • 2° in Fig. 2 (obs. E.B., condition//), the contrast threshold is five
tfmes as high as without surrounding lines:

c:t ( P

2o) "'
Ct (P = co)

s

Since the j.n.d. of slant was measured at a contrast C = 2.7, the contrast of the
test line in the pilot experiment was increased by a factor 5 to 13.5. If accuracy
of slant perception is only influenced by contrast differences, the j.n.d. of slant
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will be decreased at p = 2° to about ~at= 10°, which value was obtained in the experiments on j.n.d. of slant when no surrounding lines were present. The experiment
gives a value of ~at = 24° (the asterisk in Fig. 3), and thus some adverse effect of
the surrounding lines on the accuracy of slant perception turns out to have been kept.
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Abstract-The paper deals with adverse interactions between line stimuli in- eccentric v1s1on. Both
contrast threshold and just noticeable difference of slant have been measured for a test line as a
function of the distance from a number of surrounding lines. Test lines were either parallel or perpendicular to the surrounding lines.
It turns out that the interference affects both contrast threshold and j.n.d. of slant with a clear-cut
orientational specificitv. The surprising result is the extensive spatial range of the interference: between
parallel lines it operates over retinal distances of about 0·4f1J, degrees. where cp is the eccentricitY
of the test line. Large-distance interference limits ~-ccentric spatial vision in daily llfe much more tha~
classtc visual acuity limits would indicate. and makes eccentric vision probably quite different from
-unfocussed" foveal vision.

Ill INTRODl'CTION

Eccentric or peripheral vision is distinguished from
roveal vision by a lower spatial resolution. In daylight
conditions. the dimension of the resolvc1ble detail of
a standard optotype such as a Landolt C increases
roughly in proportion to retinal eccentricitY. and
visual acuity. defined as the reciprocal value of this
detail in min of arc visual angle. falls accordimdv
(Sloan. 1968). In standard acuity measurements. the
relatively simple test stimulus appears isolated against
a homogeneous background. If the test stimulus is
complex or if additional stimuli are present. adjacent
to the test ·stimulus. a second difference appears
between eccentric vision and foveal vision: eccentric
vision may suffer considerably whereas foveal vision
is left largely unaffected. This limitation of eccentric
vision was first described for letter strings {Korte.
1923: Woodworth and Schlosberg. 1954).
In an earlier experiment. we presented randomly
chosen test letters in parafoveal vision and measured
recognition scores as a function of retinal eccentricitv
(a) for isolated test letters and (bl for test letters
embedd~d between two letters /xi at ordinary typewnter dtstance. For the embedded test letters correct
scores decreased much more with eccentricity than
for the isolated test letters. For an equal response
criterion. the eccentricitY of the embedded letters
came out as onlv one fourth of the eccentricitv of
the isolated letters. When for embedded lette~s a
larger distance between the three letters was chosen.
test scores were higher. but it was not until distances
of about half the eccentricity of the test letter were
reached. that the scores equalled those of isolated letters (Bouma. 1970). These results suggested to us an
explanation in terms of adverse interactions operating
over a certain retinal distance rather than in terms
of an overloading mechanism (cf. Mackworth. 1965).
It has also become clear that. in words. the most
outward letter tends to suffer less than the most inward letter. quite in contrast to the common notion
71

of vision becoming always worse when distance from
the fovea increases (Bouma. 1973).
If these effects are due to adverse interactions. it
is relevant to ask for any stimulus specificities. since
these may indicate at what level of visual signal processing the interaction occurs. In our first experiments
with letters. we observed that the letter /v/ suffered
more than certain other letters when ~mbedded
between two letters /x/. as is demonstrated in Fig.
I. This suggests that it may be the parallel oblique
line segments which interfere mutually. Such an orien~tio~l ~ificity would fit in nicely with neurophystologtcal vtews (Hubel and Wiesel. 1965. 1968). This
led us to experiments in which the orientation of a
line segment had to be perceived in the presence of
other line segments. In eccentric vision. the expected
orientational specificity of the interference was indeed
observed {Beerens and Bouma. 1970a). We continued
with experiments on perceptual limits of slant perception in an interference situation. Consequently. we
report here on the influence of surrounding line segments on {al the just noticeable difference u.n.d.) in
orientation of a test line and (b) the contrast detection
threshold of a test line. both as a function of the
distance from interfering line segments. either parallel
to the test line or perpendicular to it. Some additional
observc1tions concern the influence of the retinal

v

xvx

xvx

v

a

xax

xax
a
Fig. I. _Adverse interaction in eccentric vision. In looking
successtvely at the dots. the recognizability of the embedded letters is hampered by the ftanking :x/ letters. Letter
v suffers more than letter .-at.
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eccentricity of the test line (Andriessen. Bouma and
Beerens. 1971 ).

18

15
(2) Jt;ST :"lOTICEABLE DIFFERE;-.;CE OF SLAi''T
~

Apparatus
At a distance of 57 em from the observer's eyes a fixation
dot (f) and a test line surrounded by parallel lines were
projected on to a circular and translucent vertical screen
(Fig. 1).
The observer used his right eye only with natural pupil
and focussed on the fixation dot. The head was held
upright being steadied by a rest consisting of a chin support two temple steadiers and a forehead rest Consequently. the presentation of the test line and the surrounding lines was at the temporal side of the retina on and
around the horizontal meridian. The eccentricity was constant usually at rp, = 11'. The slant :x of the test line was
variable. The primary slant was :x = 135, and in order to
find a just noticeable difference in slant. the slant was made
adjus~ble to either side. Slants or the surrounding lines
were either f3 = 135~ (parallel situation. ,) or p = 45' (perpendicular situation. .:...1. Test line and surrounding lines
were prOJected as luminous line segments (Lll. = 8cd/m~).
against a background of L. = 3 cd:m=. The total luminance
Lr of the test line was thus I I cd:m~. The ring of surrounding lines was proJected by means or a slide. one for each
value of p.
The test line was projected as follows: A slit situated
centrally in a rotatable disc. was projected onto the translucent scr~n. Rotation of the disc was achieved by a stepmotor dev1ce m steps of about 0·1 •. Mechanical clearance
in the gear-box was negligibly small. Both the slide projector and the_ projecting device for the test line were provided
with electncally controlled shutters. which were triggered
synchronously.
The surrounding lines subtended 1·:!0 x (}2" and the test
line sub tended 0·5' x 0·1 •. Pilot experiments indicated that
at these dimensions adverse interactions were most
expressed. Remarkably. ionger surrounding lines produced
less interaction.
parallel
«=~

perpendicular
«-~=90°

Fig. :!. Stimulus configuration: Fixation dot F. test line
(5 x I mml and surrounding lines 1.12 x .:! mm). IP,-eccentricity of the test line: p-distance between test line and
surrounding lines (spacing): :x-slant of the test line. :x =
135': P-slant of the surrounding lines. either fJ = 135'
or fJ 45'.

=

1

12

<l

Experiments with :x - A:x slants give basically the same
results.
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2 3 "' S 6 7 8 9 1011 12 number of series

Fig. 3. E."tample of a score diagram. Each datum is based
on 12 stimulus pairs at most. For details. see text.

Procedure
By depressing a push-button. the observer started the
time cycle in which the test line and the surrounding lines
were presented twice. each time for I00 msec and with an
interval of 1·5 sec. A pilot experiment showed that this time
interval was not critical. The first time the test line was
always presented with the primary slant of :x = 135'. The
second time the slant was randomlv either :x = 135' aein
or :x + A:x. 1 A:x being variable betw"een about 0·1' and -33"'.
The task of the observer was to indicate whether or not
he noticed a slant difference (rotation) between the first
and the second presentation. The subject responded correspondingly by depressing one of two push-buttons (forced
choice).
The value or A:x depended on the scores. according to
a sequential up-and-down method (Cardozo. 1966). The
value of A:x was increased when too many errors occurred;
A:x was decreased when the response criterion was
exceeded. We aimed at a correct response criterion of 75~,~
as the threshold. The sequential up-and-down method is
designed so as to present most pairs of stimuli just above
and below this threshold. Use was made or apparatus described in Cardozo and De Jong (1968). The method is
characterized by short series lengths of I:! pairs of stimuli
at most. The procedure is as follows:
As soon as in a series the correct response criterion of
75~~ is significantly exceeded. the series is automaticallv
interrupted. A positive score ( + in Fig. 3) is counted if
five out or five. seven out or eight or nine out or II
resp?nses are _correct A:x is then decreased by one step
or 3 . A negative score (- l is counted if more than three
errors occur in a series. In this case A:x is increased bv
3°. If precisely three errors out of 12 responses are counted
( = ). the series is repeated with the same A:x. Figure 3 gives
an example of such a series. Series are continued until
at least three transitions from + to - have occurred. An
estimation of the threshold value of A:x is taken to be the
mid point of the transition from + to -. A:x, is calculated
as the average of the consecutive mid point positions. We
define A:x, as the just noticeable difference of slant: abbreviated as j.n.d. of slant. (To be exact this threshold corresponds with a correct response criterion or 71~:,. Cardozo.
1966.1
During one experimental session one value or A:x, was
determined for each of the following p-values (see Fig. :!):
1·. J". 4". 5'. 6~. T-. 9' and "f.. (no surrounding lines). The
sequence or p was random.
In a number or training sessions the observers got used
to the set-up and learned to concentrate on the eccentric
position or the stimulus array. while maintaining fixation.
The importance or this locus of attention has recently been
shown by Engel (1971 ). Afterwards. at t.:ast four exper-
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Fig. 4. Upper graphs: J.n.d. of slant a%, of the test line as a function of distance p from surrounding
lines. either parallel llll to the test line or perpendicular (..!.. l to the test line. Two observers. Test
eccentricity 1/1, = 1:2 . Lower graphs: The difference A~. - .1:%~ as a function of I'· Vertical bars indic-.1te
95~;, confidence intervals.
imental sessions were carried out for each situation. alternately 'I and ..!.. sessions.
Two observers (JvdL and JvdP~ with normal vision.
took part in the present experiments. Pilot experiments.
which gave similar results were carried out by five other
observers.

Results
The results are summarized in Fig. 4. In the upper
graphs the average value of .12, is plotted as a function of the distance p between test line and surrounding lines for the situations i and 1...
It appears that the surrounding lines increase the
j.n.d. of slant for p ~ 5° for both observers. For the
parallel situation the effect is large. but also for the
perpendicular situation and small values of p. j.n.d.
of slant is increased. The value of .:U, for p
(observer JvdP) is slightly lower than at p = :x:. We
have noticed similar small effects in a few other
observers. though the differences were not significant.
In the lower graphs of Fig. ..J. the differences
between the data points of the top curves. denoted
by .1'i, - LE.:. have been plotted. again as a function
of p. These curves show how j.n.d. of slant of a test
line increases when the surrounding lines change over
from a perpendicular to a parallel position with respect to the primary test line.

= sa

13) CO,'TRAST THRESHOLD

Apparatus
The apparatus was practically the same as in the above
eltperiments. There are two dilferences: (al the slant :r of
the test line is now constant at :r = 135'. lhl at the same
background luminance L. of 3 cdim 1 • the luminance LlL
of the test line itself is now the independent variable. It
can be varied between (}:25 and 93 cd/m; bv means of neutral density filters in steps of about :!0" n· The total

luminance of the test line is accordingly from J-!5cdim1
upwards. Test line contrast C was defined as LlL/L0 •

Procedure
We chose the experimental procedure similar to the procedure of the experiments on j.n.d. of slant. The two
100 msec stimuli (a) and (b) were now successively; (al surrounding lines together with test line. and (b) surrounding
lines. randomly either with or without test line. The
observer indicated by pressing push-buttons whether he
had noticed the second presentation of the test line.
Again we used the sequential up-and-down method.
From the results the 750,·~ contrast threshold C, was calculated. For each of the experimental conditions . and .:...
four sessions were carried out in the same wav as described
in Section 1:2). The same two observers took part in the
experiments. In pilot experiments two other observers took
part.

Results
Figure 5 shows the average value C, of the contrast
threshold of the test line as a function of the distance
p between test line and surrounding lines for the two
experimental conditions 11 and 1...
Again the influence of parallel surrounding lines
is clearly noticeable for p ~ s~. For perpendicular
surrounding lines the influence on C, is small. except.
at p
2• for observer JvdL.

=

(4) CO:'IiTRAST.COMPEl'iSATED J.N.D. OF SLANT

The influences of surrounding lines on the j.n.d.
of slant of a test line (Fig. 4) and on the contrast
threshold of a test line (Fig. 5) look rather similar.
This raises the question whether the two phenomena
are directlv related in the sense that the increase of
j.n.d. of siant might perhaps be caused by an increased contrast threshold. This led to a new series
of experiments on the j.n.d. of slant in which the
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The upper graphs of Fig. 6 show the result of the
experiments. Again. tu., has been plotted as a function
of p for the parallel and perpendicular slants of the
surrounding lines. The lower graphs show the differences tu., - !J.%.!. as a function of p with 95" o confidence intervals. The dashed lines indicate the lower
graphs of Fig. 4 at 6.L = 8 cd/m=. It appe-..trs that
there is some decrease in j.n.d. of slant at p ~ Y.
but it definitely does not reach the V'cliues of !J.:C, at
p = x. There remains then a definite. orientation
specific. adverse influence of the surrounding lines on
the j.n.d. of slant larger for parallel Jines than for
perpendicular ones.
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Fig. 5. Contrast threshold C, of the test line as a function
of distance p between test line and surrounding lines for
the experimental conditions '· and ~. Two observers. Test
eccentricity f/J, = 1.:!'. Luminance or the background of the
test line L. = 3 cd m~. The total luminance of the surrounding lines was constant at II cd'm~.

luminance 6.L = S cd/m= of the test line was increased to a value !J.' L in order to compensate for
the increase of the test line contrast threshold. At each
distance p between test line and surrounding Jines.

The above experiments were all done at one eccentricity 1p, = 12' and at one primary test line slant at
:x = 135'. The surrounding lines were either p = 135'
(parallel' condition) or p = .J5' (perpendicular condition). In additional j.n.d. experiments these parameters were varied. For re-..tsons of efficiencv. we restricted ourselves to small values of p and the parallel
condition. Otherwise. the experiments were quite
similar to those of Section (2) (no contrast compensation). Four observers. different from those in the other
experiments took part in these experiments. Also. for
two observers we rotated the whole stimulus configur-
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Fig. 6. Contrast-compensated exp.:rimcnts. Lipper graphs: J.n.d. of slant 112, of the test line as a function
of distance p for the experimental conditions 1 and .l. Two observers. The contrast of the test line
was increased in order to compensate for the increase of the contrast threshold (see text). Test eccentricity l/l 1 = 1.:!'. Lower graphs: The diff.:rence 11:x - A:x~ as a function of p. Dashed lines refer to the
corresponding curv.:s of Fig. 4. Vertical bars indicate 95"., confidence intervals.
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towards the value for cp, = 1~· J as a function of the relative distance p:cp, between test line and surrounding lines. At cp, = 36' and p = 6' (pjcp, = 0·17) .1-:x had to be in e.'tcess of .1.:x,.. = 33' for observer
JA.

ation in order to see if horizontal and vertical
orientations gave results similar to oblique
orientations.

Rocaced scimulus colifiguration

Eccenrricitr lfJ

The experiments were carried out at eccentricities
cp, = 6'. 1:!, and 36'. and with parallel surrounding
lines onlv. In order to account for the decrease in
visual r~solution with increasing eccentricity the
visual angles subtended by the stimulus configuration
(Fig. 2) were chosen proportional with cp,. Below cp, =
6'. however. the visibility of the test line became too
poor. With lfl, = 12' and tp, = 36' the viewing distance was 57 em. with cp, = 6'. however. the viewing
distance was 114cm.
The experimental results of two observers are summarized in Fig. 7 (upper graphs). The values of ~.
for isolated test lines (p = x.) turn out slightly different. Since we are interested in the influence of p. we
have corrected for these vertical differences by a vertical shift. thus plotting
.1:.C~, = .1:.c,., - [.1:.c,~

cal distance on the retina between interacting stimuli.
increases linearly with eccentricity.

- .1:.c,. I :•],,a • •

If we plot horizontally values of p/cp, (Fig. 7. lower
graphs) it turns out that at P!lfJ, !1;. Q-4-(}7 the influence of the parallel surrounding lines is negligible.
No gener.tl conclusion can be drawn. however. about
the relationship between the j.n.d. of slant M, and
picp,. Two out of four observers give results of the
type of Fig. 7 (left) where a genel'al relationship is
indic-,ued between j.n.d. of slant and p/tp,. However.
the two other observers give results of the type of
Fig. 7 (rightl in which the curves branch off. Only
the first type admits a simple interpretation: the criti-

In these experiments the slant of the test line was
= 135 . :;: = 90 (vertical V).
In all situations. the surrounding lines were parallel
to the test line. hence fJ = 0'. 135' and 90·. respectively. The eccentricity cp, was 1.2'.

:x = 0 (horizontal HI. :x
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Fig. 8. J.n.d. of slant a:X, of the test line as a function
of p. for three main orientations of the whole stimulus
configuration: horizontal H. vertical V and oblique. Parul1.:1 condition. Two observers. T<.-st ecccntricit~ ro, = I~ .
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Figure g gives the experimental results. The main
conclusion is that the adverse influence of surrounding lines on the j.n.d. of slant of a test line is basically
the same for horizontal. oblique and vertical slants
of the stimulus configuration. Looking in more detail.
it appears that for observer JA the H slant gives significantly lower values of the j.n.d. of slant at small
vc1lues of p than the oblique slant.
\Ve were a little surprised to find the j.n.d. of slant
for oblique orientations to be similar to those for H
and V. In foveal vision. the j.n.d. of obliques are about
twice as high as those of Hand V.

(61

(bl Concrast threshold cmd j.n.d. of slam
The experiments indicate that the interference has
at least two effects on the test line: (I I the contrast
threshold is increased {:!) the j.n.d. of slant is increased. Can a single mechanism be responsible for
both phenomena"! The similar action range suggests
this to be the case. However. when we corrected for
the increased contrast threshold by a corresponding
increase of luminance. the increase of j.n.d. of slant
was not completely compensated !Fig. 61. The hypothesis of a single mechanism can be maintained if it
is assumed that luminance docs not play a significant
role at the level of visual processing where the inlerference occurs.

DISCl"SSIO~

(cl Oriemarionul .~f11!cificity
In eccentric vision the perception of a test line is
Slant-specific interference between line segments is
hampered by line segments in adjacent retinal areas. now well known in perception research. NeurophysioInterference is most if the adjacent lines are parallel . logical evidence strongly suggests that orientationto the test line. but also if they are perpendicular specific effects are of cortical r.uher than of retinal
to it. there is some interference (Fill. ~). Thus. the origin IHubel and Wiesel. 1965. 1968). In line with
interference is orientation-specific. The interference this. the present interference occurred equally in
between par.1llel lines decreases with increasing spac- dichoptic pilot experiments. in which the test line was
ing. However. its spatial extent is impressive. since presented to one eye and interfering lines to the other
it remains present up till spacings p of approx 0·4ro, (lkl:rens and Bouma. 1970a~
IFig. i~ if w, is the eccentricity of the test line. In
In Fig. ~ the angular rc1nge of the interference
the followin2 we shall discuss successivelv (al the cri- extends to d?i, = 18" at p = 2" and there are no signs
terion that the observers usc in the j.n.d: of slant ex- that at smaller distance than p = :zo the function
periments. (bl the relationship between the increase flattens.~ Some interference is indicated even for perof the contrast threshold and of the j.n.d. of slant. pendicular test lines. Campbell and Kulikowski
(cl the orientational specificity of the interference and (1966~ in experiments on orientation-specific masking
(dl finally. as to the wide spatial extent of the interfer- also found r.uher large interaction angles.
A few ~-e-c1rs ago. slant dependencies of effects such
ence. we ask for related phenomena in the literature.
as these were interpreted straightforwardly in terins
(a) J.n.d. criterion
of tuning characteristics of human orientation sensors
In the j.n.d. of slant experiments three strategies on which there is an extensive literature now. The
seem to be available. (I I According to the definition j.n.d. of slant would then be dependent on the sharpof j.n.d. the observer is supposed to notice a difference ness and the relative amplitudes of the tuning curves
in slant of the test line at the first and at the second involved (Andrews. 1967: Bouma and Andriessen.
presentation. However. the: observer can identify the 1968a. b). Any single retinal stimulus, however. will
second of the two successive test lines as being less excite a great many sensors. possibly of different
steep than ~5 ·. he does not need the first test line types. and accordingly one can hardly expect such
at all. In this c-.1se 1:!1 he can use an absolute internal simple relationships between tuning characteristics on
criterion. or 13) he compares the slant of the test line the one hand and orientation dependent maskings
with the slant of the interfering lines. According to such as mentioned above on the other. Present theorthe subjective impression of the observers. the first etical positions are clearly more reserved and more
strategy is not always usc:d. in particular if the second complex relationships with more parameters are
test line differs considerablv from 45 ·. Results based being considered. such as suppression effects (~inhibi
upon the strategies(:!) and.IJI may be considered as tion")· between sensors of differing tuning slant
just noticeable differences all the same. It will be evi- (Andrews. 1967: Blakemore. Carpenter and Georgedent that judgments of slant differences require per- son. 1970: Kulikowski and King-Smith. 1973~ or a
ception of two slants. whereas judgments of absolute combination of adaptation and facilitation (Bouma
slant require the perception of only one slant. In case and Andriessen. 1970). In neurophysiology there is
of judgments of slant differences. the interpretation some initial evidence on orientation-specific inhibiwill have to account for an uncertainty in perceived tion processes (Blakemore and Tobin. 1972: Beneslant. In c-..tsc of absolute judgments. the measun:- vento. Creutzfeldt and Kuhnl 1972~
As to the present problem. it would be relevant
ments would mther indicate the limit of slant which
just escapes from being masked by the interfering to know if orientational specificity and interaction
between hypothetical sensors would depend on retinal
lines.
eccentricity. Experimentally. we have found in pilot
experiments that j.n.d. of slant of isolated line seg; We hav.: abstained from experiments with smaller
ments depend little on retinal eccentricity (Andriessen
values of I' duo: to the rn:scnt dimensions of test line and
and
Bouma. 1970). However. Sharpe and Tolhurst
surrounding lines. Also at small values of 11 the problem
of stray light arises. With the present p-\"alucs. stray light ( 1973a. b 1 have reported for stationary gratings that
from the surrounding lines has little intlucncc on th.: visibi- adaptation effects extend to considerc1bly larger angles
at an eccentricity of 10· ( 1973a) than at the fovea
lity of the test line.
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( 1973b). It would certainly be of interest to determine
if perhaps the coarseness of orienta tiona! vision shows
less increase with eccentricity than the coarseness of
spatial vision.

Spatial 1!.'\ll!lll of tftt· inw:lim!nct•
The intriguing aspect of the interference is its wide
spatial extent In terms of the test line at rp,. parc111cl
lines hamper its proper perception at distances up
to 0·41/J,.
This is a wide range of influence when compared
with ordinary spatial resolving power for isolated
objects. (visual acuity,- 1• which is about (}Oicp lie
Grand. 1967: Sloan. J96R). Would all surrounding
lines contribute equally to the interference? We have
some evidence that outward lines. eccentric to the test
line contribute more than inward lines. at the foveal
side of the test line (Beerens and Bouma. 1970b). This
inward-outward asymmetry would suggest that the
action range of the interference should perhaps he
expressed in terms of the most outward surrounding
lines at (IP;)m•• (see Fig. .:!). We then arrive at a spatial
action range of about 0· 3( cp;)'""'.
The present results on line stimuli tit in with experiments on eccentric letter recognition. mentioned earlier (Bouma. 1970). in which interference was found
up to distances of about D-5 rp,. In experiments on
recognition of letters from unpronounceable letter
strings. we also found an inward-outward asymmetry: inward letters close to the fovea gave lower
recognition scores than outward letters farther from
the fovea (Bouma. 1973). In these letter experiments.
we found in addition. lower recognition scores in the
left visual field than in the right one. For the present
line stimuli we have no ~xperimental evidence as yet
on such a possible left-right difference.
The interference between line elements. in particular if thev are of similar slant. mav well constitute
a major component of the interference between adjacent letters. Engel (1974) has found a luminancespecific interference and a size-specific interference in
eccentric vision. both probably also operating over
large interaction distances. The implications are that
in relatively complex stimulus configurations. the
vision of details decreases much more sharply with
eccentricitv than classic visual acuitv with isolated
optotypes ·indicates.
·
On large-distance interaction there seems to be
only a limited perceptual literature. Atkinson I 19731
found for the after-imal!:es of two bars at an eccentricity of .:!' an increase- of synchronous visibility for
distances up to 2 = between parallel bars. and up to
for perpendicular bars. Kulikowski and KingSmith 11973) conclude from experiments on subthreshold summation to a foveal grating detector extendinl!: over about I . and to a -Jine deti.'Ctor" with
a width of about 0·15 . as compared to foveal detail
vision of about D-Ol . This foveal ratio of over 15: I
can perhaps be compared with the present ratio of
40: I in eccentric vision. though the comparison le-aves
open the question why interference in foveal vision
is so much less than in eccentric vision.
Neurophysiological research offers more points of
contact. Sizes of receptive fields of orientation-specific
cortical units are much larger than corresponds with
the supposed loc-..11 acuity limits and inhibiting areas
(d)
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(llanksl mav extend to considerable distances from
the rcceptiv~ field center. For the cat. Hubel and Wiesel 119651 report the average area A of receptive fields
of complex cells roughly proportional to eccentricity:
A (sq. dcgr.) l:ijrp ldegr.). For the monkey a similar
field organization has been found. but receptive field
dimensions are smaller: for the parafove-.11 region
between rp = I' and cp = 4' linear dimensions of
complex receptive fields are estimated as roughly i
of those of cats (Hubel and Wiesel. 1968). This value
for monkeys is smaller than would tit in with the
present psychophysical results.
Thinking in terms of complex cells. two possible
mechanisms of interference come to mind. ( I) Complex cells are known to react to one stimulus line
almost the same as they do to two parallel stimulus
lines if both are within the receptive field. This might
be called ..saturation··. In terms of our experiment
the interfering lines might have produced so much
activity. that the test line could not properly be
detected. (:!) The complex cells may show inhibitory
flanks extl!nding over large distances-in our experiment this would correspond to a partial suppression
of activity brought about by the test line. The observation that the interference mav be counteracted to
a certain extent by increased contrast of the test line.
can better be reconciled with a suppression than with
a satumtion hypothesis.
Finally we would like to draw attention to the
many peculiar aspects of eccentric vision. Even relatively simple stimuli may look quite different from
what they look like in fove-al vision (for certain lower
case letters. see Bouma. 1971). Perceived localization
of stimulus parts may be different from the actual
stimulus configuration. The colour of a coloured
object may be perceived as belonging to an adjacent
object (Bouma. 1969). Eccentric vision. therefore. is
much different from a coarse or "unfocussed- type
of foveal vision. Eccentric vision is an indispensable
component of daily vision both for recognizing and
for selecting visual objects. We hope that this paper
may contribute to a greater research interest in eccentric vision.
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S.G. Nooteboom & H. Bouma

On Reading Nonsense Sy~~ab~es, Who~e Words and Coherent Text
from a Re~ative~y Long Distance

It is common know~edge that we tend to over~ook printing errors in a text. This
everydayexperienceis a demonstration of the inf~uence exerted on the reading
process by what we expect on the basis of our fami~iarity with sequences of ~etters
and words in the ~anguage.
It seems appropriate to consider the recognition of a

~etter,

a

~etter

sequenc~ •. a word and a sequence of words as being determined by factors from two
different wor~ds. First, there are factors from the stimu~us wor~d, that is to
say the text proper, which may be described in terms of geometric configurations.

there are factors from the wor~d of.bui~t-in knowledge the reader possesses abou~ forms and distributiona~ constraints of ~etters, and words and about
meanings. Intermediate between these two worlds are on the one hand the visual
system of man which is responsible, for instance, for object-background distinction, masking effects, eye-movements, differences between foveal and parafoveal
vision, etc., and on the other hand more centra~ mechanisms such as short-term
Second~y,
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retention and

retrieval mechanisms.

In the present experiment we have tried to get a first rough idea about the
ways in which the implicit knowledge the reader has about language structures may
play a role in the reading process and exert influence on the handling of configurational cues. For convenience, we shall refer to factors dependent on this implicit
knowledge as structural factors.
With this purpose in mind, an experiment has been carried out in which Subjects
read aloud typed material of several degrees of linguistic structuring, in which
a difficulty had been introduced by increasing the reading distance. Just as in
the experiment described later

{Bouma and Nooteboom, this issue) a distance of

2.95 m was chosen and the lettertype "Bruxelles" was used in lower-case.
Three kinds of reading stimuli were used:
(a) 100 nonsense syllables with the structure Consonant letter-Vowel letter-Consonant
letter (eve), which structure was known to the subject.
(b) 145 Dutch nouns with word lengths ranging from J to 1J letters, all words of
roughly the same frequency of usage, following a published word frequency count
{Van Berckel et al., 1965). Frequency of usage was high.
{c) A coherent 860-word text taken from a fairly s~ple book written for children
from 6-8 years.
Subjects were asked to read the typed material aloud as correctly as possible,
without hurrying. Corrections were allowed and so was the judgment "illegible".
There were five Subjects, all from our laboratory and used to reading. They had
also participated in the experiment on reading single letters and random letter
sequences (Bouma and Nooteboom, this issue). They were tested individually and
read only one kind of stimulus material at a time. They showed a high degree of
motivation and were clearly annoyed when it appeared impossible to recognise a
certain stimulus.
It was hoped that a survey of the confusions made would give us some hints as
to the way in which the various configurational and structural factors are used in
the reading process.
Analysis of confusions
A first rough classification of the overall results is to be found in Table I.
nonsense
syllables
correct
incorrect
ill.egible

0.2J
0.65
o. 12

isolated
nouns

words
in text

0.45
0.40

0.87

0. 15

o.oJ

0.10

Table I: Fractions for correctly, incorrectl.y and not recognised
stimuli in reading nonsense CVC syl.labl.es, isol.ated nouns
a.nd coherent text at a long distance. Nonsense syllables
were considered incorrectly recognised when one or more letters of the r.esponse differed from those of the stimulus.
The column "words in text" comprises all words of the
text used. The data concerning nouns in text differed not
significantly from those concerning all words in text.
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From Table I it is concl•tded that the probability for correct recognition of'
reading material increases considerablY according as this material is more highly
structured linguistically.

(a) 2Y2-~~~~~~~~-~r!!~~!~~·
100 eve nonsense syllables were read by the 5 Subjects and this produced 500
responses of whole syllables. Of these, 118 (24 ~) were correct, J26 (65 ~) were
incorrect and 56 (11 ~) were not reco&nised at all.
Apart from whole syllables, we can look at the individual letters in the syllables. If' we divide the letters into Ascenders, Descenders and Short

letter~,

we

find that of' the confusions 75 ~ of' the responses are of' the same class as the
stimuli. We may conclude that in this respect information on the configurations of
letters are used in about the same way as in unordered sequences (cf'. Bouma and
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Nooteboom, this issue).
We shall restrict ourselves here further to the fractions Correct. Table II

compares the fractions correct, averaged over the letters used, of' the eve material
with a similar·material made up of' unordered sequences. This comparison material
has been taken from "random letters f'lanked_on one side" for comparison with e

1
and e , and from "random letters flanked on both sides"<.i'or comparison with V (see
2
p90). When multiplying the values for e , V and e , the product indicates the
1
2
fraction CVC's that can be expected to be reported correctly, under the assumption
of independence of the correct recognition of' the three letters in a eve combination.
eve
(exp.)

c,
v
e2
product

0.68
.45

random
with distr.
constraints
(theor.)
.66
.42

-75
.2J

random
(exp.)

.64
.21

·19

.sa

.22

.08

Table II: Fractions 1 correct 1 for the threo positions in CVC
syllables, averaged over the letters (column 1).
Column 2 shows values calculated form results of the
random combinations, when distributiot~l constraints
are taken into account. The same values for random
combinations (column J).
The table makes clear that recognition of' letters in eve nonsense syllables is
better than of the same letters in unordered sequences. The most probable explanation of' this difference would be that it resulted from the fact that in the case of
CVC 1 s the class of' responses is restricted.
For instance, whereas in unordered sequences the letter t was often reported as
"i", this confusion did not occur in the CVC experiment because the positions for
consonant and vowel letters are mutually exclusive. In this way, the Subjects may
combine in their responses what they see

~f

the syllable and what they know of the

distributional constraints.
We would now make this hypothesis sufficiently explicit for testing whether the
whole difference between random letter combinations and evc•s can be attributed to
this factor. We proceeded in the following way. First in the random combinations,
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we divided the confusions into responses that lead to responses within the
distributional constraints of eves and response outside these constraints. The
following resp_onses were taken by us as being within distributional constraints of
the Dutch language:

e1

s c z n m v w r

V

eaoui

e2

s n m w r

t 1 h k b d f'

g p j

t 1 k b d f' g p

Next, we divided the confusion responses outside these groups over the responses
within these groups, in the proportion as shown by the actual confusions within
these groups*. The underlying assumption is that stimulus presentations that in
random

~terial

would have led to responses outside the region of' pronounceability,

are now redirected toward responses that are within this region, thus increasing
a..ll "within" fractions f'or a certain stimulus letter by the same factor. The centre
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column in Table II gives the outcome of' the calculation f'or the fractions correct,
averaged over the letters. The close correspondence between the calculated values
and the experimental eve values indicates that the difference between eve combinations and random combinations can indeed be attributed to the distributional
constraints that are present in eve combinations and which apparently can be ef'f'i~iently

eve

used by the Subject. This amounts to saying that letter-distribution in

syllab~es

belongs to the built-in knowledge of the subjects.

(b) ~~~!~!~~-~~~~~
The 145 nouns were read by 5 Subjects and this led to 725 responses, if' we
leave out the 20 responses that were replaced by corrections. Of' these 725 respons-s, J25. were correct, 290 incorrect and there were 110 cases in which the stimuli
were not recognised at all.
Initial and final letters came

of'~

markedly better in word confusions than

embedded letters (cf'. Table III). This might be expected f'rom the masking effect
treated elsewhere in this volume (Bouma and Nooteboom, 1968). The fractions

f'ound,

however, are no doubt the result f'rom at least two ef'f'ects. First the masking
ef'f'ect and second the dif'f'erence in distributional constraints between the respective letter positions.
In Table III the fractions f'or initial, f'inal and intermediate position in
reading random sequences of J letters have been added for comparison.
A new configurational factor entering our data here is stimulus word length.
In the longer words there was a tendency to see words shorter than they actually
were. This tendency increased with increasing word length as may be seen f'rom
f'i·gure 1A.
The confusions show that mostly the response word has more or less the same
contour as the stimulus word. By this we mean that the response word has about the
same length as the stimulus word and that it has in most cases ascending and
descending letter extensions in roughly·the same positions as the atimulus word.

K)

In f'act, we have applied the constant ratio rule of e1arke (1957) that states
"the ratio between any two entries in a row of a submatrix is equal

to the

ratio between the corresponding two entries in the master matrix". Luce (1959)
has -later generalised this rule, "the ratio of response probabilities of two
stimuli. in one clioice set is independent of' the presence or absence of' other
elements in that choice set" (Wagenaar 1968).
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C~ear

cases are for

instance:~-+~·

koning-+bes~ag.

From the confusions

we inferred an operational definition of sameness of contour, which we used for
comparing the reading of isolated nouns with the reading of nouns in coherent text
as regards the use of

configurationa~

cues. We define sameness of contour here as

fo~~ows: Two words have the same contour if they have the same word ~ength !
~etters,

!

2

and if ascenders and descenders are in the same positions in both words

1 ~etter space. In case of differ~ng word ~ength,

the same position of a ~etter

was defined with respect to beginning or end of the word.

App~ication

of this

criterion to the confusions of iso~ated nouns shows that in 70 ~ of the confusions
the response word had the same contour as the sti~us word.
We found that long words have a higher probability to be recognised correctly
than short words. This has been shown by a rank correlation between word length in
letters and percentage of correct judgments (r = + 0.9).
It was remarkable that, although in the instruction it had been said that the
stimuli were ordinary Dutch words, in 13 cases (2 ~) Subjects gave nonsense words
as responses. These nonsense words were not only all pronounceable words in accordance with the distributional constraints on letter sequences in Dutch, but
most of them showed clear morphological structuring, such as begark, opluiming,
tappening, extinker .Possibly the morphologica~ structuring facilitates certain
responses.
In the instruction nothing had been said about the grammatical word class to
which the

stimuli words belonged, so in principle the class of possible response

words comprised words of all word classes. The stimuli

were all nouns. In effect,

40 (6 ~) of the responses were not nouns, viz. 19 adjectives and past participles,
17 verbal forms, 4 prepositions and 1 adverb.
(c) 2~~2~2~~-~!~~
The text used comprised 860 words and was read by 5 Subjects, so there were
4JOO responses. J96 of these were confusions and 1JJ of the stimuli were not
recognised. In 154 cases a response was replaced by a correction.
Here, just as in reading isolated nouns, it was found that initial and final
letters came off better than embedded letters in word confusions. This may be seen
from Table III.
initial
position
isolated nouns
words in text
random sequences of
J letters

0.49
0.49
0.52

post-initial
position

0.25
0.27
0.21

pre-final
position

O.J2
0.41
0.24

final
position

0.62
0-55
0.5J

Table III: Fractions for correct reproductions of initial, post-initial
pre-final and final letters in confusions in reading iso~ated
nouns, in reading coherent text, and in reading random sequences
of J letters. The fraction of random sequences have been adapted
to the actual distributions of letters in the isolated nouns.
The confusions made in reading coherent text showed a misperception in word
length similar to that found for isolated nouns. The same bias towards seeing
words shorter than they actual1y are was present. (Fig. 1B).
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Figure 1: Misperception of word length in reading from a long distance.
On the horizontal axis stimulus length in let.ters, on the
vertical axis average response length for the incorrect responses only. A, For isolated nouns. B. For words from a coherent
text.
Applying the criterion of sameness of contour as described in the preceding
paragraph to these confusions, we find that 60 ~of the response words have the
same contour as the stimulus word. However, if, for the sake of comparison with
the isolated nouns, we limit our observation to the noun confusions, we find that
only 45 ~ of these have the same contour.
That the class oi confusions for each stimulus word is restricted by the
syntactic context may be seen from Table IV.

u
~

jnoun

.u.

nouns
adjective
17
jadverb
9
jverl,
4
preposi tior
pronoun
1
conjunctior:
~rticle

adj.

5
.lQ
J
5

adv.

verb.

prep.

pron.

conj.

16

5

6

1

2

J

1

~

6
61

7
4

5

6
4
6

3

1

6
11

1
8

2

6

.1.2

5

2

1

1

1

1
2

art.

1
1
1
4
1

2

total
111
51
60
92
22

41
10
7

relative
freq. of
occ. in text
23

6

~

10
20 ~

8 ~
16 ~
6
11

~

Table IV: Confusion matrix of grammatical word classes in reading c·oherent
text from a long distance. Correct responses have not been taken
into account.
Actually the restrictions imposed on the confusions by syntactic context are
far more intricate than those that could be described with the help of the 8 word
classes in Table IV. A full description of these syntactic restrictions would
amount to a complete description of the syntax

of the language. Therefore,

Table IV can only be considered a rough indication of the influence of syntactic
context.
The set-up of the present experiment did not allow us to say much about the
influence of the semantic structure of the text, but we can say that most confusions led to semantically acceptable sequences. As for the rest, corrections
were probable.
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Discussion
From the considerable increase in correct recognitions with increasing degree
of linguistic structuring it is clear that our Subjects were able to make efficient
use of their knowledge of language structures.
That the confusions in reading nonsense

eve

syllables are fairly well predictable

from the confusions in reading random letter sequences plus a description of the
distributional constraints in

eve

syllables in Dutch may be taken to indicate that

a description of these distributional constraints is a description of part of the
knowledge the subjects possess about the structure of Dutch letter sequences. As
the distributional properties of letter sequences are relatively easy to describe,
our finding may be useful for further experiments on the ways in which implicit
knowledge of the reader is used in the reading task.
In the reading of isolated nouns, the class of possible responses was for each
stimulus word determined by the configurational factors plus the Subject's
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knowledge about the visual word forms in the language. We have seen that initial
and final letters were recognised correctly more often than were embedded letters.
This is probably largely due to a difference in visual masking. We had expected,
however, that the fractions "correct" for initial and final letters of words were
higher than for initial and final letters of random sequences of J letters. That
this is not the case may be explained in two ways. First, it is conceivable, that
the masking effect on initial and final letters is stronger for longer sequences
of letters than for sequences of J letters. Secondly, it is possible, that configurational cues become le~s important according as the reading material is more
highly structured. This is at least suggested by the data in Table II.
A word frequency effect may be present in our finding that long words tend to
be seen shorter than they actually are, as the most frequent words are generally
short. Other explanations of this fi~ding are also possible.
We know that words of high frequency of usage have a higher probability of being
recognised correctly than words of low frequency of usage. Because all stimulus
words were of high frequency of usage we may be surprised that confusion did occur
at all, and particularly that many incorrect responses were low

frequ~ncy

words,

sometimes even nonsense words. In all cases the correct response should have been
the most probable response. Our data may be taken to indicate that when in a
reduced stimulus situation responses are not controlled by syntactic and semantic
context, theymay be rather unpredictable. The subjects seem to have no difficulty
in producing

fre~ly

the most diverging

r~sponses,

the choice of which is only

limited by the configuration and the dictionary, whereas word frequency seems to
play only a marginal role.
The finding that long words have a higher probability

to be recognized correct-

ly than short words may be explained by the fact that the greater the word length
the lower the ratio of words in the dictionary to the distributionally possible
letter sequences of that length. The class of possible responses to a certain
contour may be smaller for long words than for short words.
In the reading of coherent text the class of possible responses to each stimulus
word in the text was determined not only by the configurational factors and
dictionary of the language, but also by the syntactic and semantic context. This
reduced sharply the amount of possible responses to each stimulus word aqd so
resulted in a sharp increase of the probability of correct recognition.
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We also found for isolated nouns that 70

% of

the confusions had the same contour

as the stimulus, with a given operational definition of sameness of contour. On
the other hand in reading coherent text, only 45

% of

the noun confusions had the

same contour as the stimulus words. We take this to indicate that in word recognition in the reading of a text the syntactic and semantic context does not simply
operate on the class of responses determined by the configurational factors. If that
were so, we would have expected the percentage of sameness of contour to remain
constant. We rather think of a kind of model for word recognition in which the
several factors work in parallel, each activating a part of the dictionary.
With dictionary we mean here the set of all potential word responses. The
recognition of a word, then, would be the selection of the most activated dictionary
unit. This kind of formulation comes rather close to the model for word recognition
as given by Morton (1964). We hope that it will provide a convenient starting point
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for further reasoning and further experiments on the reading task.
Resuming the main findings of the present experiment, we can say that it has
shown us a number of ways in which the reader may bring to bear his implicit knowledge about language structures on the reading task. On the level of letter recognition the probability of correct recognition is increased because responses are in
accordance with the distributional constrainta of the letter sequences of the
language. On the level of word recognition responses are determined by several
factors; First by the reader's familiarity with the

~isual

word forms of the

language which enables him to use the contour of the stimulus as an important perceptual cue; Secondly, by his familiarity with the morphological structuring of
words which leads to facilitating certain responses; Thirdly, by his knowledge of
the syntax of the language, which enables him to make efficient use of the syntactic
context; and fourthly by the organisation of his knowledge about the topic of the
text, whdch enables him to make use of the semantic context for reducing the class
of possible responses.
It may be worthwile to point out that readers could not make efficient use of
linguistic and semantic constraints, if they did not show a readiness to produce
the most diverging responses in the absence of sufficient perceptual cues.
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H. Bouma &'S,G. Nooteboom

On Reading Letters and Random Letter Combinations
from a Relatively Long Distance

As a start towards an investigation in the processes involved in normal reading,
we have carried out some experiments in which Subjects were required to read from a
relatively lodg distance reading material. of various degrees of structuring.
The idea was to reduce the abundant information available to the reader at a
normal reading distance to such a degree that misreadings (confusions) occurred.
Quantity and, even more, quality of the confusions, so we hoped, might then give
us clues as to ways in which Subjects handle visual language information. More
specifically, we were interested in learning more about the visual role of configurations of the stimulus letters and words on the one hand and that of familiarity of the reader with the various aspects of the language on the other.
Of course, it would be premature, to say the least, to suppose that reading from
a long distance is quite similar to reading from normal distances. It was just by
choosing a reduced stimulus situation that we hoped to bring to surface processes
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that are usually covered. It remains to later proof, then, to what extent they are
of a general value in understanding normal reading processes.
Experiment
As reading material we used isolated letters, random letter combinations,
nonsense syllables, words {nouns) and a simple text. Here, we shall restrict ourselves to letters and letter combinations, leaving the linguistically more
structured material to a separate contribution (seep 47).
The. letters we used were lower-case type-writer letters of the type "Bruxelles",
typed with the aid of "carbon tape" on whi<:e paper. This lettertype has pronounced
serifsK. The height of the short letters {a, c, e, etc.) was 1.75 mm,

letters with

upper extensions (Ascenders) or lower extensions (Descenders) covered 2.45 mm
(j J.20 mm). Letter width varied from 1.60 mm (j) to 2.50 mm (m, w). In a pilot
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experiment we varied the reading distance, whereas in later stages we used a fixed
reading distance of 2.95
angle of 2 1

•

m,

at which distance 1.75 mm corresponds to a visual

Illumination was homogeneous at some 1.500 lux.

As we did not wi·sh our Subjects to guess too much, we asked them explicitly to
say "illegible" if they thought so. Since continuous fixation leads to blurring, we
encouraged the 5 Subjects to read fairly quickly, which they turned out to do at
an average speed of some 20 letters per minute.
Effect of reading distance
First, we investigated the effect of reading distance. In Fig.
"correct",

1, fractions

"confusions" and "illegible" are given for three reading distances,

1.95,

2-95 and J.40 m corresponding to visual angles of the 1.75 mm short letters of
J. 0, 2. 0 and 1. 7 1 •
Data have been calculated by

ta~ing

the average of the fractions for the

individual 26 letters. Around 2 1 vis~al angle,

the fraction "correct" decreases

sharply with increasing reading distance. The steep slope cannot be too surprising,
given the fact that reading of isolated letters (though capitals, standardised and
selected) is a standard routine for investigating foveal visual acuity.
Influence of flanking
When we presented combinations of two or three

l·~tters,

chosen randomly, we

found the fraction "correct" considerably reduced. Centre to centre distance of
adjacent letters had the

n~rmal

type-writer space of 2.60 mm. Subjects were informed

on the presented number of adjacent lett'ers.
Table I

compares average fractions for isolated letters, letters flanked on. one

side (either in initial or in final position) and letters flanked on both sides
(embedded positions).
flanking

correct

confusions

none
one side
two sides

.64
-52
.J4

.JO

.06

.J7
.4J

.11

illegible

.2J

Table I: Influence on recognition of stimulus letters by adjacent letters.
With increasing degree of flanking, recognition suffers. Data are
average fractions for the 26 letters. Reading Distance 2.95 m.
K The present contribution has been typed in "Bruxelles" type, if reduced to
approx, two thirds of its original size.
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Distance

Fig. 1: Average ~ractions correct (0), co~used {V) and illegible {C) ~or
isolated letters as a ~unction o~ reading distance. Height of the
short letters was 1.75 mm, which ~or the three reading distances
corresponds to a visual angle o~ :3.0 1 , 2.0 1 '· and 1 • 7 1 •

It is clear that adjacent letters are not separated completely in vision. As
appears ~rom the increase o~ the ~raction "illegible", th~ e~~ect has some similarity to an increase o~ reading distance {Fig. 1). Whether the effect can be
explained solely frpm the limits o~ optical resolution or whether neural resolution
plays a role as well, cannot be decided at present.
Role

o~

letter extensions

Results give ample

justi~ication

for distinguishing perceptually the class

o~

"short letters" (!) ( a c e m n o r s u v w x z ) from letters with extensions,
divided into Ascenders (!) (b d f h i k 1 t) and Descenders (~) (g j p q y).
First, the fraction "correct" is lower ~or! than it is ~or! and .!2_, whereas
the fraction "illegible" shows the reverse trend. Secondly, the majority of con~usions turn out to be restricted to letters of the class to which the stimulus
letter belongs. Figure 2 shows the various ~ractions, from which these two conclusions can Qe •inferred.
As appears from a more detailed analysis of the

co~usions,

a case can be made

for further subdivisions that reflect perceptual similarities, notably (ace o·s
x z), {m n u) (v w r) (t i 1), and (h k b), which we shall not discuss here any
further. An interesting detail to be mentioned here is the absence o~ mirror con~usions such as

{b d p q).

Discussion
To what extent do the data provide insight into normal reading processes? The
first

ef~ect

that deserves discussion in this respect is that the

~usions" easily runs as high as JO to

40

~raction

"con-

~. This can be taken to show the rather
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I !legible

Confused
outside own class

Confused
within own class

D
Correct

Single

One-Sided

Two-Sided

Fig. 2: Average fractions correct, confusions (within and outside own class)
and illegible, separately for Short letter (s), Ascenders (A) and
Descenders (D). Presentation as single letters (left), as one sided
flanked (center), and as two sided flanked letters (right). Foveal
presentation. Visual height of short letters 2', extensions 0.8•.
free, unbound way in which Subjects handled letter information in our experiment.
Even if entitled to say "illegible", they had no difficulty in arriving at a letter
response based on incomplete evidence from the stimulus.
We cannot quite exclude that this free way of information handling is bound to
the particular set-up of our experiment. However, we rather suppose that our
Subjects carried their normal way of handling letter-information with them into
the experiment and derived information from the few cues that they happened to
pick up. If in normal reading all

letter~

had to be recognised precisely, reading

speeds could not reach values as high as 5 to 10 words per second, at an average
.
.
word length of say 5 letters. Direct evidence that a reader normally does not take
letter configurations too seriously is provided by the well-known difficulty of
detecting printing errors.
As to the effect that in distance reading adjacent letters interact in such a
way that recognition scores are impaired, it seems unlikely that this effect
plays a r~le in foveal reading at normal distances where separation on the retina
of adjacent letters is much wider. For para-foveal vision, however, it has long
been known that initial and final letters have a better chance to be perceiyed than
have embedded letters (Woodworth and Schlossberg, 1954). Here it must be due to
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neura1 rather than to optica1 factors. Unfortunate1y, research into the nature of
the interaction has been remarkab1y scanty.
A genera1 question of much interest is to what extent the perceptua1 similarities
ref1ected in our data play a part in norma1 reading as wel1. There are good reasons
to take a conservative 1ine here and not accept without reasonable proof that letters that are easi1y confused in this experiment are easily confused in normal
reading as wel1. One of these reasons is that in the field of reading, some
expectations based on common sense have proved incorrect. An example is that
Tinker (196J) found that better visibi1ity from a distance of letters may deteriorate
rather than improve speed of reading at a normal distance.
As to the perceptual differences between Short 1etters, Ascenders and Descenders there is some evidence that they play a part in normal reading. Tinker
reports that text in lower-case 1ettertype is read markedly faster than text in an
upper-case lettertype (capita1s), and concludes that letter-extensions figure
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prominent1y in normal reading.
A genera1 effect in experiments on the correct recognition of language materia1
is that frequency of occurrence in the 1anguage is positively correlated with
ease of recognition (see Howes and Solomon, 1956). We thought it of interest to
find out whether this is also true for stimuli that are as simple as single letters.
Since the classes

~.

!

and

Q

turn out largely independent perceptual1y, we have

calculated for short letters (~) on1y the rank-correlation coefficient rs between
order of correct recognition and order of frequency of occurrence in the Dutch
language {Van Berckel et al., 1965). The outcome is rs= + 0.02, which does not
suggest that, next to stimulus configuration, frequency of occurrence plays any
role in the correct recognition of a single letter.
However, if we consider the confusions, a different result is obtained. If we
rank-correlate the order of confusion responses of the 1J letters mentioned (from
high to 1ow occurrence) with the order of frequency of occurrence in the language,
we find r
= + 0.64 (95 ~confidence interval + 0.12 to + 0.88). We would be
s
inc1ined to conclude that as the number of configuration cues decrease, Subjects
make an increasing use of their implicit knowledge of the language.
The most likely conclusion, then, is that this significant corr~lation stems
from sophisticated guessing (guessing on the basis of incomp1ete evidence, see
Broadbent, 1967). From a theoretical point of view, a second possibility should
be mentioned

~s·well.

This relates to factors concerning the geometrical configur-

ations of the letters. These could be such that configuration factors, relevant to
perception, are correlated with the frequency of occurrence in the 1anguage.

Th~

hypothesis of sophisticated guessing could easiiy be generalised to the normal
reading process.
In. summary, we can say that our simple experiment has brought into focus a
number of factors that may be suspected to play a part in normal reading. Briefly,
they comprise (a) a free way of handling letter information, (b) a blurring effect of adjacent letters in para-foveal (rather than foveal) vision, (c) the
special perceptual ro1e played by letter extensions, and (d) the way in which Subjects bring to bear on visual recognition their implicit knowledge of letter
frequencies.
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Although none

o~

these

~actors

is completely new, no good answers are presently

available as to the role they play in reading. There~ore, they should be subject
to f'urther rese.arch, i~ we want to clari~y our ideas as to what normal reading
comprises.
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6. INSTRUMENTATION & TECHNIQUES

H. Bouma and H.E.M. Melotte

On Simulating Eye Movements in Reading

337

The eyes of a reading subject show f'ixational paus.es separated by quick jumps ..
(saccades). To the retinal images this has the effect of' a series of' static images
of' lines of' print that are rapidly substituted during each saccade. Successive
images show a certain amount of' overlap, which effect usually does not give rise
to double reading.
We were interested to learn more about the limits of' pause duration, jump
extent, and overlap, within which normal reading is possible. Therefore it seemed
desirable to generate analogous series of' successive retinal images artificially.
We reasoned that systematic variation of' the parameters would then reveal more
of' the limits of' reading capabilities and of' the amount of' overlap that is really
made use of' by the subject.
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The eyes of a readi!g subject show pauses and j!mps.
Fig 1a
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Successive images

transport
window

Fig 1c

Simulation

Fig 1 indicates schematically how we proceeded. If the eye would show five
pauses separated by. four jumps (Fig 1a) the five successive retinal images would
be as indicated in Fig 1b. To Fig lb we now add a window, such that only one line
of print can be seen at a time, and a transportation array that quickly transports
the paper over precisely one interline distance (Fig 1c). The eye that keeps
fixating at the center of the window now receives a series of images that is
similar to that of Fig 1a.
Technically, the difficulty. involved in this set-up is the repeated rapid
transportation of a rather wide band of paper over a precisely prescri·bed distance,
We solved this problem by way of a transformation disc that transforms the
continuous rotation of a motor into an intermittent rotation(Fig. 2). Since the oblique
part of the groof covers J0° of the disc, a moving/resting ratio of 1 in 11 results.
Parameters have been dimensioned so as to provide a transportation distance of

8.47 mm, equal to normal typewriter values of interline distance. This enables the
experimenter to prepare the required text on a normal typewriter.
Moto~ speed can be varied in order to provide various pause durations. At motor
speeds corresponding to more than 5 shifts per second, there is some slip of the
paper relative to the driven roll.
Window length is variable over the full width of the paper (200 nm), present
window height is variable up to 17 mm.

-
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Fig. 2:

Transformation disc that transforms a continuous rotation
into an intermittent one. Since the ob1ique part of the
groof covers J0° of the disc, a moving/resting ratio of
1 in 11 results.
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H. Bouma

3 41
Visual Isolation in Eccentric Form Vision: The Role of Colour.

In trying to recognize single letter stimuli in eccentric vision, correct recognition scores

p

decrease as retinal eccentricity

~

increases. This effect is

generally attributed to the decrease of visual acuity from the fovea outwards. For
the

parafovea~

region, the minimtim gap in a Landolt ring that can be resolved is

1 0

of the order of ~ ~at high luminances (S~oan, 1968).
I£ two or more ·stimti1us letters are presented simultaneously and close to each
other in eccentric vision, recognition scores are lower than if a letter is presented singly (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954).

X

X

a

a

xax

xax

a

a

a

X

X

X

X

a

a

a

Fig. 1 •

X

X

Interaction in eccentric form vision. In
looking successively
at the dots, the raeognizability of the
letters /a/ turns·out
to depend on the presence of the flanking
/x/ letters, and on
the open spaces between /a/ and /x/
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This adverse interaction is known to be quite substantial (Mackworth, 1965;
Sanders, 1967). It is demonstrated in Fig. 1 for letters /a/ flanked by two letters
/x/ at three different spacings.
Fig. 2 shows the effect for the 26 lower-case typewriter letters, presented
briefly to an observer at various retinal eccentricities

~

• The test letters were

presented singly, /a/, or flanked with normal spacing by the letter /x/, either on
one side (the foveal side), /xa/, or on both sides, /xax/. Flanking on both sides
gives a reduction to one fourth of the diameter of the visual field within which
test letters can be recognized (Bouma, forthcoming).
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Fig. 2. Fraction correct letter
responses as a function
of retinal eccentricity
of the stimulus. Scores
decrease substantially
when the stimulus is
flanked at normal spacing
on one side (/xa/) or at
both sides (/xax/). Black
letters. Obs. HB

0
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4
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10

12°

Eccentric stimulus position (degrees)

Fig_. J. Fraction correct letter
responses as a function of
retinal eccentricity of the
stimulus. The embedded stimulus letter has gradually been
isolated visually by leaving
n (n = 1, 2 ••• 15) spacings
open between the stimulus and
each of the two flanking /x/
letters. Black letters. Obs.
HB

The adverse interaction cannot be explained on the basis of acuity considerations.
This can be derived from Fig. 2, in which similar recognition scores are given if
a number of n spacings are left open between the test letter and the two flanking
letters /x/ (Bouma, forthcoming). Although this visual isolation brings the scores
back to that of single letters, the visual angle subtended by the open spaces has
to be of the order of .5 ~ for complete isolation. Clearly, this value is so much
higher than the values of visual acuity that quite different processes must be involved, which are still largely unknown.
The question which will concern us here is if the visual isolation necessary for
correct recognition can also be produced by using coloured test letters rather than
black ones. The hypothesis is that colour might distinguish the test letter so much
from the flanking letters /x/ that recognition were possible despite the flanking.
More theoretically, the question is if the visual processing of coloured symbols
for form recognition follows its own, colour-specific pathways, or if colour is
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merely an additional perceptual dimension, quite unrelated to processes

o~

~orm

perception.
In order to answer this paradigm experimentally, we have compared recognition
scores ~or red letters and ~or black letters. The test letters were ~lanked by
black letters /x/, and exposed in eccentric (para~oveal) vision.
Experimental
The stimuli were 25 lower-case letters (all except y) o~ the type-~ount "Courier
10" (IBM) which ~ace has pronounced seri~s. The height o~ the short letters (a, c,
e •• ) is 1.95 mm, extensions .75 mm. Letter width is between 1.4 mm (J) and 2.5 mm
(m, w). Typewriter spacing is 2.55 mm. At the reading distance o~ 57 em that we
used, 1 mm corresponds to a visual angle o~ 6 minutes o~ arc. The letters were
typed with an IBM "ping-pong ball" typewriter through black or red carbon-tape on
a long sheet o~ white paper, o~ which one line was to be presented at a time. In a
two-channel tachistoscope, a blank ~ield was replaced ~or 100 ms by an equally
bright ~ield containing one o~ the typed lines. Illumination was at about 1,000 lux.
A ~ixation mark was continuously visible. Each observer started the presentation
by pressing a push-button at a moment when he looked at the ~ixation mark. He reported the letter that he thought was present; auditive co~usions were avoided by
the use o~ a spelling alphabet. The response ""illegible" was also allowed. The
experimenter wrote down the response and shi~ted the paper towards the next line.
The observers were aware o~ the problem under investigation. In the diagrams, each
experimental point shows the ~raction o~ correct responses out o~ 100 presentations
made to a colour-normal observer. Each o~ the letters was presented ~our times in
random order and randomly right and le~t o~ the point o~ ~ixation. Two of' the thre·e
observers used binoc.ular vision (EB did not) with uncontrolled pupils (diameter
about 5 mm).
Results
In Fig. 4, the results are plotted ~or the three observers separately. Red letters have been indicated symbolically by a superior line ; ; ; and data points ~or
red letters have been connected by dashed lines. Fig. 5 gives similar scores ~or
the case that 5 blank spacings have been le~t between the test letter and each o~
the two ~lanking letters /x/. It is quite clear that the black ~lanking letters
inter~ere heavily with the recognition o~ the red test letters, about just as much
as they do with black test letters. There~ore, the conclusion can be that the red
colour has not aided ~orm recognition. This indicates that pathways ~or ~orm recognition are independent o~ the pathways ~or colour processing; the visual system
deals separately with ~orm and with colour, at least as ~ar as para~oveal inter~.
actions are concerned.
It may be noted that the scores ~or red test letters are generally somewhat
lower than those ~or black letters. This should probably be attributed to the
smaller brightness contrast o~ the red letters: ~or black letter details we measured a (photopic) re~lection o~ l·ess than 10'1> and for red about 50~. In correspondence with this is our ~inding that black test letters flanked by two red letters:
/xai/ scored slightly higher than the all black situation /xax/. There~ore we
interpret these differences as being indicative of the importance o~ brightness
contrast to processes

o~

form recognition.

343
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Fig. 4. Red test l.etters /a/ (.t. A ) as
compared to bl.ack ones /a/ ( 0 e ) •
Fractions correct responses
are pl.otted against ·retinal
eccentricity of the test letter.
Flanking by bl.ack l.etters /x/
reduces the scores for red test
letters (dashed l.ines) as much
as those for bl.ack test l.etters
(ful.l. l.ines). Three observers

Fig. 5· Red (£) vs bl.ack (@) t~st
l.etters for the case in
which five bl.ank spacings
(1.3° visual angle) have
been l.eft between test
l.etter and the two black
fl.anking l.etters /x/. Again,
l.ittl.e difference is found
between red and bl.ack test
letters

In eccentric vision, perceived form may deviate

cons~derably

from stimulus con-

figuration, as is well known from older l.iterature. Thus i t is not surprising that
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this is also the case with colour. For a stimulus configuration o£ red test letters
between black letters /x/ at

'=

3°, the observers reported on many occasions that

they perceived the most eccentric letter /x/ as red. Apparently, the visual system
had di££iculties in giving a position label to the perceived colour.
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de gecompliceerde taak die lezen is, zouden wij willen weten
op we.lke wijze deze impliciete kennis in de henenen is georgamseerd en wat de processen zijn die bij bet gebruik van
~eze kennis. van. belang zijn. Een antwoord op deze vragen
m neurofys1ologtsche termen lijkt op dit ogenblik volstrekt
onmogelijk. Wei lijkt er iets gezegd te kunnen worden in
termen van eenheden als letter, .woord, enz., die een uitdrukking zijn van onze intuitie als lezen en taalgebruikers.

De lezer blijkt efficient .gebruik te kunnen maken van zijn
ouer het normalt lt~en: uisutlt
kennis van de ~perkingen ~ie gelden voor opeenvolging~n
aspecten
van ~m~len m de taal. Ott volgt o.a. uit een experiment,
waann WlJ aan proefpenonen taalmateriaal van verschilMen weet nog maar weinig over de processen in bet zenuwlende graden van gestructureerdheid hebben Iaten lezen.
stelsel die ten grondslag liggen aan visued berkennen. Aileen
te weten toevalsopeenvolgingen van 3 !etten. CVC-nonsensvoor de allereenvoudigste stimuli is er een begin van inzicht,
dat zowel gevoed is door fysiologische als door psycholo- syllaben. aparte woorden van verschillende lengte, dezelfde
frequentie van taalgebruik en samenhangende tekst. In dit
gische experimenten. Er is dan ook geen sprake van dat wij
experiment was stimulusreductie verkregen door \'ergroting
zouden kunnen specificeren welke processen in het ,·isuele
van de afstand. Het percentage fouten nam aanzienlijk af
systeem ten grondslag liggen aan het lezen.
naarma~e het materiaal een hogere graad van gestruC\u-/1
Dit betekent evenwel niet dat wij geheel machtcloos staan
reerdhetd had. Een analyse van de talrijke gemaakte foilt'en'i·
tegenover deze problematiek. Metingen van de sprongsbracht een aanta! factoren aan bet Iicht die bij het lezen \'an
gewijze oogbewegingen hebben inzicht \"enchaft in de hoebelang zijn. Deze zijn o.a.:
veelheid stimulusinformatie die tegelijk wordt opgenomen.
1. Kennis omtrent de beperkingen in opeenvolgingen van
Zelf hebben wij bepaalde oogsprongen door middel van
experimenten aan proefpenonen opgedrongen, wat ons letters.
2. Kennis omtrent een aantal statistische eigenschappen
reeds enige informatie gaf over de vraag binnen welke grenzen de oogsprongen moeten vallen om normaal lezen mo- .\·an de woordenschat.
3· De onmiddellijke bereidheid \"an de lczers om bij bet
gelijk te maken. Om verschillende redenen is bet zeer onlezen van woorden. ook wanneer de stimulusinformatie onwaanchijnlijk, dat elke oogsprong tot op de letter nauwvo~doende is voor eenduidige idemificatie, met grote stc!ligkeurig geprogrammeerd wordt. De fixatiepauze kan niet te
hetd de meest uiteenlopende responsies te produceren.
vee! ingekort worden zonder dat retroactieve maskering de
+ Een efficient gebruik van de waarschijnlijkheid die voor
herkenning ernstig bemoeilijkt.
ieder woord in een tekst geinduceerd wordt door de synIn een andere lijn van onderzoek proberen wij te weten
tactische en semantische omgevin!{.
te komen welke stimulwinformatie een lezer normaliter gebruikt en aan welke hij voorbijgaat, omdat het door kennis
Terwijl aan de ene kant de kennis van de beperkingen die
van de woorden en van de· taal voor hem mogelijk is met
gelden
voor de opbouw van woorden uit letters vermoedelijk
betrekkelijk weinig stimulusinformatie ~enoegen te nemen.
in het brein is opgeslagen in de vorm van een verzameling
Dat dit inderdaad bet geval is, blijkt o.a. uit het welbekende
hele woorden, is het met de kennis omtrent de beperkingen
feit, dat drukfouten gemakkelijk over het hoofd worden gedie gelden voor de opbouw van zinnen of woordgroepen
·
zien.
zeker .niet zo. dat deze is opgeslagen in de vorm van een lijst
\Vij hebben proefpersonen letters aangeboden in het paravan zmnen. Deze kennis ligt vermoedelijk vast in de vorm
foveale gezichtsveld. Uit de resultaten bleek. dat !etten die
van regcls voor de constructie \'an woordgroepen uit woorop behoorlijke afstanden van elkaar gelegen zijn, toch nog
den. Het ligt voor de hand te veronderstellen dat de lezer
een ongedacht grote interactie tonen. z6danig dat de hereen beroep doet op deze regels.
kenning wordt bemoeilijkt. Uit de mislezingen van de proefpersonen bleek, dat de letters ingedeeld kunnen worden in
Om dit nader te onderzoeken hebben wij een experiment
categorieen naar perceptieve gelijkenis. Deze indeling komt
gedaan, waarbij proefpersonen in zeer hoog tempo taalredelijk overeen met wat wij al eerder hadden gevonden in
materiaal hardop kregen te lezen. Een analyse van de geexperimenten, waarbij de proefpersonen van een grote afstand lerters moesten lezen. De experimenten duiden erop, - maakte fouten laat o.a. zien hoe de proefpersonen op basis
dat de woordcontouren - gedefinieerd als de opeenvolging \'an enige herkende woorden die meestal tot de scmantisch
belangrijke woordsoorten behoorden, volgens de regels van
van stokletters, staartletten en korte !etten - bij het norde taal woordgroepen construeren.
male lezen van belang kunnen zijn. Onze huidige experimenten zijn erop gericht aan dit aspect van .. globaallezen"
Er volgde een uitvoerige discussie waaraan ,;erd deeleen meer preciese inhoud te geven.
.•.
genomen door o.a. Dr. Bot.::.sA, Drs. DEEL~IAS, Dr. FREDrs. S. G. NoOTEBOOM, Ondtrzoekingtn or:tr htt nor11Ullt lezen:
DERIKS, Prof. GR.EWEL, mej. Drs. KAtZER. Drs. :":oOTEBOOM
en Dr. 'WEut.... x.
linguistische asptctm
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READING PROCESSES: ON THE RECOGNITION OF SINGLE WORDS
IN ECCENTRIC VISION
H. Bouma and A.L.M. van Rens

Introduction

348

In normal reading, the eyes show fixational pauses separated by quick jumps
(saccades) along the lines. During the pauses, foveal and parafoveal images give
rise to the recognition of words, and the successive images are centrally integrated into a meaningful whole. In these recognition processes, visual as well as
language factors are important. Analysis of the processes is a main theme of our
research on normal reading and we concentrate on the visual factors. Our approach
is in line with that of several authors around the turn of the century (Pillsbury,
1897; Erdmann and Dodge, 1898; Messmer, 1904; Huey, 1908; Korte, 1923).
One focus of interest is the functional visual field, i.e. the visual field from
which some particular information is picked up during a single fixational pause.
Our technique of investigation is to determine in the parafoveal field the limits
of eccentricity at which language material can still be recognised in brief presen~tions. The functional visual field is not an invariant of the visual system, but
it depends decisively on the stimulus material used and on the type of recognition
required.
For example, i f isolated typewriter letters have to be recognised at normal
reading distances, the functional visual field extends some 15 typing ~paces L(eft)
and 15 spaces R(ight) of the point of fixation, if a criterion of 80\ correct
responses is applied. For letters embedded between two letters /x/, we find the
field much reduced, viz. to about 5 spaces L and 5 R. Apparently, the visual processing of lettersinvolves adverse interaction effects. These effects are asymmetrical in a sense that the interference is stronger if only a single /x/ is at the
peripheral side of the unknown letter than if it is at the foveal side (Woodworth
and Schlosberg, 1954; Mackworth, 1965; Bouma, 1970).
As concerns the recognition processes proper, an analysis has been carried out
on the relative importance of certain letter properties for the recognition of
isolated letters (Bouma, 1971). Because of the interaction effects, it is not a
simple matter to extrapolate this analysis towards letters presented in groups.
The possible nature of some interaction effects is the subject of separate contributions in this issue (Beerens and Bouma, 1970 a,b).
Owing to interaction effects, letters embedded in lettercombinations have lower
recognition scores and correspondingly narrower functional fields than have initial
and final letters. Moreover, because of the asymmetry, L initial letters and R
final letters (outward letters) have wider functional fields than L final letters
and R initial letters. The question which will concern us here is whether these
effects do operate in the recognition of single words. If this is so, outward
letters would be expected to play a prominent role in word recognition.
We shall also look into the contributions of second and prefinal letter positions
and into word length and word contour.
We report here on an exploratory experiment, in which subjects read single words,
presented briefly in eccentric (parafoveal) vision. The stimulus words were of
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various lengths and of two categories of frequency of occurrence in the printed
language.

Experimental
Stimuli were 300 Dutch words with lengths 1 from 3 to 6 letters. They were
equally divided over two categories of frequency of occurrence in the printed
-4
-4
language; higher than 10
(hf) or lower than 10
(lf), according to the lists
of Linschoten (1965) and Van Berckel et al. (1965).
The words were typed on white paper on an IBM "pingpong ball" typewriter with
carbon tape. Type-face was "Courier 10" with pronounced serifs. Height of the short
letters (a, c, e .••• ) was 1.95 mm, extensions of ascending and descending letters
were .75 mm. Letter width was between 1.4 mm (j) and 2.5 mm (m, w), letter spacing
was 2.55 mm, which with the reading distance of 57 em that we used results in a
visual angle of .25° for each spacing.
Eccentricity cjl of presentation was such that the most inward letter (closest to
the point offixation) was at a distance of 4, 7 or 12 letter spacings. At each
eccentricity, SO words were presented L ( t <0) and SO R ( t >0) of the fixation
mark, in random order.

3 4- 9

For stimulus presentation, a tachistoscopic device was used. A blank field of
30 x 30 em, luminance 500 cd/m 2 , was replaced for 100 ms by a similar field of
equal brightness, in which one stimulus word was present.
Five observers, experienced in visual experiments, took part. Their foveal
acuity was over 1.4. They used binocular vision with natural pupils. The 9bserver
started each presentation by pressing a micro-switch at a moment when he carefully
looked at the fixation mark. He called out the word which he saw or gave the response "illegible".

Word-recognition scores
In Fig. 1, recognition scores have been plotted as a function of word eccentricity, word length being a parameter. Correct scores are remarkably asymmetric around
the fixation point, recognition being better in the R field. This is in agreement with
literature data for the English language (Mishkin and Forgays, 1952; McKeever and
Huling, 1970). If in Fig. 1 we stick to a criterion of 80\ correct recognition, the
functional visual field for isolated words stretches from -1.2° to+ 2°, or from S
spacings L to 8 spacings R of the fixation point. The L-R asymmetry showed up in
each of the five observers. It contrasts with the L-R symmetry which we found earlier
for the recognition of isolated letters and for embedded letters.
A marginal influence of word length is present, in the sense that the shorter
words have slightly wider functional fields. From Fig. 2 it appears that the functional field for words of high frequency of occurrence in the printed language (hf) is
somewhat wider than for low frequency words (lf).
A further result of basic importance is the large fraction of confusions, obtained without a forced-choice procedure (Fig. 1). Apparently, the mode of recognition is such as to readily use available perceptual cues for arriving at some word
response. This is similar to what we found in letter recognition, but the maximum
confusion scores,, which were .55 for letters, are about .80 for words.
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low frequency-words (lf, g< 10-4). Data have been
averaged over word length.

Cue values

of word

properties

We would like to know the perceptual significance or cue value for word recognition of each of the constituent letters, of word length,and of other word properties. We define the cue value of a stimulus property as the fraction of responses
to which correct perception of this property has contributed (Bouma, 1971). A basic
difficulty is that it is unknown on what perceptual evidence word responses have
been generated. For getting an upper estimate of the cue value of, for example a
letter in a certain position, we shall consider the fraction of responses to which
perception of that letter in its correct position may have contributed. This fraction
is made up of correct responses and of those confused responses, in which the letter
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under consideration has been reported in its correct position (cue confusions). This
is only an upper estimate of the cue value, since only some of the letters or only
part of the word may have triggered the whole word response, and this reasoning
applies particularly to correct responses. If the response word is different from
the stimulus word, it is likely that any letters that the response word shares with
the stimulus word in similar positions have been correctly perceived.
The correct recognition fractions of the letters proper cannot be derived from
the data with confidence, since correct letter reports may have been derived from
other word cues. If the observers succeed in using all cues available to them, the
correct recognition scores of the letters proper will equal the cue values of those
letters.

Initial and final letters

assymmetries

3 51

For initial and for final letters, upper cue values have been plotted in Fig. 3
as a function of the retinal eccentricity of these letters. The curves distinguish
outward letters (L initial and R final) from inward letters (L final and R initial).
The data have been averaged over the various word lengths. In fact, there is a slight
decrease in upper cue values of these letters with increasing word length.
Fig. 3. Upp~r cue valuesp for outward
letters (L initial and R final) are
appreciably higher than for inward
letters (L final and R initial). Upper
cue values correspond with the total
fraction of letters reported correctly
in the response words. Notice the R-L
asymmetry, in particular for ~nward
letters.
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Two main effects are present: (1) outward letters score considerably higher than
inward letters. (Z) letters in the R visual field score higher than those in the
L field, in particular the inward letters.
(1) We ascribe this impressive difference between outward and inward letters primarily to adverse interaction effects, which are predominantly directed towards the foveal side. For line elements at somewhat larger eccentricities, we also found
asymrnetryaround the test stimulus, and we could account for this by assuming symmetry around the interacting stimulus rather than around the test stimulus (Beerens
and Bouma, 1970 a,b). In the present experiments, however, the asymmetry seems too
strong for such an explanation. The tentative conclusion is that in the recognition
of isolated words the most outward letter contributes more perceptually than the
most inward letter.
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(Z) The higher recognition scores in the R visual field which we found for words
(Fig. 1) are reflected in the upper cue values, in particular for the inward letters.
We shall consider three possible explanations of this effect:
(a) The effect would have been an artifact if the observers had fixated .5° R of the
fjxation mark rather than on the fixation mark itself. This seems unlikely, however,
because the instructions left no room for this and the observers were experienced
subjects. Moreover, we did not find L-R asymmetry in the experiments in which single
letters had to be recognised.
(b) More perceptual evidence is picked up from the R field. One of the possibilities
for this would have materialised, if the subjects had directed their attention to the
R field (while maintaining correct fixation). As Engel (1970, 1971) has shown, visual
attention may improve perceptual faculties.
(c) Less perceptual evidence is ~equired from the R field for equal recognition. This
hypothesis would comprise any factors related to differences in letter distributions.
In Dutch, the number of initial letters is restricted to about 19, that of final
letters to about 12. This would seem to favour somewhat the recognition of final
letters over initial letters, and thus could account for the modest R-L difference
for outward letters. For inward letters, however, a distributional explanation seems
excluded.
As far as our recent evidence goes, it seems to support the notion of higher perceptual abilities in the R field (hypothesis b). This conclusion would agree with
the notion of higher language abilities of the left cortex found in the literature
(McKeever and Huling, 1970) although the nature of these higher abilities remains
to be specified.

Letter position as a cue factor
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the upper cue values not only of initial and final
letters, but also of the second (post-initial) and the prefinal letters. Here, too,
we have counted the fraction of correct word responses as well as the fraction of
confusions, in which the letter under consideration was reported correctly and in
its correct position. For 3-letter words, the second letter has also been counted
as the prefinal letter. The correct word scores are a common basis for the upper
cue values of the letters 1, z, .... (l-1), 1.
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After the fairly complex relationships obtained for initial and final letters,
the other letters are simple in that they tend to adhere to the most inward letter.
This may be taken as a new indication that the adverse interaction effects are
directed predominantly inwards. So the results suggest so far that, with the excep
ion of the most outward letter, letter position in the word is not of paramount
importance for its role in word recognition (cf. Morton, 1964).

Word lengths
If we consider word length 1 as a stimulus property, its upper cue value is defined as the total fractioh of responses in wJ1ich word length of the response word
equals that of the stimulus word. Fig. 5 gives these upper cue values, averaged over
the various word lengths. In fact, the upper cue values decrease somewhat with increasing word length. Here, too, the upper cue value is only an upper estimate of
the true contribution to word recognition of perceived word length.
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Examination of the lengths of confused response words brings to light a bias
towards longer words for stimulus words of 3 letters (1 = 3) and a bias towards
shorter words for 1 ~ 4.

length of wordresponses

[confusions]
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Fig. 6. Distribution of lengths of response words for stimulus word lengths
of 3, 4, 5 and 6 letters. Only the confusions have been considered. Data
averaged over all eccentricities.

Fig. 6 gives the length distributions of the confusions, taken here as fractions
of the total number of confusions. As far as our limited material indicates, these
distributions are independent of word eccentricity. This is similar to what we found
for recognition of words in foveal vision, recognised from a long distance (Nooteboom and Bouma, 1968).

Word contour
It is a plausible suggestion that the contour of a word is a cue for recognition.
Contour can be defined as the succession of Short letters, Ascenders, and Descenders.
Since word length is one of the ingredients of word contour, the upper cue values of
contour are below those of word length and of course above the fraction of correct
words. They have been indicated by black horizontal bars in Fig. 5. The data have
been averaged over the various word lengths.
However, since the fraction of the confused responses with correct word contour
decreases fairly sharply with increasing word length (Fig. 7), the averages are of
limited value. A close~ analysis will be necessary to find out if not some property
resembling contour, would appear to have higher cue values.
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In the present contribution we have averaged for any one stimulus position over
all stimulus letters. It is clear that some letters are more easily recognised than
others, and it will be of interest to consider in a more comprehensive experiment
what the cue values of each separate letter would be, and how these would relate
to the recognition scores found for isolated letters.
Another problem is if we can approximate the true cue values of the various
word properties more closely than with upper estimates.
Finally, it should be reminded that the results obtained for isolated words
cannot simply be applied to normal reading. One of the differences is that in normal
reading the reader has to do with many words and adjacent words are so near that
visual interaction between them should be expected. This will tend to diminish the
difference between the most outward letter and the other ones. More basically, the
reader's expectation about the words to come has been excluded from playing a part
in the present experiments.
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CONTOUR DISTRIBUTION OF DUTCH HIGH-FREQUENCY WORDS
H. Bouma

-z.sc:;
... )
·-·

In experiments on visual recognition of words set in lower-case letter type, the
response word often differs from the stimulus word. When looking for properties of
the stimulus word that may have helped to trigger the response word, one may be
struck by the similarity of contour of the two words involved, i.e. the positions
of ascending and descending letters in the words are rather similar. (Fig. 1).More formally
we define contour as the succession of short letters S (a, c, e •...• ), ascending
letters A (b, d, f, h, i, k, 1, t) and descending letters D (g, p, j, y, q).

distance reading
Stimulus Word Response Word
blad
naam
koning
president

kind
mus
be slag
prentkaart

eccentric reading
Resuonse Wor d
Stimulus Word
na1:
ambt
vrucht
camera

muf
melk
vooruit
emmer

Fig. 1. Examples of misreadings of Dutch words in which the word
contours of stimulus and respo~se words are rather similar.

If word contour is of perceptual significance in word recognition it is of interest to know a) its distribution in the words of the language and b) the information
contained in it. If each word had its own unique contour, contour recognition could
even be sufficient for word recognition; on the other hand, contour recognition is
obviously of no use in differentiating between words with an identical contour.
We present counts of the contours of the 1000 words with the highest frequency
of occurrence (in short: frequency) in printed Dutch. Some unexpected empirical
relationships enabled us to derive simple formulae for the contour distribution
and for the information contained in word contours.

Material
We took our material from the 10 6 words counted by delaCourt, which stems from
1935 (Linschoten, 1963) and from the count of 5.10 4 words of Newspaper Dutch,which
stems from 1956 (Van Berckel et al., 1965). The lists are not entirely satisfactory,
but they suffice for our purpose.
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If g is the frequency of a certain word, we shall consider four categories of words
with frequencies above 10- 3 , 5.10- 4 , 2.10- 4 and 10- 4 • The number of different words
within these categories will be indicated by N (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The total number of words N with a frequency of occurrence
in printed Dutch above g, Double logarithmic plot.

Terminology
If a certain contour belongs to w different words, we shall say that w is the
occupation of that contour. If no word can be found with a particular contour, we
speak of an unoccupied contour. So each contour has its occupation within the class
of words considered. Usually, there will be many different contours with the same
yw.w different
occupation. If there are Yw of such contours, they contain nw
total
number
of
N
words
considered.
words, which is a fraction Pw = nw I N of the
The total number of occupied contours will be y• l Yw
W~l

The number of letters in a word will be denoted by 1.

Results
For each word length 1, we took together all words with an identical contour and
found the occupation w of each contour. We found Yw contours with the same value of
occupation, and calculated n = Y .w. The n distribution for all word lengths is
w
w
w
-4
shown in Table I for the total number of N = 1001 words considered (g ~ 10 ). For
all four word categories, Table ~I gives the nw distributions summed over all word
lengths 1. By dividing these numbers by N, we obtain the Pw = nw/N distribution
(Table III). To this table we have added the total number y of occupied contours
and the value Y/N, which is the fraction of occupied contours encountered in N words.
From Table III some interesting empirical rules can be derived.
For the N most frequent words of Dutch:
1)nw=l
~ .29 N (words with unique contours)
nw~i
~ .14 N
or Pw = nw/N ~ .30/w
nw=s
~ .10 N
the word fraction that occupies word contours with occupation w, is .30/w.
2) y = .45 N
the total number of occupied contours is 45\ of the total number of words.
Correspondingly, the average contour occupation w = N/y = 2.2 words.
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w

=

1

=

1

2

4

3

6

5

1
2
2 6 4 5
5
6 9 16
12 26 9 4
27 24 15 16 15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

56 42 21 12
50 34 12 12
63 16 6
33
8
24
2

11
12
13

11
2
2

7

8

9 10

-

6
18

10
8 9 10
7 16 18 10
7 32
7

5
5

-

27

11 12 13 14 15

21 23 25 26

nl
1
29
93
203
181

19

11

-

19

12

-

- 24

- 14

21 23 25 26

15

208
119
85
41
26

6

11
2
2

3s7
'-'

30 21 56 54 30

288 160 78 64 30

nw

11 36

- 14 15

19

21 23 25 26

1001
=N

-4
Table I. 1001 words with frequency g ~ 10 1 distributed as to the occupations w of their contours and their lengths 1.

w

=

A
B

c
D

2

3

49 22
91 46
153 70
288 160

1

21
27
57
78

9

10 11 12 13 14 15

12 14
9
12
40 15 6
24 27
36 25 24 21 24 9
64 30 30 21 56 54

10 11
- 22 12 13
30
- 42 15
30 11 36 - 14 15

4

5

6

-

7

8

-

19

19
19

21 23 25

26

21 23 25

160
323
525
26 1001

N

Table II. The distribution n of the most frequent N words over the various
contour occupations w. A, B,wc, and D refer tog ~ 10-3, s.1o-4, 2.1o-4 and
10- 4 respectively.
w=l2345

A.

B.

c.
D.

31
28
29
29

14
14
13
16

13
08
11
08

-

08
12 OS
07 OS
06 03

9 10

11 12 13 14 15

08 09 - 06 06
02 - 07 08
OS 04 OS 02 06
03 02 06 OS 03

6

7

8

07
07 04 04
- 08 OS
01 04 - 01 02

-

-

y

19

21 23 25 26Y/N

04
02

48 77
46 147
46 240
02 02 02 03 45 451

Table III. The fractions p = n /N over the various contour occupations w.
For low w values, p turnswout ~o be independent of N. y is the total number
of occupied contour~, encountered in N words. Decimal points omitted.

Discussion
The remarkable equality for the four word categories of occupied word fractions
Pw has to be related to average word length, which increases with decreasing word
1
frequency (fig. 3). Words of length 1 distribute over at most 3 different contours,
and therefore contours of long words will have a lower average contour occupation
than those of short words. That this expectation comes true in actual practice, can
be seen from Table II. When we consider more and more words of lower and lower frequency, the average contour occupation for short words can only increase, whereas
for long words so many contours are unoccupied that average contour occupation will
remain low. Since the newly considered words will be of relatively great length,
the overall distribution of contour occupation can be imagined to remain unchanged.
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We have made no calculations that would offer a quantitative insight. Necessary
ingredients for such formulae would seem to include:
a) The distributions of Short letters, Ascending letters and Descending letters in
the language (in Dutch: .65, .35 and .05, respectively). To the extent to which
a random combination principle does not apply, we also need insight in the structure of digrams (SS, SA, SD, AA, etc.) or even trigrams. From these data we can
calculate the contour distribution for each word length.
b) The distribution of word lengths as a function of word frequency.

Information content
On the basis of the Pw distribution, we calculate the information content of the
word contour. The i~formation necessary for uniquely determining a word whose contour
is known to have an occupation w, is 21og w bit. There are nw = Pw·N of such words,
and accordingly we need pw.N. 21og w bit for determining all of them. The average additional information is thus w~l Pw· 21og w bit per word. From Table III we calculate
this to be 1.9 bit per word,=or, 2.1 bit per word if we round off each 2 1og w value
to the nearest whole integer. If the Pw distribution is independent of N, so is the
value of 2 bit per word.
Since each out of N possible words can be uniquely determined by 21og N bit of
information, the average contour information comes out at {( 2 logN) - 2}bit, which
is 8 bit for N = 1000. This formula does not take into account the frequency distribution of these N words.
It should not be concluded that word information other than contour information is
restricted to an average of 2 bit per word, since words are over-determined.
To what extent readers use the word contour as a cue for word recognition, can
only be derived from perceptual experiments. Indications are that word contour in
its strict definition is of limited perceptual value, (Bouma and Van Rens, 1970)
but this does not exclude a substantial role for a less rigid version of contour
(Nooteboom and Bouma, 1968).
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Interaction Effects in· Parafoveal
Letter Recognition

360

WHEN a person reads, his eye movements consist of
fuca.tiona! pauses separated by quick jumps along the lines.
What the eye picks up during -a pause is largely unknown,
as is the way in which the information from successive
retinal images is integrated. Properties of the visual
system, as well as the reader's knowledge of the language,
must be relevant.
To investigate the dimensions of the functional viSual
field in reading, that is, the field from which information
is picked up during a singie :fi.xationa.l pause, I presented
letters briefly to subjects and noted their responses. By
choosing letters rather than words, I aimed at isolating a.
visual recognition factor from more highly structured
language factors. ·
If a. single letter is presented eccentric to the point.
o_f :fixation, its recognizability decreases as eccentricity
increases. If two or more letters are presented simultaneously and close together, lower recognition scores are
obta.ined 1 - 3 • This implies an adverse interaction which
makes the functional visual field dependent on the arrangement of letters in words. My experiments show that the
interaction is quite substantial.
In order to find the retinal distances over which the
interaction operates, I gradually. increased the distances
between adjacent letters until recognition scores for
embedded letters equalled the values for single lette1-s.
The stimuli were twenty-five lower case letters of a. type
font with pronounced serifs (Courier 10). The height of
the short letters is 1·95 mm, extensions 0·75 mm. Letter
'vidth is between 1·4 and 2·5 mm at a spacing of 2·55 mm.
At the reading distance of 50 em, 1 mm corresponds to n
visual angle of 7 minutes of arc.
The letters were typed with an IBM "pingpong ball"
typewriter through carbon-tape on a long sheet of white
paper. In a two-channel tachistoscope, a blank field (60
cd/m 2 ) \vas replaced for 200 ms by an equally bright field
in which one of the typed lines was present. A fixation
mark was continuously visible. 200 ms is in the lower
range of normal :fi.xational pause lengths. I have checked
that correct :fi.xation was maintained during the exposure.
The observer used binocular vision with uncontrolled
pupils (diameter about 5 mm).
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The observer started the presentation by releasing a
push-button when looking at the fixation mark. He
reported either a letter (in a. spelling alphabet) or
"illegible". The experimenter wrote down the response
and .shifted the sheet towards the next line. Only one
type of flanking was used in each session.
In the figures, each point shows the fraction of correct
responses of at least 100 presentations: each of the letters
four times in random order, randomly right and left of the
fixation mark. Left and right scores were equal. A few
monocular experiments gave slightly lower scores. The
findings were checked with two other observers, who produced similar results.
Fig. 1 compares· correct scores as a function of retinal
eccentricity cp for single letters, letters flanked at one side
(the inside) by a letter fxf at normal spacing, and letters
:fianked a.t both sides by an fxf. If we indicate the letter
to be recognized as faf, we can use the symbols faf, fxaf and
fxaxf respectively.
For letters presented singly, the scores show the
usual decrease as eccentricity increases, ascribed to the
decreasing visual acuity'. For embedded letters fxaxf, a.
much steeper decrease obtains, reducing the diameter of
the functional visual field by a factor of four. This value
exceeds by far any acuity expectations. In 1898, Erdmann
and Dodge 5 had reported that only four letters can be
seen simultaneously in sharp vision.
For reading, my data imply that initial and final ·
letters of words can be recognized individually at a greater
distance from the point of fixation than can embedded
letters. On this evidence alone it is impossible to decide
whether readers indeed make a more extensive use of
initial and final letters.
My experiments are distinguished from experiments
in which the number of letters to be reported exceeds the
observer's memory span. Higher scores for initial and
final letters are also found in these short term memory
experiments, but recognition of embedded letters remains
possible• and retinal eccentricity is of little importance7 •
Next, for the fxaxf situation, I increased the distances
between the unknown letter and the two flanking fx/
letters by leaving I, 2, 3 . . . 15 spacings open. The
gradual isolation of the unknown letter brings the scores
back to those of single letters, as expected, but the
required distances turn out to be far greater than I had
anticipated. For complete visual isolation of
letter
presented at an eccentricity of cp 0 , it follows that no other
letters should. be present within (roughly) 0·5 cp 0 distance.
Similar values were obtained for two other observers.
A pilot experiment indicated that, in the fxaf situation,
the adverse interaction is stronger if the interfering fx/ is

a

at the peripheral side of the ~own letter rather than
the foveal side. The area of interaction is thus not quito
circular around the position of the unknown letter but,
rather, egg-shaped towards the retinal periphery (compare
ref. 3).
Although letters· are easy configurations for the demonstration of this interaction of forms, its nature and specificity can be better investigated with less complicated
stimuli.
As well as being relevant to reading (and
consequently to the layout of print) it is likely to take
part in visual processes other than form perception, such
a.s those determining visual conspicuity, and in visual
search.
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Enlge Aspecten van
Norn~ale Leesprocessen

Dr. H. Bouma *)
1. Nonnaal Iezen en leesstoornissen
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Om behoorlijk op de hoogte te komen van wat er allemaal gebeurt, van wat
anderen doen en denken en van wat zij vroeger gedaan en gedacht hebben
moet men kunnen lezen. Wij lezen kranten en boeken, verkeersaanduidingen
en onderschriften, rekeningen en circulaires, brieven en rapporten. Lezen
is de manier bij uitstek om geinfonneerd te zijn, teneinde zinnig te kunnen
praten en handelen. Het grote belang van lezen in de huidige samenleving
blijkt ook wei hieruit, dat het percentage analfabeten in een land als maat
voor de onderontwikkeling wordt gehanteerd.
In overeenstemming hiermee hechten wij er groot belang aan dat kinderen
goed leren lezen. Bij het basisonderwijs wordt er vee! tijd en aandacht
aan besteed. Terzijde zij opgemerkt
dat er over de optimale methode om
te leren lezen nog grote onenigheid
bestaat. Ondanks de grote inspanning van velen worstelen echter vee!
kinderen, vooral jongens, met leesmoeilijkheden, die meestal niet op
oogafwijkingen of op algemene intellectuele tekorten kunnen worden te·
ruggevoerd. Men schat het percentage
wei op ongeveer 10 %.
Wat gebeurt er eigenlijk als wij aan
het lezen zijn? Globaal kunnen we
zeggen: a) onze ogen bewegen over
de regels, b) we herkennen de woorden en c) we nemen de inhoud van de
tekst in ons op. Oat klinkt allemaal nog vrij eenvoudig. Voor leesmoeilijk·
heden suggereert dit een drietal mogelijke soorten: a) de ogen glijden niet
goed over de regels, b) de woorden worden niet goed herkend, c) de inhoud
wordt niet goed opgenomen. lndien dit juist zou blijken te zijn, zouden we
kunnen proberen om bestaande gevallen van leesmoeilijkheden te rubriceren
en de therapia of extra training te richten op het specifieke tekort.
") Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek, !.P.O., Insulindelaan 2, Eindhoven.
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Het zojuist geschetste beeld van normale leesprocessen is te simplistisch.
Het is evenwel voldoende om te Iaten zien dat diagnose en therapie \'an
leesmoeilijkheden gekoppeld zijn aan de opvattingen over de processen die
bij bet normale lezen optreden. De afwijking is een afwijking van het normale en we moeten dus weten wat bet normale is. Naarmate we meer weten
over normale leesprocessen, komen we ook therapeutisch sterker in onze
scboenen te staan. Kortom, als we van een symptomatisch gerichte diagnose
en therapie willen toewerken naar een meer systematische, dan zullen we
ons ook rekenschap moeten geven van de normale leesprocessen. Het is
vanuit deze achtergrond dat bet mij zinvol lijkt om in dit tijdschrift nader
in te gaan op wat wij weten van bet normale lezen, en in bet bijzonder op
enige aspecten die bij ons eigen onderzoek in het lnstituut voor Perceptie
Onderzoek in Eindhoven de laatste jaren naar voren zijn gekomen. Hierbij
moet nog opgemerkt worden dat de huidige kennis van de normale leesprocesseD nog zeer fragmentarisch is en dat de vooruitgang sinds een bloeiperiode rond 1900 maar traag is verlopen. Wij ricbtten ons voornamelijk op
enige visuele aspecten van bet normale lezen en lieten bewust de taalaspecten
en de algemeen psychologiscbe aspecten vooralsnog grotendeels buiten
beschouwing.

2. Oogbewegi.ngen
Bij bet lezen schijnen onze ogen langs de regels te glijden. Dit glijden is
evenwel maar schijn, zoals iedereen gemakkelijk kan constateren door te
kijken naar de ogen van iemand die aan bet lezen is. Bij bet lezen maken
de ogen · steeds kleine sprongetjes en blijven daama weer even rusten. De
sprongetjes gaan over afstanden van 5 a 10 letters, de oogpauzes duren zo'n
200-500 ms (1 milliseconde, afgekort ms, is 1/1.000 seconde). Het visueel
opnemen van de tekst vindt uitsluitend tijdens de pauzes plaats. Als men
goed toekijkt, kan men zien dat de ogen zo nu en dan een eindje terugspringen langs de regel in plaats van vooruit. We spreken dan wei van een
regressieve oogsprong. Over de grootte van de oogsprongen en de duur van
de leespauzes zijn al zeer veel studies verricht. Hierbij is bet mogelijk gebleken om leesvaardigbeid tot op zekere boogte te koppelen aan de grootte en
vaakte van oogsprongen en aan de schaarste aan terugsprongen.
Hoewel bet wei logisch is om aan te nemen dat efficient lezen efficiente
oogbewegingen vereist, zou bet een misvatting zijn om hieruit te concbderen
dat slechte leesprestaties steeds een gevolg zouden zijn van een minder
efficiente oogmotoriek. De oogbewegingen verlopen namelijk niet zomaar
automatisch, maar worden gestuurd of althans bijgestuurd door bogere
niveaus in de bersenen, waar bet visueel opgenomene wordt \'erwerkt.
Minder efficiente oogbewegingen zouden derhalve ook een gevolg kunnen
zijn van minder efficii!nte verwerkingsprocessen. In dat geval zou training
van oogbewegingen tberapeutisch uiteraard niet zoveel boeven uit te balen.
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Nu valt het experimenteel niet mee om op de letter precies oogbewegingen
te meten. Als we· apparatuur gebruiken om oogbewegingen te meten, is de
nauwkeurigheid ervan doorgaans niet voldoende om te weten waar het oog
telkens precies naar kijkt (blikpunt of fixatiepunt) of, meer nauwkeurig
gezegd, welke letter er staat afgebeeld op de centrale plaats van het netvlies
waarmee we het scherpst kunnen zien. Ook als we zelf aan het lezen zijn,
kunnen we er ons geen goed idee van vormen, zoals iedereen gemakkelijk
bij zichzelf kan constateren: een snelle opeenvolging voor oogbewegingen
onttrekt rich grotendeels aan de eigen bewuste waarneming. Wat we hoven·
dien niet eens merken, is dat we de punten waar we naar kijken verwarren
met de punten waarop onze aandacht is gericht.
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We komen er dus niet zo gemakkelijk achter waar de fixatiepunten van
het oog nu precies liggen en we zouden willen vermoeden dat we dit toch
wei zouden moeten weten om de herkenningsprocessen te kunnen bestuderen. Zou dat vermoeden juist zijn? Zou het voor het lezen eigenlijk belangrijk zijn of de ogen nu op de ene letter gericht zijn of op de naburige?
Zouden de hersenen speciale letters uitzoeke~ als fixatiepunten voor het
oog (b.v. beginletters van woorden), of zou het er voor de centrale herkenningsprocessen eigenlijk niet zoveel toe doen waar het oog nu precies
op is gericht?
Om langs de weg van het experimentele onderzoek een antwoord te krijgen
op deze vraag, zou je lezers precies willen instrueren naar welke letters ze
achtereenvolgens moeten kijken bij het lezen, om dan te weten te komen
of ze bij verschillende instructies wei of niet normaal kunnen lezen. Het
zal evenwel duidelijk zijn dat proefpersonen niet in staat zijn om zulke
instructies op te volgen. Daarom hebben we een andere weg gekozen om het
doel te bereiken: We vragen onze proefpersonen om hun ogen stil te houden
en te blijven kijken naar een vast blikpunt. Een speciaal apparaat, dat we de
regelspringer zullen noemen, zorgt er nu voor dat op hun netvlies achtereenvolgens die beelden van de tekst verschijnen, die de experimentator wenst.
Fig. 1 geeft in het principe aan waarop de regelspringer werkt. Laten we
aannemen dat we de blikpunten van Fig. la willen nabootsen. We typen
nu op afzonderlijke regels onder elkaar voor elk blikpunt het gedeelte dat
het oog rond het blikpunt zou zien, en zorgen er hierbij voor dat de gewenste
blikpunten precies onder elkaar komen te liggen (fig. lb). Vervolgens plaatsen we een venster voor het papier zodanig, dat er slechts een getypte regel
tegelijk te zien is. De regelspringer zorgt er nu voor dat telkens de volgende
regel voor het venster schuift, en wei in snelle opeenvolging (fig lc). Als het
oog nu niet beweegt en blijft kijken naar het fixatiepunt midden in het
venster, verschijnen er op het netvlies precies de beelden die we in Fig. la
wilden maken.
Bij deze manier van aanbieden van tekst wordt de grootte van de nagebootste oorsprong bepaald door het aantal spaties dat de tekst op de
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Bij bet lezen sprinqen de oqen over de tekst.
Fig la. 5 Blikpunten.
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~ bet lezen springen

Bi~

Bij het le~en springen de oqen
Bij bet lezen sp~inqen de ogen over
zen sprinqen de ~en over de tekst.
gen ae ogen overtde tekst.
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Fig lb. De S.afzonderlijke beelden,

venster

transport

Fig lc. Successieve aanhieding.

Fig. 1. Principe van de regel.springer. Als we de blikpunten van Fig. la willen nabootsen,
rypen we voor elk blikpunt de omringende tekst eenmDJJl uit, :odtmig dtu de opvolgende
blikpunten recht onder elkaar komen (Fig. lb). We bevestigen v66r dit papier nu een
scherm met een venster, tL·aardoor slechts een van de regels zichtbaar is, en de regelspringer
zorgt er nu voor dat her papier telkens snel precies ten regel opschuift (Fig. lc). De
proefpersoon die naar het centrum van het venster kijkt, krijgt nu achtereenvolgens de
gewenste beelden op zijn netvlies.

volgende regel opschuift. Het aantal sprongen per seconde (sprongfrequentie)
wordt bepaald door bet ritme waarmee de regelspringer telkens een regel
opschuift. Zowel de spronggrootte als de sprongfrequentie zijn hiermee
onder experimentele controle gebracht, voor zover de proefpersonen althans
in staat zijn om hun ogen stil te houden. Bij onze onderzoekingen is gebleken
dat dit laatste vooral in bet begin niet gemakkelijk is voor de proefpersonen,
gegeven de natuurlijke neiging om de ogen over de tekst te Iaten springen.
Bij bet lezen leidt dit tot een relatief groot aantal fouten. We hebben recent
gevonden dat bet na een voortgezette training aan meerdere proefpersonen
goed lukt om hun ogen stil te houden.
Als tekst voor de regelspringer hebben we bepaalde passages uit een
jeugdboek genomen. We hebben dit zodanig getypt dat de nagebootste
spronggrootte voor een fragment, dat uit opeenvolgende stukjes tekst
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hestand, geieidelijk toenam, terwiji voor het gehele fragment de sprongfrequentie constant bleef. Daarna namen we een nieuw tekstfragment,
waarbij we een andere sprongfrequentie kozen. Door de telkens toenemende
spronggrootte neemt voor elk fragment het aanbiedingstempo, d.i. het aantal
Ietterspaties dat per seconde wordt aangeboden (spronggrootte X sprongfrequentie) geleidelijk toe. Aan de proefpersonen wordt gevraagd om te
beginnen met hardop Iezen, en als het aanbiedingstempo hiervoor te hoog
wordt, over te gaan op stil Iezen. Zij geven dan aan wanneer het tempo oak
voor stillezen te hoog is geworden.
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Bij het hardopiezen is er een controie op gemaakte fouten via een bandopname. Voorts vindt er een voortdurende controie op oogbewegingen plaats,
die de proefpersonen tegen de instructie in tach maken, en wei via een
teievisie-bandopname.
Uit deze experimenten blijkt dat onder de genoemde condities Iezen
veelai mogelijk is. Dit is nader aangegeven in Fig. 2, die wei enige toelichting
behoeft.
Fig. 2 geeft voor i proefpersonen aan bij welke combinaties van spronggrootte en sprongfrequentie er gelezen kon worden, zonder overmatig veei
oogsprongen en zonder overmatig veei fouten. De aangeduide punten geven
voor de 7 proefpersonen aan welke maximale spronggrootten zij bereikten
bij hardopiezen (dichte symboien) en bij stillezen (open symbolen). Ontbrekende symbolen duiden erop dat er teveel oogsprongen optraden (i.e.
meer dan een oogsprong per vier maai doorschuiven van de regelspringer)
of dat het aantal leesfouten te hoog was (i.e. meer dan 45 per minuut).
Bij nieuwere experimenten waarbij de proefpersonen beter getraind waren
in het stil houden van de ogen kunnen we deze limicten behoorlijk verscherpen. De pijlen in de figuur geven aan bij wclke spronggrootte het
fragment began.
In de figuur staan oak twee kromme lijnen, die elk een constant aanbiedingstempo aangeven (30 en 50 spaties per seconde, afgekort tot sp/s).
Deze lijnen gaan ongeveer door het gemiddeide van de meetpunten en
geven dus aan weike maximale leessneiheden er door de proefpersonen
Fig. 2a en b. Combinaties van waarden voor de spronggrootte en de sprongfrequentie van
de regelspringer, waarbij le:en mogelijk bleek. Elk van de pijlen geeft aan bij welke spronggrootte het begin van een tekstfragment tverd aangeboden. De opget·ulde meetpunten geven
voor elk van de :even proefpersonen aan de maximum spronggrooue. waarbij :ij hardop
konden le:en zonder te veel lees/outen te maken. De open meetpuntcn geven de ma:timum
spronggrootten aan waarbij de proefpersonen nog stil konden le:en naar hun eigen opgave.
Het aantal meetpunten neemt naar onderen toe af, omdat de proefpersonen bij lage sprong·
frequenties :elf te veel met hun ogen over de teksr gingen springen, in welk geval de
meetpunten niet in de:::e grafiek werden opgenomen. De kromme lijnen t:erbinden de punten
met gelijke aanbiedingssnelheden van de tekst van 30 en 50 spaties per seconde.
Fig. 2a geeft de uperimentele resultaten, Fig. 2b een schematische interpretatie.
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gehaald werden met de regelspringer. Ter vergelijking diene dat we bij
normaal hardop lezen een maximale leessnelheid vonden van ongeveer 25
sp/s (vermoedelijk bepaald door de maximale uitspreeksnelheid) en bij
normaal stillezen een maximum van ongeveer 45 sp/s, (vermoedelijk bepaald
door de maximale snelheid van centrale verwerking). Lezen met de regelspringer kan dus net zo snel gaan als normaallezen.
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Tenslotte valt er uit figuur 2 nog af te leiden dat lezen met de regelspringer
slechts mogelijk is tot een maximale spronggrootte van ongeveer 18 spaties.
Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat dit het aantal lettertekens is dat de ogen van
onze proefpersonen in een oogpauze maximaal konden overzien.
Aangezien de proefpersonen bij de regelspringer geen controle hadden over
de letters die centraal op hun netvlies werden afgel:eeld en zij toch konden
lezen, mogen we concluderen dat de preciese plaats van het blikpunt en ook
de preciese grootte van oogsprongen niet van belang zi~n voor het lezen:
de centrale herkenningsprocessen zijn kennelijk f!exibel genoeg om het
bij normaal lezen zonder preciese voorschriften · voor, of voorkennis van,
de blikpunten van het oog te kunnen stellen. Voor zover het grotere aantal
leesfouten niet het gevolg is van oogbewegingen die tegen de bedoeling in
toch optreden, duiden zij er op dat er toch wei enige bijsturing van de
oogbewegingen plaats vindt tijdens het normale lezen, b.v. een vertraging
bij adempauzes of een verkleining van de spronggrootte l:ij moeilijke
passages. Hierover geeft het huidige experiment nog onvolcloende uitsluitsel.
De hoofdvraag die we gesteld hadden is echter l:eantwoord: het doet er voor
het normale lezen niet zoveel toe of de oger. nu op de ene !etter gericht zijn
dan wei op een naburige, dan wei op een spatie tussen de woorden in.
3. Het zien tijdens een oogpauze
Tijdens de oogpauzes herkennen we een gedeelte van de tekst rond het
blikpunt. Hoeveel tekst kunnen we tijdens cen enkele ocgpa·.1:e overzien?
De schatting uit het zojuist beschreven onclerzoek met de regelspringer wl!s.
dat onze blik een omvang had van ongeveer 18 spaties. Is dit een reelc
schatting, en kunnen we dat ook wat .nader begrijpen?
We moeten ons hierbij realiseren dat de gezichtsscherpte van het oog
aileen hoog is in het midden van het netvlies (de fovea). Zodra we maar
een klein eindje uit het centrum gaan, wordt de gezichtsscherpte snel minder
Deze lage waarde van de gezichtsschemte in het excentrisch zicn is a.h.w.
ine:ebouwd in het netvlies en kan niet met een bril stecorri~~:eerd worden.
Zodra een letter een eindje van het blikpunt afstaat, zal hij op het netvlies
excentrisch worden afgebeeld en de herkenning zal dan ook moeiliiker
worden.
Om dit nader te onderzoeken hebben we op 5i em Ieesafstand een voor
een letters aangeboden aan enkele proefpersonen, en wei een eindje naast het
7
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Fig. 3. Antwoordscores bij het. ncentrisch aanbieden van aparte lc:ters in toevalstrolgorde,
aangeduid al& Ia/, als funcrie van de afstand tot het blikpunt. De correctScore neemt a/
bij toenemende ncentriciteit, terwijl het percentage letterverwisselingen een ma%imum ver·
toont. Pas bij grote afstanden t'071 het kijkpunt goat het percenrage ,.onlecsbaar" antwoorden
toenemen. De meetpunten :ijn de gemiddelde scores van 6 proefpersonen.
·

blikpunt. We kiezen hierbij de aanbiedingstijd van elke letter graag net zo
kort als een normale oogpauze duurt. Om te voorkomen dat de proefpersonen,
tegen de instructie in, tijdens de aanbieding naar de letter zouden gaan
kijken, hebben we de aanbiedingstijd in feite nog wat korter gekozen, en we]
100 ms. We tellen nu hoevee] procent van de letters er goed herkend wordt,
als we de letters in toevalsvolgorde aanbieden op verschillende afstanden
van bet blikpunt. We vinden dan zoals verwacht, dat de herkenningspercentages lager worden naarmate de afstand tot bet blikpunt groter wordt (Fig. 3).
Links en rechts van bet blikpunt vinden we hierbij geen opvallend verschil.
Terzijde zij nog opgemerkt dat proefpersonen het toegestane antwoord
,.onleesbaar" niet zo vaak geven. Zolang zij nog maar iets van letterstructuur
waamemen, komen zij tot een letterantwoord. Het percentage onjuiste antwoorden kan hierbij tot rood 50 % oplopen. Het verschijnsel dat herkenning plaats kan vinden op basis van gedeeltelijke waameming, is
vermoedelijk karakteristiek voor aile menselijk herkennen. De onjuiste antwoorden vormen op zichzelf interessant experimenteel materiaal, omdat er
uit af te leiden valt welke letters in de menselijke waameming op elkaar
lijken, en waarom.
8
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We beperken ons er bier toe om de letters te ordenen in een zevental perceptieve groepen en wei zodanig, dat binnen een lettergreep relatief veel
verwisselingen voorkomen.
Deze groepen zijn:

Rompletters

Groep

1
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3
4
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Terugkomend op Fig. 3 zien we dat als we een enigszins willekeurig criterium kiezen van 80 % correcte herkenning, we vinden dat de proefpersonen
deze score nog balen op een afstand van ca. 14 spaties uit het blikpunt.
Nemen we links en rechts tezamen, dan zou hieruit volgen dat we een gebied
van ongeveer 30 spaties redelijk kunnen overzien. Dit is aanzienlijk meer
dan de schatting van 18 spaties bij bet andere experiment. De uitkomsten van
deze experimenten zijn min of meer onafhankelijk van de leesafstand.
In feite zou b~t antwoord van 30 letterspaties betekenen dat we bijna een
voile regelbreedte in een blik (oogpauze) zouden kunnen overzien. Oat
klinkt bepaald ongeloofwaardig, ook al omdat normale oogsprongen niet
grater zijn dan ongeveer 10 spaties en waarom zouden we zulke kleine
oogsprongen maken als we zowat een bele regel in een keer zouden kunnen
overzien. Het ziet er dus naar uit dat er ergens iets niet klopt. Om na te
gaan wat dan zou kunnen zijn, gaan we voor onszelf maar eens na of bet
inderdaad waar is dat we zowat een bele regel kunnen overzien als we naar
bet midden van de regel kijken. Als u dat probeert, zult u merken dat dat
in het geheel niet bet geval is. Het aantalletters dat we tegelijkertijd scberp
kunnen zien is niet groter dan 5 a 10, en haalt op geen stukken na de 30,
die bet genoemde experiment suggereert. Met dit experiment is dus kennelijk
iets aan de hand.
Het blijkt dat bet experiment niet onjuist is, maar dat bet niet op tekst
mag worden toegepast. We bebben bet experiment namelijk uitgevoerd met
aparte letters, die een voor een werden aangeboden. Bij tekst bebben we
evenwel steeds met combinaties van letters te maken. We doen daarom een
nieuw experiment, waarbij we naast de letter die berkend moet worden, nu
steeds links en rechts een andere letter typen waarvoor we de /x/ kiezen.
De proefpersoon krijgt nu dus aangeboden: /xax/, /xbx/, /xcx/, enzovoorts,
en dat in toevalsvolgorde en weer op verschillende afstanden van bet blikpunt.

9
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voor dubbel:;ijdig
geflankeerde letters dezelfde herkenningsscores te krijgen als voor aparte letters, moet de
a/stand tot het blikpunt tot ongeveer ~ worden teruggebracht.

Om

Fig. 4 geeft de verkregen resultaten voor herkenning van de middelste
letter, en we zien dat de scores enorm vee] lager zijn dan wat we vonden
voor aparte letters. Kiezen we weer een criterium van 80 % correcte herkenningen, dan vinden we nu dat links en rechts een gebied van ongeveer
5 letterspaties kan worden overzien, in totaal dus 10 letterspaties, en dit komt
aardig overeen met wat u zelf kunt vinden als u naar een stukje tekst kijkt.
We hebben deze keer dus wat meer vertrouwen in de toepasbaarheid van
ons experiment. Terzijde zij nog opgemerkt, dat de herkenningspercentages
voor een enkele proefpersoon aanzienlijk lager bleken te zijn, en we hebben
aanwijzingen dat dit zijn manier van lezen beinvloedt.
Hoe bet nu eigenlijk komt dat naburige letters elkaars herkenning .zozeer
beinvloeden, is nog niet opgehelderd. We moeten dit wei toeschrijven aan
wisselwerkingen tussen zenuwcellen die met verschillende plaatsen van het
netvlies zijn verbonden. lnmiddels hebben we kunnen aantonen dat deze
wisselwerkingen vrijwel zeker in de hersenschors plaatsvinden en niet in het
netvlies zelf. Voor de volledigheid zij nog vermeld dat als we slechts aan
een kant van de te herkennen letter een /x/ plaatsen, de herkenningscurve
tussen die van /a/ en /xax/ inloopt. Het is dus niet onmogelijk dat begin- en
eindletters van woorden wat gemakkelijker herkend worden dan tussenletters.

10
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Interessant is nog dat het bij eenzijdige flankering meerstorend is als de /x/
aan de buitenzijde staat, vanuit het blikpunt gerekend, dan wanneer de /x/
aan de binnenzijde staat. We hebben deze verschijnselen thans in nader
onderzoek.
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Ik zou willen vermoeden dat er maar weinig lezers zijn die instemmend
zouden knikken als ik het resultaat van de experimenten met toevalsletters
nu zomaar van toepassing zou verklaren op bet herkennen van woorden.
Ook bier is voorzichtigheid geheel terecht. Woorden zijn bepaald iets anders
dan combinaties van toevalsletters. De opbouw van een woord uit letters doet
ons dan ook allerminst toevallig aan. Dat komt omdat we met die speciale
lettercombinaties die nu net woorden of woordgedeelten vormen, geheel
vertrouwd zijn. Bij een onbekende vreemde taal, waarmee we niet vertrouwd
zijn, hebben we meer moeite met dit onderscheid; men neme bijvoorbeeld
het Deense hvor, fejl, of het Maltese bqija, xtrajt.
Ook nu roepen we bet experiment weer te hu!p om te zien hoe groot het
verschil dan wei is tussen toevalsletters en woorden. We bieden de proefpersonen woorden aan in bet zijdelingse blikVeld en vinden dan dat het
percentage correcte herkenningen behoorlijk hoger is dan op grond van de
herkenning van aile letters van die woorden zou worden berekend. We
kunnen dus zeggen dat kennis van de taal leidt tot verruiming van het blikveld en we mogen dat deze keer heelletterlijk opvatten. We kunnen nu ook
begrijpen waarom bij de leesproef met de regelspringer de omvang van het
blikveld grater uitkwam (namelijk op 18 spaties) dan 1:-ij de proeven met
combinaties van toevalsletters, waarbij we slechts 10 spaties vonden. In
feite bestond de tekst bij de leesproef niet eens uit willelceurige woorden,
maar uit lopende tekst, d.w.z. woorden in zeer bepaalde volgorden, onder
meer voorgeschreven door de grammatica van de taal, en de kennis van
de lezer over mogelijke woordvolgorden zal ook tot de herkenning kunnen
bijdragen.
Hoewel we van de opbouw van het blikveld nu een indmk hebben, hebben
we toch ook een aantal essentiCie vragen verdoezeld. We weten immers nog
helemaal niet wat die taalkennis nu eigenlijk is, die dan bijdraagt tot de
herkenning. Is deze kennis van visuele aard, b.v. kennis van de globale
woordvorm, of moeten we meer denken aan kennis van de klankstructuur,
of zelfs aan hoog-geconstructureerde taalkennis van zeer abstracte aard?
Een voorzichtig antwoord is dat factoren van allcr!ei aard wei zullen bijdragen, maar beter lijkt bet om experimenten te gaan ontwerpen die dit soort
vragen zo duidelijk mogelijk voor ons beantwoorden.
Een laatste gegeven wil ik hier nog graag vermelden. Als we woorden
aanbieden dicht bij het blikpunt. dan worden de:e doorga~ns goed hcrkcnd.
Doen we nu hetzelfde met combinaties van toevalsletters, die dan a!Je door
de proefpersonen moeten worden opgenoemd, dan blijkt dat cr reeds vanaf
4 toevalsletters fouten gaan optreden, hoewel de letters toch voldoende dicht
bij het blikpunt waren om correct te worden herkend.
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Fig. 5. Enleele voorbeelden van stimulus-respons verschillen bij geheugenbelasting. De
groepjes toevalsletters toerden 100 ms. lang aangeboden, :o dicht bij het fi%1Uiepunt van
het oog dat :e ieder op :ich:elf goed herkenbaar waren. Opmerkelijk :ijn de volgorde·
verwisselingen.

Ais we de fouten nader bekijken, dan blijkt dat in een aantal gevallen de
letters wei goed worden gerapporteerd, maar in een foute volgorde (Fig. 5).
Aangezien we bij deze laatste proef vooral bet geheugen testen, zou dit een
aanwijzing kunnen zijn dat ons gebeugen meer moeite heeft met de volgorde
van letters dan met de letters zelf. Het is verleidelijk, zij bet voorbarig,
om dit voorlopige resultaat toe te passen op de moeilijkheden die mensen
met leesstoomissen soms hebben met de lettervolgordes in woorden.
4. Siotbeschouwing

In de inleiding stelde ik dat leesstoornissen beter begrepen ki.:nnen worden
als we ook het normaie lezen l:eter begrijpen. Aan het cind van dit artikel
zal het duidelijk geworden zijn dat onze kennis van bet normale lezen neg
te summier is om de juistbeid van deze stelling daadwerkelijk aan te tonen.
Misschien is het ook wei wat optimistisch om te verwachten dat onderzoek
aan bet normale lezen onmiddellijk resuitaten oplevert, die kant en klaar
kunnen worden toegepast op Ieesstoomissen. Een meer directe weg zal zijn
om de methodiek van experimenteel onderzoek, die gevoigd wordt bij het
normale Iezen, ook toe te gaan passen bij de studie van leesstoomissen. Voor
zover ik vertrouwd ben met de vakliteratuur van Ieesstoomissen, komt bet
mij voor dat bier nog een interessant werkterrein vrijwei geheei braak ligt.
Bij de bier gerapporteerde onderzoekingen zijn actief betrokken geweest
de· heren E. G. J. Beerens, R. M. van Hulst, A. L. M. van Rens en A. H.
de Voogd. De regelspringer werd ontworpen en gebouwd door de beer
H. E. M. Meiotte.
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READING WITH FIXATION POSITIONS OF THE EYE EXPERIMENTALLY
CONTROLLED

37

H. Bouma and A.H. de Vo~gd
Eye movements in reading consist of fixational pauses separated by quick jumps
(saccades) along the lines. As a consequence, overlapping portions of the text are
displayed successively on the retina and the parts close to the fovea serve as inputs to the recognition processes. We were interested to learn if each next fixation
position needs precise programming on the basis of rapidly processed parafoveal information picked up during the preceding fixational pause.
For an experimental approach to this problem, control of fixation pos1t1ons
should be shifted from the subject to the experimenter with the aim of finding out
if reading is critically dependent on these positions. Unfortunately, the control
that persons have over their eye movements is insufficient to follow instructions.
However, they can fixate constantly at an indicated position and a special stimulator, called here a "linestepper" (Bouma and Melotte, 1968), can then produce the
required successive retinal images.

6

Experimental - Linestepper
In order to generate the five fixation positions of Fig. la the text portions
that correspond to the five retinal images are typed on separate lines, with the
fixation positions vertically aligned (Fig. lb).

l l

!

The ey!s of a !eading person show pauses and jumps.
Fig la. Assumed fixation points.

1
2
3
4
5

!

The ey7s of a reading person
The eyes of a ~eading person show pa
eyes of a reading pe~son show pauses and j
of a reading person s~ow pauses and jumps.
ng person show pausestand jumps.
Fig lb. Successive images.

window

Fig lc. Simulation.
Fig. 1. Scheme of linestep presentation. If for the text of Fig. la the eyes were
to show five pauses separated by four jumps, the five retinal images of the
line would be as typed out in Fig. lb. A window makes only one line visible
at a time, and a transportation array quickly transports the paper over precisely one interline distance
(Fig. lc). The eyes, which keep fixating the
mark in the window centre, now receive a series of images similar to those
of Fig. la. In the present example, the shifts(saccades)between successive
fixations are not constant. The typeface (Courier, IBM) is the one used in
the experiments.
·
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A window leaves only one of these lines visible at a time (Fig. 1c), and at constant
fixation of the eye at the window centre, quick intermittent upward shifts of the
paper over one interline distance make the e,as receive the required series of images.
In the present (improved) linestepper, eac~ shift takes about 30 ms,the timing
being controlled by a modular uni~ (Valbracht, 1968). Reproducible stopping at the
next line occurs via a photo-el~ctrical signal. Paper width is 180 mm, window width
is kept constant at 12S mm (SO spacings). Two _range triangles at the window centre
served as marks to fixate between. Illumination was at 3,000 lux. For inspection of
eye movements, the eye was TV-monitored and recorded on video tape; saccades of three
spacings or more were discernible. During a session, shift frequency f was kept constant, so that presentation speed v increased stepwise with shift extent m, v = m f.
Texts were taken from a Dutch children's book (= 11 years). For linestep presentation,
the text was divided into fragments of about 60 words and each fragment was typed at
a constant shift extent m (type face Courier). For successive fragments, shifts were
increased by one spacing.
Seven normal-sighted Dutch adult readers participated. They read binocularly at 60 em
distance, where 4 spacings correspond to 1° visual angle. After some training sessions with linestep presentation, they read aloud in normal presentation a passage
at normal speed and one at maximum speed. For linestep presentation, they were instructed not to correct any errors. They started .bY reading orally and when speed
became too high they went over to silent reading and they indicated when they felt
unable to proceed with that.

Results
As it turned out, all subjects managed to read in linestep presentation, but
error rate was above the normal value of a few errors per minute. Errors of substitution and of reversal occurred at a combined rate of about 1S/min independent of m
and f. Errors of omission increased (up to 60/min) with presentation speed; omissions
tended to be concomitant with respiratory breaks.
For a further elaboration of the results we choose certain limits of reading
errors and of eye saccades, in order to compare achievements at different parameter
values. Arbitrarily, we chose for this an omission rate of 30/min and a total error
rate of 4S/min and we say that an observer has been able to read if he has remained
below these limits. Also, the subjects could not always suppress eye saccades, particularly where large shifts and low frequencies occurred. We shall consider only
cases where saccade rate was less than 2S\ of shift frequency. In addition to saccades, there was a tendency to shift eye fixation slowly towards the right.
In Fig. 2, it is indicated where in the m-f domain we found linestep reading
possible. Data points show upper limits of shift extent m for oral reading (closed
symbols) and for silent reading (open symbols), as far as the above criteria were
met. Two curves of constant presentation speeds of v = 30 Sp/s and v = SO sp/s fit
roughly the averages of the data points. In normal presentation we found for oral
reading v max = 2S sp/s, representing articulatory limits (error rate= 10/min), and
for silent reading v
= 45 sp/s, probably representing central processing limits.
max
Linestep reading seems only possible up to m = 18 sp, probably representing visual
limits, but data points are scarce here because of excessive eye saccades.
The results show that reading is possible over quite a range of experimentally
controlled values of shift extent and shift frequency, and speed limits of linestep
reading and of normal reading are similar. Thus, in reading the exact fixation
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Fig. 2. Reading in linestep presentation. For 7 readers, parameter values are indicated where oral reading (~lased symbols) or silent reading (open symbols)
occurred within the limits of saccade rate and error rate mentioned in the
text. Big data points are upper limits of these values. In each experiment,
shift extent m was increased in steps of 1 spacing, starting from the lowest
shift value indicated. Two hyperbolae of constant presentation speed
v
30 sp/s and v
50 sp/s fit roughly the averages of data points for
shifts below some 18 spacings. Fig. 2a gives experimental results, Fig. 2b
a scheme of interpretation.
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positions have no special significance for the central recognition processes and
accordingly, in normal reading no precise programming of individual eye saccades is
necessary. This conclusion confirms the opinion of earlier authors (Buswell, 1922;
Carmichael and Dearborn, 1947; Dearborn, 1906; Tinker, 1965).

Discussion
For the higher error rate of linestep reading various reasons can be advanced.
Firstly, the effort of suppressing eye saccades diverted attention from the reading.
Secondly, if saccades occurred, they tended to induce errors because of the interfe~~ng linestep shifts. Recent results indeed indicate that after prolonged training
both eye saccades and reading errors are reduced. Thirdly, in the rigid linestep
presentation, no extra time was provided for breathing or for relatively difficult
passages.
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If in normal reading fixation positions are not programmed precisely from parafoveal information, how are. they otherwise determined? A simple hypothesis is that
they fluctuate randomly around some predetermined mean, due to oculo-motor habits.
The mean can be under feedback control of the progression of central reading processes, and if the eye should nevertheless proceed too far ahead, regressive eye
movements would occur. In normal oral reading, breathing pauses should also be reflected in eye fixations. This hypothesis is too simple in that it neglects parafoveal information altogether and this cannot be true for the text margins and for
long words. It also neglects a possible influence on eye movements of text expectation, which perhaps exists (Mehler, Bever and Carey, 1967).
For the understanding of reading processes it seems less fruitful now to inquire
with great precision where the eye fixates, e.g. on specific letters or on spacings
between words,as has been done sometimes (Erdmann and Dodge, 1898; Mehler c.s.,
1967). This is also of some practical interest, since precise fixation positions
cannot easily be measured.
As to further experiments with the linestepper, a further training of the subjects
will probably lead to a better suppression of eye saccades .• This will enable us to
improve on the reading limits in particular for low shift frequencies. It may also
be instructive to work with a fluctuating shift extent rather than with a constant
one, and to explore which fluctuations can be allowed before interference with reading occurs. Next, it seems of importance to explore in linestep presentation the influenc~ of the window parameters, i.~. the functional field of view of which text
·informa~ion is being used. The present experiments suggest a width of about 18
spacin~s. and a Left-Right asymmetry may well exist in a sense that the functional
visuai field extends farther Right than Left of the point of fixation (Bouma and
'
Van ~ns,
1970).
the present contribution, the main conclusion should be that in reading the
central recognition process appears so flexible that it can operate without much
pre-information on what the next retinal image will be.

Bor
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INTRODUCTION

THE IMPORTANCE of reading as a visual activity is not quite reflected by current research, as
witnessed by visual journals and textbooks. A possible reason for this is the complicated
nature of reading processes, such as search, form perception, and temporal integration. The
.recent increase in research of high-structured processes .seems to hold out promise for a fresh
look at visual processes involved in normal reading.
Reading concerns the visual intake of language signs. The signs are configurations of
letters, combined into words. In the processing, the reader makes an extensive use of his
implicit knowledge of the language, which involves visual forms of letters and words as well
as linguistic structures and meanings. A research problem then is to find (1) the perceptually
relevant properties of the configuration (cues) and the processes by which the visual system
singles these out, and (2) the types of implicit knowledge and their way of operation.
This paper is restricted to the perception of single letters of a lower-case type. In normal
reading, the role of single letters is perhaps overshadowed by that of larger units, as demonstrated by the difficulty of noticing printing errors. We work here on the assumption that
research on single letters will eventually help to clarify the special role ofletter combinations.
Concentration on single letters is by no means new. Many studies, around the tum of the
century, aimed at selecting the most legible letter type. For this purpose single letters were
read in conditions where not all of them could be recognized: from a long distance (SANFORD,
1888; RoETHLEIN, 1912), in brief presentation (CATTELL, 1885; SANFORD, 1888), or in
parafoveal vision (DOCKERAY, 1910; KORTE, 1923). The results are rank orders oflegibility,
which for the different conditions and type faces tum out reasonably similar (PYKE, 1926;
TINKER, 1954). Also, some reports are given of incorrect responses (confusions), which are
far from random.
These confusions are of special interest. Firstly they show that recognition can be based
on insufficient evidence. Furthermore, the types of confusion indicate which of the stimulus
properties have contributed to the responses and which have been neglected. Correct responses are less revealing, since many cues may have served the observer.
In the present experiments, lower-case test letters were read (1) from a long reading
distance and (2) in eccentric vision. By taking two methods, we get an idea of the extent to
which the method itself is of influence. The results of the experiments are confusion matrices,
in which high entries indicate high degrees of perceptual similarity, here described as small
perceptual distances. Inductive reasoning leads from here towards hypotheses about
common stimulus properties that might have served as perceptual cues. Estimates will be
459
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made of the cue values of these properties, which is the extent to which they have made a
contribution to recognition.
The implicit knowledge that the observers make use of is not restricted to familiarity
with letter forms. It appears from our experiments that they make also a restricted use of
their familiarity with letter frequencies in the printed language.
EXPERIMENTS
Stimulus letters
The stimuli were the 26lower-case l~tters of the typeface ..Courier 10'', which face has pronounced serifs.
We distinguish 13 short letters S, eight ascending letters A, and five descending letters D (Fig.l). Height of the
shons is 1·9S mm, extensions of ascenders and descenders are 0·7S mm. Letter width is between 1·4 mm (j)
and 2·S mm (m, w). The letters were typed with an IBM .. pingpong ball" typewriter through carbon-tape on
white paper. This produces homogeneously black letters with fairly sharp boundaries. For the present
experiments only a single letter was typed on each line.

Short letters

Ascenders

Descenders

a

c

e

m n

o

r

s

u

V

W

X

Z

b

d

f

h

1

k

l

t

q

j

p

q

y

Fro. 1. Lower-case letters of the type-face Courier (IBM).
Distance reading
For distance reading we chose a preseutation time of 3 sec. This value is sufficient for accurate fixation.
Dlumination of 1·800 1x led to a retinal illumination T of about 5-ooo trolands, which is higher than the
1·000 trolands or so where visual acuity reaches a plateau. Viewing distance was maintained by a forehead
support. At the experimental distance a = 3·35 m. 1 mm corresponds to a visual angle of 1-()3', which gives
2·0' for the visual height of short letters.
Eccentric reading
For eccentric reading, a two-channel tachistoscope was used. A blank field of 30 x 30 em. illuminated at
400 lux (T :::: 1·000 trolands) was replaced for 200 msec' by a similar field of equal brightness in which a
single letter was present, randomly right or left of a fixation mark which was continuously present. Viewing
distance was O·SO m, at which distance 1 mm corresponds to 7' (short letter height 13·5'). Stimulus
eccentricity was ., - 7 de&. Only in the eccentric reading experiment, the letter fyf was omitted.
General
Ten observers of our Institute participated in both experiments. They used binocular vision with natural
pupils. Their foveal acuities ranged from 1·4 to 2-o. Both in distance vision and in eccentric vision, each of the
letters was presented 20 times in random order. 1be observers started each presentation by releasing a
push-button when looking at the fixation mark. They were encouraged to respond quickly as in normal
recognition, and not engage in identification, in which they would consciously reconstruct the letter from the
observed details. Presentation rate turned out at S-10 per min. In their responses the observers used a spelling
alphabet if necessary, to avoid auditive confusions such as /m-n/. In cases where they gave two responses
(such as /hi or fbi). each of these was counted for half. lD the pilot experiments and in the distance reading
experiments was the response "illegible" allowed.
1 The exposure of 200 msec is in the lower range of nonnal durations of fixational pauses in reading. How·
ever, if the observer were to direct his eyes towards the stimulus immediately after he saw where it was, he
might just get it in foveal vision before it disappeared. 100 msec would therefore have been preferable. Later.
by a careful inspection of eye movements and by control experiments at 100 msec, we concluded that disturbin&
inftuences of eye movements could be neglected.
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2. Recognition of letters, presented singly, as a function of reading distance (a) and of
retinal eccentricity (b). The curves indicate the fractions correct, confused and illegible.
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Pilot experiments
Figure 2a gives average response fractions "correct", "confused", and "iiiegible" for
foveal presentation, as a function of reading distance 8 (five observers). Figure 2b gives
similar scores, now as a function of retinal eccentricity 'P (six observers). The first interesting
result is the large fraction of confusions, here obtained .without a forced-choice procedure.
Apparently the mode of recognition is to use any of the few available cues to arrive at a
letter response.

Confusion matrices
We aimed at getting matrices at values of distance and eccentricity which would yield

SO per cent correct responses (Jcorr. = 0·5). We chose 8 = 3·35 m, which gave Pcorr. == 0·58
and 'P = 7 deg, which gave Pcorr. == 0·55. Figure 3 gives the confusion matrices for distance
vision (Fig. 3a) and for eccentric vision (Fig. 3b). For easier survey, the letters have been
arranged in groups of 3-5 letters, among which confusions arc more or less common.
Accordingly, the confusions concentrate along the "correct" diagonal. Our choice of group·
ing is as follows:
(a) We start with the short letters S, followed by ascenders A and descenders D.
(b) Within the S group, four subgroups are distinguishable: S1 (as z x), S2 (eo c), S3
(n m u), and S4 (r v w).
The A group we divide into subgroups A1 (d h k b) and A 2 (t i 1 f). The D group is not
subdivided.
(c) Within each subgroup, the rank order is chosen from high to low frequency of usage
in printed Dutch (VAN BERCKEL. BRANDT CoRSnus, MoKKEN and VAN WUNOAARDEN,
1965).
It is satisfying that the confusions reported by the early authors (SANFORD, 1888; ROETHLEIN,
1912) obtained with slightly different type founts, are fairly similar to our confusions.

Perceptual grouping
For a clearer visualization of the matrices we concentrate on the higher entries and
define the reciprocals d(i,j) a p(i,j)- 1 as perceptual distances. The higher confusion scores
p correspond to the smaller perceptual distances d, and the latter have been plotted to scale
in Fig. 4a, and Fig. 4b ford< 14. A few dotted lines ford ;a= 14 have been drawn to keep all
letters connected. In these diagrams, no meaning should be attached to letter distances that
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have not been drawn (except that they are ~ 14), nor should meaning be attached to the
orientations of individual arrows. It should be noticed that symmetry d(i, j) = dU, i) does
not obtain, and the arrows indicate the direction of the. indicated confusions. The grouping
suggested by these diagrams would be something .like Ua s z x/ fe o c/] /n m/ /v w/ /u/
£/r f/ /t i 1/ /j/1 /h k b/ /d/ /g qj and /y p/.
This will be reverted to below.
We prefer our method of grouping over a cluster diagram. Our method shows some
resemblance to SHEPARD and CARROLL's (1966) sophisticated analysis of proximities.
CUE VALUES OF LETTER PROPERTIES

Terminology
The main problem now is to extract from the data, properties of the stimulus configurations which have served as perceptual cues for the letter responses. Here, a basic difficulty is
that it is unknown on what perceptual evidence letter responses have been generated, or,
more theoretically, what cue combinations constitute the observer's implicit knowledge of a
certain letter form.
Considering a certain stimulus property we defi·ne as its cue value the fraction of responses to which perception of this property has contributed. Because of the above uncertainty, this cue value cannot directly be extracted from the data. However, we can get an
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upper estimate of the cue value of a certain property (the upper cue value C for short)
by considering the stimulus letters with that property and take the fraction of responses to
which perception of that property may have contributed. This fraction of cue responses is
made up of correct responses and further of cue confusions, in which different stimulus and
response letters nevertheless share the property under consideration.
In particular for correct responses, it is not certain that the property has indeed served as
a cue. Because of this reservation, we do not think it advantageous to apply to our material
the more sophisticated versions of this approach (MILLER and NICELY, 1955).
For describing geometrical properties of the configuration, let us introduce a few terms.
We define as the envelope of the configuration the smallest enclosing polygon without
indentations (Fig. 5). We then distinguish outer parts of the configuration, which run
parallel to the envelope at a short distance, from inner parts, which do not. A gap will be a
part of the envelope to which no outer part corresponds. Because of the presence of serifs,
the distinction between outer parts and inner parts is not completely sharp.
For convenience we shall follow the matrix ordering in the discussion. The data for
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FIG. 3b.

3-35 m. 9' - 0 deg) and
for eccentric reading (8 - 0·50 m, " - 7 deg). Rows give stimulus letters, columns indicate
response letters(- means illegible). Entries are response percentages out of 200 presentations:
10 observers, each letter presented 20 times. The letters have been arranged in groups of three
to five, such that within the groups confusions are relatively common.
FIG. 3. Confusion matrices of isolated letters for distance reading ( S -
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distance vision

eccentric vision
(b)

(a)
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Flo. 4. Perceptual grouping. Perceptual distances d (defined as the reciprocal of the entries in
the matrices of Fig. 3) have been plotted to scale ford < 14. Dashed lines, indicating distances
d ;a. 14, are sometimes indicated, to keep the letters together. Only for clarity of presentation
have some distances been indicated by curved arrows. No meaning should be attached to
distances that have not been drawn (except that they are ;a. 14). Some distances < 14 could
not be drawn to scale; this concerns d (il) = 4·S in Fig. Ja, and d (ow) - S·9, d(hb) - 7-1,
d(il) - 10 and a(s, m) - 12 in Fig. Jb.

distance vision and for eccentric vision are largely similar and will be averaged. Table 1
provides a list of stimulus properties, and their upper cue values. which will be now dis·
cussed. For some schematic examples, see Fig. 6.
Letter groups S, A and D: Height and height-to-width quotient

Confusions are largely confined to letters of the own group and it is strongly indicated
that a property related to letter height H has served as a cue. On the basis of letter height, we
can make a perfect bisection between S letters and A + D letters which leads to high upper
cue values C = 0·84 (H < 2-o mm) and C = 0·92 (H > 2·5 mm). It is, however, quite
possible that height-to-width quotient rather than letter height itself has been the cue
involved. Taking maximum values for H and W, the H/ W quotient runs for our S letters
outer part
Inner part

F10. S. Envelope, outer part, outer gap, and inner part as propenies of a letter configuration
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F1o. 6. Illustrations of upper cue values C of the indicated properties. For detailed information
see Table 1 and text.

from 0·78 (m, w) to 1·15 (z) and for A and D letters from 1-18 {b, h) via 1·47 (i, 1) to 2·46
(j). Thus, a second perfect bisection between S letters and A
D letters is possible at
H/W = 1-16, which would, of course, lead to the same values of C.

+

Since the eye cannot distinguish sufficiently sharp H/W = 1·15 from H/W = 1-18 it
follows that if H/ W had served as a cue, we should expect confusions from relatively slender
S letters such as /z/ to A and D letters, or vice versa. Indeed, confusions from /z/ to A and D
letters Uz-.i, g/, etc.) occur in no less than 28 per cent of the presentations. More generally,
confusions from S letters to A + D letters increase with increasing H/W quotient of the S
letters (correlation coefficient r = +0·66).
Not in all cases have H or H/W been correctly perceived. Remarkable examples of
S-.A confusions are /a-+d/, /n-.hf and f"z.-.k/, which occurred in about 5 per cent of the
presentations. Since the stimulus letters have no ascending elements, we take this as evidence
that recognition can proceed on the basis of insufficient cues.
Even more frequent are /r-.f/ and /r-+t/ confusions (incidences 14 per cent resp 10 per
cent). In the absence of a height reference, the similarity of forms (right hand gap) apparently
caused the confusions. We have evidence that these confusions occur less frequently,
if adjacent letters provide a height reference.

S 1 : fa s z X/: Inner parts and rectangular envelope
Apart from being mutually confused, these letters show rather low correct scores
(average 26 per cent) and rather high illegibility scores (distance vision average 23 per cent).
Our suggestion would be that this is due to the presence of inner parts, which would decrease
detail visibility. They share this property with /e, m, w/. The upper cue value for the presence
of an inner part comes out at C = 0·60. The four letters also have a rather rectangular
envelope, which they share with /n m uj, and which yields C = 0·65.
Most confusions are not symmetrical, the usual preference being towards the more
frequently used letter. It should be noticed that of the letter /a/, a second configuration without an inner part (a) is well known, and this may have increased the incidence of /a/ responses.
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TABLE 1

Property

Cue

Property letters
considered

(1) H < 2·0mm Shan Jetter All S letters
orH/W < 1-16
(2) H > 2·5mm High letter All .4, D letters
orH/W>l-16
(3) Rectangular
Rectangular S" S3 letters
envelope
letter (shon)
(4) Presence
Something /a s z x e m w/
inner part
inside, short
H/W < 1·16 letter
(5) Circular
Round
/e o c/
envelope
(6) Left pan
Left part
/eo c/
envelope
round
circular
(7) Right outer
Right gap /e/
gap+ inner
part
Right gap /c/
(8) Right outer
gap no inner
part
(9) Two vert.
Double vert. /n m u/
outer parts
short letters
(10) Lower gap
Lowcrpp /n/
0·4mm
(11) Upper gap
Upper gap /u/
O·Smm
(12) Oblique
Obliques
/vw/
outer pans
(13) Left upper
Left upper /hkbf
ext. 0·75 mm ext.
(14) Right upper
Right upper /d/
ext.
ext.
(15) HiW > 1·22 Slender
/tilfj/
Jetter
(16) Upper dot
Dot
/i/

Cue letters
considered

Fraction
c:orrec:t

Fraction
cue
Upper
confusions cuevalueC

All S letters

0·46

0·38

0·84

All .4, D letters

Cl-67

0·25

0·92

s" s3 letters

0·40

0·25

0·65

/as z x em W/

Cl-38

0·22

0·60

-.,;:

v

/eo c/

()-40

0·23

0·63

/eocdqas/

0·40

0·34

0·74

rtf/

Cl-29

Cl-09

Cl-38

/e c s z x rtf/

0·31

Cl-35

Cl-66

/nmuh/

0·59

0·18

0·77

/nm/

0·60

Cl-20

0·80

/uvw/

0·55

0·10

Cl-65

/VW/

0·75

0·17

0·92

/h k b/

()-66

0·23

0·89

/d/

0·88

/ti 1f j/

0·65

0·25

0·90

/i j/

0·67

0·03

0·70

/e

CSZX

0·88

Upper estimates of the cue values of certain letter properties (upper cue value C). Given the presence of a
certain property in letter configurations, its upper cue value is obtained by taking the fraction of responses to
which this particular property may have contributed as a perceptual cue. This fraction is the addition of the
fraction correct letter responses and the fraction cue confusions, i.e. the fraction of confusions of property
letters to cue letters. Data for distance vision and for eccentric vision have been averaged.

S2 : /e o C/: Round envelope
The configurations of these letters are characterized by an almost round envelope,
which has the moderate cue value of C = 0·63. If we consider only the left rounding as a
cue, we get a higher value of C = 0·74. The 0·4 mm gap in the /e/ has C = 0·38 only, the
0·5 mm gap of the /c/ comes out at C = 0·66. It seems that the inner part diminishes the
perceptibility of the gap.
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S3 : /n m u/: Vertical outer parts
These letters have a rather rectangular envelope with well-expressed vertical outer parts.
In the absence of inner parts, these outer parts seem sufficiently strong for having prevented
frequent confusions towards S 1 letters (C = 0·77). Interestingly, there are only few confusions between /n/ and /uf. Apparently, the position of the gap of 0·4 mm for /n I and
0·5 mm for /uf has served as a cue (C = 0·80 resp. 0·65).

--zgg

,)

'

S4 : /r v W/: Oblique outer parts
Although these three letters share a rather triangular envelope (base-up), we do not
find /r/ close to fv wf perceptually. However, both SANFORD (1888) and ROETHLEIN {1912)
reported many confusions between /r/ and /v w/. Of /v/ and /W/, the oblique outer parts
will have provided the main cue for recognition (C = 0·92). The /r/ behaves as an A:z
ascender, as mentioned earlier.

A 1 : /d h k b/: Ascending extensions
Extensions, protruding from a well-expressed body, make these letters into short letters
with an upper extension. The upper cue value of the vertically ascending extension, perceived at the correct (right or left) side, is high (C = 0·89).
The /k/ with its inner parts bas lower correct scores (54 per cent) than /hi (76 per cent)
and fb/ (70 per cent), which compares to what we found with the inner parts of short letters.
Confusions between /h/ and fb/ (16 per cent) are more frequent than those between /n/ and
fo/ (2 per cent). Perhaps, the strong common cue of fh b/ diminishes the perceptual value of
weaker cues.

A:z: /t i 1 f/: Slenderness
These letters have~ slender appearance which they share with/j/, and which distinguishes
them effectively from A 1 letters. If we measure the H/ W quotient as the property corresponding to slenderness, we find 1·24 for /t/, 1·45 for /i, 1, f/, and 2·47 for /j/, as compared
to 1·20 for A 1 letters. For the property H/W > 1·22, C = 0·90. Because of the serifs, the
slenderness is not too well reflected ia the HI W quotient, and it might be advantageous to
consider average width instead of maximum width.
In terms of envelope, the /t/ has a 1·0 mm right hand gap (C = 0·75), which can be held
responsible for a number of /t-+c, r/ confusions. Configurations of /i/ and fl/ differ only
marginally, the /i/ dot being separated by a gap of only 0·25 mm (of /i/ dot, C = 0·70).
Confusions are therefore natural, but somewhat surprisingly, /1-+i/ dominates over /i-+1/.
Perhaps the top serif of /1/ has been perceived as a dot, but subjective bias effects towards /i/
responses are also possible.
D: /g p j y qJ
The main confusion here is /g-+qj, which is due to the somewhat unusual /g/ configuration involved (Fig. 1). Nevertheless it is interesting that responses to such an infrequent letter as fqJ occur. In an earlier experiment with the more common /g/ configuration,
we found no /g-+qj confusions.
INTERNAL RECOGNITION FACTORS

So far we have been mainly discussing factors relating to the configurations of the
stimuli. Let us now tum to a few internal factors out of the many {PIERCE, 1963 a, b) that
may have influenced the responses. We have mentioned already the ease with which ob-
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servers give their responses, whether right or wrong, indicating that it is their normal mode of
recognition to act on partial external evidence. We shall now consider the influence of
frequency of usage and certain individual differences.

Frequency of occurrence
If words are recognized from brief presentations, recognition scores correlate positively
with frequency of usage or with the related parameter of frequency of occurrence (HoWES
and SOLOMON, 1951). Does a similar frequency bias occur in the recognition of letters?
For an answer, we correlated correct recognition scores with letter frequencies in printed
Dutch (VAN BERCKEL eta/., 1965), see Table 2. For the 25 letters, the correlation is slightly
TABLE

Correct vs. Frequency
All letters
Short letters
Ascending letters
Confused vs. Frequency
All letters
Short letters
Ascending letters

389

2

Distance vision

Eccentric vision

-0·28
-<H2
-0·06

-0·16
+0·00
-0·02

+0·51 1
+<>-62'
+0·39

+0·62'
+0·70 1
+<>-21

N

25
13
8

2S
13

8

Correlation coefficients between correct scores and letter frequencies
in printed Dutch, and between summed confused response scores and
letter frequencies. On the left the values for distance vision, on the right
the values for eccentric vision.
' Values significantly different from zero at 9S per cent confidence
level.

negative at about -0·20. Before we can conclude that no such frequency effect obtains, we
should consider that the group (S, A, D) to which a letter belongs is usually recognized
correctly, and this may mask a possible frequency effect, in particular since Ascenders and
Descenders combine low frequencies of occurrence with high correct recognition scores. We
therefore calculated correlations for the three letter groups separately, which are close to
zero (Table 2). Then we find that if a possible frequency effect exists at all, it is easily overruled by the perception of letter properties.
We can also look for an influence on confusions rather than on correct responses. For
this purpose, we have summed for each response letter the number of times that it had been
incorrectly named. Now positive correlations with frequency of usage are obtained: r Rd
+0·60 (Fig. 7). Thus if in vision insufficient cues are available for correct recognition, the
response of a frequent letter prevails over an infrequent one. Here again, though, the
frequency effect is subordinate to perceptual cues, witness the high incidence of /g-+q/
confusions.
In the literature it is a matter of concern whether, for words, the frequency bias is a
perceptual bias (decreased recognition criteria for frequent words) or a response bias
(increased likelihood of naming familiar words). We are not sure whether this is a fruitful
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letter frequency in printed Dutch
F1o. 7. Scatter diagram and regression lines for summed incorrect responses as a function of
frequency of occurrence in printed Dutch. , ... +o-62 (eccentric vision).

distinction in the present experiments on letters. The following hypothesis presented by
BROADBENT (1967) is, however, directly relevant for our results: "If subjects were biased in
such a way as to accept a smaller amount of evidence before deciding in favour of a probable
word, the word frequency effect would be obtained... This formulation leaves ample room
for our finding that in the case of letters, perceptual cues prevail over frequency factors.
Individual factors

The individual confusion matrices of the ten observers are reasonably similar. But,
there are also instances of significant differences. A striking example is that in eccentric
vision, one observer produced 10 /j -+d/, eight /i-+d/, and eight /1-+d/ confusions out of 20
presentations of each letter, whereas none of the other observers produced any such confusions. On this evidence, the conclusion seems justified that this particular observer had a
bias in favour of /d/. But in distance vision the same observer did not show any preference at
all for /d/ responses. Thus it seems that we arc dealing with a bias that is perhaps built up
and maintained during an experimental session. We have indeed indications that a certain
"persistence" phenomenon is present, in which a response induces a bias, lasting for some
time, towards a similar response (sequential response bias, WAGENAAR, 1968). SANFORD
(1888) apparently noted the same effect as "defective memory of the alphabet: all the letters
do not seem to be all the time equally present in the mind of the subject". Since the aim of
our experiments was to find out what observers have in common, we have abstained from a
further analysis of the differences between them. It may suffice here to say that correlation
coefficients between one observer and the average of the other nine range from +0·54 to
+0·89 for correct responses and from +0·23 to +0·82 for summed incorrect ones (eccentric
vision).
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DISTANCE VISION AND ECCENTRIC VISION

The confusion matrices for distance vision and for eccentric vision (Figs. 3a and 3b)
are rather similar, although the latter exhibits more scatter. This cannot be attributed to the
absence of "illegible" responses, since it also occurs with letters that do not elicit "illegible"
responses in distance vision. As a measure of the congruency between the matrices, we may
use the correlation coefficients for correct scores: r = +0·87, and for the summed incorrect responses: r = +0·54. Figures 8 and 9 give the scatter diagrams. Rank order correlation coefficients are rs (correct) = +0·87, and r. (summed incorrect) = +0·44. It is clear
that differences are restricted mainly to confusions.
1·0

r---:----r---:---r-~

3 91

Fraction correc;t !dlatancel

Flo. 8. Scatter diagram and regression lines for correct respoase fractions: distance vision as a
function of cc:ceutric vision. r - +G-87.

Perceptually, the principal difference is that in distance vision the letter details become
small and blurred, whereas in eccentric vision peculiar forms may be perceived, which are
sometimes difficult to specify. In eccentric vision more readily than in distance vision it may
happen that an observer feels sure that be bas seen a letter differing from the stimulus letter.
We have met two instances in which we can specify these phenomena somewhat closer:
(1) Confusions between /m/ and /n/, and between/vi and /W/. It is interesting to notice that
/m -nf prevails in distance vision, whereas /n -m1 prevails in eccentric vision, and this
holds for all ten observers. Confusions between fvf and /W/ show a similar tendency
though somewhat less expressed. Since /n/ resp./v/ occur more frequently in the Dutch
language, the /n-m/ and fv-wf confusions are the more remarkable ones. They offer
indications of a horizontal doubling of clements in eccentric vision; these are not due to
insufficient cooperation between the two eyes, for they occur also in monocular vision.
(2) The /b...Lp/ and fd:+!:.qj confusions in eccentric vision (incidences about 5 per cent) are
indicative of a perceptual shift of the vertical clement; sometimes this is perceived as
extending to both upward and downward. These confusions do not occur in distance
vision.
We therefore conclude that the limiting factors of correct recognition include factors of
higher structure than visual acuity. More evidence for this is provided by the substantial
interactions between letters in eccentric vision (BoUMA, 1970).
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DISCUSSION

Similarity and confusabi/ity
In the recent literature we have found two otherattempts to find a perceptual grouping of
isolated )ower-case letters (DUNN-RANKIN, 1968; DUNN-RANKIN LETON and SHELTON,
1968; KUENNAPAS and JANSON, 1969).
The approach is different from ours in that the perceptual basis is found in similarity
estimates, derived from paired comparisons, rather than in confusions in recognition. Their
resulting similarity matrices are fairly symmetrical and the factors obtained from a factor
analysis tum out to be well interpretable: venicallinearity /t f 1/, roundness fo c ef, paraJlel
vertical Jines /n m h uf, roundness+ vertical linearity /qp g b d/, open angularity upwards
/v y x/ and zigzagness /z s/, to mention just some of the factors obtained by Kuennapas and
Janson. Dunn-Rankin does not name his factors, his main groups being fe as c of, /f 1 t k i
h/, /p db/ and /n u m w/ (see also MESSMER, 1904).
It wiH be appreciated that these similarity groups conform rather closely to our confusability groups, and the factors to some extent to our cues. The main difference concerns
the similarity grouping of fp db q/. The similarity of these letters is also reflected in frequent
mutual confusions by young children and by people with reading difficulties (DAVIDSON,
1935; GIBSON, 1..965). In our recognition experiments, however, /p db q/ were only sparingly
confused. This brings us to the question of where the similarity approach differs from the
recognition method. It appears that /p d b q/ are judged similar because they share certain
perceptual elements, though combined in different ways. They are not usually confused in
recognition, however, because their recognition takes place at the level of the (spatial)
combination of these elements, rather than on the level of the elements themselves. Any
difficulties in recognizing /p d b q/ letters can then be described as recognition at too low
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a hierarchical level. The perception of the forms as such might then even be undisturbed
(DAVIDSON, 1935; OVER and OvER, 1967). It is already an early suggestion by SANFORD (1888)
that confusions between fb d p qf would trace back to difficulties in memory rather than
to difficulties in perception (see also KOl.ERS and PERKINS, 1969).
As far as the two methods are distinguished, it seems then that the similarity method
provides information about common perceptual clements whereas the recognition ·method
shows operative hierarchies of elements.

Recognition in marginal vision and in normal vision
So far we have tried to identify letter properties that serve as perceptual cues in marginal
vision and also a few internal recognition factors. Briefly, outer parts provide stronger cues
than inner parts; in particular height-width quotients, letter extensions, vertical or oblique
outer parts and also outer gaps seem to,induce corresponding letter responses with a bias
towards frequent letters. That it is these properties that survive in marginal perception can
be related to the limited detail visibility. In fact, details closer together than some O·S mm
could not be perceived separately in our experiments, and it will be seen that the surviving
properties do indeed belong to the larger and better isolated ones.
This is a helpful consideration for judging the degree to which the type face used in the
present experiments is representative for other type faces. For current type faces we do not
expect any dramatic differences, but the results will be somewhat different, in particular for
type faces without serifs.
In what respects can recognition of single letters in marginal vision help us to understand
the recognition of printed words in normal vision? We shall touch upon three aspects in
which normal vision differs:
(1) A greater detail visibility.
(2) The occurrence of letters in combinations.
(3) The abundance of information for recognition.
(1) Normal reading distances are about ten times shorter than the 8 == 3·35 m in our foveal
experiment. Normal letter dimensions may, however, be down to half the present values,
print quality will usually be lower and visual acuity of observers may also be less. Limiting
letter details of normal print in foveal vision can then be estimated as 3-10 times smaller
than in our experiment. It is plausible to assume that even if smaller details can be seen,
larger details will be seen more easily. For eccentric (parafovcal) vision, no such difference
need apply, since in normal reading, eccentric vision goes beyond the limits set by complete
detail visibility. Thus our eccentric vision experiment would be representative, were it not
that letters occurred in combinations.

(2) Only with single letters does retinal acuity set the limits of detail visibility in eccentric
vision. If adjacent letters are present, strong adverse interactions occur which reduce the
diameter of the functional visual field for embedded letters to one fourth of the value of
isolated letters (BoUMA, 1970). It is unknown to what degree these interactions can be
described as a limited detail visibility (BoUMA and NOOTEBOOM, 1968),2 and extrapolation
from the present experiment to letter combinations is questionable to the same degree.
It should be added that the concepts of envelope, outer parts, and inner parts should be
applied to letter combinations rather than to the individ ualletters. This would be particularly
:a We have rec:ent evidcacc for an orientation-specific interaction factor (UDpublished obscrvatious).
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beneficial for the cue values of ascending and descending extensions. It suffices here to
notice that there is ample evidence for the perceptual relevance of word envelopes or word
contours, in which these extensions dominate (ERDMANN and DODGE, 1898; TINKER, 1954;
NooTEBOOM and BOUMA, 1968).

--,j 9 4,

(3) In normal reading, cues for recognition are abundant, whereas in the present experiment
they were limited. It is our opinion that the use of only a fraction of the available cues
represents the normal rather than the abnormal mode of recognition. The more perceptual
evidence is required, the less efficient use is made of implicit knowledge or expectations of
word forms, grammatical structures, meaning etc. Efficient reading would therefore seem to
require a restricted and flexible use of perceptual information, just sufficient for reconstructing the words of the passage or for understanding its meaning. Of necessity such a
system can easily be misled by information that is insufficiently geared to the implicit
knowledge. In the present experiment, however, knowledge turned out to be subordinate to
perceptual cues, and it remains to be seen if this should be considered a normal mode of
recognition, apart from being a salute to the concentration of our observers.
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Allstract-Perceptual cues mediating recognition of isolated lowercase letters have been
investigated in two conditions of marginal reading:from a long distance and in eccentric vision.
A high incidence of confusions indicates that observers readily use available cues for arriving at
letter responses. Analysis of the confusions leads to perceptual similarities and to common
properties that have possibly served as perceptual cues. Dominating similarities are 1h k b /,
I tilfr /,/eo c /,/aszxe/,/v w fand/gq/. Propertieswithhighcuevaluesare: (1) vertic:ally
ascending and descending parts, (2) slenderness, (3) outer vertic:al and outer oblique parts, and
also outer gaps. Inner parts are weak cues at best. Bias effects occur towards letters that occur
frequently in the printed language. but they are restricted to confusions. Perceptual cues
prevail over bias etl'ects. In ec:c:entric vision, recognition is limited by more factors than just a
low visual acuity.
Raume-Les renseipements perc:eptifs qui permettent Ia reconnaissance de lettres isolt!es ont
ete etudit!es dans deux: conditions de lecture marginate: l grande distance et en vision exc:entrique. Le grand nombre de confusions indique que les sujets utilisent fr6quemment tous
renseipements possibles pour arriver aux: reSponses de lettres. L'analyse de ces confusions
montre des ressemblances perc:eptives et des proprietes communes qui peuvent servir de
renseipements perc:eptifs. Les ressemblancesdominantessont /hkb /,/til!r /,/ eoc /,/as zxe/,
/vw /, et I gq/. Les proprietes qui ont le plus de valeur de renseipement sont: (1) les parties
montantes et descendantes, (2) Ia finesse, (3) les parties exterieures verticales et obliques, ainsi
que les ouvertu.res extemes. Les parties internes ont au mieux: une faible valeur de renseipement
Zusammenlassuug-Es wurden Wahmehmunprichtschnuren filr die Erkennung einzelner
Kleinbuc:hstaben bei zwei Versuchsbedingungen des Schwellenlesens-aimlich bei grosser

Entfemung und beim elaentrischen Sehen untersucht. Eine grosse Nummer von Verwechsel·
ungen zeigt, dass die Vp. dargebotene Richtsc:hnuren gem benutzen. um auf cine Buchstabenantwort zu gelangen. Die Analyse der Verwec:hselungen filhrt zu Wahmehmungsihnlichkeiten und zu semeinsamen Eigenscbaften. welc:he moglicherweise als Richtschnuren
dienen. DominanteAhnlichlceiten sind /hkb/,/tilfr /,/eoc/,/ aszxe/, fvw /,/und/, I gq/.
Die folgenden Eigenschaften haben hohe Hilfswerte: (1) senkrecbt steigende und fallende Teile,
(2) Schlankheit, (3) iussere senkrechte und schiefe Teile und auch iussere Lucken. lnnenteile
bieten nur scbwac:he Richtsc:hnuren. Es gibt Vorurteile fiir Buchstaben, welc:he ofters im Druck
vorkommen. aber dies besc:hrinkt sic:h auf Verwec:hselungen. Wahmehmunpric:htschnuren
uberwiegen Qber Vorurteilsumstinde. 1m elaentrischen Sehen wird die Erkennung durch
mehr Bedingungen als our durch cine schwac:he Sehschlrf'e bestimmt.
PaiOMe--npiDaaa ODOc:peJIYIOIIDie aoc:upliJITlle BJO.IlllpOBIUIJIJaiX CTJ)O'IJIJoCt 6yu 61o1J111
accne.aoBaBW ups .uyx ycno811JlX M&pnmam.Roro 'ITCBBJl: c 6om.moro pacctOJIIDIR B 8
uepal\lepll'ICCJCOM 3peJIJIH. liom.moe XOJDI'Iec:TBO oJDB6oJt YD3WB&eT aa TO, 'ITO aa6ruo.aaTeJIB OltOTBO RCDOJDo3YJOT JlOC'1')'tiBWe DPB3BaiCII JUIII pean!pOIIIUIBll Ba 6yuw. AllanJD
OIIDI6oJC DpBBO.IlKT It DepUearyanioBOM)' CXO.IlcrBY B o6lJDIM C:80ictBaM, JtOTOpwe 803MOliBO
CIJ)'lQT 8 a•ecrae upB3Blllt08 upB BOCtlpllllTJDl. ,llOMBBRPYIOUbiMII CXOJlCTBaMB JIBJUIJOTCII:
I h k b /, I t i 1 f r I, I• o c I, I a • z z e I, I v w 1. I g q 1. Oco6e&BOCTIIMB, BMCIOIIDIMB
BWCOJCOO CBI'B&JlJdiOO l&a.elllle IIBJJiliOTCll: (1) 8CpniDJ1JoBO DOliRJIMaJODDICClllliDI ODYc:D•
JOlJIJieCll 'I&CTB, (2) TOJDmiJia mt'PIIX08 (Slenderness) (3) apymrwe 8CpJ11Jtl1JDoBWe lliDI
sapymo.re JtOCWe 'I&CTB, a Talt a aapYlJtlllole aweMJtB. :Bayypemme UCTB a JJ)"''IIIeM CJl)"'llC
IIIIJlJl10TCll cna6.wMB upB3aaDMII. 34l4lelri'W ''~eiDIJI" DO OTBOMCIDDO It 6)'Jtii8.M
'lac:TO ac:Tpe'llle'TCII DpR 'ITCRBB JlC'I&TBOfO Teii:C'l'll, BO ORB upHBO.IlJIT It OIIDI6DM. nepUCUT)'•
am.BWe upB3aaa upeaanapyJOT JWI ~ upe.ay6ez.aellllll. B 3JtCUeRTPII'Iec:xoM
3peRBB )'3Baa&BHe OrpaJIJI'leHO 66Ju.lD'IIM 'IBcnOM cllan'opoa, •eM TOJ'lJoJtO BB3UII OCTpOTa
3pellllll.
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1. INTRODUCTION

IN A GENERAL investigation of visual processes involved in normal reading, we have taken
the course of moving from the recognition of single letters (BOUMA, 1971) to the recognition
of single words. Also here, we took the visual approach in asking what word properties
would function as cues for recognition. This question being rather general, we make a
further practical limitation here in asking whether initial and final letters, as such, contribute to word recognition. To answer this question, we need to know how well initial
and final letters can be perceived as such and how this relates to word recognition. The
present paper will make some contribution in exposing some of the obstacles that the
visual signals have to pass before contributing to word recognition events.
Reading

If reading is described as the visual intake of language symbols, some distinction is
implied between visual processes and language processes. Reading processes can be taken
as visual if they also operate in visual tasks not involving language: contrast vision, form
analysis. They can be taken as language processes if they also operate in other language
tasks: structuring of sentences, semantics. Many reading processes cannot intuitively be
classified one way or the other and may well be specific for the visual elaboration of
language: visual word recognition, control of eye movements.
In reading, the eyes move over the lines in quick jumps (saccades 20-40 msec) separated
by longer pauses (150-500 msec). Since saccades are too brief for useful vision, recognition
processes operate solely on the intake during eye pauses and can be considered semi-static.
The area around the point of fixation, from where a certain stimulus property can be seen
during a single eye-pause will be called the functional (visual) field for that property. We
were interested in the right and left limits of the functional fields, which made us explore
for eccentric vision the recognition of letters, letter strings and isolated words in single
I 00 msec exposures.
Visual interference

If a single letter is used as a stimulus, the functional field extends into the retinal periphery
about as far as visual acuity permits. If one out of a string of letters has to be recognized,
V.R.
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the functional field is substantially narrower. We ascribe this narrowing to visual interference between adjacent letters (WOODWORTH and SCHLOSBERG, 1954; BoUMA, 1970) and
we assume that it does influence reading.
In isolated words. initial and final letters have neighbours on one side only and would
therefore be expected to suffer less interference than embedded letters. This could give
them a preferential role in the recognition process.
In general. in eccentric vision. recognition scores decrease with increasing distance
from fixation. For words at one side of fixation, either left or right, a difference between
initial and final letters will therefore be expected. the letters farthest from the fovea suffering because of their outward position. We shall show in this paper that the differences
between initial and final letters are more surprising. From a linguistic point of view, one
can also expect differences between initial and final letters, but these should not depend
on such a visual factor as position relative to fixation.
The problem is the more interesting since for isolated words themselves, recognition is
better in the right field than in the left (MISHKIN and fORGA YS, 1952; BOUMA and VAN RENS,
1970). In visual experiments, such a L-R difference is not usually found. It should perhaps
be mentioned already here that we have tried to prevent short term memory from influencing
the experimental results.
· Recognition

In recognition experiments a certain response does not necessarily reveal the perceptual
evidence that has led to the response. An essential property of .recognition is that the
perception of only partial evidence can trigger the whole response. If then, a letter of a
stimulus word appears correctly in the response word, it has not been necessarily .recognized
on its own strength. In experiments in which visual effects are to be separated from language
effects, effects of word recognition should be separated from effects of letter recognition, if
possible. Therefore .we have used two types of stimuli: (1) word stimuli to be recognized
and reported as words; {2) unp.ronouncea~le letter strings, of which only the initial and the
final letter were reported. The expectation is, of course, that letter scores as counted from
the word experiment will be higher than direct letter recognition scores. Thus, for the
distinction visual vs language effects, the letter experiment should give independent evidence.
We present experiments in which observers recognized isolated words left and right of
fixation at several eccentricities. Average scores of initial and final letters, as counted from
word responses, will be compared to similar scores obtained from the direct recognition
of these letters in unpronounceable letter strings. This will allow us to separate word effects
from letter effects. We shall particularly look for differences between initial and final letters
and between L and R hemifields. The present paper will be restricted to average scores,
leaving individual letters and any bias effects to a later analysis.
2. EXPERIMENTS
Word stimuli
Word stimuli were 650 well known Dutch nouns with frequencies of occurrence in printed Dutch of
between l0- 6 and I0- 3 • For each eccentricity, equal numbers of words with lengths of 3, 4, Sand 61etters
were listed in random order. We aimed at equal numbers of the different initial and final letters in each
list. also in each length category. In order to get fair comparisons between scores Left and Right of fixation.
lists for a certain eccentricity ~contained the same words left(; < 0") and right(; > 0"). In one session,
only half of the words were presented, so that each word occurred only once. The number of words depended
uponeccentricity:50wordsforl(6= :::0·0°and~ = =0·75°each,200wordsfor;- :!:1·75°and;- =2·75°
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and 100 words for 4> = :!::3·75°, where 4> refers to the letter closest to the fovea. One degree corresponds
to 4 Jetter positions. The higher numbers at the eccentricities 4> = ±1·75° and 4> = :!::2·75° allow us to
analyse individual letters, which we shall not do here.
In giving the results, we shall use as much as possible the true eccentricity of the stimulus under consideration. i.e. word eccentricities for words and letter eccentricities for letters of words or of letter strings.

'7Q8
oJ./

Letter stinudi
For the purpose of getting comparable data on the recognition of initial and final letters as such, we
constructed lists of unpronounceable letter strings. For each word of the word list. we retained the initial and
the final letter and replaced each embedded letter by a perceptually similar letter, since we aimed at equal
interference effects in the two experiments. Perceptual similarity of letters was judged from their being confused relatively fl'=luently in a recognition experiment of isolated letters. Operationally we considered
letters as perceptually similar if they belonged to the same subgroup in the confusion matrix {BoUMA,
1971). These subgroups were: I as z xI ,I eo c I .In m u I .I r v w I .I d h k b 1.1 t i I f I. and I g p j y q I .
Figure 1 gives a few examples. Thus, the distributions of initial and of final letters of the word list and of the
letter list, and also the lengths of words and of letter strings, were identical for each eccentricity. The letter
strings were put into a list simply by replacing each word in the word list by its corresponding letter string.

DUTCH

DERIVED LETTER

LETTER

WORDS

STRINGS

SUBGROUPS

------------- gzs
lip ------------- lfp
glas ------------ gtss
lamp ------------ lsnp
drank ----------- dvxmk
pupil ----------- pnqtl
effect ---------- etlcot
winter ---------- wtuicr
gas

a s z
e

0

X

c

n rn u
r v w
d h k b

I

10 rnrn.

t i 1 f
g p j y q

FIG. 1. Examples of stimuli. Letter strings are derived from {Dutch) words by replacing
embedded letters by perceptually similar letters. i.e. by letters of the same subgroups as indicated at the right hand side. In the experiments, word stimuli were recognized as words, of
the letter strings only initial and final letters were reported. Type-face: Courier.

Presentation
The stimuli were typed with an IBM "pingpong ball" typewriter through carbon-tape on white paper.
This produces homogeneously black letters with fairly sharp boundaries. As before, the typeface was
"Courier 10" which has pronounced serifs {Fig. 1). Height of the short letters is 1·95 mm, extensions of
ascenders and descenders are 0·75 mm. Letter width is between 1·4 mm (J) and 2·5 mm (m, w). Words and
letter strings were typed with normal typewriter spacing of 2·55 mm. Only a single word or letter string was
typed on each line.
For presentation, a two-channel tachistoscope was used. A blank field of 30 x 30 cm,luminance through
the mirror 100 cdlm~ {T .:::: 2000 td) was replaced for 100 msec by a similar field of equal brightness, in
which one stimulus word or letter string was present, randomly right and left of a fixation mark which was
continuously visible. The presentation time is sufficiently short to prevent eye saccades from influencing the
results. Viewing distance was 0·57 m, at which distance 1 mm corresponds to 6 min of an:.
Eleven male staff members of our Institute served as observers {ages 19-35 years). All of them had
adequate vision with foveal acuity above 1-o. Nine of them were right-handed and two mainly left-handed.
The observers were aware of the general purpose of the experiments, but did not know details such as the
relation between word list and letter list. Most of them were experienced observers in psychophysical experiments. Vision was binocular with natural pupils.
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The observers started each presentation by releasing a push-button when looking at the fixation mark.
Response was usually quick,. as in normal recognition; For word stimuli, responses were usually one word
sometimes two, and, if no word was recognized, observed letters were reported if any. For strings of letters'
only the initial and the final letters were reported. H necessazy, a spelling alpbabet was used. Also here, tb~
response ..illegible" was explicitly allowed. In case of two responses for one item (•'v or w"), each was
counted as half.
After the presentation the experimenter noted the response and shifted towards the next stimulus. Resting
· pauses were permitted. The 200 or so stimuli of one session took about 30 min. Each session started witb
10 extra stimuli which helped the observer to adapt to the task. Word stimuli and Jetter stimuli were not
mixed in one session.
Both word and Jetter lists were divided into two parts (A, B) and the observers into two groups (1,
Group I started witb words A, followed by letters A, words B, letters B. The order for group n was letters
B, words B, words A, letters A.

m.

3. RESULTS
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Word scores

For eleven observers, average scores of correct. confused, and illegible word responses
are given in Fig. 2 as a function of retinal eccentricity t/J. From the fixation point sidewards,
correct fractions p soon start to decrease, particularly in the left field, but illegible responses

Eccentric sTimulus position, deQ

FIG. 2. Average word response fractions as a function of retinal eccentricity. Bar widtb
indicates average word length of 4t letters. Note the higher correct scores for stimuli right
of fixation and the high fraction of confused words.

do not show up before 14>1~3°. Confused scores run as high as 0·75 for 14>1 = 4-5°. This
is higher than for isolated letters where we found maximum confusion scores of about
0·50 (BoUMA, 1971). Of the total of 4900 confusions, 4362 (89 per cent) are existing Dutch
words, 475 (9·7 per cent) are pronounceable letter strings, and 63 (1·3 per cent) unpronounceable letter strings. For the different word lengths, these percentages turned out to
be practically equal.
Recognition in the right field is better than in the left field, and this is true for all 11
observers. The observers differed in the total width of their functional word field (between
3·2° and 7·6° for a criterium of p = 0·5), but the L-R asymmetry was about equal for all
of them, the word field extending a full degree farther right than left. as is shown for the
average results in Fig. 2. This interesting L-R asymmetry is well known for the recognition
of English words at one side of fixation (MISHKIN and FoRGAYS, 1952).
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F1o. 3. Correct response fractions for words of different lengths as a function of retinal
eccentricity. Bar lengths indicate the lengths of stimulus words (3-6 letters). In the L field,
scores decrease with incn:a.si.ng word length, but in the R field little influence of word length
obtains. Consequently the R field advantage increases with stimulus length.

Figure 3 gives the influence of word length on recognition scores. In the L field, the
shorter words have the higher scores but, surprisingly, in the R field little influence of word
length obtains. This makes the L-R asymmetry stand out particularly for longer words.
Illegible responses increase somewhat with word length.
·
For the second half of the stimuli, correct word scores were about 0·05 higher than for
the first half, for both groups of observers, which reflects the influence of training.

Initial and final letters
For the word experiment, Fig. 4 gives as a function of eccentricity fractions of stimulus
words, for which the initial or the final letter are correctly reported, which is the case for
aU correct words and for a number of confused words. It turns out convenient to distinguish between outward letters (L initial and R final) and inward letters (L final and R
initial).
Eccentricity of the outward letters varies somewhat with word length because the
inward letters were chosen at a constant eccentricity. In both half fields, outward letters
score higher than inward letters of the same eccentricity. Even for letters in the same
words, outward letters score higher generally in spite of their greater. eccentricity. Scores
of the R field are higher than scores of the L field, the functional fields for correctly reported
outward and inward letters of words extending farther right than left, as was the case for
words. The dotted lines in the right field are mir.ror images of the full lines of the left field.
Figure 5 gives corresponding scores for the letter experiment in which only initial and
final letters had to be recognized from unpronounceable letter strings. Here also, outward
letters score higher than inward letters, the difference being more expressed than in word
recognition. Undoubtedly, the recognition of inward letters is limited by a factor more
powerful than distance from the fovea. The L-R asymmetry is less uniform here: only
a slight R field advantage obtains for outward letters (tl,P ~ 0·5) and for inward letters
the clear-cut R field preference seems restricted to eccentricities below I,P 1 = 4°. -
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FIG. 4. Average scores of initial and final letters of words as counted from word responses
as a function of the eccentricity of the respective letten. Since for inward letten (b.) eccentricity has been chosen constant for words of different lengths, eccentricity of outward letters
{0) depends on word length, as indicated by the dotted bars. Full curves are experimental,
dotted curves right are mirror images of full curves left, so as to visualize the R field advantage.
Scores of outward letters are appreciably higher than scores of inward letters.
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FIG. 5. Comparison between word and letter experiment. Large symbols are letter scores
from words, taken from Fig. 4. Small symbols are scores of letters, directly recognized from
letter strings. Letter scores from words are higher than letter scores from letter strings. R field
advantage is more expressed for letters from words than for letten from letter strings.
For other infonnation, see Fig 4.

· The experimental lay-out is based on the assumption that for word stimuli and for the
corresponding unpronounceable letter strings, the visual inputs from initial and final
letters are equal. Higher scores of these letters in word stimuli then stem from other word
properties that have been perceived. We denote the difference between letter scores in
words Pw and in letter strings p 1 as the completion score Pe = Pw- p 1• For outward
letters, Pc is about 0·07 left and 0·11 right, which is a significant difference. For inward
letters, completion scores reach a value of about 0·20, also with a slight R field advantage
(Fig. 6). Completion scores fall to zero towards low eccentricities (ceiling effect), and also
towards high eccentricities. The latter effect can be ascribed to the decrease of other perceived properties of the words.
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FIG. 6. Completion scores Pe as a function of eccenaicity for inward and for outward letters.
Completion scores are defined as the difference in letter scores from the word experiment
and the letter experiment. Completion scores of inward letters are higher than of outward
letters. The small digits are experimental points for the stimulus lengths of that value. Completion scores cannot exceed the ceiling value 1-p 1 (dotted curve).
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7. Scores of outward letters for stimulus lengths of 3, 4, 5 and 6 letters. Large symbols:
word experiment. Small symbols: letter experiment. Little infiuence of stimulus length obtains.

FIG.

In Figs. 7 and 8, separate correct letter scores are given for the different stimulus lengths.
For outward letters (Fig. 7) virtually no influence of word length obtains. For inward
letters, however (Fig. 8), there is a substantial decrease of correct scores with increasing
Word length, which is particularly expressed in the left field. These data imply that the R
field advantage for inward letters increases with stimulus length. The completion scores
show little infiuence of length; perhaps they are somewhat lower for 3-letter words CPc~
0·14) than for longer words CPc ~ 0·20). For the interpretation, it should be kept in mind
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FIG. 8. Scores of inward letters for stimulus lengths of 3-6 letters. Large symbols: word
experiment. Small symbols: letter experiment. Scores decrease with increasing stimulus
length, particularly in the L field.

that, although the letter distributions for words and for letter strings were identical, there
were slight differences for the various eccentricities. .
For the second half of.the stimuli at the main eccentricities 1~1 = 1·75 and 2·75°,
correct letter scores of words were about 0·03 higher than for the first half. For letters of
letter strings, this difference was 0·09.
4. DISCUSSION

Out ward and inward letters
From the results it has already become clear that the outward-inward distinction is
more relevant here than the initial-final distinction: (1) Outward letters have higher correct
scores than inward letters, both left and right. (2) For outward letters, little influence of
stimulus length obtains, whereas correct scores for inward letters decrease with stimulus
length. (3) Completion scores of outward letters are lower than those of inward letters.
Data in the literature corroborate the lower correct scores for inward letters compared
with outward ones (BRYDEN, 1966; McKEEvER and HULING, 1970b) but the issue has had
little discussion. As the common cause for these findings we propose visual interference
of a masking type, characteristic for eccentric vision and predominantly acting towards
the fovea, as already indicated by WOODWORTH and SCHLOSBERG (1954).
The adverse interaction which we call interference has been derived from experiments
in which an embedded stimulus letter is to be recognized in eccentric vision. The interference is rather strong and the width of the functional field for embedded letters is only a
fraction of the width for isolated letters which led MACKWORTH (1965) to the term "tunnel
vision". We found for embedded letters this narrowing fraction to be about 1/4, for inward
letters about 1/3 and for outward letters about 2/3. The spatial extent of the interference
has a maximum radius of about 0·3 of the eccentricity of the masker (BoUMA, 1970). The
interference is not restricted to letter stimuli, but is also found between line stimuli, in
particular between parallel lines, for which also some directional asymmetry with respect
to the fovea exists (BEERENS and BoUMA, l970a, 1970b), be it less expressed than for letter
stimuli.
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When these results are applied to the present experiment, the lower scores for in\llard
letters can be attributed to a directional asymmetry of the visual interference. The influence
of stimulus length on inward-letter scores can be accounted for by the large spatial extent
of the interference. For outward letters, we should expect less length influence, because of
the smaller interference, although the virtual absence of any length influence is somewhat
surprising.
An alternative process has been proposed by MACKWORTH (1965). In his view, the image
is internally scanned from the fovea sidewards in search of relevant information, with
the purpose of preventing overload of the visual system. This hypothesis is difficult to
combine with the higher scores for outward as compared to inward letters.
Left-Right difference

404

In I 952, MISHKIN and FoRGA YS reported that recognition of single English words,
presented briefly at one side of fixation, was higher in the right visual field than in the left
field. This result has been corroborated many times since (WHITE, 1969), (in particular for
the left eye) and our data show the effect for Dutch words. Two hypotheses can be put
forward for this interesting R field advantage. They require a distinction between form
vision proper and form recognition.
(a) Form vision is better in the R field, i.e. more relevant stimulus properties can be
simultaneously perceived.
(b) Form vision is equally good right and left, but a certain observed form triggers
letter or word recognition more easily in the right field than in the left one.
If the R field advantage is based on better form vision, it has also to be expected for
visual stimuli other than words. Indeed, it has also been reported for letter strings in various
approximations of English words (DoRNBUSH and WINNICK, 1965, BRYDEN, 1970) and also
for certain outline drawings (WYKE and ETl'LINGER. 1961, BRYDEN and RAINEY, 1963). For
single letters, however, the L-R difference has been reported as small (BRYDEN, 1966) or
absent (HERoN, 1957; HIRATA and OSAKA, 1967; BoUMA, 1971), and this is also true for
simple forms (HERON, 1957; TERRACE, 1959; BRYDEN and RAINEY, 1963; KIMURA, 1966).
For dot stimuli, KIMURA (1966) reported a left field advantage. This evidence suggests that
the R field advantage exists for complex line stimuli only.
The present experiment shows a clear-cut R field advantage for inward letters at
zo < I<Pl < 4° and a slight advantage for outward letters at I<Pl > 3°. We found qualitatively similar results in experiments in which one randomly selected letter "a" had to
be recognized in eccentric vision from stimuli of the type "axxx" or "xxxa". Clearly, the
position in the stimulus relative to the fovea is of concern.
A possible explanation would therefore be in terms of fewer R field limitations at
relatively early levels of signal elaboration in the visual system, in particular lower than
word recognition. The increase of L-R asymmetry with stimulus length leads us to the
hypothesis that it is the spatial extent of foveally oriented masking, which is smaller in the
R field than in the Left.
This would be a more specific version of the "better visual acuity in the right field" proposed by WYKE and En'LINGER (1961). A low spatial extent of visual masking can be
reformulated as a high spatial density of independent elaboration of form cues. If we take
such a high density as one of the characteristics of foveal form vision, it would mean an
extension of a foveal function a few degrees into the right visual field. These hypotheses
are clearly still in need of additional evidence.
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A further question is whether the R field advantage develops only during maturation
of the reading skill. FORGAYS (1953) found it only present in pupils above grade 7. and
McKEEVER and HULING (1970a) found it present in all 7 graders, independent of reading
skill. The evidence is inconclusive but some relation with reading skill is suggested.
If a R field advantage is assumed to develop under the influence of left to right scanning
habits, a L field preference could be expected for languages which read from right to left,
suchasforHebrew. TheevidencefornativeHebrewsubjectspoints, on balance, to little L-R
difference (MISHKIN and FORGAYS, 1952; ORBACH, 1952, 1967), although BARTON, GooDGLASS and SHAI (1965) reported a normal R field advantage for vertically presented words.
In all cases, the same (bilingual) subjects showed a clear R field advantage for English
words. As ORBACH (1967) has pointed out, differences in word structure of the two languages
may be important and we cannot expect a final answer before we know what cues the
subjects utilize in word recognition in the two languages. For Japanese, which runs from
top to bottom, a R field advantage has also been reported (HIRATA and OsAKA, 1967). For
English observers, MISHKIN and FORGAYS (1952) found an advantage of the lower visual
field over the upper one, but at an eccentricity of2o we found just the opposite for two Dutch
observers.
A next point of discussion in the literature is whether the R field advantage relates to a
general language advantage of the left cerebral cortex, to which the right visual field at
first projects. A relation is then assumed with the slight superiority of the right ear for
speech (KIMURA, 1961; BAKKER, 1970) and with the localization of speech centres mainly
in the Left cerebral hemisphere (PENFIELD and ROBERTS, 1959; GESCHWIND, 1970). In an
earlier period, left-handedness was taken as an indication of a localization of speech
centres in the right hemisphere, and thus, lefthanden and righthanden were compared
on the L-R difference for visual word recognition. GooDGLASS and BARTON (1963) reported
a normal R field advantage for lefthanders, and this is also what we find for our two leftbanders, but ORBACH (1967) found the R field advantage reduced. However, according to
PENFIELD and RoBERTS (1959) language dominance and handedness are normally unrelated.
Therefore, in our view, a causal relationship between cerebral dominance and R field
adv~ntage has still to be proven.
It seems appropriate to mention here that if letter or word stimuli are presented simultaneously both left and right of fixation, report from the L field is usually found to be more
accurate, probably because of left to right reading habits combined with limitations of
short term memory (HERON, 1957; see WHITE, 1969 for a review of the extensive literature).
In looking through the serial position curves, which give letter scores as a function of
position within the letter string (see HARCUM, 1970 for further references), we had the
impression that we could find traces of the differences between outward and inward letten
and between Land R fields that we found in the present experiments. Under conditions of
bilateral presentation combined with temporal masking, there is again a R field advantage
(MCKEEVER and HULING, 1971).
Completion
In word recognition, letter completion occun if the insufficient perception of a certain
letter is completed by other perceived word properties, on the basis of knowledge of the
word. Completion scores should therefore decrease if less additional perceptual evidence
is available, such as when eccentricity increases. Figure 6 shows this to be true experimentally.
Can we say more about the nature of this other perceptual evidence? Here we have data
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FIG. 9. Widening tlt/> of the functional visual field for letters due to completion • .l.<D has been
taken as the horizontal differences of the word and Jetter curves in Fig. S, so as to avoid a
ceiling effect. Plotted are lit/> for outward letters as a function of p 1 for inward letters of the
same stimuli and At/> for inward letters as a function of p 1 for the corresponding outward
letters. Letter scores below p1 - 0·40 apparently do not supply any completion. Otherwise
higher correct scores combine with increased completion.

only on initial and on final letters. Completion of final letters will have partly stemmed
from perception of initial letters. On the other hand, completion of initial letters will have
partly stemmed from perceived final letters. Since, in general, outward letters are better
perceived than inward letters, inward letters should have the higher completion scores, and
this is what the expenments indicate (Fig. 6). In order not to be limited too much by the
maximum scores of 1·0 (ceiling effects) we have plotted in Fig. 9 the widening of the functional visual field due to completion, of letters at one extreme of the word, as a function of
recognition scores p 1 of the letter at the other extreme. No completion is induced below
correct recognition scores of0·40 and above this value completion clearly increases with p 1•
For understanding the completion effect, we should know what stimulus information
is needed for the correct recognition of a word and what stimulus properties have in fact
been perceived. Both specifications are beyond present knowledge. The qualitative explanation that we presented for outward and inward letters is therefore only preliminary. It
rests on the assumption that initial and final letters play a very similar role in visual word
recognition, and this seems unlikely. Fewer letters of the alphabet occur in final positions
than in initial ones (in Dutch about I 7 vs. 22), and this could aid both recognition and
completion of final letters. More fundamentally, word recognition could well be triggered
more easily by initial letters than by final ones, which would amount to saying that initial
letters carry greater weight. This is suggested by experiments in which words with cenain
letters reversed or missing have to be recognized resp. completed (BRUNER and O'Dowo.
1958; HOROWITZ, WHITE and ATWOOD, 1968).
Are there any such differences between initial and final letters in the present experiment?
In outward positions, final letters right have higher correct scores and slightly higher completion scores than initial letters left. which would indeed be in accordance with the above
argument. In inward positions, final letters left have lower correct scores and slightly lower
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completion scores than initial letters right, contrary to the argument. On balance, our experiment does not supply clear evidence for a different role of initial and final letters as such.
and we assume that any such differences are overshadowed by the effects of visual interference.
Therefore the present data seem to require only the concept of visual interference
between letters or line elements at a lower level than that at which word recognition occurs.
For a possible demonstration of differences between initial and final letters, in this type
of experiment. we shall have to balance any interference effects.

Recognition of words and of letters
The present experiment gives evidence on the recognition of words and on the recognition of two letters of these words. Figure 10 allows a direct comparison. Word scores
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Fto. 10. Word recognition scores and recognition scores of the initial and final letters or
corresponding letter strings. All scores averaged over word lengths or 3-6 letters.

are of the same order as scores of inward letters, but decrease more sharply than these
towards the parafovea. These effects are fairly similar for all four word lengths. More
quantitatively, the relation of word scores p to the product of the two letters scores varies
relatively little with eccentricity: the quotient p/p 1 (inward).p 1 (outward) being about 1·2,
slightly higher R than L for longer words.
Thus, the chance of correct word recognition is somewhat higher than the chance of
correct recognition of both initial and final letter, when these letters are independently
recognized. This is an interesting empirical rule with limited theoretical value. The basic
research problem here r~mains the identification of stimulus properties which lead to word
recognition.

Eccentric word recognition and reading
In an earlier paper (BoUMA, 1971) we had to state that the recognition of isolated letters
in eccentric vision could not be considered representative for normal reading, because of
the unknown properties of interference between letters. In the present paper the approach
to the reading task has been appreciably closer, but there remain a number of differences.
(a) Visual interferences between letters of a certain word are probably similar in reading
and in word recognition. However, in reading there can be an additional interference
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between adjacent words, since the spatial extent of the interference in the parafovea may
exceed the spacing between words. This would particularly interfere with the perception
of the most outward letter. Also, there is the possibility of interference between adjacent
lines of print; in fact one has to expect such interference if the open distance between the
lines is less than the spatial extent of the interference at the boundaries of the functional
visual field.
(b) In normal reading, expectation wiii play a major role (KoLERS, I 970) and, on
purpose, this was avoided in the present experiment. It seems plausible that expectation will
lower the amount of perceptual evidence required for triggering perception of the expected
word. The influence of expectation is probably non-selective for the different properties
perceived, as being a more highly organized process (MoRTON, 1964, 1969).
Other differences may be (c) the limitations of short term memory, which we tried to
prevent from influencing the present experiments, (d) possible interference between successive retinal images in reading, and (e) a lower concentration of readers compared to the
present observers ..
S. CONCLUSIONS

In the Introduction we asked if initial and final letters of words as such contribute to
word recognition. We have seen that in a number of respects these letters function similarly
in word recognition as when they are recognized directly from selected letter strings. These
similarities concern differences between outward and inward letters and between left and
right hemifields, and also the influence of word length. To the extent that these similarities
exist it seems appropriate to say that these letters operate as perceptual units in word
recognition. A further analysis will have to show whether these similarities do also occur
if the individual initial and final letters are considered.
On the other hand, the completion effect of letters in WOl'as is a useful reminder that
word recognition is an event much more complicated than just the combining of a number
of recognized consecutive letters. Here the problem arises whether perceptual units can be
found that go back to more than one letter. Word contour or just word length could be
such units, or certain letter strings (graphemes, GIBSON, PICK, OSSER., and HAMMOND
1962). In general, the evidence seems demonstrative rather than experimental, and the
conceptual framework probably is in need of further clarification. Finally, the important
effects of expectation and subjective bias, always present in word recognition, should be
integrated with the effects to which this paper has been devoted:
1. In parafoveal vision, recognition of single words is better right than left of fixation.
Independent of the response criterion, the word field extends one degree (4 Jetter positions)
farther right than left.
2. In the left field, word scores decrease with increasing word length. In the right field
this is less so. The L-R difference therefore increases with increasing word length.
3. Both for words and for unpronounceable letter strings scores of outward letters (left
initial and right final) are higher than scores of inward letters (left final and right initial)
at the same eccentricity. This makes the distinction outward-inward more relevant for the
present experiment than the distinction initial-final.
4. For outward letters, a slight R field advantage is found for eccentricities I~ I > 4°.
For inward letters, a substantial R field advantage obtains for 1° < 1~1 < 3°.
5. For outward letters, there is little influence of stimulus length. For inward letters,
correct scores decrease with increasing length, more so left than right.
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6. Letter scores from words are higher than letter scores from Jetter strings. The
differences (completion) are higher for inward letters than for outward ones. This corresponds to the concept that completion stems from correct recognition of other word
properties, on the basis of knowledge of the word.
7. The difference between outward and inward letters can be ascribed to visual interferences between .adjacent stimuli, acting mainly in the direction of the fovea. The R field
advantage may be due to a smaller range of interference.
This R field advantage is restricted to complex stimuli and does perhaps develop during
maturation of the reading skill.
6. SUMMARY

As part of a visual investigation of reading processes, single words have been recognized in parafoveal vision. Correct initial and final letters are counted in the response words.
Surprisingly, the most outward letters. far from fixation, score higher than the most inward
letters. close to fixation. The same result is obtained if these letters are directly recognized
from unpronounceable letter strings. This reveals a strong adverse interaction mainly
acting towards the fovea.
Words and inward letters are recognized better right than left of fixation, in particular
. for long stimuli. Therefore the range of interaction seems smaller right than left of fixation,
possibly due to reading habits. Letter counts are higher in words than in letter strings. The
difference gives the completion by other perceived word properties.
Acknowledgement-Thanks arc due to our observers for many hours of concentrated perception. The
dedicated assistance of Mr. A. L. M. VAN RENS during the whole investigation is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract-As pan of a visual investigation of reading processes, single words have been recognized in parafoveal vision. Correct initial and final letters are counted in the response words.
Surprisingly, the most outward letters, far from fixation, score higher than the most inward
letters, close to fixation. The same result is obtained if these letters are directly recognized from
unpronounceable Jetter strings. This reveals a strong adverse interaction mainly acting towards
the fovea.
Words and inward letters are recognized better Right than Left of fixation, in panicular for
long stimuli. Therefore the range of interaction seems smaller Right than Left of fixation
possibly due to reading habits. Letter counts are higher in words than in· Jetter striDgs. The
difl'erence gives the completion by other perceived word propcnies.

Resume-Au cours d'une recherche visueUe sur les processus de lecture, on a ctudi6 Ia reconnaissance de mots separes en vision parafovCale. On compte Jes lettres ioitiales et fiaa.les
correctes dans Jes mots presentes. n est surprenant que les lettres les plus eloigoees du point
de fixation aient un mcilleur score que les plus rapprochees. On obtient le meme resultat si
c:es 1ettres soot reconnues directement dans des suites de lettres non pronon~bles. Ceci ~le
une fone interaction adverse agissant surtout vers Ia fovea.
Les mots et 1ettres internes sont mieux reconnus du c:OtC droit que du gauche de Ia fixation,
surtout pour des mots longs. La port6e de l'interactioo semble done plus petite droite qu'a
gauche, peut-atre a cause des habitudes de lecture. Les lettres sont mieux reconnues dans des
mots que daDS des suites de lettres. La difference provient d'autres proprietes ~es du mot.
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Zusammeafassua~Als Teil einer optischen Untersuchung des leseprozesses wurde die
Aufgabe gestellt, einzeJne Wone im parafovealeen Sehen zu er.kennen. Die Anzahl der ric:htig
gelesenen Anfangs- und Endbuchstaben wurde gczihlt. Oberrasc:benderweise lag die Zahl
der richtig ge1esenen Buchstaben bei grosser Entfemung vom F'JXierpunkt hOber als in unmittelbarer Nihe des FIXierpunktes. .Das. gleic:he .Ergebnis erhlelt man:bei uaausspndlbaren
Buchstabenfolgen. Dies weist aufeinestarlc: hemmende Wechse!wirkuug hin. die hauptsichlich
in Richtung auf die Fovea stattfindet.
Worte und innealiepnde Bucbstaben werden besser n:chts als links vom F'IXierpun.kt
erlcannt; dia trifft spezicll filr lange Buchstabenfolgen zu.. Dc:shaJb scheint der Bereich der
Wechselwirkuug rechts vom F'werpun.kt kleiner zu sein als links, wobei moglicherweise
lesegcwohnheiten eine Rollo spielen. Die Anzahl der richtigen Antwonen ist bei Wonen
grOsser als bei einfachen Buchstabenfolgen. Der Unterschied wird durch die anderen wahrgenommenen·Wortteiltt hervorgerufen.
Pe:JIOMe--8 xo.ae liCClte.aOBaHIIll JPHTe..'JioHIIIX npoaeccoa IIpJI 'ITCHHH HJ)"lanoc:& OIIOJHaHHe
OT.aem.IDKX enos uapacjloaea.m.ID.tM JpeHReM. Ilo.aC'IJITioDiaiiHa. IIpaiUIJDoRO ltaJBaiiKWe
Ha'lllJD.m.re B mlle'DDole 6ynw a TecnrpYJOIDBX cnoaax. Y.IIJIBin'e."Iea TOT
'ITO :ttpailmle
6ynw. KaH6onee yJWiesJIIole OT TO'fKB cpucamnr, pa3nH'IB.J01'CJI JJY'IDIC. 'leM oynw, 6mone
1: Rei. TOT m: pe:JyJDoTaT aOJJ}"feR 1IPJ1 yJHaaaH11H 6yKa a RenpOIDHOCHMWX uenouax 6yn.
3TO CBJI.!le1'I:,IIIIyeT 0 CIIJIWIOM TOpMO'lHOM B38HMO.aellCTBIIH, HattpaiiJte&BOM, f.llaBKWM

clwrr.

o6paJOM,

It

caMOI cjloaea.

Cnoaa Jl BHYTJ)eHBJie 6ynW J1)"111Xe OIIOJHaiOTCR capaaa, 'ICM cneaa OT TO"'Jaa cj)HJCCaUHH,
oco6eHIIo apa .aJ1JIBH1>1X aocne.aoaaTe.'JioHOCTliX 6yu. BoJMO:lltHO, uo Mem.mee B38&Mo.aeiCTB&e (aepacj)eplm c cj)oaea) capaaa J:LBRCIIT OT ZJpBBI>I'IJCB, awpa6onumoa 'ITeRReM.
D}'XBW ODOJBB.J01'CJI 8 U~OM JJY'IIDe B cnoaax, 'IC!Iof B UeDO'IlalX.
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Abstract-In the reading of texL !he series of retin:1l images is determined by position and duration or
eye fi.'(ations. The problem here is whether e~-e sac:cades need individual pro~mming on the basis of proceeding te:u recognition. We attempted to bring the series or retinal images .under e:~pcrimenml control
to establish whether reading can occur if subsequent retinal images are externally determined. Under these
conditions. both oral and silent reading turned out to be possible at speeds similar to ordinary reading.
Duration and shift or subsequent retinal images were not critical It is suggested that only the nerage
proceeding or the eyes O\"er the text need be controlled by text recognition.

I.

I~TRODL:CJ"IO:'Ii

ln ordinary reading. eye movements are largely restricted to quick horizontal saccades along the lines of
print. separated by longer eye pauses. Normal values
are: saccade extents 5-15 letter spaces: saccade
durations 20-40 msec: and pause durations 15~
500 msec. Useful vision occurs during eye pauses
solely. These data h:~ve essentially been known since
the tum of the century !Erdm:~nn and Dodee. 1898:
Juval. 1906: Hucy. 1908~ The implication is-!hut the
Sc:ries of overlurping retinal images subscrving text
r~ognition is dctc:rmined by only two parameters: (I)
saccade: extent: and (l) eye pause duration.
Since intake of text is the purpose of reading. eye
sacc:-.rdc:s should be under control of proceeding recognition. This paper is concerned with the nature of saccade control by recognition processes. This control
may bl:! envisaged to b~: either strict or lax. A strict control would concern each individual saccade. both in its
moml!nt of occurrence and in its precise extent In the
determining processes. visual information from the
purafoveal retina would be expected to play a role. as
well as text expectation from internal language
sourCI:s. Demands woult:! he made on the speed of information p•lx.:essing since intake of visual information. a decision as to the next saccade. and saccade execution should occur within 100 msec or so. Nevertheless. this internal effort would seem necessary if recognition were- strictly dependent on the precise retinal
position of each next image. A lax control would
ensure only that the proceeding of the eyes 011er the
text would keep pace with the proceeding of te:<t recognition. As compared to recognition. the eyes should
proceed neither too slowly, which would delay recognition. nor too fast. which would le:~d to an excess of
incomine inforrruuion. The Iauer idea rel:~tes to the
question-of a memory system with a limited capacity,
or span. as it is normally referred to in the literature
on reading. C:~n we decide experimentally whether the

control of reading sacc:-ades by proceeding rex t recognition is of a rather strict or of a rather lax type?
A possible way of dealing with these problems is to
bring timing and extent of eye sacc:-o1des under experimental control. with the aim of finding whether rending is critic::llly dependent on them Unfortunately.
conscious control of eve saccades is insufficient for following instructions
the required rate. However.
wh:~t observers on learn is to maint:lin const:lnt fixation on an indiCilted position. Then it is a mauer of instrumentation to produce as retinal images a series of
text fragments with the required timingnnd shifts. We
constructed an instrument for this. which we called
linestepper. and will refer to such reading as linestep
reading. In linc:step presentation. eye pauses are substituted by line pauses. and saccade extents by line shifts.
The first e.xperiments in linestep reading indiCilted
th:1t both oral reading and silent reading are possible.
be it at a somewhat increased error rdte IBouma and
de Voogd. 1971l This is evidence against the: necessity
of a strict control of individual saccades bv reco2nition
processes. Howe\'er. the renders did not· succeed too
well in keeping their eyes steady :~nd their own saccades interfered with the experiment In the linestep experiments to be presented here. we succeeded in reducing inadvertent eye saccades. This enabled us to c::1rry
out a closer exploration of the rdnges of line p:~uses
and line shifts. within which oral and silent reading are
possible.
For deductions from linestep rending to be applied
to ordinary re-ading. evidence is needed as to the similarity of these two types of rending. Therefore we shall
compare linestep re:1ding to ordinary rending. The comparison includes maximum values of speed and of
retinal shift. and also some indication of the types of
reading errors th:~t occur in the two situations. These
errors concern both word errors and errors of intonation, as both should contain interesting references to
the underlying reading strategies.
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2. \IETHODS

Li11rstep prese11tatio11
At steady fixation of the eye. the linestepper produces a
series of retinal images. similar to those recei\·ed by an eye
which jumps with sac.:ades over a no.rmal text [Fig. llal].
For each prescribed eye pause. the text portion around the
prescribed.fixacion point is typed on a.separace.line. These
lines are aligned in such a way that successive fixation positions are in a vertical line [Fig. lib I). A window leaves one
whole line visible at a lime and quick transportation seeps
of 1he paper over one iruerline discance make the sceady eye
receive the required s.:ries of images at regula1ed inlemlls
[Fig. lie)). Whal the observer sees is a white field with one
line of prinl and cwo fixation marks [Fig. l(d)). The two
relevanl parameters of eye saccades were: (I) saccade e:Uenl:
and 1~1 eye pause duration. Saccade extenl corresponds 10
the e:uent of 1he horizontal shift of each next successive line.
the line shift m. to be expressed in letter spaces. Eye pause
duracion corresponds to the time interval between the
onsets of two successi\·e seeps. 1he line pause duration T. For
praccical reasons. Tis defined as including transportation
time.
Technically. the difficulty of constructing a linestepper is
the repeated rapid transportation of a rather wide sheet of
paper over a precisely prescribed distance. Our first linestepper opera led by means of a con\·erter disc. which transformed a continuous rotation into an intermittent one
(Bouma and !\.tclotte. 1968~ The present linestepper operates with a continuously rotating cylinder which is pressed
against the paper for transportation at a speed of
700 mm sec. For stopping. the cylinder is lifted and simul·
taneously a brake is pressed against the paper. Transportation is triggered from an external counter for which we
used a modular timing unit MTG (Valbro~cht. 196Sl The
stopping signal comes from an internal photocell. which
detects each next marker lirre 1yped at the lefl paper edge.
Stopping is praccic-.llly immediate with a vertical position
accuracy of abou1 1}.5 mm. For the inlerline distance of
1:! mm that we often used. transportalion lasts only aboul
~5 msec.

Te.'Ct
For the text. we aimed at a rather easy Du1ch lex I of sufficienl length to c-.1rry out many experiments wilh differenl
texts of comparable difficulty. We tried to a\·oid difficult
words and literal quotations. We ended up with the novel
Dl! Klritlt' Kruisruurt by Ida Boudier Bakker 11955). Average word length is ~·4 letters or I·~ S\!:ables. average sentence lenglh 9 words. which brings lhe texl into lhe calegory
of rather easy tcxll Flesch 1948). 1:1 th .. murs.: oltne experiment. howe,·er. we nl'liced a number of passages 1ha1 were
subjecci\·ely difficuh beC'Juse of unanlicipated grammatic-o~l
turns. Reading of these passages was treaced just as the readine of the ocher ones.
The texl was 1yped in lineslep fashion wilh an IBM Mpingpong ball- typewricer chrough black carbon tape on long
shcels ofwhice pap.:r. Type face was Courier IO(IBMI with
pronounced serifs. Height of the short letters is 1·95 mm.
extensions. are o-75 mm. Letter width is between 1·4 mm til
and 2·5 mm (m. wL :n a machine spacing of 2·55 mm corresponding to ()-25' \isual angle. We have used the Courier
letter type also in experiments on the recognition of letters
and wordsCBouma. 1971. 1973). Each typed line had a width
of 60 positions. Sin"-e manual preparation of the text is a
precise and time-consuming work. we used computer-generated text of lower print qualicy for pilot experiments.

Prr.~ellttltitm

The face of the linestepper was 35 x 35 em with a horizontal window of 100 x 16 mm through which on.: text line
was visible. Illumination cam.: from two fluorescent white
lamps CS W:33~ producing a luminance of the white face of
400cd;ml. Two red fixation marks were projected just
above and below the line of print in the middle of it [Fig.
l(d)]. Observers had to fixate between the two marks. Viewing distance was 51 em. at which distance I c:m corresponds
to I • visual angle..
Owing to reading habits. it is difficult to keep one's eyes
steady when looking at text As a check on this. the left eye
of the observer was always displayed enlarged on a TV
monitor and recorded on video tape. For this we used i.r.
radiation and an i.r. sensitive camera tube.. Eve saccades
larger than two letter positions could usually be delected;
they were distinguished from head movements by their suddenness.
Since for line pauses above 600 msec or so. eye sa"'C3do:s
tended to occur rather frequently even after suitable training. we have also carried out experiments in which the ,·iewing time of each line of print was restricted by means of
cachistoscopic presentation: after :!00 msec presentation of
each line. the scene was replaced hy a congruent field of
equal brightness. in which no text was present Fixation
marks remained visible. Illumination was by means of instantaneously starting fluorescent lamps. and produc.:d a
luminance !through the split-mirror) of 200 cd m;. The
choice of 200 msec was based on the expectation that any
inadvertent eye saCC'.ldes would take place after this period.
Eye saccades then turned out to be rare.. As time inter\'lll T
we again used the time between the onsets of two line shifts.
thus including the blank incerval and shifting time (see Fig.

n

Ohserl'l!rS
Observers were seven Dutch members of the Institute for
Perception Research-- ages 25-W yr. Four of them were
tested more extensively. They had adequate \ision with
fove".ll acuities abo,·e 1·0. The\· used binocular \ision with
naturo~l pupils. Tho: observer's head was pressed light!~· forwards against a forehead support and temple steadiers
diminished sideward movements.

Prn,·edure
After suitable aligning of the eye monitoring system. the
experimenter scarted the linestepper. lisually. line pause
duro~tion Twas kept constant whereas shift extent m started
at a luw \"Diue and increased by one letter space e\·er~· I0 sec.
While keeping his eyes as steady as possible.. the observer
started with oral reading until the speed got too high. and
continued with silent reading thereafter. He indic-.11ed when
he felt unable to read further because the text was partly
missed. on a subjective criterion.
For comparison. text portions were displa)·ed normally
and read rapidly from the same viewing distance lSi c:ml by
the same observers. both orally and silently. This gave us
values of speed and errors of normal reading. to which linestep reading could be compared. We have abstained from direct comprehension tests. This was decided because of the
rather diffuse notion or-comprehension- which may incorporate many levels of abstraction to which no clear-cut tests
were available !d. Simons. 1971 ~ Also. we knew from pilot
experiments that there was interference between memorizing certain contents of the text and the task requirement of
keeping the eyes steady. and we gave the latter task the
higher priority.
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Fig I. Scheme of linc:step presentation. If. for the text of (althe eyes were to show five pauses separ.ued
by four jumps. the live retinal images would be as typed out in tb~ A window makes only one line visible
at a time: and the linestepper quickly transports the paper o,·er precisely one interline distance (c). The
momentary stimulus field is depicted in (dl. The eyes. which keep fixating between the marks in the window centre. now receive a series of images similar to those of (a). In the present example. line shifts between
successive images arc not constant The type-face Courier 10. UBMI is the one used in the experiments.
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For collecting data on ordinary reading to which
Iinestep reading can be compared. the observers
rapidly re-.1d text portions of !50 words orally and 150
words silentlv. each of which took them about (}5 min.
We measured reading time and counted the number of
eye saccades from the video tape and word errors from
the sound tape. where each mispronounced. omitted or
added word counted as one error. It seemed practical
to use error rate rather than fraction of word errors.
to compare linestep reading. Average saccade extent
was calculated from text leneth and number of forward
saccades. Ranges of these .,;lues are given in Table I.
They are similar to values reported in the older literature !Dearborn. 1906: Hue\'. 1908: Anderson. 1937~
Under the present instr~ctions. silent reading turns
out about 1·5 times as fast as oral reading. The higher
rate of silent reading is reflected both in a decreased
eye pause duration and in an increased saccade extent
Individual data will be given later in direc~ comparison
to linestep reading.

...~- ~ J
25-5

I

. I
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Shift extent

Fig. 2 Linestep reading. Externally determined values of
shift extent m(leuerspaces)and line pause duration T (msec)
where reading occurred. e Or.al reading with reading errors
within limits mentioned in text:() oral reading with reading
errors above limit: 0 silent reading. Intermediate missing
data points indicate too many inadvertent C)e saccades.
Oblique lines arc of constant reading speed of the indicated
values lin lctterspaccsisec~ They have been adapted to the
upper speed limits at the three lower values of pause
duration. separately ror oral and for silent readini- Four
ob~~Crvers. It will be noticed thatlinestcp reading is possible
over an extensive range of parameter \1llui!S.

Linrsrrp rradiny
Figure 2 gives combinations of shift extent m and
line pause duration T where reading occurred with
error rate and inadvertent eye sacc-.1des below the following limits: for or.1l reading (filled symbols) word
errors no more than two per I 0 sec period. corresponding to 12 word errors min. which is about the aver.1ge
error r.1te found for r.1pid ordinary reading. and eye
sacc-.1des per I0 sec p!!riod no more than two for line
pauses T ~ 500 msec and no more than 1/10 of the
number of linestep shifts for line pauses T < 500 msec.
For sil!!nt reading (open symbols) only the eye sacc-.1de keeping their eyes ste-.1dy in the presence of text more
limit could be applied. Half filled symbols indicate or.1l so for long line pauses than for brief ones. The
re-.1ding with l!ye sa~o-cades below the limit. but with observers did not usually notice the tr.ansitions of shift
thr~ or morl! reading errors for the I0 sec period It extent: they were only aware of a gradual increase of
is plausible that silent reading would have been poss- speed
ible at these parameter values. Missing data points in
In Fig. 2. oblique lines of constant speed r
1111T.
a series indicatl! that thl!re were too many eye saccades. which pass through the origin. are more or less repreThe main conclusion from Fig. 2. is that linestep re-t~d sentati\'e or reading limits at brief pause durations.
ing is d!!finitdy possible and that it can occur at widely These lines have been drawn throu2h the a\·era2e
differl!nt values of shift extent and line pause duration. speed limits for the three lower pause dur.uions. The'Se
Apparently. central processing is rather inG.. ~ndent speed limits are between .22 and ~8 letter spaces sec
here of the way in which the information is supplied (.25~310 words/mini for oral linestep reading and
piecemeal. The many missing data points are indica- almost twice as high at between 38 and 61 spaces, sec
tive of the difficulty on the part of the observers in (420-680 words;min) for silent linestep reading. In

=

Table I. Ranges of a\·er.agc values of ordinary reading by seven obser\·crs
Unit
Saccade extent
Eye pause duration
Speed of reading
Error rate

Letter spaces
msec
Lettcrspaces sec
Words. min
Word errorsimin

Oral
reading

Silent
reading

7-9
260-410
18-28
200-310
4-18

9-14
200-290
28-49
31~540
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Table '1. Sp.:ed limits of linestep reading lin lener spaces sec} at brief line pauses.
as .:ompan:d to spec:ds of rapid ordinary reading. 10 spaces sec ~ II 0 words1 min
Orally

416

Silently
Linestep
Ordinary

Observer

Linestep

Ordinary

JA

25

'15

38

RA
HB
NB
SvD
JN
TvR
Average

22
28
21
20
28
21
24

23
28
18
28
25

44

52

32
49
42
28
48
42

48

40

61
40
50

22

24

Table 2. valuc:s of the individual observers are compared to the spc:eds obtainc:d in thc:ir rapid ordinary
reading. For oral reading these limits tum out quite
comparabl:: whereas for silent reading.linestep reading
comes out somewhat faster than ordinary reading.
For long line pauses. maximum shift extents seem to
be about constant at some 20 letter spaces. as far as
data points are available. Quite a few data points had
to be rejected here. because of too many eye saccades.
dependent on the observer. as will be cle-.u from Fig.
2. Therefore. we proceeded by repeating these experiments in tachistoscopic presentation. where each line
of print is replaced by a blank field after 200 msec.
which lasts during 1T-2001 msec. Eye saccades could
now be suppressed much more easily by the observers.
Moreover. the rcmainimz sacc-.1des were concentrated
after the 200 msec period. and could accordingly not
have int1uenced rc:c01mition. Thus. the earlier limits for
the number of eve sa'"Ccades were now easilv met. Data
for tachistoscopic presentation have been. plotted in
Fie. 3. Alone the vertical axis. the factor which varies
is not now p"resentation time of the text. but the blank
period after the 200 msec of text presentation.
It will be noticed that at long line pauses. reading is
more or less limited bv a certain maximum shift extent.
the value of which is hi!Zher for silent readina than for
oral reading. This maximum is reached at line pauses
of -UJ0-700 m~. i.e. at 200 msec of text followed by

0o~...;;;;;=~.o---::-~

Fig. J. Tachistoscopic linestc:p reading. During each line
pause. the text was visible during the first '100 msec. the field
being blank during the remaining ( T-'100) msec. Vertical
lines of constant shift extent m ha\·e been adapted through
the upper shift limits at the three higher values of line pause
duration Oblique lines ha\-e been taken from Fig. '1. to
which the reader is also referred for funher explanation.

Table 3. Limits of shift extent m lin letter spaces I as found in tachistoscopic linestep reading at long line: pauses. as compared to average saccade euent in ro~.pid
ordinary re-o~.ding
Orally
Linestc:p
(tach 1

20-

Slli It exte nr

Observer

(lllllX)

Ordinary
(av)

JA
RA
HB
JN
Avc:ragc:

IJ
IS

8
9

17
1:!
14

8
9

8

Silently
Linestep
(tach)
Ordinary
(max)
(av)

16
19
21
18
18

9

14
12
10
II
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200-500 m~ of a blank field. Table 3 compares estimates of these maximum values to the average saccade
values which we found in ordinary reading.
In separate experiments. in which we determined
histograms of indi\idual saccades in silent ordinary
reading of similar text we found for the present
obsen-ersas the limits below which 97·5 per cent of the
forward saccades fell. an averaee value of 17 letter
spaces or slightly over 4Q visual angle.
The question should .be raised whether the maximum values of shift extent have not been systematically influenced by the tachistoscopic presentation. A
comparision between Figs. 2 and 3 does indeed suggest
that tachistoscopic shift limits are a few letter spaces
lower. In retrospect this is not too surprising. since the
text was invisible during the greater part of the line
pause. and the '<isual iconic store. which is supposed
to preserve a rather detailed version of the retinal image. does so only for a period of a few hundreds of
msec (Averbach and Coriell. 196n
We conclude that the missing data points in Fig. 2
do not reflect limits of recognition processes but rather
the inability of keeping one's eyes steady in the presence of static text The limits of shift extent found in
linestep reading are 1·5-2 times the average values of
saccade extent found in ordinary reading. Since these
limits stem from the tachistoscopic experiment they
are probably a conservative estimate of the maximum
horizontal span of vision in ordinary reading.
Alternating shifts and pause durations
In the linestep experiments described so far. text
pause duration was constant during a session and shift
extent increased by only one space every 10 sec. If central recognition processes are insensitive to parameters
of individual saccades. it should be possible to re-.1d
when parameter values change at every linestep. In
order to test this. we ha.,·e carried out experiments in
which. :u constant pause duration T and average shift
m. successive shift extents alternated between m + 6m
and m - I111L where 6m. starting at zero. increased by
one letter space every 10 sec. Similarly. at constant
shift extent and average speed. line pause duration has
been altema ted between T + 6 T and T- AT. where
6T. starting at zero. increased by I or 2 msec ~"ery
linestep. Presentation was again iachistoscopic
(200 msec~ Both experiments yielded positive results in
that reading turned out to be possible. Figure 4 indicates. for three observers. parameter values where oral
reading occurred within the limits of errors and eye saccades used before. It will be noticed that in case of
alternating large and small shifts. the large values may
exceed those of normal oral linestep reading.
When oral reading bc=came impossible. silent reading was also generally impossible. Upper limits of shift
extent roughly coincide with those in Fig. 3. Alternating text pauses do not quite reach the limits expected
from the foregoing data. The observers did not usually
notice any change in successive shift extents until the
differences became quite large. At alternation between
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Fig. 4. Tachistoscopic linestep reading at alternating values
of shift extent or line pause duration. Horizontal lines: Starting at the values (IlL T). indicaled by the large black
squares. shiCt extent was alternated between (111 + 11n•l and
(m - 41n~L where 11m was increased by one spacing every
10 sec. Vertical lines: starting at the same values (m. TL line
pause duration \lras alternated between (T + An and
(T- An where AT was increased by I or ~ msc:c every
linestep. The left and right c.q. upper and lower small symbols indicate the alternating values where oral reading
ceased. Three obsen·ers.
0

large and small shifts. words were occasionally read
twice. Changes in text pause duration were more
readily noticed: in fact. these could be heard from the
rhythm of the linestepper.
·
Comprelrt•nsion
The observers differed in their estimates of whether
they had understood the meaning of the: text in linestep
reading. A difficulty is that attention is very much
focussed on keeping the eyes steady. Although this
does not interfere with speed of reading. it is likely to
interfere with memorizing. We have little doubt that
some observers followed the general meaning of the
text quite well.
Reading errors: words and intonation
In order to know if linestep reading was indeed similar to ordinary reading. we took a closer look at 108
errors in rapid ordinary reading and 276 errors in
linestep reading. An error here concerned either one
word or a number of con~utive words. and the error
could concern an omission. an insertion. or a substitution. The division is not completely sharp but suffices
for the present purpose of comparing linestep reading
to ordinary reading. Table 4 shows omissions and substitutions to be dominant in linestep reading whereas
in ordinary reading substitutions are dominant Both
omitted and inserted words were almost exclusively
short function words. i.e. words of closed word classes.
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Table:~. Fracrions of word errors in lin.:src:p rC".Jding t.V =
~7bl as .:omparc:d to rapid ordinary reading t.\'
108)

=

Linc:slep r.:ading
Omissions
lnserrions
Subsrirurions
Toral

41 8

Ordinary reading

(}~3

(}(8

(}(6

0·19

(}41

(}63

Jo()()

I-()()

of 2-4 letters in linestep reading. and 2-3 letters in ordinary reading. In linestep reading. many word classes
were involved whereas in ordinary re-ading almost exclusively articles and conjunctions were involved. As to
the omissions in linestep reading. a fraction of at least
O·Ol! (of total errors) were concomitant with breathing
pauses. which was never the case in ordinary reading.
Apparently. there was a lack of time for proper pronunciation. In both types of reading. the pronounced
sentence was usually grammatically correct. except
when many consecutive words were omitted Substitutions differed from omissions and insertions in that
they were spread over all word lengths in both types
of reading. In about 60 per cent of the substitutions.
the pronounced word differed from the stimulus word
by 1-2 letters only. Typically, the pronounced word
was of the same word class as the stimulus word In a
number of substitutions word order only was concc:rnc:d (tr.J.nspositions. linestep reading 0·08. ordinary
reading 0·06 of total c:rrors~ Most pronounced error
words fitted nicc:ly in the local grammatic-al contexL
and usually the pronouncc:d sentence remained correct
grammatic-J.liy if not semantic-J.lly. We did not find differences between the types of substitution in linestep
and in ordinary reading.
These results C'.ln be compared to reading errors in
Dutch as reported by Nooteboom 11969) in continuation of work by Cohen ( 1968~ In these e:tperiments. the
obsc:rvers had to read rapidly unconnected sentences.
without punctuation and capitals. which moved at
constant speed. Nooteboom"s error fractions were (}20
omissions. 0·~5 insertions and 0·55 substitutions. quite
similar to our lindings in rapid ordinary reading of
normal text For English •>!ading errors have ~'en extensivelv anahsea b\' Morton (1964bl and for bilineual
French..:English tex·t as well as for spatially transformed te:tt by Kolers 11966. 1970~ As to the grammaticality of the errors and as to the structural similarity
between substituted words and stimulus words. our
results are in good agreement with the above literature.
As to (sentence) intonation. a difficultv exists in that
there is no generally accepted framework within which
for a certain language intonation errors can be defined
and classified on a one to one basis. If this applies to
ordinary re-J.ding. it applies equally to linestep reading.
This is unfortunate. since a proper analysis of intonation could have provided us with clues as to the evidence on which readers detect a syntactical structure
of a sentence. A promising framework for such an
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approach has been initiated by Cohen and "t Hart
( 19671. and Collier and "t Hart ICollier. 1972~ who analysed sentence intonation of Dutch. Briefly they propose transitions between two levels of voice pitch by
means of rises or falls as the main units for the intonation pattern. These rises and falls are concentrated on
svllables with certain lineuistic functions such as word
siress. in semantically imf,ortant words. On the basis of
this work. we have listened carefully to the intonation
in linestep reading and in ordinary reading. This
revealed many instances of intonational standard
·emergency patterns" ('t Hart and Cohen. 1973~
which. although not incorrect. nevertheless indicated that the reader had insufficiently recognized
the overall structure of the whole sentence. A number
of intonational errors corroborated this conclusion. At
the time of articulatory programming. sentence structure had apparently .been insufficiently understood
This tended to occur more often in Iinestep reading
than in ordinary reading. In instances wtiere overall
sentence intonation was incorrect. certain portions of
the sentence usually had a correct intonation. Many
linestep passages. however, were read with correct sentence. intonation and this seemed to occur particularly
if speed and shift extent were close to usual values for
the particular observers in ordinary reading. h should
be mentioned here that the readers ·were under no intonational instructions. and could perhaps have done
better if it had not been for the fact that the effort to
keep their eyes steady interfered with their reading.
4. DISCl'SSIO!'II

Tile nature of linescep reading
The results leave little doubt that reading of running
text is quite possible in linestep presentation. i.e. with
steady eye fixation and e:tternally controlled values of
pause duration and shift extent of successive retinal
images. In case Iinestep reading had proved impossible. we would have been left with little clues as to how
recognition controls eye saccades. Since we now wish
to apply possible conclusions from the linestep experiment to ordinary reading. there should be discussion
as to what extemlinestep reading and ordinary re-.lding are similar. Of general relevance for this comparison is the finding that in oral linestep reading the
number of word errors was generally low. even if eye
saccades could not fully be suppressed The unnatural
requirement of keeping the eyes steady therefore did
not interfere with reading altogether.
As to oral reading. we differentiate for convenience
(a) the recognition of te:tt words in their correct
sequence (word string reading~ (b) the recognition of
the grammatical (surface) structure of the sentence
(sentence reading) and (c) the recognition of the meaning of the text (comprehension reading).
The largely correct reproduction of word sequences
both in linestep and in ordinary reading formally concerns word string reading in the first place. At roughly
similar error rates. maximum reading speeds were
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similar (Table 21 and most words were pronounced
with corr..:ct l..:xical stress. It is unlikely. however. that
re-.tding of running te:<t c-.tn occur at any speed without
any r..:cognition of sentence structure. For unconnected words. the span of memory has been reported
to be lower than for grc~mmatical word sequences. and
errors in the re-.tdine of unconnected words indicate
that the subjects are ;uing their knowledge of grammar
(Morton. 1964b).
Therefore. in a sense. sentence reading is easier than
word strine readimz bec-.tuse word order and the morphology ofgram~tic-.llly connected words fit the implicit language knowledge of the reader. In our material on oral reading. direct e"idence on the recognition
of sentence structure can be derived from breathing
pauses. and from errors both in pronounced words and
in intonation.
Both in linestep and in ordinary reading. breathing
pauses turned out to be concentrated at the end of sentences or at major constituent boundaries. which indicates that these boundaries were noticed Also. in both
types of re-.tding. pronounced error words usually fitted
in the local grammatic-.tl structure of adjacent words
and often of the whole sentence as well. In word substitutions there was usually a substantial visual correspondence between the pronounced and the omitted
te:<t word. This made it useful to consider substitutions
as a separate class. Omissions and insertions were concentr.tted on short function words. This all goes to
show the similar natures of linestep and of ordinary
sentence re-.tding. However. in linestc:p reading omissions were more frequent and more word classes were
im·olved. Would this conc~rn a ,·isual or a language
neglect"! A reason for a visual nc:glect is the larger shift
extents in linestep re-.tding (often steadily above 10
spuccs. Figs. 2 and 3). as compared to ordinary reading
l<m:rage eight spaces. Table 31: this could well have led
to insullicient perception at the parafo,·e-.tllimits of the
visual recognition tield. Short words coulu be especially vulnerable because in successive line pauses they
could ha \"C remained far from the point of fixation. The
finding that in Jinestep re-.tding the omitted words
belonged to man~· word classes (as compared to only
two word classes in ordinary reading; also points to a
visual rather than a language neglect It seeJTio: likely.
then. that under pressure of time. ilac: ianguage knowledge of the reader did not supplement a number of
short words. which could have been absent as far as
grammar was concerned. Probably. a number of short
words. visually equally vulnerable but grammatically
less dispensable. will have been supplied by the reader
on the basis of the conte:<L The occurrence of grammatical insertions points to the acti,ity of such generative language processes. The incidence of intonational
errors in linestep reading seemed higher than in ordinary reading. This probably reflects the greater difficuhy of the particular external pacing. although a
negative inliuence from the task requirement to keep
the eyes steady c-.tnnot be excluded Taken together,
the evidence is that linestep reading and ordinary rea~-

ing concern at least the same sentence reading processes uhhough linestep reading is somewhat more difficult iflinestep parameters differ from the correspondin!! values of ordinarv reading.
As to comprehension re-.tding. a number of word
substitutions could only have been induced by the
meaning of adjacent words or sentences. Neverthdess.
the task requirement of keeping the eyes steady will to
some extent have interfered with the retention of
meaning.
As to silent re-.1ding. we have to rely hc:re fully on the
internal criteria used by the observers. The tendencies
of maximum speed to be constant at brief line pauses
and maximum.shift e.uent at long line pauses indicate
that these criteria were reasonably constant Moreover. maximum speeds of linestep reading and of ordinary silent reading were about equal (Table 2~ the
slightly higher values of linestep re-.tding being perhaps
due to the pressure of the external pacing.
Therefore we take it that oral as well as silent linestep reading is largely similar to ordinary reading as far
as word string reading and sentence reading are concerned. As to comprehension reading it seems unlikely
that in ordinary reading the comprehension processes
would exert a direct control over individual eve saccades. if word strings and sentences are iniernally
available without such a control.
The conclusion from the linestep experiments then
is that in ordinary reading there is no need of a precise
progr.tmming of each next saccade on the basis of proceeding text recognition and that .central recognition
processes are largely insensitive to parameters of eye
saccades.
Sputiul ~pull ofr~COCJIIitiou ill reading
The present paper concerns the possible control or
individual eye SU:cc-.tdes by recognition processes. Parafoveally perceived information may supply the input
information for such a control. in particular the right
visual field. ahead of fixation. It is therefore of interest
to establish the limits of the visual field within which
text recognition can take place. and known as the (spatial) span of recognition.
There is an extensive literature on the span of recognition in re-c~ding (e.g. Taylor. 1957~ For strings of rc~n
domly chosen letters. the span is much restricted at
four to six letter spaces. for connected text it is much
higher at 15-25 spaces (Erdmann and Dodge. 1898:
Huev. 1908~ For isolated nouns of between three and
six ietters in length. we found correct recognition
above 90 per cent within an area of about 15 spaces
wide and recognition above 50 per cent within about
25 spaces(Bouma. 1973~ If observers have to read text
restricted in view by a window. an upper value has
been found of 25 spaces (Poulton. 1962~ and a lower
one of six to eight spaces (Newman. 1966~ It is certain
that many parameters such as proficiency in reading.
type of text. lay-out. and recognition criteria are of direct influence and that no single v-c~lue for the reading
span c-.tn be given.
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In thl! present experimc:nts. the upper values of shift
extl!nt where linestep reading occurred were on average m11 = 14 spaces orally and m, = 18 sp;rces silently
(Table 3). in eood a2reement with the liter•.llure data.
Because of the tachistoscopic way of presentation.
these values may be a slightly conservative estimate.
We had expected that the maximum shift extents for
oral and for silent re-o~ding would come out at equal
values (Bouma and de Voogd. 197H The higher span
for siknt reading found in the experiments probably
indicates that silent reading proceeds less carefully in
the sense that a lower proportion of words has to be
identified as such. From our experiments on single
word recognition tBouma. 1973) in which the present
observers took part. we derive correct recognition fractions of about (}94 for or.1l reading and (}83 for silent
reading at the present respective field limits. It should.
however. be kept in mind that the word stimuli were
different in the two experiments and the presentation
as well !isolated words in the word experiment and
simultaneous as well as successive words in the reading
experiment. with the concomitant interferences~
Neverthdess. correct oral reading of text seems to
require nearly perfect recognition of each individual
word (reading for reproduction). whereas silent reading proceeds somewhat more loosely treading for
meaning!. However. there is probably considerable
recognition of word properties outside the indicated
limits of the re-.1ding span.
For single words. the recognition field is asymmetric
in that it extends farther riiZht than left of fixation 1M ish·
kin and Forgays. 1952). io an extent of about I' or
four letter spaces (Bouma. 1973~ We found the asymmetry particularly pronounced for longer words. For
portions of text. Huey (19081 has reported such an
asymmetry from single tachistoscopic presentations.
Re;tding through a window in linestep presentation
might demonstrate the asymmetry during true reading.
As to the avera!Ze saccades in ordinarv oral and
silent reading. which were 8 and II spaces respectively
!Table: II. it appears that they take the fo\·e-.1 of the eye
roughly towards thl! limits of the reading span of the
pn:L-cding l!ye pause. if we take the diameters of the
latter as the above 14 and 18 spaces respectively (cf.
Walker. l93Jt.
Til~ 11utur~

of succadl! ,·omrol in rl!udi11y
Since reading is possible in the absence of internal
control or pre-information as to each next retinal imaee. the control of individual saccades in readine c-.m
b~ largely independent of recognition processes.-This
conclusion was already plausible from timing con·
sider.uions. If each next saccade were to be precisely
progro~mmed from fo\'e-.11 and parafoveal information
picked up during the preceding eye pause. the time
available for visual processing and for deciding would
be only 150 msec or so. which would probably be insufficient !Morton. 1964c: Kolers and Lewis. 1972~ As
circumstantial e\idence for this conclusion we may
consider that readers are not aware where their eyes
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fix:ue on the text. Also. in linestep presentation. they
do not notice moderate chanees of shift extent If
readers force themselves either to know what they are
looking at or to direct their eyes to certain text letters.
we found their eye pauses becoming longer by at least
100 msec.
In linestep reading. the visual processing of running
text can proceed over a rather extensive range of linestep parameters. which correspond to eye saccade parameters in ordinary re-.1ding. This leaves much freedom
for the system which controls individual eye saccades.
as far as text recognition is concerned. In fact. this freedom enables us to report on simulation of eye saccades
without resorting to histograms of saccade extent and
of eye pause duration in actual reading.
Now eye saccades cannot be fully independent of
text recognition. which they serve. If the eyes would
proceed faster than recognition. portions of the text
would have to be missed: if slower. recoenition would
have to retard For efficient reading. the-point of fixation should proceed on the average just as fast as
recognition. and for bridging momentary differences
between the eve and the brain. a buffer function has to
be-assumed. For efficient operation. the proceeding of
the eyes over the text should then be under control of
the content of the buffer: an empty buffer should lead
to increase of eye speed whereas a filled buffer should
slow down the eves.
What types or"buffer can be considered for this function? The first to be mentioned is purely passive and
not of a memory type. As already discussed. the span
of recognition in reading was 1·5-2 times as wide as
average sacc-o~de extenL As a result. successive retinal
images show an effective overlap of the order of one or
two words. which is in fact a passive buffer of the same
content. However. this buffer cannot exert any control
functions.
Secondly. a visual short term store might be considered. Initial visual store is probably rather iconic in
a sense that many spatial properties of the retinal image are conserved for a period up to 300 msec or so
(Av~rbach and Coriell. 1961: Averbach and Sperling.
1961: ~eisser. 1967: Vanthoor and Evkman. 197n lf
such a period were to apply in ordinary reading. recognition processes could run behind the eyes up to a similar amount of time without difficultv. However. even
if this did apply. this store would again be of a passive
nature. its content being dependent on the visual input
but not on the recognition outpul It would provide for
flexibility. but not for control. As a matter of fact. the.
300 msec is too high a value in ordinary reading. since
the appearance of the next image starts by immediately
wiping out what is left from the former image. unless
the next image is a blank one (Averbach and Sperling.
1961: Spencer. 1969~ This reduces the time span of the
iconic track during reading to the duration of the eye
pause. which is about 200 msec. At high reading speeds
this corresponds to about two words.
After the disappearance of the iconic track. the
stimulus survives only in a further processed form. For
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efficiency reasons. we assume the required buffer function to be C'o.lrried out at a level where language units
such as morphemes and words have been activated.
The activation has to be presen·ed until the relationships between these units ha\·e been cleared for recognition at a svntactic or semantic level. after which. the
activation of these lower-order. language units should
be stopped immediately. The language units here have
primarily a perceptual function. which might even be
of a visual nature. as advocated by Mackworth (1972~
Since the units represent the internal availability. they
may also be identified with Morton's logogens (1964a.
1970~

The number of momentarily activated .language
units should then provide the external control signal
for the motor system which controls individual eye
saccades. The span of this buffer should be at least a
few words. Errors in oral reading. in which primarily
word order is changed. indicate that two to four words
are simultaneously available for processing.
A classical measure for the amount of text handled
simultaneously by the brain in oral reading is the eyevoice span (Buswell. 19:!0: Fairbanks. 1937; Morton.
1964c: Levin and Kaplan. 1970~ It has sometimes been
measured simply as the amount of text read after making the text suddenly unavailable. In a more sophisticated way. one can simultaneously register the fixation
position of the eyes and the word spoken. Of course.
the point of fixation itself is not the limit of text available to the brain. Genero.~lly. the eye-voice span is
between ()-5 and 1 sec or b.:tween two and five words
with considerable variation. In silent reading. a similar
ey~omprehension span has. been envisaged. but it is
not open to direct measuremenL For the present
theme. a study of regressi\'e saccades might be of particular interest. since the latter will reflect an insufficient recognition of words. of grammar. or of meaning.
The smooth operation of the assumed buffer control
has then apparently broken down. For e."<amplc:. Fairbanks 11937) reported that at regressive sacC'.ldes to
error words. the eye-voice span was greater than average. by some 10 per cent for good readers and as much
as 45 per cent for poor re-o.1ders.
If indhidual reading sacC'o.ldes are not controlled by
text recognition. they are ne\·ertheless individm~lly
controlled The present experiments uiier httle insight
into any motor habits underlying this control. but
regularities of reading saccades have often been
reported !Erdmann and Dodge. 1898: Dearborn. 1906;
Walker 1933). As alre-o.~dy noticed by Dearborn 11906)
and implied by Huey I 19081. this control may well have
a random componenL A\·erage saccade extent will
have to be adjusted to such factors as dimensions of
the text and requirements of the reading task. As an inpuL the control system should take parafoveal information. among other things. for directing the saccade
from the end of one line to the beginning of the next
one. In fact. the presence of text in the right visual field
seems a prerequisite for a normal eye saccade to occur.
This could explain why in the: present experiments

tachistoscopic presentation elicited fewer inadvertent
eye saccades than continuous presentation did. Peripheral search guidance (Hochberg. 1970) may also be
initiated by certain visual properties of texL such as
word length. or wide blank spaces (Abrams and Zuber.
1971~ particularly if these properties can already be
detected a few eye pauses earlier: clearly the properties
with the widest field of recognition will be in the most
favourable position for such an influence. This peri~
pheral search guidance. however. cannot be taken in
ordinary fluent reading to mediate language recognition processes (cognitive search guidance~ as has
sometimes been assumed (Hochberg. 1970: Levin and
Kaplan. 1970~ The time-honoured question. for
example:, whether the eye fintes at all on blank spaces
between words (Erdmann and Dodge. 1898). has lost
much of its flavour. as it already had for Carmichael
and Dearborn (1947~ who concluded that the eve
seemed to have no particular preference for fixating
any special part of a word Even less can linguistic
phrase structure have effect on these indi\idual reading
saccades. as has been advocated by Mehler. Bever and
Carey (1967~
So the.picture emerges of a rather autonomous programme of horizontal eye saccadc:s. which programme
is put into action by the parafoveal presence of text. Its
average proceeding is under control of the content of
a buffer store. probably of a type which contains
several language units such as words (lagogens~ The
routine programme takes parafoveal information as its
second input withouL however. this being essential for
text recognition.
It is an intriguing question whether the loose relationship betv.·een recognition and individual eye saccades in reading can be generalized so as to include
other visual recomition tasks in which e\·e saccades
are involved. whlch are many (scenes. photographs.
faces. pictures~ It seems that the present simulation
techniques can be generalized to investigate this problem.
CO:"iCLl'SIO:"iS

( 1) If successive retinal images of portions of running
text are experimentally controlled. oral as well as silent
reading are possible at speeds and error rates comparable to ordinary reading.
(21 Both oral and silent reading can occur at a large
variety of durations and shifts of successive retinal images. limits being determined by a maximum reading
speed and by a maximum shift extent ( ~ 16 letter
spaces~

(3) Visual text recognition in reading is largely independent of individual eye saccades and vice versa.
(4) Only the average proceeding of the eyes over the
text need be controlled by proceeding text recognition.
(5) It is assumed that this control signal stems from
the content or a butTer store. which preserves a
number of language units such as words until their
syntactic and semantic relationships have: been cleared
for further processing.

Th.: control of eye saccades in reading
Ac/..,,.d,•c/q,·m,•m_,_The: -Analysis-by-Synthesis" approach
in th.: rrcs.:nt \\'Ork has certainly been inspired by the
\\'Ork of Dr. A. Cohen l!t <1/•• in the: phonetic group of our
lnstitut.:. Dr. S. G. :-<otl!eboom helped us in revising an
.:arl~ draft and s.:\·eralof my colleagues at JPO offered useful comment Dr. 1. F. Schouten gave a number of useful
suggestions. among which that of tachistoscopic linestep
pres.:n tation. :\t.:ssrs 1. 1. Andriessen and A. L M. \'all Rens
C'.uri.:d out part of the .:xp.:rim.:nts.
t;~k.:n
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Resumt--Pendant Ia lecture d"un texte. les series d"irnages n!tiniennes sont determinees par Ia position
et Ia duree des fixations des yeux. II s'agit de sa voir si les saccades oculaires nCccssitent un programme
individuel sur Ia base de Ia reconnaissance en cours du texte. Nous avons tente de controler experimentalem.:nt les sciried d'images retini.:nnes pour sa\·oir si Ia lecture est possible a\·ec une determination e1uerne
de Ia suite des images retiniennes. Dans ces conditions. Ia lecture tant orale que silencieuse est possible
nee d.:s \itesses semblubles il Ia lecture ordinaire. La duree et le deplacement des sequences d"images
nitiniennes ne sont pas critiques. On suggere que seulement les mouvements moyms des yeux sur le texte
sont con troles par Ia reconnaissance du texte.
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Zusammenfassung-Beim Lesen cines Te:ues wird die Folge der Netzhautbilder durch Lage und Dauer
der AugenJhation bestimmt. Die Fragen dabei ist. ob die Saccauen individuell entsprechend dem fonsch·
reitendem Erkennen des Textes programmierl sein miissen. Wir versuchten. die Folge der Nc:tzhautbilder
experimentell zu kontrollieren. um festzustellen. ob Leben auch moglich isL wenn diese extern bestimml
wird. Unter diesen Bedingungen ist sowohllautes als auch stilles Lcsen mit ahnlicher Geschwindigkeil
wie beim normalen Lesen moglich. D-o~uer und Wechsel aufeinanderfolgender Netzhautbilder waren nicht
kritisch. Es wird angenommen. dass durch das Erkennen des Textes nur die miulere Augenbewegung kontrolliert werden muss.

PeJJOMe-npH 'ITeHHH TeKCTa cepHII peTHHana.HWX H3o6palKCHHA ODpe!lenJIJJaC:a. DDnOlKCHHeM H
.llJUITCJJa.Hoc:n.IO ciiHJCCaUHil rJlllla. J.aeca. BOlHHIIICT npo6neMa-HaCKOna.KO taiCICallH'ICCKHe llBHliCeHHJI
rnaJa H)'liC:laiOTCJI B HMliHBHJI}'aJibHOM nporpaMMHpoaaHHH Ha OCHOBaHHH npouecca ODOlHaHHJI
TeKCTa. Mw nonldTanHC& a~oowaan cepHIO PCTHHan&H&IX Hlo6pallteHHA npK lKCnepHMeHTan&HOM
XOHTpone, .:UUI TOrO '1To6W ytTBHOBHTI>, MOliCeT :JK DpoKCX04KT& 'ITeHHe, ec:nH nocne.ayJOWHe
Hlo6pal!CCHHJI HI CCT'IBTKe OOpe.llenJIIOTC:ll HlBHe. 8 lTHX )'C.10BHJIX KaK rpo~xoe, TBK H TKXOe
'ITCHHe, HBCKOn&KO BOlMOliCHO, HC:KniO'IanOC&, npH TOA CKOpDCTH, ICOTopaJI 6wna 6nKJICB 06&l'IHOA
CICOpOCTH npK 'ITeHHK • .Ll.1KTC.1&HOCT& H C:MeWeHHe noc:nelJO&aTenbH&IX Hl06pallteHHli Ha CeT'IaTJCe
He 6&JnOKPKTH'ICCKHM. Yc:TaHoaneHo, uo Ton&JCoycpelJHeHnoenoae.:IeHHe rna1a npH 'ITeHHH TeJCc:Ta
ICOHTponHpyeTCJI )'lHBBaHHeM TeKCTB.
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WORD RECOGNITION AND LETTER RECOGNITION:
toward a quantitative theory for the recognition of words of three letters
H. Bouma and D.G. douwhuis

introduction

This paper deals "ith the understanding of processes involved in visual word
recognition. Earlier experiments on letter and word. recognition in eccentric vision
(Bouma, 1973) had indicated certain correspondences between letter recognitions
from unpronounceable strings and letter counts from recognized words.
Starting from these indications, we made two assumptions about processes which might
lead from recognition of letters to recognition of words, including both correct
and incorrect recognitions.
Here we present not only some of the earlier evidence, but also the two basic
assumptions and compare certain theoretical predictions with the outcome of the
earlier experiment on word recognition. The theory can be seen as an addition to
~lorton's logogen model (~lorton, 1969) and as a restricted version of Rumelhart
and Siple's (1974) theory in a somewhat more natural test situation.
earlier relations between letter scores in words and in strings

The earlier experiments (Bouma, 1973) related to two types of recognition in
eccentric vision: word recognition and letter recognition.
Dutch words (3-6 letters) were presented for 100 ms at a number of retinal eccentricities. Average fractions of correct and incorrect recognitions as well as
responses "illegible" ·are indicated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Average response scores
for Dutch word stimuli as a
function of retinal eccentricity.
Word lengths 3-6 letters, presentation time 100 msec. Note the
high fraction of incorrect words,
mostly existing Dutch words, and
the higher correct scores in the
right visual field. From Bouma,
1973.
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Note the well-known advantage of words in the right visual field and the high
fraction of incorrect responses. The great majority of incorrect responses were
existing Dutch words. At the time we were particularly interested in the role of
the initial and the final letters of these words. Therefore, in all responded
words, we counted the correctly reported initial and final letters. It cannot, of
course, he inferred that these correctly reported letters had been correctly perceived, since their presence can have heen derived from other information in the
stimulus words. We therefore carried out another type of experiment, in which
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subjects recognized initial and final letters from unpronounceable letter strings,
in which lengths and letter distributions were similar to those in the word recognition experiment. It was assumed that the letter string experiment gives us the
perception proper of the particular letters. In Fig. 2 it can he seen that letter
counts in word
are indeed higher than letter scores from strings.
Fig. 2. Average correct scores
of initial and final letters as
a funct;on of retinal eccentricity. Large symbols: letter counts
in word responses to word stimuli;
s~all symbols: counts of letter
responses to unpronounceable
strings. Note the higher counts
from word responses and the similar trends for the two types
of experiment. From Bouma, 1973.
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The difference between the two was called "completion" because it is a measure of
the contribution of the other word properties to the correct reporting of particular
letters in words. Recently, we added the recognition of the central letter to
the letter recognition experiments from unpronounceable strings of three letters.
In the results, a number of correspondences turned up between letter counts in
word responses and letter recognitions from strings: (1) Both left and right of
fixation, outward letters farthest from the fovea had higher scores than inward
letters closest to the fovea. (2) Differences between left and right field were
similar in the two counts (Fig. 2). Possible reasons for these somewhat peculiar
results, which also hold good for each of the four stimulus lengths separately,
have been advanced in Bouma (1973). (3) Correct scores for individual letters in
the two experiments showed a clear relation (Fig. 3, upper data), (4) as did the
number of times that a letter was incorrectly responded (Fig. 3, lower data). Thus,
certain phenomena observed in letters in word responses already existed when letter
responses to unpronounceable strings were considered.
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Fig. 3. Scatter diagram relating,
for individual letter scores in
word recognition, to scores from
unpronounceable strings •
Upper right: correct letter
scores.
Lower left : sum of incorrect
reports of a letter.
Averages over four retinal
positions4
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The experimental correspondences are sufficiently striking to provide a basis for
the hypothesis that the recognition of letters proper is a direct contributory factor to
word recognition and that higher letter scores in words are due to redundancy effects.
We shall now work out such a possible relationship quantitatively, confining both
theory and data to words and strings of three letters.
theoretical model

Correct and incorrect letter scores for individual letters from unpronounceable
strings, for initial, middle and final letter of the string separately, formed the
data base of the model. Thus, for each of the four retinal positions considered,
there were three different confusion matrices of letters. Given a certain stimulus
of three letters, say lap , we selected in the above matrices the rows (correct +
incorrect response fractions) for 1--, -a-, and --p.
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The next step was to develop combination rules for arriving at probabilities of
all possible response combinations. The first assumption was that the responses for
each of the three letter positionscombined independently and that the probability of
a certain response combination w~s the product of the ~espective entries in the
matrices; for example the probability of the response combination iag p(iagJlap)=
p(i--11--). p(-a-J-a-). p(--gJ--p). Since many entries in the matrices will be zero,
the total number of response combinations will be far less than the maximum value
of 26 3 • Response combinations will to some extent be words, but mostly pronounceable
or unpronounceable non-words, and their probabilities add up to a value of 1 .o.
Fig. 4 gives a simplified scheme, in which only two possible responses were assumed
for each stimulus letter, giving 2 3 = 8 response combinations.
The second assumption makes a sharp distinction between words and non-words, such
that all non-word letter combinations are excluded by means of a weighting factor
zero, whereas all words are retained, their probabilities being allotted a common
weighting factor. This transformation factor is not a free parameter, since it is
determined by the requirement that, for each stimulus, word-response probabilities
add up to 1.0. The assumptionof a commonweighting factor for a selection (i.e.
words) of all possible responses (i.e. all letter combinations), is in fact the
application of the Constant Ratio Rule (Clarke, 1957: Luce, 1959).
In order to carry out the corresponding calculations, we composed a list of existing
Dutch words of three letters out of two existing counts, supplemented by our linguistic intuition. We arbitrarily excluded names and abbreviations, ending up with
519 existing words.
The results of the calculation, given a particular stimulus word, was a list of
possible word responses each with its response probability.
Thus the word recognition experiment was predicted fully and quantitatively on the
basis of the letter string experiment and two basic assumptions.
Assumptions and calculations were taken to reflect processes in an observer who
forms word responses by independently combining perceived letter characteristics,
and has only existing Dutch words available as responses.
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Fig. 4. Calculation scheme of the theory. Schematic example in which only two
possible responses are assumed for each stimulus letter.

prediction of and experiment on word recognition compared
Since the model concerned word responses of three letters only, we leave out of
account the 8!1 of responded words of different length.
Fig. 5 compares prediction and experiment as to average fractions of correct words
(SO words, 11 subjects) at four retinal positions. Predicted values were of the
right order of magnitude, but systematically lower by about 0.08. The left~right
differences were predicted correctly.
Average fractions of correct letters in correct + incorrect word responses are
compared in Fig. 6, completion turning up as the difference between correct fractions
from st1~ngs ( T) and correct fractions in word responses (predictions o, experiments • ). Trends were succesfully predicted, predictions falling short by only
0.02 on the average.
Finally, distributions of correct and intorrect words were considered. 7\ of experimentally responded words have a probability less by 10-~ than predicted. As to
the other responses, the aim was to find out how the experimental word-response
distribution related to the set of predicted responses. To this end, we assigned
response words to classes, according to predicted probability, each class comprising
a factor of 110 in predicted probability.
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Y
indicate experimental
letter scores from unpronounceable strings, serving as
input to the model.
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For one eccentricity, Fig. 7 compares prediction to experiments with respect to
summed numbers within these classes. The fit was satisfactory, except perhaps for
the highest class, which consisted, almost exclusively, of correct response words.

discussion
Despite the simplicity of the model, predictions were sufficiently close to make
discussion useful.
As to correct word scores, predictions fell short of results by some 0.08. We would
suggest that this is due in part to the primitive way we accounted for differences·.
in response availability. If a smaller set of words were used in the calculations,
higher correct scores would be predicted, provided the stimulus words belonged to
this vocabulary. For a further investigation of this factor, a general frequency
count would probably reflect response availability inadequately and a direct
experimental access to the vocabularies of the subjects would be required.
Left-right differences in correct scores were predicted closely. The implication
would seem to be that this traces back to a better recognition of the component

Fig, 7. Comparison of experiment and theory as to division
of response words over classes
of predicted response probability. Summated response frequencies within each class are
plotted for four eccentricities •
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letters in the right visual field. Knowledge of words, as well as their availabilities, could then be assumed to be equal in the portions of the brain serving the
right and the left visual fields. The advantage of the left cerebral hemisphere,
to which the word advantage of the right visual field is usually ascribed, should
then be located at or before the level of letter recognition, which is lower than
commonly assumed.
Predictions of correct letter fractions in correct + incorrect words were close to
the experimental values, thus adding strength to the proposed explanation of the
completion effect. This is true, despite the fact that correct word fractions were
predicted too low, incorrect word responses apparently making up for it. Possibly,
regularities of letter distributions in Dutch words, which are implicit in the word
list, played a part here.
The comparison between predictions and experiments with respect to individual
correct and incorrect response words can be considered as the most critical test
of the theory. The comparison which we can offer here is inadequate for two
reasons at least, due to the fact that the experiments had been set up for a different purpose.
First, the data base suffered from not having enough definitely incorrect responses.
Second, the stimulus words were presented once only to eleven subjects, which made
us use pooled data rather than individua1 response words. An experiment directed
towards testing the theory more extensively is in preparation.
Finally, we would like to emphasize the role played by global features in word
recognition. Although the model was based on letters, global factors were involved
in two different ways. First, correct perception of letter position within the word
or string was tacitly assumed, letter position being a global factor. Second, the
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model took for granted all interactions between letters preceding the level of
letter recognition,
As a final remark, extending the model to longer words would require a more comprehensive consideration of global factors.

summary
A simple theory is described on quantitative predictions about correct and incorrect
word recognitions (three letters only) based on (a) correct and incorrect letter
recognitions and (b) a list of (Dutch) words of three letters, The theory has no
free parameters. Predictions are compared with earlier experimental data on word
recognitions at two eccentricities right and left of fixation.
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Visuele maskeringen in het leesproces
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Het lezen vormt een ment:r.le activiteit, die zodanig in het brein is ingeslepen, dat deze
vrijwd automatisch vcrloopt. Valt ODS oog op Nederlandse tekst, dan kunnen we haa.st
nic:t nalaten deze tekst ook te lc:zc:n, dat wil zeggen de inhoud ervan tot ODS re Iaten
doordringen. Dat lezen als vanzc:lf vc:rloopt, wil nog nice zc:ggen dar de processc:n die c:r
aan ten grondslag liggen eenvoudig zijn. Er vindt voortdurend een omzetting plaats van
de: min of mc:er willc:kc:urige grafischc: configuratic:s naar oppc:rvlakkige of diepe bc:tc:kenissen. Daarvoor is tcnminste nodig dat de lezer een impliciete kennis heeft van allerlei
codc:ringen, die aan de tekst in de desbetreffc:nde taal ten grondslag liggen.
Het vermoeden dat aan lezen ingewikkdde processen ten grondslag liggen, wordt
bevestigd door de moeilijkheden, die cr optteden wanneer de: lezer onvoldoc:nde bekend
is met de in de tc:kst vervatte codes. Hc:t lezen van een vreemde taal waarmee de lezer
onvoldoende verttouwd is, is c:en voorbedd. Ec:n andc:r voorbedd wordt gevondc:n in bet
leren lezen, een proces dat vde jaren in beslag neemt ook bij diegenc:n, die zeer goede
lezcrs worden, en waarbij ved kinderen ook grote moeilijkheden ondc:rvinden. Noch
voor de goede, noch voor de slc:chte lezer kunnen we de bij het lezen opttedende processen
specificeren, al geeft de opleving van bet onderzoc:k ernaar van de laatste tien jaar goede
hoop op wezenlijke vorderingen.
Het onderzoek naar leesprocessc:n wordt van tenminste twee kanten aangepakt. De
bc:nadc:ring van de taalpsychologie. richt zich vooral op de vra.ag hoe de bc:tc:kenis van
woorddden, woorden, zinnen en teksten bij de lezc:r wordt opgeroepen en welke rol
hierbij gespedd wordt door berekenisassociaties en grammaticale rdaties. De bc:nadering
van de kant van de visude pcrceptie vraagt naar de: sruurprocessen van de oogbewegingen,
bet hc:rkennen van lett~rs en woorden, CD bet tOt een gebed worden. van de onregelmatige· .:_
informariesttoom, die via her netvlies bet brein binnc:nkomt. De caalpsychologische en de
visude benaderingen behoren elkaar natuurlijk aan te vullen. Bij bet onderzoek kan men
zich speciaal rich ten op goede ervaren lezers of men kan speciaal aandacht gc:ven aan de
ontwikkding van bet leesproces. Van het onderzoc:k aan leesprocessen mag men in de:
toekomst bijdragen verwachten voor bet oplossen van allerlei praktische .vragen, die
thans noodgedwongen uitsluitend op basis van prakrijkervaring moeten worden aangepakt. Voorbedden vindt men in bet leesonderwijs en in spdlingsvragen.
In dc:ze bijdrage bc:naderen we her leesproces vanuit het gezichtspunt van de visude
waametning. We kunnen de probl~tic:k dan in drie stukken opdelen:

a. Oogbewegingen.
Bij her lezen springen de: ogen over de tekst, waarbij ze tdkens gedurc:nde korte
periodes van ongeveer y seconde stilstaan om daama weer zec:r mel naar ec:n volgend
rustpunt te springen, dat ongevecr 8 letters vcrdcr ligt (fig. r).
Deze oogsprongc:n hebben tot op zc:kere hoagte een automatisch karakter, waarmee
we bc:doden dat er vennoedelijk niet voor dke oogsprong een precies stuursignaal
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J

vanaf de hogere begripscentra behoeft te komen. We bedoelen er niet mee dat de
oogbewegingen geheel onafhankelijk zouden zijn van de tekst.

b. Het zien tijdens een enkele oogpauze.
De eigenlijke opname van de tekst vindt plaats gedurende deze oogpauzes. Het is
hierbij van belang te bedenken dat de visuele waameming zich hier niet beperkt tot
bet punt waar de ogen precies op gericht zijn maar zich ook uitstrekt tot een borizontaal gebied daaromheen. We raken bier een interessante vraag omdat het gezichtsvermogen van bet blikpunt naar de zijkant mel ameemt.

c. Het Iaten samenkomen van de tijdens de oogpauzes opgenomen informatiebrokken tot een
vloeiend geheel.
Hierbij wordt een belangrijke fimctie ingenomen door een werkgeheugen, waarin de
herkende woorden korte tijd worden vastgehouden en samengevoegd. Ook spelen
allerlei grammaticale en betekenisverbanden een rol, zodat er een overlapping plaatsvindt met de benadering vanuit de taalpsychologie.
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Deze opdeling in drieen is bedoeld om tot vruchtbare researchvragen te komen en wil
helemaal niet suggereren, dat de bedoelde processen onafhankdijk van elkaar verlopen.
In .het nu volgende beperken we ons grotendeels tot de informatie die in een enkele
oogpauze wordt opgenomen.
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Een eerste vraag is hoe ver links en rechts van het blikpunt nog woorden kunnen worden
herkend. Om een grootte-orde te bepalen kunnen we proberen eens even heel precies
naar eenzelfde letter in een rcgel te blijven kijken, en ons te realiseren hoe ver van dit
punt we nog woorden kunnen herkennen. Vermoeddijk komt u hierbij tot de conclusie
dat er maar een klein gebiedje rondom het blikpunt is waar u scherp kunt zien. Figuur 2
geeft experimented bepaalde herkenningsscores voor woorden. Een klassieke en goed
gestandaardiseerde manier om gezichtsvermogen te meten, is de gezichtsscherpte. Hierbij
worden bepaalde Standaardvormen gebruikt, die steeds kleiner worden gekozen tot bepaalde details niet meer kunnen worden waargenomen. Om deze methode in het zijdelingse blikvdd toe te passen, moeten we ervoor zorgen dat de vormen slechts kort worden
aangeboden, zodat we er niet direct naar kunnen kijken. A1s we nu deze zelfde proef
herhalen met letters uit het alphabet in plaats van standaardvormen, komen we tot herkenningsscores, die ongevcer voorspelbaar zijn uit de gemeten gezichtsscherpte. Klaarblijkdijk is de gezichtsscherpte een adequate maat voor het herkennen van losstaande
letters in het zijdelingse blikveld.
Toch is hier een bdangrijk probleem. De grootte van bet horizontale perceptievdd
voor letters dat we uit deze experimenten aBeiden, is aanzienlijk groter dan de eerdere
schatting van het perceptieveld voor woorden. Meer precieze experimenten over woordFiguur
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herkenning in het zijddingse blikvdd bevestigen deze conclusie. ·In het zijdelingse blikveld
is het herkennen van losstaande letters lclaarblijkdijk niet representatief voor het herkennen van woorden.
Nu zijn vanuit taalpsychologisch standpunt woorden zoved interessanter dan letters,
dat de gedachte voor de hand ligt dat de onverwacht slechte woordherkenning iets te
maken zou hebben met de betekenis van de woorden. Het is dan evenwd wat vreemd
dat de woordherkenning slechter is dan de herkenning van aparte letters, terwijl men juist
zou verwachten dat de woordherkenning beter zou zijn. Nadere experimenten tonen aan
dat een verklaring in deze richting dan ook niet de juiste is. Het blijkt namelijk dat letterreeksen die geen woorden vonnen ook zeer slecht worden herkend in het zijdelingse
blikvdd. De herkenning van een enkele letter wordt zelfs al aanzienlijk bemoeilijkt nu er
een of t\vee andere letters direct naast gelegen zijn. Deze letters oefenen dan een maskerende werking op elkaar uit, waarvan figuur 3 een demonsttatie geeft en figuur 4 een meting.
Deze maskerende wisselwerkingen hebben een aantal interessante eigenschappen, die
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we op basis van de zijdelings afnemende gezicbtsscherpte in bet geheel niet zouden kunnen
voorspellc:n. Zonder er in detail op in te gaan, noemen we bier:
a. de maskerende interacties zijn bijzonder sterk en kunnen de borizontale diameter van
bet perceptieveld voor letters wd terugbrengen tot een kwan van de origemaskeerde
waarden;
b. de maskerende werking strekt zich uit over vrij grote afStandcn. Zo kunncn letters
die door een spatie gescheiden zijn en ook letters van dichtbijeengelegcn regels elkaar
nog hindercn;
c. de maskercnde werking strekt zich vooral uit naar bet blikpunt toe. Merkwaardigerwijs worden letters die dichter bij bet blikpunt liggen soms dus sterker gemaskeerd
dan letters die verder weg liggen;
d. er zijn aanwijzingen dat de maskeringen links van bet blikpunt en rechts van bet
blikpunt niet gelijk zijn: met name zou er in bet rechter blikveld wat minder maskering zijn. Deze zou misschien verband kunnen bouden met de leesrichting, die van
links naar rechts is.
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Terzijde zij opgemerkt dat maskcringen van deze soort bepaald niet aileen bij letters
voorkomen. Ook van allerlei andere visuele vormen is de laatste jaren bekend geworden
dat ze elkaars waarneming sterk. bemoeilijken. Het ziet er naar uit dat er in het zijdelingse
blikvdd een vedheid van onderlinge maskeringen van objecten kan optreden, waarvan
de eigenschappen nog grotendeds onbekend zijn. In het dagelijks !even zijn er natuurlijk
heel veel situaties waarin er in het zijddingse blikvdd vele voorwerpen aanwezig zijn.
Willen we dit soort praktische kijksituaties begrijpen, bijvoorbeeld a1s we iets zoeken,
of in het verkeer, dan zullen deze maskeringen ved meer aandacht moeten krijgen van
de onderzoekers dan tot dusverre het geval is.
Gaan we nu terug naar het lezen, dan moeten we de vraag nog beantwoorden of de
woordherkenning in het zijdelingse blikveld nu begrepen kan worden vanuit de maskeringen tussen de letters. Om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden moeten we een
precies inzicht hebben hoe de woordherkenning afhangt van de herkenning van de
samenstellende letters. Voor woorden van drie letters hebben we inderdaad zo'n kwantitatieve theorie ontwikkeld, die op basis van de letterherkenning enerzijds en een bij de lezer
bestaande kennis van woorden anderzijds, de uitkomst van woordherkenningsexperimenten bevredigend kan verklaren.
Naast de ruimtelijk werkende maskering bestaat er ook ecn maskerende werking
tussen bedden die elkaar in de tijd opvolgen. Aangezien tijdens het lezen de beelden
op het netvlies elkaar ongeveer 4 x per seconde opvolgen, is het heel goed denkbaar dae
deze in de tijd werkende maskeringen eveneens ecn beperkende werking hebben op de
herkenning tijdens de oogpauze. Indien die hee geval zou zijn, zou die een mogelijk
antwoord kunnen verschaifen op de vraag:waarom de ogen bij het lezen slechts ongeveer
4 x per secondc verspringen en niet bijvoorbeeld 10 x. Deze problematiek is op het
ogenblik in nader onderzoek.

Figuur 5
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Op basis van de vermelde gegevens kunnen we nu een schatting maken van de groottc
van het horizontale perceptieveld voor woorden tijdens de oogpauzes van het lezen.
Figuur 5 geeft hiervan een indruk. We zien dat het perceptieveld voor woorden zich
verder uitstrekt naar rechts dan naar links en dat het in zijn totaliteit een omvang heeft
van zo'n drie woorden. Deze schattingen zijn in overeenstemming met wat in de laatste
tijd uit andersoortige experimenten ook bekend is geworden. Interessant is dat de perceptievelden van opeenvolgende oogpauzcs elkaar aanzienlijk overlappen. Hieruit zou
volgen dat elk woord van de tekst niet eenmaal maar tenminste tweemaal zou worden
gezien tijdens het lezen. Dit zou evenwel moeilijk te rijmen zijn met de observatie dat
we bij het lezen elk woord slechts eenmaal lezen. Voordat we deze schijnbare tegenstrijdigheid kunnen oplossen, zullen we eerst veel meer moeten weten over het verloop
in de tijd van allerlei herkenningsprocessen.
De hierboven genoemde experimenten zijn steeds met geoefende lezers uitgevoerd.
Een aantal van deze experimenten hebben we evenwel ook uitgevoerd met kinderen in
de leeftijd van ongeveer I I jaar, waarbij we een groep leeszwakke kinderen van een
L. O.M.-school vergeleken hebben met een groep kinderen van een normale basisschool.
Figuur 6 toont aan dat er belangrijke verschillen in woordherkenning bestaan tussen de
hieraangeduide groepen proefpersonen.
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Nu het leesproces weer op allerlei.manieren in de intemationale research-belangstelling
staat, zijn er al positieve resultaten aan te wijzen. Dit heeft reeds geleid tot een toegenomen
inzicht in bepaalde leesproc~en. Bovendien kunnen bepaalde researchaanvragen thans
veel scherper worden gesteld. Hoewel bet bier zuiver wetenschappelijk onderzoek betreft,
zijn er aanknopingspunten zichtbaar, die in een wat verdere toekomst kunnen bijdragen
tot oplossingen voor praktische problemen.
H.BOUMA

Instituut voor Perceptie
Onderzoek (IPO), Eindhoven
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Visual Search and Reading:
Eye Movements and Functional
Visual Field: A Tutorial Review
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Herman Bouma
Institute for Perception Research /PO
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Visual search is concerned with processes for fmding specified objects of unknown position. At :my given moment the retinal fovea deals with only a narrow cone of visual space outside the eye. Therefore, the fovea has to be guided
to the position of interest. I tis one of the functions of eccentric vision, outside
the fovea, to provide such guidance. Eccentric vision, in particular the size of
the functional visual field, and control of the line of sight by head and eye
movementS are therefore basic to an understanding of search.
If, arbitrarily, head movements and moving objects are excluded from consideration, eye movements are restricted to jumps (saccades) that are separated
by eye pauses. Since the jumps are quick, useful vision occurs during eye pauses
only. Vision is then based upon a series of quasi-stationary retinal images which
are shifted a few times each second. These basic facts lead to the following
rather straightforward division of research problems in visual tasks: (1) vision
from a brief stationary image, (2) the control of eye saccades, and (3) the integration of successive images into one continuous visual impression. Of course,.
the relations between these three separate types of process have to be established
as well.
The aim of the present contribution is to show that this view has led to
fruitful research aimed at understanding both visual search and reading. The
approach is advocated for further studies of visual activities.
1. Studies on vision from brief stationary images have to concentrate on
eccentric rather than on foveal vision, and on presentation durations representative of eye pause durations. They should also preferably concern structured
rather than homogeneous visual fields or backgrounds. The latter distinction
is of importance because of the strong adverse interactions between neighboring objects. which prevent studies with homogeneous backgrounds from being
representative of many conditions in daily life. These lateral interferences are
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specific in the sense that certain stimulus properties interact selectively among
each other over relatively long retinal distances. Although the interactions may
extend not only in space but in time as well. the lateral interferences probably
limit the functional visual field more than the effects of backward and forward·
masking.
2. Control of eye saccades is a difficult research problem in its own right.
There is a wide range of processing levels where eye guidance may originate.
A preliminary division might distinguish between (a) semiautonomous guidance
by motor routines; (b) sensory and perceptual guidance by visual. auditory,
and tactual objec.ts and; {c) cognitive guidance by knowledge and expectation
on as many different levels of complexity as one might wish to distinguish,
including individually unique factors. These levels should be seen as cooperating
rather than as being mutually exclusive. Indeed. eye s:~ccades may reflect the
complexities of man himself. Now that eye monitoring equipment is more
generally available. the task of research might be to peel off from reality reduced situations in which relatively simple and amenable types of control
appear dominant.
3. On the integration of visible information from successive images. some
data exist that suggest that the visual system does not need advance information
on eye saccades in order to integrate perceptually the incoming information.
Some preliminary evidence suggests that eccentric recognition may sometimes
be slower than foveal recognition, so that the internal recognition process may
not always be all that successive.
Applications of the above research questions to processes of search and of
reading are demonstrated.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The main theme of this study is how ordinary vision is achieved via retinal
images that shift a few times each second. These quick shifts occur when searching for new objects of unknown position. when reading. and in fact in the majority
of situations in daily life where we are exploring or just looking around. It has
been said that the decision most often made in one ·s life is where to look next
(Mackworth. 1965) - an estimate would be about a hundred-thousand times a
day - and this calls for a certain automaticity of control. The present study
concentrates not only on "where to look next" but also on "what is seen at
present.'' and on the remarkable notion that continuous, detailed vision is based
on irregularly jumping retinal images.
To approach the subject analytically, we shall enter a few areas that until
recently were largely .. terra incognita". Quite a few of these remain, but a few
isles of well-documented results stand out, where the dawn of insight now il·
luminates a somewhat entangled research situation. What I shall try to do here
is to map out the known and to explore the adjoining unknown, while concentrating on questions open to adequate experimental coverage.
The problem may be briefly sketched as follows. In reading, in visual search,
in visual inspection, and in visual exploration, the eyes are steady for periods of
200-800 msec, after which they rotate quickly towards a new steady position.
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During the eye saccades there is no useful vision. and the continuing interest of
researchers in why we do not see in the 25 msec in which the retinal image
moves very fast I seems to skip a question more relevant to this paper, i.e., what
we see from 300 msec of a steady retinal image. Over the visual field, visual
information processing is not homogeneous, and we shall ask as a first question
how far from fixation relevant objects can be seen. The answer will be shown to
depend closely not only on the position of the target within the visual field. but
also on the presence of objects other than the target. We then have to discuss
processes that determine the size of the functional visual tield in search and in
reading (Part 1).
The processing of spatial information from areas outside the line of sight
is rather limited. Although most of the visual field is covered by eccentric vision.
vision is not limited proportionally because of eye saccades that bring the line
of sight dose to relevant objects. These eye saccades are under sophistk:lted
control. In and around the line of sight. the visual system carries out detailed
and elaborate visual processing of spatial information. and visual attention is
usually directed near the line of sight.
Since the fovea covers only 3 square degrees out of the roughly 10.000 square
degrees of the visual field. foveal vision is of little use unless guided toward
directions of visual interest. This guidance can be provided by a great many
sources and is executed by the head and eye-movement motor systems that
thereby determine each successive retinal image. We shall not further discuss
head movements.· which come into play for rotations of the line of sight of over
30° or so (Sanders, 1963 ).
·
The second question to be asked therefore concerns the ways in which eye
movements are controlled. and we shall not deal with smooth pursuit movements
but shall restrict the discussion to eye saccades (Part 2).
Let us imagine that we know both what is seen from one tixation and what
each next retinal image is going to be. A remaining research task would then
be to understand the integration of vision from these successive images into the
stable impression of the outside world that we experience. The processing of
visual information continues after the retinal image has disappeared. The processings of successive retinal images therefore overlap in time and give rise to
interactions of many types - the notion of continuity refers to one such interaction. Leaving interactions from sensory modalities and of a cognitive
nature other than visual out of account here, our third question will inquire into
timings and interactions of assumed visual information processing as evolving
from successive retinal images (Part 3). Because of a lack of both experimental
evidence and explicit theories, this last topic can be dealt with only briefly.

!Maximum speeds can be of the order of 400 deg/sec, depending on saccade extent. The
quickly moving image is processed by the retina. which has an integration time oi about 30
msec, depending on adaptation level (Roufs, 1972).
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The division of problems of search and of reading into ( 1) recognition from a
steady presentation, (2) eye saccade control, and {3) central integration including interferences of successive images, defines separate research problems but not
independent visual processes. Thus, the retinal image is dependent on the momentary line of sight, which in tum depends on earlier visual information used
for eye guidance. What this implies is that the relationships will ultimately have
to be specified rather precisely in time.
As an intermezzo, let us consider a classic~ experiment by Neisser (1967)
which combines aspects of search and of reading. Subjects scanned through lists
of letter strings until they found a certain target letter. From string number and
search time, an empirical scanning rate was calculated. This scanning rate, up to
10 lines per second, turned out not to be constant, but to depend on parameters
such as length and composition of the letter strings. Search times were longer for
targets in longer strings and for targets that resembled the nomargets (Fig. 1).
It is useful to reconsider the experiment after some twelve years, because the
empirical scanning rate leaves certain underlying search processes unspecified
that can now be better understood. I refer to questions such as how many letters
or strings do subjects handle in one fixation? and is there overlap in successive
functional visual fields"? From insight into search processes it should follow. for
example, how scanning rates be expressed - such as in lines per second or in
letters per second. We shall return to this experiment later.

II. FUNCTIONAL VISUAL FIELD

The functional visual tield can be described as the tield within which one can see
an object from a single eye pause. In daylight, objects are most visible in the line
of sight (foveal vision), and visibility usually decreases with increasing eccentricity.
Because the fovea is very small. properties of eccentric vision determine the
boundaries of the functional visual field. Figure 2 indicates current terminology
of areas of various retinal eccentricities.
A first question about eccentric vision is whether it is limited by the optical
quality of the retinal image. If the eye is focused at the correct distance, it turns
out that the retinal image is well focused up to 30° of eccentricity (le Grand,
1966) and it has recently been established that up to an eccentricity of 60°,
visual acuity is not limited by the optical quality of the retinal image (Millodot,
Johnson, Lamont, & Leibowitz, 1975).
FIG. 1 Examples of se:uch tasks as studied by Neisser. Subjects search for the presence~
or absence- of a particular letter in unpronounceable strings. String length and visual similarity between t:uget and nontargets are among the variables. From left to right the target examples are: K+, Q-, Z+, Z+. The diagram indicates a linear relation between average search
time and the number of the target line (Neisser, 1967).
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In eccentric vision, visual functions have received little systematic exploration,
and most of the available data concern single, simple objects against a homogeneous background. The best known function concerns visual acuity, i.e. the
reciprocal of the smallest detail (in minutes of arc visual angle) that can be resolved from standard optotypes, in particular the Landolt-C. The smallest detail
increases with eccentricity, linearly up to about 25° and steeper thereafter (Fig.
2). Also, it is well established that color discrimination decreases rather sharply
from the fovea outwards. Depending on object size, contrast sensitivity generally
shows less decline. Discrimination of orientation also remains quite accurate, at
least up to an eccentricity of 10° (Andriessen & Bouma. 1970) and estimation
of the length as such of letter strings varies little with eccentricity (Schiepers,
1973. 1976).
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FIG. 2
Detail size of standard optotype (Landolt C) that can just be detected, as a function of retinal eccentricity. Visual acuity is defmed as (detail size)- 1 , where detail size is
expressed in minutes of arc. Foveal acuity is normally between 1 and 2. Data combined
from a number of sources among which le Grand (1966) and Sloan (1968). Terminology for
angular distance from the line of sight distinugishes between foveal vision (eccentricity t()
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FIG. 3
Demonstration of lateral interference in eccentric vision.
Looking successively at the dots.
one sees that recognizability of
the embedded letters attended to
is hampered by the flanking x
letters.
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The above data for single objects on a homogeneous background have limited
relevance for visual se:~.rch, for reading, and indeed for ordinary vision in general.
because they cannot be generalized to include visual objects amid other objects.
Recent evidence indicates that the influence of a structured background is
dramatic. and the new evidence will undoubtedly le:1d to changes in present views
on quite a few topics, among which are the special properties of foveal vision
:1nd the design of experiments on serial position curves. We shall therefore consider in some detail recent evidence on visual detection and recognition in filled
backgrounds.
A.

Visual Interference and Reading

Let us start with letter recognition. Isolated single letters can be recognized in
single presentations 2 about as well as visual acuity from Landolt-C standard
2To prevent eye saccades towards the test stimulus, the duration of presentation should
be below the latency of eye reactions, the lower limit of which can be put at ISO msec.
Fortunately, correct recognition scores are only slightly dependent on presentation time between values of 50 and 200 msec. A value of 100 msec therefore seems quite a good choice
for tachistoscopic presentation representative of normal eye pauses.
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optotypes predicts. The addition of any adjacent letters, however, makes recognition scores drop sharply. This fact has been known for some time (Mackworth,
1965; Woodworth, 1938; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954) but has only recently
been widely documented (Bjork & Estes, 1973; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Wolford & Hollingsworth, 1974), sometimes under the heading of "lateral masking."
What are the consequences for the functional visual field and what types of
interference process are involved? If we just add two letters to a target letter,
one at each side, recognition is seriously hampered (Fig. 3) and the functional
recognition field is observed to shrink substantially to about 25% of its initial
diameter (Bouma. 1970; see also Fig. 3). The effect seems to be a rather passive
or automatic one. in the sense that the interference largely remains when. while
maintaining proper fixation, the subject directs his visual attention towards the
eccentric test letter. as one does for instance with continuous exposure (Townsend. Taylor, & Brown, 1971).
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FIG. 4 Embedding randomly chosen target letters between two letters x (indicated as
/xax/), makes recognition scores in eccentric vision drop sharply, as compared with the
nonembedded situation (indicated as I a /). The diameter of the corresponding functional
visual field shrinks to about 25% of its nonembedded value. One degree visual angle corresponds with four letter spacings (Bouma, 1970).
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FIG. 5 When embedded target letters are gradually isolated visually by leaving n spacings
open between the target and the two nanking letters, recognition improves, but only gradual·
ly. For complete visual isolation an open distance is required of about 40% of target eccentricity. One degree visual angle corresponds with four letter spacings. (Bouma, 1970).

In the case of a passive interference, one expects the interaction to lessen
when distances between the target letter and adjacent letters are increased. Although this indeed proves to be true, the results are nevertheless surprising. It
turns out that for embedded letters, distances toward the two adjacent letters
have to be as large as 40-50% of target eccentricity before the functional field
is again as wide as it is for isolated letters (Bouma, 1970; see also Fig. 5). The
range over which the interference operates is therefore substantial. If we defme
visual isolation as the absence of interference from other stimuli, it follows that
visual isolation of a target letter requires a surrounding homogeneous background
with a radius of almost half the value of target eccentricity (Fig. 6). This is of
consequence for the design of tachistoscopic experiments.
If interfering letters are put at one side only of the target letter, it is found
that the interference is stronger when the interfering letters are at the eccentric
side rather than at the foveal side. This can be interpreted in the sense that the
interference is more pronounced in the direction towards the fovea than away
from the fovea. When letter strings are presented (see Fig. 7), this leads to recognition scores of outward letters (farthest from the fovea) being higher than those
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Lateral interference in eccentric vision
FIG. 6 Scheme of lateral interference extent. Recognizability of targets positioned at the
centers of the indicated areas is decreased if other stimuli are present within these areas.

of inward letters (closest to the fovea). The common decrease of recognition
with eccentricity is thus upset. The functional field therefore depends not only
on the presence of other letters and on their distance to the target letter, but
also on their relative positions on the line from fovea toward target letter
(Bouma, 1973; Mackworth, 1965; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954).
Another property of the interference is that it may well be less in the right
visual (half) field than in the left (Bouma, 1973), as shown in Fig. 7. Bouwhuis
(this volume) presents evidence that the well-known right field preference for
visual word recognition can quantitatively be explained from differences in letter
recognition, mainly due to interference (Bouma & Bouwhuis, 1975; Bouwhuis,
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this volume). The higher scores for words in the right visual field (Mishkin &
Forgays, 1952), which have hitherto been ascribed to better language facilities of
a whole (left) hemisphere, can perhaps now be localized in a small visual portion
of that hemisphere. A similar view has been put forward by Bradshaw, Gates,
and Patterson (1976), who ascribe a better spatial analysis to the left cerebral
hemisphere. We propose therefore, as properties of lateral visual interference:
strong effects; wide range; feature specific; mainly foveally directed; little expressed in fovea; and less expressed in right than in left visual field.
There are a number of implications for the functional field in reading. First, it
is limited by visual interference effects rather than by visual acuity. Second,
initial and final letters of words benefit from the adjacent blank space, in particular initial letters left of fixation and final letters right of fixation. Third, the
lesser degree ofinterference in the right visual field may be one cause of the functional field extending farther right than left of flxation. Fourth, interferences
may operate over distances substantially greater than a blank spacing or the leading between lines. There is extensive ~enefit for initial and final portions of the
printed lines. Generally, visual interference effects make functional visual flelds
depend on many aspects of the layout of the printed page.
The functional visual fleld in reading has been the subject of many earlier investigations. Estimates based on eccentric recognition of isolated words may
come out at some 8 letters left and 12 letters right of fixation, depending on
word length, criterion, and so on (Bouma, 1973; see also Fig. 7). As compared
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with true reading, these experiments differ in having no adjacent words and consequently less visual interference on the one hand, and no syntactic and semantic
benefits on the other. A discussion of the precise relation between letter perception and word perception (cf. Bouwhuis, this volume; Massaro, 1975; Smith &
Spoehr, 1974) is outside the scope of the present paper. However, it may be men·
tioned just briefly that the so-called word superiority effect - in certain condi·
tions a letter from a word is reported somewhat more effectively than a letter
from an unpronounceable string - should be considered as additional to, and in
no way in contradiction with, the present considerations.
Recent estimates obtained from actual oral and silent readin~ of good readers
come out at a diameter of 15-20 letters (Bouma & de Voogd, 1974) and the
most direct estimate with an elegant and sophisticated new method in which the
line of print can be changed during an eye saccade comes out at a distance of up
to 15 letters in the right visual field (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1975).
It is only natural that the functional field should depend upon the type of recognition: for example, one will find different values for the recognition of embedded
letters, of word attributes such as word length or word-contour, and of words. It
also depends on the position in the line of print or on the printed page. The interference has a direct bearing on the interpretation of serial position curves resulting from tachistoscopic experiments in which a string of many letters is
presented simultaneously usually extending symmetrically into the left and right
visual fields. If subjects are requested to report all letters after a single brief presentation ("full report condition") they tum out the well-known W-shaped
curves: initial and final letters of the string have high scores as well as the central
letters, viewed foveally; embedded letters both left and right of fixation have
low scores. Generally, W turns out to be skewed, in that letters from the left
visual field are reported somewhat more effectively than their counterparts in
the right field, in seeming contrast with the interference, which is sup}Joseclly
less in the right field.
In these experiments it would seem that two quite different processes are interwoven, that is, visual interference and limitations of memory due to overload,
as has also been proposed by Estes, Allrneyer, and Reder (1976). Visual lateral
interference effects are different for the various letter positions in the string and
can be held responsible for the overall W shape. This adverse interference depends
on such parameters as the number of letters in the string and the size and distance
of the letters. A decline of memory or a limited memory capacity, on the other
hand, favors letters reported first and therefore can be expected to cause a decline in scores from left to right. It would therefore seem useful to study separate·
ly (1) interference effects in situations without memory overload, and (2) memory overload in situations without visual interference, before studying their
interactions in a well controlled design.
The interference effects also hold a message for the special role of foveal
vision. In this view, foveal vision is not just special because visual processing pro-
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vi des for maximum visual acuity, but also because of the minimum of lateral interference, which gives extensive opportunities for segmentation of complex
images and for recognizing their separate parts, thus providing for maximum
"visual isolation." It may be that the area of minimum interference even extends
slightly into the right visual field. In addition, it should be recalled that visual attention usually resides at the line of sight, providing guidance for motor control
of the hands, for example.
This view on foveal function may explain my observation that foveal vision
retains its special function in situations in which visual acuity does not peak,
such as when the optical image is blurred or at low light levels.
B. Visual interference and Search

In visual search, much larger retinal areas may be involved. The notion that performance in visual search tasks should be related to eccentric vision has occurred
to a number of researchers, among them 'Johnston (1965), but the essential difference between homogeneous and filled backgrounds has not often been appre·
ciated. The topic of tachistoscopic target detection in eccentric vision using
complex backgrounds has received remarkably little research interest, although
many authors use complex stimulus fields that extend outside the foveal area.
However, there have been some recent papers on the subject (Engel, 1971, 1974,
1976, 1977;· Grindley & Townsend, 1970; see also Fig. 8). As we have seen in
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FIG. 8 When each of four different test objects was presented against the same background
of straight lines (left picture, test objects in the centers), the functional visual field within
which they could be found in a single presentation come out as indicated in the right picture. Test objects drawn in bold lines were reponed correctly in a single presentation, those
in thin lines were not. Small central circle: fiXation spot (Engel, 1971).
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the case of letters, the functional visual field is generally much smaller for structured backgrounds than for homogeneous backgrounds. The results of these experiments have contributed to our understanding of the nature of lateral
interference.
The first point that has been made is that the interference is specific to certain
features of the stimulus. Thus, disk targets are particularly hampered by other
disks, and line targets by other lines. Specificities go even farther than that and
have been found for size and for luminance of disks (Engel, 1974; see also Fig. 9)
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and for the orientation of lines (Andriessen & Bouma, 1976). Interference is
therefore not one general phenomenon, but concerns many analyzed stimulus
features that interact specifically with similar features. The levels of visual analysis at which these interferences operate can therefore be specified, which opens
new possibilities for investigating how this analysis proceeds.
Another important finding is that the functional visual field may be influenced
by directed attention. In complex fields, but not in simple fields with homogeneous backgrounds (Shiffrin. Gardner, & Allmeyer, 1973; Shiffrin, McKay, &
Shaffer, 1976) directing one·satterition beforehand to a certain direction relative
to fixation increases the eccentricity where the stimulus may be detected. without a noticeable decrease in other directions (EngeL I 971: Grindley & Townsend,
1968). Also. during concentration on other tas:.;:s, such as foveal recognition, the
functional field has been found to shrink (Ikeda & Takeuchi. 1975). In this very
special sense. the rather passive imerference processes should be considered together with directed attention.
The distinction is an example of Nonn:.m and Bobrow·s ( 1975) quite general
distinction between signal-Jata limited pro~esses anJ resource-limited processes.
What we intend to show in concluding this section is that the concepts developed so far, in particular the functional visual field as limited by lateral interferences. are of direct relevance to the understanding of visual search. A few of
the many remaining problems will be pointed out.
We shall first brietly review a recent experiment by Engel ( 1976. 1977 ). As
a search task. he used a complex background tield consisting of identical disks
and two test disks. one slightly smaller, the other slightly larger than the background disks. First. the functional visual tie!Js of the test disks were evaluated
from single tachistoscopk present:ltions. ~ext. a sean.:h experimem was run in
which subjects searched for one of the test disks (target) until they found it.
during whic.:h their eye movements were recorded.
The idea behind the experiment is that subjects make saccades that can be
described as random (Bioomtield. 1972: Krendel & Wodinsky, 1960) until the
target happens to be within the functional visual tield. after which a straight
saccade can bring it into foveal vision. In order to check the relevance of the
functional field concept, its size in tachistoscopic recognition was compared
with a size derived from actual search time distributions on the assumption of a
random search strategy. This comparison demonstrates that for targets of different diameter, both values show a similar increase with increasing difference between target and background disks (Fig. 10 ). The value derived from the actual
search is somewhat smaller than the tachistoscopic value, indicating that visual
processing is somewhat more difficult in a continuous series than in a single presentation. perhaps owing to backward masking effects. An interesting side observation was that on a number of occasions the eyes were close to the target
and yet moved on, only to return one saccade later. This shows that recognition
had taken place too late to prevent the occurrence of the undirected eye saccade.
~
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FIG. 10 Average radius p of the functional visual field as calculated from actual search
time distributions compared with the average radius R in tachistoscopic presentation for
four different sizes of target disk (Engel, 1976).

Let us finally reconsider some of Neisser 's findings (196 7: see also Fig. 1) and
comment on them from our present point of view.
1. The increasing difficulty of finding a target letter with inc·reasing string
length is indicative of increased lateral interferences between letters, which limit
the functional field of view.
2. The greater difficulty in finding target letters in the midst of other letters
of similar shape may be at least partly due to increased lateral interference,
which acts selectively on features shared by both targets and nontargets (cf...
Estes, 1972).
3. The scanning rate of up to 10 lines per second indicates that the subjects
had one eye flXation in any two or three lines, which is sufficient in the case of
short lines to bring every letter once within the functional visual field.

The general conclusion is that an analysis in tenns of functional visual field
and of eye saccades may account for many of the findings obtained in actual
visual search.
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Ill. CONTROL OF EYE SACCADES

Limitations of the functional field are balanced by a sophisticated control system for eye saccades, which is essential for refreshing the retinal image in visual
tasks such as inspection, search, and reading. In recent years there has been remarkable progress in understanding neurophysiological control mechanisms in
monkeys, which we shall not discuss. One may use Dichgans and Bizzi {1972),
Robinson (1973), and Evarts {1974) as entry references. The way in which the
human control system operates in complex visual tasks has so far largely resisted
analysis. What stand out are the variations: variations between subjects and between repeated presentations to the same subject. This seems to call for statistical
or probabilistic descriptions (Fig. 11 ). However, these should not make us forget
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that the cause of the variations has then escaped analysis, and that strictly systematic events may appear as random variations.
Eye saccades are characterized by direction and extent (vector) and by their
moments of occurrence (timing). An alternative description of the same phenomena specifies fixation position and eye pause duration. The descriptions
differ in that they specify position and timing in absolute or relative terms.
Quite often we do not yet know which description should be preferred. i.e.
which comes closest to the underlying control processes.
The evidence available in the literature is rather diverse. On the side of complex tasks there are recordings of scan paths in complex visual scenes, usually in
a free inspection task (Mackworth & Morandi, 1967: Noton & Stark. 1971:
Yarbus. 1967: see also Fig. 1~). These are fascinating to look at. but the conclusions are restricted because of the case history aspect. Some very broad conclusions may emerge from such studies, such as that the eye has a tendency to
select ''informative details .. (cf. Antes, 1974). or ''complex parts." or"cenain
body parts of portraits,'' such as the eyes. On the other extreme there are very
careful studies on latency and extent of'saccades toward a simple stimulus appearing singly on a homogeneous background (Robinson, 1968. 1973: Wheeless.
Boynton, & Cohen, 1966). I have only been able to find a few studies in between, with controlled complexity and well-defined problems (e.g .. Gould &
Peeples, 1970: Levy-Schoen, 1974: O'Regan, 1975).
Let us take a closer look at what types of control process arc held to e.xist
for initiation, timing, and vector of eye saccades. The first one to mention is
spatial sensory control. From information on almost any place on the retina an
eye saccade may be initiated that brings this particular place in the visual field
quickly into foveal vision. Although visual stimuli in eccentric vision have been
studied most extensively, auditory and tactile stimuli may elicit similar semiautomatic orienting reactions. A second category may be called cognitive controL
by which is meant that the eye may be directed towards places where useful in·
formation is expected. Such eye saccades may serve perceptual processing and
directed search, and may develop into skilled routine movements. such as in
reading. Cognitive control may also make use of spatial-sensory control (Hochberg, 1970). A somewhat different third category involves the influence of the
general state of activity of the organism, such as alertness, drowsiness. and
motivational factors. Perhaps these factors modulate the general level of eye
activity rather than exert control on specific eye saccades.

A. Spatial Sensory Factors
Many detailed studies have been carried out on how the eye reaches a single object presented in eccentric vision (Robinson, 1968, 1973). Response latencies are
variable, but they are usually between 200 and 300 msec, and seldom below 150
msec, values which are only slightly below manual response latencies (Roufs,
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197 4). Quite commonly, the "aimed" eye saccade itself falls somewhat short of
the target and a second corrective saccade may follow very quickly, 100-200
msec after the first saccade (Becker, 1972, 1976; Prablanc & Jeannerod, 1975;
Robinson, 1968, 1973). More generally, initiation and direction on the one hand
and extent of the saccade on the other should perhaps be considered separately,
since the extent of a normal or correction saccade can be influenced by newly
appearing stimuli up to about 100 msec before its occurrence.
Thus, the timing and direction of eye saccades towards single eccentric targets
can be determined by stimuli occurring 200-300 msec earlier, and saccade extent
even by stimuli I 00-200 msec earlier (Levy-Schoen, 1969). I draw particular attention to the fact that these latencies are about as long as eye pause durations,
which, for the single stimuli considered, would mean that the saccade terminating
an eye pause can just be under the influence of eccentric visual information
picked up during the very same eye pause.
When two visual objects are presented simultaneously at different eccentricities,
the one close to fixation tends to be fixated first, and the originally more eccentric one immediately thereafter. However, this is not a strict rule. and a closer
view shows that preferences are different for different eccentric directions; for
example, saccades to the left, right, or above may precede saccades to below.
and saccades in the same direction as the previous one have some preference over
saccades in the opposite direction (Levy-Schoen, 1974). This approach by way
of multiple stimuli seems a promising one, because it explicitly considers processes
of choice an-d of decision.
It would be useful to see if the approach could be extended towards understanding scan paths along several objects. Of course, after each saccade the retinal
situation has changed and the new layout of the visual field should be considered
together with the previous one, taking into account that the motor response
latencies of the eyes are about as long as the eye pause durations. Scan paths
along relatively simple line drawings have indeed been studied. Fixations generally
stay close to the lines and concentrate on comers, and repeated scannings of a
configuration may lead to fairly constant scan paths (Yarbus, 196 7; Zusne &
Michels, 1964; cf. Fig. 12). No detailed analyses of eye saccades and latencies in
terms of visual information from consecutive retinal images have come to my
knowledge, however. For relatively simple line configurations such as triangles
or squares, the eye tends to fixate stationary near the center (Kaufman &
Richards, 1969).
There has been some work in the literature on the stimulus attributes that provide eye guidance in eccentric vision. Generally the relatively simple "sensory"
attributes, such as color or brightness seem to prevail over more complex ones
such as shape (Gould & Peeples, 1970; Williams, 1967) and changes of stimuli
are probably most effective. Functional visual fields for the various attributes
may of course be different too, and these have not usually been considered.
More generally, there is a difficulty in understanding visual eye guidance when
choosing one visual object out of a few. Apart from there being more objects,
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a more complex visual analysis is also required, such as distinguishing a target
from similar looking nontargets or recognizing digits or words. It is likely that
complex visual tasks take more time and consequently have to lead to longer
saccade latencies if saccades are controlled by the outcome of such complex
visual analysis.
This should not make us despair about the applicability of conclusions from
simple to more complex tasks. Two positive examples may be given from the
field of reading. One is that the saccade towards the beginning of each next line
of print falls short by a few letters and is often followed quickly by a corrective
saccade quite similar to saccades to a single eccentric object. A second example
is that the eyes easily skip blank areas present in a text (Abrams & Zuber, 1972),
corresponding to the notion that the empty space has been detected a few eye
pauses earlier. Both examples correspond closely to what would be expected
from the more simple visual situations discussed earlier.
Spatial sensory and perceptual eye guidance is not restricted to vision. Audi·
tory and tactile stimuli too may easily elicit eye saccades. and these seem to be
well coordinated with the rather precise visual guidance. In particular. auditory
guidance extends over the whole space around us, unlike vision, where the field
is rather restricted. There seem to have been hardly any studies along these lines
so far.
A different typ~findirect influence on eye saccades by other senses proceeds
by ~vay of shifts of attention. For example, when attention is paid to auditory
input, eye pauses tend to get longer (Gopher, 1973). Here too one would wei·
come more studies.
B. Cognitive Factors
If one knows where certain visual information can be found. one can direct one's
eyes towards that direction. This has been rightly called cognitive guidance
(Hochberg, 1970), since it is based on knowledge possessed by the subject. It is
of course obvious that one has considerable freedom to move the eyes where one
wishes and that instructions of many types can easily be carried out. These are
very essential in daily situations, but it is difficult to assess their precise role
both on their own and in connection with other types of eye guidance.
In itself, cognitive guidance is not restricted to the triggering of isolated
saccades but may concern quite complex strategies. Scan paths may reflect problem solving strategies (Simon & Barenfeld, 1969) or perhaps even pattern recognition strategies (Baker & Loeb, 1973; Locher & Nodine, 1974; No ton & Stark,
1971 ), but there is also evidence to the contrary (Tversky, 1974 ). When often
applied, these strategies may become rapid routine programs, as in reading and
other skilled tasks.
In conclusion, since eye direction is also under voluntary control, there are as
many levels of complexity in influencing them as there are in psychological functions in general. This is of course well known from daily life, where eye directions
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play their part in communication between humans, being taken to reflect alertness, evasiveness, interest, and deep thinking, to mention just a few. It is not surprising that the study of variations is often the most striking part of experiments
on eye movements. The general availability of eye measuring equipment may
well stimulate new insights not only into the control of eye saccades, but also
into the many perceptual, cognitive, and attentional factors which they influence
(Loftus, 1972; Tversky, 1974).

C. Eye Control in Reading
Let us now consider a few problems connected in this context with reading (Fig.
13), a subject which has recently been reviewed by Shebilske (1975). It may first
be asked by what processes eye saccades are controlled and at what moment are
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they triggered. One extreme view would be that timing and extent are strictly
determined by a combination of foveal and eccentric vision on the one hand and
text expectation on the other. For example, timing could be triggered by a successful foveal recognition, and saccade extent by a combination of eccentric
vision and expectation. Each subsequent foveal input could then be optimally
adapted to the needs of the reader. Indeed, the probability of fixating a certain
letter depends somewhat on the length of the word to which the letter belongs
(Rayner & McConkie, 1976), and short function words get relatively few fixa·
tions (O'Regan, 1975). An opposite, equally extreme view would be that each
saccade is determined by a routine motor strategy and proceeds independently
of current and coming text. The finding that, in reading, successive saccade extents and eye pauses are largely uncorrelated (Andriessen & de Voogd, 1973;
Rayner & McConkie, 1976) can be combined with either view.
We mentioned earlier that a normal saccade latency to a single eccentric target amounts to 200-300 msec when the subject is well motivated. Fixation
pauses are of the same duration, so there would just be sufficient time to take
eccentric information into account. Because reading involves a more complex
task requirement, this would seem too rigid a scheme for flexible reading. However, the extent of a saccade that has already been timed can still be influenced
by visual information 100-200 msec before its execution. Thus, it seems just
possible that in the right visual field, crude information such as word length or
spacings between words can influence the extent of the next saccade. This con·
elusion come.s close to the findings of Rayner from very sophisticated experi·
ments in which eye saccades and retinal images were experimentally dissociated
(Rayner, 1975, this volume). The timing of saccades is not critical. of course, if
eccentric information can already be picked up one or more eye pauses earlier,
which is for example the case with the end of each line of print.
As to control of eye pause duration, a plausible hypothesis is that the eye re·
mains steady until recognition has satisfactorily been completed. There is a prob·
!em here because recognition latencies for words in vocal or manual reaction are
of the order of at least 400 msec, a level that contrasts with the 200 msec or so
for eye pauses in skilled reading. A possible solution is that only long eye pauses
directly reflect processing time. Thus, in a letter search task, Gould and Carn
(1973) found eye pauses of abou·t 300 msec even after 30 days of training, and a
similar finding has been reported for certain dot patterns (Gould, 1967; Gould &
Dill, 1969). In pilot experiments, we found that the successive fixation of dots
horizontally spaced at a few degrees visual angle produced eye pauses about 100
msec longer than in reading, probably as a result of a more precise aiming. On
the other hand, in skilled routine tasks such as reading, eye pauses might be pre·
programmed, and as a result, regressive saccades are necessary at the moment
when recognition turns out to be insufficient, because the eye has by then al·
ready moved on. Of course, regressive saccades are a common occurrence in
reading.
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IV. INTEGRATION OF SUCCESSIVE INFORMATION

Vision does not noticeably suffer from the fact that the retinal image shifts a
few times per second. When exploring, searching or reading, the visual world
and the text are experienced as continuous. Thus, there is a smooth integration
into a stable perceptual frame of perceptual effects brought about by successive
images. Because very little is known about the processes involved, this will be a
short section.
Successive retinal images also affect each other's processing adversely. Such
interference, usually referred to as masking, limits or hampers certain perceptual
activations that otherwise would have continued after the disappearance of the
retinal image. There is both forward and backward masking of complex visual
stimuli, which brings about some deterioration of vision from each separate
retinal image. In particular, backward masking may limit direct visual processing
to a time interval of some :!50 msec (Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Vanthoor &
Eykman, 1973) and thus prevent certain overlaps. It seems unlikely at present
that foveal recognition will be seriously hampered by backward masking from the
subsequent image in eye pauses of 200 msec or more, but the data relate to relatively simple recognitions, and for eccentric vision such a statement would be
premature, to say the least. The observation that the 250 msec over which backward masking is effective is about equal to the duration of normal eye pauses,
makes one wonder whether the two are functionally related. It certainly seems
possible that the absence of backward masking would aid recognition in cases
in which the next retinal image is simply a homogeneous section of the field.
Backward masking is commonly ascribed to processes of erasure in a visual
register, called iconic memory (see, for example, the recent exchange between
Holding, 1975, and Coltheart, 1975). Now iconic memory cannot be as iconic as
a true image or an afterimage. For all we know, no such image exists once the
retina has been passed. What remain are several types of analyzed features of the
stimulus, held together by ties so far unidentified. Any interactions between successive images should then be at least at the level of analyzed features. Since
most of the work on backward masking concerns letters or other line configurations, the specifics of these interactions might easily have escaped attention.
However this may be, the very fact that successive retinal images are integrated into a stable frame is indicative of the fact that there can be no such
thing as a complete erasure of visual information in an early stage of visual processing. The new information is combined with the earlier information, as is the
case in apparent movement, where two images combine to form a single perception. The problem is what precisely is erased and what precisely survives; unfortunately, no specification can be given at present.
There are a few possible ways in which the central integration of infonnation
from successive images may be achieved, but there are few data to help us decide between them. A first hypothesis is that eye saccades are precisely reported
to the visual processing system when they occur, and that, consequently, the
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de Voogd, 1974).

current spatial information is shifted over a similar vector, such that old and new
data are combined in their proper spatial positions. Such a psychological counterpart of the physiological "corollary discharge" does exist for smooth eye movements, and its effect can be demonstrated by moving the eyes passively with
one's fingers. This makes the visual world move, in contrast to the situation in
which the eyes themselves follow a moving object.
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A second hypothesis is that the information about the shift of the retinal
image is derived from the visual information itself rather than from the eye
motor system. The shifts would then be detected by comparing certain information in any two successive images and finding maximum correlations. Conspicuous objects could play special roles in such a procedure as reference points for
the integration of the whole image.
A third hypothesis is that the shifts are not detected, either directly from the
motor system or indirectly from a comparison of successive images. The hypothesis would be that there is an a priori stable internal representation of the
visual (and auditory)world around us, which takes in information from successive
images. This hypothesis comes close to the second one, except that the retinal
shift does not play an explicit role and need not be the same for different objects.
There seems to be only very limited evidence to support either of the hypoth·
eses. By providing retinal shifts in a part or in the whole of the visual field not
accompanied by corresponding eye saccades, it should be possible to find out
under what circumstances visual stability would depend on a match between eye
saccade and retinal shift. For reading, such a situation has been attempted by
training subjects to keep their eyes steady and have retinal images shift nevertheless a few times each second. Under those unnatural circumstances. both oral
and silent reading proved possible with speeds quite similar to normal, natural
reading (Bouma & de Voogd, 1974: see also Fig. 14). From this evidence it seems
that in reading neither a precise control nor preinformation of eye saccades is
necessary, although it does not exclude the possibility that saccades are precisely controlled in actual reading. The present sophisticated on-line monitoring of
eye saccades, together with feedback to the presented visual information
(McConkie & Rayner, I 975; Rayner, 1975). when generalized from the work on
reading, should make it possible to solve problems of this type in subjectively
natural viewing conditions.
When reading aloud, the voice has a certain delay relative to eye fixation,
commonly referred to as eye-voice span, EVS (Buswell, 1920; Levin & Kaplan,
1970: Morton, 1964; see also Fig. 15). The notion refers to the information
simultaneously present in the reader's mind. One may find it expressed in time
_units (0.5-1 sec), in distance units (10-20 letters), and in speech units (3-6
words), where the numbers are indicative values only. Its operational definition
deserves a closer scrutiny than it has usually received -for example, parafoveal
recognition and the presence or absence of backward masking have to be con·
sidered. Nevertheless, the EVS is some estimate of the information integrated.
Studies that would try to analyze it in its possible components, such as word
recognition, word ordering, and pronounciation, studies that monitor EVS
as a function of text and pronounciation variables, and studies of EVS in special
situations, such as in regressive eye saccades, would seem highly relevant to the
present topic. Another estimate of how much information is dealt with simultaneously comes from an analysis of errors in speech and in oral reading, where
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anticipations span distances up to some six syllables (Nooteboom & Cohen,
1975).
A final problem to be discussed is the timing of the stimulus infonnation as it
is picked up from successive eye pauses. Usually, it is tacitly assumed that eccentric vision needs only a marginally longer time for recognition than foveal vision.
However, the evidence stems from latencies for simple tasks. It turns out that
latencies for correct word recognition show a gradient of no less than 140 msec/
deg (= 4letters) (Schiepers, 1974; see also Fig. 16). If we consider a word appearing in two successive fixations, 8 letters apart, its first presentation at 2° eccentricity would take 280 msec more for recognition than its second, foveal,
presentation, which would start some 250 msec later. Thus, the two successive
presentations of the same word would lead to simultaneous recognition, and
thus could easily be thought of as reinforcing each other (Fig. 17) on the assumption that backward masking does not interfere. It would offer an interesting
confirmation of Rayner's suggestion that the infonnation from two successive
fixations is brought together in a single representation of the stimulus. It would
also make it understandable why the left visual field generally contributes little
in normal reading - its recognition would come no less than 400 msec after the
earlier foveal recognition of the same word.
As a general conclusion, I would recommend that when considering recognition from successive retinal images, much more attention should be paid to timing
than has been the case to date.
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Visual word recognition of three-letter words
as derived from. the recognition of the
constituent letters
DON -BOUWHUIS and HERMAN BOUMA
Institute for Perception Research, /PO. P. 0. Box 513. 5600MB Eindhoven. The NetheriJJnds

Word recognition is one.. of the basic processes involved in reading. In this connection.
a· model for word recognition is proposed consisting of a perceptual and a decision stage.
It is supposed that, in the perceptual stage, the formation of possible words proceeds by
separate identification of each of the letters of the stimulus word in their positions. Letter
perception is taken to be conditional on position because of interaction effects from ueighboring
letters. These effects are dependent on both position in the word and retinal eccentricity,
which are of particular relevance in reading. The letter-based approach rests on the strong
relationship between the results from single-letter recogmtion in meaningless strings and
in real words. Next, in the decision step, the many alternatives generated in the perceptual
stage are matched with a vocabulary of real words. 1t is supposed that the final choice
from among the remaining words is made in accordance with the constant ratio rule;
frequency effects are not separately incorporated in .the model. All predictions of the model
are generated by means of data from earlier experiments. Despite being not optimally suited
for this purpose, the predictions compare favorably With responses in word-recognition
experiments.
In this article, a model is reported which describes
the recognition of single words of three letters on the
basis of the perception of the constituent letters.
The model explains more fully the results of an earlier,
extensive experiment on the recognition of letters and
words carried out by Bouma (1973), which was part
of a general investigation of visual processes involved
in normal reading. In that experiment, an attempt
was made. to. determine which. attributes of_ words
contribute to word recognition, particular attention
being paid to explaining the role of initial and final
letters of words. In addition, the experiment studied
how the perception of a letter in a word related to
that of the same letter in a meaningless string of
the same length.
Full implementation of the model made it necessary
to run a supplementary experiment on the recognition
of middle letters in meaningless strings. Having
already obtained data on initial- and final-letter
recognition (Bouma, 1973), quantitative predictions
could then be attempted for words consisting of three
letters. The experiments were restricted to parafoveally
presented words. Under reading-like situations,
fixated words can always be correctly perceived and
consequently yield no information on the attributes
mediating their perception. Since all words in a text
shift under the reader's eye, all are at one or more
times parafoveal.
We owe many thanks to Mr. A. L. M. van Rens who collected
the data in the experiments, to Mr. J. C. Jacobs for participating
in the tedious phase of the model testing, and to Dr. C.
Sc:hiepers, who assisted in the compilation of the word vocabulary.
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The manner in which the perception of letters
operates in word recognition, according to the model,
will be described in the following section. Other proposals, notably those by Morton (1969) and by
Rumelhart and Siple (1974), will be discussed in
connection with the present formulation. Next, the
original recognition experiments will be summarized
in order to clarify what the model is intended for and
how !he parameters are obtained.
The model ·was tested on the- results~ or a word~· .
recognition experiment (Bouma, 1973) in which 11
subjects participated. Three types of analysis are presented, each involving different aspects of the response words. Finally, the implication of the good
fit of the model to the experimental data will be
discussed in connection with the role of global word
shape, word frequency, and word knowledge.
·

THE LETI'ER CONFUSION MODEL
FOR WORD RECOGNITION
It is assumed here that when a word of three letters
is presented, the three constituent letters in their particular positions are usually perceived imperfectly
or sometimes hardly at all. Which letters will then
be seen is taken to be dependent on the position of
the presented letters and on their characteristic
features.
This view implies the notion that position-specific
properties include the main perceptual dependence
(interference) between neighboring letters. Since letter
perception is a probabilistic process, at least under
12
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conditions of parafoveal presentation, a combination
rule for the probability of a specific combination
of letters must be given.
The most straightforward combination rule for this
case is that the letters of the perceived letter string
are generated independently of the perception of
o$er letters. The probability that one panicular letter
string will be perceived is then the product of the
three separate probabilities for each letter. Thus,
each of the latter probabilities is dependent on the
letter which was actually .contained in the presented
word and on the position it took in the word.
Mutual interference is therefore taken to be positionspecific. For example, with the stimulus word "wet"
(law) the string "vat" (barrel). would result if the
observer had perceived a "v" for the initial "w,"
~n "a" in the middle for the "e," and the letter
"t," correctly at the end. This process of string
activation is indicated in the upper part of Figure 1
showing the computer output of the model test.
The probability that the letter w will be perceived
as "v" is designated here as P(v-- I w--). The
probability that the whole string "wet" will be perceived as the string "vat" can then be written as:
P(vatlwet)

= P(v-:.lw-->· P( -a-1-e-)" P(--ti--t).

(1)

Thus, any stimulus word may activate a large number
of strings, some of which will be real words;
possible candidates for "wet" are "wei" (well),
"wet""(-), etc. Real words, however, are generally
far outnumbered by meaningless and often unpronounceable strings. But it is well known that-subjects
trying to recognize words tend to give real word
responses even if sensory information is too scanty
for correct identification. For words of three letters,
nonword responses amounted to 2.S"lo in the Bouma
experiment (1973). While the subject is at liberty to
select a response from a mixed set of many meaningless strings and a few words, he seems to consider
almost only existing words.
For the decision stage of the model, it is therefore
assumed here that all meaningless strings are discarded from the response alternatives. This effectively
agrees with experimental findings and has the added
advantage that no selection parameter is needed,
which would otherwise have to be estimated.
One suitable decision rule for the choice of the
final word response is the constant ratio rule (Clarke,
1957). Let us denote a particular perceived letter
string forming the word i as ri. The probability that
this string will arise, according to the rule defined in
Formula l, is then p(ri)· The constant ratio rule then
defines the following probability:
(2)
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Figure 1. A saniple ·of computer output·or~the model"test for-__ the word "wet" (law) presented at - 1. 75° visual angle. The
first three columns gin the probabilities that the first, second,
and third letter, respectively, of the printed string were seen for
the corresponding letters of the stimulus. The fourth column
gives the product of the three probabilities. An asterisk denotes
that the string is not a word. The transformation factor is the
inverse of the sum of the word probabilities: multiplying lhe
activation probabilities of the words with this factor is equivalent
to the application of the constant ratio rule. Final responses
with their predicted probabilities are shown In the bottom twG
columns, Correct letter probability in predicted words are shown
in the lower table. Tbe second row pves the experimentally
obtained recognition scores of the same letters in meaningless
strings. The difference between these is completion. The bottom
row presents the responses of the subjects for the word "wet."

where Sj denotes the stimulus word and rk all
activated words. These operations of the model are
further exemplified for the- word "wet" in Figure 1.
The constant ratio rule has the property that the
activation probability of the whole letter string,
which may be quite low, is transformed into a word
response probability which is substantially higher,
depending on the probability of alternative word
responses. In general, the probability of correct word
perception is so high that the probability of correct
letters in the predicted responses exceeds the probability of correct letter perception in meaningle~s

•
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strings. This phenomenon is found in experiments
where subjects may infer from their knowledge of a
word the letters of that word which they have not
perceived well. Bouma (1973) called this effect completion, implying that the subjects complete the
partially seen word. The same effect has also been
termed word superiority effect (Wheeler, 1970)
appearing in more. or less differing experimental
paradigms. The effect goes as far back as Cattell,
cited by Woodworth (1938), in which an excellent
historical review can be found. The ~pplication of the
constant ratio nile also makes it clear that no effects
of differential.word,f.requency are accounted for in
the present version of the model. Only visual factors
and word knowledge are taken to be operative in
word recognition under the conditions studied.
ALTERNATIVE MODELS

text system is minimized. In such a case, the stimulus
and the visual system are the main sources of
variability in the response strengths, allowing the
value of [3 to be set to l. Now, in Formula l,
recognition information from the constituent letters
is integrated by way of multiplication-too. Its formal
counterpart in the logogen model would be (a.alaJ)k,
the subscript denoting the three letters, whereas the
only difference compared with Formula 1 is that
the response strength is only unique up to multiplication by a positive constant. But, though. the
equations are formally identical, the interpretation
differs for the two models. The response strength,
a, !s originally defined for the whole stimulus word
arid not for the constituent letters. In the present proposal, measurements on the separate letters represent
a kind of sensory interpretation of the a factor within
the framework of the logogen model.
The original version of the logogen model is rathecJ. 7
more detailed with respect to availability of responses: • 'There is generally a parameter, V, combined with
the response strength :(a)k, like (aV)k, reflecting the
effect of word freCjuency.
Tests of the logogen model have mainly centered
on the availability effects and influence of context
(Morton, 1969). Disregarding differences in availability, it should finally be noted that logogens, hy
definition, correspond t<:> real words only. In this way,
select~on of real words from possibly activated strings
as is required in the letter· confusion model, is automatically accomplished.

S

Recently proposed models for visual word recognition include Morton's logogen model (1969) and
the multicomponent model put forward by Rumelhart
and Siple (1974). The logogen model does not contain
a specifkation of word or letter confusion but the
multicomponent model does. Both the latter and the
present letter confusion theory can predict responses
for arbitrary words.

The Logogen System
The basic unit of Morton's model (1969) is the
logogen, which corresponds to a word in the language.
During visual processing of stimulus words, the
logogen is fed information from two sources, the The Multicomponent Model
The word-recognition model proposed by Rumelhart
visual system, providing sensory information, and
the conrexr system, which raises expectations for and Siple (1974) encompasses processes responsible
particular words. The effects of sensory information, for the development of a sensory image of the
a, and context information. {3, combine independently, . stimulus word up to the final production of the
in a multiplicative way, to form the response strength,
response word. Here, only the stimulus description
a(J, for a given word:. During reading; the response
and the decision rule will be briefly discussed.
strength is dependent on context, which causes
Letters constituting the stimulus words employed
variability in the factor f3 and consequently in the by Rumelhart and Siple (1974) consist of straightresponse strength. Predictions of responses are made line segments, which they call "functional features."
in the framework of choice theory. (Luce, 1959). The probability of detection, ti, of any one feature,
Specifically, the probability of a response, ri, is equal f;, is assumed to be independent of the presence or
to its strength, (a{J);, divided by tne sum of all other absence of other. features. For a particular letter
consisting of four features; only the features f. and
response strength~
fl may be detected in a given trial. The probability
q of this subset arising is then given by:
(3)

which is equivalent again to the constant ratio rule.
Formula 3 is similar to Formula 2, defining th~ .
decision rule for the letter confusion model. But the
terms (a{J)k also show a formal correspondence with
the present model.
·
In experiments concerned with the recognition of
single, unconnected words, the intluence of the con-

where I denotes the letter in the word. Letter confusion is introduced here since the two detected
features might also belong to other letters. At this
stage, it is not letters that are mediating agents for
the response but parts of letters. A consequence of
independence of detection is that the ;::>robability of
detecting feature set~ for all three letter positions is:
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sented in random order to 11 subjects. The initial and
final letters of these words had been presented in an.
where F(li) denotes the set of extracted features from earlier phase, appearing in the same position in· meanthe letter in position i in the word Sj. These sets inglesS strings. These meaningless strings were derived
of features, F, might also have been extracted from from the original words by replacing all letters except
other letters in other words. The probability of these the initial and final ones by perceptually similar letters,
would generally be different, since other .letters con- · leaving the word contour intact. Similarity ·had been
tain either more or fewer .features and, in any case, established by Bouma {1971) in an experiment indifferent features. The final response probability is volving single-letter recognition. Table 1. shows.· the.
defined as in the former cases:
·
similarity groups from wlrich the replaced letters were
selected. and the way in which the words were· transformed into meaningleSs strings. In these strings, the
(q,qlq~)ibi
Q[rifF(l,),F(h),F(b)) =
(6)
observer
can no longer infer the letter asked for from
I(q,qzqJ)kbk '·
his knowledge of the word, whereas interaction effects ·
k
are assumed _to be similar. Letter recogrutions and conwhere bk is the subject's· a priori probability that · fusions iri this situation, therefore, may reflect the real
stimulus sk will be. presented. This may be conceived contributions of letters in the perception of words.
For the recognition data of the middle letters of
- as analogous to the factor f3 in the logogen model.
If this factor is disregarded here for the same reasons words of three letters, a supplementary experiment was
as before, Formulas. 5 and 6 again show a formal - run using only the three-letter words to be transformed
correspondence with Formulas 1 and 2. However, into strings~ according to the scheme. shown in Table 1.
ihe experimental details have been published exsince Formula 6 is defined for parts of letters, th~
predictions of the multicomponem model employ tensively elsewhere (Bouma, 1973) and will only be
Formula 6 for all different feature sets which may repeated here for few relevant details.
be ·extracted from the three letters of one stimulus
word. The difference compared with the present. Method·
Stimuli. Word stimuli were well-known Dutch words with fremodel of letter confusion to be noted here is the
of occurrence between to-• and to-• in printed Dutch.
elementary assumption of Rumelhart and Siple (1974) quencies
The model was tested on a subset of the presemed words, namely
that letter or feature position does not influence 100 rhree-leuer words presented once lefl and once right of the
detectability. Though this might have been applicable fovea fllr all subjecu. The eccentricities were :t I. 75° and :t 2. 75°
in the experimental conditions employed by Rumelhart of \bual angle, referring to the leuer .:losest to the fo\·ea. For
and Siple (1974), it is not valid in general, certainly othc:r c:ccc:ntricities, too few observations had been made to include
them in rhe test of the model.
not for eccentric word presentation~ leiter.. recognition trials followed the -Tationaie of the word.
Frequency effects enter into the picture in a com- recognition study. Subjects reported both tlie initial and finalleuer
plicated way, since Rumelharr and Siple (1974) pre- of the presented unpronounceable letter string. In the later supdict responses consisting not only of real words, but plementary experiment, designed for a test of the model. subjects
reported only the middle leuer. Thus, confusion matrices lor three
of syllables and meaningless strings as well. In a letter
positions in four eccentricities were obtained.
simulation of the model, Rumelhart and Siple (1974)
Subjects. Eleven subje.:ts with (corrected) vision above 1.0 partried to account for all responses to 726 words and ticipated in the experimc:nu. Most of them were experienced obstrings of three letters with known frequencies in tjle servers but had no prior information as to the exact purpose llf
printed language. Predictions of.the theory, making the present experiment. The same II subjects participated in the
later experiment on the middle letters.
use of approximations of the parameters, appear
to be representative of gross effects .. Frequency
Table 1
effects figure predominantly in the data analysis.
The Seven Similarity Groups of Letters EmplOyed in the
T~ansformation of Words Into t:npronounceable Letter
·Letter confusability, ··which can easily be derived
Strings for the Srudy of Recognition of
from the multicomponent theory and which is a
Constituent Letters
purely visual effect, produces variations in. recogTransformation
nition probability that are much larger than those
Words
String
Report
produced by differences in word frequency.

a

A TEST OF THE LETTER CONFUSION MODEL
The recognition model was tested on the results of
the word recognition study by Bouma (1973); for the
letter confusion predictions, the letter recognition data
obtained in_ the study were utilized. In that experiment,
words consisting of 3, 4, 5, and.~ letters were pre-

gas

gzs

lip

lfp

arm
fee

ieo

sru

Short Letters

Initial and Final Letters
Middle Letters

Similarity Groups
Ascenders

aszx eoc nmu rvw

tilt' dhkb

Descenders
g

pj yq
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-Apparatus. Strings and words. were presented by means of a
two-channel tachistoscope with field dimensions of 30 x 30 em.
Stimuli were typed in lowercase Courier 10 typeface with carbon
tape .. The height of a short letter subtended a visual angle of
.20°, with .28° for ascenders and descenders. One letter space
corresponded to .25° visual angle. The subjects fixat~d on a " + "
in the middle of the rest field, which was replaced, for 100 msec,
by the eccentric stimulus word. This duration was chosen to avoid
the influence of inadvertent eye movemeqts which might occur
in longer durations.
Word lists. Next to letter recognition data, the .model requires
a word vocabulary in order to select the. wQrds from among
the letter strings perceived for the presented words. This vocabulary should then match the.s.ubject's word knowledge as closely
as possible. In the first testing phase of the model, there. was
only one representative count of Dutch wor~. that of De Ia Court
(Linscho.ten, Note I) which dated from 1937 and comprised
1,000,000 words. In 1975, however, a new count of 720,000 words
of printed Dutch was published by Uit den Boogaart (1975). In
this count, a word was conceived as anything between two spaces.
A first list of three-letter words was compiled from this count
by discarding proper names, designations. abbreviations. and
numbers. Thus, 409 words were obtained with which a first test
of the mode~ was run. When it was discovered that this list ~as
incomplete, it was extended with.supplementary words from the
De Ia Court count (Linschoten, Note I) and with the results of
questionnaires handed out to some readers in order to ensure that
adopted words .were known. Frequencies of occilrrence were known
for the words appearing in the counts, but not employed in the
predictions. Total number of words in the e:ottended list was S41.

A Comparison of Predictions and
Experimental Results
·
For purposes of clarity, a computer printout of the
model test is shown in Figure 1 for the word "wet"
(law) presented at - 1. 75° visual angle. At the
bottom of the figure, are shown corresponding·
experimentally obtained responses against which the
predictions were tested. For all stimulus words in the
experiment, the probability of recognition responses
could only roughly be established because of the
limited number of subjects, resulting in only 11
responses per stimulus word. Since longer words
had also been present in the original experiment,
some of the error responses to three-letter words
contained two, four, or five letters. Finally, some
nonsense words and responses of "illegible." were
obtained. Together with the different-length responses, they amounted to 11 ~o of all responses.
By definition, the model is limited to ~he prediction of only real -.vords of three letters, and a
comparison should therefore be based on the appropriate subset of responses. The effect of leaving these
nonpredicted responses out of account was to increase
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Figure 2. Average correct scores for SO dirfennt words as a
function of eccentric:itv. Bars indicate. the extent of one word
of three letters. ·
·
·

the correct experimental scores by .06 on average
and the incorrect scores by somewhat less. The
assumption behind this decision was that, by normalizing all relative response frequencies, the same
responses are obtained as would show .up if the
subjects had reported only real-word responses of
three letters. Here only those predictions are reported
. that are based on. the 541-word vocabulary.
Correct· word scores. The correct word scores,
pooled over all stimulus words, are shown in Table 2,
both. predictions and experimental values. Again, it
is stressed nere that the predictions· are based on
letter-recognition data from a separate e~periment.
Even for one eccen~ricity, stimulus words vary
considerably in recognition probability. This variation is expressed as the standard deviation of the
correct scores, also shown in Table 2. The agreement
between experimental correct scores. and predictions
is shown in Figure 2. A consiStent underestimation ..
of the correct scores by the predictions is to be
noted, amounting on average to .08. A smaller
underestimation appears in the standard deviations.
A typical picture of the relation between pred.ictions and experimental values is shown in Figure 3.
With respect to· the reliability of the experimental
data, it should be noted that, for. example, for an
average of 8 correct responses out of 11 (73~o-) one
standard deviation is 1.5 (13~o). Though the correlation coefficient is less appropriate for probabilities,
it amounts to 0.66 in Figure 3.
Letter scores. ·A more sensitive test of ·the predictions can be made. on the· basis of correct letters
·in the responses. Correct letters appear not orily in
the correct responses, but also in most error re-

Table 2
Average Correct Scores and Their Standard Deviations as a Function or Eccentricity or Presenta~ion
EccentricitY (in Degrees)

-2.75
Average Correct Score
Standard Deviation .

-1.15

.544

(.472)

.234

(.185)

.791
.215

+2.75

+1.75
(.720)

.904

(.858)

(.210)

.138

(.126)

Note- There were SO words per eccentricity. Predictions by the model are shown in parentheses.

.733
.206

(.607)
(.189)
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whereas the smaller ones become progressively more
discriminating.
For each stimulus word~ a number of responses
are pred1cted by the rnoqel to fall in each Of the
probability classes. The number of response words
produced by the subjects which matched the predicted
words in one interval was scored and compared with
the number of predicted responses.
The predicted numbers are plotted against the observed numbers in the respective probability intervals
in Figure 5 for each stimulus eccentricity. Proportionality shows up nicely in a slope of almost 1.0.
Observed numbers in· the highest class, comprising
almost exclusively correct responses, are again underestimated by ~he model in -this analysi~ .. The in- .
creasing scatter towards the lower left part of the plot
is due;to the inherent unreliability of small observed
numbers. Of all observed responses, 711Jo were pre1.0

experimen.tal sco.re

·"- -"- n ·•i•

Figure 3. Observed and predicted correct scores for 50 different
words presented at 1. 75° visual angle left of .the fovea.
·

6

~~=

sponses. According to the basic ass.umption of the
.4
model. they are only considered to ~e correct if they
are in their proper position in the word. Part of the
.2letter re~ognition is contributed by completion. The
p :? ..
completion score is defined as the difference in
: .o
5•
probabilities that a letter in a word response is
··2
·1
0
.1
2 . 3
4
·4
· eccentric stimulus posotion (degrees1.
correct and that it is correctly reported in a meaningless strin·g. Figure 4 shows the predicted and ob- ·
Figure 4 •. Comparison of letter rect>gnition in words and strings
· served correct letter scores in predicted responses as- :.at four eccentric positions. Squares indicate scores. in strings. ·
well as the letter recognition scores for all le~ter · blaCk dolS. scores in words. Open circles are predictions of·lener.
positions as a function of e<;centricity. There is still sc~res in words. The dirference between scores in words and
strings is called complelion.
·
a slight underestimation, amounting to tess than .02
on average.
Distributions of experimental and predicted
c •2.75°
responses. Many possible incorrect responses may be
. •1.75°
expected to have a low probability_ of occurrence.
500 • ·1.75°
•• 2.75°
Even if substantially more subjects were to report
words, these probabilities cannot satisfactorily be
•
100
established. The next analysis, instead of comparing
.,-'!I
predicted and observed response probabilities, exa!!
,. . :; c• •
mines whether observed responses are likely to have
.8 25
§
originated from a response population as predicted
•
c:
.•.
by the· model. Responses that are highly probable
-a
•
.•
according to the model should als·o be frequent in the
! 5
;;
~
observed responses, whereas r-esponses predicted to
!
c be improbable should hardly occur.
This correspondence was checked for each stimulus ·
• c
word separately in successive classes of predicted
probability. To this end, the probability interval was
•
partitioned in successive intervals, ranging from·
5
25
100
500
highly probable to very improbable. Each interval.
observed numbers
boundary was chosen to be a factor or'
smaller
.·
than the preceding one. This choice led to eight·
Figurr S. Observed and predicted numben of responses for the
probability classes. the highest of which is crude four sets of words at four eccentricities. Each point refen to a
particular probability interval, as e~plained in rhe texl.
but whi~h .usually contains only correct responses,
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dieted to have a probability of occurrence of w-•
or less and were thus wrongly rejected by the model.

specialization at levels of encoding more. complex
than words, ·these results point to a more efficient
coding at a less complex level, perhaps even before
·
the level of letter recognition.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Visual Interference and .Letter Recognition

The results of the test of the letter confusion
model of letter recognition indicate that even this
simple model can account for a great deal of the experimental da~ obtained in the word recognition experiments. This finding stresses the importance of the
constituent letters in the perception of words, but, Of
course, does not prove that letters are the ultimate
features· for word perception. Letters were chosen in
the present context for experimental simplicity, being
easy to manipulate as identifiable units.
Parameters of the model were not estimated from ·
word recognition data which were to b~ predict~d.
- but from separate letter recognition experiments. In
addition, the word vocabulary was taken independently from published counts and a limited
survey.· Thus, no word knowledge parameters were
estimated from the word recognition data either.
Finally, it should be realized that though the experimental data on which the data are based suited
the requirements of an application of the model
reasonably well, the number of observations per
word and per letter was rather limited. Consequently,
-results are shown only for all words presented at one
eccentric .position, since not only individual word .
predictions are prone to stochastic fluctuations but
experimental word responses are· so even more. ·
Ne-vertheless, the present results have interesting implications which will be discussed in the following
sections.
Retinal Locations

In eccentric vision, recognition ·decreases with
eccentricity, but for words. the decrease in the right
visual field is less than it is in the left. Thi~ rightfield advantage has been shown for English words
(Mishkin & Forgays, 1952) and for Dutch words
(Bouma, 1973), but not for Hebrew, where, on
balan·ce, little left-right difference has been found
(Orbach, 1952). It seems, then, that a certain relation
exists with the direction of reading. Usually, ·the
right-field advantage is taken to reflect the general
language specialization of ~he left cerebral hemisphere,
to which the right visual field at first projects. A
relation is then assumed with the advantage of. theright ear for speech (Bakker, 1970; Kimura, 1961)
and with· the localization of speech centers mainly iri.
the left· cerebral hemisphere (Geschwind, 1970;
Penfield & Roberts, 1959).
·
The present model indicates that the right-field
advantage for words of three letters is already fully
expressed at the level of the constituent letters.
Therefore, rather than relating to a general language

The ·most outstanding difference between the
present model and the other recognition models discussed is the incorporation of visual interference.
The incorporation is implicit; no theory for the
specific effects of interference has been. developed
here. Its effects are taken to be position-specific and
are maintained· in the model . by distinguishing
between letters and their positjons.
· The logogen model does not contain sensory
assumptions, but in view of the considerable difference~ in recognizability resulting from letter position
and from word location in the visual field, visu~ ,...,
factors might be at least as important as effects 6t I
expectancy or word frequency.
The multicomponent model explicitly states independence between feature detectors· irrespective of
position, though this property has not bee.n tested in
the data reported by Rumelhart and Siple· (1974).
In their experimental conditions, however, the effects
of visual interference may have been minimized. The
large words, subtending 1.3° x 2.8.0 visual angle,
made up of capitals were presented foveally for
durations of the order of milliseconds. It is a welldocumented fact that the number of elements, for
example letters, in a visual display reduces the legibility of each of them. This is especially the case.
in the parafoveal field and tends to become worse
when the elements are closer to each other (Bouma, .
1970). Eriksen and Rohrbaugh (i970) found that
recognition accuracy decreased progressively when
distance between elements was varied from .78° to
.08° visual angle. For the typeface used in the experiments which are discussed here, the average distance is .05° visual angle. Townsend, Taylor, and
Brown (1971) found severe reduction of visibility of
letters in strings of eight with unlimited viewing time.
The effect is also apparent in the time subjects
need to decide on the identity of a designated letter
.between others. Eriksen .and his associates propose
one interpretation, holding that the other elements
in the display interfere with, or slow down, the processing of the target element (Colegate, Hoffman,
& Eriksen, 1973; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen &
Hoffman, 1972). Estes (1972) has argued that
decreased visual performance which has been inter- .
preted in terms of shifting or focusing of attention
can be accounted for in a more coherent. way by
visual interaction. His interactive channels theory has
been formulated quantitatively by Wolford (1975),
but not on the level of letter confusions. In this
respect, Wolford (1975) presents data reported by
Hollingworth and Wolford showing that under .
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The results of the test of the letter confusion
model of letter recognition indicate that even this
simple model can account for agreat deal of the experimental data obtained in the word recognition experiments. This finding stresses the importance of the
constituent letters in:the perception of words, but, of
course, does not prove that letters are the ultimate
features· for word perception. Letters were chosen in
the present context for experimental simplicity~ being
easy to manipulate as identifiable units.
Parameters of the model were not estimated from ·
word recognition data which were to b~ predict~,
· but from separate letter recognition experiments. In
addition, the word vocabulary was taken independently from published counts and a limited
survey. Thus, no word knowledge parameters were
estimated from the word recognition data either.
Finally, it should be realized that though the experimental data on which the data are based suited
the requirements of an· application of the model
reasonably wen, the number of observations per
word and per letter was rather limited. Consequently,
·results are shown only for all words presented at one
eccentric .position, since not only individual word .
predictions are prone to stochastic fluctuations but
experimental word responses are· so even more.
Nevertheless, the present results have interesting implications which will be discussed in the following sections.
Retinal Locations
In eccentric vision, recognition ·decreases with
eccentricity, but for words. the decrease in the right
visual field is less than it is in the left. Thi~ rightfield advantage has been shown for English words
(Mishkin & Forgays, 1952) and for Dutch words
(Bouma, 1973), but not for Hebrew, where, on
balance, little left-right difference has been found
{Orbach, 1952). It seems, then, that a certain relation
exists with the direction of reading. Usually, ·the
right-field advantage is taken to reflect the general
language specialization of ~e left cerebral hemisphere,
to which the right visual field at first projects. A
relation is then assumed with the advantage of. the
right ear for speech (Bakker, 1970; Kimura, 1961)
and with. the localization of speech centers mainly iri
the· left· cerebral hemisphere (Geschwind, 1970;
Penfield & Roberts, 1959).
·
The present model indicates that the right-field
advantage for words of three letters is already fully
expressed at the level of the constituent letters.
Therefore, rather than relating to a general language

Visual Interference and .Letter Recognition
The · most outstanding difference between the
present model and the other recognition models discussed is the incorporation of visual interference.
The incorporation is iinplicit; no theory for the
specific effects of interference has been developed
here. Its effects are taken to be position-specific and
are maintained" in the model . by distinguishing
between letters and their positions.
· The logogen model does not contain sensory
assumptions, but in view of the considerable difference~ in recognizability resulting from letter position
and from word location in the visual field, visual
factors might be at least as important as effects of
expectancy or word frequency.
The multicomponent model explicitly states independence between feature detectors· irrespective of
position, though this property has not been tested in
the data reported by Rumelhart and Siple· (1974).
In their experimental conditions, however, the effects
of visual interference may have been minimized. The
large words, subtending 1.3° x 2.&0 visual angle,
made up of capitals were presented foveally for
durations of the order of milliseeonds. It is a welldocumented fact that the number of elements, for
example letters, in a visual display reduces the legibility of each of them. This is espeCially the case.
in the parafoveal field and tends to become worse
when.the elements are closer to each other ·(Bouma,
1970). Eriksen and Rohrbaugh (i970) found that
recognition accuracy decreased progressively when
distance between elements was varied from . 78° to
.08° visual angle. For the typeface used in the experiments which are discussed here, the average distanee is .05° visual angle. Townsend, Taylor, and
Brown (1971) found severe reduction of visibility of
letters in strings of eight with unlimited viewing time.
The effect is also apparent in the time subjects
need to decide on the identity of a designated letter
.between others. Eriksen .and his associates propose
one interpretation, holding that the· other elements
in the display interfere with, or slow down, the processfng of the target element (Colegate, Hoffman,
& Eriksen, 1973; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen &
Hoffman, 1972). Estes (1972) has argued that
decreased visual performance which has been interpreted in terms of shifting or focusing of attention
can be accounted for in a more coherent. way by
visual interaction. His interactive channels theory has
been formulated quantitatively by Wolford (1975),
but not on the level of letter confusions. In this
respect, Wolford (1975) presents data reported by
Hollingworth and Wolford showing that under .
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.035 too low as compared with the .08 for the present
541 word vocabulary as ~mployed here. The immediate effect of an "increased number of words
in the vocabulary · is to increase, generally, the
. number of possibie alternatives · for . any
stimulus word. Consequently, the large sum of their
probabilities decreases . the probabilities of the
correct response by the operation of the constant
ration rule. If the- underlying model is relevant,
subjects would seem· to have fe~er than 400 responses accessible at any one time. there are several
ways of reflecting th~s...in the model while main- ·
taining the .vocabulary size. Differential weighting
schemes; however, would. require free parameters
to be intr.oduced which could thus far be avoided.
We note here, in passing, that differential accessibility would be somewhat analogous to the application of frequency o(occurre~ce in the predictions.
The vocabulary fails on the occasional report of nonsense words. In such a case, the sensory information
apparently does not succeed in activating vocabulary
entries. As a rule, these strings are pronounceable,
suggesting that articulatory readiness could be
involved.
A few erroneous responses were reported earlier
by the subjects in the recogniti<m trials. Sequential
word response bias (Morton, 1969) might be responsible for these repetitions when sensory· information is apparently limited. Empirically, one could
more safely argue in favor of sequential bias if the
visual predictability of the response could be assessed
more reliably. Thus, the recognition model might be
employed to ·study sequential word bias more
accurately.
Finally, some words were reported which were not
predicted· by the model, or predicted to be very
improbable. This finding must be expected when the
number of observations in the letter recognition
study is limited. When only few observations. are
run, the likelihood that a particular letter confusion,
which has a low a priori probability, does not occur
at all is rather high. Consequently, no word responses would be predicted containing that confused
letter, but they might occasionally be reported by
a subject.
Frequency Effects
Ever since Solomon and Postman (1952), word
frequency has been the most extensively studied
determinant of word recognition. Apart from its
dynamic appeal, the universal interest in frequency
stems from its basic simplicity as a single variable
factor. It is, therefore, not surprising to find
frequency as one of t.he central issues in the logogen
model and in the multicomponent model.
Generally, ·word frequency is expressed as number
of occurrences in printed text and it is assumed to

reflect the number of times a subject encounters that
word. More frequently occurring words should then
be easier to· recognize. However, it is difficult to
establish which these frequent words are for any
given individual, even when the supposed impact of
frequency is valid. In the two word-frequency counts
that were available to us, the 1937 De Ia Court count
(Li.Jlschoten, Note 1) and that of Uit den Bogaart
(1975), differences were, of course, to be expected
since 40 years separated them, th~ugh the kind of
material sampled was basically the same. ln both
·counts, the less frequent words, of the c;>rder of
to-', counted once out of a total of a million,
necessarily have a highly unreliable frequency estimate.
Unreliabilities are also apparent from substantial
frequency differences between the same words in
printed and spoken text (Uit den Boogaart, 1975),
even for frequent words. Taken together, these
observations seem to indieate that frequency counts
inadequatly reflect exposure of words to individual
subjects; let alone word availability.
·An important question is how large the frequency
effect is, as compared to ever-present visual effects
as in reading. Under reasonably favorable perceptual
conditions, visual effects predominate over those due .
to frequency, as may be gathered from the data
reported by Morton (1968) and by Rumelhart and
Siple (1974). Here an attempt has been made to show
how much of word recognition behavior can be explained without taking differences in word frequency
into account. Even so, the adopted vocabulary
represents the basic frequency aspect: the exiStence
ofwords.
·
·
·
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Letter Features vs. Word Features
It was established around the turn of the century
that letter properties alone could not account fully
for word recognition, though any notion of redundancy was markedly absent. Neisser (1967) has given
a review of these findings,. emphasizing the influence
of general word shape. The objective features
of single letters cannot account fully for general word
shape, as they are subject to :mutual interference.
However, since the amount of interference is dependent on eccentricity, a single word can take different
shapes· over different positio!}s in the visual field,
thereby losing its general word shape. This situation
is aggravated in normal text where other words come
to occupy nearly all empty spaces and introduce
additional interference. In the present model, the
letter-based approach has been combined with global
aspects by considering the position of letters.
Essentially, the model defines a probability distribution over letter strings and some words, the constituent letters of which have been perceived for the
stimulus word. The importance of letters in the per-
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ception of words has been ernphasized more recently these results are valid for parafoveal recognition
by Thompson and Massaro (1973).
only, c;ince foveally presented words are generally
In view of the unclear status of letter features, perfectiy seen in 100-msec·presentations. The method
an· explicit feature detection theory was not felt to be cari, however, easily be extended, for instance by
necessary for the present application of the model. shortening the presentation time. for foveal presenTwo difficulties are connected with a feature theory. tation in order to degrade stimulus quality.
.The simplicity of the present model is attained at
First, the choice of features entails an arbitratiness
that is difficult to avoid. Neither Gibson's features the expense of a large number of fixed letter recog(1965} nor those of Rumelhart and Siple (1974} have · nition parameters, estimated in separate experiments.
been seriously investigated as to the existence of · This is advantageous with respect to the number of
other possibilities. Next, there is the feature com- assumptions to·be made, which is minimized i_n this
bination problem. Smith (1973), in auditory recog- scheme..1\ny further development would eventually
nition, and Hubert (1972)," in visual recognition, be directed at greater theoretical power in the
found indications of strong dependence between the -description of letter perception. In this respect, the
hypothesized features. Dependencies of this sort independence of letter perception, which is· in line
would complicate general recognition theories con- with the results. of Colegate and Eriksen (1972), is
siderably.
a use(ul and simplifying condition.
Finally, a better insight is needed into the subject's
Experimental Limitations
individual. vocabulary and its instantaneous· accessAll lett-er confusion probabilities were directly ibility. The word list employed for the model is at
taken from the experimental data of letter recogniti()n best a very rough approximation as regards content
and are prone to stochastic uncertainty because of and seems additionally to overestimate the number
the restricted number of letter presentations. In view
of accessible words. A study of word knowledge has
of the four ·eccentricities, three letter positions, and been made in which a lexical decision task was used,
26 letter confusions, there ·the results of which indicate that words, indeed, vary
the approximately 20
greatly in aceessibility (Bouwhuis, in press).
·
is no easy solution to this problem (20 letters owing
The results of the latter study also indicate that
to distributional constraints of letters in words,
while subjects may still report up to 26 different subjects share their word knowledge in· the sense
that they know the same words well and they . all
letters. For one particular word, there seems indeed
have difficulties with little-known words. In addition,
to be too little inform11tion to obtain accurate prein support of the present model, word knowledge
dictions. We tried, instead, to reduce the unreliability
appeared· to be largely independent of word frequency.
by averaging over stimuli, and it appears ihdeed that
these averages conform sufficiently well to the obREFERENCE NOTE
served data.
An unavoidable ·consequence of seeing the stimulus ·
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Conclusion
The results of the test of the word recognition
model presented here showed that the word recognition in the earlier experiment by Bouma (1973)
can be satisfactorily predicted from letter recognition
data and word knowledge. The results suggest, too,
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Printed text is composed of separate words and words are composed of letters. This seems to be the intuitive basis for the hypothesis that reading
words (word recognition) is relevant to reading text and that letter recognition is relevant to word recognition. Since reading is a difficult process
to study directly, one may decide to take word recognition or even letter
recognition as a research topic instead. If relevance to reading is claimed,
one has .next to use the acquired insights into letter recognition to arrive
at an understanding of word recognition, and use insights into word recognition to arrive at an understanding of reading. Let us trace some of the
problems encountered along the way. We can use the notions of the recognition process as developed by Morton, although different views also exist.
Let us start with the recognition of a single letter. For research purposes,
we consider explicit recognition as the triggering of an internalized concept
of such a letter ("internal letter"), representing perceptual knowledge, by
data from the senses representing perceptual information. Knowing that
the configuration (shape, size) of a letter can be highly variable, we assume
that less variable "features" act as an intermediate, and that· combinations
of features (feature sets) trigger the internal letter. If necessary, more than
one level of features may be assumed (hierarchical structure of features).
Since there are fewer letters than feature combinations, letters are overdetermined and only part of the feature set may be sufficient for correct
recognition. The usually abundant information {its redundancy) is thought
to increase perceptual certainty and to speed up the process of decision
between alternative responses when feature sets overlap. If the eyes provide· ·
insufficient data, the few activated features may induce recognition as well,
either correct or incorrect. The ease of eliciting incorrect responses makes
confusion matrices a primary source for specifying features as related to
stimulus configurations on the one hand and to internal letters on the other.
In this view, features are theoretical objects to be specified by subsequent
research, and readers do not need to have any conscious intuition about them,
221
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in contrast to single letters, which can be recognized and named explicitly.
Research may then be directed within the framework of the theory at specifying for the various letters both features and feature sets or feature hierarchies, trigger thresholds, and also decision rules between alternatives.
We need both qualitative and quantitative data, and we need to know the
dynamics of the process, in order to compare the theory quantitatively with
experimental data, at least, on correct and incorrect responses and on response latencies. As to the dynamics, feature activation and deactivation
may we11 overlap in time with the activation of internal letters and with
the decision process.
The same theoretical scheme is applicable to the recognition of single
words and has in fact been developed for that purpose. Features may now
be assumed to correspond with internal letters, and it follows "that no explicit
decision between alternative letters as such now has to be assumed. This
latter point is of considerable importance: arguments against word recognition by means of letter recognition were based on the classic findings that
words can be recognized even if some of their letters cannot, and that response latencies for letter recognition are not shorter than for words. Both
findings can be accommodated once the necessity of a decision between
alternative letters as part of the word recognition process is abandoned. This
also opens the possibility of reconciling the seemingly opposite notions of
"analytic features" (=letters) and "global features," which belong to the word
as a whole rather than to one of its letters. Strictly speaking, letter position
in a word is already a global feature.
So the scheme for the recognition of a single letter can be extended to
the recognition of a single word. In fact, the papers in this session add the
notion that certain letter sequences act as features, and that subjects use
implicit knowledge about admissible letter sequences.
Nevertheless, word recognition is a more complex process in other respects. Whereas there are only some 26 letters, there are thousands of words,
bringing in available word knowledge (or even knowledge of letter clusters)
as an extra variable. Also, words have meanings and may induce "associations" of many types, appearing in experiments as an uncontrolled response
bias. Sequential bias (repetition) certainly extends farther in time in word
recognition than in letter recognition. So, in general, the decision process
between alternatives will be rather complex to unravel.
Features make theory easier if they combine independently. If features
have strong interactions among themselves, it is doubtful if they deserve
separate treatment. For letters as features of single words, there can be
no doubt of strong interactions. So why maintain letters as possible features?
A pragmatic answer is: because theory is at present even more intractable
without letters as features. A suitable route is then to specify the interactions first and next to see how the theory should be modified. Two main
interactions are: 1) letters close together on the retina strongly interfere,
even when quite close to the fixation point; the rules of lateral interference
include position in the word and distance from the fovea as important parameters, and may be the source of the right visual field advantage for word
recognition; 2) Adjacent letters in certain sequences may help each other•s
recognition, thus forming letter clusters. This causes certain non-words to
be more word-like than others. Graphemic clusters may be traced back to
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different origins {phonemic and morphemic clusters). Present theory tries
to deal with the two types of interaction by assuming that lateral interference
is not letter-specific and is thus open to direct measurement from nonword
letter strings, and that orthographically regular letter clusters have an internal representation of their own, intermediate between letters and words.
Here, gradually, the theoretical scheme changes from "passive" to "active"
recognition, or from "stimulus analysis and projection upon existing perceptual knowledge" to "hypothesis in need of perceptual confirmation." In the
future, the opposition will probably seem less clear-cut than it does today.
Strong interactions between words could in principle eliminate the word as
a useful theoretical unit for understanding reading, but it seems more likely
that word clusters of several types will be added to the present levels of
description. Also, morphemes capable of signifying relations between different words of a sentence will have to be accommodated.
Allport, in his review of present word recognition research, mentions
recent doubts about whether overt responses by readers are representative
indicators of recognition {even if they report "nothing seen," certain semantic
influences of the stimulus word may be traced). There is, however, much
cohesion in the body of overt word recognition experiments which Allport
goes on to discuss. Errors made by patients with certain brain lesions point
to two separate routes from stimulus to meaning: one through the visual
lexicon, leading to incorrect response words, visually similar to the stimulus,
and the other through phonological receding leading to response words which
sound similar to the stimulus. The increasing evidence from brain-injured
patients makes it desirable to find out if their word recognition processes
reflect processing routines or are only last resorts, available when the normal
routines fail. A relevant observation might be, for example, to note whether
their re~ponse speeds are anywhere near the normal range. Generally, "phonological receding" {visual recognition based on speech sounds as features) has
lost its status as an intermediary process in visual word recognition. This
is consistent with Morton's logogen theory, although Allport proposes to
refine its decision stage.
Morton reexamines his ten year old logogen theory, which stressed the
independence for word recognition of activation from the senses, and expectation from the context through general knowledge. The time is ripe now
for differentiation and quantitative elaboration of perceptual analysis and
decision, followed by a better understanding of the magical "context" factor.
Here, Morton splits the former single logogen into a visual, an auditory and
a motor {spee~h) logogen, because of the sense-bound properties.
Bouwhuis further examines the quantitative relationship developed earlier
between recognition of letters as such in non-words, and recognition of words
composed of those letters. He restricts himself to words of three letters.
The two interaction factors of letters in words, lateral interference and
orthographic clustering, are taken into account implicitly. The precise
theoretical predictions matched experimental values so closely that it became
worthwhile to search for possible origins of the differences. This led to
experiments on the differential accessibility of words out of context ("word
knowledge") - which turns out to be fairly independent of frequency counts.
The results also indicate that subjects actually use orthographic factors in
deciding whether letter strings are words or non-words.
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Venezky delves deeply into the spelling regularities of English. Information
theory teaches us that for optimal reading of words, the reader should use
a perfect knowledge of transitional probabilities of letters (Jetter clusters)
in his decoding. Therefore statistical descriptions of orthographic structure
and redundancy may reflect the optimum adult reader. Position in the word
turns out to be highly relevant to such cluster description. Orthographic
clusters may relate back to visual, phonological (speech), and grammatical
factors.
PoJJatsek and Carr also discuss the role of Jetter clusters. They present
two words or two non-words, which are either identical or differ in one or
more letters. Subjects have to respond "same" or "different"; response latencies for two word stimuli are compared with latencies for two nonword stimuli.
Subjects do just as weU on orthographically regular non-words as on words,
whereas other non-words require more time. This suggests that such decisions are made at some letter-cluster level and reflect perception of orthographic regularities.
Smith and Groat report on a Jetter monitoring task which is increasingly
being used for finding relationships between Jetter and word recognition.
Letters are more difficult to find in words than in orthographically irregular
nonwords. Many factors mentioned earlier as possible factors in word recognition (including position in a word and phonemic and grammatical factors)
seem to influence such scores, but there is no difference between pronounced
and silent letters. The sensitivity of the task to so many factors makes it
both potentially powerful in the long run, and difficult to interpret in the
short run. Notice that explicit Jetter recognition is not a requirement for
a theory which assumes letters as features for Jetter clusters or for words.
The papers in this section reveal a strong common theme in which 11orthographically regular" letter clusters are defined as perceptuaJJy relevant concepts and such units are defined relative to their position in the word. The
theme reminds one of research on speech perception, where phoneme
sequences of about syllable size are among the units considered. A difficulty
in working with Jetter clusters is that there are so many of them and that
different ways of dividing words into Jetter clusters (including overlapping
clusters) show great covariation. Since, moreover, different Jetter sequences
will probably function as clusters 11 more or less 11 rather than "all or none,"
there is a need to work out the theoretical options quantitatively for a carefully chosen subset of (short) words. A transition from a confusion matrix
for letter clusters to word confusions could then both be predicted and
measured. There seems to be sufficient qualitative guidance available to
make such a quantitative effort worthwhile.
Perhaps it should be added that the hypothesis of Jetter clusters as features of words does not require the subject to make explicit decisions between
alternatives to such clusters. In experiments, however, such decisions may
be required from subjects, and response latencies wiU then probably primarily
reflect the difficulty of the decision process itself.
Laboratory situations designed for studying word recognition are often
quite different from normal reading situations. They may have to be in order
to produce useful answers to weJJ-defined questions. For example, presentation durations are sometimes a few milliseconds only, presentations may
be repeated many times with gradually increasing durations, and subjects
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may be left with more than a second to quietly consider their answers. Those
interested in reading then have to consider whether the results can be generalized to the reading situation, where fixation durations are some 200 msec,
repeated presentations are at different retinal positions, and recognition
is quick and without much reflection. Of course, differences may concern
many more aspects of stimuli and tasks. This generalization is often difficult
to achieve, and if relevance to reading is pursued, one might consider designing the laboratory situation to approximate reading situations as closely as
possible. If so, the insight gained may also be applicable to related areas
such as the spelling of languages, learning foreign languages, or handwritten
text, to mention just a few of the many intriguing domains of actual reading.
In conclusion, word recognition is probably a key determiner of reading
and central to any theory of reading processes. The increase of qualitative
insight, in particular into letter clusters as a mediating processing level,
makes a quantitative theory of word recognition desirable. Such. a theory
would have implications for assessing and improving the quality of written
communication.
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H. Bouma and F.F. Leopold

A Set of Matrix Characters in a Special

7 x 8 Array

Electronically controlled displays of characters meet increased interest, e.g.
as outputs of computers. The display of characters is generally limited to only a
number of configurations, for which only two intensity levels are used-(black and
white). Most configurations of characters are basically made up of line elements,
which for display purposes can be generated as lines. They can, however, also be
built up of detached dots, and the eye is eager to fill up the spaces and interpret
the dots as lines.
We shall report here on a set of characters that we designed in a

7 x 8 matrix

for display on T.V. screens. The required set includes 26 capital letters, 10
digits, punctuation marks,and some other symbols. The elements of the matrix were
prescribed by considerations other than perceptual: they were vertical rectangles,
each of which had a height-width relation of 1.7 to 1. The matrix itself had 7
columns and 8 rows (Fig. 1). On the monitor screen, a slight overlap between horizontally adjacent elements occurred.•
Sizes were such that there was space for 72 characters per line and 16 lines per
frame. The restrictions mentioned here should be kept in mind in case one wants to
apply the present results to other types of display.

• Messrs. J. Schr8der and H.G. Nussbaum (Elektro Spezial GMBH Bremen) provided us
with the apparatus.

7
I

8

v 1·7: 1

Fig. 1. Prescribed matrix dimensions. Perceptually, a lower height-width
quotient is to be preferred
Perceptually, requirements for isolated characters are that:
1) they are of an acceptable form corresponding fairly well with the internal
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concept that human subjects have of the intended character (acceptability);
2) their constituent parts stand out clearly (identifiability);

J) in particular those parts of the configurations that distinguish different
characters, stand out so clearly that confusions are unlikely (individuality).
Briefly, we have proc·eeded in three steps:
a) On the basis of general guidelines concerndng legibility, we designed many
diffe.rent configurations of each of: the 26 capital letters and the ten digj. ts.
The guidelines included extra attention for oblique elements, open versions of
round elements and sharp angles, large openings, and large differences between
characters of related forms. We- included some designs that were fairly different
f:rom their normal forms and also some that did not comply with the above guidelines. See Fig. 2 for most of the letter configurations.
Drawn versions of the designed characters were rated by ten observers as regards
subjective acceptability.
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b) For each character, the pre~erred two or three configurations were disp1ayed on
a monitor screen and subjected to a distance reading test, in which ten other
observers took part. Correct scores, co~sions and i11egib1e scores indicated
the degrees o~ identi~iabi1ity and o~ individua1ity. For iso1ated characters, a
distance reading test is

~air1y

representative

o~

a number

o~

ways

o~

decreasing

the recognisibi1ity, such as by eccentric presentation or by diminishing

o~

contrast.
c) Symbo1s that showed re1ative1y 1ow correct scores were redesigned. A1so, di~~er
ences between symbo1s which showed a high proportion

confusions were in-

o~

creased. Fina11y, the resu1ting characters were subjected to care~ consideration with the aim o~ making the who1e set as homogeneous in appearance as
possib1e, without

sacri~icing

on the other desiderata. A1so, punctuation marks

J, as
4 as drawings.

and other symbo1s were now designed. The resu1ting set is shown in Fig.
photographed in groups

~rom

the monitor screen, and in Fig.
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Some general remarks concerning the final design may be of interest:
Openings are generally wide {see A, B, S) to increase identifiability.
Rounded parts have been obtained either by using openings {~) or by inward
bends (~), the choice depending among other things on confusion scores (see
B, C, D, G).

Boldness of diagonal parts has sometimes been increased by an overlap arrangement
(K, R,

z).

One of the difficu1ties of a horizonta1-vertica1 matrix array is that

diagonal parts have a lower average thickness than horizontal or vertical parts.
A heavier line width has been chosen for the digits. A1so, a 7 x 7 array has been
used for them instead of the 7 x 8 array for letters. The idea is to lower
confusibility between digits and capital letters.

Lf
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Discussion
For a few letters, the requirements of high1y acceptable forms, with a high
identifiability and a low confusability, can satisfactorily be combined in one
configuration. This is for example the case with E, L, T, and in general with those
letters that are normally built up of only a few straight line elements. For most
characters, however, at least some requirements are contradictory, and this leads
to the necessity of a compromise. As an example let us consider angles or gaps,
which for good detail visibility should be designed as open as possible. When
following this ru1e, one may soon find oneself designing rectangular rather than
rounded parts, and gaps instead of sharp angles (Fig.

5).

acceptability
identifiability
Fig. 5. Two examples of a conflict between acceptability and identifiability
This, however, is detrimental for acceptability, because the clearly visible symbols
with high individuality may well fail to trigger sufficiently the internal conce~t
that people hold of the intended symbol. In the case of the digits, individual
identifiability has been made subordinate to the recognition of digits as such

(1, 5, 6 vs. I,

s, G).

Finally, we shall have to live with the fact that some

symbols differ so little in their configurations that there is only restricted
escape from their being confused. Examples of these are C-G and 0-Q.
In our investigation, for a11 Q configurations that we designed on the basis of
"an 0 with an oblique element at the lower right", the Q-0 confusions ran so high
that we were happy to find a quite unconventional design (See Fig. 1).
In this connection one may well ask whether it is of such great importance to normal
reading if letter configurations have low confusabi1ity.

-
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In general terms, the answer may well be that in cases where information is
abundant, as it is in normal text, it is o~ no great importance. However, symbols
in displays should also work in situations where each character has to rest on its
own strength, such as in code numbers, abbreviations,.and

~ormulae.

For normal text,

it should be added that a presentation in lower-case letters should certainly be
to capitals, even at the cost o~ poor~r legibility o~ the individual

pre~erred

letters. The use

o~

capital letters

~or

normal text

computer rather than a dedication to the desires

o~

re~lects

the spirit o£ the

the human eye.
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COMPLETION OF AN ALPHA-NUMERIC MATRIX DISPLAY WITH
LOWER-CASE LETTERS
H. Bouma and A.L.M. van Rens

Introduction

In 1969, we proposed on the basis of an experimental investigation a set of characters of optimum legibility, each in an 8 x 7 matrix (8 rows, 7 columns with some
horizontal overlap) for a computer console. (Fig. 1)(Bouma and Leopold, 1969).
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The required set included 26 capital letters, 10 digits, punctuation marks and some
20 other symbols. Since for running text lower-case letters are to be preferred over
capital letters, we are happy to present here configurations for the 26 lower-case
letters as well.
A characteristic of lower-case letters is the presence of ascending and descending
extensions. This leads to characteristic word contours (Bouma, 1970a), which aid
recognition, even if the individual lower-case letters should be less legible than
their capital counterparts. It follows from this that the extensions of the lowercase letters should be sufficiently pronounced. Therefore, of the 8 available rows,
we reserved the 3 upper ones for the ascending extensions, leaving S for the small
letters.
Descending letters got an extra 3 rows (Fig. 2). From a technical point of view
it is not attractive to extend the matrix just for a
few descending letters, but
3
the experiments showed that
1·7:1
legibility both of letters
and of words suffers consid5
erably if the descending
letters are designed in the
normal 8 x 7 matrix instead
(Fig. 3).
7
As has been outlined in
the earlier paper (Bouma and
Leopold, 1969), perceptual
Fig. 2. The matrix consists of 8 rows and 7 columns.
requirements for isolated
Each of the elem~nts has a height-width
characters
are that the obrelation of 1.7 to l. Small lette~s are
designed in a 5 x 7 matrix, for the ascendserver knows to which charing and descending extensions 3 rows are
acter the form belongs
reserved.
(acceptability), that he
clearly sees the constituent
parts (identifiability), and
that he does not confuse
characters of related forms
(individuality).

CI.".Il=I~L~IJ

I

Fig. 3. Descending letters
can be designed in
the normal a x 7
matrix (right hand
versions), but the
legibility both of
isolated letters
and of words containing a descending
letter falls considerably behind as
compared to an
ll x 7 design (left
hand versions).
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Corresponding to these requirements, we started by designing different configurations
for each character, guided by some general rules such as open versions of openings
and gaps, and large differences between characters of related form. The most acceptable versions were tested in a distance reading test of individual letters, and the
scores compared to scores of a good quality typewriter-letter. For this, we chose
the type-face Courier, which we have used extensively in other experiments as well
(Bouma, 1970b). Both tests were carried out by the same observers. The rationale of
the comparison is that lower-case letters show great differences in legibility due
to their different forms and the comparison with a good type-face in excellent
rEproduction-quality will indicate which matrix letters fall behind because of a nonoptimum configuration.

Isolated letters
The matrix letters were generated by a special symbolgenerator~, which permits a
free choice of several parameters of 8 symbols at a time. In the experiments, they
were displayed white on black on a TV screen, with the required SO% overlap between
horizontally adjacent elements. Dimensions were 3 mm (height) x 2.4 mm width for the
small letters in the S x 7 matrix. Luminance of the white letters was 150 cd/m2 at
good contrast. Courier letters were typed thro~gh black carbon tape on white paper
(luminance 1SO cd/m 2 ), dimensions of the small letters 2.0 x (up to) 2.5 mm. In the
first test, legibility of isolated matrix letters was compared to legibility of
Courier letters by 6 observers at a viewing distance of 2.7S m.
On the average, the matrix letters scored slightly higher than the Courier letters.
Those matrix letters that scored instead much lower than the Courier letters were
considered for redesigning, along the guidelines of the misreadings that had occurred.
This applied in particular to the letters /a, m, w/. Probably, the /a/ is not sufficiently acceptable, since /a/ is the more common configuration. The letters /m, w/
suffer from insufficient horizontal resolving power, given the 7 columns with about
SO% horizontal overlap. For
the /w/, a different configuration was found and
for the /m/ we designed a
small capital version in
the S x 7 matrix available
for the small letters
(Fig. 4).

Fig.

~.

First and second design of three lowercase letters. Righthand side configurations /a, "' score
higher than left
hand /a, m/. For the
/w/ there is little
difference in scores;
on aesthetic grounds
we prefer the lefthand version.

••
liB
IJII

~provided by Messrs. J. Schroder and H.G. Nussbaum {Philips Data Systems, Bremen,

Germany).
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The new configurations were compared with the earlier ones in a new distance reading
test. In this test, /a/ scored higher than /a/ (73 vs 16%), whereas the small capital
/M/ scored higher than /m/ (40 vs 12% correct). The second /w/ configuration scored
slightly lower than the first one (60 vs 64%).

Words
Because words rather than individual letters are supposed to be the units for
reading of lower-case text, we made a final test in which we compared (Dutch) words
of TV matrix letters with the same words of Courier letters (10 subjects). For the
TV matrix letters, space between two adjacent letters was 2 elements (.7 mm). Fig. 5
gives some English examples, taken from screen photographs as well as their Courier
counter parts.

502
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

ftomm

Fig. 5. Matrix letters and text as photographed from a TV .screen, and Courier
typewriter letters and text. If size difference is taken into account, TV
lower-case letters have a sl~ghtly lower legibility than Courier letters.

At the same reading distance of 3.50 m, the TV matrix words scored slightly higher
than Courier words (48 vs 41%), but since TV letters were about SO% higher than
Courier letters (at the same width), the matrix words are in fact slightly less
legible than the good quality Courier words. In particular, we checked on /a/ and
I a/, and on /m/ and /M/, ·and found that also in words I a/ and the small capital I"/
gave the higher correct scores. Fig. 6 gives final proposals of the configurations.

a

1111111111

11
~~~-~11111
~filii ... ·
II
Fig. 6. Proposed configurations of the lower-case letters.
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REFLECTION PROBLEMS OF A PASSIVE LX DISPLAY PROVIDED
WITH A FLAT MIRROR
H.Bouma and A.L.M. van Rens

In a passive liquid crystal (LX) display, application of a certain voltage causes
a local separation in a thin LX layer. At these positions, ligh~ from outside sources is now scattered, mainly in forward directions. For sufficient contrast, it is
necessary that the eyes receive these forwardly scattered rays. This can be realized
either by illumination of the transparent display from the back (transillumination),
or by illumination from the front if the light is reflected by a mirror immediately
behind the LX layer. The LX layer will now be
screen
passed twice. We restrict this contribution
1a
to the reflecting LX display provided with a
flat mirror.

forbidden viewing
direction

1c

1d

For ensuring legibility, all light reflected
by the mirror towards the eye should originate
either from the symbols or from a black surface,
and under no circumstances from the outside
world. Of course the black surface shields the
display from being visible from certain directions. Design should be such that
a) the angle under which the display is visible (display angle) is large and the angle
shielded from view small.

Fig. 1. Relative positions of reflecting display
and screen.
a) the most backward part of the screen
should send its rays in horizontal direction after reflection.
b) the front edge of the screen should
do the same at the highest viewing angle
S. However, the situation as drawn permits a roughly perpendicular viewing direction with uncontrolled light reflection.
c) by relocating of the front edge to
point C, perpendicular viewing directions
are shielded from view.
d) combination of a and c in one figure.
For a : 70°, 8
50°,

=
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A passive display offers the advantage of being
visible under almost any prevailing illumination
without special lamps, just as, for example,
this text. However, the mirror behind the LX
layer superimposes part of the outside world
on the symbols displayed, and makes the value
of the contrast and even its sign, dependent
on circumstances as accidental as room illumination, wall reflection, window position and
sunshine. We describe here a shield which prevents the reflection from degrading the contrast.
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b) within the display angle, no part of the outside world is reflected towards the
eye.
A solution is depicted in Fig. la - d. LX is the reflecting display with height a,
at an angle a with the vertical. If the lowest viewing direction is the horizontal,
the most backward part of the screen should produce the rays in horizontal direction
(Fig. la). At the highest viewing direction, at an angle S with the horizontal, the
front part of the screen should produce the reflected rays (Fig. lb). However, the
arrow in Fig. lb indicates that the observer can look at the display from an angle
larger than B and then he will see part of the outside world superimposed on the
symbols. This is not conform the second requirement, and, consequently, it should be
prevented that the display can be viewed from angles larger than B, i.e. from directions perpendicular to the display. Therefore, we shift the front part of the screen
to point C (Fig. lc). The front part of the screen should therefore be located at
the intersection of the direct ray from the upper edge of the display and the refleeted ray from the lower edge, both at viewing directions closest to perpendicular.
In fact, C is located right above the display center at a height h =~a cotg (a-S).
Fig. 1d combines Figs. la and 1c for a a 70°, S • 55°. If a= 20 mm. Cis located at a distance of h = 38 mm from the screen centre.
Since the display cannot be viewed from perpendicular directions, the symbols appear
lower, by a factor cos (a - y) if ·r is the viewing direction. This can be compensated
by a corresponding increase of actual symbol height at constant symbol width.
For a= 70° andy = 40°, height should increase by 15\. The front edge of the screen
should have the indicated position C. The back edge should intercept the indicated
rays (Fig. 1a). Otherwise, there are no reflection requirements and sufficient freedom is left for a handsome design. The space between LX display and screen should be
used for a suitable background.
If a large display angle is not a requirement, light may well enter from above
(Fig. 2 : a = 30°, B = 20°) •
In case the display can be given a slightly concave form, a smaller screen will do.
We have tried out the solutions of Figs. 1
and 2, in a laboraty set-up• and found
satisfactory legibility under a wide variety
of outside illuminations. We could always
maintain a luminance ratio between displayed
symbols and background of a factor of 10.

Fig. 2. If only a small viewing angle is needed, illumination may come from behind
the screen. a= 30°, B = 20°.

•The LX display was provided by Messrs Engelman and van Houten {Philips Research
Laboratories).

Legibility of rectilinear digits
H. Bouma and F. L van Nes

Introduction
Over the last decade, electronics technology has advanced very rapidly, leading to
great decreases in size and price of all sorts of information-processing equipment.
Consequent changes in controls and displays present opportunities as well as challenges to ergonomics. Controls, on a calculator or oscilloscope, for instance, tend
to get more numerous and smaller, and thus more difficult to handle. On displays,
the presentation of analog information is being superseded by representations using
letters and digits. These symbols in that case generally consist of a number of parts,
either dots, arranged in a matrix, or line segments. The same parts thus figure in
different symbols. The shape of the latter,and of the display device itself, are
mainly chosen on technical and economic grounds. It then remains to be seen how the
resulting text or numbers compare with what people are still most used to: letters
and digits which are not divided into parts, and printed in black on white paper.
As yet, little attention has been given to the question of how well people can read
text, numbers or other symbols generated on electronic displays. In our institute
some research on the legibility of matrix letters for CRT screens was done (Bouma
and Leopold, 1969; Bouma and van Rens, 1971), and the present paper will present
.data on the legibility of the rectilinear, segmented digits now appearing on most
displays for numerical information. Such digits coexisted for some time with digits
containing curvilinear parts (Fig. 1), as successors to the conventionally shaped
numbers displayed by Nixie tubes. Nowadays, (almost) completely rectilinear digits,
like those in row d of Fig. 1, appear to have gained.
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Fig. 1. Examples of digit shapes, built from curved and straight line segments. Row
d shows the shapes investigated in the experiment reported.
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When judging the legibility of symbols, 3 factors should be taken into account:
visibility, discriminability and acceptability. For line-segment digits, this leads
to the following considerations:
visibility, or identifiability, depends on contrast between the digit on display
and its background. It can be obtained by selecting a suitable combination of linesegment dimensions and luminances, and by avoiding reflections on the display from
other light sources;
discriminability, or individuality of different digits, is important, even more so
than with letters, because there is generally no redundancy in numbers, as opposed
to words. Line-segment digits may be prone to confusion owing to their similarity of
shape, therefore this factor needs special attention;
the acceptability of symbols depends on their correspondence to readers' concepts,
in this case, of digit shapes. A high acceptability, i.e. reasonable degree of
resemblance to those concept~, should be aimed at in displays used by the general
public, like watches or calculators. Differences between the shapes of handwritten
digits in different countries, for instance in the digits 1, 7 and 8, may reflect a
problem in this area. Professional users of digit displays may be satisfied with
somewhat more unusual digit shapes, as long as these possess a high individuality.
Our experiments were mainly concerned with discri~inability. We chose perceptually
difficult conditions in order to obtain a sufficient number of errors for analysis.
Jhe results of this analysis led to suggestions for improved digit shapes. The im.provements aim in the first place at increasing digit discriminability, and their
acceptability in the second place. The present paper is a brief report of the experiments which will be published elsewhere in more detail.

Method
Two observational conditions were used:
1. reading or recognizing luminous single digits, of the type shown in the lowest
row of Fig. 1, at a distance of 16m. The height of the digits, 19 mm, then
corresponds to a visual angle subtending 4.1 minutes of arc. At this distance,
about 60% of the presented digits was correctly recognised.
2. parafoveal reading at a normal distance, i.e. 57 em, in the right visual field.
Both isolated digits and three-digit numbers were presented, in two separate
groups, at an excentricity which also led to an average recognition score of about
60\. This meant excentricities of 30 degrees for the single digits, and 5, 71 and
10 degrees for the hundreds, tens and units, respectively, of the three-digit
numbers. In these parafoveal conditions the stimuli were presented for 100 ms,
to eliminate the possibility of foveal stimulus projection through eye movements.
Ten subjects participated in all parts of the experiment. Each digit was presented
10 times, in random order, in the separate parts.

Results
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The average scores of correctly recognised digits by the subjects were:
- for distance reading: 64%

- for excentric reading of single digits: 65\
- for excentric reading of numbers: 81%, 37\ and 53\ for hundreds, tens and units,
respectively.
Fig. 2 shows the recognition
100
percentages for each digit, averaged over the 3 parts of the
:t
aQ 8 ...
experiment.
Considering averages
.5
0
is justified because the different observational conditions
0
yield similar results. A compar~
ison of Fig. 2 with the way in
0
which the digits are made up leads
. ' .. "
to the assumption that a relation
0
exists between a digit's correct
score and the number of segments
0
it counts. In Fig. 3 therefore
0
1234567890
2
4
6
8
the percentage of correct resNumber of line segments
Digits
ponses
is shown as a function of
Fig. 2. (left) and Fig. 3 (right). Percentages of
correctly recognised presentations, shown at the
the number of line segments of
left for each digit (averaged over all observathe digits concerned. The point
tional conditions) and at the right as a function
of the number of line segments of the digits confor 5 line segments represents
cerned. The points at five and six segments each
the average correct score of the
represent averaged percentages from 3 digits (2,
3~ 5 and 0, 6, 9, respectively).
digits 2, 3 and 5, because these
are all made up of 5 segments.
Likewise, the point for six line segments represents the average correct score of
0, 6 and 9. The other points in Fig. 3 are each related to one digit. The figure
demonstrates clearly that correct scores decrease with the number of segments which
digits count.

\0\>

\

'

Subjects are quite willing to make guesses about the identity of digits which they
see more or less vaguely. The response "illegible", though explicitly allowed, was
~
given for only 1% of all stimulus presen10
tations. This means that the incorrect
responses
almost all consist of confusions
~
between digits. It was found that considerable differences exist between the
frequencies of all the possible confusions,
in other words, they occur systematically.
"c
~)
Analysis of the system underlying the
confusions may yield information on the
""""""' ~)
0
perceptual
processes which occur during
1
2
3
4
5
6
digit
recognition.
Fig. 4 shows that an
Number of difference
segments
inverse relation obtains between the percentage
of confusions - averaged over all
Fig. 4. The percentage of confusions
as a function of the total number of
observational conditions and all digits difference segments between the pairs
and the total number of "difference segof digits concerned, averaged over
digit pairs and observational condiments". This total is the sum of the
tions. See text for an explanation
number of line segments in which the diof "difference segments".

\
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gits concerned differ, by addition as well as omission. For example, the total
number of difference segments for the digits 4 and 7 is three. The important conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 4 is that the probability of confusion with another
digit diminishes strongly as that digit differs by the greater number of segments
from the digit actually presented.
Confusions between digits are generally not symmetrical. It turned out, for instance
that at a distance of 16m the presented digit 8 was fourteen times read as "9",
whereas the presented digit 9 was only read three times as "8". In this case, as
well as in many others, the digit perceived oftener contains fewer segments than the
digit presented than the other way round, a kind of simplification tendency in perception.

5 Q8

Summarising, the results can be described with 3 general rules:
1. the smaller the number of segments from which a digit is built up, the better it
is recognised;
2. the larg~r the total number of segments in which two digits differ, the less the
probability that they will be confused;
3. a digit which is not correctly recognised, is more often perceived as one with a
structure simpler than that of the presented digit than the other way round.

Discussion
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Fig. 4 suggests that the number of difference segments plays an important role in recognising rectilinear digits. Consequently, it is interesting to investigate whether
all segments are equally prominent in perception, i.e., whether they all carry the
same perceptive weight. This will mainly depend on the distinctive function attributB
able to the separate segments. If, for
instance, a common segment occurred in
all digits - which is not so - its perception would be of hardly any importance.
c
The distinctive role of the seven line
segments has been determined for all
digit pairs on theoretical grounds, i.e.
F
as regards the contribution of individual
line segments to the difference in shape
between the members of a pair. Here we
shall only consider those pairs which
E
differ in one line segment. The analysis
a
b
of pairs with 2 differing segments is
analogous, and does not lead to different
Fig. Sa. Digit pairs which differ in only
one segment, depicted in that segment. This conclusions (Bouma and van Rens, 1971).
shows that the segments C and F are impor- Fig. Sa depicts all digit pairs differing
tant in distinguishing between different
only in one segment, written inside the
digits.
Fig. Sb. Number of confusions between the
segments concerned. It turns out that
digit pairs from Fig. Sa, written in the
segments C and F each have a distinctive
corresponding segments. The numbers 38
and 54 each are the sums of confusions be- function for 2 digit pairs, and that
tween the two digit pairs depicted in segsegments D and E have no distinctive
ments C and F, respectively.

function for pairs with just one difference segment.
Obviously these considerations are of limited value if they do not correlate with
the perceptive significance of the separate segments. This significance should, for
segments A, B and G, be higher than for D and E, but lower than for C and F. It is
very simple to check if such relationships hold, by counting the number of confusions
between the digit pairs concerned. The result of this operation is shown in Fig. Sb:
in each segment the number of confusions is shown between the digit pair(s) from the
corresponding segment of Fig. Sa. The agreement between these numbers of confusions
and the related numbers of digit pairs 0, 1 or 2, is good. When this analysis is extended so as to include digit pairs differing in 2 segments, a correlation coefficient
of +0.97 is found between the distinctive role of the segments and the number of
confusions between corresponding digit pairs (Bouma and van Rens, 1971).
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Consequences in the design of rectilinear digit shapes

Can we use the experimental results now to obtain a better design for line-segment
digit shapes? As stated in the introduction, by "better" we mean in the first place
a higher discriminability of digits. Since the number of confusions increases
sharply with a decrease in difference segments ~ •. as demonstrated by Fig. 4, we seek
to avoid low values of~. especially ~=1. The upper half of Fig. 6 shows the digit
shapes investigated, whereas in the lower half a number of alternatives are drawn,
with the aim of increasing the distinction between digit pairs with ~=1. The following points may be considered:
1. changes in shape for /6/ and /9/. This would lead to 6=2 instead of ~=1, for S
of the 7 pairs from Fig. Sa. One new pair with ~=1 would result, however, viz.
/4/ and /9/. Still, t·he number of pairs with ~·1 would be 4 less, whereas the
acceptability of the /6/ and /9/ would probably not suffer from the change.
2. a changed position of /1/ in the segment network, viz. from the right to the
left vertical line segments. Especially in numbers with more than one digit, this
would enlarge the distinction between /1/ and /7/, which pair would then formally
get ~=S instead of ~=1.
3. another way to increase ~ for the digit pair /1/ and /7/ is to change the shape
of the /7/ as drawn in Fig. 6. Indeed, ~=2 results for this pair; however, for
the pair /7/ and /9/ ~decreases from 2 to 1. So no overall improvement is obtained. Also, it remains to be seen whether the lower /7/ in Fig. 6 is as acceptable
as the higher one.
4. Similar objections can be raised to the changed digit /0/ in Fig. 6. The lower
shape will hardly found to be acceptable, and would create a new pair with ~=1:
/0/ and (the new) /6/, which had ~·3. The motive for the change in shape of the
/0/ would be an increase from o=l to ~=3 for the pair /0/ and /8/.
So far, we have only considered omissions and additions of line segments, retaining
their original shape. It is also possible to design improved digit shapes by accentuating their perceptually important line segments. Possibilities include making such
segments a bit broader, say SO\, or, in the case of horizontal segments, to lengthen
them somewhat, e.g. 30%. It can be shown that the acceptability of such digit shapes
has not decreased. An increase in acceptability may be obtained by increasing the
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slant of the digits to 20°. This has the added advantage of increasing the distinction between line-segment numbers, as a group, and capitals.
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Fig. 6. Upper row: the digit shapes investigated; lower row: possible alternatives
for 5 of the 10 digits. The alternatives originate from the experimental data.
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In conclusion, we arrived at a new design for rectilinear digit shapes as shown in
()Fig. 7. Only after an experiment with a display incorporating this design, under the
same observational conditions as in the present experiment, could the effect of the
proposed changes on discriminability and acceptability be evaluated. Unfortunately,
such an experiment was not possible because no displays based on the new design have
been constructed.
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IQ Q II
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Fig. 7. Proposal for improved seven-segment digit shapes. The improvements relate in
the first place to the discriminability of the digits, and only in the second place
to their acceptability.·

Summary
Technical and economic developments have led to a rapidly increasing use of new media
for text presentation. Little is known about the legibility of the letter- and numbershapes which are used for such electronic media. This paper deals with research on
the recognisability of numbers built up from straight line segments, which therefore
have a schematic form. Erroneous recognition of such numbers leads to confusion between them.The distinctive function of the individual line segments has been determined
from the errors. This analysis leads to improved design of the number shapes. First,
the improvements aim at increasing the discriminability of the numbers; second, improvement of their acceptability, i.e. resemblance to the traditional number shapes, ..
plays a role.
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DE LEESBAARHEID VAN LIJNSEGMENTCIJFERS OP DISPLAYS
H. Bouma en F.L. van Nes*
Technical and economical developments have led to a rapidly increasing use of new media for
text presentation. Little is known about the legibility of the letter· and number shapes which
are used for such electronic media. This paper deals with research on the recognizability of
numbers built up from straight line segments, which therefore have a schematic form. Erroneous recognition of such numbers leads to confusion between them.
The distinctive function of the individuaUine.segments has been determined from the errors.
This analysis leads to an improved design of the number shapes. Firstly, the improvements aim
at increasing the discriminability of the numbers; secondly, improvement of their acceptability,
i.e. resemblance with the usual number shapes, plays a role.

Inleiding
Gedrukte tekst is nog altijd het meest gebruikte medium bij lezen. De laatste tijd
komen echter meer vluchtige media naar voren, waarbij tekst via elektronische
sturing op displays verschijnt. De opkomst van deze media hangt samen met het
toenemende gebruik van infonnatieverwe.rkende apparatuur. Steeds meer mensen
worden geconfronteerd met letters en cijfers op computerdisplays, leeskranten,
·
zakrekenmachines en televisietoestellen.
Men kan zich afvragen, of bij de nieuwe media wei voldoende aandacht is gegeven.
aan leesbaarheid. hrimers~-·de graflsche ontwerpers van gedrukte tekst hebben een
eeuwenlange traditie in het zoeken naar optimale lettervonnen, regelafstanden en
andere lay-out factoren. Op basis van die ervaring werd een redelijk compromis
bereikt tussen techniek en-economie enerzijds en leesbaarheid anderzijds. Een dergelijke ervaring ontbreekt veelal bij de ontwerpers van elektronische displays, waarvan nog voortdurend nieuwe vormen ontstaan door de snelle technologische ont·
wikkeling. In feite zou dan telkens opnieuw moeten worden overwogen wat een
aanvaardbaar compromis is tussen de technisch-economische factoren en Ieesbaarheid. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijk compromis, waarbij een letter in een voorgeschreven hokjesmatrix moet passen, is afgebeeld in figuur 1 (Bouma en Van Rens,
1971). Letters van dit type kunnen op diverse manieren gemaakt worden; zij zijn
echter lang niet alle even goed Ieesbaar. Aan perceptie-experimenten kunnen enige
algemene regels worden ontleend voor het ontwerp van lettervonnen die in laboratorium-omstandigheden een goede leesbaarheid hebben; daarna is het dan gewenst
de gekozen lettervormen in de praktijk op hun bruikbaarheid te toetsen (Bouma en
Leopold, 1969).
• lnstituut voor Perceptie-onderzoek, Den Dolech 2, 5612 AZ Eindhoven.
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Figuur 1. Onderkast (kleine) letter, opgebouwd uit elementen van een matrix met 11 rijen en
7 kolomrnen. Matrix-letters zijn in technisch opzicht aantrekkelijk voor gebruik op televisieschermen, bij snelle drukmachines (printers), en dergelijke.

Voor cijfers zijn elektronische displays a1 wat Ianger in gebruik dan voor letters, met
name in meetinstrumenten. Tot voor kort werd hierbij meestal de Nixie-buis ge·
brui.kt, dat is een speciaal type neon-buis met achter elkaar geplaatste, dunne elek·
trodes in de vonn van cijfers waarvan er een oplicht. De andere cijfers blijven
daarbij enigszins zichtbaar; zie figuur 2a. De elektrodes hebben meestal vonnen die

2a

2b

Figuur 2a. Nixie-buis met ingeschakelde elektrode in de vorm van bet cijfer 8; om deze elektrode been ontstaat dan een gasontlading. De andere cijfervormige elektrodes zijn dan ook nog
enigszins zichtbaar.
Figuur 2b. Cijferdisplay met uit zeven lijnsegrnenten opgebouwde cijfers. In dit geval zijn alle
lijnvormige elektrodes die samen de cijfers 8 vormen, ingeschakeld, d.w.z. staat er een spanningsverschil tussen alle cijferelementen en een gerneenschappelijke elektrode.
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goed aansluiten op de •ideale cijferbeelden' van de gebrui.kers. Evenals dat bij letters
het ·geval is, is het ook mogelijk cijfers uit onderdelen op te bouwen. De resulterende cijfers hebben een meer of minder geschematiseerde vonn, al naargelang er
minder of meer samenstellende elementen zijn. Een zo klein mogelijk aantal elementen is technisch en economisch aantrekkelijk.
Figuur 2b toont een cijferindicatordisplay met zeven lijnsegmenten. De cijfers die
zijn ingeschakeld, kunnen lichtgevend .zijn of, bij een ander wer.kingsprincipe, donker ten opzichte van hun achtergrond.
In figuur 3 staan een aantal praktijkvoorbeelden van de cijfers 0-9, op verschillende
wijze uit lijnsegmenten opgebouwd. Ook hierbij doet zich dus de vraag voor, of dit
soort cijfers beter kan worden afgelezen, dus of hun Ieesbaarheid kan worden
verhoogd, door (relatief kleine) verand·eringen aan bet ontwerp.
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Figuur3. In de praktijk voorkomende cijfervormen, uit rechte en gebogen lijnsegmenten opge·
bouwd. Het laatste type cijfers, rij d, werd in onze experimenten onderzocht.

Bij de beoordeling van leesbaarheid spelen tenminste drie factoren een rol:
1. Zichtbaarheid. Door een goede combinatie van segmentafmetingen en ·helder·
heden, en door bet vennijden van weerspiegelingen van andere lichtbronnen op het
display, kan men voor een voldoende contrast tussen het ingeschakelde cijfer en zijn
achtergrond zorgen.
2. Onderscheidbaarheid. De kans op foutieve herkenning door verwisseling met
andere cijfers moet zo klein mogelijk worden gemaakt. Deze factor is van groot
belang bij segmentcijfers, omdat die vrij veel op elkaar lijken.
3. Acceptabiliteit. De ontworpen cijfers moeten zoveel mogelijk Iijken op de cijfer·
vonnen die algemeen bekend zijn. (Een hierbij optredend probleem is bet verschil
tussen cijfervonnen in verschillende Ianden, zoals bijv. bij de 1 en de 7 optreedt.)
Dit geldt vooral voor cijfers die voor algemeen gebruik bedoeld zijn, bijv. op digitale
horloges of zakrekenrnachines. Mensen die door hun beroep getraind zijn in het
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lezen van cijfers vanaf displays zouden misscltien genoegen kunnen nemen met wat
ongewonere cijfervormen, omdat bij hen onderscheidbaarheid zwaarder weegt dan
acceptabiliteit.
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Onze experimenten betroffen in hoofdzaak de onderscheidbaarheid, en richtten
zich op fouten die worden gemaakt wanneer zeven-segment-cijfers onder wat moeilijke omstandigheden herkend moeten worden. Een analyse van de waamemingsfouten kan gebruikt worden om de onderzochte cijfervonnen te verbeteren. De
voorgestelde verbeteringen beogen vooral de onderscheidbaarlleid, en voorts de acceptabiliteit van de cijfers te verhogen. Pas na een vergelijkend experiment, met
volgens de gegeven voorstellen geconstrueerde cijferindicatordisplays, zou gezegd
kunnen worden, hoeveel de onderscheidbaarheid en acceptabiliteit van de nieuwe
cijfers is verhoogd. Een dergelijk experiment is niet uitgevoerd, omdat zulke displays niet beschikbaar waren.

Methodiek

Bepaling van onderscheidbaarheid
Een slechte onderscheidbaarheid van de cijfers heeft fouten bij het herkennen tot
gevolg. Het aantal fouten dat onder normale omstandigheden optreedt, is echter
wat klein, zodat tamelijk tijdrovend onderzoek nodig zou zijn om een voldoend
aantal verwisselingen te verzamelen; daarom worden in een laboratorium-experiment waarnemingscondities gebruikt die bet ontstaan van fouten bevorderen.
Voor ons onderzoek naar de onderscheidbaarheid van segment-cijfers hebben wij
onder twee verschillende waarnemingscondities gewerkt:

1. Lezen of herkennen van alleenstaande cijfers op een kijkafstand van 16m,
waarbij de cijferhoogte van 19 mm overeenkomt met een gezichtshoek van 4,1
boogminuten. Gemiddeld wordt dan ca. 60% van de cijfers correct herkend.
2. Lezen op ongeveer normale afstand, d.w.z. 57 em*, maar excentrisch ten opzichte van de blikrichting, zod~t de cijfers buiten het foveale gebied van het netvlies
worden afgebeeld. Er werden alleenstaande cijfers en groepen van drie cijfers gebruikt. De mate van excentriciteit werd zo gekozen, dat wederom ongeveer 60% van
de aangeboden cijfers goed werd herkend. Voor de alleenstaande cijfers betekende
dit een excentriciteit van 30°. Bij de getallen van drie cijfers, aangeboden in de·
rechter gezichtshelft, werd dit herkenningspercentage - voor aile cijfers gemiddeld
- ongeveer bereikt bij een excentriciteit van 5° voor de honderdtallen, 7,5° voor de

* Op deze kijkafstand komt 1 em overeen met 1o gezichtshoek.
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tientallen en 10° voor de eenheden. Figuur 4 geeft een schets van beide excentrische condities. De cijfers waren dan slechts kort (0,1 sec) zichtbaar om te vennijden dat zij door eventuele oogbewegingen van de proefpersonen in het centrale
gezichtsveld zouden komen.
tlxatlepunt

fixatlepunt

51 7

waarnemer

a

b

Figuur 4. De proefopstellingen voor excentrisch waamemen in bet rechter gezichtsveld. De
proefpersoon keek naar een zwarte flxatiestip voor een wit, cylindervormig scherm. Bij a is de
situatie voor het herkennen van alleenstaande cijfers geschetst, bij b die voor getallen van drie
cijfers.

Meetprocedure
De experimenten werden gedaan met zeven-segment cijferbuizen van het type van
figuur 3d. De cijferhoogte was 19 nun, de breedte 11,5 nun. De cijfers heiden ten
opzichte van de verticaal 8° naar rechts. Bij de getallen van drie cijfers was de
afstand tussen de cijfermiddelpunten 25 mm. De luminantie van de groen oplich·
tende segmenten was ongeveer 600 cd/m 2 , en ruim voldoende om alle cijfers goed
zichtbaar te Iaten zijn.
Tien mannelijke proefpersonen, met een leeftijd tussen 2 5 en 3 5 jaar, namen ieder
aan aile experimenten deel.
Nadat de proefpersonen vertrouwd waren gemaakt met de, voor hen enigszins onge·
wone, vonnen van de verschillende cijfers, kregen ze allereerst de afstandleesproef.
Zij reageerden door het cijfer te noemen dat ze meenden gezien te hebben, met
daamaast ten hoogste een altematief cijfer, dus bijv. '8 of 0', als ze niet zeker
waren. Bij het tellen van de gegeven antwoorden werden zulke altematieve cijfers
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ieder voor de helft meegerekend. Ook het antwoord 'onleesbaar' was toegestaan. Bij
de excentrische leesproeven keek de proefpersoon naar een zwarte stip. Op een
moment dat hij die goed fl.xeerde, en met voldoende aandacht keek, drukte hij zelf
op een knop waama het door de proefleider gekozen cijfer, resp. getal, gedurende
0,1 sec. oplichtte. De proefpersoon reageerde dan op dezelfde wijze als bij de afstandleesproef. Elk van de cijfers werd in iedere proef 10-rnaal aangeboden, in een
toevalsvolgorde. De foveale gezichtsscherpte (visus) van de proefpersonen was groter dan 1 ,0. Er werd steeds met beide ogen waargenomen.

Resultaten

Percentages co"ect herkende cijfers
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De gemiddelde scores door de proefpersonen correct berkende cijfers waren:
voor bet afstandslezen 64%;
voor bet excentrisch lezen van alleenstaande cijfers 65%;
voor het excentriscb lezen van getallen 81%, 37% en 53% voor resp. de honderdtallen, tientallen en eenheden. De tientallen worden dus verreweg bet
slechtst herkend; dit komt doordat ze aan beide zijden geflankeerd worden door
een ander cijfer. Een soortgelijk effect treedt op bij het excentriscb lezen van
letters (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954; Bouma, 1970). Bij excentrisch aange boden reeksen van drie letters worden de buitenste letters bet beste waarge·
nomen (Bouma, 1973). Hier is bet net andersom: de eenheden worden slechter
herkend dan de honderdtallen. Waarschijnlijk is dit een gevolg van de grotere
onderlinge afstand tussen de cijfers; eventueel ook van hun grotere afstand tot
de blikrichting.
Qua correct-scores zijn de drie experimentele condities vergelijkbaar; dit blijkt in
grote lijnen ook te gelden voor bet type fouten, d.w.z. cijferverwisselingen, die de
proefpersonen maken. Correct-scores en aantallen van de diverse soorten fouten
volgen uit tellingen van de antwoorden die de proefpersonen gaven. Een overzichtelijke weergave van deze experimentele resultaten is een verwisselingsmatrix, waarin
voor elk aangeboden cijfer is aangegeven, hoe de procentuele verdeling van de
antwoorden is. Twee van zulke matrices, resp. voor afstandlezen en excentrisch
. lezen van alleenstaande cijfers, zijn weergegeven in de tabellen I en II. Deze Iaten
zien, dat er grote verschillen in herkenbaarheid bestaan voor de verschillende cijfers.
Zo worden, in beide door de tabellen weergegeven condities, de cijfers 1 , 4 en 7 het
beste herkend, in die volgorde, terwijl het cijfer 8 er slecht afkomt: als voorlaatste
bij afstandlezen en als laatste, dus slechtst herkende, cijfer bij excentrisch lezen van
alleenstaande cijfers. Figuur S geeft de percentages van correcte herkenning
weer voor ieder cijfer, gemiddeld over aile proefcondities, dus inclusief het excen·
trisch lezen van drie-cijfer getallen.
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Wanneer we nu de gegevens van figuur 5 vergelijken met de wijze waarop de diverse
cijfers uit de zeven segmenten zijn opgebouwd, rijst het vermoeden dat er een
relatie bestaat tussen correct-score voor een cijfer en aantallijnsegmenten waaruit
het is opgebouwd. In figuur 6 is daarom het percentage correcte antwoorden uitgezet als functie van het aantal lijnsegmenten van de betreffende cijfers. Het punt
voor 5 lijnsegmenten geeft de gemiddelde correct-score voor de cijfers 2, 3 en 5
weer, aangezien die aile uit vijf segmenten zijn opgebouwd. Evenzo geeft het punt
voor zes lijnsegmenten de gemiddelde correct-score voor de cijfers 0, 6 en 9 weer.
De andere punten uit figuur 6 hebben ieder betrekking op een cijfer. Uit de figuur
blijkt duidelijk, dat de herkenningsscore afneemt met het aantal segmenten waaruit
de cijfers zijn opgebouwd. Deze relatie blijkt ook te gelden indien de resultaten van
de drie waamemingscondities afzonderlijk worden beschouwd.
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Tabel/, 11/standlezen
Responsie
Stimulus
0
1
2
3
4

s

6
7
8

9

0

1

2

3

4

49
0
1
0
0
1
3
0
7
2

0
91
0
1
0

9
0
77
10
1
3
2
0

1
2
2
60
1
15
7

3·
2
3
3
87
8

1

0
9
0
0

s
s
2
7

s

6

7

8

4
0

3

1
3
0
14
3
6
0
82
0
2

20
0
3
1
2
2
13
1
48
3

7
0
2
4
1
8
10
0
1451

8

9

2

4
0
4
11
0
17
7
0
10
48

s

0
1

2

4
13

2
6·
7

3
49
15
1
9
15

s

6

7

2
0

2
0

20

25

0
4
1

2
1
49
14
0

3
1
11
54
0
24
12

2
0
0
88
0
0

s

s

s

s

44

0

s

9
1

0
0
2
1

2
1

0
2
2

Tabel/1, excentrisch lezen
Responsie

•

Stimulus
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

0

1

2

3

4

82
0
0
0
1
4
8
0
15
4

0
96
1
3
2
0

1
0
38
8
0
6
2
0
4
9

0
0

7
0
7
7
92
4
2
1
3
0

0
10
0
2

2
61
1
8
1

1
1

6

s

11

s

0
1
0
0
1
12
0
37
8

0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
1

0

Tabellen I en II
Verwisselingsmatrices voor de afstand- en excentrische leesproef met een cijfer.
De responsic 'onleesbaar' is aangegeven met -. De getallen van de matrices zijn over de proefpersonen gesommeerde aantallen responsies, en tevens percentages, omdat ieder cijfer in het
geheel lOQ-maal werd aangeboden. De hoofddiagonalen representeren de correcte antwoorden.
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Figuur .5. Percentages van de aanbiedingen waarbij correct herkend werd, voor ieder cijfer. De
percentages zijn gemiddeld over aile waamemingscondities.
Figuur 6. Percentage correcte herkenningen als functie van bet aantal lijnsegmenten van de
betreffende cijfers. De punten voor vijf en zes lijnsegmenten representeren ieder gemiddelde
percentages voor drie cijfers.

Cijferverwisselingen
Hoewel bij deze experimenten de responsie 'onleesbaar' uitdrukkelijk was toegestaan, blijkt hiervan ma~r in ca. 1% van de antwoorden gebruik gemaakt te zijn. Dit
betekent dat de incorrecte antwoorden vrijwel steeds verwisselingen van de cijfers
inhielden. Uit de tabellen I en II ziet men, dat er aanzienlijke verschillen bestaan
tussen de frequenties van aile cijferverWisselingen die mogelijk zijn. Deze systema·
tiek in het optreden van de verwisselingen stelt ons misschien in staat een indruk te
krijgen van de waarnemingsprocessen die een rol spelen bij het al of niet correct
herkennen van dit soort cijfers. Daartoe gaan we allereerst na, of het aantal paarsgewijze verwisselingen tussen cijfers afbankelijk is van het totaal aantallijnsegmen·
ten waarin die cijfers verschillen. Dit totaal is de som van de aantallen lijnsegmenten
waarin de betreffende cijfers door toevoeging en weglating verschillen. Zo bedraagt
het to tale aantal verschilsegmenten tussen het cijfer 4 en het cijfer 7 drie. Figuur 7a
toont, gemiddeld over aile proefcondities en cijfers, het percentage verwisselingen
als functie van dit aantal verschilsegmenten. In figuur 7b zijn de percentages verwisselingen voor de stimuluscijfers 1 en 8, resp. de best en de slechtst herkende cijfers,
uitgezet als functie van het aantal verschilsegmenten - hierbij is gemiddeld over alle
proefcondities.
De figuren 7a en 7b Iaten zien dat de kans op verwisseling met een ander cijfer sterk
afneemt naannate dat cijfer in meer segmenten verschilt met bet aangeboden cijfer.
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Figuur 7a. Percentage verwisselingen a1s functie van bet aantal verscbilsegmenten tussen cijfer·
paren, gemiddeld over alle waarnemingscondities en betreffende cijferparen. Het aantal "verschilsegmenten' wordt gevonden door te tellen, hoeveel segmenten aan een bepaald cijfer moe·
ten worden toegevoegd, en boeveel daarna van de oorspronkelijke moeten worden weggelaten,
om het cijfer te vormen waarmee bet werd verwisseld.
Figilur 7b. Percentage verwisselingen als functie van het aantal verschilsegmenten (gedefinieerd
als bij figuur 7a) voor bet cijfer 1 en bet cijfer 8, gemiddeld over alle waarnemingscondities.
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De verwisselingen tussen twee cijfers zijn meestal niet symrnetrisch. Zo blijkt uit
tabel I, dat op een waamemingsafstand van 16m het aangeboden cijfer 8 veertienmaal afgelezen wordt als het cijfer 9, terwijl het aangeboden cijfer 9 maar driemaal als
het cijfer 8 wordt afgelezen. In dit geval - evenals in vele andere, zoals de lezer
desgewenst kan nagaan in de tabellen I en II - bevat het afgelezen cijfer vaker
minder segmenten dan het aangeboden cijfer dan andersom. We kunnen dit verschijnsel beschrijven als een vereenvoudigingstendens bij de waameming, die moge·
lijk een gevolg is van maskeringsprocessen in het visuele systeem.
Samenvattend zijn de resultaten met drie algemene regels te beschrijven:
I. Hoe kleiner het aantal segmenten waaruit een cijfer is opgebouwd, hoe beter
het herkend wordt.
2. Hoe grater het totale aantal segmenten waarin twee cijfers verschillen, hoe
kleiner de kans dat ze met elkaar verwisseld worden.
3. Wanneer men een cijfer niet goed herkent, wordt het vaker waargenomen als
cijfer van eenvoudiger structuur dan bet werkelijk aangeboden cijfer dan an·
dersom.
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Bespreking

lnv/oed van her aantallijnsegmenten
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De figuren 5 en 6 demonstreren dat het moeilijker is cijfers met veel dan met weinig
lijnsegmenten te herkennen. Men zou dus kunnen denken dat de herkenningsscore
voor een cijfer afhangt van.het.aantallijnsegmenten waaruit het isopgebouwd, bijv.
doordat segmenten perceptief niet meer van elkaar onderscheiden kunnen worden
wanneer er veel bij elkaar liggen. Maar voordat deze conclusie wordt getrokken,
moet eerst worden nagegaan of bet gevolg van het niet waamemen van een lijnsegment wei gelijk is voor herkenning van de verschillende cijfers. Wanneer bijv. een 8
wordt aangeboden, verschilt die slechts in een segment van de 6, de 9 en de 0, en
kan dus als een van deze drie cijfers gei'nterpreteerd worden bij niet-waamemen van
het betreffende segment. Indien echter een 4 als stimulus wordt gebruikt, hoeft
niet-waamemen van een segment niet tot verwarring met een ander cijfer te leiden,
om de eenvoudige reden dat er geen cijfers zijn die slechts in een lijnsegment van de
4 verschillen. De hoge correct-score voor een cijfer als de 4 zou dus het gevolg
kunnen zijn van zijn relatief hoge mate van 'individualiteit', eerder dan van het
geringe aantal samenstellende segmenten. Voor deze opvatting pleit ook dat bijv.
verwisselingen tussen 7 en 1 ongeveer even vaak voorkomen als tussen 8 en 0.
We concluderen daarom nu, dat de belangrijkste factor die zowel de correct-scores
als de verwisselingen bepaalt, eerder wordt gevormd door het aantal lijnsegmenten
waarin de cijfers verschillen, dan door het aantal lijnsegmenten zelf waaruit de
cijfers zijn opgebouwd.

Hez perceptieve ge'Wicht van de afzonderlijke segmenten
Nu we eenmaal weten, dat verschillen in aantallen lijnsegmenten een belangrijke rol
spelen bij het herkennen, is het interessant na te gaan, of er ook verschillen zijn in
de rol die de afzonderlijke segmenten spelen bij het waamemen, in die zin dat zij
eventueel niet aile hetzelfde perceptieve gewicht hebben. voor de herkenning. Dit zai
in de eerste plaats a:fhangen van de onderscheidende functie die aan de aparte
segmenten kan worden toegekend. Zou er bijv. een lijnsegment zijn dat in aile
cijfers voorkwam - hetgeen overig~ns niet het geval is - dan zou de waameming
daarvan erg onbelangrijk zijn. Er is nu een lijst gemaakt van de onderscheidende rol
van de zeven segmenten voor aile cijferparen. In het volgende zullen we ons hierbij
beperken tot die gevallen waarbij het onderscheid tussen cijferparen van slechts een
segment afhangt. De analyse van gevallen waarbij dit onderscheid van twee segmenten athangt, verloopt geheel analoog, en leidt niet tot andere conclusies (Bouma
en Van Rens, 1970). Figuur 8a toont de zeven segmenten met daarin aangegeveP
welke cijferparen aileen in dat segment verschillen. Het blijkt dat de segmenten C en
F elk een onderscheidende rol hebben voor twee cijferparen, en dat de segmenten D
en E geen onderscheidende rol vervullen, althans niet voor paren met slechts een
verschilsegment.
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Het belang van deze beschouwingswijze staat of valt natuurlijk met de perceptieve
betekenis van de segmenten C en F, en wei of die inderdaad groter is dan die van A,
B en G, en of die weer groter is dan de perceptieve betekenis van D en E. Dit kan
eenvoudig worden nagegaan door te letten op het aantal verwisselingen dat in de
drie experimentele condities optreedt tussen de cijferparen die in figuur 8a zijn
aangegeven. In figuur 8b is in elk van de segmenten het betreffende aantal verwisselingen ingevuld. De overeenkomst tussen deze aantallen en de respectievelijke onderscheidende functies, weergegeven door het aantal cijferparen in de overeenkomstige segmenten in figuur Sa, is goed. Als we ook de verwisselingen tussen
cijferparen die in twee segmenten verschillen in deze beschouwing betrekken, vinden we een correlatiecoefficient van +0,97 tussen de onderscheidende rol van de
segmenten en de aantallen verwisselingen tussen de respectievelijke cijferparen.
I
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F

E

Sa

Sb

Figuur 8a. Cijferparen die in slechts een segment verschillen, zijn in dat segment aangegeven.
Hieruit blijkt dat de segmenten C en F een belangrijke rol spelen bij bet onderscheiden tussen
verschillende cijfers.
Figuur 8b. Aantallen verwisselingen, gesommeerd over proefpersonen en waarnemingscondities, tussen de in figuur Sa aangegeven cijferparen. Deze aantallen staan in dezelfde segmenten
als de betreffende paren in figuur Sa. De getallen in de segmenten C en F zijn de sommen van de
aantallen verwisselingen tussen de cijferparen 5 - 9 en 6 - 8, respectievelijk 5 - 6 en 8 - 9. De
nul in de segmenten Den E geeft aan dater geen aileen daarin verschillende cijferparen bestaan.

Consequenties voor het cijferontwerp
Kunnen we de onderzoeksresultaten nu gebruiken om tot een in perceptief opzicht
beter on twerp voor zeven-segment cijferdisplays te komen? 'Beter' kan hierbij op
twee geheel verschillende aspecten slaan, nl. de onderscheidbaarheid van de mogelijke cijfervonnen, dat is de mate waarin zij hestand zijn tegen verwarring met
andere cijfers door hun individualiteit, en. de acceptabiliteit, dat is de mate waarin
de gekozen vonnen aansluiten op het beeld dat gebruikers hebben van de bewuste
cijfervonnen. De waamemingscondities in onze experimenten waren zo gekozen,
dat gemiddeld 38% van aile aangeboden cijfers niet werd herkend. Het is opmerke-
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lijk dat proefpersonen onder deze omstandigheden zo zelden gebruik maakten van
de uitdrukkelijk toegestane mogelijkheid 'onleesbaar' te zeggen: 1% van aile ant·
woorden. De proefpersonen zijn kennelijk bereid om onnauwkeurig te werk te gaan
bij bet berkennen, zoals ook gevonden wordt in proeven over lezen van losse letters
en woorden. Door onze taalkennis is bet bij tekst ook niet nodig om aile letters
correct te berkennen teneinde vlot te .kunnen lezen. Men denke aan bet gemak
waarmee drukfouten over bet boofd worden gezien! Maar met getallen ligt het
anders: die bevatten weinig ofgeen ·redundantie, waardoor een onnauwkeurige detailwaameming direct tot een onjuist ·totaalresultaat kan leiden. Om deze reden is het
gewenst bij bet ontwerpen van cijfervormen allereerst te zorgen dat de kans op
onjuiste waarneming zo klein mogelijk wordt. Pas daama moet getracht worden
bovendien te zorgen dat de cijfervormen zo acceptabel mogelijk worden, d.w.z.
zoveel mogelijk lijken op de vertrouwde cijferbeelden.
In praktijksituaties worden natuurlijk rninder afleesfouten gemaakt dan in de hier
beschreven experimentele condities. Het is echter waarschijnlijk dat de fouten die in
de praktijk zullen optreden, ongeveer van hetzelfde type zullen zijn als in ons
experiment, ook al omdat in de drie onderling vrij sterk verschillende onderdelen
daarvan ruwweg dezelfde foutenverdeling optrad.
Wijzigingen van de cijfervonnen

Aangezien het aantal verwisselingen sterk toeneemt met afnemend verschil ~ in
aantallen lijnsegmenten, wiDen we kleine waarden van dit verschil, met name ~ =1,
zoveel mogelijk vennijden.
De bovenste helft van figuur 9 toont nogmaals de cijfervormen die in de experimenten werden gebruikt; in de onderste helft staan altematieven voor een aantal cijfers,
die we kunnen overwegen
de hand van de ill·Sa vennelde cijferparen
waarvoor ~ = 1:
1. Wijzigingen van de 6 en de 9. Dit zou voor vijf van de zeven paren uit figuur Sa
waarvo<?r ~ = 1, leiden ·tot ~ = 2. Er zou ecbter wei een nieuw ~ = 1 paar
ontstaan, nl. 4 - 9. Deze veranderingen lijken aanbevelenswaardig omdat het
aantal ~ = 1 paren in totaal dus met vier vennindert. Bovendien zou de acceptabiliteit van de 6 en de 9 nauwelijks minder worden.

aan

E:JBBBBB
I

flguur

B8 8
g

0

Figuur 9. De gebruikte cijfervormen (bovenste rij) en altematieven (onderste rij), die kunnen
worden overwpgen voor vijf van de tien cijfers, op grond van de onderzoeksresultaten.
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Wijziging van de 0. Dit Ievert !:J. =3 op in plaats van !:J. = 1 voor het paar 0 - 8.
Aan de andere kant ontstaat dan een nieuw A= 1 paar, nl. 0-6 (waarvoor A=
3 was). Deze verandering heeft dus weinig zin, te meer daar de kleine 0 niet erg
acceptabellijkt.
Wijziging van de 7. Voor bet paar 1 - 7 wordt dan A= 2 in plaats van A= 1;
maar voor bet paar 7- 9 wordt A= 1 in plaats van A= 2. Ook deze verandering biedt dus geen voordeel, ook a1 omdat het de vraag is, of de nieuwe vonn
van de 7 meer, of zelfs even, acceptabel zou zijn dan (als) de bestaande.
Wijziging van de plaats van de 1, te we ten van de beide recbter naar de beide
linker verticale segmenten. Vooral in getallen van meer dan een cijfer kan dit de
onderscbeiding met de 7 bevorderen; voor het paar 1 - 7 zou dan A= 5 in
plaats .van !:J. = 1 worden.
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Accentuering van belangrijke segmenten
Een tweede mogelijkheid om de individualiteit van de cijfers te vergroten is die
segmenten te accentueren die voor de waameming speciaal van belang zijn, d.w.z.
een relatief grote onderscheidende rol vervullen. In figuur 10 staat in de zeven
segmenten aangegeven, hoeveel cijferparen alleen in dat segment verschillen, indien
de eenvoudigere configuraties voor 6 en 9 worden gebruikt. Wanneer dan ook wordt
gelet op aile cijferparen waarvoor !:J. = 2, blijkt de onderscbeidende rol van bet
middelste en bet onderste borizontale segment toe te nemen, terwijl de beide linker
verticale segmenten een aanzienlijke onderscbeidende rot krijgen (Bouma en Van
Rens, 1970). Mogelijkheden om zulke segmenten te accentueren zijn ze een beetje
dikker te maken, bijv. 50% of, in bet geval van de borizontale segmenten, ze wat te
verlengen, bijv. 30%. In beide gevallen beeft de acceptabiliteit niet veel te lijden:
voor de tangere borizontale segmenten resulteert een hoogte/breedte verhouding
van ongeveer 1,5 voor bet gehele cijfer, wat door proefpersonen nog heel acceptabel
wordt gevonden.
I

E

F'zguur I 0. In elk van de zeven segmenten is aangegeven, hoeveel cijferparen aileen in dat
segment verschillen, indien uit figuur 9 de eenvoudigere vonnen voor de 6 en de 9 worden
gebruikt.
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Indien zeven-segrnent cijfers in combinatie met letters gebruikt zouden worden, zou
een accentuering van de cijfers in hun gehee/ ten opzichte van de letters de onderscheidbaarheid tussen beide vergroten. Een voorbeeld hiervan is het onderscheid
tussen het cijfer 5 en de hoofdletter S. Een dergelijke accentuering van zeven-segment cijfers kan worden verkregen door hun schuinte iets te vergroten, bijv. van 8°
tot 20°. Naar het oordeel van ·proefpersonen, gebaseerd op schetsen van zeven-segment cijfers met verschillende schuinte, is 20° de meest acceptabele waarde. Deze
schuinte vindt men ook bij cijfers die door proefpersonen met de hand op gelinieerd
papier worden geschreven (Van Hulst, 1969).
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Op grond van de hierv66r genoemde resultaten en overwegingen zijn we tenslotte
tot de cijfervormen gekomen die staan afgebeeld in figuur 11. Het spreekt vanzelf,
dat het effect van· de voorgestelde wijzigingen voor werkelijke zeven-segment cijferdisplays nagegaan zou moeten worden, in dezelfde condities als van het beschreven
experiment. Ook zou het van belang zijn in een normale gebruikssituatie de bereikte
conclusies op hun waarde te toetsen.

/C':345b 7890
Figuur ll. Voorstel voor verbeterde zeven-segment cijfervormen. De verbeteringen betreffen
in de eerste plaats de onderlinge onderscheidbaarheid van de cijfers, en pas in de tweede plaats
hun acceptabiliteit.

Conclusies
1.

2.

3.

4.

Gegeven de menselijke eigenschap onnauwkeurig waar te nemen, zijn perceptieve verwisselingen, zowel van cijfers a1s van letters, niet te vermijden. De
consequenties hiervan zijn voor het waamemen van getallen emstiger dan voor
het waarnemen van woorden, omdat de cijfercode niet redundant is.
Voor cijfers die zijn opgebouwd uit zeven rechte lijnsegmenten, nemen de
perceptieve verwisselingen tussen cijferparen af met het aantal segment en waarin deze paren verschillen.
Niet alle segmenten zijn even belangrijk voor de herkenbaarheid. Het perceptieve gewicht van de diverse segrnenten kan worden afgeleid uit hun respectievelijke bijdrage tot het vormverschil tussen twee cijfers, en blijkt overeen te
komen met de feitelijk optredende verwisselingen daartussen.
Bij optimalisering van het cijferontwerp staat de onderscheidbaarheid van de
cijfers voorop, en komt de acceptabiliteit van hun vorm pas op de tweede
plaats. De voorgestelde wijzigingen behelzen een vereenvoudiging van de vorm
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voor de 6 en de 9, een andere keuze voor de 1, en een accentuering van
perceptief belangrijke segrnenten door die dikker of langer te maken. Ter wille
van een grotere acceptabiliteit kunnen de cijfers wat schuiner geplaatst worden.

Dankwoord
Wij willen gaame onze dank aan de beer A.L.M. van Rens uitspreken, die een belangrijke
bijdrage heeft geleverd aan de opzet van bet experiment en de uitwerking van de resultaten.
Samenvatting
Technische en economische ontwikkelingen hebben gezorgd voor een snelle opkomst van
nieuwe media voor tekstpresentatie. Er is weinig ervaring met de leesbaarheid van de letter- en
cijfervormen die bij deze elektronische media worden gebruikt. Dit artikel behandelt onderzoek
naar de hcrkenbaarheid van cijfers die zijn opgebouwd uit rechte lijnsegmenten en daardoor een
geschematiseerde vorm hebben. Aan de hand van bij bet herkennen gemaakte fouten, die leiden
tot cijferverwisselingen, wordt de onderscheidende functie van de afzonderlijke lijnsegmenten
bepaald. Uit deze analyse volgt een verbeterd ontwerp van de cijfervormen. De verbeteringen
betreffen in de eerste plaats de onderlinge onderscheidbaarheid van de cijfers, en pas in de
tweede plaats hun acceptabiliteit, d.w.z. gelijkenis met gebruikelijke cijfervormen.
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Performance at VDTs

Visual reading processes and the quality of text displays
By H. BoUMA
Institute for Perception Research, IPO, P.O. Box 513, 5600MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

The notion or quality of an alphanumeric display basically refers to
its suitability to the user. Visual processes involved in the usc of SLH.:h
displays arc in panicular search <tnd reading. Recent advances in the
understanding of the processes involved enable us to envisage how visual
search and reading may proceed from a VDU and to investigate specific
questions as to quality. factors involved turn out to include optical
quality, lay-out and the proper use of colour.

1. Introduction

Text is displayed for the purpose of reading. Therefore the quality of text
concerns the ease with which users are able to find and read their information.
With many present electronic displays reading is far from easy. There are ditliculties in body posture, in reading distances. in eye adaptations. in recognition, in search. and in memorizing. Some solutions for these problems are
well known and just need to be implemented on a massive scale. Other difliculties are Jess tractable.
The present paper starts from insights into the visual processes of reading.
Notions from recent visual research in reading will be applied to alphanumeric
displays. We concentrate on the required quality of symbols. such as letters and
words. and on the formatting and lay-out of the information. For a classic work
written before the revival of reading research in the seventies. see Tinker ( 1954 ).
Two relevant task distinctions should be kept in mind. Firstly. reading
connected text is different from reading separate. non-redundant codes and
numbers. In connected text, the meaning of a sentence or paragraph is dominant and not every word needs to re<.:eive equal attention. In separate symbols.
every single letter or digit can be relevant. Secondly. reading proper is different
from visual search. Reading is the intake of information one wants. Search is
the intake of information one does 1101 want in order to locate the information
that one does want. Not only the task itself should be considered. but also the
per<.:eptual Jaculties i9~lved, which may well have wide individual diiTerences.
Fur more comprche'rrsi\le papers on reading and visual search, see Bouma
(1978. 1979).
(N
~
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2. Visual processes of reading

.. . . . . . . .

213

A

Both in reading and in visual search, the eyes move in quick jumps rather
than smoothly. The jumps, called saccades, are so fast that no useful information
can be picked up during their occurrence. In between the jumps, however, the
eyes are steady and the steady retinal images allow for recognition. The visual
analysis necessary for this is concentrated around the visual axis, which on the
retina corresponds to the central fovea. When we fixate on a certain object, we
rotate our eyeballs so that the object is imaged on the fovea and we focus the
optics of our eye to get the image sharp. It is only in the fovea and in the immediately adjacent area (the parafovea) that detail vision is sufliciently accurate
for the recognition of normal print. We shall further leave the slow focusing
processes (accommodation) out of account.
Because of the succession of eye saccades and eye fixations, we can distinguish three different visual processes, which have to function in close timerelationship:
(a) The control of eye succades and of ey·e pauses (section 3).
(b) Recognition processes during a single eye pause. We shall deal separately

with the recognition of characters (section 4) and with the horizontal
extent of the recognition area, to be called visual reading lield (section 5).
(c) I ntcgration of information picked up during successive eye pauses (section 6).
For the variables 'luminous contrast' and 'colour', we shall briefly work out
some of the insights (section 7) and finally some general conclusions will be
formulated.

3. The control of eye saccadcs
When a person is reading connected text, three types of eye saccade occur
(figure 1): (a) rightward saccades of 8 ±4 letter positions: reading saccacles;
(b) leftward saccades, usually small: correction saccacle.t; (c) large leftward
saccades from the end of one line towards the beginning of the next line: line
saccades. All types of saccade may be very different for different texts and
different subjects. Figure 2 gives distributions of saccade size and pause duration for subjects reading the same text. Both the combined data of seven
subjects and the individual data of two subjects are shown. For general papers
on eye control see Levy-Schoen and O'Regan (1979) and Rayner (1978).
(a) Reading saccades are based on a routine motor programme, the parameters of which are influenced by global text properties. The extent of the
horizontal visual reading field is of direct influence. Saccade extent and
pause duration have independent controls, with t~ constraint that correction saccadcs become necessary if eye fixation lft~S text processing by
more than working memory capacity.
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Figure I. Eye fixations in the silent reading of a p:tragraph of Dutch texr. Three
different types of eye s::~.c::ad~ are indicated: reading s:1c::ades (cirde>), corre;:tion
saccades (triangles) a'ld line saccade; (square;). NumJer5 indicate the order of
fixations within each line.

(b) Correction saccades often occur directly after line saccades. They occur at
other moments as well, more so in dillkult than in easy texts and more
often in unskilled than in skilled readers.
(c) Line saccades start before the end of a line is reached and do not quite
reach the beginning of the next line. Their moment of occurrence is determined by visual information from the right visual field. Since by then eye
fixation is close to the right-hand line ending, the ending can clearly be
seen and successive lines can be allowed different line endings, without the
reading process being disturbed. So the endings of lines need not be vertically aligned. The horizontal extent of line saccades is controlled by visual
information in the left visual field, concerning the far left-hand text margin,
which therefore should be in a straight vertical line (in typographers' terms:
justified) with a sufficiently wide margin (Gregory and Poulton 1970). The
vertical extent of line saccades is controlled by perceived inter-line distance.
If this vertical component is inaccurate, the eye may mistakenly jump over
two or perhaps even three lines. This is clearly inefficient and in the case of
unconnected code numbers the reader may not even notice that he has
missed out one or two lines. A rough estimate of the minimum admissible
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value of line distance over line length (line angle) appears to be about 1/30.
corresponding to about 2".
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. As a consequence, line distance should increase with line length. It follows
that for large line lengths, line distance should be large and print density
(number of letters per unit area) will be low. Therefore, if a high density is
required, line length should be restricted (figure 3). An example can be found
in newspapers, where a high print density is achieved by using relatively narrow
columns. If only a single column of text is Used, it is of advantage to have the
page vertically oriented. Most electronic text display units are horizontally
oriented (aspect ratio 3: 4), probably because they are directly derived from
normal television screens. It seems· advantageous to use screens vertically
oriented (aspect ratio 4: 3), thus resembling the standard format of A4 sheets
( y'2: I) or, if oriented horizontally, in a two-column mode, particularly if a
high density of letters is required.
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Figure 3. Line angle a= d/1 (radians) connected with each line jump. For high 1ex1
densities, a two-column selling may be preferred to one column in order to
secure a sufficient line angle.
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Figure 2 Histograms of sacc<llle extent (in leller units) and of eye pause durations. The
upper graph gives combined results of seven subjects reading the same paragraJlh, whereas the middle and lower graphs show the results or two separate
subjects.

During each eye pause, characters are recognized in foveal and parafoveal
vision. Quick and correct recognition requires that the characters are acceptable, identifiable and distinctive.

AcC'eptability is the degree to which the character conllgurations suit the internal notions that readers have built of such characters. There may well be
certain cultural differences in these mental notions. such as in the handwritten
versions of I and 7. New forms can be taught. but on a massive scale this is
not at all easy.
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ldemijiability concerns clear and sharp letter details, which should stand out
clearly. This is particularly important for the inner details which are surrounded
by other elements, for example in e, a and s. The line elements should contrast
sharply with the background and be homogeneous. Stroke width should be
between 10 and I 5% of x-height. Letter size is probably not very critical, but
letter details should stand out to ensure sullkiently quick recognition.
Dislincliveness means that each character should be very different from other
characters, in particular from those that are visually somewhat similar such as
1-1; S-5. For example, extensions of descending letters (p, q ... ) and ascending
letters (b, d ... ) should be at least 40% of x-height.
All three notions can be tested in experiments. Figu·re 4 gives part of a
confusion matrix, which indicates for a certain typeface how e, o, and c are
confused in a letter reading test. Confusion matrices indicate the letters of
relatively poor legibility, and also the configuration factors which cause this.
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Figure 4. Part of a confusion matrix for lower-case lellers. II indicates percentages of
correct (main diagonal) and incorrect answers. The confusion matrix is helpful
for finding lellers that tend to be confused because of visual similarity (Bouma
1971).
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Particularly in the case of code numbers. which have little redundancy and in
which each symbol has to be recognized on its own strength, it is important
to have each symbol optimally designed. The three requirements may be
conHicting, in which case a suitable compromise has to be found. Figure 5
gives an example for two matrix characters. In figure 6 a character set is given

abcdefghijklM
n o p q t· s t u v wx y z

ABCDE F GH I J KLf•l
NOP~RSTUVWXYZ
0123~56789$£&

%tf--10/*?<=>C)
+-

II

I

I

'

.• •
•

Figure 6. A set of alphanumeric symbol'\ as designed in a 7 x II matrix. Optimum
acceptability, identifiability and distinctiveness have been aimed at, and these
have been checked by preference ratings and by analysing confusions from
legibility experiments (Bouma and Leopold 1969, Bouma and van Rens 1971 ).

for a 7 x II matrix, which has been designed on the basis of the above requirements (Bouma and Leopold 1969, Bouma and van Rens 1971). In passing. it
may be remarked that the design of the widely applied seven-segment digits is
far from optimal (van Nes and Bouma 1980).

5. The visual reading field

LtYYY
--

acceptability

identifiability

Figure 5. Two examples of a connict between acceptability and identifiability (Bouma
and Leopold 1969).

At the point of fixation (central fovea) and in an adjacent parafoveal area,
visual information can be picked up during an eye pause. Somewhat farther
from fixation, vision is insufficient for this. We speak of the useful visual area
as the t•isual reading fielcl. How far the visual reading field extends and how its
boundaries are determined are both practically and theoretically important.
Let us first consider visual acuity as a possible limiting factor. Visual acuity
reflects the smallest detail of a certain standard object (called optotype) that
can be seen. The best optotype is the Landolt C, in which the detail is the gap
in one out of four possible orientations. The reciprocal of the smalle.;t ll'nn ci7..
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seen (in units of minutes of arc visual angle) is defined as visual acuity. For
assessing visual acuity outside fixation. the optotypes are Hashed for say
100 ms, which prevents eye fixations on them. It turns out that visual acuity is
a relevant indicutor of the recognizubility of a single letter as a function of
eccentricity.
This is no longer the case if more letters are present than just one. The
recognition of an embedded letter is much worse than that of a single letter
(ligure 7). In fact. the horizontal field in which an embedded letter can be
recognized is only ubout 30"., of the tield in which a single letter can be recognized. Consequently. the visual reading lield for embedded letters is much
narrower than visual acuity would indicate. This is due to adverse interactions
between udjacent leiters. These intcmctions have unexpected properties (Bouma
197H). Here we just list them: the clfccts of interference arc strong. they opemte
over a wide retinal distance. they arc mainly directed towurds the fovea, they are
specitic for certain leiter features and they are less expressed in the right than
in the left visual lield (at Jcust for readers of languages that are read from left
to right).

c~l

displays
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seen, subjects hnve a strong tendency to guess and they usually respond with
words that resemble the stimulus word. Due to the interference properties,
word recognition is better in the right than in the left visual lield (ligurc 8). The
precise relations between leller recognition and word recognition (sec Bouwhuis
and Bouma 1979) are outside the scope of this paper.
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Figure 8. Recognition of isolated Dutch words as a function of retinal eccentricity
on both sides of fixation. One degree visual angle corresponds to four leller
positions. Bar width indicates average word length. Note the higher correct
scores for words right of fixation and the high fraction of incorrect word responses (from Bouma 1973).
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Figure 7. Embedding randomly chosen target leiters between two letters x (indicated
as /xax/lmakcs recognition scores in eccentric vision drop sharply as compared
with the non-embedded situation I indicated as /a/). The diameter of the corresponding useful visual field shrinks to about 30~~ of its non-embedded value.
One degree visual angle corresponds to four leller positions (Bouma 1970).

For code numbers without much redundancy, only a few, symbols can be
picked up in n single glance. For words the situation is somewhat dilferent
because. with sutlicient word knowledge. only part of the information needs
to be seen in order to arrive at a correct recognition. If insufticient details are

(J1
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Because of the large retinal distances of adverse interactions. lines above and
below the one read will interfere with parafoveal word recognition unless line
distances are sufficiently large. If lines are too closely spaced. the extent of the
visual reading field is decreased so that less information can be picked up in a
single eye pause. So far there are insufficient experimental data for precisely
assessing where the limits are, but our present estimates for running text of
good quality may be seen in figure 9.
Thus a wide visual reading field is a second perceptual factor which calls
for a sufficient inter-line distance. Since non-redundant code numbers already
have a narrow reading field, inter-line distances for code numbers can be less
than for running text.
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Figure 10. Estimate of the horizontal extent of the visual reading field during successive eye pauses if text quality is good and inter-line distance large. The estimate is based upon the recognition of isolated words at both sides of fixation and,
right of fixation, is probably on the conservative side.
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This effect indicates a certain flexibility of the recognition system and it
makes reading less dependent on the precise fixation position and saccade
timing. However, in order to know the extent of this flexibility, a direct insight
into timings is necessary. Now it turns out that in parafoveal vision, recognition
takes more time than in foveal vision (figure II). This indicates that the moment
of correct recognition is not only determined by the moment a word appears
within the visual reading field, but also by the position relative to fixation where
it appears.

t--7

xx xxxx

XXX

IJOO

Correct

Figure 9. Schematic diagram, indicating the interference zones, when fixation is at
the crossing point or the oblique lines. The oblique lines delineate the interference areas, and any contours present within an interference area make
recognition at the centre of this area more difficult. It follows that the visual
areas around fixation, which are free from such interference by the two adjacent lines or print, decrease with decreasing line distance, from 15 letters from
fixation (upper) to 7 leiters (lower). It is assumed that the interference is active
over retinal distances of about 40% of eccentricity.
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6. Timings
In the reading of connected text, the eye makes some four fixations each
second, successive fixations being some eight characters apart. If text quality is
good and lines are sufficiently far apart, the visual reading field during each
fixation can easily be as wide as 20 letter positions, 8 left ~f fixation and I 2
right of fixation (figure 10). Thus most words can be read in more than one
fixation. Nevertheless, the subjective impression is that each word is recognized
only once.
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Figure II. Response latency for correct word recogmt•on as a function or word
eccentricity. One degree corresponds to four letter positions. The farther from
fixation, the slower the recognition process proceeds CSchiepers 1974, 1980).
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Consider the usual reading situation. A word lirst arpcars in right parafoveal vision, where recognition takes a relatively long time. During the next
eye fixation: 200 ms or so later, the same word appears in foveal vision, where
recognition is faster. Thus it may well occur that the quicker foveal processing
just makes up for the earlier parafoveal presentation in such a way that a single
recognition results from the two successive presentations. This hypothesis is
somewhat speculative as yet, but it would help us to understand why recognition
for the reader occurs only once, whereas the word appears within the visual
reading field at least twice. There remain problems. of course, for example
whether a possible third presentation left of fixation has some function (for
examrle in controlling l·orrcction saccades), or whether the third presentation
is suppressed. However this may be, any innuence on eye saccades by the
recognition rroccss should be timed relative to moment of recognition (entry
in working memory) rather than to moment of appearance in the visual reading
field. This is a recent area of research and quantitative conclusions for text
displays cannot be drawn as yet. However. it is clear by now that extra delays
occur in the recognition process if text quality is insufllcient.

Finally, we shall brieOy consider luminous contrast and colour to show the
relevance of some of the theoretical notions. We shall focus particularly on the
visual reading field.
If luminous contrast is varied experimentally. it turns out that parafoveal
word recognition is critically dependent on contrast value (figure 12). The lower
the contrast, the narrower is the visual reading lield. Parafoveal recognition
provides more insight into this matter than foveal recognition. Such experiments therefore indiGtte wlmt contrast values can be tolerated without undue
disturbance of the reading process. Obviously, contrast at a visual display
unit in a working station is also dependent on any renections in the screen.
These contrast experiments arc also relevant to the reading of coloured text.
The available cvidem.:e indicates that the legibility of coloured text depends on
luminous contrast and not on the colour itself. Thus dark colours (brown,
blue) on a dark background as well as light colours (yellow, green) on a light
background have low contmst values and consequently legibility of such text is
poor, because the visual reading lield is very much restricted and visual recognition is delayed.
The colour itself may well be visible far from fixation, thus giving rise to a
wide 'conspicuity area' (Engel 1971, 1977, 1980), but the coloured letters and
digits can only be read very dose to fixation. This indica.tes that colour is a
useful aid for visual search, i.e. if a reader knows what colour he should look
for. it heirs him in quickly locating the required information, but the actual
reading uf the infurmatiun depends on luminous contrast and not on colour.
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Figure 12. Fractions or correclly recognized words in roveal and parafoveal vision
ror rour values or luminous contrast C=(Ld- Lb)/Lb where Ld is the luminance
or the dark letters and Lb the luminance or the bright background <rrom Timmers 1978, Timmers, van Nes and Blommaert 1980).

A second function of colour is that it causes perceptual grouping of objects
within the same range of colour and contrast, though quantitative efrects
cannot be specified as yet.

8. Conclusion
Problems connected with visual display units can be approached by determining in practice what the complaints are and engaging in a trial-and-error
procedure for minimizing inconveniences for the actual users. This approach
· is at present indispensable. However, good engineering should rest on solid
insight into the functions that the displays have to fulfil so as to avoid unacceptable situations occurring. In the case of visual display units, the insight
concerns processes of reading and visual search, for which tasks VDUs should
be optimally geared.
Present research on reading processes is sufficiently far advanced to enable us
(a) to formulate rules of thumb that can easily be applied in practice. and (h)
to design perceptual tests which are indispensable for knowing intrinsic qualities
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of visual display units already in a prototype stage. Consequently the costly
and cumbersome trial-and-error procedures, which have left us with so many
poor visual working stations, have to be considered obsolete.
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On the Legibility of Segmented Numerals
FLORIS L. VAN NES 1 and HERMAN BOUMA. Institute for Perception Research, /.P.O.,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Research on the legibility of many new symbol configurations has not kept pace with their
increasing use. Such novel configurations appear, for instance, in segmented numerals. This
paper reports experiments on their discriminability. Perceptual confusions between members
of pairs of seven-segment numerals decreased as these pairs differed in more line segments.
Not all segments are equally important for perception. Their perceptive. weight can be deduced· from their respective contribution to the differences in shape and corresponds to the
actually occurring confusions between numeral pairs. These results led to suggestions for
improved numerals: a simplified configuration for 6 and 9, another choice of vertical segments for 1, and an accentuation of important segments by broadening or lengthening them
somewhat. First, the improvements aim at increasing the discriminability of the numerals,
second, at increasing their acceptability; i.e., resemblance to the traditional numeral shapes
·
plays a role.

INTRODUCTION
In our society, acquiring information
through reading text and numbers is an important part of daily life. In this. area the
ubiquitous influence of modern technology is
becoming apparent. An increasing number of
people in their professional activities now
often read matrix characters from displays.
instead of printed letters from paper. In all
sorts of other activities, an even larger proportion of the population is confronted with
letter and digit shapes which are rather different from the ones that were customary. In
view of these facts, human factors research on
the usage of novel media has been relatively
scarce. For instance, in the case of numeral
displays, rectilinear. segmented configurations have almost completely superseded the
conventional. rounded forms featured by dis1 Requests for reprints should be sent to Dr. Floris L. van
Nes, Institute for Perception Research, I.P.O .. P.O. Box
513, 5600MB Eindhoven. The Netherlands.

pl~ys

like. Nixie tubes. Only a few studies
have been published on the comparative
legibilities of segmented and conventional
numerals (Plath, 1970; Radl-Koethe and
Schubert. 1972). But, originally, there was
quite a bit of variation in segmented numeral
configurations. as is shown in Figure 1. Those
displays that possessed curved lines, or used
more than seven segments, have disappeared
from the market, presumably for economic
and technical reasons, although they may
have had superior legibility. Even within the
constraints of rectilinear, seven-segment
forms. it appears legitimate to ask which
segment configuration should be chosen for
each digit so that it has optimum legibility.
This is the question that the present paper
tries to answer.
In a study of matrix characters for display
on CRT screens (Bouma and Leopold, 1969;
Bouma and Van Rens, 1971 ), three perceptual
requirements for isolated characters were
defined and studied:

© 1980. The Human Factors Society, Inc. All rights reserved.
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contradictory demands, e.g., in the case of
matrix letters (Bouma and Leopold, 1969). As
for segmented numerals. a relatively high acceptability should be recommended for displays used by the general public, as on
watches or pocket calculators. However. differences between the shapes of handwritten
numerals in different countries, for instance
With seven-segment numerals, the first re- with the digits 1, 7. and 8, may present difquirement can be met by selecting a suitable ficulties in this area. Professional users of
combination of line segment dimensions and numeral displays might be satisfied with
segment-background contrast and by avoid- somewhat more unusual shapes, as long as
ing reflections on the display from other light these possess a high individuality.
The experiments used in this study were
sources. The second requirement deserves
special attention, since it is more important mainly concerned with the discriminability
with numerals than with letters because of" of seven-segment numerals in perceptually
the lack of redundancy in numbers, as op- difficult conditions. yielding a high proporposed to words. Moreover, line segment num- tion of recognition errors. An analysis of these
bers may be especially prone to confusion errors was performed and led to a proposal
owing ·to their similar configurations. The for improved numeral configurations. The
third requirement has not received much ex- improvements concern in the first place the
plicit attention in ·the human factors litera- discriminability. and only in the second place
ture. However, its neglect may have detri- the acceptability, of the numerals. It was not
mental consequences for acceptance. as for possible to verify whether the new configuraexample is demonstrated by the Lansdell tions indeed meant an improvement because
numerals (Lansdell, 1954), which are odd such new displays were not actually built.
looking but are seemingly more distinguishMETHOD
able than conventionally shaped digits
Display
(McCormick, 1970). Recently it was shown
Segmented numerals were displayed on
(Smith, 1978) that a lack of acceptability is
not just of esthetic importance, but may im- either one or three indicator tubes, working
pede the performance of certain tasks. Ac- on the cathode luminescence effect. The nuceptability and discriminability may lead to merals had the forms shown in Figure 1d.
Their height was 19 mm, their width 11.5 mm.
The numerals were slanted 8 deg to the right
,_, c
n
g
2
u
3
..J
I
8
5
of the vertical. In the three-digit numbers,
•
'
the distance between the digit centers was
-,
(j
I
I
I
I
0
l1
25 mm. The luminance of the segments emit(,
...)
...)
I
0'
I
I
0
b
' 0 ting green light was about 600 cdJm:!, i.e ..
more than enough to satisfy the visibility
1/
I
c.)
~ '-l 5 6 nI 8 g u
I
c
requirement.
(I) Visibility, or identifiability. of the character

as a whole, as well as of its constituent parts.
(2) Discriminability, or individuality of a
character, necessitating those parts of its
configuration that distinguish it from other,
similar characters to stand out clearly.
(3) Acceptability of the chosen character shape,
i.e .. a sufficiently close correspondence with
the internal concept which human observers
have of that shape.
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Figure 1. Examples of numeral configurations built
from curved and straight line segments.

Experimental Design

Several, more or less complementary.
methods exist to determine the relative legi-
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bility of text (Tinker. 1964). Partly, they can
also be used for isolated characters. In this
study the discriminability of single digits was
investigated at a large distance, as weii as in
parafoveal (eccentric) vision; the discriminability of three-digit numbers was investigated
only in parafoveal vision. If recognition errors
are to be analyzed in trying to improve
character configurations, it is necessary to
gather a sufficiently large quantity of such errors. Therefore. observational conditions
were chosen such that about 40% errors were
'\
made. This led to the following experiments:
Experiment 1 (one digit-large distance). One
indicator tube was placed in a dark cardboard tube to prevent veiling reflections of
other light sources from the vertical cylin.drical glass tube containing the numeral
segments. The observation distance was 16
m, i.e., the numeral height subtended 4.1 min
of arc. The subjects could observe the numerals as long as they wished.
Experiment 2 (one digit-eccentric vision). At
a normal reading distance, i.e., 57 em, a.
homogeneous. white, cylindrically shaped
screen was mounted around a headrest. The
screen luminance was about 50 cd/m 2 • One
indicator tube was positioned in front of the
screen at an eccentricity of 30 deg in the right
fixation dot

a

visual field of the subject. As soon as the subjects had well fixated a black dot put on the
screen for this purpose, they pressed a button.
thus illuminating the segments of a particular numeral for 100 ms. The short presentation time eliminated the possibility of foveal
stimulus projection through eye movements.
Experiment 3 (three digits-eccentric vision).
In the same setup as the previous experiment,
three indicator tubes were placed at eccentricities of 5 deg for the hundreds, 7.5 deg for
the tens, and 10 deg for the units, respectively, of the three-digit numbers displayed in
the right visual field. This meant that in order
to achieve comparable correct scores in
parafoveal vision, three-digit numbers had to
be presented ·much closer to the fixation point
than single digits. This is due to mutual interference, usuaiiy called lateral masking, of
adjacent symbols in eccentric vision (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954). Figure 2 shows
the setup of Experiments 2 and 3.

Subjects and Stimuli
Ten male subjects between 25 and 35 yr of
age participated in all three experiments. The
subjects had a foveal acuity of more than 1.0.
some of them with corrective eye glasses.
Binocular vision was used in all experiments.

fixation dot

b

Figure 2. Setup ofExperiments 2 (Figure 2a) and 3 (Figure 2b) in which numerals were presented in peripheral
vision.
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Each subject was presented 10 times with
each single digit, in random order; the same
was done for the hundreds, tens, and units of
the numbers in Experiment 3.

FACTORS

• For distance reading 64%;
• For eccentric reading of single digits 65%;
• For eccentric reading of three-digit numbers
81%, 37%, and 53% for hundreds, tens. and
units, respectively.

The tens have the poorest recognition because
they are flanked at both sides by other digits.
After the subjects had been familiarized A similar effect occurs when letters are read
with the somewhat unusual numeral shapes, in eccentric vision (Woodworth and Schlosthev started with Experiment 1 and did Ex- berg, 1954; Bouma. 1970). In the case of ecperiments 2 and 3 on two other days. A short centrically presented three-letter strings, the
rest period was held after each 25th stimulus. outward letters are perceived best (Bouma.
The subjects responded orally in one of the 1973). Here the situation is reversed: the units
three wavs that were explicitly allowed: (1) are less easily recognized than the hundreds.
thev named just one numeral which they Probably this is due to the larger distance betho~ght had been presented; (2) they could tween the numerals.
name two numerals when in doubt, but not ·
The three experimental conditions are
more than two. so responses like "3 or 5" similar as regards correct scores from the
were admitted, and in the subsequent subjects; this also holds approximately for
analysis each of these numerals scored a half; the type of errors, i.e., numeral confusions
(3) they could say "illegible" when they had that subjects make. Table 1 shows the confuno idea about the identity of the presented sion matrix, summated over all subjects,
stimulus.
from Experiment 1. Table 2 presents the same
information from Experiment 2. Table 3
RESULTS
shows the confusion matrix for the outward
Percentages of Correct Recognitions
digit (representing the units) from ExperiThe average scores of correc~ly recognized ment 3, again summated over all subjects.
The tables show large differences in recognidigits by the subjects were
Procedure
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TABLE I
Confusion Matrix for Distance Reading-Experiment I (The Response "IJlegible" Is Indicat~d
with -·Numbers in the Matrix Are Total Numbers of Responses, Summed over the 10 SubJects,
as weii.as Percentages, Since Every Numeral Was Presented IOO Times in All)
Response

Stimulus
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

49
0
1
0
0
1
3
0
7
2

0
91
0
1
0
1
0
9
0
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

9
0

1
2
2
60
1
15
7
5
4
13

3
2
3
3
87
8
5
2

5
2
7
5
3
49
15
1
9
15

4
0
5
0
1
5
44
0
5
3

1
3
0
14
3
6
0
82
0
2

20
0
3
1
2
2
13
1
48
3

7
0
2
4
1
8
10
0
14
51

77

10
1

3
2
0
5
2

6

7

1
0
0
2
1
2
1
0
2
2
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TABLE 2

Confusion Matrix for Eccentric Reading of Single Digits-Experiment 2 (The Response "Illegible" Is
Indicated with -; Numbers in the Matrix Are Total Numbers of Responses, Summed over the
10 Subjects. as well as Percentages, Since Every Numeral Was Presented 100 Times in All)
Response

Stimulus
0
1
2
3
., 4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

82
0
0
0
1
4
8
0
15
4

0
96
1
3
2
0
0
10
0
2

1
0
38
8
0
6
2
0
4

0
0
2
61
1
8
1
1
1
6

7
0
7
7
92
4
2
1
3
0

2
0
20
2
1
49
14
0
5
11

2
0
25
3
1
11
54
0
24
12

0
4
1
5
2
0
0
88
0
0

2
0
1
0
0
1
12
0
37
8

4
0
4
11
0
17
7
0
10
48

9

don scores between numerals: the 1 is recognized very well, but the 8 badly, especially in
eccentric vision. Figure 3a shows the percentages of correct recognition for every digit,
averaged over Experiments 1 and 2, and all
number positions from Experiment .3. ·
A comparison of the data from Figure 3a
with the way in which the numerals are made
up from line segments leads to the surmise
that a relationship exists between the correct

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

score for a particular numeral and the
number of segments it counts. Therefore, in
Figure 3b, the correct score is plotted as a
function of the number of line segments of the
numerals concerned. The point for five segments represents the mean correct score of
the numerals 2, 3, and 5 because these were
all made up of five segments. Likewise, the
point for six segments represents the mean
correct score of 0, 6, and 9. The other points

TABLE 3
Confusion Matrix for the Outward Digit from Three-Digit Numbers, Read in Eccentric VisionExperiment 3 (The Response "Illegible" Is Indicated with -;Numbers in the Matrix Are Total Numbers
of Responses, Summed over the 10 Subjects, as well as Percentages. Since Every Numeral Was Presented
100 Times in All)
Response

Stimulus
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

3

82
0
1
5
2
2
2
1
12
12

3
86
4
16
23
0
0
26
5
6

1
2
69
6
0
6
1
1
4
3

0
1

3
21
3
2
3
1
6
7

4

5

6

7

8

9

2
7
4
8
64

2
2
9
14
2
74
56
1
19
23

4
0
2
8
2
11
34
0
24
9

0
2
3
8
1
1
0
61
2
2

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
6
1

6
0
3
10
1
1
0
2
14
32

3
4
6
3
4

0
0
2
2
2
0
0
1
5
1
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occurrence. Analysis of the system underlying
the confusions may shed light on perceptual
()
~ 80
processes which occur during numeral recogI
0
I
nition.
The first step of this analysis is to in•
i
i
8so
j
vestigate whether. again. a relationship exists
'?
! between
Ij
u
the number of confusions for a pair
i
~ 40
0
of numerals and, this time, the number of
u
,
I
segments in which those numerals differ. The
I
& 20
.. .. ·.
I
Ill
latter number, of "difference segments," is
Gi
~
I
made up of all segments in which the digits
0
1234567890
2
4
6
8
0
concerned
differ, i.e., by addition as well as
Number of line segments
Digits
omission. For example, the total number of
a
b
difference segments for the digits 4 and 7 is
Figure 3. Figure 3a: Percentages of correctly recog- three. Figure 4 gives the numbers of differnized stimuli for each numeral, averaged over all experiments and subjects. Figure 3b: Relation between · ence segments for all pairs of numerals with
correct score and number of line segments of the the configurations of Figure 1, row d.
numerals concerned.
A pair of numerals thus may be characterized by its number of difference segments
A;
but note that many different pairs have the
are each related to one numeral. Figure 3b
demonstrates clearly that correct scores de- same A.
For each numeral pair, the average confucrease with the n~mber of segments making
sion
percentage from Experiments 1. 2. and 3
up the numerals. Other hypotheses are possible, of course. For instance, it might be was determined. Then, the percentages for all
thought that angular numerals, like 1 and 7. pairs with the same A number were added
by their nature lend themselves better to a
segmented representation and. therefore. are1 ,_-1 :J
c. ,- -,I{]~U
D
n
I
_I
1_10
more discriminable than rounded numerals
like 8 and 0. Such an explanation of the data
I
5 3 2 5 6 1 5 4 4
in Figure 3a can already be discarded. howI
ever, in view of the frequencies with which
2 5 4 3 4 2 3 3
c
confusions between angular and rounded
~
3 2 3 2 2 1 3
_I
numerals occur·.
Ll ---·---3 4 3 3 2 4
Confusions Between Numerals
I
100 ,....---·---

\0\

I

~

I
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Subjects are quite willing to make guesses
about the identity of numerals which they see
more or less vaguely. This follows from Tables 1 to 3: the response "illegible," though
explicitly allowed, was given for only 1% of
all stimulus presentations. Incorrect responses therefore consist almost exclusively
of confusions between digits. Also apparent
from Tables 1 to 3 are the considerable differences between the frequencies of all possible
confusions; in other words, their systematic
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Figure 4. Numbers of difference segments for all 45
numeral pairs with the configurations of Figure 1,
row d.
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and plotted as a function of~ in Figure 5. This
figure thus shows the distribution of all errors
made over the various ~ values. Apparently,
there is indeed a relationship between the
frequency with which two numerals are confused and the number of segments in which
they differ. The ordinates of the data points
in Figure 5 sum to 39.5%, which is the average
confusion error score of Experiments 1, 2, and
3. If instead of the summed percentages, mean
percentages are plotted (i.e., if the confusion
percentages between numeral pairs are not
only averaged over experimental conditions,
as in Figure 5, but also over the respective
numbers of numeral pairs having a particular
.l: seven for ~ = 1, eleven for A = 2, etc.),
an approximately inverse relation between
confusion scores and A results (Bouma and
Van Nes, 1977). So the probability of two numerals being confused is by approximation in- '
versely related to the number of segments in
which they differ.
·
Inspection of Tables 1, 2, and· 3 reveals that
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confusions between numerals are generally
not symmetrical. When an error is made, the
numeral perceived more often contains fewer
segments rather than more segments than the
numeral presented. For example, at a distance of 16m, the presented numeralS was 14
times read as "9," whereas the pres en ted
numeral 9 was only 3 times read as" 8." This
perceptual simplification tendency can be
expressed by the ratio of" simpler" to "more
complex" response numerals.(" Simpler" and
"more complex" are relative to the stimulus
with which they were confused.) For the
seven numeral pairs with A = 1, the ratio described is 5/2 in Tables 1 and 2 and even 6/1 in
Table 3. The "simplification tendency" may
be a consequence of masking processes in the
visual system.
Summarizing, the results can be described
with three general rules:
( 1) The smaller the number of segments from
which a digit is built up, the better it is rec_ .
_ ..
_ognized. .
.
(2) The larger the total number of segments in ·
which two digits differ, the less the probability that they will be confused.
(3) A digit not correctly recognized is more often
perceived as one with a configuration simpler
than that of the presented digit than the other
way round.

DISCUSSION

~)

'
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Influence of the Number of Line Segments
\

(~

\

1\c

(~'\~

6
5
3
4
1
2
Number of difference
segments
Figure 5. The percentage of responses representing
confusions between numerals, expressed as a function of the number of difference segments between the
numeral pairs concerned.

Figure 3 demonstrates that it is more difficult to recognize numerals with many segments than those with few line segments. A
numeral's recognition score therefore might
be thought to depend on the number of segments it counts, e.g .. because separate segments cannot be distinguished when many lie
close to each other. However, in view of Figure 5, it should first be checked whether not
perceiving a line segment has equal consequences for recognizing different numerals. If
an 8 is presented, for instance, it differs in just
one segment from the 0, the 6, and the 9, and
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thus may be interpreted as one of these three
if the segment concerned is not perceived. But
if a 4 is presented, not perceiving one of its
segments need not lead to confusion with another numeral. for the simple reason that
there are no numerals differing only in one
segment from 4 (see Figure 4). Thus, the high
correct score of a numeral like 4 may be a
consequence of its relatively high individuality, rather than the small number of segments
it counts. This idea is supported by the fact
that confusions between 7 and 1. for example.
are about as frequent as between 8 and 0 or 8
and 9. In conclusion, the most important factor that determines confusions and therefore
also correct scores is probably the number of
line segments in which numerals differ, rather
than the number of segments from which
numerals are made up.
Perceptual Weight of Separate Segments

Knowing that differences in number of line
segments play an important role in· recognition, it is interesting to investigate whether
all segments are equally prominent in perception, or, in other words. whether they all
carry the same perceptual weight. It appears
likely that this depends on the distinctive
function attributable to the separate segments. If. for instance, a common segment
occurred in all numerals-which is not the
case-its perception would be of little importance. The distinctive function of each line
segment. as regards its contribution to the
difference in configuration between the
members of pairs of numerals, has been determined for the majority of all possible
numeral pairs.
In view of the results depicted in Figure 5.
pairs that differed in more than three segments were not considered, since confusions
between such pairs comprise only 16% of all
confusion errors. This means that 31 pairs of
numerals, i.e., 69% of the total number of
pairs (45) were taken into account. The dis-
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tinctive function D of the individual line segments is then composed of three components,
D1, D:h. and D3 ; they are assumed to be related
to the numbers N 1, N 2 • and N 3 of the numeral
pairs which differ in one. two. or three segments, respectively. A simple definition of the
distinctive function and its components,
which seems plausible on intuitive grounds,
is: D = D1 + D2 + D:i = N 1 + N:/2 + N:l3. In
illustration, Figure 6 shows the seven segments with all numeral pairs which differ
only in that segment drawn inside the segments concerned. So. the number of numeral
pairs which are drawn in each segment of
Figure 6, i.e., 0, 1, or 2, equals N 1 and D 1 • In
Figure 7. the three components of the respective distinctive functions (D., D2 , and D3) as
well as their sums (D) are depicted within the
seven segments A to G. The numerical values
shown are slightly rounded off. Apparently.
the distinctive function of segment F. a part of
four of the investigated numerals, has the
highest value, closely followed by that of
segment A. Segment D appears to be least distinctive; it is a part of nine of the numerals.

B
It

I I

c

80
G

F

E
Figure 6. Numeral pairs which differ in only one
segment, drawn in the segment concerned.
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Figure 7. Values of the theoretical distinctive functions D of individual line segments.

The importance of the theoretical distinc- allel to the theoretical function. the perceptive function calculated in this way stands or tual distinctive function or perceptual weight
falls with its correspondence to the percep- P of a segment is defined as the sum of three
tual significance of the separate segments. To components, P 1, P2 , and P3 , which in their turn
examine this correspondence, a perceptual are defined as C1, C'l/2, and Ca/3. C1 , C2 , and C3
distinctive function of each segment needs to represent, respectively. the average number
be defined. A simple but appealing definition of confusions that may be attributed to only
is based on the frequency of experimentally the segment concerned; to that plus one other
found confusions between numerals which ... segment; and to. that plus two other segcan be attributed to the segments concerned. ments. Figure 8 shows the values of P 1, P2 , P3 ,
As many observational conditions as are pos- and P, rounded off to the nea:rest integer,
sible should be considered; in this paper. all written inside the segments concerned. P 1
available material. i.e .. the results of all three equals the average number of confusions
experiments, is used to determine the average between numerals which can be attributed
numbers of confusions between numerals only to one segment; P2 equals half the
differing in one, two, or three segments. Par- average number of confusions which can

+

+

=

p

Figure 8. Values of the perceptual distinctive functions P of individual line segments.
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be attributed to two segments; and P3 equals
one-third of the average number of confusions
which can be attributed to three segments.
These values can be compared with their
theoretical counterparts in Figure 7. The correspondence between the two sets of data appears large enough to warrant the concepts of
"distinctive function" and "perceptual
weight" of the separate segments composing
a numeral. Table 4 shows this correspondence between the separate components
of D and P as well as between their sums.
expressed as correlation coefficients.
DESIGN OF IMPROVED NUMERALS

HUMAN

FACTORS

for five of the seven pairs drawn in Figure 6.
However, one new pair with ~ = 1 would re- ·
suit: 141 and 191. The changes still appear recommendable, since the number of A= 1 pairs
in total would be four less. Moreover. the acceptability of 161 and 191 probably does not
suffer from the change; this can be observed
in quite a few-though still a minority-of
segmented numeral displays that are now on
the market.
(2) A changed position of Ill in the segment network, viz. from the right to the left vertical
line segments, especially in numbers with
more than one digit, would increase the distinction between III and 171. This pair would
then formally get .1 = 5 instead of .1 = 1.
(3) Another way to increase A for the digit pair
Ill and 171 is to change the configuration for
the 171, as is drawn in Figure 9 and used in
some commercially available displays. The
resulting A for the pair Ill and 171 is 2; but ~
has decreased from 2 to 1 for this 171 and the
new 191. So, no overall improvement is obtained in terms of discriminability. Also, it
remains to be seen whether the lower 171 in
Figure 9 is as acceptable as the higher one.
(4) One possibility for a change remairis: a small
IOI,like the lower one in Figure 9. The change
would yield an increase in A from 1 to 3 for
the numeral pair 101 and 181; but it would also
create another pair with .c1 =I. viz./0/and the
new /6/: So, this configuration would not appear advisable either, the more so as the
lower shape for 101 is unlikely to be found acceptable.

Can the experimental results now be used·
to obtain a better design for line-segment
numeral configurations? For the reasons described in the Introduction, "better" means a
higher discriminability of digits. Since the
number of confusions increases with a decrease in difference segments a. as demonstrated by Figure 5, low values of a are to be
avoided, especially a = 1. Regarding the
seven numeral pairs with .1 = 1. a number of
changes may be considered. These are depicted in the lower half of Figure 9; the upper
half shows the numeral configurations actuFigure 10 shows the segments' theoretical
ally used in the experiments.
distinctive functions, composed of the three
The following comments can be made re- components 0'1 , D~. and n:,. which hold when
garding Figure 9:
the new configurations for 1. 6, and 9 are
used. When only pairs with a = 1, 2, .or 3 are
( 1) The lower configurations for the numerals 161
and /9/ would lead to A = 2 instead of A = 1 considered, 28 of the 45 existing new numeral
pairs, i.e., 62%, are taken into account. Segment F still appears to be most distinctive
TABLE 4
and now is a part of 5 of the 10 new numerals:
it thus carries the highest possible amount of
Correlation Coefficients Between the Theoretical
information. Segment D again is the least
and Perceptual Distinctive Functions of the
Line Segments
distinctive one; it is a part of eight of the
new numerals.
Correlation
Distinctive Functions
A comparison of the corresponding parts of
Coefficient
and Their Components
Figures 10 and 7 shows that the "net effect" of
01; p1
+ 0.95
the changes in configuration on D~ and D:i
+ 0.98
Oz; Pz
happens to be zero because the sum of all D~
03: p3
+ 0.81.
+ 0.97
01 + Oz ; P1 + Pz
values is 1 more than that of all 0 2 values, and
+ 0.90
01 + Oz + 03 : P1 + Pz + P3
the sum of all D:i values is 1 less than that of
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Figure 9. Upper row: the numeral configurations investigated; lower row: possible alternatives for 5 of the 10
numerals.

all D:1 values. Moreover, the differences
among the D' values of the seven segments
are smaller than those among the D values of
the seven segments, which may be interpreted as an improved distribution of information over the segments.

Accentuation of Important Line Segments
In trying to improve the numeral configurations, so far only omissions and additions of
segments with the original dimensions have
been considered. It is also possible to design
potentially improved numerals by -accentuating their perceptually important line
segments. From Figure 10 it can be concluded
that both left vertical segments and the middle and lower horizontal segments are most
important for perception. Such segments
may be accentuated, for instance, by making
them a bit broader or longer. A series of numerals with various differences in ( 1) width
between the perceptually most important segments and the other ones and (2) length be-

+

+

tween the horizontal and vertical segments
were drawn and presented to a group of subjects. From their judgments it was concluded
that a modest broadening, by 50%, of some of
the segments does not affect the numerals'
acceptability. A 30% increase in length of the
three horizontal segments leads to a heightwidth ratio of the numerals of about 1.5; this
ratio was felt to be quite acceptable by the
subjects.
The investigated numerals had a slant of 8
deg. Drawn versions of segmented numerals
with a range of slants were compared by
subjects as to their acd~ptability. Slant values
between 15 and 20 deg were judged to be
most acceptable. Interestingly, numerals
written by subjects on ruled paper have about
the same slant (Van Hulst, 1969). Such an increased slant, apart from raising the numerals' acceptability, would also accentuate
them when used in combination with vertical
capital letters and, therefore, facilitate the
distinction between, for example, 5 anci S ..

-

o'

Figure 10. Values of the theoretical distinctive functions D' of individual line segments.
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Following the adaptation of the form of the
ends of the line segments to their respective
functions in all of the possible digit shapes,
the numerals drawn in Figure 11 were arrived
at. Only after an experiment with a real display incorporating this design, under the
same observational conditions as in the present experiment, could the effect of the proposed changes on discriminability be
evaluated. Subsequently; it would be important to test the value of the conclusions
reached in normal usage. Unfortunately, such
experiments are not as yet possible in the Institute for Perception Research because so far
no displays based on the new design have
been constructed. -When these displays become available, however. the authors intend
to do the necessary comparative experiments.
This approach is preferred over using simulated displays because it avoids the possibility of drawing erroneous conclusions from
unknown simulation artifacts.
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Visual reading processes and the quality of text displays *
H. Bouma

1. Introduction

Text is displayed for the purpose of reading. Therefore the quality of text
concerns the ease with which users are ab·le to find and read their information.
With many present electronic displays reading is far from easy. There are
difficulties in body posture, in reading distances, in eye adaptations, in
recognition, in search and in memorizing. Some solutions for these problems are
well-known and just need to be implemented on a massive scale. Other difficulties
are less tractable.
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The present paper starts from insights into the visual processes of reading.
Notions from recent visual research in·reading will be applied to alphanumeric
displays. We concentrate on the required quality of symbols such as letters and
words and on the formatting and lay-out of the information. For a classic work
written before the revival of reading research in the seventies, see Tinker (1954).
Two relevant task distinctions should be kept in mind. First, reading connected
text is different from reading separate, non-redundant codes and numbers. In
connected text, the meaning of a sentence or paragraph is dominant and not every
word needs to receive equal attention. In separate symbols, every single letter or
digit can be relevant. Second, reading proper is different from visual search.
Reading is the .intake of information one want.s. Search is the intake of
information one does not want in order to locate the-information that one does
want. Not only the task itself should be considered, but also tHe perceptual
faculties involved, which may well have wide individual differences. For a more
comprehensive paper on reading and visual search, see Bouma (1978).
2. Visual processes of reading
Bo~h in reading and in visual search, the eyes move in quick jumps rather than
smoothly. The jumps, called saccades, are so fast that no useful information can
be picked up during their occurrence. In between the jumps, however, the eyes are
steady and the .steady retinal images allow recognition. The visual analysis
necessary for this is concentrated around the visual a:~is, which on the retina
corresponds to the central fovea. When we fixate on a certain object, we rotate
our eyeballs so that the object is imaged on the fovea and we focus the optics of
our eye to get the image sharp. It is only in the fovea and in the Dmmediately
adjacent area (the parafovea) that detail vision is sufficiently accurate for the
recognition of normal print. We shall leave the slow focussing processes
(accommodation) further out of account.

* Short version of Bouma (1980)
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Because of the succession of eye saccades and eye fixations, we can distinguish
three different visual processes which have to function in close time-relationship:
(a) eye saccades (b) visual recognition (c) integration over time.
a)

The control of eye saccades and of eye pauses

When a person is reading connected text, three types of eye saccade occur:
- reading saccades : rightward saccades of 8±4 letter positions. These are
probably based on a routihe motor programme, the parameters of which are
influenced by global text properties.
- correction saccades : these may occur directly after line saccades as well
as at other moments, more often in difficult than in easy texts and more
often in the case of unskilled than skilled readers.
- tine saccades : long leftward saccades from the end of one line of print
towards the beginning of the next line.
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Fig. 1. Histograms of saccade extent (in letter units) and· of·
eye pause durations. The graph gives combined results for 7
subjects reading the same paragraph.
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All types of saccade may be very different for different texts and subjects.
Figure 1 gives overall distributions of saccade size and pause durations for
subjects reading the same text silently. Fo~ general papers on eye control in
reading, see Rayner (1978) and Levy-Schoen and O'Regan {1979).
Let us take a closer look at line saccades. These start before the end of a
line is reached and do not quite reach the beginning of the next line. Their
moment of occurrence is determined by visual information from the right visual
field. Since eye fixation is by then close to the right-hand line ending, the
ending can clearly be seen and successive lines can be allowed different line
endings without the reading process being disturbed. So the endings of lines
need not be vertically aligned. The horizontal extent of line saccades is
controlled by visual information in the left visual field, concerning the farleft-hand text margin, which therefore should be in a straight vertical line
{in typographers' terms: justified) with a sufficiently wide margin {Gregory
and Poulton, 1970). The vertical extent of line saccades is controlled by
perceived interline distance. If this vertical component is inaccurate, the

eye may mistakenly jump over two or perhaps even three lines. This is clearly
inefficient and in-the case of unconnected code numbers the reader may not
even notice that he has missed one or two lines. A rough estimate of the
minimum admissible value of line distance over line length (line angle)
appears to be about 1/30, corresponding to about two degrees.
As a consequence, line distance should increase with line length. It follows
that for long lines, line distance should be great and print density (number
of letters per unLt area) low. Therefore, if a high density is required, line
length should be restricted by using relatively narrow columns (Fig. _2).

XXXXX XXXXXX XXX XXXXXX XXX XX XXXX XX XXXXXX XXX XXXXXXXX XXXXX

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XX XXX XXX XXXXX XXX XXXX.
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XXX XXXXXX XX XXXXXX XXXX XXXXX

xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx
XXXXXXXXX XX XXX XXX XXXXX XXX

Fig. 2. Line angle a = d/1 (radians) connected with each line jump.
For high text densities, a two-column setting may be preferred to
one column in order to secure a sufficiently big line angle.

If only a single column of text is used, it is of advantage to have the page
vertically oriented. Most electronic text display units are horizontally
oriented (aspect ratio 3:4), probably because they are directly derived from
normal television screens. It seems advantageous to use vertically oriented
screens (aspect ratio 4:3) which resemble the standard format of A4 sheets
-(J2:1) or, if oriented horizontally, to use them in a two-column mode,
particularly if a high density of letters is required.

b)

Visual recognition from a single eye pause
Character recognition

During each eye pause characters are recognized in foveal and parafoveal
vision. Quick, correct recognition requires the characters to be acceptable,
identifiable and distinctive.
AcceptabiZity is the degree to which the character configurations conform to
the mental norms that readers have built of such characters. There may well
be certain cultural differences in these notions, such as in the handwritten
versions of 1 and 7. New forms can be taught, but on a massive scale this
is not at all easy.
IdentifiabiZity depends on the clarity of letter details, so that letters
stand out plainly. This is particularly important for inner details
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surrounded by other elements, for example in e, a and s. The line elements
should contrast sharply with the background and be homogeneous. Stroke
width should be between 10 and 15% of x-height. Letter size is probably
not very critical, but letter details should stand out to ensure sufficiently
qui~k recognition.
Distinativeness means that each character should be very different from
other characters, in particular from those that are visually somewhat
similar such as I - 1; S - 5. For example, extensions of descending letters
(p, q ••• ) and ascending letters (b, d ..• ) should be at least 40% of x-height.

All three notions can be tested in experiments. Figure 3 gives part of a
confusion matrix, which indicates for a certain type face how e, o, and c
are confused with each other in a letter-reading test.
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0
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other

e

24

23

05

48

0

03 58

04

35

c

19

43

27

11

acceptability

Fig. 3. Part of a confusion matrix
for lower-case letters. It indicates
percentages of correct (main diagonal)
and incorrect answers. The confusion
matrix is helpful for finding letters
that tend to be confused because of
visual similarity (Bouma, 1971).

identifiability
1111(

Fig. 4. Two examples of a conflict
between acceptability and
identifiability (Bouma and Leopold,
1969),

Confusion matrices indicate the letters of relatively poor legibility, and
also the configuration-factors which cause this. Particularly in the case of
code numbers, which have little redundancy and in which each symbol has to be
recognised on its own merits, it is important to have each symbol optimally
designed. The three requirements may be conflicting, in which case a suitable
compromise has to be found. Figure 4 gives an example for two matrix
characters.
The visual reading field

At the point of fixation (central fovea) and in an adjacent parafoveal area,
visual information can be picked up during an eye pause. Somewhat further off,
vision is then insufficient. We speak of the useful visual area as the visual
reading field. How far the visual reading field extends and how its
boundaries are determined is important both practically and theoretically.
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Visual acuity reflects the smallest detail of a certain standard object
(called optotype) that can be seen. The reciprocal of this smallest detail

(in units of minutes of arc visual angle) is defined as visual acuity. It
turns out that visual acuity is a relevant indicator of the recognizability of
a single letter as a function of eccentricity.
This fs no longer the case if more letters are present than just one. The
recognition of an embedded letter is much more difficult than that of a ~single
letter.
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Fig. 5. Embedding randomly chosen
target letters between two letters
x (indicated as /xax/) makes
recognition scores in eccentric
vision drop sharply as compared
with the non-embedded situation
(indicated as /a/). The diameter
of the corresponding useful
visual field shrinks to about 30%
of its non-embedded value. One
degree visual angle corresponds
to· four letter positions
(Bouma, 1970).
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Fig. 6. Recognition of isolated Dutch words
as a function of retinal eccentricity on both
sides of fixation. One degree visual angle
corresponds to four letter positions. Bar
width indicates average word length. Note the
higher correct scores for words right of
fixation and high fraction of incorrect word
responses (from Bouma, 1973).

In fact, the horizontal field in which an embedded letter can be recognised
is only about 30% of the field in which a single letter can be recognised.
Consequently, the visual reading field for embedded letters is much narrower
than visual acuity would indicate. This is due to adverse interactions
between adjacent letters with unexpected properties (Bouma 1978).
For code numbers without much redundancy, only a few symbols can be picked up
in a single glance. For words the situation is somewhat different because,
with sufficient word knowledge, only part of the information need be seen for
correct recognition. If insufficient details are seen, subiects have a strong
tendency to guess and they usually respond with words that visually resemble the
stimulus word. Due to the interference properties, word recognition is better
in the right than in the left visual field (Fig. 6). The precise relations
between letter recognition and word recognition (see Bouwhuis and Bouma 1979)
are outside the scope of this paper.
Because of the long retinal distances involved in adverse interactions, lines
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above and below the one read will interfere with parafoveal word recognition
unless line distances are sufficiently great. If lines are too closely
spaced, the extent of the visual reading field is decreased so that less
information can be picked up in a single eye pause. So far there are
insufficient experimental data for precisely assessing where the limits are.
Thus a wide visual reading field is a second perceptual factor which calls for
a sufficient interline distance. Since non-redundant code numbers already
have a narrow reading field, interline distances for code numbers can be less
than for running text.

c)
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Tim~ngs

In the reading of connected text, the eye makes some four fixations each
second, successive fixations being some eight characters apart. The visual
reading field during each fixation can be as wide as 20 letter positions
(Fig. 7).

I

.t

V~sual

t

-·

reading fields of successive eye fixations are overlapping

Fig. 7. Estimate of the horizontal extent of the visual reading field
during successive eye pauses if text quality is good and interline
distance great. The estimate is based upon the recognition of isolated
words at both sides of fixation and, is probably on the conversation
side, right of fixation.

Thus most words can be read in more than one fixation. Nevertheless the
subjective impression is that each word is recognised only once.
This effect indicates a certain flexibility of the recognition process and it
makes reading less dependent on the precise fixation position and saccade
timing. In order to know the extent of this flexibility, a direct insight
into timings of the recognition process is necessary, both in parafoveal and
in foveal vision, and also of the early processes of storage. This appears
to be a promising a~ea of research for the coming years.

3. Contrast and colour

Let me end by briefly discussing luminous contrast and colour to show the relevance
of some of the theoretical notions. We shall consider the visual reading field in
particular.
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If luminous contrast is varied experimentally, it is found that parafoveal word
recognition is critically dependent on contrast value. The lower the contrast, the
narrower the visual reading field. Parafoveal recognition provides more insight

into this matter than foveal recognition. Such experiments therefore indicate what
contrast values can be tolerated without undue disturbance of the reading process.
Obviously, contrast at a visual display unit in a working station is also dependent
on any reflections in the screen.
.

.

These contrast experiments are also relevant to the reading of coloured text. The
available evidence indicates that the legibility of coloured text depends on
luminous contrast. and not on the colour i~self. Thus dark colours (brown, blue) on
a dark background as well as light colours (yellow, green) on a light background
have low contrast values and consequently legibility of such text is poor, because
the visual reading field is very much restricted and visual recognition is delayed.
The colour itself may well be visible far from fixation, thus g~v~ng rise to a wide
'conspicuity area' (Engel, 1977), but the coloured letters and digits can only be
read very close to fixation. This indicates that colour is a useful aid in visual
search, i.e. if a reader knows what colour he has to look for, it helps him to
localise the required information quickly, but the actual reading of the informatio~
depends on luminous contrast and not on colour. A"second function of colour is that
it causes perceptual grouping of objects within the same range of colour and
contrast, although quantitative effects cannot be specified as yet.

~

j7

v

4. Conclusion
Problems connected with visual display units can be approached by determining in
practice what the complaints are and by following a trial-and-error procedure for
minimising inconvenience to the actual users. This approach is at present
indispensible. However, good engineering should rest on solid insight into the
functions that the displays have to fulfil so as to prevent unacceptable situations.
In the case of visual display units, the insight concerns processes of reading and
visual search, for which tasks VQUs should be optimally geared.
Present research on reading processes is sufficiently far advanced to enable us
(a) to formulate rules of thumb that can easily'be applied in practice and (b) to
design perceptual tests which are indispensible for knowing intrinsic qualities of
visual display units already at a prototype stage. Consequently the costly and
cumbersome trial-and-error procedures, which have left us with so many poor visual
working stations, have to be considered obsolete.
Summary
The notion of quality of an alphanumeric display basically refers to its suitability
to the user. Visual processes involved in the use of such displays are, in
particular, Search and Reading. Recent advances in the understanding of the
processes involved enable us to envisage how visual search and reading may proceed
from a VDU and investigate specific questions as to quality. Factors involved have
been found to include optical quality, lay-out and the proper use of colour.
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Lezen van tekst op beeldschermende problemen zijn oplosbaar
Elektronische beeldschermen zijn in toenemende mate een niet meerweg te denken
onderdeel van de inventaris in vele kantoren en bedrijven. Duizenden mannen en
vrouwen hebben er dagelijks mee te maken. Sommigen van hen klagen over
bijvoorbeeld pijn in de rug als gevolg van een verkeerde lichaamshouding of, over
een te grote leesafstand. Een dee/ van de problemen met beeldschermen vloeit
voort uit her ontwerp van de schermen, van de gebruikte letters en cijfers, uit de
gebruikte kleuren, enzovoorts.
H. Bouma is directeur van hetlnstituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek (I PO) in
Eindhoven. Voor een aantal problemen die zich in de praktijk met beeldschermen
voordoen zijn volgens hem nog geen goede oplossingen voor handen ofis
toepassing van die oplossingen op grote schaal nog niet mogelijk. Het onderzoek
naar 'visuele leesprocessen', naar de wijze waarop wij lezen, is echter naar zijn
mening ver genoeg gevorderd om de problemen met het lezen van tekst op
beeldschermen grotendeels uit de wereld te helpen.
De kwaliteit van een beeldscherm voor cijfers
of voor tekst moet worden beoordeeld op het
geschikt zijn voor de gebruiker. Vooral zoeken en lezen zijn de visuele processen die van
belang zijn bij bet gebruik van zulke beeldschermen. De laatste jaren is men deze processen beter gaan begrijpen. Daardoor kan
men tbans door laboratorium-onderzoek concrete vragen over de kwaliteit van die beeldschermen beantwoorden.
Tot de betrokken factoren behoren de optische kwaliteit, de lay-out en een goed gebruik
vankleur.
Moeilljkbeden met beeldscbermen
Tekst op een beeldscherm is bedoeld om te
, worden gelezen. Daarom slaat bet begrip
/
'tekstkwaliteit' op bet gemak waarmee de gebruikers de informatie die zij zoeken ook inderdaad kunnen vinden en kunnen lezen.
Met de huidige elektroniscbe beeldscbermen
is dit vaak moeilijk. De problemen kunnen
komen door een verkeerde, opgedrongen lichaamshouding, door een te grote leesafstand. door slecbte aanpassing aan de eigenscbappen van het netvlies. door moeilijkheden bij bet zoekproces en door bet niet kunnen
ontbouden van de benodigde informatie.
Voor een aantal van deze problemen zijn reeds
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oplossingen bekend en zit de moeilijkheid in
bet toepassen ervan op grote schaal. Voor een
aantal andere problemen zijn nog geen goede
oplossingen voor banden.
We kiezen als uitgangspunt de visuele processen die bij het lezen een rol spelen. Begrippen
die afkomstig zijn uit theoretisch onderzoek
van het lezen zullen wij proberen toe te passen
op zogenaamde 'a/fanumerieke beeldschermen'. Dit zijn beeldschermen waar cijfers en
letters op worden geprojecteerd.
Wij concentreren ons daarbij op de vereiste
kwaliteit van de gebruikte symbolen zoals letters en woorden, en op de manier waarop de
informatie is ingedeeld (lay-out).
Bet lezen en bet zoeken
Het lezen van een samenbangende tekst verscbilt van bet lezen van aparte codes en getallen.. Bij bet lezen van een samenhangende
tekst gaat bet om de betekenis van een zin of
een paragraaf en het is dan niet nodig om aan
elk woord even vee! aandacht te besteden. Bij
het lezen van codes en getallen telt elke letter
ofcijfer.
Lezen verscbilt van zoeken. Lezen betreft bet
opnemen van informatie die men wil weten.
Zoe ken betreft het innemen van informatie die
men niet wil weten. met bet doe I informatie te

H. Bouma (46) studeerde experimentele
natuurkunde aan de Utrechtse Rijks Universiteit.
Vanaf 1960 is hij werkzaam op het lnstituut voor
Perceptie Onderzoek (IPO) in Eindhoven, dat
door Philips en de Technische Hogeschaol
Eindhoven gezamenlijk in stand wordt gehouden.
Hij promoveerde in 1965 op een proefschrift over
de lichtrejlex van de oogpupil.ln 1975 werd hij
benoemd tot directeur van het !PO. Sinds 1978 is
hij tevens hoogleraar in de perceptie- en de
informatie·leer aan de Eindhovense TH.

vinden die men wei wil weten.
Verder moeten wij onze aandacbt niet alleen
richten op bet beeldscherm met zijn informatie, maar we moeten ook bedenken dat de ogen
van de ene gebruiker uiteraard niet gelijk zijn
aan de ogen van de andere.
Oogsprongen en oogpauzes
Zowel l?U lezen als bij zoe ken bewegen de ogen
niet geleidelijk, maar sprongsgewijs. Deze
'oogsprongen' gaan zo snel dat tijdens bet
springen geen nuttige informatie kan worden
opgenomen. Tussen de sprongen in zijn de
ogen ecbter in rust. Tijdens zo'n 'oogpauze'
maken de stilstaande netvliesbeelden visuele
berkenning mogelijk.
Als wij naar een bepaald voorwerp kijken.
draaien onze ogen zicb zodanig dat dit voorwerp wordt afgebeeld op bet centrale gedeelte
van de 'fovea· of 'gele vlek', bet meest fijn
ontwikkelde gedeelte van bet netvlies. Ook
stellen we de optiek van onze ogen en in bet
bijzonder de ooglens zodanig in dat we op het
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netvlies een scherpe atbeelding krijgen.
Uitsluitend in de fovea en in het gebied dat
daar direct naast ligt worden details voldoende goed waargenomen om gewone.letters en
cijfers te kunnen herkennen. We gaan hier
verder niet in op het langzame proces van het
scherpstellen, de zogenaamde 'accommodatie'.
Door de opeenvolging van oogsprongen en
oogpauzes kunnen we drie verschillende visuele processen onderscheiden die in hun verloop met de tijd goed op elkaar moeten zijn
aangepast. Deze processen zijn:
- het besturen van oogsprongen en oogpauzes;
- de .visilele herkenningsprocessen gedurende eenoogpauze;
- het 'bij elkaar optellen' van de tekstinformatie die gedurende de opeenvolgende
oogpauzes wordt opgenomen.

Regelsprongen beginnen a! voordat het eind
van een regel wordt bereikt. Ze komen niet
precies aan het begin van een nieuwe regel uit.
Het moment waarop zij plaatsvinden wordt
bepaald door informatie uit het rechter dee!
van het 'leesgezichtsveld'. Omdat op dat tijdstip het oog dicbtbij bet eind van een regel is,
kan dat eind duidelijk worden gezien. Daarom
geeft bet niet of opvolgende regels wei of niet
precies onder elkaar eindigen.

De grootte van de regeJsprongen

De horizontale grootte van de regelsprongen

wordt bestuurd met visuele informatie uit het
linker dee! van het gezichtsveld over de plaats
waar de regels beginnen. Dat is vee! verder
van het 'blikpunt', het middert van de gele
vlek. Daarom moeten de regels wei precies
recht onder elkaar beginnen met bovendien
een voldoende brede kantlijn.
De verticale grootte van de regelsprongen
wordt gestuurd door waarneming van de afstand tussen de regels. Als deze verticale component te onnauwkerig zou zijn, zou het oog
per ongeluk over twee, misschien zelfs drie
regels been springen. Niet aileen zou dat duidelijk inefficient zijn, maar ook bestaat het

Drie soorten oogsprongen

Als iemand samenhangende tekst leest, maakt
hij drie verschillende soorten oogsprongen:
Kleine sprongen naar rechts van ongeveer
acht letterposities, de zogenaamde 'leessprongen' ,· kleine sprongen naar links, die we
'correctiesprongen·· zullen noemen; grote
sprongen naar links van het eind van de ene
regel naar het begin van de volgende, de zogenaamde 'regeisprongen'.
Voor aile drie soorten oogsprongen geldt, dat
ze erg verschillend kunnen zijn voor verschillende soorten tekst en voor verschillende lezers.
Leessprongen worden gestuurd vanuit een
motorische routine die wordt be'invloed door
bepaalde eigenschappen van de tekst. Hierbij
heeft de grootte van bet horizontale zogeheten
·Jeesgezichtsveld' een directe invloed.
De grootte van de leessprongendeduurvande
oogpauze zijn betrekkelijk onatbankelijk van
elkaar, met dien verstande dat correctiesprongen nodig zijn als het oog te ver dreigt voor te
komen op het herkenningsproces. Anders zou
tussenliggende tekst worden vergeten.
Correctiesprongen komen vaak direct na de
grote regelsprongen. Ze kunnen echter overal
elders in de tekst voorkomen, in het bijzonder
als de tekst moeilijk is en als de lezer minder
ervarenis .
•Beeldschermen <.ijn op onverwachte p/aatsen te
vinden. Bijvoorbeeld bij de drie eeuwen oude
'Comedie-Francaise'.
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als ze voldoende overeenkomen met bet al in
bet geheugen ingeprente beeld dat de lezer
daarvan heeft. Hier komen bepaalde culturele
verschillen voor, zoals bijvoorbeeld in de
handgeschreven versies van de cijfers 1 en 7.
In beginsel kunnen nieuwsoortige vormen wei
worden aangeleerd, maar op grote schaal is
dat bepaald niet gemakkelijk.

Herkenning van letters en cijfers

De meeste elektronische
beeldschermen zijn ( . . . )
'horizontaal georienteerd'
(breedte groter dan de hoogte),
waarschijnlijk omdat ze direct
zijn afgeleid van normale
televisie-beeldschermen. Hetlijkt
beter om dit soort schermen 'op
zijn kant te zetten'.

gevaar dat bijvoorbeeld bij onsamenhangende
codenummers de lezer niet zou merken dat hij
regels bad gemist.
Dit gevaar dreigt vooral bij grote regellengte
en bij kleine regelafstand. Daarom bestaat er
een minimum-waarde voor bet quotient van
regelafstand en regellengte, namelijk ongeveer 1 op 30.
Hieruit volgt dat de regelafstand groter moet
zijn naarmate de regels Ianger zijn. Bij erg
grote regellengte zou dit inhouden dat de regels ver van elkaar komen te staan. Hierdoor
zou de 'dichtbeid' van de informatie (bet aantalletters per vierkante centimeter) laag worden.
Daarom moet, als een hoge letterdichtheid
nodig is, de regellengte beperkt worden gehouden. Een voorbeeld hiervan vormt de
krant, waar een boge letterdichtbeid bereikt
wordt door bet gebruik van smalle kolommen.
Beeldscbermen 'op z'n kant zetten'?

Bij bet lezen worden tijdens elke oogpauze
letters of cijfers berkend in en rondom het
blikpunt. Voor een snelle enjuiste herkenning
is nodig dat de letters en cijfers aan drie voorwaarden voldoen: ze moeten aanvaardbaar
van vorm zijn, gemakkelijk waar te nemen en
voldoende te onderscheiden van elkaar.

Gemakkelijk waar te nemen zijn letters, als zij
scherpe en duidelijk zicbtbare details bezit-

Aanvaardbaar van vorm zijn letters en cijfers
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Als er op een beeldscberm maar een kolom
tekst wordt gebruikt, kan de breedte van de
pagina beter kleiner zijn dan de boogte. Zo •n
pagina noemt men 'verticaal georienteerd'.
De meeste elektronische.beeldscbermen zijn
juist 'horizontaal georienteerd' (breedte groter dan boogte), waarschijnlijk omdat ze direct
zijn afgeleid van normale televisie-beeldscbennen.
Het lijkt beter om dit soort schermen 'op zijn
kant te zetten', zodat ze gaan lijken op briefpapier van bet standaard A4-formaat. Worden ze
tocb horizontaal gebruikt, dan zou men twee
kolommen tekst kunnen toepassen, wanneer
een gr~te letterdichtheid vereist is.
Smalle kolommen vergemakkelijken hez lezen. Bij
de opmtJllk van deze Deense kranr is daarmee
rekening gehouden.
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ten. Dit is in het bijzonder van be lang voor de
details die middenin de letters en cijfers liggen
en die omgeven worden door andere elementen; zoals bij dee, a ens.
De lijntjes van de tekens moeten scherp afsteken tegen de achtergrond (goed contrast) en ze
mogen niet onderbroken zijn. De dikte van de
lijntjes moet tien avijftien procent zijn van de
letterhoogte. Meestal kijkt men naar de hoogte van de letter x.
De letterhoogte luistert waarschijnlijk niet zo
nauw, zolang hij niet te klein wordt om de
details goed te kunnen waamemen. Voor goede letters geldt als vuistregel dat de Ietterhoogte tenminste 1/150 van de afstand tussen ogen
en tekst moet zijn.

Bet leesgezicbtsveld

In het blikpunt (bet centrale gedeelte van de
fovea) en in een gebied daar net omheen kan
visuele informatie worden opgenomen tijdens
een oogpauze. Reeds op geringe afstand van
het blikpunt is het gezichtsvennogenhiervoor
teklein.
Voor het gebied waarbinnen woorden en getallen kunnen worden herkend gebruiken we
de term 'leesgezichtsveld'. Het is zowel theoretisch als praktisch van groot belang hoe ver
Versierde beginletter uit een vijfeeuwen oude
Bijbel- wei een versehi/ met de huidige
beeldschermletters.

bepaalde standaardvoorwerpen ('oP.totypen'
genoemd) die nog kunnen worden gezien. Het
beste optotype is de zogenaamde Landolt-C.
Dit is een ring, waarin als detail een opening
zit. De proefpersoon moet vertellen waar zich
in de ring de opening bevindt.

AJleen.ctaande en ingebedde letters
Om de gezichtsscherpte buiten bet blikpunt te
bepalen, moeten de optotypen kortdurend
worden aangeboden, teneinde te vermijden
dat de ogen erop worden gericht.
Gebleken is dat de gezichtsscherpte een goede
aanwijzing geeft van de herkenbaarqcid )'Bijleen alleenstaande letter. Deze blijkt a0etiaxk)

Voldoende te onderscheiden zijn de letter- en
cijfertekens, wanneer elke letter of cijfer zoveel mogelijk verschilt van aile andere letters
en cijfers. In het bijzonder geldt dit voor tekens die visueel op elkaar lijken, zoals I, I en 1
of zoals S en 5. Ook om die reden moeten de
uitsteeksels van 'staartletters' (p, q, ... ) en
'stokletters' (b, d, ... ) tenminste veertigprocent van de letterhoogte zijn.
Beeldschermletters: een matrix-opbouw
Aile drie genoemde eigenschappen kunnen
experiment~el worden getest. Zo kan men meten hoe vaak voor een bepaald type letter de e,
o en c onderling worden verward in een letterleestest. Dan blijkt welke letters naar verhouding slecht leesbaar zijn en ook door welke
elementen van de opbouw van de letters dat
komt. Vooral ook voor codenummers, waarbij men elk cijfer apart moet kunnen herkennen, is het van groot belang de symbolen optimaal te ontwerpen.
Wanneer de drie aan letter- en cijfertekens
gestelde eisen onderling tegenstrijdig zijn,
moet men uiteraard een verstandig compromis zien te vinden.
Voor gebruik op beeldschermen moet men
letters en cijfers opbouwen uit een aantal kleine rechthoekjes ofvierkantjes. Men noemt dit
'matrix-opbouw .' Zijn er bijvoorbeeld horizontaal voor een letter maximaal zeven blokjes beschikbaar, en verticaal elf, dan spreekt
men van een 7 x 11 matrix.
Terzijde kan worden opgemerkt dat het ontwerp van de veelvuldig toegepaste 7-segmentcijfers, zoals bijvoorbeeld op digitale horloges
te zien zijn, verre van optimaal is.
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het leesgezichtsveld zich naar links en naar
rechts uitstrekt en door I(Velke factoren het
wordt begrensd.
De eerste begrenzende factor is de gezichtsscherpte, een maat voor het kleinste detail van

gen van de afstand tot het blikpunt. Maar de
herkenbaarheid wordt vee! kleiner als twee of
meer letters naast elkaar voorkomen, zoals
meestal het geval is. Een in een woord 'ingebedde' letter wordt daarom veel slechter her-
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Letters erz cijfers zoals die op beeldschermen
worden gebruikt kennen een zogeheren
'marrix-opbouw' van kleine blokjes.

kend dan een alleenstaande letter.
Hierdoor is bet borizontale gebied rond bet
blikpunt waarin een ingebedde letter kan worden herkend slechts ongeveer eenderde van
bet gebied waarin een alleenstaande letter kan
worden herkend. Als gevolg hiervan is het
leesgezichtsveld voor ingebedde letters veel
;mailer dan afgeleid zou kunnen worden uit
netingen van de gezichtsscherpte.
)it komt doordat letters elkaar onderling masceren. Deze maskerende wisselwerking van
etters heeft onverwacbte eigenscbappen.
~n daarvan is dat de maskering sterker is in
1et gezicbtsveld links van het blikpunt dan
ecbts ervan. Dit geldt altbans in Ianden waar
nen van links naar rechts leest en schrijft.
)e lezer gaat raden

roor getallen en codes, met weinig onderlinge
IUllenbang tussen de letter- en cijfertekens,
eldt daaardoor dat per oogpauze slecbts enele symbolen kunnen worden herkend. Voor
•oorden ligt de situatie anders, omdat bij vol:>ende ontwikkelde woordkennis een gedeel: van de informatie die de letters samen geven
voldoende is om bet bele woord correct te
~rkennen.

Wanneer er onvoldoende details kunnen worden waargenomen, bebben lezers een sterke
neiging om te gaan raden. Is bet geraden
woord dan al Diet belemaal juist, bet zal tocb
sterk )ijken op het correcte woord.
Door de effecten van de maskering zullen de
regel net boven en de regel net onder die welke
men leest de woordherkenning naast bet blikpunt ook bemoeilijken, tenzij de regelafstand
groot genoeg is. Wanneer de regels dicbt op
elkaar staan, krimpt bet leesgezicbtsveld in
zodat er per oogpauze minder informatie kan
worden opgenomen.
We zagen a! dat de besturing van de oogsprongen een voldoende grote regelafstand nodig
maakt. Deze noodzaak wordt dus nog versterkt door de eis dat het leesgezicbtsveld
breed genoeg is. Hierbij kan nog worden aangetekend dat codes en getallen vanwege het
gebrek aan onderlinge samenhang van de afzonderlijke tekens tocb al een smal leesgezicbtsveld hebben. Daarom kan bij codes en

Terzijde kan worden opgemerkt
dat het antwerp van de veelvuldig
toegepaste 7-segment-cijfers,
zoals bijvoorbeeld op digitale
horloges te zien zijn, ve"e van
optimaal is.

getallen wei een wat kleinere . regelafstand
worden aangehouden.
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Bet 'optellen' vao de informatie
Bij bet lezen van samenhangende tekst maakt
het oog elke seconde ongeveer vier leespauzes, waarbij de opeenvolgende blikpunten ongeveer acht letters uit elkaar liggen. Bij goede
tekstkwaliteit en grote regelafstand kan de
breedte van bet leesgezicbtsveld bij elke oogpauze wei waarden bereiken van twintig Jetterposities, acht links van bet blikpunt en
twaalfrecbts van bet blikpunt.
Daardoor kunnen we de meeste woorden lezen in ongeveer twee of drie opeenvolgende
oogpauzes. Desondanks bebben we de subjectieve indruk elk woord slechts eenmaal te
herkennen. Dit verschijnsel duidt erop dat bet
berkenningssysteem beboorlijk flexibel is
waardoor bet lezen minder afhanke)ijk wordt
van de precieze plaats van bet blikpunt en bet
precieze tijdstip van de oogsprong.
Om meer te begrijpen van de mate van deze
flexibiliteit bebben we inzicht nodig in de voor
berkenning benodigde tijd. Nu blijkt bet zo te
zijn dat berkenning naast bet blikpunt meer
tijd kost dan berkenning in bet blikpunt. Dit
boudt in dat bet moment van correcte berkenning Diet aileen afhankelijk is van bet moment
waarop een woord verschijnt binnen bet Jeesgezicbtsveld, maar ook van de plaats waar bet
dan verschijnt.
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Laten .we een normale leessituatie nemen.
Een woord verschijnt eerst rechts van het blikpunt waar de herkenning relatief lang duurt.
Gedurende de volgende oogpauze, ongeveer
0,2 seconde later, verschijnt hetzelfde woord
weer, nu in bet blikpunt waar de herkenning
sneller gaat. Daarom kan het best zijn dat de
snellere foveale herkenning een compensatie
vormt voor de eerdere en tragere herkenning
net buiten de centrale fovea, zodat uit twee
opeenvolgeni:l.e presentaties toch een enkelvoudige gewaarwording resulteert.
Deze hypothese is zeker nog speculatief, maar
hij helpt ons te begrijpen waarom de herkenningsindruk voor de lezer enkelvoudig is, ter-·
wijl het woord tenminste twee keer binnen bet
leesgezichtsveld verschijnt. Daarbij blijven er
problemen over, bijvoorbeeld of een mogelijke derde presentatie links van het blikpunt ook
nog een functie he eft (bijvoorbeeld bij het stureo van correctie-oogsprongen) of dat misscbien deze derde presentatie intern wordt
onderdrukt.
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Het huidige onderzoek naar
leesprocessen is ver genoeg
gevorderd om ons in staat te
stellen vuistregels voor
beeldschermen te formuleren.
Deze vuistregels zijn gemakkelijk
in de praktijk toepasbaar.

Dit onderzoeksgebied is pas recent tot ontwikkeling gekomen en kwantitatieve conclusies
voor beeldschermen kunnen nog niet worden
getrokken. Maar nu is a! duidelijk dater extra
vertragingen optreden in bet herkenningsproces als de tekstkwaliteit onvoldoende is.
Contrast en kleurgebruik
Tot slot wil ik in het kort helderheidscontrast
en kleur bespreken om bet be lang van enkele
theoretische begrippen te Iaten zien. Ik zal het
daarbij vooral hebben over het leesgezichtsveld. Als bij experimenten het helderheidscontrast wordt gevarieerd, blijkt de woordherkenning juist buiten de centrale fovea kritisch athankelijk te zijn van de grootte van het
contrast. Hoe lager hetcontrast is, des te smalDe letters en cijfers op vee/ digitale horloges zijn
slecht leesbaar.
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De zogeheten '7-segment-cijfers' zorgen soms voor onverwachte effecten. Het getal7083170 wordt omgedraaid 'oliebol'.

ler is bet leesgezichtsveld.
De herkenning naast bet blikpunt geeft ons
daarbij meer inzicht dan de herkenning in bet
blikpunt, omdat bet nu eenmaal om de begrenzingen van bet leesgezichtsveld gaat. Dit soort
experimenten kan daarom aangeven welke
contrastwaarden nog aanvaardbaar zijn zonder dat bet leesproces verstoord raakt.
Vanzelfsprekend is bet contrast bij een beeldscherm in normaal gebruik niet aileen afbankelijk van bet beeldscherm zelf, maar ook van
allerlei licbtweerkaatsingen van bet glas van
hetscberm.
Deze contrast-experimenteD zijn ook van belang voor bet lezen van gekleurde tekst. De
beschikbare resultaten geven aan dat de leesbaarheid van gekleurde tekst afbankelijk is
van bet helderbeidscontrast en niet van bet
kleurcontrast.
Als gevolg daarvan hebben donkere kleuren
zoals bruin en blauw op een donkere acbtergrond een slechte leesbaarheid, evenals Iichte
kleuren, zoals geel en groen op een Iichte achtergrond. Door bet lage belderbeidscontrast
bebben we te maken met een smal leesgezichtsveld en een trage visuele berkenning.

De waarde van kleurgebruik ligt daarin dat
ldeur betrekkelijk ver van bet blikpunt nog
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goed zichtbaar is, en daardoor sterk opvalt.
Ongeveer op de manier waarop men bet leesgezichtsveld meet, kan men ook de 'opvallendheid' van kleuren meten. Men kijkt daarbij boever van bet blikpunt kleuren nog kunnen worden berkend.
Het zicbtbaar zijn van de kleur van een tekst
moet evenwel niet worden verward met de
leesbaarheid ervan, omdat letters en cijfers gekleurd of ongekleurd - nu eenmaal slecbts
dicbtbij bet blikpunt kunnen worden herkend.
Een en ander betekent dat kleur een nuttig
hulpmiddel is bij bet zoeken. Als een lezer
weet naar welke kleur hij op zoek is, helpt die
kleur om snel de gezochte informatie te vinden. Maar bij bet lezen van die informatie is
bet belderbeidscontrast van belang, en niet de
kleur.
Uiteraard kan bet gebruik van kleur om iets op
te doen vallen ook verkeerd uitpakken doordat bet oogjuist wordt afgeleid van de informatie waar bet naar op zoek is.
Problemen met beeldscbermen oplosbaar
Problemen met bet gebruik van beeldscbermen voor tekst kunnen worden aangepakt
door in de praktijk te onderzoeken wat de
klacbten zijn. Met 'trial-and-error' methodes
(vallen en opstaan dus) kan men de vervelende

effecten voor de gebruikers tracbten te verminderen. Deze benadering wordt op grote
schaal toegepast en kan ook nog niet worden
gemist.
Een ontwerp van beeldscbermen behoort ecbter te berusten op goed gefundeerde inzicbten
in de functies die die beeldscbermen moeten
vervullen. Zo kan men bij voorbaat goede gebruiksituaties bereiken en niet-aanvaardbare
situaties voorkomen. Bij beeldscbermen moeten die inzichten komen uit onderzoek van
leesprocessen. Verder moet men uitzoeken
voor welke taken beeldschermen moeten worden ontworpen.
Het buidige onderzoek naar leesprocessen is
ver genoeg gevorderd om ons in staat te stellen
vuistregels voor beeldschermen te formuleren. Deze vuistregels zijn gemakkelijk in de
praktijk toepasbaar. Bovendien kunnen waarnemings-experimenten worden ontworpen
die onmisbaar zijn om de kwaliteit van de
beeldschermen reeds in een prototype-stadium vast te stellen.
Als gevolg daarvan zijn de dure en tijdrovende
'trial-and-error' procedures die tot zoveel
slechte beeldscbermsituaties bebben geleid,
tbans in feite overbodig geworden. Zij moeten
worden vervangen door deugdelijk toegepast
•
visueel onderzoek.
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Het lezen van drukwerk is zo oud als de boekdrukkunst zelf.
Toen deze net was uitgevonden, konden nog maar weinig
mensen lezen. Via het verplichte basisonderwijs is bereikt, dat
in onze tijd bijna iedereen kan lezen. Door de ruimere lezers·
kring en door grote verbeteringen in druktechnieken zijn de
hoeveelheden drukwerk en de gevarieerdheid ervan enorm
gestegen. Vandaag is er zelfs haast een overmaat: boeken, tijdschriften, kranten, dichtbundels, formulieren, giroafschriften,
reclames, circulaires, dienstregelingen, gebruiksaanwijzingen en
noem maar op. Ook hebben we nu efektronisch 'drukwerk' op
beefdschermen van computers en op de TV (onderschriften,
tefetaxt).
In de loop van de geschiedenis hebben drukkers en grafische
vormgevers gefeerd hoe drukwerk goed en prettig leesbaar kan
worden gemaakt. Elektronici en informatici beschikken meestal
niet over een ruime grafische ervaring. Het gaat hierbij voor
een deef om de esthetische indruk van de grafische vormgeving
als geheel. Het is niet de bedoeling om deze hier te bespreken.
Voor een ander deel gaat het evenwel om kennis over hoe het
leesproces van drukwerk optimaal verloopt. Die kennis is beschikbaar in de vorm van een theorie en ook in de vorm van
praktijkregels.
Het praktisch doel van dit hoofdstuk laat niet toe om de
theorie van het leesproces te behandelen. Het gaat hier over
praktijkregefs, waarmee goed leesbaar drukwerk onderscheiden
kan worden van slecht leesbaar drukwerk. Deze regels hebben
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een ruime geldigheid en zijn ook van toepassing op tekst die
wordt weergegeven op beeldschermen van verschillende types
zoals kathodestraalbuizen en panelen van vloeibare kristallen.
We gaan eerst op lettertype en lettergrootte in, daarna op
enige aspecten van de opmaak zoals regellengte en regelafstand en tenslotte op helderheidscontrast en kleur. Een vleugje
theorie besluit het hoofdstuk.
-Lettertype en lettergrootte
Het lettertype valt meestal aileen vakmensen op, maar toch zijn
er goede en slechte lettertypes (ook wei fonts genoemd). Goed
leesbare lettertypen zijn betrekkelijk eenvoudig van vorm zonder overbodige krullen en versiersels (Fig. 10-1 en 2). Soms zijn
de uiteinden van lijntjes gemarkeerd door kleine verdikkingen
of dwarslijntjes: de schreven. Deze mogen evenwel niet te
geprononceerd zijn. Het lettertype waarin "Oog en Werk" gezet
is heeft geen schreven en behoort tot de goed leesbare fonts.

Er zijn goede Letterfonts met schreven
en goede Letterfonts zonder schreven.
(

Voor opvallendheid zijn er Vetgedrukte
en cursief gedrukte letters (italics)
EN NATUURLIJK HOOFDLETTERS!
Fig. 10-1 Voor normale teksten zijn er letterfonts met en
zonder schreef. De schreef stamt af van letters die in steen
worden gehouwen. Een goede leesbaarheid vereist dat de
schreven niet te geprononceerd zijn. Ook letters zonder
schreef kunnen uitstekend leesbaar zijn. Daarnaast zijn er
meerdere methoden om delen van de tekst opvallend te
maken.
Van groot belang is dat letters die een beetje op elkaar lijken,
goed van elkaar te onderscheiden zijn, zoals de 'i' van de 'I', de
'c' van de 'e' en de 'u' van de 'n' (Fig. 10-3).
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Fig. 10-2 Fragment uit een Statenbijbel gedrukt in 1690. In h~t
'gotische' letterfont lijken de letters erg op elkaar en hebben
ze complexe, zij het mooie vormen. Van de hoofdtekst is in
het origineel de x-hoogte 2,1 millimeter met uitsteeksels van
ca 0,8 millimeter; de kolombreedte (2-koloms!) is 65 millimeter en de regelafstand 3,9 millimeter. Deze waarden zijn
oak naar onze huidige inzichten uitstekend gekozen. Het voorwoord van deze Statenbijbel is overigens in een voor ons
normaal 'Romein' lettertype gezet.
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Code 5181 60GO
Fig. 10-3 Voorbeelden van verschillende letters die in meerdere letterfonts veel op elkaar lijken, alsmede van letters en
cijfers waarvoor veelal hetzelfde geldt.
Om dezelfde reden moeten ook de stokken en staarten van
stok- en staartletters voldoende ver uitsteken: ze moeten liefst
tenminste 40 procent zijn van de hoogte van de romp van de
letter. De romphoogte, ook wei x-hoogte genoemd, is de hoogte
van de kleine letters zoals 'a', 'n' en 'x', die het zonder stokken
of staarten moeten doen (Fig. 10-4).
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Fig. 10-4 Enige begrippen voor afmetingen van letters. Voor
een bepaald letterfont en een bepaalde korpsgrootte liggen
de meeste begrippen vast; evenwel pleegt de letterbreedte te
varieren en ook de lijndikte is doorgaans niet constant.
De romphoogte wordt ook wei x-hoogte genoemd. Het begrip
'korps' slaat op de totale hoogte, dus letterhoogte plus staarthoogte met ook nog een klein randje erboven en eronder. Het
korps wordt vanouds uitgedrukt in punten, waarbij 1 punt
overeenkomst met 0,376 millimeter.
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Bij het hier gebruikte lettertype zijn de stak- en staarthaagte
circa 30 pracent van de ramphaagte. Bij handschrift zijn de
stakken en staarten meestal grater dan de romphaagte - men
kijke het eigen handschrift P.r maar ap na. Zaveel is evenwel
voar drukwerk niet nadig amdat de tekstregels strakker zijn dan
bij handschrift. De stokken en staarten zorgen vaor een duidelijke waordcantour, waardoar het lezen gemakkelijker gaat.
Tekst aileen in hoofdletters is slechter leesbaar, mede omdat
de karakteristieke woordcontauren ontbreken en de woordherkenning daardoor trager verloopt. Als het om een paar woorden
gaat, zoals bij firmanamen, is dat niet erg, maar voor langere
teksten is het een duidelijk nadeel.
De lijndikte van letters moet aok binnen bepaalde grenzen
blijven: te dunne lijntjes vallen anvaldaende op, te dikke (vette)
lijntjes Iaten de letters dichtvloeien. Vaor letters van 1,5 mm
romphoogte is een lijndikte van 0,15 - 0,20 mm goed; voor
grotere letters moet de lijndikte evenredig grater zijn. Als
letters uit puntjes zijn apgebouwd, zoals bij matrixprinters,
mogen de puntjes met het blote o·og niet apart zichtbaar zijn bij
de gebruikelijke leesafstand. Vette letters hebben onder meer
een functie bij het markeren van bepaalde tekstdelen.
Op televisieschermen is er minder vrijheid omdat de elektronische letters vaak uit blokjes zijn opgebouwd {matrixletters).
Bij teletekst zijn de canfiguraties van de symbolen apgeslagen
in een chip die in het TV-toestel is ingebauwd. Bij de huidige
televisietoestellen zijn de canfiguraties zorgvuldig ap leesbaarheid geoptimaliseerd. Zelfs de cijfers zijn goed te onderscheiden van hoofdletters door een wat grater lijndikte
(Fig. 10-5; kleurenplaat VI). Onderschriften van televisieprogramma's komen evenwel meestal rechtstreeks uit de studio en
niet van de letterchip in het TV-toestel. Daardoor is de kwaliteit
van de ondertiteling nogal wisselend.
Als letters te klein worden, wordt het lezen moeilijk: kijk maar
naar dienstregelingen en naar de kleine lettertjes van verzekeringspapieren. Bij een normale leesafstand van 30 tot 40 centimeter is een romphoogte van 1,5 millimeter1 nog goed, maar bij
nog kleinere letters begint het steeds moeilijker te worden.
1

in drukkerstaal ongeveer 10 punts, waarbij de corpshoogte
van 10 punten of 3,76 millimeter slaat op de hoogte van het
hele letterblokje.
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Fig. 10-5 De configuraties van matrixletters (matrix 12x10)
voor Teletext uit nieuwere TV-toestellen. Het lettertype
(IPO-normaal) kenmerkt zich onder meer door een duidelijk
onderscheid tussen cijfers en hoofdletters.
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De hier gebruikte letters hebben een romphoogte van 1,8 millimeter. Bij het huidige telefoonboek en het spoorboekje is gekozen voor een romphoogte van slechts 1,1 millimeter, waarbij de
cijfers groter zijn (1,5-1,6 millimeter). Behalve de letterhoogte is
ook de (variabele) letterbreedte van belang alsmede de breedte
van de spaties tussen de woorden.
Te grote letters zijn overigens ook niet goed leesbaar: bij
4 millimeter romphoogte is het optimum wei ongeveer bereikt.
Grote krantekoppen zijn daarom niet zo geschikt om van dichtbij gelezen te worden: ze zijn typisch geschikt voor de kiosk of
voor op tafel, van enige afstand. Bij grotere leesafstand geldt
algemeen, dat de letters evenredig grater moeten worden gekozen. De praktijkregel is daarom dat de romphoogte (x-hoogte)
tenminste 1/200 van de leesafstand is. Bij kleine leesafstanden
komt die waarde wat kritischer, omdat de lens van het oog
meer moeite heeft met focusseren. Vooral oudere lezers komen
dan eerder in de problemen. Het is zinvol om ook deze lezers
tegemoet te komen door royaal aan deze vuistregel te voldoen.
Als voorbeeld kunnen de bijschriften in musea dienen, die
behalve esthetisch, tach vooral ook goed leesbaar zouden
moeten zijn.
>

Regellengte en regelafstand
Een goede en logische indeling van een pagina is eveneens van
groat belang. Het drukwerk wordt er overzichtelijk door en dat
bevordert zowel de leesbaarheid als de visuele orientatie bij het
zoeken. Een goede indeling in alinea's met af en toe een regel
wit er tussen kan daarbij een goed en gemakkelijk hulpmiddel
zijn. Niet aile drukwerk mag in dezen overigens over een kam
worden geschoren. Stukken met een betoog eisen een sterkere
indeling dan leesstukken ter ontspanning. In bellettrie zal men
om die reden ook maar sporadisch de witte tussenregel aantreffen.
De regels mogen niet te lang, maar oak nie~ te kort zijn. Als de
regels Ianger zijn dan gemiddeld 12 woorden wordt het moeilijk
om met de terugspringende blikrichting het begin van de
volgende regel te vinden. Oat geldt vooral wanneer de regels
dicht op elkaar staan. Een praktijkvoorschrift is dat de regelafstand tenminste 4 procent van de regellengte moet zijn, dus
een verhouding van 1 :25. In dit boek is de verhouding praktisch
zo groot. Als de regels erg lang worden, komen de regels ver uit
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elkaar te staan en kan er maar weinig tekst op een bladzij. Aan
de andere kant moeten we de regels ook weer niet te kort rnaken, omdat etk einde van een regel een discontinuiteit in het
leesproces veroorzaakt. Karter dan gemiddeld zes woorden is
daarom niet aan te raden. Regels moeten aan het begin strak
worden uitgelijnd; aan het eind is dat aileen voor kortere regels
nodig.
We moete" vaak een compromis zoeken tussen regeUengte
en regelafstand. Als we uit een oogpunt van efficiintie veel
tekst op een pagina willen hebben, moeten de regels dicht op
elkaar worden gezet. Een grote regellengte vereist evenwel een
grote regelafstand. We moeten dan wei de toevlucht nemen tot
korte regels zodat de tekst in meerdere kolommen wordt gezet.
Het voorbeeld bij uitstek daarvoor is de krant, met een kolombreedte van ongeveer vijf woorden (circa 5 centimeter). Tweekolomsdruk wordt ook wei in boeken toegepast, zoals in bijbels,
encyclopedieen en dergelijke.
'
Kortere regels hebben een speciaal voordeel voor slechtzienden die met een leesloep werken. Het gezichtsveld van leesloepen is namelijk nogal beperkt en het leest gemakkelijker en
sneller wanneer een volle regel binnen de loep past. Een meerkolomsdruk voldoet daar veelal aan.
Bij tekst waarin gezocht moet worden (zoals bij het telefoonboek) wordt het zoekproces bevorderd door het weglaten van
onnodige informatie. Ook bij beeldschermen kan daarmee een
grot.e winst worden bereikt.

••Helderheidscontrast en kleur
De hoofdregel voor goede leesbaarheid is dat het contrast
tussen de donkere letters en de Iichte ondergrond voldoende
groot moet zijn. Oat geldt zowel voor papier als voor beeldschermen. De verhouding van de luminanties moet tenminste
1 op 4 zijn. Kranten halen ongeveer deze minimum waarde.
Eigenlijk spreekt het vanzelf dat donkergrijze letters op een
lichtgrijze ondergrond niet zo gemakkeUjk lezen. Maar ook bij
kleurgebruik blijkt iets soortgelijks te gelden: donkergekleurde
letters (bijvoorbeeld bruin of donkergroenl zijn aileen goed
leesbaar op een Iichte achtergrond (bijvoorbeeld wit of geel) en
lichtgekleurde letters (bijvoorbeeld geel of oranje) aileen op een
donkere achtergrond (bijvoorbeeld donkerblauw of zwart). De
praktijkregel is dus eenvoudig: houd ook bij gekleurde letters
het helderheidscontrast hoog (kleurenplaat VII).
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In sommige gevallen dreigt het contrast te hoog te worden,
zoals bij verlichte borden 's avonds langs de weg: de letters lopen dan kans dicht te vloeien door overstraling. Als het contrast
niet hoger wordt gekozen dan 1 op 10, wordt ook dat gevaar
bezworen. Perfect drukwerk haalt ongeveer deze verhouding
van 1 op 10. De netvliesgevoeligheid stelt zich meer in op het
lichtniveau van de achtergrond dan van de letters, omdat de
achtergrond het grootste oppervlak beslaat. Omdat het netvlies
beter functioneert bij een hoger verlichtingsniveau, verdienen
donkere letters op een Iichte achtergrond de voorkeur hoven
het omgekeerde. Op deze regel zijn echter een aantal uitzonderingen. Zo kan op de televisie het beeld soms wat te
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Fig. 10-6 Contrastomkering bij een televisieloep. Bij extra lichtverstrooiing in het oog, zoals bij staar, zijn Iichte letters op een
donkere achtergrond beter leesbaar.
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onrustig worden (vlakflikker). Ook bij dreigende verblinding,
waar sommige slechtzienden extra gevoelig voor zijn, kunnen
Iichte letters op een donkere ondergron!i soms de voorkeur
verdienen. De televisieloep geeft daarom de mogelijkheid om
het contrast om te draaien (Fig. 10-6}.
Als de kleuren vrij gekozen kunnen worden, moet het niet te
bont gemaakt worden. De visuele functie van kleuren is het
ordenen van het kijkvlak, doordat gelijke kleuren als vanzelf
door het oog gegroepeerd worden. Er moet daarom voor gezorgd worden dat in tekst of in figuren een gelijke kleur inderdaad een gelijk betekenisaspect signaleert; anders wordt het
oog mislaid, wat extra verwerkingstijd kost. Een andere functie
van kleur is dat het zoeken efficienter verloopt wanneer bekend
is welke kJeur het moet zijn. Oat houdt in dat het gebruik van
kleur als zoekcode systematisch moet zijn. Tenslotte geldt
dat het gebruik van teveel kleuren op eenzelfde pagina vermeden moet worden: de bonte indruk die bij gebruik van meer dan
drie kleuren ontstaat is meestal onrustig en afleidend. Het is
instructief om dit eens te bekijken op een beeldscherm, bijvoorbeeld bij Teletekst of Viditel.
Naast kleur zijn er ook andere typografische manieren om het
zoeken te helpen, zeals vettere letters, schuingedrukte tekst en
inspringen van regels (Fig. 10-2). Steeds is bezinning vereist op
de visuele taken waarvoor zulke middelen moeten dienen.
Voor een goede leesbaarheid is een goede verlichting van groot
belang. Vooral bij ouderen komt dat er op aan. Over kinderen
hoeven we ons geen zorgen te maken als zij lezen bij lage lichtniveaus. Een goede verlichting betekent tenminste 500 lux op
het leesvlak en geen hinder van direct zichtbare lampen, te heldere ramen of glimmend papier. We zullen hierop in dit hoofdstuk echter niet verder ingaan omdat deze materie in hoofdstuk
11 uitvoerig aan de orde komt.
Tenslotte: een vleugje theorie
Hoe komen we aan al die praktijkregels? In de eerste plaats
door de lange ervaring in de drukkerswereld. Maar ook hebben
we tegenwoordig voldoende wetenschappelijk inzicht om het
waarom ervan te begrijpen. Bij het onderzoek is het vruchtbaar
gebleken om in het leesproces vier componenten te onderscheiden:
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de optische afbee/ding van drukwerk op de beide netvliezen. Met name de focussering en de dieptescherpte zijn
daarbij van belang, en verder de invloed van verlichting en
verblinding. De focussering is meer kritisch bij een grote pupilopening, omdat de dieptescherpte dan kleiner is. Vandaar dat
een hoog verlichtingsniveau vaak ook een scherper netvliesbeeld oplevert. Verder is van belang dat het focusseringsbereik
van de ooglenzen afneemt met de leeftijd, waarbij rond de vijf
en veertig jaar de grens wordt bereikt waarbij een leesbril nodig
wordt. Bij frequent beeldschermwerk is voor ouderen een aparte leesbril voor die kijkafstand te overwegen. Lichtverstrooiing
in het oog, zoals bij ouderen vaak voorkomt, leidt tot contrastverlies van het netvliesbeeld. Onnodig stoorlicht moet dan
worden vermeden.
(b) de sturing van de ogen over de tekst. Oogbewegingen
zorgen ervoor dat de tekst die op dat moment gelezen wordt
steeds op de gevoeligste plaats van het netvlies komt. De sturing verloopt het soepelst wanneer het oog rechts van het blik·
punt al enigszins kan zien welk woord er aan komt. Aan het
eind van een regel is dat natuurlijk niet het geval en dat veroor·
zaakt dus een discontinuiteit. Vandaar dat de regellengte niet
te kort moet zijn. Ook moet het oog de terugsprongen van het
eind van een regel naar het begin van de volgende regel zonder
fouten kunnen maken. Daaruit volgt dat, als we voor lange regels kiezen, de regelafstand ook grater moet zijn.
(c) visue/e. woordherkenning. Eenvoudige en goed onderscheiden letters in goed contrast zorgen ook voor een duidelijk
woordbeeld. Dit vergemakkelijkt de herkenning. Als de letters
op het netvlies te klein worden afgebeeld, wordt de herkenning
van het woord rond het momentane blikpunt bemoeilijkt. Als de
letters te groot zijn, worden de te herkennen woorden over een
te groot gebied van het netvlies uitgestrekt om ze gemakkelijk
te herkennen. Vandaar dat er een optimaal gebied is voor de
lettergrootte bij een gegeven leesafstand. Verder is voor een
vlotte woordherkenning ook een voldoende regelafstand nodig,
omdat anders de herkenning op de regel die men leest, bemoeilijkt wordt door letters van de aangrenzende regels. Zoek·
processen worden bevorderd wanneer het te zoeken object ook
ver van het blikpunt al over een herkenningskenmerk beschikt.
Oat is het geval bij een goed kleurgebruik, een goede indeling
of andere meer globale kenmerken.
(a)
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begrip voor de tekst over meerdere oogfixaties he en.
Voldoende leessnelheid kan aileen worden bereikt wanneer de
eerdere processen. zoals woordherkenning. als het ware volautomatisch verlopen. zodat de aandacht volledig gewijd kan
worden aan de betekenis van de tekst. Een te lage leessnelheid
betekent niet aileen dat er meer tijd nodig is voor het lezen.
maar ook dat het verband over grotere stukken van de tekst
door de lezer niet meer kan worden gevolgd. Bij optimale
presentatie zijn leessnelheden mogelijk van 300 woorden per
m inuut en zelfs nog hoger. De moeilijkheidsgraad van de tekst
speelt daarbij natuurlijk ook een rol.
(d)

Enige algemene literatuur over leesbaarheid is te vinden in
G.W. Ovink (1938), Legibility, atmosphere-value and forms of
printing-types. Dissertatie Utrecht.
F.L. van Nes (1986), Space, colour and typography on visual
display terminals. Behaviour and Information Technology 5,
99-118.
Als specifieke referentie voor de Teletekst-letters wordt
verwezen naar:
F.L. van Nes (1986) A new teletext character set with
enhanced legibility. Proc. Soc. Inform. Display 27, 239-242.
(tevens: IEEE Transact E/ectr. Devices 33, 1222-1225).
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